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PREFACE
TO THE AMEKICAN EDITION.
The
the

Commentary on
Testament are too well known both abroad and at home to

general character and merits of Olshausen's

New

need being set forth in

In

detail.

combination of exact philo-

its

logical learning, careful tracing of the logical connexion

and

full

unfolding of the thought, and hearty sympathy with the spirit of
the sacred writings,

corresponding to

it

stands almost alone, having nothing fully

in our

it

own

and high excellences makes

and the unlearned but

it

or

its

This union of rare

The

intelligent student of the Scriptures.

latter finds the richest veins of

unfolded in

any language.

almost equally valuable to the scholar,

depth and

thought opened, and Scripture truth

spirituality

;

while the former finds the

leading critical and philological points discussed, briefly indeed, but

with a judgment and accuracy which furnish the best guarantee

for

the soundness of the rich doctrinal and practical teachings that are

A striking

based upon them.
mentary,

is its

feature

and excellence of the Com-

and constant recognition of the organic unity

clear

of the entire Scriptures, and hence its constant illustration of the

New

Testament from the Old.

Beyond, perhaps, the majority of

commentators, Olshausen has traced the gradual unfolding of the

New

divine revelation through its successive stages.

He

Testament rooted in the Old, the Old reaching

consummation in

the

New

;

and he

and blended

ume

is

lights

its

sees the

eminently felicitous in employing the beautiful

which the two grand divisions of the sacred

reciprocally cast

upon each

His Commentary, in

its

vol-

other.

English dress, has been for some years

before the public, as part of the valuable series of works comprised
in Clark's Foreign

and Theological Library.

with general and steadily-growing favor.
therefore,

It has been received

The present

deemed that they might subserve the

publishers,

interests

both of
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making

sacred learning and practical piety in
edition,

more

accessible to the

as the enterprise

American public

it,
:

by an American

and

this the more,

would enable them to add materially

of the English work.

It

was with great

to the value

diffidence that the editor

undertook the supervision of the work and he would have shrunk
it altogether had he foreseen the amount of labor which its
;

from

execution would involve.

It

will

be proper to specify briefly

the improvements which have been attempted in the American
edition.
1.

new and thoroughly revised
Commentary on the Gospels has been published by

Since the death of Olshausen, a

edition of his

Dr. Ebrard, his pupil, friend, and successor in the theological chair

The general

at Erlangen.

character of Ebrard's alterations

is

stated

by himself in the accompanying preface. He has performed his
work with judgment and fidelity. Without modifying the general
character of Olshausen's work, he has greatly improved it by correcting errors, retrenching superfluities, striking out objectionable passages,

and adding much valuable matter by way of

correction.

basis of the present edition,

and been scrupulously followed through-

The public has thus access
German edition of the work.

out.

2.

illustration or

This (fourth German) edition has been adopted as the

to the latest

and much improved

Apart from these modifications, the translation

itself

has been

subjected to a careful revision by a close and constant comparison

with the

Of the English work the

original.

in terms of unjust disparagement.

and

is

ing,

As

in parts nearly unexceptionable.

marred by serious

defects,

editor

would not speak

It evinces fidelity

and industry,

a whole, however,

and sometimes even directly reversing the sense of the

and elsewhere injured by an awkward and unidiomatic
editor, therefore,

He

is

might

up

obscurities,

be, rendering the style

aware that his work

and

clearness,

he

is

more neat and

idiomatic.

but imperfectly accomplished

feels assured that the

The nature and extent

best illustrated

The

pruning redundancies, and,

regard to the more essential qualities of a version,

wanting.

original,

style.

has gone through the work sentence by sentence,

correcting errors, clearing
so far as

it is

sometimes mistaking, sometimes obscur-

by a few examples.

work

viz.,

;

but in

accuracy

will not be materially

of his alterations will perhaps be

We present in parallel

columns

the two versions, confining our selections to the present volume.
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p.

The

AMERICAN EDITION.

EDITION.

ances,

and

his discourses breathed so rich a

stream of life upon the

circle of his disciples,

were incapable of

individuals

that single

Page

of Jesus presented

life

such a fulness of the most varied appear-

adequately comprehending

the

grandeur of his character.

In

exceeding

Him

there

a stream of

was

upon

life,

any

that

;

his

his disciples so rich

single individual

utterly incapable of apprehending the

In

overwhelming fulness of his character.

him were

that surpassed the

set of

human

individuals to ap-

grasp.

single

of Jesus presented

life

manifold a variety of aspects

discourses poured

was revealed something
power of

The

137.

itself in so

disclosed elements

human

faculties

which no

single

was adequate to

prehend.

VoL

As

12.

p.

I.

in the Saviour,

comprehensive delineation of the
sus,

life

of Je-

the popular and temporal element in his

As

Page 144.

the

Aoyof was manifested in a au/ia, so in a

in the Saviour, the Aoyof,

Word, was manifested in a

aCJfia,

body, so, in

a comprehensive delineation of his
with the

along

life,

the national and temporal

spiritual,

manifestation must appear vividly associated

elements of his character required to be Uv-

with the apprehension of its spiritual import.

ingly set forth.

VoL n.

De

Matt. xiv. 13, p. 163, note.

Wette thinks that Luke places

this feeding

Matthew and

in a different locaUty from

Page

Luke
ity

De

576, note.

"Wette thinks that

places this feeding in a different local-

from Matthew and Mark

knows

that he

;

Mark; he knows nothing of a passage across

nothing of a passage across the

the sea, and conceives Bethsaida to have

fers to the

sea,

and

re-

Bethsaida on the western shore

been on the western shore.

YoL n.

Matt. xiL 37,

things,

spiritual

the more punishable becomes the

abuse of it

yea,

:

manifestation of

it

is

even the word, as the

what

is

the whole nature of man

in
is

in Christ's

the deeper the

signifi-

nay, in speech, as the expression of the soul,
is

man's entire character revealed,

revealed.

VoL IL Matt. xiv. 22, p. 169. For it is
much an interposed influence brought
is

And

cance of speech, the more culpable its abuse;

man, in which

not so

to bear on nature, that

Page 465.

But the

101.

p.

more that the word has reference to

here spoken of (viz.

walking on the sea)

—the

difiBcuIty in this case consists

m

special

his with-

Page 521.

much an

For we have here not so

influence brought to bear

on na-

withdrawal from the con-

ture, as a personal

trol of earthly natural laws, here, viz., that

of

gravity.

drawing himself personally from the control
of earthly natural laws.

VoL n. Mark

xv.

7, p.

178.

place, the kgI ov introduces the

—

ary remark

"

and

if

any one

In the next
supplementsays,

Tour

Page 528.

In the next place, the koI oi

introduces the answering clause (the apodosis

of the proposition)

:

—

is

then uimecessary for him to honour his father

temple, he need not {ov

ur},

and

our father and mother."

is

consecrated to the temple,

his mother."

it

is

one says,

" if any

would have been yours

property

What

consecrated to tha

he

shall not)

hon
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Then although

Vol. II. p. 194.

t^v[i7i

immediately explained at Matt. xvi.
diSaxri,

yet this

12, as

not to be looked on apart

is

from the whole circumstances amidst which
stands

it

;

for,

outwardly considered, there

was much truth

Vol.

II. p.

in the doctrine of the

Phar-

Inasmuch

as united in the church.

as heav-

enly powers are acting within the chui-ch,
not dissevered

by

its

perfected organs

from the heavenly, rather has

it its

sanction

iu the heavenly.

we summarily

which reduce the

on

At

1.

leaven, is
12, as

be

doctrine, yet this is not to

iidaxTJ,

re-

garded separately from their entire moral
condition

;

for,

outwardly considered, there

was much truth

Page

548.

in the doctrine of the Phar-

This representation exhibits

an earthly and

heavenly character and

functions as united in the church.
trolled

by heavenly powers, the

press

and

Con-

acts of

human

earthly agents bear not merely

its

im-

have their sanction

authority, but

and we deal

Page 555.

the

views

those

reject

fact itself to

a dream, or

self to a

At

the outset,

we

summarily

views which reduce the

reject those

dream or an

optical delusion

same

in

light-

mists take the place of the voice of

ning and passing mists which some would
substitute for the voice of God,

and the

which thunder,

lightning,

fact

;

it-

views

and passing

in the

with the views as to thunder and

optical delusion,

way

^vjir],

in heaven.

Vol. II. p. 209, Matt. xvii.
outset

Since although

542.

immediately explained at Matt, xvi.

The representation thus

201.

given exhibits the earthly and the heavenly

it is

Page

is

God and

the cloud of light,

light-

cloud.

Vol. II. p. 236, ch. xviii.

explanation

is

5.

The

it

occasioned by the preceding admonition
forth clearly

dom

by Matt.)

is

(set

to enter into the king-

of God.

Vol.

m.

Page 577.

simplest

that this description of

The simplest explanation

is,

occasioned

by

the preceding mention (made distinctly

by

that this form of description

of entering

Matt.)

into

is

the kingdom

of

God.

p. 3,

sela therefore that

Luke

xii.

50.

He

He

coun-

they should without delay

unite with their enemies.

counsels therefore that they should in

season become reconciled to their adversary.

These specimens have been taken almost at random, and they

might be multiplied by hundreds, and in minor matters by thousands, even within the compass
will

of the

show the imperative need of a careful

3.

It

was the wish of the publishers

two volumes.

first

They

revision of the work.
to

make

the work more

widely useful by a translation into English of the numerous Greek

words and phrases scattered through the
of Olshausen

is

based on the original

invariably from the original

;

and

;

text.

The Commentary
are made almost

its citations

its criticisms

and explanations are

of course founded immediately upon the Greek text.

The work

is
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thus designed primarily and almost exclusively for scholars.
scholastic character tbe editor has felt it his

and

to

make

all his modifications in

therefore, while translating the

duty

This

its

fully to retain,

subserviency to

this.

He

has,

Greek words and phrases occurring

in the text, retained the original, except in cases

where

it

had been

already once or twice given, or where nothing whatever was depend-

ent on

He

its retention.

6

6iKni.oavvT]j

rov

vib^

has then

-^eov, etc.,

example, where

(as, for

TTLarcg^

occurred with no peculiarity of

meaning, and merely interrupting the flow of the English sentence)
sileLtly replaced

them by

their English equivalents.

This process

much farther, but

might, perhaps, have been advantageously carried

the editor preferred erring in this respect rather in deficiency than

In the purely philological and

in excess.

have value only

common

When

version.

has unhesitatingly deviated from

The

through

this

was inconvenient, he

it.

editor hardly ventures to

this edition the brief notes

terspersed

remarks, which

In his renderings he has generally adhered to the

translations.

language of the

4.

critical

he has of course rarely added the

for scholars,

add as another advantage of

which he has himself here and there
Annotating

the volume.

But

formed no part of his original purpose.

the

in proceeding he could

and there to express

scarcely resist the impulse here

in-

Commentary

his dissent

from

the particular expositions of Olshausen, and especially in what he

deems some

With

serious errors of doctrine he has felt

a general soundness of judgment, and a

evangelical truth, Olshausen
faults of his countrymen.

to do so.

yet not free from the characteristic

is

He

bound

warm sympathy with

speculates sometimes with a subtlety

and sometimes with a mysticism

characteristically

German, and

sometimes bends philology to the support of the favourite heresies of the

German

theologians.

The

editor has, therefore, both in

minor and more important matters, occasionally added a note
(signed K.) expressing his dissent.

This he has generally done

with the utmost brevity, choosing rather to suggest than elaborately argue the grounds of his opinion.

be his apology

for the

The

dogmatical air which

desire of brevity

may

must

occasionally char-

Of course it will not be understood that he has
commented on aU from which he dissented. He has introduced no

acterize the notes.

modifications into the text, except that in two or three instancea

he has silently corrected an error in lexicography.
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With

EDITION".

these remarks the editor submits the present volume to the

public.

The remaining volumes

intervals.

will follow, it

is

hoped, at no long

If they shall subserve the interests of evangelical truth,

the deep love of which has evidently inspired their author, the highest

aim of the

editor

and the publishers

will

have been attained.
A. C. Kendrick.

August, 1856

AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

The

plan and arrangement of

alterations
in this
it

and additions

new

work, notwitlistanding

many
same

Commentary, since I think I may take
in these points, I have met the wants of our
as my chief object to bring out the inward

edition of the

for granted that,

times.

tliis

in the details, remain essentially the

I regard it

New

unity of the whole

Testament, and of the Scriptures gene-

by the interpretation, to introduce the reader to the
unity of life and spirit in the Sacred Books. To have been continually noticing interpretations which originate in entirely remote
rally,

and,

views, as well as to have been constantly opposing unchristian

tendencies, would have rendered
spirit of

the Bible, since in that

necessarily have

supply what

it

impossible to enter into the

way

been interrupted.

the flow of the spirit would

Exegetical lectures have to

necessary in reference to the enumeration of differ-

is

ent interpretations, to the refutation of errors, to grammar, archae-

and
Hence

history.

ology,

it

naturally follows, that, in this third edition,

lately published

works as Strauss' Life of Jesus, and

Commentary (who

such

De Wette's

professes to agree with Strauss in the principles,

but would prefer a

less extensive application

of them, which

indeed, evidently inconsistent, as Strauss has very justly

strated in reply to him, see "Berliner Jahrhucher,^' 1837, No. 1,

could not be noticed by me, so far as there
ciples

between

their authors

and myself.

is

is^

demonff.),

a difference of prin-

In those passages where

that difference was not involved, I have not omitted to notice these

works
to

also,

my own

but have used them as well as

treatises

more congenial

mind, among which I mention particularly Tholuck's

masterly exposition on the Sermon on the Mount, in order by

strict

AUTHOR
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S

impartiality to gather with ever-increasing purity the sense of the

Word

of God.

Still it

was very rarely that I gained any

the works of Strauss and
Scripture

am

while I

;

De Wette,

from

light

even as to the externals of

greatly indebted to Tholuck's labours in

every respect.
Still,

first,

my Commentary,

on

my

tunity to explain

At

work of Strauss contains a continued

as the notorious

series of attacks

silence

I avail myself of this oppor-

with reference to these attacks.

I determined to write a special work on the subject

the composition of

it

was prevented by protracted

while, such a flood of refutations

is

every

moment

brings some book or pamphlet, which has already discussed
this point

but

being poured forth, that I can-

down my thoughts, because

not even begin to write

;

Mean-

illness.

and then the other on which I intended

to enlarge.

the other hand, not a single work appeared in favour of Strauss

;

first

On
and

even in the few criticisms that were somewhat favourable, nothing

new whatever was brought forward

in confirmation of his view.

All parties in the theological world are unanimous in the rejection
of his work.

This being the state of affairs, the danger to theology

from Strauss' work may, we hope, be regarded as removed
the laity, indeed,

it

will

do the more mischief.

Of course

not to expect thus to be freed from the conflict

;

for

the inapplicability of the mythical interpretation to the

ment has been
call

;

among

science

is

even though

New

Testa-

evidently demonstrated, yet heroes will soon arise to

our courageous and unprejudiced Strauss a cowardly poltroon,

full of superstitious

assumptions, because instead of venturing to

speak out plainly, he only now and then gently hints that Christianity

and the books of the

New

product of unbounded fanaticism,

monstrous deception.

As

turned to ridicule by Strauss,

And

unless

we

to speak

Dr. Paulus at

ral explanation of the miracles

similar result awaits the

Testament are to him simply the
or,

amid loud

who

latter,

first

more decidedly, of a
propounded his natu-

rejoicing,

and now

sees it

stands upon his shoulders, a

with his mythical explanation.

are greatly mistaken in reading the signs of the

times, Strauss will not need, like his predecessor, to live to be eighty

years old, in order to hear with his

decided disciples.
rated pace.

The

The

own

ears the derision of his

more

history of the world advances with accele-

infant Antichrist

struggles powerfully in the

bosom of society, and hastens to its birth. May but the Church of
Christ attain more and more to a knowledge of itself, so as to be

author's preface.
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able to separate itself from all anticliristian elements

Christian science vigorously guard itself against

;

and may

the dangerous

error of suj^posing that such excrescences of unbelief, as the hy-

pothesis of the mythical character of the

belong to

its

course of development

New

!

—

ought to treat purely apologetically
•which defends the

without

;

Testament, necessarily

Such phenomena, theology
e., in that department
i.

domain of Christian science against attacks from

in its inward sanctuary such formations have

no place

whatever.

In an apologetic point of view, I

still

intend to contribute some-

thing towards a refutation of the mythical system, inasmuch as I
propose to myself a renewed comprehensive investigation on the

genuineness of the Gospels, to which Dr. Theile of Leipsic has
kindly invited
If

it

me

in his

work recently published against

Strauss.

be proved that our canonical Gospels are the productions of

eye-witnesses of the facts, the applicability of the mythical interpretation of the

life

of Jesus vanishes most certainly and completely,

according to Strauss'

own

confession.

I shall proceed to this recasting of

my

If

God

earlier

grant

life

and health,

work on the genuine-

ness of the Gospels, immediately after the completion of the printing

of the third edition of the second volume.

Vol.
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PREFACE
TO THE FOUETH GERMAN EDITION.
It was not without a degree of apprehension that I acceded to
the request of the respected publisher, to subject to a revision the
sainted Olshausen's

Commentary on the

On the one hand,

Gospels.

the Commentaries of Olshausen bear an impress of such marked
peculiarity that the disturbing presence of a foreign

hand would be

immediately recognized ; on the other, I was aware that I differed
so widely

tion of

my

from

many

mental views, that
steer

lamented teacher, not only in the interpreta-

individual passages, but even in some
it

seemed

to

me

difficult, if

more fimda-

not impossible, to

between the opposite extremes of depriving the public of

Olshausen's expositions, and of proving false to
Finally, veneration for

tions.

my

ever to be

my own

convic-

remembered teacher

interposed additional obstacles to any thing that looked like correction.

And

still

I could not conceal from myself that sacred

learning had within the last fifteen years

that this Commentary,

if it

ficent influence, stood assuredly in

therefore,

mode

the

made such advancement,

was to perpetuate and extend
need of

its

bene-

I determined,

revision.

upon the work, and proceed now to state to the reader
of procedure by which the proposed end might be most

nearly approximated.
I have frequently substituted the
sion.

(Comp.

e. g.

at Matt,

ii.

23,

more

for the less precise expres-

Olshausen thus

:

" the Evangelist

has reference to that use of language which employed Nazarene in
the sense of despised," I thus " the Evangelist has reference to the
:

fact that the

accuracies

from

n:s:)

Nazarenes were despised by the nation.")

(e, g.

in the

have been corrected.

Polemical remarks which have no

importance for the present time, have been erased
contrary, here

Manifest in-

same place the derivation of the name Na^apet

and there more recent

;

literary notices

and on the
have been

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH GERMAN EDITION.

XX
appended

(as at Matt.

ii.

I have some-

21, on the deatli of Herod).

times abridged widely extended discussions, removed repetitions,

and

in like

manner thrown out

views of Olshausen (as

e. g.

occasional allusions

to peculiar

on the trichotomy), which had been

fully discussed elsewhere.

The

corrections thus far mentioned are manifestly of a nature

which involves no change in the coloring and

But where

tary.

spirit of the

Commen-

I have dissented from Olshausen's view in

more

important points, I have allowed his explanations to stand, and
subjoined

my own

with the utmost possible brevity in notes signed

E. at the foot of the page, or incorporated
closed in brackets,

way mere
vii.

15).

[ ]

;

them

into the text en-

here and there also I have added in the latter

explanations and expansions of the thought (as at Matt,
It will of course be understood that I could not ahvays,

but only on more important questions, append

and hence I hold myself answerable only

my

dissenting view,

for that

which I have

thus actually added either in the foot-notes, or the bracketed
remarks.

In the order of events I
Olshausen.

diiTer,

as

is

well known, widely from

I have allowed his remarks, with their proofs, to stand

unchanged, and in appropriate places have merely made a reference
to

my

e. g.

Kritik der Evang. GeschicJite, removing only repetitions ; as

where Olshausen after once, at Luke

ix.

51, having developed

his view in relation to the narrative of Christ's journey to

(Keisebericht), then at the beginning of every

new

Jerusalem

section repeats

the statement that this belongs to that narrative.

By many
with

illustrative additions (e. g. at the parable of the field

its diversities

of

soil,

of the unjust steward, etc.), I trust that I

have added to the value of the book, and rendered to

its

readers a

real service.

May

this

Commentary

in its present form continue to impart

the same rich blessings which

it

has hitherto dispensed.

Dr. Ebrard.
Eblanqen,

Sept.

1,

1853.
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PREFACE BY THE TRANSLATOR,

The author of the following treatise is known to those conversant with the theological literature of Germany, as a writer of considerahle celebrity.
He was born in 1796 at Oldeslohe in the
Duchy of Holstein. He received his University education partly at
Kiel and partly at Berlin. In 1822 he became theological professor
at Konigsberg, in the remotest north-eastern part of the Prussian
dominions; where he remained till, in 1835, he was called to occupy
the same chair at Erlangen in Bavaria. His fame has been derived
mostly from his Commentaries, as being his most extensive productions.
They are characterized by an almost utter absence of philoalthough they are far from being deficient in learnThe author prefers to exhibit results rather
than the processes by which they were attained. His mode of exposition is altogether more suited to common minds than the eruTo
dite, cumbrous mode pursued by most German commentators.
use the language of Professor Stuart, " the course of thought, and
logical display,

ing and shrewdness.

things rather than words, are his chief objects."

The

work herewith given

an English dress
an attempt to present concisely
and simply the present state of investigation concerning the genuineness of the New Testament.
I do not know of a book upon the
subject, in any language, which combines so popular a cast with so
much comprehensiveness and justness of representation as are, in
my opinion, manifested in this. The unlearned but inquisitive
Christian may here find sources of reflection and conviction respecting the truth of the record on which he relies, that are not commonly accessible without the toil of severe study.
There will of course be found in the work a tone somewhat alien
from our English views and feelings. Reference is had to religious
circumstances differing in some important respects from our own.
This peculiarity of tone, however, does not, in my opinion, involve
little

(published in

German

in 1832),

is

to the public in
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anything of a clearly miscliievoiis tendency. Its influence will,
It is well to enlarge our minds through an
I think, be useful.
acquaintance with the sentiments entertained concerning religious
things by men as fully imbued with the spirit of piety as ourselves,
who have been nurtured in circumstances quite different from those
by which we have been affected. By comparison and inference, in
such a case, we may be much benefitted.
I would not be understood as assenting, without restriction, to all
the views which this little work presents. They may be right, or
they may be wrong. I feel content to launch them before the
public, knowing that if right they will swim, and if wrong they will
Of this, however, I am fully convinced (as may be
eventually sink.
judged from the present version) that the book is in the main a
good one ; and I believe the public will endorse my opinion.
In proceeding with the business of translation, I have been
guided by the sense rather than the letter. The grammatical construction of the original has been altered whenever it was thought
advisable to alter it for the sake of rendering the sense more perI have in one or two instances
spicuous and natural in English.
ventured to qualify an expression which seemed to me too strong,
but never in any case where the change was of much importance.
For instance, I have altered inconceivable to hardly conceivable,
I have also, in a few cases, given biblical references in addietc.
Many of the figures in the
tion to those furnished by the author.
original references were (typographically or otherwise) erroneous,

and have been corrected. Biblical quotations are presented in conformity with our received English version, instead of being translated from the German.

The
letters

notes which I have subjoined are all designated by the

Tr.

D. F., Jb.

;
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Seven

years ago,

when

my earnest desire to
the New Testament, in

I publislied

my history

of the Gospels,

all the books
a small work, designed for intelligent
But, urgent as the necessity of such a work apreaders generally.
peared to me even then, the execution of my plan has been postponed to the present time ; partly because I was hindered from entering upon it by multiplied avocations, and partly because I hoped
it

was

of

show the genuineness of

some one would present himself who was more capable of such an
undertaking than I felt myself to be. For I knew but too well how
difficult it would be for me to wiite simply and plainly, so as to
become even intelhgible to those who are not conversant with investigations of such a description as must be noticed in this work.
As, however, no one has yet appeared to present such a work to the
Church of Christ, and the necessity of it has meanwhile much increased, nothing remained for me but to surmount my scruples, and
execute the work as well as the Lord might permit.
The necessity of such a work will have been evident to every one

who has

observed

how

certain positions as to the pretended spuri-

ousness, or at least suspicious character, of the writings of the

Testament

(positions

circle of the clergy), are

It

is

now

entertained

easy to imagine the injury which

opinions.

To

New

which were formerly current only within the

among the common
is

effected

by such

laity.

foolish

the audacious opponents of Divine truth they afford

every attempt to win their assent to it
and well-meaning persons often find in them occasion of doubts and
anxiety, which they might be spared, did they only at least receive
Such an antidote,
the antidote at the same time with the poison.

a

fine occasion for repelling

to obviate, or at least lessen, the destructive

views of

many

consequences of the

theologians in regard to the biblical books (views

which are diffused abroad sometimes indiscreetly, and sometimes
with a bad intention), I wish this little work to be considered.

author's preface.
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same time, be my endeavour to correct tlie views
not very clear-sighted, though well-meaning, persons, who
appear to think that all critical investigations of the genuineness or
Bpuriousness of the books of the Bible are, as such, wrong, and take
It will, at the

of

many

This idea is fundamentally erroneous,
from a religious conceit, to which there is a
special liability on the part of persons who, conscious of their own
internal religious life, dispense with all enlarged views of the connection of theology with the whole church of God on earth, and
nevertheless are tempted to judge of things beyond the pale of their
capacity.
It would have been better, therefore, had all such invesbut, as the
tigations been confined within the circle of theologians
doubts to which we have referred have been promulgated among
their origin from unbelief

and not seldom

arises

;

the laity, their refutation must also find a place in general literature.

have extended my investigations to the
but have not, in the first place,
because the results of researches in regard to the Old Testament are
and, moreof a less stable character than in regard to the New
over, because those who are not theologians by profession have far
less need of such information in regard to the Old Testament as is
here given concerning the New, inasmuch as to Christians the testimony of Christ and his apostles respecting the Old Testament, the
canon of which was then completed, affords a much more certain
evidence of its Divine origin (and thus of its genuineness), than any
historical reasoning could exhibit, especially since, from the paucity
of sources of information, the latter could not be so satisfactory as
it is in relation to the New Testament.
As to unbelievers, it is of
much greater consequence to urge the claims of the New Testament
upon them than those of the Old, because, so long as they are
opposed to the former, they certainly will not admit the latter. In
my closing remarks, however, I have endeavoured to designate briefly
the right point of view in the determination of critical questions
concerning the Old Testament.
To conclude, I pray that the Lord may be pleased graciously to
accompany this my book with his blessing, and cause it to serve as
an admonition to many a scoffer, and to console and set at ease the
minds of such as have been perplexed with doubts.
I4 should very readily

writings of the Old Testament

;

;

OLSHAUSEN

INTRODUCTION

fifteen hundred years the New Testament, as we now poshas been generally current in the Christian church, and constantly used, as well publicly in the churches as likewise in the
domestic circles of believers. This fact is admitted by the scholars

For

sess

of

it,

modem

times unanimously, since

certain historical proofs.

Hence

genuineness of the writings of the
of

its

formation relate only to the

it

can be shown by the most
concerning the

all investigations

New Testament and

the

manner

few centuries after the ascen-

first

and the death of the Apostles. Indeed, it is
must depend on this primitive
the New Testament was once made up and gener-

sion of our Saviour

easily seen that in reality eveiything

period
ally

;

for after

admitted in the church,

invention of printing,
tian world

it

it

could not be

was spread abroad

by a multitude of copies,

it

scribed than all other books together.

Even

lost.

before the

in all parts of the Chris-

being more frequently tranHence, even supposing that

New Testament, say by war or devastation, had utterly perished
any country, it would immediately have been introduced again
from surrounding ones. Of this, however, there is no example.

the
in

Even such chm-ches as entirely lost connection with the great
Catholic church, and on that account sank to a very low point, yet
faitlifully

preserved the sacred Scriptures, as

stance of the Ethiopian church, in which, on
lapse of centuries, the Bible was found

From

the great importance of the

and the whole civihzed world,

still

is

its

proved by the indiscovery after the

in use.

New Testament

to the

church

was a very natural desire on
the part of scholars to know exactly how this momentous book
was formed.
On entering upon this inquiry, however, in the
perusal of the earliest writers of the church, accounts were met with
which are somewhat difficult of adjustment. It was found that even
before the compilation of all the writings of the New Testament into
it

one collection, many fathers of the church, perfectly well disposed
toward Christianity, had doubted the genuineness of particular books

;

XXX
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New

Testament. This circumstance naturally arrested atand the next inquiry was, what grounds such early fathers
might have had for scruples respecting these writings. In considering this question, one thought he had discovered this reason, and
another that and it often happened that these reasons were considered weighty enough to justify the ancient doubts as to the genuineness of the books. It was at the Reformation, particularly,
that this free investigation of the Bible began to extend widely
and among the Reformers, Luther himself was specially remarkable
for it.
From these inquiries he became fully convinced of the genuineness of most of the writings of the New Testament but he
supposed it necessary to regard some of them, e. g., the Epistle of
James, and John's Revelation, as spurious. In this opinion he certainly erred, particularly, as is now acknowledged by nearly all
scholars, in his rejection of the Epistle of James
but great as was,
and still is, his authority in the eyes of many millions of Christians,
his belief of the spuriousness of these two books has done no essential harm
they have maintained their place in the New Testament
since as before, and the circumstance of his rejecting them has only
shown the church the truth of the old remark, that even Grod's
of

tlie

tention,

;

;

;

;

may err.
From this example may be clearly seen, however, the total groundlessness of the fear of those who imagine that such scrutinizing insaints

must be, in and of themselves, prejudicial to the church.
Such examinations of the origin of holy writ, and its individual
books, are not only allowable, but absolutely indispensahle ; and they
will injure the church no more than gold is injured by being carefully tried in the fire.
The church, like the gold, wiU but become
purer for the test. In the Scriptures, both of the Old and New
quiries

Testament, the eternal revelation of God reposes in quiet security
A wonderful Divine ordination has preserved it to
essential injury, through a succession of dark ages.

and brightness.
us without any

It exerts at the present day,

upon

all

minds receptive of

its spirit,

the same blessed, sanctifying influence which the apostles claimed
for it eighteen centuries ago.
suffer

from careful

How,

then, can these sacred books

historical inquiry respecting their origin ?

In-

must rather serve to confirm and fuUy establish belief in
purity and genuineness.
That this is actually the effect of

vestigation
their

really learned investigations

is

apparent, likewise, from the following

When

the very erudite and truly pious Professor Bengel
of Tubingen published his New Testament with all the various

instance.

readings which he had been able to discover,

many minds were

with anxiety, thinking that an entirely new Testament would
be the result in the end, if all the various readings were hunted up.
They thought it wOuld be better to leave things as they were. But

filled
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altliougli 40,000 various readings were discovered in the anMSS., the New Testament was hardly at all altered thereby
for very few readings were of a nature to have any essential bearing
upon a doctrine. Most of them consisted of unimportant transpositions, or permutations of synonymous words (such as in English also
for and, etc.)
and though some readings were more considerable
" For there are three
(as, e. g., the celebrated passage, 1 John v. 7
that bear witness in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy
Ghost, and these three are one," which must certainly be regarded
as spurious), still they are really of no more consequence.
For such

cient

;

;

:

is

the nature of the Holy Scriptures, that there are always

proof-passages for any important doctrine

;

these words are withdrawn from the Bible, their purport
eternally true,

is

still

and the doctrine of the Holy Trinity remains at the

present time, as before, the doctrine of the church.

the

many

and hence, although

MSS. have been read and

Now

that all

no further
occasion for fear that somewhere or other something new may be
discovered, which will thrust the old-loved Bible aside.
Moreover,
the principles on which scholars determine the right one among different readings of the same passage are so skillfully devised, that it
is almost impossible for a false reading to creep in ; and, should one
individual err in this respect, another immediately steps in and corrects the error.
It certainly is not to be denied that pious persons, who valued
God's word, might well for some time be anxious at heart ; for one
biblical book after another was stricken from the list of those which
were genuine, and at last we seemed to have none but spurious
books in the Bible though, on the other hand, it remained inexplicable who could have taken pains either to forge so many spurious writings himself, or to make a collection of them after they were
forged.
And then, what could have been the character of the deceitful author or authors (for, at all events, the books must hare
been written by somebody), who could compose such writings writings which for many centuries have consoled miRions in calamity
and death. It is now seen, however, that the reason why things
were so for a time, was, not that men inquired and investigated (for
no injury can ever accrue on that account), but that they did not
prosecute the investigation with a right sjjirit and disposition.
Every one can see that it is not a matter of indifference with what
feelings we engage in investigations of this kind in regard to the
sacred books. Suppose a man to see in the books of the New Testaccurately collated, there

is

;

—

ament only monuments of

antiquity, of just as little or as much
value as other ancient writings, to have felt nothing of the saving
influence of God's word upon his heart, and on that account to be

devoid of love for

it

;

yea, even to feel vexed that others should hold
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so dear,

and enviously and maliciously study bow he migtt desuch a man, with his perverse
would rake up any thing and every thing in order to un-

stroy their delight in this treasure
disposition,

—

dermine the foundation of the church. Whether such corrupt mohave really operated in the heart of any inquirer, no man can
determine. It is always presumption to take it upon ourselves to
judge respecting the internal position or intention of any heart.
"We may even suppose one who rejects the whole New Testament to
possess honesty and sincerity, which want only the necessary light
of conviction.
But the possibility that such motives may afiect
these investigations, certainly cannot be denied
and that is fully
enough for our purpose. If, moreover, we look at the manner in
which a Voltaire among the French, and a Bahrdt among the Germans, have treated the sacred books, we find cogent reason to fear
that they did not kee]3 themselves free from such corrupt motives,
however heartily we wish that God's judgment may pronounce them
This consideration is of importance, however, because we
pure.
may see from it how all depends on this interior state of mind with
which a man commences his undertakings ; so that even the noblest
enterprise may by an unholy intention lead to pernicious results.
But, setting entirely aside the possibihty that a man may undertake
tives

;

investigations respecting the Scriptures in a positively corrupt state

of mind, he
volity.

may

If he

is

also do much injury therein from levity and frinot sufficiently penetrated with a conviction of the

great importance of investigations concerning the genuineness of the
sacred Scriptures, if he does not treat the weaknesses of the church

with

sufficient tenderness (for she

may

feel herself

wounded

in her

most sacred interests by the inconsiderate expression of doubts), it
may easily happen that, at the first impulse, upon some supposed
discovery, this discovery will immediately be blazoned before the
world, without having been previously tested with soberness and care
by all the means within reach. There is little reason to doubt that
vanity is commonly at the bottom of this superficial haste for it is
always delightful to what Paul calls the old man to be the author
Had all inquirers been able propof any new and striking opinion.
erly to restrain this vain desire to shine, much offence would without doubt have been avoided, and many a heart would have escaped
;

considerable suffering.
Still,

errors to

in

what department

lament

?

of

life

He who knows

or

knowledge have we not many

his

own

heart aright will there-

men, if they have now and then been governed
by vanity or other wrong motives. The misuse of a good thing
should not abolish its use and it is still true that all investigations
respecting the sacred books, their history and compilation, are in
themselves very useful and necessary, as without them we must be
fore forgive learned

;
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We will only-

entirely iu the dark in regard to their true character.

wish that henceforth the God of truth and love

may

infuse truth

and love into the hearts of all inquirers, and then it will not be of
any consequence that many hooks have been pronounced spurious
for, fortunately, they do not become spurious from the assertions of
this or that man, and it is always allowable for another scholar to
;

point out the errors of his predecessor.
vestigation the truth will certainly

come

From

this

to light

by

freedom of indegrees.

If the thoughts here presented be duly considered,
readily seen, that he

not take

who has deep

love for the

it will be
word of God need

much

to heart, that this or that scholar has rejected a
After long investigation, and frequent assertions
that most of the books of the New Testament are spurious, it is
nevertheless now agreed among scholars generally, that all the luritit

particular book.

ings of the Neiu Testament are genuine productions of the apostles.
As to several of them, it is true, precise certainty has not been

be hoped that uniformity will be exhibited
and, moreover, the difference of
opinion in this view concerning several of these books is not so
dangerous as it may appear. Concerning the Epistle to the Hehreivs, e. g., there is not uniformity of sentiment as yet.
Many very
estimable di\ines, with whom I feel myself constrained to coincide
in opinion on this point, think that the Epistle was not composed
by the Apostle Paul, but by some other very worthy member of the
apostolic church.
It is clear, however, that even though Paul did
not write the Epistle, we cannot on this ground regard it as spuriHence the only
ous, inasmuch as its author is not mentioned in it.
question in relation to it is, loho was its author ? and on that point
it is hard to decide, from the obscurity of the accounts given by the
All, however, regard this Epistle as
ancient fathers of the church.
genuine, i. e., it is universally believed that its author composed it
without any intention to palm it off as the production of somebody
Had that been his purpose, he
else, for instance the Apostle Paul.
would have taken care that the Epistle should at once be recog-

attained, but

it is

to

soon in regard to these likewise

;

.

name

nised as Paul's production, by assigning his

other way.

The

case

is

to

it,

or in

some

certainly different as to the second Epistle

of Peter, against the genuineness of which many doubts are prevaIn relation to this Epistle, the first inquiry is not tvho was

lent.

author, for the apostle Peter is most clearly designated as such,
but ivhethcr Peter was really and truly the author. If the conclusion be that the Epistle cannot be attributed to Peter, then it must
be forged or spurious. It has been attacked with more plausibility
than any other book of the New Testament and yet much may be
said even in behalf of this Epistle, as we shall see hereafter.
may therefore assert, that by Divine Providence some good has

its

;

We
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sifting to which the books of the
already accrued from the rigorous
True, it did at
in our day
subjected
New Testament have been
the course ot
Testament would
New
whole
the
if
as
seem
first
first heat was over, and
the
when
but
spurious
;
time be declared
that lar the
it was seen by inquirers
sober perspicacity returned,
rested on a firmer historical foundation
crreater part of its books
antiquity which all the world regard as
than most works of profane
conof good courage in entermg on the
be
Hence we may
genuine.
New Testament, tor the
of the individual books of the

m

sideration

be dreaded
is by no means so much to
result of critical investigation
desire to premise
we
however,
First,
as is sometimes thought.
respecting the Neiv Testament generally.

something further
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Old Testament and this is always to be understood in the New
Testament when the Holy Scriptures are mentioned. Besides the
;

apostolic writings, hoAvever, other profitable books were used for tho
edification of the church.

In particular, we have

still

some remains

of the writings of immediate disciples of the apostles,

commonly

called apostolic fathers, wliich were publicly read in the ancient

churches.

These men

the second.

the

all lived in

Among them

first

century and some time in

Rome,

are Clement, bishop of

Ignatius,

bishop of Antioch, Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, Hcrmas, who was

probably presbyter at Eome, and the well-known Barnabas. The
Epistles of Clement and Polycarp, as weR as the Book, of Hermas,

were read with specinl assiduity in the ancient churches. On account of the great antiquity of these writings, the books of the New
Testament are very seldom quoted in them, and much of what
coincides with the contents of the New Testament, e. g., Christ's

may

have been drawn by these apostolic fathers from oral
Indeed the former
source is perhaps most probable, since Christians certainly did not
then read the Grospels so assiduously as they were read in later
times, when they could no longer listen to the living discourse of
the apostles and their immediate companions.
The reason why so
few written remains of the immediate disciples of our Lord are
now extant, is in part the long lapse of time, which has destroyed
many books once current, but in jjart also that the ancient ChrisThe preaching of the gospel,
tians laboured more than they wrote.
sayings,

tradition as well as from perusal of the Gospels.

and the regulation of infant churches, consumed so much of their
little remained to be employed in composition.
Moreover, in the first century it was always as when Paul wrote the fol-

time, that

" Not many wise men after the
lowing declaration (1 Cor. i. 26)
not many noble were called." For the most part only people
:

flesh,

of inferior standing joined the church of Christ

;

and these had
In

neither the capacity nor the inclination to labour with the pen.

it is undoubtedly true that we find little information concerning the books of the New Testament in the first cenThat they did, nevertheless, exist in the church we shaU
turies.
prove hereafter. But it might bo expected, then, that although the
most ancient Christians do not speak of their sacred writings, still
the heathen AVTiters of Greece and Eome must have done so, considering the multiplicity of their works on all subjects.
The heathen
writers, however, who were contemporary with the apostles and the
apostolic church, make no mention of the apostolic writings, because
they cared nothing at all about the Christian church. They considered the Christians as only a sect of the Jews, and despised them as
much as they did the latter. They therefore credited the malicious
reports which were circulated respecting the Christiana, and treated

these circumstances
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them, accordingly, as the offscouring of humanity.
cedure of Tacitus, a noble
the Christians under Nero.
the Greeks and

Romans

Roman, who

Such

is

the pro-

relates the persecution of

Thus, of course, nothing could induce

to cultivate acquaintance with the writings

of the Christians, particularly as they were distasteful on another
account, from their not being clothed in the same elegant language
as their productions.
tians

became

It

was only when the number of the Chrisbegan to

so great as to excite apprehension, that they

pay attention to everything of imiDortance concerning this new sect,
and so at last to their sacred books. But it is not till after the
middle of the second century that we find examples like that of
Celsus,

who, in order to confute the Christians, made himself

acquainted with their sacred books.

The
stress

which less
word of the apostles,
For the mighty outpouring of

original condition of the primitive church, in

was

laid on the Scriptures than on the

was not indeed of long continuance.
the Spirit, which, on the day of Pentecost, filled the disciples of our
Saviour, had hardly been communicated to a considerable number
of other minds, and lost its first power, ere erroneous schisms began
The germs of these may be discovered
to prevail in the churches.
in the writings of the apostles.

The

first

of these party divisions

of the ancient church was that of the Jewish Christians.

As

early

Paul speaks expressly of persons
who desired to bring the Galatian Christians again under the yoke of
the law. They wished faith in Christ and his redemption to be regarded as insufficient for salvation, unless circumcision and the obThe great preacher of the Gentiles,
servance of the law were added.
however, zealously opposes this restricted idea of Christianity, and
shows that the soul must lose Christ, if it seeks to use any other
means of salvation. It was the object of the law of Moses to lead
by its injunctions to conviction of sin, and thus to a desire for salvaby its prophecies and types of Christ it was a schoolmaster
tion
to guide us to him ; but salvation itself could come only from
Still, Paul was by no means of opinion that those who
Christ.
were Jews by birth must not observe the law when they became
as in the Epistle to the Galatians,

;

Christians

;

he rather favoured their doing

so, if

the pious customs

of their fathers had become dear to them, or if their own weakness
or that of the Jews around them would be ofiended by the contrary

Hence, the apostles who remained in Jerusalem till its deMatthew and James, observed the law invariably,
and so did Paul likewise, when he was in Jerusalem. But the
apostles, as well as their true disciples, were far from being desirous

course.

struction, as did

upon the Gentiles also. The
milder and really Christian view of the observance of the law was

to impose this observance of the law

constantly entertained by

many Jewish

Cluistians in Palestine,

who
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Many on the contrary, took
in later times were called Nazareans.
the wrong course, which the Apostle Paul reproved in certain individuals in Galatia, and these obtained the name of Ehionites.
They, however,

fell

into other heresies besides their idea of the

necessity of circumcision

and observance of the law

in order to sal-

vation, jmrticularly in regard to the person of Christ.

the real di\'inity of our Lord, and regarded

him

They denied

as a son of Joseph,

thus seceding whoUy from the true church of Christ.

Judaistng division of the church,
The instructions of the Apostle
Paul had taken deep hold of their minds, and given them a strong
conviction that the gospel went far beyond the formalities of Jewish
practice, and would bring all nations under its sway.
But from this
perfectly correct idea they wandered into an opposition to the Old
Testament, which was never felt in the slightest degree by the
Apostle Paul. They remarked rightly, that in the Old Testament,
the Divine y?<s^i'ce was most prominently exhibited, in the revelation
of a rigorous law
while the New most fully displayed the Divine
mercy in the revelation of forgiving love. But this fact, which was
necessary for the education of mankind, since the need of salvation
will never be felt until the claims of justice are perceived, was employed by them for the purpose of wholly disuniting the Old Testament from the New, and referring it to a distinct author. This sect
are termed Marcionites, from Marcion, the man who urged this
view to the greatest extreme. In connection with their opposition
to Judaism they also held G-nostic opinions (whence they are commonly ranked with the Gnostics), and th'ese gave a hue to their absurd notion that the God of the Old Testament was different from
that of the New.
The Old Testament, they thought, presented to
view a God of justice without love the New Testament one of love
without justice while in reality the only true God possesses both

In precise contrariety to

this

others entirely discarded Judaism.

;

;

;

attributes in

perfection.

It

is

easy to see that in these notions

Paganism is mingled with Christianity. The sublime nature of the
latter was admitted by the Marcionites
but they could not look
upon the other true form of religion, Judaism, as reconcilable
;

Hence, although they no longer revered the numberless
it.
gods of the heathen, they imagined the two attributes of God, justice and love, to center in two distinct divine beings.
Besides this
ungrounded \'iolence against Judaism, the Marcionites maintained
a silly error in regard to Christ's nature, which was the precise op-

witli

posite of the opinion of the Jewish Christians.

The

latter denied

and the Marcionites asserted that he had no true
humanity. The humanity of Christ, said they, was only apparent.
In their opinion a purely heavenly vision was presented in the
his life and aU his acts in hfe were merely
person of Jesus Christ
his divinity,

;
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in appearance, designed to exhibit

him

to

men

in a

human man-

ner.

This idea the Marcionites entertained in common with the
who did indeed judge more correctly
than the former in regard to the mutual relation of Judaism and
Christianity, but on other points maintained the most grievous errors.
The seeds of their doctrine are referred to by the Apostle Paul, e. g.,
in 2 Tim. ii. 17, 18, where he warns against the heresy of Hymeneus
and Philetus, who maintained that the resuiTection of the dead had
already taken place. For, as they denied the true humanity of
Christ, they could not, of course, admit the corporeal resurrection
of all men ; and therefore understood it spiritually of the interior
Gnostics, properly so called,

vivification of the heart

by the

spirit of Christ,

Undoubtedly

perversion of doctrine on the part of the Gnostics
to their belief in another being besides

God

is

this

to be referred

God. While they regarded
good and beauty, they

as a pure spirit, the fulness of all

looked upon matter as another being, the source of everything corevil.
It was from a mixture of the
and the material that this world originated, and particularly man, who at one time displays so much that U lovely and elevated, at another so much that is low and base.
Thus the only
way to purify and sanctify man was, that he should be gradually
freed from everything material, and by the divine germs of life
within him, be brought back to God. It is easy to imagine what a
distorted view of all the doctrines of salvation must be produced by
such an idea, since holy writ nowhere countenances the opinion that

poreal and visible, as also of all
spiritual

evil resides in matter, but "rather expressly refers it to the ivill of
the creature, who, by disobedience to the holy will of the Creator,

has destroyed in himself and about him the harmony which originally prevailed in the

In

whole universe.

this condition of tilings, then,

cionites,

and Gnostics,

when Jewish

Christians,

Mar-

to say nothing of other insignificant sects,

were disturbing the unity of the church, it was seen to be necessary that every eifort should be exerted to uphold the purity of the
apostolic doctrines.
But as, at the time when these sects became
very powerful, the apostles were no longer upon earth, no direct appeal could be made to their authority, whenever oral tradition was
adduced against them, these heretics appealed themselves to pretended communications from the apostles. The Gnostics in particular, asserted that the deep wisdom which they taught in their
schools was communicated by the apostles to only a few ; very
simple Christian truth alone, they supposed was only for the multitude.
What remained, therefore, since appeal to oral tradition
from the apostles Avas of no avail, but reference to written authority ?
This could not be altered and falsified like oral language ; it was
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norm and rule of faith^
employed with exceeding force and efficiency
Thus the time was now come when a sifting

better suited to be a fixed, unchangeable

and coidd
against

therefore be

all heretics.

and separation of the many professedly Christian writings scattered
abroad in the church was necessary. Moreover, the difierent sects
of heretics had

of forged writings

all sorts

among them,

their peculiar opinions were presented in the

prophets and apostles.

must be made,

in

which

names of celebrated

Against such writings explicit declaration
from

in order to preserve the true apostolic doctrine

mixture with erroneous and confused notions. As of course, however, individual fathers of the church could have but little influence
against the established sects of heretics, it was felt to be necessary
that real Christians should be more closely and intimately united,
and from the endeavour consequently made sprang the so-called

The teachers of the church, as well
agreed together in the avowal of certain doctrines,
which afterwards formed their creed, or the so-called apostolic symcatJioNc,

as

bol,

the

i.

e.,

universal church.

laity,

because in them the true apostolic doctrines were stated in op-

Thus

position to heretics.

to the tide of corruption

;

it became practicable to set firm bounds
and thus the various sects were gradually

suppressed by the preponderant influence of the universal church.
Still some of them lasted down to the fifth and sixth centuries.

This sifting of the various Christian writings demands a more
It has been before remarked that certain

careful consideration.

edifying productions of estimable fiithers,

Hermas and
apostles.

might

others, were

Still,

e. g.,

Clement of Kome,

publicly read along with those of the

however profitable the perusal of these writings

be, the bishops of the Catholic church correctly felt that they

could be of no service against heretics, as these would not allow

them any weight.

Since, however, they

commonly acknowledged

the writings of the apostles, these and these alone could be appealed
All such writings, therefore, as were alto in confutation of them.

lowed to be the compositions of other authors were first separated
from the rest. If this had not been done, it would have remained
uncertain in all subsequent time what books were properly to be
regarded as pure sources of apostolic doctrine ; and at the time of
the Eeforraation it would not have been so easy to restore the true
uncoiTupted doctrine of Christ by means of the Scriptures, as it actually was, on account of the circumstance that the genuine Scriptures were possessed in a separate, fixed collection.
Now, in the
endeavour to gather the genuine apostolic writings together by themselves, some of them were very easily distinguished from the rest
as the apostolic productions. These were called universally-admitted
writings
in Greek homologoumena.
Among these were reckoned
the four Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John ; the Acts of
;
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the Epistles of the Apostle Paul to the

Romans, Coand Thesand lastly, two Epissalonians, to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon
tles of John and Peter, viz., only the first and largest of both
Among these writings, it is true, there appear two which
apostles.
were not composed by apostles, i. e., by members of the first circle
[It is to
of twelve men which our Lord Jesus gathered about him.
be observed that Paul ranked with these in authority, partly because
of his immediate call by the Lord (Acts ix.), and partly on account
We
of his extended and blessed labours in behalf of the church.]
mean the Gospel of Mark and the work of Luke. We say the work
of Luke, for Luke's Gospel and his Acts of the Apostles do but
make two halves of the same work, as is plain from the commencement of the Acts. There was no scruple on the part of the Cathothe Apostles

;

rinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians,
;

lic

church to class these two works of assistants of the apostles with

those really apostolic, because both wrote under the influence

and
According to the unanimous account of the
most ancient Christian Fathers, Mark wrote under the guidance of
Peter, and Luke under that of Paul, so that Mark's was regarded as
the Petriue, and Luke's as the Pauline Gospel.
These universally-received writings of the apostles were divided
into two collections.
First, the four Gospels by themselves formed
a collection called the Gosi:)cl. For, although this collection contained four narratives of our Lord's life, they were not regarded as
difi'erent writings, but only as different aspects, or, so to speak, sides
Hence an ancient Father of the church,
of one and the same work.
Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons in France, terms the four Gospels, the
one four-formed or four-sided Gospel. The other writings constitated a second collection, which was termed the ajjostle, or the
preaching of the apostle. Probably the name took its rise from the
approval of apostles.

fact, that at first

the Epistles of Paul alone were collected together,

by way of eminence, especially in
Europe, on account of his active labours. To this collection of
Pauline Epistles the Acts of the Apostles were added subsequently,
because it formed, as it were, an introduction to the Epistles, containing an account of Paul's travels and labours in the vineyard of
our Lord. Later stQl were also added the two larger Epistles of
John and Peter.

and he was

called the apostle,

Besides these generally admitted writings, there were others,
which were indeed regarded by many as apostolic, but as to which
some estimable persons entertained doubts, viz., the Second and
Third Epistles of John, the Second Epistle of Peter, the Epistles
of James and Jude, the Epistle to the Hebrews, and John's Apocalypse.
Hence these were termed disputed ivritings, in Greek,

Antilegomena.

About the

close of the second or the

commence-
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ment

of

third century,

tlie

most of the fathers of the Catholic

church hecame united in believing the genuineness and apostolic
origin of all these writings excepting the Epistles to the Hebrews
and the Apocalypse. A third small collection was now formed of
these epistles, and into

of

John and

it

were transferred the two larger Epistles
first contained in the second col-

Peter, which were at

Consequently, the third comprised seven Epistles, which
were called the seven Catholic, i. e., universally-admitted Epistles,
Out of
in contra-distinction from the various rejected writings.
these collections there now remained, therefore, only the Epistle to
In regard to the Episthe Hehreios, and the Revelation of John.
tle, as has been already mentioned, no doubt was entertained of its
genuineness the only controversy was, whether Paul was its author
or not.
At last, the opinion that it was Pauline prevailed, and it
was introduced into the collection of Pauline Epistles though, as
the collection was already made up, it was placed at the end, after
the small Epistle to Philemon. In the Lutheran version of the
Bible, however, the Epistle obtained another j^lace, viz., between
the Third Epistle of John and the Epistle of James, for reasons
which will be stated hereafter. The whole question, therefore, in
regard to the Epistle to the Hebrews was of little consequence; for,
if Paul did not write it, it is certain that the author of it wrote un-

lection.

;

;

der his guidance (as will be shown more at length in the sequel),
and the case is the same with this Epistle as with the Gospels of

Mark and Luke. It is otherwise, however, with the history of the
Apocalypse, which also will be particularly related hereafter. Although it has the oldest and most trustworthy witnesses in its beindeed beyond most of the writings of antiquity, it stiU
met with numerous assailants, on account of its contents.
True, many did not exactly regard it as spurious they only maintained that it was written, not by John the Evangelist, but by anOthers, however,
other man of less note, bearing the same name.

half,

early

;

felt

such excessive dislike towards the book, that they declared

it

must have been composed by the worst of heretics. Yet here, too,
truth fortunately obtained the victory, and the genuine apostolic
character of this elevated production of prophetic inspiration was at
As the three smaller collections were already
last acknowledged.
made up, nothing remained but to place it at the end of them all.
This was precisely the position to which the Apocalypse belonged ;
considering the Gospels to be, as it were, the root of the tree
of life exhibited in the whole New Testament, and the Epistles as
the branches and blossoms, the Apocalypse may be regarded as the
It contains a picture of the development of
fully ripened fruit.
God's church down to the end of time, and therefore forms the con-

for,

clusion of the Bible as properly as Genesis forms its

commencement.
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In order tliat the various writings and small collections might
be permanently united, the smaller divisions were entirely given
up in the fourth century, and henceforward there was hut one great
collection, containing all the-

New Testament

A

writings.

decisive

decree on this point was issued by a council held in the year 393,
at Hippo, no# Bona, in Africa.
In itself considered, this union of

the smaller collections into a single large one

and hence,

too, it is of

for, as early

none that

it

took

is

of no consequence,

jolace at so late

the fourth, there was entire unanimity in regard to

questions concerning the books of the,

a period

;

and the commencement of

as during the third century

all

essential

New

Testament, as the following particular histoiy of them will evince. StiU there was this
advantage arising from the union of the apostolic writings into one
body, viz., that they were in a more safe and determinate form, and
might now be j)laced with the Old Testament as a complete second
part of holy writ.

CHAPTER

II.

THE COLLECTION OF THE GOSPELS.
Of

the three smaller collections of the writings of the

New

Testament, which, as we have before stated, were in use in the
ancient church, none can be traced further back than that of the
Gospels. We find so many and so weighty testimonies in its behalf, that it would seem as though Providence designed that this
palladium of the church should be in a special manner secure against
all attacks.
Not only is it the case that some of the most ancient
fathers testify to its existence, as, e. g., Tertullian, Clement of
Alexandria, Irenaeus, Justin- Martyr (aU of whom lived in the
second century after Christ, and were preceded only by the so-called
apostolic fathers)

longed to

all

;

but, moreover, the witnesses in

parts of the ancient church.

thage Clement in Egypt
became bishop of Lyons
;

;

its

behalf be-

Tertullian lived in Car-

Irenaeus was born in Asia Minor, and
France Justin Martyr was born in

in

;

Palestine (in Flavia Neapolis, otherwise called Sichem), but taught
Thus the testimonies in favour of the collection of the
in Rome.

Gospels come from
this circumstance,

all

the chief stations in the ancient church ; and
its very general diffusion.

of course, supposes

number of testimonies, all proceeding from one prowould not be of so much weight as these coincident declarations from the most various parts of the world, as to the currency
of the Gospels.
A circumstance, however, stiU more important than

The

greatest

vince,
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these testimonies from different parts of the ancient church is, that
not only the members of the Catholic orthodox church, but the
heretics also, were familiar with our Gospels.
If it be considered,

what

violent

mutual animosity there was between the fothers of the

Catholic church and the heretics

that one party would not adopt
from the other, but was rather disposed
to reject it, for the very reason that it came from so detested a quarter
no one can help seeing in the circumstance that both the
Catholic church and the heretics were familiar with the collection
of our Gospels an uncommonly cogent proof of its genuineness and
great antiquity. For, had it been formed after the rise of these
sects, either within the pale of the Catholic church, or in the midst
of this or that party of heretics, it would be wholly inexplicable,
how it could have been introduced into these sects, from the church,
or, vice versa, into the church from these sects.
Thus the collection
of our Gospels must at all events have taken place before such sects
arose
for on no other ground can it be explained how these books,
w^hich were generally known and used before open rupture in the
church, should have been admitted as genuine by both parties alike.
Now the sects of the Gnostics and Marcionites originated as early
as the beginning of the second century
and from this circumstance
;

or receive anything at all

;

—

;

;

we

are entitled to regard the collection of the Gospels as in exist-

ence at a period very near the times of the apostles. Besides the
we find pagans acquainted with the collection

heretics, moreover,

We

opponent
whose attacks it was defended by Origen.
It is true this man did not live till about two hundred years after
the birth of Christ (we do not know the precise period)
but it is,
of the Gospels.

refer particularly to Celsus, a violent

to Christianity, against

;

notwithstanding, a decisive evidence of the general diffusion and
acknowledgment of the Gospels throughout the church, that they

and assailed by pagan opponents as official sources of the
For, had Celsus been aware that Christians
themselves did not acknowledge these writings, it would have been
an absurd undertaking to refute the Christians from the contents
are cited

Christian doctrines.

of the books.

Further,

it is

a wholly peculiar circumstance in the history of the

Gospels, and one which goes a great

we nowhere

way

to sustain their

genuine-

any writer of any part of the ancient
world any indication that only a single one of the four Gospels was
in use, or even known to exist separately.
All possessed the entire
ness, that

find, in

collection of the Gospels.
It is true there is one writer, Papias,
bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia, concerning whom there is no express statement that he had all the four Gospels.
But the manner

which Eusebius speaks respecting him in his Church History is
such that there is nothing questionable in this silence. Eusebius

in
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adduces from a work of Papias, now not extant, some notices of
Matthew and Mark. It is certainly true that nothing is said of
Luke and John but this is undoubtedly because the ancient
;

bishop had not made any particular observations on these two
His silence respecthig them is the less an evidence that
Gospels.
he was not acquainted with them, as the theatre of the labours of

Papias was in the vicinity of Ephesus, where John lived so long,
and moreover wrote his Gospel. On this account Papias must
Eusebius, moreover, renecessarily have been acquainted with it,
marks, in the same place, that Papias was acquainted with the first

Thus
How much rather, then, with his Gospel
Epistle of John.
Eusebius says nothing concerning Luke and John, only because it
was a matter of course that Papias was familiar with them, and the
There
latter had not said anything special in regard to their origin.
were, moreover, some heretics who made use of but one Gospel, e. (/.,
Marcion used Luke, and the Ebionites Matthew but they had
They did
special reasons for doing so in their doctrinal opinions.
not, by any means, deny the three other Gospels to be genuine ;
they only asserted that their authors were not true disciples of our
'>

;

Marcion held the erroneous notion that all the disciples,
Lord.
with the exception of Paul, still continued lialf Jews. The Jewish
Christians maintained that all the disciples, except Matthew, had
strayed away too far from Judaism, and on that account did not
In this state of the case there is clear evireceive their writings.
dence from their opinions also that the Gospels are genuine, and
were in that day generally diffused in the church. Now, as the collection of our four Gospels existed so very early and so universally,
the inquiry occurs, how it could have originated ? Shall we say
that a particular individual or church may have formed it, and it
may then have spread itself everywhere abroad ? This supposition
seems to be countenanced by the circumstance of the general uniformity as to the order of the four Gospels. A very few MSS. place
John next to Matthew, in order that the writings of the apostles
may be by themselves. Clearly, however, this transposition arose
from the fancy of some copyist, and has no historical foundation.

There

is still,

therefore, positive authority for the universally received

The most weighty circumstance against the opinion
was made in a particular
j)lace, and difiused itself abroad from thence, is, that we have no
account respecting such a process, though we should expect one,
from the fact that John lived, and moreover wrote his Gospel, at so
For this reason had the Evangelist John himself, as
late a period.

arrangement.
that the

first

collection of the Gospels

some suppose, or any other man of high authority in the church,
formed the collection of the Gospels, we should, one would think,
have had an account of its formation, as it could not have taken
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place before the end of the

first

or

commencement

x]V
of the second

century, which period borders very closely on that from which
derive so

many

accounts concerning the Gospels.

But

this

we

same

circumstance that we read nothing at all respecting a collector of
the Grospels, that writers have been left to conjecture in regard to
the manner in which the collection of them was made, leads to another view of its formation, which casts the clearest light on the
genuineness of the books. It is in the highest degree probable that
our Gospels

all

originated in capital cities of the

Matthew probably wrote
where

also,

Koman

his in Jerusalem, the centre of

empire.

Judaism,

as appears from the Acts of the Apostles, a large

Mark and Luke undoubtedly
wrote in Eome, the political centre of the empire, to which innumerable multitudes of men thronged from all quarters of the world
for the transaction of business.
In this city, too, a flourishing
Christian church was early gathered.

Christian church was early formed, as is seen from the Epistle of
Paul to the Komans, which was written before Peter or Paul, or
any apostle, had visited Rome. Lastly, John wrote at Ephesus, a
large and thriving city of Asia Minor.
It was the residence of
many learned and ingenious heathen. The large church at Ephesus
was, according to the Acts, founded by Paul.
It was fostered by

Now, let it be considered how many thousands
must consequently have been most exactly aware who wrote the
Gospels, and it wiU be perceived that these circumstances afford
the labours of John.

weighty eAadence of their genuineness, particularly as there is not to
he found in a single ancient io7'iter the faintest trace of any doubt in
regard to it ; for the heretics, who, as we have remarked, disputed
the Gospels in part, did not deny their genuineness (they rather
Now, as
fully admitted it), but only their obligatory authority.
very active intercourse was maintained among the Christians of the
ancient church, partly by constant epistolary communications, and
partly by frequent personal visits, nothing is more natural than the
supposition that the Christians of Jerusalem very soon transmitted
the Gospel of Matthew, which was composed in the midst of them, to
Rome, Ephesus, Alexandria, and other places, and that, on the other
hand, those of Rome and Ephesus also transmitted the writings composed among them to the other churches. In every church there
were archives, in which were deposited important documents. Into
these archives of the church the Gospels were put, and as only these
four Gospels were composed or vouched for by apostles, the collection
of Gospels took its rise not in this or that place, but in every quarter
This statement of the matter is, in the first place,
simultaneously.
strictly in accordance with the circumstances known to us in regard
to the ancient church, and also the only one cajjable of explaining
satisfactorily the existence of the collection in everybody's hands,

Xlvi

while no one
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knew how and whence

it

As, further, we

originated.

find no other Gospel but these in general use,

that only these four were of apostolic origin.

it

It

is

is

clearly evident

true

we

find in

which appear to have
differed from our own, e. g., the church at Rhossus in Cilicia, a province of Asia Minor, made use of a Gospel of Peter, and in Alexandria one called the Gospel of the Egyptians was current.
It is
possible, however, that these two writings were either the same or at
least were very nearly allied, and also bore close affinity to our
Mark ; and in that case their use is as easily accounted for as the
use of Matthew and Luke by the Ebionite and Marcionite sects in
Recensions somewhat altered from the original.
From this cursory view of the evidence in favour of the genuineness of the Gospels, it cannot but be admitted, that no work can
be adduced, out of the whole range of ancient literature, which has
so many and so decisive ancient testimonies in its behalf as they.
It is therefore, in reality, a mere laboured efiiirt to try to maintain
and demonstrate the spuriousness of the Gospels. Since, however,
this attempt is made, it may reasonably be inquired
Whence is
derived any occasion for doubt ? Is not everything, without exception, in favour of their genuineness ?
We cannot but say, that no
thorough, serious-minded scholar, would ever have denied the genuineness of the Gospels, had not the question in regard to their genuineness been conjoined with another investigation of extreme difficulty and intricacy.
In the ardent endeavour to get rid of this
difficulty, scholars have been seduced into the invention of hypoThey
theses irreconcilable with the genuineness of the Gospels.
should, on the contrary, have set out invariably with the admission
of their genuineness, as an irrefragable fact, and then have employed only such modes of solving the difficulty above alluded to as
were based on the supposition of their genuineness. The difficulty
is this.
On a close comparison of the first three Gospels we discover a very striking coincidence between them.
This is exhibited,
not merely in the facts and the style, but also in the order of narration, in the transitions from one narrative to another, and in the
use of uncommon expressions, and other things of the same chaFurther, the coincidence is interrupted by just as striking
racter.
circulation in individiial churches Gospels

:

a dissimilarity, in such a manner that it is in the highest degree
difficult to ex[ilain how this coincidence and this dissimilarity, as it
is

exliibited in the Gospels,

can have originated.

This

is

a purely

learned investigation, which writers should have quietly prosecuted
as such, without allowing it to influence the question respecting the

genuineness of the Gospels. Such has been its influence, however,
that some scholars suppose a so-called Protevangelion, or original
Gospel, which the apostles, before they left Jerusalem, and scat-

;
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tcred themselves abroad over the whole earth, prepared, in order to

them in their discourses. This writing is supposed to have contained the principal events of the life of our Lord.
Now, in these differIt was carried into all lands by the apostles.
ent countries, it is said by the defenders of this hypothesis, additions
were gradually made to this original Gospel. These were at first
short, and thus arose the Gospels of the Jewish Christians, the
Marcionites, and others ; afterwards they became longer, and in
Now, as it cannot be
this way, at last, our Gospels were produced.
stated by whom these additions were made, this view is really equivalent to making our Gospels spurious, for, according to it, only
the little portion of them which existed in the brief original Gospel
But, setting aside the fact that the hyis of apostolic authority.
serve as a guide to

pothesis must be false, for this very reason, because it opposes the
genuineness of the Gospels, which can be demonstrated by historical
proof this theory has been, moreover, of late utterly discarded by
;

men on

In the first place, no ancient Chrisany acquaintance with such an original Gospel
and is it conceivable that the knowledge of so remarkable a work
should have been totally lost ? Then, too, the idea that a guide
was composed by the apostles for themselves, in order to preserve

learned

other grounds.

tian wq-iter exhibits

unity in doctrine,
this period the

power.

is

Holy

not at

all suited to

This Spirit, which guided into

preser^dng unity

among

the apostles.

all truth,

Not an

difficulty in

and

was the means of

individual of those

witnesses to the truth needed any external written guide.
this supposition solves the

At

the apostohc period.

Spirit operated with its primeval freshness

Besides,

question, respecting the

coincidence of the Gospels, only in a veiy meagre and forced manner,

while there

more

is

a

much

satisftictorily.

simpler

way

of reaching the

same

result far

We must suppose more

characteristic of the first three Gospels.

than one source of this
Sometimes one Evangelist
This remark is applicable

was certainly made use of by another.
particularly to Mark, who undoubtedly was acquainted with and
made use of both Matthew and Luke. Moreover, there existed short
accounts of particular parts of the Gospel-history, such as narratives
of particular cases of healing, relations of journej's, and the

Now, when two Evangelists made use of the same

like.

brief account,

there. naturally resulted a resemblance in their history.

Still,

as

each was independent in his use of these accounts, some variations
Finally, much of the similarity between them arose
also occurred.

from oral narrations.

It is easy to believe that certain portions of
the evangelical history, e. g., particular cures, parables, and discourses of our Lord, were repeated constantly in the very same way,
because the form of the narrative imprinted itself with very great

exactness on every one's memory.

In this manner the songs of
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Homer and

Ossian were long transmitted from moiitli to mouth.

Uniformity in an oral mode of narration is not sufficient of itself
alone to explain the relation between the Gospels, because in prose
it is impossible (in poetry it is much easier) to imprint on the
memory minute traits and important forms of expression with so

much

exactness as would be necessary to account for the mutual

affinity of the

Gospels

and, moreover, could their similarity be thus

;

them would only stand out in
But that which cannot be effected by a

explained, the variations between

more troublesome

relief.

be by that in conjunction with others. And
see the true solution of a problem which has
But, whatever
so long occupied the attention of theologians.
opinion be entertained on this point, the investigation of it must always be kept aloof from the question of the genuineness of the Gospels, which should first be established or denied on historical
Thus will the collection of the Gospels be secure from
grounds.
single hypothesis, can

here, perhaps,

all

we may

danger.

CHAPTER

III.

THE INDIVIDUAL GOSPELS AND THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

Of

Matthew holds the

the four Gospels, that of

canon.

The author

of this

Matthew, that of Levi

first

first

place in the

Gospel bore, besides the name of

also (Matth. ix. 9

;

Mark

14),

ii.

and was the

whom we

have no further information.
Of the history of Matthew very little is known, in addition to the
accounts in the New Testament. After our Saviour called him
from his station as receiver of the customs, he followed him with
son of a certain Alpheus, of

and was one of the twelve whom Jesus sent forth to preach.
His labours as an apostle, however, seem to have been wholly confor, what is related of Matthew's travels in
fined to Palestine
foreign countries is very doubtful, resting only on the authority of
fidelity,

;

rather late ecclesiastical writings.

him which
fect

is

But the information

of most importance to our purpose

unanimity by the oldest

Matthew wrote

a Gospel.

is

ecclesiastical writers,

It

equally without exception, that

is

respecting

given with per-

who

declare that

true that they likewise subjoin,

Matthew wrote

in

Hebrew, at Jeru-

salem, and for believing Jews ; and that this account must be correct, we know from the fact that the Jewish Christians in Palestine,
who spoke Hebrew, all made use of a Gospel which they refen-ed to

Matthew. This Hebrew Gospel did, indeed, differ from our Greek
Gospel of Matthew, for it contained many things wanting in our

4
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Gospel

;

but

stil] it

was

xllX

in general so exactly like the latter, that a

father of the fourth century, the celebrated Jerome, felt himself en-

Hebrew Gospel

titled to treat the

expressly as Matthew's,

singular circumstance, however, that, while

church declare Matthew to have written in

It

is

a

aU the fathers of tho
Hebrew, they all, not-

make use of the Greek text as of genuine apostolic
without remarking what relation the Hebrew Matthew bore
for that the oldest fathers of the church did
to our Greek Gospel
not possess Matthew's Gospel in any other form than that in which
we now have it, is fully settled. That we have no definite information on this point is undoubtedly owing to accidental causes ; but,,
since it is so, that we have not any certain accoimt, we can onlyresort to conjecture in regard to the mutual relation of the Greek
and Hebrew Matthew. Existing statements and indications, however, enable us to form conjectures which, it is in the highest degree
withstanding,

origin,

;

The idea that some unknown inHebrew Gospel of Matthew, and that this

probable, are essentially correct.

dividual translated the
translation

our canonical Gospel,

is

by the circumstance of the

is,

in the first place, contradicted

universal difTusion of this

same Greek

Gospel of Matthew, which makes it absolutely necessary to suppose
that the translation was executed by some one of acknowledged influence in the church, indeed, of apostolic authority.
In any other
case, would not objections to this Gospel have been urged in some
quarter or other, particularly in the country where Matthew himself
laboured, and where his writings were familiarly known ?
There is
not, however, the slightest trace of any such opposition to it.
Besides, our Greek Gospel of Matthew is of such a peculiar character,
that it is impossible for us to regard it as a mere version. Does a
man, who is translating an important work from one language into
another, allow himself to make alterations in the book which he is
translating, to change the ideas it presents ?
Something of the
kind must be supposed to have been done in the Greek Gospel of
Matthew with regard to the Hebrew. This is beyond denial, if it
be considered merely, how the quotations from the Old Testament
are treated.
These do not coincide either with the Hebrew text of
the Old Tv'stament, or with the version in common use at the time
of the apostles, viz., the Septuagint (which was executed by some
learned Jews at Alexandria, several centuries before the birth of
Christ) ; but rather exhibit an independent text of their own. Now,
as sometimes the

argument

is

wholly based on this independent

character of the text in the citations from the books of the Old Testament, and could not have accorded at all with the Hebrew Gospel

of Matthew,
else

it is

than a mere

clear that our
version.

closely allied to the

Vol. I.—

It

is

Greek Gospel must be something
rather an independent work, though

Hebrew Gospel

of the apostle.

Now,

since this

1
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is universally regarded as an apostolic production, and
been written by Mattbevi^, there is no Inore simple and
effectual mode of solving all the characteristics of the Gospel of
Matthew, than to suppose that Matthew himself, when he had composed the Hebrew Gospel, executed likewise a free translation or new
composition of it in the Greek language. It makes no essential difference, if we suppose that a friend of Matthew wrote the Greek
work under his direction and authority ; but Matthew's authority
must necessarily be supposed to have been the means of the diffusion of the Gospel, as otherwise it is inexplicable that there does not
appear the faintest trace of any opposition to it.
No definite objections can be made against our supposition that
Matthew wrote a Greek Gospel besides his Hebrew one. A single
circumstance, however, may appear strange, viz., that Papias, the
ancient bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia, whom we have before mentioned, a man who was conversant with persons that had themselves
seen and heard our Lord, informs us that every one endeavoured to
translate the Hebrew Gospel of Matthew as well as he was able.
Thus, according to this passage, our universally-received Greek
transformation of the Hebrew Gospel was not commonly known in
Phrygia, so that persons who did not veiy well understand Hebrew,

same work
as having

made

use, as well as they could, of the

circumstance, that the Greek Gospel of

Hebrew Gospel. But the
Matthew was not yet cur-

rent in the immediate vicinity of Papias,

was not yet

in existence.

is

no proof at

all

that

it

For, as Matthew's work was already dif-

fused throughout the church in the Hebrew language, and the Greek
Gospel of Matthew corresponded with the Hebrew in every essential
point, it was very natural that the Greek Gospel should be circulated in a more dilatory manner and by some accident, it is probable,
it was particularly tardy in reaching Phrygia.
As, however, in the
west generally, very few understood Hebrew, when the Greek Gospel
;

of Matthew was once procured, that only was circulated there, and
thus the Hebrew Gospel was completely lost in Europe. In Pales-

Hebrew was better understood, the Gospel in that
language continued in use, though it was encumbered with divers
foreign additions by the Jewish Christians.
Thus the genuineness of the Gospel of Matthew is fully confirmed on historical grounds, aside from its position in the collection
of the Gospels.
Kecent investigators have raised doubts in regard
to its genuineness from internal considerations.
They say, in particular, that if the statements of Matthew, in the character of eyewitness (for he was one of the twelve apostles), be compared with
the descriptions of Mark, who does not write as an eye witness, it
will be evident that the advantage is on the side of the latter.
Everything which Mark narrates is represented in so graphic a mantine alone, as the

;

u
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ner that

it

is

plain he derived his accounts from eye-witnesses

while the nan-ative of Matthew,

whom we

;

are to regard as himself

most of his relations, is dry, and withThis remark is perfectly correct. Comparison of a few passages will at once show how much more minute
and graphic are Mark's descriptions than those of Matthew. This is
particularly the case as to the accounts of cures.
In these Mark
frequently describes the circumstances of the sick person before and
after the cure in so lively a manner as to make us imagine the scene
while Matthew, on the contrary, describes the ocreally before us
currence only in very general terms. Let a comparison be made in
this view between the following accounts which Matthew and Mark
an eye-witness

in respect to

out the least vivacity.

;

give of the

same occurrences

Matth.
"

viil

Mark

28—34.

And when he was come

side, into

:

to the other

the country of the Gergesenes,

they came over unto the other
side of the sea, into the country of the Gad-

met him two possessed with devils,
coming out of the tombs, exceeding fierce,
BO that no man might pass hy that way.

gesenes.)

And

the tombs a

there

behold they cried out saying," &c.

1—19.

v.

"And

arenes.

(This

is

another reading for Ger-

And when

he was come out of

the ship, immediately there met him out of

man with an unclean spirit,
who had his dwelling among the tombs
and no man could bind him, no, not with
had

chains, because that he

been often bound

with fetters and chains, and the chains had
been plucked asunder by him,

and

the fetters

any man
tame him. And always, night and day, he
was in the mountains, and in the tombs, crying and cutting himself with stones. But
when he saw Jesu^ afar off, he ran and
worshipped him, and cried with a loud voice,
and said," &c.
broken in pieces;

Respecting their cure, Matthew merely
"And he said unto them,

says (ver. 32):

Go. And when they were come out they
went mto the herd of swine, and behold the

whole herd of swine," &c.

neither

Respecting his cure,

could

Mark

says (ver. 13

and onward) " And forthwith Jesus gave
them leave. And the unclean spirits went
" And
out and entered into the swine," &c.
they (that were in the city and in the
:

country) went out to see what it was that
was done. And they come to Jesus, and
see him that was possessed with the devil,
and had the legion, sitting, and clothed, and
in his right mind: and they were afraid."

ix.

20. "

And

18—26.

behold a

woman which was

V.

25.

"

And

21—43.

a certain

woman which had ati

and had suffered
and had
spent all that she had, and was nothing bettered, but rather grew worse, when she had

diseased with an issue of blood twelve years,

issue of blood twelve years,

came behind him, and plucked the hem of

many

his garment."

things of

many

physicians,
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heard of Jesus, came ia the press behind,
and touched his garment."
Moreover, the whole account contained
in verses 29

—33

1—12.

xiv.

is

vi.

Account of the execution of John the
Baptist by Herod.

in

Mark

only.

14—20.

The whole narrative is given in Mark
with much more minuteness and vivacity.

style of narration runs throughout
cannot well be denied that at first
view there is something surprising in it. But careful examination
of the object of the two G-ospels plainly shows whence this different
manner of narration in Matthew and Mark takes its rise, and thus

Such a

difference in the

Matthew and Mark

does away with

all

from in opposition

why Mark
vivid

;

and

it

the inferences which have been deduced thereto the apostolic origin of

Matthew.

The

reason

describes the outward relations of our Lord's life in so

and graphic a manner

is,

that

it

was

his special design to por-

tray Christ's performance of the outward functions of his office.
Hence, all which related to that, he details very carefully ; while

whatever did not pertain thereto, he either entirely omits, as, e. g.,
the history of the childhood of Jesus, or communicates very briefly,
as, e. g.,miinj of our Lord's larger discourses,
Matthew, on the contrary, makes it his chief object to communicate our Lord's dis-

He commonly makes

courses.

attention.

of style

is,

use of events only as points of sup-

which he,

like John, directs special
be considered, moreover, that the graphic nature
in great part, owing to peculiar talent, such as is not be-

port for the discourses
If

;

to

it

stowed alike on all men, and such as was by no means requisite in
every one of the apostles, there remains not a shadow of reason, why
the want of vivacity, which is certainly exhibited in Matthew's
Gospel, should become a motive for denying its genuineness.
In
truth, moreover, there is no period at which a forgery of the Gospel
in Matthew's name is even conceivable.
For it is demonstrable
from the book itself that it must have been composed a few years
before the destruction of Jerusalem, and hence about sixty-six
years after the birth of Christ.
Now we find Matthew in use in the
church before the close of the same century, at a time when John
the Evangelist had but just died, and many disciples of the apostles
were living and labouring in all parts of the world. How was it
possible, in such circumstances, to introduce a work forged in the

name

Matthew

into so general currency, that not the very slightshould ever have been raised against it ?
From what has been said it will have been inferred that the genuineness of Mark is not at all disputed. His graphic, lively mannei
has even been made to afford occasion for assailing the genuineness

of

est opposition

of Matthew.

Nor, in truth, was there in ancient times the least
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oppc'sition to
t. e.,

Mark's Gospel.

It

was known

lit,

to Papias of Hierapolis,

as early as the close of the first century,

and there

is

an un-

broken chain of evidence in its favour since that time. It is true,
Mark's work was, in all probability, written at Eonae, at that time
the capital of the known world, and therefore a fixed and sure tradition as to the author of the work might be formed at once, and
would easily diffuse itself everywhere abroad. Still, however, there
is one thing which appears very remarkable in regard to the rapid
diffusion and reception of Mark, viz., that it was a production whose
author was not an apostle. John Mark, frequently called Mark
only, was the son of a certain Mary who had a house in Jerasalem
(Acts xii. 12). Mark himself, as we are told in the Acts (xii. 25 ;
xiii. 5
xv. 36 seq.), at first accompanied the Apostle Paul in
;

his travels for the

dissemination of Christianity.

He

afterwards

At a later period, howcompany (2 Tim, iv. 11). Ac-

attached himself to his kinsman Barnabas.
ever,

we

find

him again

in Paul's

cording to the fathers, he was also, for a considerable time, closely

connected with Peter, and was interpreter to the latter when he
preached among the Greeks. He invariably, however, occupied a
dependent situation, and on this account it is impossible that his
name alone should have procured liis Gospel an introduction into
the church. But, as has been already mentioned, Mark did not
write without apostolic authority.
On the contrary, he loas under
the direction of the Apostle Peter.
This is stated by ihe entire
series of church-fathers during the second and third centuries, with
.perfect unanimity in the main
and the statement is corroborated
by the case of Luke, which was exactly similar. On this account,
the Gospel of Mark was considered as originating with Peter, and
such individuals as were particularly attached to this apostle used
Mark in preference to all others. Unfortunately, however, we have
no minute accounts as to this matter, and hence do not know
whether these individuals corrupted the Gospel of Mark, as the
Jewish Christians did that of Matthew, or not. It is possible, however, that the so-called Gospel of the Egyptians was a corruption of
Mark, though the fragments we have of it are not sufficient to enable us to form a certain opinion on this point.
As to Luke, we have more clear and certain evidence in this
;

We know that that sect which carried the sentiments of
an erroneous extreme, the Marcionites, used only the Gospel of Luke, although Marcion was very well acquainted with the
other Gospels, and regarded them as genuine.
They had, however,
altered Luke in conformity with their opinions, and thus formed, as
respect.

Paul

it

to

new Gospel out of it, which, notwithstanding, still retained
resemblance to the original. The reason why the Marcionites

were, a

much

selected

Luke

was, that this Gospel was written under the direction
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liv

who alone, in their opinion, was a genuine aposLuke, as we know from the Acts of the Apostles,
had travelled ahout with the apostle Paul for a long time, and, in
This is clear from
particular, had also accompanied him to Kome.
Connecting this fact
the final chapters of the Acts of the Apostles.
with the conclusion of the work, it is perfectly evident when the
EvangeHst finished it. According to the last chapter, Paul was two
Here Luke hreaks off, without menyears in confinement at Kome.
Had this been concluded, should we
tioning the issue of his trial.
not, of course, have had an account of the emperor's decision respectIt can be made very probaing the great apostle of the Gentiles
ble, by circumstances deduced from another quarter, that Paul was
liberated from his first imprisonment at Eome, and did not suffer as
a martyr tUl he had been a second time placed in bonds. Luke,
of the Apostle Paul,
of our Lord.

tle

.?

however, abruptly breaks off in the midst of his narrative.

Now,

as

the Acts of the Apostles are only the second part of Luke's work,
the Gospel being the first (compare Luke i. 1 with Acts i. 1), the
latter cannot have been written subsequently ; and probably, when
Paul's death was apprehended, Luke wrote down the accounts he
had received from him or through him, in order to secure them to
posterity.
Then the apostle, who was still living, attested the
purity and accuracy of the work, and from Kome, the great central

point of the religious, as well as the political world,
its

way

pire.

it

speedily

into the churches, in every province of the vast

Thus,

it

was not Luke's name which procured

made

Koman em-

for this Gospel

currency in the church, hut the mithority of the Apostle Paul.
Without this, the work of Luke, with its two divisions, the Gospel
its

and the Acts, would have been the less Hkely to obtain general
credit, because it purports to be a mere private production, addressed
to a certain Theophilus.

TheophUus was a man

It

of note,

is,

indeed, very probable, that this

who was

either already a

member

of

but stiU he was
only a private man, whose name could have no weight with the
whole church. He had, probably, already perused divers accounts
concerning Christ, and the formation of the primitive churches,
which, however, were not duly authentic and certain ; and for this
reason, Luke determined to compose for his use an authoritative
history of the important events in our Lord's hfe, and of the founda(Comp. Luke i. 1 4.) Under these circumtion of the churches.

the church, or at least well-disposed towards

it

;

—

stances,

it is

not astonishing that, in the primitive church, there was

no opposition either to Luke's Gospel, or his Acts of the Apostles.*
The many and close relations of the writer, together with the aposfect

So far as the Acts of the Apostles speaks of the circumstances of Paul, it has a percorrespondence with Paul's Epistles, as 'the latter have with the former. See this

tact

more

•

fully

developed in the fourth chapter of this

treatise.
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tolic authority in his behalf,

Iv

'

were such evidence in favour of the

vfork, that not a single valid suspicion could arise respecting its

genuineness.
Lastly,

The circumstances

in regard to the Gospel of

particularly calculated to place

John

are

genuineness beyond dispute for
longer than any of the other apos-

its

;

John the Evangelist lived much
tles.
So far as we know, none of the others were aHve after the
destruction of Jerusalem by Titus, the Koman emperor, in the year
A.D.
John, however, survived it nearly thirty years, dying about
the close of the first century, under the reign of the emperor DomiHence, many Christians who had heard of our Lord's farewell
tian.
words to him (John xxi. 22, 23), believed that John would not die,

70

an idea which the Evangelist himself

declares erroneous.

loved disciple of our Lord, during the latter part of his

know from

testimonies on which perfect reliance

may

This belife,

as

we

be placed,

where the Apostle Paul had founded a flourishing church. The importance of this church, about the
year 64 or 75 a.d., is evinced by Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians ;
and subsequently it was very much enlarged. It was in this subsequent period that John wrote his Gospel. This is clear, first, from
a comparison of the Gospel with the Revelation. This last work
was written by John at an earlier period, before the destruction of
Jerusalem. John's style in this prophetic composition is not so
thoroughly easy as we find it at a later period in the Gospel, which
he must have written after longer intercourse with native Greeks.
lived at Ephesus, in Asia Minor,

Again, John plainly had the three other Gospels before him when
he wrote for he omits all which they had described with sufficient
minuteness, e. g., the institution of the holy supper, and only relates
that which was new respecting the life of his Lord and Master.
Hence, these must have been already composed, and also so generally diffused, that John could presume them universally known in
the church. 3Ioreover, the persons to whom John's work has spe;

cial reference, viz., certain Gnostics, did not attain importance till
Jerusalem was destroyed, and most of the apostles had left this
Now, if we duly consider all these circumstances, it will be
world.
even more incredible in regard to John's Gospel than any other, that
it should have been forged in his name.
From his being the sole
surviving apostle, innumerable eyes were upon him and his move-

ments.

He

lived

and laboured

in

one of the chief

world, in which was a large church,

wholly peopled with Christians.

and the

We

cities

of the

vicinity of

known

which was

have an epistle of Pliny, a
of that region, written only a few years
after the death of John the Evangelist, in which he describes the
vast increase of the ^Christians in Asia Minor, and lays before the
emperor Trajan (the successor of the emperor in whose reign John's
distinguished

Roman

officer

;

M
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deatli took place) measures for preventing the further extension of

Now, how was it possible that in this state of things
a work could be forged in John's name ; or, supposing even that one
might have been (though history says nothing of any such impositheir tenets.

tion under the

name

of John),'

how is

it

conceivable that no opposi-

when many thousands were
acquainted with John, and must have known exactly what he wrote,
and what he did not ? Of such opposition, hoivever, there is nowhere the slightest trace. Not merely all teachers of the orthodox
tion should have been

made

thereto,

church, in all parts of the wide

Roman

empire, but also

all heretics

of the most various sects, make use of the work as a sacred valuable
legacy bequeathed to the church by the beloved disciple ; and the

few heretics who make no use of it, as, e. g., Marcion, still evince
acquaintance with it, and regard it as a genuine work of John's, but
are impudent enough to deny that John himself had a correct
knowledge of the Gospel, because he was too much of a Jew.
Whether, as was the case with the other Gospels, John's also was
corrupted by the heretics, who felt that they were specially aimed
The Gnostics, with the exception of Marcion
at in it, is uncertain.
(who, however, as has been already mentioned, is only improperly
reckoned among the Gnostics), made most frequent use of John, as
We do
in their opinion specially favouring their spiritual ideas.
not learn, however, that there existed in ancient times any Gospel
of John corrupted by the Gnostics, as Luke's Gospel was mutilated
by Marcion. In modern times, it is true, a Gospel of John thus
disfigured has come to public knowledge ; but the alterations in it
originated at a late period in the middle ages.
The doubts respecting the genuineness of John's Gospel which
have, nevertheless, been proposed in recent times, took their rise,
like those in regard to Matthew, solely from its internal character.
When once doubts were thus occasioned, endeavours were made to
sustain them on historical grounds likewise.
These, however, are
of little weight," from the firmness of the foundation on which the
Gospel rests. It was with John much as with Matthew, in regard
to those characteristics which excited doubt of the genuineness of
the book. It was correctly remarked, that John gives a different
representation of our Lord from that presented by the first three
Evangelists. In his Gospel, Christ's actions and discourses appear,
'

There does exist in MS., it is true, a second apocalypse under John's name but
appears to belong to a much later period. There is also an apostolic
John is only mentioned along with others
;

this production

history of older date, in which, however,
it is

not ascribed to him.

The most weighty opponent of the genuineness of John has given the excellent example of pubUcly acknowledging that he has become convinced of the genuineness of
this jewel of the church, and retracts his doubts.
May this, example find numerous
2

imitators 1
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as

it

Ivu

were, transfigured and spiritualized, wliile in the other

Evan-

they ajjpear in a costume more or less Jewish and national.
Now, as it is not conceivable, it is said, that the same person should
be so differently represented, and John, the beloved disciple of our
Lord, would certainly not have portrayed his Master as other than
he really was, while the description of the actions of Jesus (who
appeared as a Jew among Jews, and in behalf of Jews), given in
the accounts of the first three Evangelists, is much more conformable to probability, the Gospel which bears John's name must be
gelists

But here, as in regard to Matthew, it may be obfrom a perfectly correct remark false conclusions have
been deduced. It is indeed true that John exhibits the Saviour in
a far more spiritual and glorified character than the first three
Evangelists
but this proves nothing, except that John was the
most spiritual of the Evangelists. The same individual may be regarded and described very differently by difierent persons. Of this
truth we have a remarkable example in a great character of Grecian
antiquity.
Socrates is represented to our view in his actions and
discourses by two of his confidential pupils, Xenophon and Plato.
And how entirely different is the description given of him by these
two writers
In fact, these biographers may be said to sustain
very much such a mutual relation as that of John and the first
of later origin.

served, that

;

!

Evangelists.

While Xenophon paid attention

principally to the

external acts of Socrates, Plato describes his spiritual characterNoAv, if it was possible to represent a common human being
of eminence in two very different lights, without doing violence to
truth, how much rather might it be so in regard to one who was
greater than Solomon, or than Socrates and his biographers.
He

istics.

who lived a purely heavenly life on earth, and spake words of eternal truth, could not but be very variously described, according to the
characteristics of the

human

proceeding from him.

Each

its

soul which received the rays of light

soul reflected his

own profundity and compass, and

was

for this reason that

image according to

yet each might be right.

more than one Gospel was included

It

in the

collection of the sacred writings, since only the presentation of dif-

ferent portraitures together could prevent a partial view of our

As it is only from connection of the accounts
Xenophon and Plato that we can obtain a complete picture of
Socrates, so we cannot comprehend the life of our Lord, which
Saviour's character.

of

affords so

many

different aspects, without uniting the peculiar traits

scattered in all the four Gospels into one general portraiture.
all

With

the difference of representation observable in the Evangelists,

there are

still

resemblances and

affinities

enough

to

make it evident
As John re-

that they all had the same great personage in view.
lates narratives of cures exactly like those in

Matthew, Mark, and

;
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so the Gospels of the latter contain passages which, in eleva-

and richness of thought, are not inferior to our Lord's
and indeed resemble them in phraseology.
Among these is the lofty and astonishingly beautiful passage,
Father, Lord of heaven and
" I thank thee,
Matth. xi. 25 30
earth, because thou hast hid these things from the wise and pruEven so. Father, for so
dent, and hast revealed them unto babes.
All things are delivered unto me of
it seemed good in thy sight.
my Father and no man knoweth the Son but the Father ; neither
knoweth any man the Father save the Son, and he to whomsoever
the Son wiU reveal him. Come unto me, all ye that labour and are
heavy laden, and I wiU give you rest. Take my yoke upon you
and learn of me for I am meek and lowly in heart, and ye shall
For my yoke is easy, and my burden is
find rest unto your souls.
He from whose mouth such language proceeded might cerlight."
tainly be represented in such an aspect as John has given to Jesus,
if the description were undertaken by one in some measure capable
of appreciating a character of this nature and that John was thus
capable is sufficiently clear from his Epistles.
tion, depth,

discourses

in John,

—

:

—

;

;

;

If, therefore, we look at the Gospels as a collection, )r consider
each separately, we cannot but say that they are more strongly
accredited and sustained by external and internal proofs than any
other work of antiquity. Few writings have such ancient testimonies in their favour, reaching back to the time of the authors
none have so many of them, so totally distinct, so corroborative of
each other. While, then, the chief argument in behalf of the Scriptures generally, and of the Gospels in particular, is the witness of
the Holy Sxnrit, perceived in his heart by every believer as he peruses the Scriptures (a point on which we shall enlarge at the close
of our treatise) ; still, the possibility of proving on historical
grounds the genuineness and primitive character of the Gospels is a
great additional cause of gratitude, inasmuch as it removes occasions of distrust, particularly from weak and doubting minds, and
affords motives for the confirmation of their faith.

CHAPTER

IV.

THE PAULINE EPISTLES,
Along with

the collection of the Gospels, there existed at an
was related above,' a collection of
Paul's Epistles called the Apostle. In the lives of Irenaeus, Tertulearly period of the church, as

'

Comp. Chap L
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lian,

and Clement of Alexandria, who were

used

it,

all

lix

acquainted witb and

this collection contained thirteen Epistles, viz. the Epistle

Eomans, two to the Corinthians, those to the Galatians,
Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians, two to the Thessalonians,
to the

two to Timothy, and those to Titus and Philemon. The Epistle to
the Hebrews was not inserted in this collection, because opinions
were not united as to its origin. (See Chap. vi. below). Half a
century before the time of the fathers just mentioned, we find a colhands of Marcion. that extravagant reverer of the Apostle Paul. He was born in Asia Minor,

lection of Pauline Epistles in the

well known, the Apostle

Paul had long lived and
Thence Marcion went to
Rome, carrying with him the collection of Pauline Epistles which he
had made use of in Asia. This, however, contained but ten
there were wanting the three commonly termed pastoral
Epistles
letters, viz., the two to Timothy and that to Titus
called ^as^ora^
letters, because in them Paul gives directions to spiritual pastors in
where, as

is

laboured, and was highly reverenced.

;

;

regard to the suitable performance of their

small Epistle to Philemon was
close

known

duties.

official

to him, because

connexion with the Epistle to the Colossians

;

it

The

stood in

but the three

pastoral letters seem to have been diffused but slowly, as indepen-

dent private productions, and hence,
in the

original

How

collection.

also,

not to have been inserted
the Pauline

the collection of

form in which we now have it, originated, is unknown, and has not yet been satisfactorily accounted for by any
conjecture.*
For the supposition that, Kke the collection of the
Gospels, it originated in different places at once, merely by the
gradual transmission thither of the Epistles of Paul as fast as they
were composed, is forbidden by the circumstance that, as can be
Epistles, in the

proved, they are not arranged in the order of their composition.

The

collection cannot, however, have

it is

clear that a certain plan has

are placed the Epistles to the

been accidentally formed ; for
been followed. At the beginning

Romans and

Corinthians, distinguish-

length and internal importance ; then follows a letter to
several churches in a whole province, the Epistle to the Galatians ;
then the smaller Epistles to churches in particular cities, to the

ed

for their

Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and Thessalonians
the Epistles to private persons.

;

lastly,

come

Moreover, had the collection of

them been left to accident, sometimes one arrangement would have
been adopted and sometimes another, which is not the case, the
order having been the same that we now observe, as far back as the
'

"We find very few traces of a

ferent one, however,

is

different

arrangement of the Epistles of Paul: a

followed in an old catalogue of the books of the

New

dif-

Testament,

probably pertaifling to the church at Rome. It is called Muratori's Catalogue, from an
Italian abbot of that name who discovered the MSS. which contained it.

,
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second century.

As, therefore, the order of the Epistles was eviits general reception throughout the

dently the work of design, and

proceeded from some authoritative source,
is, that the Apostle Paul himself
made the collection. During the second imprisonment at Rome, to
which, as we shall see hereafter, it is highly probable that the
apostle was subjected, he may have collected together the ten
Epistles, as being the principal ones of a doctrinal nature which he

church indicates that

it

the most reasonable supposition

had as yet

written, in order to bequeath

was in

them

as a legacy to the

form that Marcion possessed the
collection.'
After the collection was made up, near the close of his
life, Paul wrote the three pastoral letters, which were afterwards
added to the original collection, and naturally placed last. By accident Marcion had not become acquainted with these letters, and
therefore retained the most ancient form of the collection of Paul's
Epistles.
A very weighty testimony in favour of this view is presented in the second Epistle of the Apostle Peter, who, at near the
" And account that the long-sufferconclusion of his letter, says
church.

It

this original

:

ing of our Lord

salvation

;

even as our beloved brother Paul,

according to the wisdom given unto him, hath written unto

also,

you

is

;

as also in all (his) Epistles, speaking in them of these things ;
some things hard to be understood, which they that are

in which are

unlearned and unstable wrest," &c. (2 Pet. iii. 15, 16). According
to the first Epistle of Peter (i. 1, comp. 2 Pet. iii. 1), Peter wrote to
the Christians in Pontus, Galatia, and other provinces of Asia

Minor, to which also Paul's Epistles to the Galatians, Ephesians,
and Colossians are directed. Peter, therefore, might presume that
his readers were acquainted with these.
The expression all (his)
Othersomething of indefiniteness in it. Paul, no doubt,
wrote more Epistles during his life thao- we now possess. But most
The
of his Epistles were not exactly adapted for general diffusion.
expression, all (his) Epistles, must therefore have reference to a colIf it
lection of the apostle's letters, which could be read through.
be also considered that Peter was in Paul's company in Rome, and
that consequently he would naturally have had acquaintance with

Epistles, however, clearly indicate a collection of Epistles.

wise, there

is

the collection of his Epistles,

it

will

be plain that this passage

is

hardly intelligible, except on the supposition that a collection of
Paul's Epistles was already in existence.' It is true the genuineAccording to the .account of Epiphanius, it is true, the order of the ten Epistles in
was dififerent from that in ours, viz., Galatians, Corinthians, Romans,
Thessalonians, Ephesians, Colossians, Philemon, and Philippians. If this statement be
•

Marcion's Canon
credited,

it

must be allowed that Marcion's

much

collection originated independently of ours.

by the author from Peter's expression
must be admitted, that to say that Peter's language is hardly intelligible,
collection
of Paul's Epistles, is somewhat exexcept on the supposition of an existing
2

Some may

and, indeed,

it

think that too

is

inferred
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much

that

however,
its

is

all

is

now

disputed,

and certainly

of an imposing nature can be alleged against

that can be said does not, I

spuriousness, while there

ineness.

bd
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At any rate,

this

is

certainly

mention of a

am

Still,

it.

convinced, demonstrate

much

evidence of

its

genu-

collection of Paul's Epistles

should not be urged against the genuineness of the second Epistle
of Peter, as all acknowledge that nothing certain
to the formation of this collection.

But on

is

known

in regard

these points

we

will

Bpcak more at large hereafter.
If it be admitted, however, that Paul himself made the collection of his Epistles, or at least, caused it to be made at Rome under
his direction, we have then an explanation of the fact, that in regard
to the genuineness of this collection, as in regard to that of the
Gospels, not the slightest doubt ivas ever expressed. Members of the
Catholic church in all parts of the world, as also of the various sects,
make use of the collection and of the indi\adual Epistles, without
allowing themselves to intimate the smallest doubt in regard to
them. Now, this undeniable fact is wholly irreconcilable with the
supposition that all or any Epistles in the collection are spurious.
Indeed, the first suj)position, that all the Epistles of Paul are spurious, has never been maintained, and never can be, except in despite of all history.
But even the idea that one or two spurious,
forged Epistles may have obtained a place in the collection, is
hardly to be reconciled with the universal acknowledgment of all
the Epistles in the church of ancient times. Consider only, how
universally Paul was known in the early church !
From Spain
(which in all probability he visited), he had travelled about through
Italy and all G-reece to the remotest countries of Asia Minor, Syria,
and Arabia he had resided for years in some of the large cities of
the then known world, in Rome, Corinth, Thessalonica, Ephesus,
Antioch, Ceesarea, Jerusalem ; he had everywhere founded numerous churches, and maintained the most active intercourse with them.
How, then, when he was so well known, could a work be forged in
his name, with any prospect of its being generally acknowledged ?
The impossibility of this occurrence is the more evident, from the
fact that all Paul's Epistles are addressed to important churches,
or to persons living in well-known places.
If those who received
the Epistles were not always designated, then it might be supposed
;

Our English translation, by inserting the word his in the phraseology of
somewhat modified the sense of the original, and weakened tlie force of Olshausen's remarks. The Greek expression is, h irdnaic: ralr iiriaToXalc, i. e., perhaps, in
Now, though it would give an intelligible sense to these words to supall the Epistles.
pose that Peter meant to make his observation concerning Paul's Epistles generally, of
which be presumed some might, and some might not, have come to the knowledge of
those to whom he wrote still, it can hardly be disputed, that his phraseology becomes
much more natural, if we suppose a current collection of the Epistles. T.
travagant.

Peter, has

;

—
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that some spurious ones obtained general circulation.

No

one, per-

haps, could then say with certainty, whether Paul wrote such a
particular Epistle or not ; for it is not conceivable that Paul should

knew how many Epistles he had
and thus one might be personally acquainted with Paul,
be deceived by an artfully-contrived Epistle. But take

at once have told every body he

written

and

;

still

the case as
which, as

we

it

is.

Were

the Epistle to the Ephesians, against

shall see, objections

forged in Paul's name,

we

have been

raised, really spurious,

readily admit that

it

might have been

received as genuine in the whole church beside, for

it

is

as like

but could it have been
acknowledged as genuine in Ephesus itself, and the Asiatic churches
connected with the Ephesians ? Can we suppose that the Ephesians had so little regard for the great founder of their church, that
they did not even know whether their beloved preacher had or had
not written them a letter while in bonds ? And can they have been
so totally wanting in sensibility to fiiendship and love, as not to
preserve the apostle's communication, when every man, at all susceptible of emotions of friendship, is anxious to preserve what has
been traced by a beloved hand ? It is hence plain, that a spurious
Epistle to the Ephesians must have been known in Ephesus as
what it really was, a forged production ; and it is impossible to suppose, that if the Epistle had been disputed by any considerable
church, and particularly by the very one to which it purported to
have been sent, the opposition should have been so completely suppressed.
The declaration of the Ephesian church that they had received no such Epistle, that they had not the original in their
archives, would have been sufficient to destroy its credit.
To this it is added, that all the Epistles of Paul go beyond general expressions, such as may be easily invented
that they exhibit a definite concrete' purport, which has reference to the particular
wants of each church, and its manifestations as to Christian life.
Paul's Epistles as one egg

is

like another

;

;

Such reijresentations of actual facts, in regard to the ancient
churches, can have proceeded only from immediate contact with
them, and consequently certify us of the genuineness of the Pauhne
Epistles.
With all that is of a special nature, however, in each
particular Epistle of Paul, there is observable, in all together, a
uniformity of style, and a unity in doctrinal ideas, which wholly
prevents suspicion respecting the genuineness of the epistolary collection.

another

For the usual reason of forging writings
is.

in the name of
that the forger wishes to give currency to a favourite

This term, in the sense in which

it is here used, ia borrowed from logic.
In that
it is known, abstract and concrete terms are contra-distinguished.
An abstract
one signifying some attribute, without reference to any particular subject a concrete term designates both the attribute and the subject to which it belongs.
T.
•

science,

term

is

;

—
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idea under some celebrated name. In no Epistle, however, is there
any prominent idea which is remote from the circle of Pauline doctrine, and seems to be a foreign idea clothed with the costume of
Paul's style. AVe rather find every where the same main thoughts
which actuated the life of Paul, running through the entire collection, and giving their stamp to the whole.
The principal evidence, however, of the genuineness of the Pauline Epistles, regarded in a liistorical light,

we can

is

the circumstance, th,at

assign to the Epistles their exact places in the

life

of the

Apostle Paul by following the Acts of the Apostles. Thus are they
most fuUy and firmly bound one to another, and aU to the Acts of
the Apostles. This arrangement of the individual Epistles in accordance with the thread of Paul's life, is effected in such a manner as to show in chronological order the occasions of their composition,

and their

strict relations to his

known movements.

Paul, the great apostle of the Gentiles, who, as

was at first named Saul, was a native Jew of the
and was born in Tarsus in Cilicia. In order to

is

well known,

tribe of

Benjamin,

perfect himself in

the knowledge of the law of his native country, he early betook himself to Jerusalem, where he was taught by the celebrated Gamaliel.
His zeal for the hereditary obseiTances of his countrymen caused
to persecute the Christians, as soon as he had obtained knowledge of them, with all the vehemence of his fiery nature. At the
death of Stephen, the first Christian martyr, he was busy keeping
(Acts vii. 57
the clothes of his murderers while they stoned him.
From Jerusalem Paul betook himself to Damascus, to stir up
seq.)
the Jews there also against the Christians ; but the Lord Jesus appeared to him before the city in his divine gloiy, and showed him
who it was that he persecuted. (Acts ix. 22—26). As Paul had
not persecuted the Christians from intentional wickedness, or from
carnal selfishness, contrary to his interior conviction, but rather with
the honest idea that he was thereby doing God service, the divine
light which enlightened his dark mind by this vision at once produced an entire change in his feelings. With the same ardent zeal
for truth and right which he had manifested in persecuting the

him

Gosjiel,

he now defended

and made

holier

reflection

and

by the

it

;

though

repose, such as he

was indeed purified
After a season of quiet

his zeal

Spirit of the Lord.

needed to perceive the greatness

had undergone, and the depth of
the new principle of life within him, Paul began to make known the
conviction he had just obtained.
It was in Antioch (about 44 a. d.)
that Paul began formally to preach
and he taught in this city,
of that internal change which he

;

along with Barnabas, a whole year. After a journey to Jerusalem,
•whither he carried money that had been collected for the poor in

—
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that city, the elders of the church at Antioch designated him as a
messenger to the Gentiles ; and he with Barnabas set out on the
about 45 a. d. It extended no farther
first missionary expedition,
than the neighbouring countries of Asia Minor. Paul travelled
throuo-h Cyprus to Perga in Pamphylia, and Antioch in Pisidia,
and returned through Lystra, Derbe, and Attalia by sea to Antioch.
Consequently, on his first missionary enterprise, the apostle did not
On
visit any of the cities or provinces to which he wrote Epistles.
his return to Antioch he found that some strict Jewish Christians
had come thither from Jerusalem, and excited dissensions. Paul
had begun to preach the Gospel to the Gentiles, and in such a way
as to dispense with the observance of the Mosaic law as a necessary
duty. Many Jewish Christians could not rise to the level of this
Even Peter at
evangelical freedom in regard to the external law.
first adhered so strenuously to the forms of Jewish practice, that
nothing but a vision could bring him to see, that under the New
Testament, the Mosaic law, in regard to meats, had lost its external
(Acts x. 11 seq.) In order to come to a fixed decision
importance.
on this important point, the church at Antioch determined that
Paul and Barnabas, with several companions, should proceed to

Jerusalem to present this question before the Apostles. They there
declared what God had wrought by them among the Gentiles;
Peter testified the same in regard to his labours and James, the
;

brother of our Lord, showed that

it

was

foretold, in the prophecies

of Scripture, that the Gentiles likewise should be called into the
church of God. On these grounds the apostles, with the elders and

the church at Jerusalem, determined to send deputies to Antioch
with Paul and Barnabas, and communicated their judgment in a
This important
letter carried by them to the church at Antioch.
transaction at Jerusalem, which publicly announced the character
of Christianity as an universal religion, is called the council of the
The decision of this
Apostles.
It was held about the year 52 a. d.
apostolic body was of the utmost consequence to the Apostle Paul,
as in his subsequent labours he had to contend constantly ^dth narrow-minded Jewish Christians, who wished to impose the Mosaic
law upon the Gentiles also as essential to salvation.' Against these
Paul now advanced, not only his own personal influence, but the
authority of all the apostles.
This, at least, was efiected thereby
that the supporters of the ceremonial law and its perpetual validity
were compelled to secede from the universal apostolic church, and
form themselves into a distinct sect. It is true, however, that their
opposition to the Apostle Paul was continued with extreme obstinacy and we find in his Epistles numberless allusions to the persecutions which he encountered at their hand.
Soon after the apostolic council (53 a. d.) Paul undertook his
all

;

5
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separated from Barnabas,

who united

kinsman Mark in preaching the Gospel Paul took Silas
as his companion instead of Barnabas.
He directed his course first
and thence onto the churches founded on his previous journey
ward to Galatia, and to Troas, on the western coast of Asia Minor.
Thence the Lord conducted him by a \'ision in a dream, into Macedonia, where he founded the church of Philippi ; and then went to
Unfortunately, Paul
Thessalonica. (Acts xvi. 10 seq. xvii. 1 seg.)
could remain only about three weeks in the latter city, for, as he
met with much success among the proselytes that had connected
themselves with the Jewish synagogues, there arose an uproar
witli his

;

against

him among the Jews, who

the city, and flee to Bereea.

actually compelled

(Acts

xvii.

10.)

him

to leave

As, however, the

Jews

in this place likewise vented their rage against the apostle of
our Lord, Paul betook himself to Athens, where also some hearts
were warmed by the fire of his preaching. He next proceeded on-

ward to Corinth. Here, in one of the great cities of antiquity,
where luxury and debauchery had reached their highest pitch, but
where, on that very account, a strong desire for salvation was readily
excited, Paul laboured with remarkable success for more than a year
and a half. He found there a Jewish family from Eome, Aquila,
and his wife Priscilla, celebrated in the history of the ancient clmrch.
As Aquila pursued the same craft with Paul, the latter lived and
wrought with him, and besides discoursed in the house of a certain
From hence Paul wrote the first Epistles among those
Justus.
still preserved to us, viz., the two Epistles to the Thessalonians.
Now, if we compare the tenor of the Epistles with the situation of
the apostle, and their relation to the church at Thessalonica, we
As
shall find them throughout conformable to the circumstances.
Paul was unable to preach in Thessalonica more than three weeks,
he must naturally have been very anxious respecting the fate of
he feared that they might again
those who believed in that city
fall away on account of the persecutions which threatened them.
Hence his apprehensions had already induced him, as soon as he
arrived at Athens, to send Timothy from thence to Thessalonica, in
Timothy
order to learn what was really the condition of the church.
and his mind being set at rest by the inrejoined him at Corinth
formation which Timothy communicated, he wrote the first Epistle,
for the purpose of confirming and establishing the Thessalonians
(Acts xvii.
in the foith to which they had so faithfully adhered.
;

;

15 ; xviii. 5
1 Thess. iii. 2, 5, 6.)
It is a circumstance entirely
consonant with what we must suppose to have been the situation of
the Christians in Thessalonica, that they did not rightly comprehend
This would naturally be
the doctrine of our Lord's resurrection.
the case from the shortness of the period during which they enjoyed
Vol. I.—
;
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13 seq.) They feared that
coming of our Lord, would
be shut out from the joys attendant on the Messiah's reign upon
The apostle, however, sets them right in regard to their
earth.
fear, showing them that there would be a twofold resurrection.
the apostle's instructions.

those believers

who might

(1 Thcss.

iv,

die before the

Those who had fallen asleep in faith respecting the Saviour, would
till the general resurrection, but would be raised uj) at the
coming of Christ, and would behold the Lord with those who were
The same subject also soon afterward caused the Apostle
alive.
Paul to write the second Epistle to the Christians at Thessalonica,
The explanation of Paul had indeed quieted the
also from Corinth.
not rest

apprehension of the believers of that city in regard to those of their
number who met with an early death but some expressions used
;

by Paul in his first Epistle (particularly 1
with false rumours respecting his view of the
coming, had led some susceptible minds to
portant event not only might, but must,

Thess.

iv.

17), together

proximity of our Lord's
the idea that this imtake place very soon.
Thus they openly designated the period of our Lord's return, in
total contrariety to Paul's meaning, wdio did indeed, with them,
hope and ardently desire that our Lord might come in their time,
and by no means stated expressly that he would not do so, since that
would have been a negative determination of the point ; but maintained the possibility that he would, and founded thereon, after the

example of Christ himself, an exhortation to constant watchfulness.
In order, therefore, to moderate the excessive disposition of the
Christians at Thessalonica to look upon this great event as necessarily about to take place in their own time, Paul presented to
view certain things which must all take place before it. From the
consideration of these points, it could not but be evident to the
Thessalonians, that this event could not take place so suddenly as
they anticipated, and thus their excited minds would probably be

In these respects, as regards the state of things at that

quieted.

time, the two Epistles possess entire and undeniable historical keep-

and we shall not err widely from the truth if we assign their
composition to the years 54 and 55 of the Christian era.
From Corinth the Apostle Paul now returned to Antioch, whence
ing

;

he had been
long at

(Acts xviii. 22.) Without, however, remaining
he in the following year (57 A. d.) entered upon his

sent.

rest,

toitr, going first to Galatia again, where he had
preached on his second tour, and then to the wealthy and celebrated
From this
city 0^ Ephesus, where he abode more than two years.
city Paul wrote first to the Galatians, and subsequently to the Co-

third missionary

The Epistle to the Galatians was occasioned by those
same Jewish Christians, of whom we have before remarked, that

rinthians.

they constantly strove to cast hindrances in the

way of Paul's

opera-
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13),

misled by these
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on his second

cliurches, wliicli Paul,

had found walking

men

in regard

in the true faith,

visit to

had been

to the requirements of religion.

Through the idea that the observance of the Jewish ceremonial law
was essential to salvation, the Galatian Christians were led to regard
circumcision, the solemnization of the Sabbath and of the Jewish
feasts, and other ordinances of the Old Testament, which the New
Testament valued only from their spiritual signification, as of worth
in an external view, and in this way suffered themselves to lose sight
of the interior

life

The

of faith.

object of the apostle, therefore, in

was to develope thoroughly to the Galatians the relation between the law and the Gospel, and to show that, in the spiritual freedom conferred by the latter, the external rites of the
former might, indeed, be observed, but that they must be observed
in a higher manner, i. e., spiritually.
Previously, however, he makes
some remarks respecting himself personally. For, as the Jewish
Christians presumed to dispute Paul's apostolic authority, he found
himself compelled to ^dndicate it by a historical account of himself.
He states (i. 12 seq.), that he did not receive his Gospel from man,
but immediately from God that at first he had persecuted the
church of God, but that God, who had called him from his mother's
womb, had been pleased to reveal his Son in him, that he might
preach him to the heathen, through the Gospel. This evidently refers to the event of our Lord's appearance to Paul near Damascus,
on which occasion the Lord said to him, " I am Jesus, whom thou
persecutest.
But rise, and stand upon thy feet for I have appeared unto thee for this purpose, to make thee a minister and a
witness both of these things which thou hast seen, and of those
delivering thee from
things in the which I will aj^pear unto thee
the people and from the Gentiles, unto whom now I send thee, .to
open their eyes, and to turn them from darkness to light, and from
the power of Satan unto God, that they may receive forgiveness of
sins, and inheritance among them which are sanctified by faith
(Acts xxvi. 15 18.) This reference to so pethat is in me."
his Epistles,

;

:

;

—

culiar occurrences in Paul's life exhibits a sufficient security for the

genuineness of this Epistle
tents, as also

with

its style,

;

and, in connection with

has sufficed to place

it

its entire

for ever

con-

beyond

susi^icion.

An

occasion equally sad in respect to the apostle gave rise to the

first Epistle

Ephesus.

to the Corinthians, -which- v^as

Before the

first

likewise written from

of the Epistles which are in our posses-

Paul had written another to Corinth (1 Cor. v. 9), which, howhas perished. We have, indeed, a pretended E2)istle of Paul
to the Corinthians, which claims to be this lost Epistle, but a slight
examination is sufficient to manifest its spuriousness. Moreover,
sion,

ever,
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Paul was regarded as lost by all Christian antiquity.
is shown by 1 Cor. v. 1
9, was occasioned by
the circumstance, that an individual in the Cormthian church had
matrimonial intercourse with his mother-in-law, the wife of his deceased flithcr. Paul pointed out to the church the necessity of excluding from among them him who sustained this mcestuous relaTo this Epistle of
tion, that he might be awakened to penitence.
Paul, the Corinthian Christians replied in such a way, as to show
l^lainly that they misunderstood some parts of it, particularly what
Paul had said respecting the avoidance of lasciviousness. These
misapprehensions are corrected by Paul in the Jii^st of the two
He likewise speaks in
Epistles which have been preserved to us.
this same letter of another important circumstance in regard to the
Corinthian church, which presents considerable coincidence with the
It is that some of the Jewsituation of the Christians in Galatia.
this Epistle of

This

first

—

Epistle, as

who had excited dissensions among the believers
had come to Corinth also. True, some had remained faithful
to Paul
but others appealed, in contradiction of his authority, to
Peter (Cephas), although he agreed perfectly with Paul in his views
They probably objected to the Apostle Paul, as
respecting the law.
did the Jewish Christians in Galatia, that he had not, like Peter,
known our Lord personally. Besides these two parties, Paul mentions two others (1 Cor. i. 12), the distinctive characteristics of
There were, therefore, divisions in
which, however, are uncertain.
the Corinthian church, and from these had proceeded manifold disish

Christians,

there,

;

orders.

Paul's

first

Epistle

is

occupied with the reconciliation of

the former, and the removal of the latter.

Our fili'st Epistle to the Corinthians comprises such an abundance of peculiar circumstances entirely conformable with the situation of the church in its earliest days, that we cannot for a moment
supj)Ose it possible that it is a forgery.
Moreover, particular facts
mentioned in it coincide most exactly with the events of Paul's life,
Thus, according to Acts
as known from the Acts of the Apostles.
xix. 22, he sent away his two companions, Timothy and Erastus,
from Ephesus, a short time before he himself left the city and, ac;

he had despatched Timothy to the
According to the same passage in the Acts, Paul p)urCorinthians,
posed soon to leave Ephesus, and travel through Achaia (this was
the Greek province in which Corinth was situated) to Jerusalem,
and the same thing is indicated by 1 Cor. xvi. 5, Thus, all circumcording to 1 Cor.

iv.

17, likewise,

stances unite to give a sure historical basis to the Epistle.

As

its

composition must be placed a little before Paul's departure from
Ephesus, it w'as probably written about 59 A. d., while the Epistle
,

to the Galatians

may

have been written about the year 58

a. d.

Before the Apostle Paul left Ephesus, then, he sent Titus with
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a special commission to Cormtli. He hoped to be able to wait for
in Ephcsus, in order to receive an account of the troubled state

bim

of affairs in the Corintbian church, and of the reception which his
But a sudden uproar created by Demetrius
the silver-smith (Acts xix. 24 seq.), who was himself injured in re-

Epistle encountered.

spect to the gains which he derived from the sale of small silver
models of the celebrated temple of Diana at Ephesus, compelled
him to leave the city earlier than he wished. In Macedonia, however, whither Paul immediately betook himself, he again met with
Titus, who then informed him particularly of the condition of the
church at Corinth, and the impression which his Epistle had produced. This account induced the Apostle to wi-ite the Second
Epistle to the Corintliians, from Macedonia.
The contents of
this other Epistle, which was written a few months after the first,

bear so

a relation to the contents of the first, that the idenauthor is, thereby alone, made sufficiently evident. In

cl(3se

tity of the

we

mention again of the incestuous
upon the church to exclude from
communion with them. As he had now been excommunicated,
Paul speaks in his behalf, that he might not sink into utter despondency (2 Cor. ii. 7). Of most importance, however, are the particular expressions in regard to those Jewish Christians who desolated the Corinthian church as well as others.
Titus had informed
the apostle with what an arrogant disposition they had received his
letter.
Against these, therefore, he expresses himself with the utmost severity, while he treats those who remained faithful to the
truth, with suavity and great kindness.
In rebuking the perversity
of these Judaizers, he feels it necessary to speak of himself ; for
these proud sectaries not only rejected the apostolic authority of
Paul, but also sought by their calumnies to deprive him of the
honour of being the most successful labourer in our Lord's vineyard
"With noble plainness, therefore, Paul boasts of all that the Lord
had done for him and through him ; and the further removed this
plainness was from false humility, and the less he avoided giving
ground for the imputation of appearing arrogant and self-conceited,
the more likely was his account of himself to make an impression
upon all his opponents. We do not know definitely what effect this
Ejnstle produced upon the state of things at Corinth
but, from the
subsequent flourishing condition of the Corinthian church, we may
with great probability infer that Paul's Epistle contributed essenthe second chapter,
person,

e. g.,

whom Paul had

find

enjoined

it

;

tially to the annihilation of divisions.

60 completely Pauline,

and harmonises

At

all events,

the Epistle

so exactly with all

historical circumstances, that its genuineness has never

been con-

modern times.
was not effected by the Epistle of Paul to the church of

tested either in ancient or

What

is

known
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was undoubtedly accomplished by the apostle's personal
For, from Macedonia Paul went to
Achaia (Acts xx. 3), and abode there three months. The greater
part of this time he certainly spent in Corinth, and from hence he
wrote the Epistle to the Romans, shortly before his departure from
Corintli,

presence in this metropolis.

Corinth for Jerusalem in order to carry a collection of alms for the
poor of that city (Acts xxiv. 17 seq. Eom, xv. 25, 26). This important Epistle (viz., that to the Eomans) bears the stamp of a genuine apostolic letter so completely in both thought and language,

modern times have advanced a single doubt
which Paul presented tc
view more frequently and more prominently than any other apostle,
viz., that man is saved by faith in him who was crucified and rose
again, and not by the works of the law, either ceremonial or moral,
that neither ancient nor

as to its origin.

The

particular doctrine

Eomans and, morewhich occur in it are entirely suitPaul, e. g.,
able to the circumstances under which it was written.
according to this Epistle (Eom. i. 12, 15 Acts xxiii), had not yet
been in Eome when he wrote it and this agrees exactly with the
statement of the apostle in Acts xix. 21. The many persons whom
he salutes at the end of the Epistle, he became acquainted with
from his numerous travels in Asia Minor and Greece for, as there
was a general conflux to Eome from all quarters, and also a general
dispersion thence, it being the centre of the world, there was no
city in which Eomans did not reside, or of whose inhabitants many
were not constrained by circumstances to journey to Eome. or to esforms the central topic of the Ej^istle to the

;

over, all the historical allusions

;

;

;

tablish themselves there as residents.

On

account of this import-

ance of the city of Eome, which must necessarily have been communicated to the church in that place, there is sufficient proof
of the genuineness of this Epistle in the single circumstance that
this church, in which Paul afterwards abode some years, never contradicted the universal opinion that Paul wrote this Epistle to them,

but rather rejoiced in being honoured with such an apostolic communication.

Hitherto

we have seen the celebrated

stantly labouring with freedom

apostle of the Gentiles con-

and boldness but his departure
from Corinth brought upon him a long and cruel imprisonment.
For Paul immediately returned from Corinth to Macedonia, embarked there at Philippi (Acts xx. 3 seq.) and sailed along the
;

coasts of Asia Minor.
At Miletus he called to him the elders of the
church of Ephesus (Acts xx. 17 seq.) and took pathetic leave of
them ; for he was persuaded that he should never again see these
beloved brethren (xx. 38). About the year 60 a. d. the apostle

arrived at Jerusalem, having passed through Cassarea

there immediately arrested (Acts xxii.)

and carried back

;

but was

to Csesarea
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consul Felix

Here

31 seq.)
;

but as

lie

lie
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was indeed examined by the pro-

could not pronounce sentence against

him

and hesitated to release him, Paul remained two years in captivity.
At the end of that time there came another proconsul, Porcius
Festus, to Co3sarea. He commenced the examination anew, but
when the apostle, as a Roman citizen, appealed to Ca}sar, he sent
him to Rome. This was about 62 a. d. On the voyage thither,
Paul, together with the Roman soldiers who accompanied him, suf-

and they were compelled to pass the winter on the
Paul did not, therefore, arrive at Rome before the
commencment of the following year, and was there again kept as a
prisoner for two years, i. e., till G5 a. d., before his case was decided.
Still his confinement at Rome was not so strict as that at Coisarea.
He was pennitted to hire a dwelling in the city, to go about, speak,
and write as he pleased only, he was always accompanied by a
fered shipwreck,
island of Malta.

;

soldier.

Luke

alone details

all

these events in the last chapters of

From

the Acts, with very great minuteness.

•

Paul's Epistles

Paul seems not

we

have
written at all from Ceesarea.
Probably the strict durance in which
he was held did not permit any communication by writing. In the
providence of God, this long confinement may have served to acquaint Paul with himself, with the depths of his own interior being.
For, the manner of life which Paul led and was obliged to lead, the
learn nothing respecting this period

;

for

to

perpetual bustle of travel, his constant efforts in regard to others,

might have injured him by dissipation of his thoughts, and might,
have exhausted the fulness of his spirit, had he not
possessed some quiet seasons in which, while his attention was
turned wholly upon himself, he might be spiritually replenished and
invigorated for future seasons of intense outward exertion.
But from the other of the two places where Paul was compelled
to remain a prisoner for a long period, i. e., Rome, he certainly
so to speak,

wrote several Epistles,
irians, Colossians,

mention

is

made

viz., tJie

Epidles

and Philemon.

Still,

to tlie Ephesians, Pliilipalthough in these Epistles

of some historical particulars, he supposes the oc-

currences in regard to himself to be generally
Christians of the churches in Macedonia

fore does not enter into details respecting

Luke

closed his

book of Acts

years as a prisoner at

Rome

;

at the point

and

known among

and Asia Minor, and
them.

the

there-

Unfortunately

when Paul had

lived

two

therefore, in further designating

the historical connection of Paul's Epistles,

we

the circumstances of time and place with so

much precision and

are not able to state
cer-

This circumstance, Hkewise, explains how, in
such a state of things, the remaining Epistles of Paul afi'ord more
room to doubt of their genuineness than was the case in regard to
tainty as hitherto.

those which,

we

see,

well and easily fall into the history of Paul as
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.

We

related in the Acts.

shall therefore devote sejmrate considera/-

tion to these Epistles.

CHAPTER
CONTINUATION.

— OF

V.

THE PAULINE EPISTLES COMPOSED DUEING

AND AFTER PAUL'S IMPRISONMENT AT ROME.

Of

the Epistles composed by Paul during his imprisonment at
Epistles to the Philippians, Colossians and Philemon,

Eome, the

can be easily shown with
of the apostle.

sufficient certainty to

be genuine writings

clearly represents himself therein, not only as a prisoner,

a prisoner at

Paul
but also as

First, as to the Epistle to the Philippians,

Kome

;

for

he speaks of the barracks occupied by the

imperial guards (the Praetorium

Luther translates the word by
13), into which the fame of his
imprisonment had extended itself. Probably Paul had won over to
the gospel the soldiers set to guard him, to whom he was wont to
preach, and, through these, others in the camp may have been con-,
verted.
Even the imperial palace itself is mentioned by Paul
(Phil. iv. 22), as having been already penetrated by the seeds of the
word of God. These clear allusions leave not the slightest doubt
that the Epistle was written from Rome. Nor can any doubt remain as to the question, whether it was really written to the inhabitants of the Macedonian city PJiiUjipi.
For, according to Acts
xvi. 12 seq. the apostle's labours in this city had been particularly
blessed.
The Lord at once opened the heart of Lydia, so that she
:

Piiclit-haus, or hall of justice, Phil.

i.

An unfortunate occurrence respecting a damsel possessed with a spirit of divination, which the apostle
expelled, constrained him to leave the city.
The church of Philippi,

believed the preaching of Paul.

however, always preserved a particular attachment to the Apostle
Paul, and his acknowledgement of this fact runs through the whole
of his letter to them.

beloved and longed

The

apostle calls

them

his brethren dearly

iv. 1), and thanks
the Philippian Christians that they so faithfully had respect to his
bodily necessities (Phil. iv. 15, 16).
These characteristics are de-

cisive in

for, his

joy and crown (Phil.

favour of the genuineness of the Epistles, which, morebeen contested either in ancient or modern times.

over, has not

The case is the same in regard to the Epistle to the Colossians.
This church was not founded by Paul in person ; as he himself indicates in Col. ii. 1.
He had indeed been in Phrygia, but had not
visited the city of Colosse

Asia Minor.

on his journey through this province of
to them, as also to tbe

Paul nevertheless wrote
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in part

from universal Christian

to acknowledge the

members of every
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love, wliicli called

upon him

cliurch of Christ as brethren,

and in part from the special reason, that the Gospel had been carried
by disciples of his, particularly Fjjajyhras. The imme-

to Colosse

diate occasion of his Epistle, however, was, that heretics threatened

draw away the church from the true faith. These individuals
were not of the ordinary Judaizing class ; along with much that
was Jewish, they had some Gnostic characteristics. Now Phrygia
is the precise spot where, from the earliest times downward, we find
a prevalent tendency to fantastic apprehension of religion. Thus
the circumstance that, according to Paul's representation, men of
this stamp had gained influence in Colosse, suits perfectly well with
what we know of that city. Nor is it otherwise than very natural,
that few particular allusions occur in the Epistle, as he was not
He however mentions his imprisonpersonally known to the church.
ment, and sends salutations also from some persons of their acquaintance who were in his vicinity, among others from Aristarchus (Col.
iv. 10), who, as we learn from the Acts, had come to Eome with
Paul and Luke (xxvii. 2). The latter companion of Paul likewise
Of individuals themselves
salutes the believers in Phrygia (iv. 14).
resident in Colosse, he saluted especially Arcliij^pus (iv. 17), who
occupied some ministry in the church. Concerning this man, as
also concerning Onesimus, whom Paul mentions (Col. iv. 9), we gain
more particular information from the Epistle to Philemon. In this
Epistle to the Colossians, likewise, every thing harmonises so exto

actly with Paul's circumstances in general,

and

his relation to the

church which he addressed in particular, that no one has ever been
led to question its genuineness, either in ancient or

modern

days.

With

the same entire unanimity has the genuineness of Paul's
This delightEpistle to Philemon likewise been always admitted.
ful little Epistle so clearly exhibits all the characteristics of the
great apostle, and

make

is

so utterly free

from every thing which would

probable that any person could have a motive in forging
idea of denying that
it, that no one would ever entertain the
Paul was its author. Philemon, to whom the Epistle is addressed,
it

probably lived in Colosse, for that Archippus, who held an office in
the church at Colosse, appears here as his son, and Appia as his
Probably Philemon was an opulent man for
wife (Phil. V. 2).
;

he had so spacious a house, that it accommodated the assemblies of
Paul wrote tliis Epistle, likewise, in confinement (v. 13),
believers.
and sends salutations from all those who, according to the Acts and
the Epistle to the Colossians, were in his vicinity (v. 23, 24).
Onesimus, who had fled from 1 he relation of bondage which he had
sustained towards Philemon in Colosse, Paul sends back to his master, whom he informs that his slave had been led by him to obey
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the Grospcl, SO that Philemon is to receive back again as a brother
him Avhom he had lost as a slave. The whole of this small Epistle
comprises indeed no important doctrinal contents ; but it is an exhibition of interior, deep feeling, and delicate regard to circumstances on the part of the apostle, and as such has always been very
dear and valuable to the church.

In regard to the Epistle to the Epliesians^ however, the case is
from what it is in regard to the three other Epistles
There are so many remarkable circumstances in
sent from Kome.
relation to this Epistle, that we can easily comprehend how its
genuineness has been often brought in question. Still, all the
doubts which may have been excited are completely removed on a
closer examination, so that it can by no means be denied that the
Epistle was written by the apostle, even if its actual destination to
Ephesus cannot be established.
If it be considered that Paul, as we saw above in the historical
account of the apostle's life, was twice in Ephesus, and that once
he even resided there for about three years, it must certainly aptotally different

pear very strange that, in an Epistle to this church, of the elders of

which Paul had taken leave in so pathetic a manner (Acts xx, 17),
there should be found no salutations.
In writing to the Romans,
Paul, though he had never been at Rome, sent salutations to so
many persons that their names fill an entire chapter, while in this
Epistle not a single person is greeted.
Moreover, there are no personal and confidential allusions in any part of the Epistle.
Paul
appears only in the general relation of a Christian teacher and a
friend to his readers.
There is certainly something extremely
strange in this character of the Epistle, particularl}-, moreover, as

that which we should especially expect to find in the Epistle,

viz.,

which Paul had so expressly warned the
entirely wanting (Acts xx. 29 seq^
are increased when we know what was the case

allusion to heretics, against

Ephesian

The

elders, is

difficulties

originally concerning the address to the readers of the Epistle (Eph.

Instead of " Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ, by the will of
1).
God, to the saints which are at Epliesus" as it stands in most
" to the saints at Laodicea."
copies, Marcion, in his MS., read
In other MSS. there was no name at all, neither Ephesus, nor Laoi.

:

and in these the inscription of the Epistle ran thus "^ Paul,
;
an apostle of Jesus Christ, by the will of God, to the saints which
."
Instead of the name was a vacant si:)ace, which,
dweU at
however, was often neglected by the copyists, who thus perplexed
the matter still further.
In addition to all this, if the Epistle to the Ephesians be compared with that to the Colossians, we shall find the same fundamental thought, and often even the same train of ideas, only the
dicea

:
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more minute and expanded, while in the Epistle to the
more concisely and briefly presented.

Colossians the thoughts are

On

account of this relative character

it

has been declared that the

probably only an enlargement of the
Epistle to the Colossians, made with a sjiecial design by some othei
hand. But though for a moment such a supposition might not apEpistle to the Ephesians

pear altogether unfounded,

when the

is

its

plausibihty

peculiar character of the Epistle

is

completely dissipated
made apparent by a

is

and thorough notion of its origin. The Epistle to the Epheis undoubtedly what is termed a circular letter, directed not
In such a letter, therefore,
to a single church but to many at once.
there could be no personal allusions, because what might interest
one circle of readers might be unintelligible to another. In this
Epistle, therefore, Paul adheres exclusively to generalities, and
touches only on such topics as would be of interest to all members
Now, on the
of the churches for whom the Epistle was intended.
supposition that Ephesus and Laodicea were of the number of those
^>hurches for which the Epistle was intended, nothing is more easy
of explanation than the fact, that the name of the former was in the
inscription of some MSS., and the name of the latter in that of
others.
The messenger who carried the apostolic letter may have
taken several copies with him, in which the space for the name of
the place was not filled out, and remained thus until they were delivered, when the name of the church which received any particular
one was added to it. The diffusion of the Epistle abroad was mainly
from the capital city of Ephesus and hence the name Ephesus got
Marcion, however, came
into the inscription of most of the MSS.
into possession of a transcript from the copy which was delivered at
Laodicea, and for this reason he read Laodicea instead of Ephesus
In some copies there may have been a total
in the inscription.
neglect to fill up the spaces left vacant for the names ; and in this
way some MSS. got into circulation in which no city was designated.
It is seen how satisfactorily and completely, on this single supposition, that the Epistle to the Ephesians was a circular letter, our
right
sians

;

difiicultics

disappear at once.

It

is

true the striking resemblance

of the Epistle to that to the Colossians

still

remains

;

and

in recent

times the greatest stress has been laid on this very point. Both
Epistles have essentially the same contents, only the Epistle to
the Ephesians is more full and minute, as has been already re-

But let it be considered that the two Epistles were written not only about the same time, but under entirely similar circumstances. Is it then to be wondered at, that there is a striking
What purpose could there
similarity in contents and arrangement

marked.

"^

have been in forging or counterfeiting an Epistle, in which the
fraudulent author said the same things which were contained in a
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genuine Epistle of tlie man to whom he wished that his production
should he ascrihcd ? It is, therefore, clear that there is nothing in
tliis resemhlance of the Epistle to the Ephesians to that to the
Colossians, which can justify us in inferring the spuriousncss of
For, whether we suppose that the longest (that to the
either.
Ephesians) was written first, and that Paul afterwards repeated the

same thoughts

in the shortest (that to the Colossians)

;

or, vice

and afterwards felt himself
Called upon to state the same ideas more at length in the other,
there is not the least harm done by their similarity to each other,
versa, that he wrote the shortest

first,

particularly as the Epistle to the Ephesians contains

many

ideas

wholly peculiar to the Apostle Paul, which are wanting in the
Epistle to the Colossians, and this too in his own phraseology and
style.

It

is

to be observed, further, that Paul in his Epistle to the

Colossians mentions a letter to the church at Laodicea, and charges

the former to communicate their Epistle to the believers in Lao-

and in return to request the Epistle addressed to them.
Now, because, as we have seen, Marcion regarded the Epistle to the
dicea,

Ephesians as having been directed to the Laodiceans, it has been
supposed that our Epistle to the Ephesians was the one meant by
Paul. But, plausible as this may appear at first sight, it is still improbable, on a closer examination, that it is correct ; for, first, the
great similarity between the two Epistles makes against it, as tliis

must evidently have rendered
quence.

Then, -too,

it

is

not

their

mutual

common

transfer of less conse-

to direct special salutations

whom we write ourselves at the same time,
done by Paul in relation to the Laodiceans in his letter
to the Colossians {passim).
Moreover, our Epistle to the Ephesians, as a circular letter, could not well be designated by the
name. Epistle to the Laodiceans. Thus, it is far more probable
that this letter was a separate one, which has been lost to us.
As early as the time of Jerome, there existed a separate Epistle
to the Laoditjeans, difiereut from that to the Ephesians.
But the
father just mentioned remarks, that all without exception reject it.
It is probable, therefore, that, on account of the passage, Col. iv
15, 16, some one had forged an Epistle to the Laodiceans, just as
was the case, as we have before stated, with the first Epistle to the
Corinthians which was lost.
There remain, therefore, only the three Epistles of the apostle,
to be given to those to

which,

is

which are usually comprehended under the title of Pastoral Letters,
viz., the two to Timothy, and that to Titus.
They are all three occupied, with a consideration of the duties of a pastor of the church
of Christ, and on account of this common purport are classed under
the general designation which we have mentioned. In a close inves-
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tigation of tlie contents

there arise very

come

many

and the

historical aUusions of these Epistles

difficulties,

doubt beyond

subject to

Ancient tradition

is

on which account they have bethe other Pauline Epistles.

all

certainly wholly in ftivour of their genuineness,

as in relation to the Epistle to the Ephesians

that Marcion did not have
portant, even

IxXVU

them

by opponents of the

for the circumstance,

;

in his canon,

is

not regarded as im-

who

are at all imparwas undoubtedly only through accident that these Epistles
remained unknown to him, and to his native city, Sinope, upon the
Black Sea for had he possessed historical reasons against its reception, they could not have been so completely lost at a later
tial.

Epistles,

It

;

We

may here see, in fact, a very important evidence in
behalf of the genuineness of these Epistles ; for Timothy lived when
Paul wrote to him, not in a distant, unknown place, but in Ephesus,
period.

one of the chief
church.

which

cities

The scene

frequented by the Christians of the ancient

of the labours of Titus was the

of Crete,

isle

on account of its vicinity to Corinth, and to other important churches, maintained lively intercourse with the churches
also,

generally.

Now, how

Epistles directed

places of so

much

and holding

note,

to

persons labouring in

so high a rank, as being assist-

ants of the apostle, could gain the reputation of being genuine

throughout the whole ancient church, when they were really forged in
the name of the apostle, is indeed difficult of comprehension, as so
many must have been able to expose the deception. Supposing,
therefore, that on a close investigation of the contents of the Epistle,
there should appear much that is strange, it must be considered as
losing a great deal of its influence in relation to the question of the
genuineness of the Epistles, from the fact that this is so firmly established by the tradition of the church.

Another circumstance
favour of their genuineness,

to be premised,
is,

that in

all

which

is

veiy

much

in

the three Epistles there

occurs a multitude of personal and particular allusions.

Now,

it is

an impostor, who was palming off his own Epistles as another's (for such is the language which we must use concerning the
author of these three compositions, if they are not the work of Paul
himself, since he expressly names himself as the author, besides indicating the fact in a manner not to be mistaken), would avoid as
much as possible all special circumstances, because he would be too
likely to betray himself in touching upon them, since particulars
cannot be very minutely known to a stranger. Moreover, a forgery
generally wants that graphic exactness which is exhibited so maniclear tliat

festly in writings that spring out of actually existing circumstances.

Hence every unprejudiced person would, in the outset, tliink it very
unlikely that a writing was forged in which there occurred such special allusions as we find in 1 Tim. v. 23, where Paul savs to Timo-
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thy, "

Drink no longer water, but use a little wine for tliy stomacli's
sake and thine often infirmities." Of the same nature, also, is a
passage in the second Epistle to Timothy (2 Tim. iv. 13), in which
the apostle complains that he had, through forgetfulness, left his
cloak, some books, and parchments, with a friend, and desires Timo-

thy to take care of them. Plainly, such things are not forged ; for
to what end should any one give himself the useless trouble to invent such insignificant matters, if they did not actually happen,
since they could not do either any harm or any good.
In the same
Epistle (2 Tim. iv. 20, 21), Paul sends salutations from many indi-

and gives various information respecting persons of their
mutual acquaintance. "Erastus abode at Corinth," says Paul,
" but Trophimus have I left at Melitus sick ;" and he invites Timothy himself to come to him before winter. If any person invented
all this, we must at least call him extremely inconsiderate, for he
ought not certainly to have mentioned such noted cities, since the
Christians who dwelt in them could learn, without any great difficulty, whether any one of the name' of Trophimus was ever at Miletus with the apostle, and was left there by him sick, and whether
Erastus abode at Corinth. The same is true of the Epistle to Titus,
as one may be convinced by examining Titus iii. 12.
Still, let us look at the reasons which are advanced against the
viduals,

genuineness of these Epistles.

Certain investigators have thought

that there was in all three of

them something not only

in the

phraseology, but in the style altogether, which cannot but be re-

garded as unlike Paul. The weakness of such statements, however,
may be clearly inferred from the fact that another investigator, of
no less acuteness, supposes the second Epistle to Timothy and the
one to Titus to be really genuine Epistles of Paul, while the first to
Timothy is spurious, and imitated from the other two. This second
investigator, therefore, founds his argument for the spuriousness of
the first of the three Epistles on the genuineness of the two others,
thus overthrowing, by his own reasoning, the position of the former
investigators in regard to the necessity of supposing them all spuriThe historical difficulties, however, which are discerned on
ous.
It is
close examination of the Epistles, are of more consequence.
from these, properly, that all attacks upon these pastoral letters
have originated, and in these they find their excuse, only writers
ought not to have so manifestly confounded difficulties with loositive

arguments against the genuineness of a loriting.
As to the First Epistle to Timothy, the principal difiiculty is,
to point out a period in Paul's life exactly coinciding with the statement which the apostle makes at the outset (i. 3). He says that
when he went to Macedonia he left Timothy at Ephesus, to protect
the true faith and thwart heretics in that city. Now we know, in-
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when Demetrius the silver-smith drove Pcaiil from Ejihehe went to Macedonia but it is impossible that he should then
have left Timothy behind at Ephesus, since he sent him before himThus, when Paul wrote his Second
self to Macedonia with Erastus.
Epistle to the Corinthians from Macedonia, Timothy was with him.
(Comp, Acts xix. 22, 2 Cor. i. 1). Moreover, we are informed of no
other journey of Paul from Ephcsus to Macedonia, when he left
Timothy behind in the city to watch over the church and hence
arises a difficulty in assigning this Epistle its proper place in Paul's
deed, that

sus,

;

;

Ufe.

There are similar circumstances respecting the Second Epistle.
This Epistle, too, is directed to Timothy at Ephesus. Paul clearly
writes from Rome.
(Comp. 2 Tim. iv. 16, 17, with 2 Tim. i. 16,
He was in bonds (i. 16), and was expecting a new ex18, iv. 19).
amination of his cause. Now, he invites Timothy to come to him,
to make haste and come before winter (iv. 13, 21).
But, according to Col. i. 1, Philemon ver. 1, and Phil. i. 1, Timothy,
at the time of Paul's imprisonment at Rome, as related by Luke in

and requests him

the Acts, was in Paul's company

and hence it seems impossible
him at Ephesus. It is true Paul's
imprisonment at Rome lasted two years, and it might be supposed
that Timothy was for some time with him, and for some time away
;

that Paul could have written to

during his imprisonment

make

it

;

but there are other circumstances which

very improbable that the Second Epistle to Timothy was

written during the same imprisonment in which the Epistles to the

Ephesians, Colossians, and Philippians were composed.

According
Paul had left at Troas, a cloak, books, and parchments, which Timothy was to bring with him when he came to Paul
(iv. 21). Xow, before Paul's imprisonment at Rome, which lasted two
years, he was also two years in Ca^sarea.
We should, therefore, be
compelled to suppose that he had left these things behind at Troas,
four years before.
But certainly it is probable that Paul would have
made some other disposition of them in the mean time, if they were
of any consequence to him. But even if we may suppose that Paul
would send for clothing and books which had laid at Troas for
to 2 Tim.

iv.

13,

it is out of the question that he should say in relation to a
journey made four years before: "Erastus abode at Corinth, but
Trophimus, have I left at Miletus sick." (2 Tim. iv. 20). Miletus

years,

from Rome where Paul
Paul had not been in Miletus for four years,
it is wliolly impossible that he should have mentioned the illness of
one whom he had left behind at Miletus so long a time before, because his case must long since have been decided.
Similar difficulties present themselves, likewise, on a close examination of the
Epistle to Titus.
For Paul writes in this Epistle (i. 4, 5, iii. 12),

was
was

in the vicinity of Ephesus, at a distance

writing.

Now,

if
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that ho himself had hccn in the Island of Crete, and had

left

Titus

same purpose which caused him to leave
Timothy in Ephesus and states that he intended to spend the
winter in Nicopolis, whither he directs Titus to come and meet him.
Now, it is true, Paul, according to the Acts (xxvii. 8), was once in
In these circumCrete, but It was as a prisoner, and on a voyage.

him

there heliind

for the
;

he could not accomplish much ; nor could he
Titus behind, as on his voyage Titus was nowhere in his

stances, therefore,

leave

Nothing

neighbourhood.

ment

is

told us in any part of the

history as to Paul's residence in Nicopolis,

difficult to

come

to

any assurance respecting

many

there were so

cities

of that name.

it

Thus,

Testa-

this Epistle, like-

wise, cannot be assigned to its place in Paul's history,
it is

New

and it is the more
from the fact, that
and therefore
an exami-

perfectly true, that there are difficulties incident to

nation of these pastoral letters
difficulties are

;

but, as

we have

before observed,

not equivalent to positive arguments against their

It is true they would be, were we so exactly and
minutely acquainted with the history of the Apostle Paul, that
such a difficulty in assigning an epistle its place among the circum-

genuineness.

stances of his

life

would be the same as an impossibility.

If,

for ex-

wc knew with certainty that the Apostle Paul never resided
any city by the name of Nicopolis, we sliould be obliged to con-

ample,
in

which purports to have been written
from some place called Nicopolis, as spurious and forged.
But this is so far from being the case, that in those Epistles of
Paul which are admitted to be genuine, very many occurrences are
noticed, of which we have no further information.
A remarkable
instance of this kind is the well-known passage, 2 Cor. xi. 23 seq.,
in which Paul states, that he had five times received of the Jews
forty stripes save one, thrice being beaten with rods, once stoned,
thrice suffered shipwreck, etc., etc.
Of very few of these suiferings
of Paul do we know the particulars.
How much, therefore, of what
sider the Epistle to Titus,

took place in his

may remain unknown

to us.
It is to be restatements given by Luke in
the Acts extend over long periods in the apostle's life. At Corinth,
Ephesus, Ca3sarea, and Rome, Paul abode for years. Now, as slight
journeys abroad are, it is well known, commonly comprehended by

membered,

life,

too, that the brief general

any particular place for a long period,
been frequently the case in Luke's history ?
this probable, and have therefore supposed short
journeys from this or that place, and in this way have attempted to
find some situation in Paul's life, which should appear suitable for
the composition of one or another of the pastoral letters.
We will
not trouble our readers, however, with an enumeration of these dif-

historians in a residence at

may not this have
Many have thought

ferent views, which, nevertheless,

show that

it

is

not imi^ssihle to

—
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designate some situation in wLicL. Paul miglit have written these

We choose

Epistles.

rather to confine ourselves to the development

of an important supposition by which a suitable period of time

obtained for

all

is

the three Epistles together, and their relation to

This supposition is, that Paul was set at
imprisonment at Rome related by Luke
(which had lasted two years when Luke finished his book of Acts),
performed important missionary tours afterward, and was at last imjOi'isoncd a second time at Home, and at this time died there a martyr's death.
It is very evident that if we can in this way gain space
of time for another journey to Asia and Crete, it will be easy to
imagine the situations which gave rise to the first Epistle to Timothy and that to Titus, The second Epistle to Timothy must then
have been written in Rome itself during the second imprisonment,
and any remarkable expressions which it contains are then perfectly
intelligible, if it be supposed that Paul wrote the Epistle after his
anival at Rome from Asia Minor. The only question is, whether
this supposition, that Paul was a second time imprisoned at Rome,
is a mere hypothesis, or can be sustained by any historical evidence.
Were it a mere conjecture, it must be admitted, it would be of little

each other

liberty

detertnined.

is

from the

first

importance.

There are not wanting, however, some historical facts of such a
nature as to confirm the supposition.
the Fathers of the fourth century.

First,

It

is

we

find

it

current

among

true, they do not expressly

they seem rather to
;
have inferred a second imprisonment at Rome from the second EpisBut, that they at once assumed a second imprisontle to Timothy.
ment, when they might have hit upon other modes of explanation,
seems to indicate a tradition, however obscure, in regard to the fact
of its havmg occurred. Moreover, we are told by a very ancient
writer of the Roman church, the apostolic Father Clemens Romanus,
that Paul went to the flirthest west. This must mean Spain. In
present historical grounds for their opinion

the Epistle to the

first

may

Romans

(chap, xv.)

Paul expresses a strong de-

This he cannot have done. before his
imprisonment ; it is not at all improbable, therefore, that he
afterwards have journeyed to this country, the most western

sire to visit

that country.

known world.
Whatever may be thought of this

region of the then

supposition, so

much is clear

the difficulties with which the attentive reader meets with in the
Indeed every
Epistles, are no arguments against their genuineness.
thing essential is in their favour. The internal similarity of the

makes it probable that they were composed about
the same time, and the idea that they were written during the second
imprisonment, of which we have spoken, accords very well with this
Epistles, however,

supposition.

Vol.

L—
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CHAPTER

VI.

OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS
Of the

investigations of learned

men

respecting the genuineness

New

Testament, we have hitherto been able
to give a very favourable account ; but the case seems now to be differof the writings of the

ent, in considering the investigations respecting the Epistle to the

brews.

For, he

among those

who has been accustomed

of Pauline origin (the Lutheran version, such as

expressly attributing

is,

as will be

shown

it

He-

to reckon this epistle

to this apostle, although

it

now

Luther himself,

presently, held a different opinion),

prised at hearing that the latest^ extremely thorough

may

be sur-

and generally

impartial, investigations respecting this important Epistle, deter-

mine that Paul was not

We

have before remarked,
is not at all in
question
the only inquiry is, who was its author. For he has neither named nor designated himself throughout the Epistfe.
Thus,
even though Paul should not be considered the author, it does not
author/

its

that the genuineness of the Epistle to the Hebrews
:

follow, that the Epistle is a forged, spurious one.

Now, that the

must be peculiar, is clear
was not admitted into the midst of the other
Pauline Epistles. In the Greek Testament it does indeed come
directly after the Epistle to Philemon, and thus by the side of the
collection of Paul's Epistles (though Luther has placed it after the
Epistles of Peter and John)
but it is clear that this large and important Epistle would have been placed among the other large
Epistles of the same apostle to whole churches, perhaps after the
Epistles to the Corinthians, had it been originally regarded as a profrom the

case of this Epistle

fact, that it

;

duction of the apostle to the Gentiles.* Consequently, its position
after the Epistle of Philemon, the smallest and most inconsiderable
it was not generally
reckoned as one of the Pauline Epistles, until after the collection of
them was completed. However, all this is, of course, of an incidental nature
there are far more important reasons, which make it im-

of Paul's private letters, shows plainly, that

;

probable that Paul was the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews
and to the consideration of these we will now direct our attention.

;

I But
see Professor Stuart's discussion of this point in Lis masterly Commentary upon
the Epistle.
See also an able discussion of it in a work published at London in 1830,
entitled " Biblical Notes and Dissertations, &c.," written by Joseph John Gurney, an

Englishman, member of the Society of Friends.

Mr. Gurney's dissertation

lished in the Biblical Repository for July 1832 (Yol.
"

IL

p. 409).

was repub-

Tr.

According to Epiphanius, a church-father of the fourth century, some MSB. placed
Hebrews lefore the Epistles to Timothy ; probably only because it
to some copyists improper that an Epistle to a whole church should stand after

the Epistlo of the

seemed

Epistles to private individuals.
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seen, entirely different

from that

He opens

each of his Epistles, not only with his
name and the title of his sacred office, but also with an apostolic
" Grace be with you and peace from God our Father,
salutation
and our Lord Jesus Christ." Nothing of this kind is to be seen at
the commencement of the Epistle to the Hebrews. It begins like a
of Paul's letters.

;

(which indeed many have been inclined to suppose it to be),
without any reference to its readers " God, who at sundry times
and in divers manners spake in times past unto the fathers by the
The conclusion bears more resemblance to Paul's
prophets, &c."
Epistles ; for it contains a salutation, such as those of the apostle,
and announces a visit to the readers of the Epistle on the part of the
author in company with Timothy. The writer sends a salutation
on the part of the brethren /rowi Italy ; from whence it has been
erroneously inferred that the Epistle was written in Italy, whereas
For the author
the pln-aseology indicates exactly the contrary.'
would not have employed such an expression unless he was writing
out of Italy in a place whither brethren had arrived from that country.
The Epistle contains no particular salutations from one inditreatise

:

but this is not strange, as it is addressed to so
many. For the Hebrews, to whom the Epistle was written, were
the Jewish Christians who lived in Palestine. Their benefit was intended by the entire contents of this profound Epistle. It analyzes
thoroughly the relation of the Old Testament to the New.
Nevertheless, it may be said, no great stress ought to be laid
upon the external form of the Epistle Paul might for once have
But the historical evidence is very
deviated from his usual custom.
For, in the Avestern church, and
decisive in regard to this Epistle.
particularly the Pioman, the Epistle to the Hebrews was not at all
acknowledged as Paul's production until some time in the fourth
It was through Augustine's means, who died so late as
century.
430 A. D., that it first became common to ascribe it to Paul and
even this Father of the church sometimes speaks doubtfully of the
vidual to another

;

;

;

Epistle, as do other Fathers after his time.

Plainly this

is

very re-

be considered how well-known Paul was, and
how deeply loved at Rome, and that he was twice imprisoned there
fer years, it will be evident that it must have been known in that
Thus the testimony of
city whether Paul was its author or not.
this Roman church is of the highest importance in the question
markable.

•

The

For,

original

if it

Greek

reads, ol

unb

rTig

^Iraliag,

which

is translated

in our English

necessary to translate utto from, making
the whole expression to mean, those wlio had come from Italy to some x>lace where Paul was
lexicon
will cause any one to doubt whether
of
good
Greek
a
Consultation
u-rit'mg.
version "they of Italy."

Olshausen considers

See, for example, in Passow, under
is any such necessity as Olshausen supposes.
word (Itto, such expressions as, alfia dnb Tfjuuv, the blood of the Trojans, oi and

there
the

it

W.uTuvor, they of Plato's party, &c.
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under examination. Now, it is observable, that Clement of Rome,
an immediate disciple of Paul, makes very ample use of the Epistle
to the Hebrews, and even introduces long passages of it into his
own Epistle to the Corinthians. This is indeed a very decisive proot
but Clement does not menof the high antiquity of the Epistle
tion the author of the writing from which he quoted, and therefore
the use he has made of it has no further influence in regard to the
Still, he must certainly have liked
question, who was its author.
the Epistle, and esteemed it very highly ; otherwise he would not
have been induced to embellish his own Epistle with large passages
from it, which are interwoven with his train of thought, as though
they were original.
That in the West there was general uncertainty in regard to the
author of the Epistle, is shown by the circumstance, that an African
Father of the church, Tertullian, names Barnabas as its author.
Others, esioecially some orientals, ascribe it to Luke, and some to
the before-mentioned Clement, though unfortunately without good
There was no uniform tradition in the West in regard to
reason.
its authorship ; it was, from conjecture alone, ascribed to various in;

dividuals.

The case was totally different with the Greek church in the East.
The predominant opinion with this was that Paul was the author.
It

was the celebrated Fathers of the Alexandrian church

together with the Syrians,

Hebrews, and referred
sion contains

it

it

who made

to the Apostle Paul.

in its canon.-

whom

The

This circumstance

looked, particularly as the Epistle

is

especially,

great use of the Epistle to the

is

old Syriac ver-

not to be over-

directed to the Christians in

might very easily come into the
hands of the neighbouring Syrians and Egyptians. Historical testimony, however, in favour of any Epistle, must be sought for mainly
in the place where it was composed, and that to which it was adPalestine, from

dressed.

One

of course

it

of these furnishes evidence against the

of the Epistle, and the other in its favour
as

we

shall see hereafter, is of

;

Pauhne

origin

a circumstance which,

no slight consequence in an inquiry

respecting the canonical authority of the Epistle.

Although the Greek, and especially the Alexandrian, Fathers
were ftivourably disposed towards the Epistle to the Hebrews, the
learned among them admitted the great difference between it and
the other Epistles of Paul.
They explained this difference by supposing that Paul wrote the Epistle in Hebrew, and Luke translated
The Evangelist was fixed upon as the translator,
into Greek.

it

because, as was thought, a resemblance was discovered between his
style
all

and that of the

probable

liarly

;

Epistle.

The

supposition, however,

Greek, that

it

is

not at

Hebrews is so pecucannot have been translated from the Hebrew

for the style of the Epistle to the
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We

may see, merely from the conjecture thus presented, that inquiring minds, in perusing the Epistle, came to doubt whether it was
really Pauline in its character, even where it was commonly considered as a Pauline production.

Hence

was that our Luther, when he studied the Scriptures
manner, rcneweoTire doubts respecting the Pauline
origin of the Epistle to the Hebrews, after it had been regarded
throughout the middle ages as the Apostle Paul's production. He
" As yet, we have mentioned only
writes on this point as follows
the principal, indubitably genuine books of the New Testament.
The four following books, however,* have in times past held a difin a

it

critical

:

And

ferent rank.
Paul's, nor
'

How

any

first,

that the Epistle to the Hebrews

apostle's, is

we escape

proved by the tenor of

v.

is

not St.

3 chap.

ii.

:

we neglect so great salvation, which at first
be spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed unto us by them

shall

if

began to
that heard him.' It is clear that he speaks of the apostles as
though he were a disciple, to whom this salvation had come from
the apostles, perhaps long after."
(Sec Walch's Ed. Luther's
Works, Th. xiv. p. 146.) The passage to which Luther refers is indeed remarkable, and has been employed by scholars of a more
recent day to prove that Paul cannot have been the author of the
Epistle.
For we know that he always maintained strongly (particularly in the ouset to the Epistle to the Galatians), in opposition to

Jewish adversaries, who presumed to dispute his apostohc auhe was not a disciple of the apostles, but had received
every thing from the immediate revelation of God.
How then is it
conceivable, that in Heb. ii. 3, he should have represented himself
and this in an Epistle to Jewish
as a disciple of the apostles
Christians, before v^-hom it was specially important for him to appear
This circumstance, moreover, that
as a real apostle of our Lord ?
the Epistle to the Hebrews was written to Jewish Christians, dehis

thority, that

,

;

prives of all probability that interpretation of the passage according

which Paul speaks merely out of courtesy, as though he himself
was a disciple of the apostles, which in reality was the case only
with his readers. For then Paul would have expressed himself in a
manner very liable to be misapprehended ; and that this should
have happened when his relation to tKe Jewish Christians was so
peculiar, is extremely improbable.
Luther, with his free, bold disposition, which did indeed sometimes carry him beyond the limits of
truth in his critical investigations, did not content himself with
merely disputing the Pauline origin of the Epistle; he even vento

tured to institute conjectures respecting
the celebrated
'

He

ApoUos

as its author; the

its

He regarded
whom mention is

author.

same of

means, besides the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Epistles of James and Judo,

tind the Revelation of

John
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In truth, this supposition possesses extreme proby all the hypotheses respecting the
author of the Epistle, recommended itself most even to recent inThe book of Acts describes this man as having prevestioatois.
cisely that character of mind which the author of this Epistle must
have had, to judge from its contents. He is stated (Acts xviii. 24)
to have been by birth an Alexandrian, an eloquent man, and mighty
Now, the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews
in the Scriptures.
shows himself to have been thoroughly acquainted with the Old
Testament, and eloquently maintains the deep and sublime ideas
which it presents. According to the same passage, he constantly
overcame the Jews in conversation with them, and proved publicly,
by means of the Scriptures, that Jesus was the Christ. Undoubtedly,

made

in the Acts.

bability,

and has

therefore,

in these disputes he

made use

of just such forcible expositions of

we

the Old Testament, as those of which
tle to

find so

the Hebrews, and which were very

the Alexandrians in particular.

The

many

in the Epis-

commonly employed by

idea that Titus, or Luke, or

Clement, might have been the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews
is untenable, for this reason, if there were no other, that these men
were Gentiles by birth, and the author declares himself a native

There would be more reason for fixing upon Silas or Silvanus,
we know, Paul's companions, or, likewise, upon Barnabas. For the last we have even one historical evidence, as we
have already remarked. A Father of the church, Tertullian, exBut, as we have an Epispressly ascribes the Epistle to Barnabas.
tle written by this assistant of the apostles, we are able to see from

Jew.

who

were, as

with perfect certainty that he cannot be author of the Epistle to
His whole manner of writing' and thinking is difIt is true there
ferent from the course of ideas in this production.
but, too, there is nothing
is nothing so decisive against Silas
definite in Ms favour.
His peculiar character of mind is nowhere
described, as the character of Apollos is in the Acts of the Apostles.
The idea, therefore, that Silas was the author of the Epistle, is
a wholly unsupported conjecture. It is true, too, it is merely a con-

it

the Hebrews.

;

but it is a conjecture more probable
it
than could be required or wished in respect to opinions of any other
nature than those in question.
But, though we could assign the name of the author, it would
be of little consequence in our investigation. It is sufficient that
we cannot suppose Paul to have been the author.

jecture, that Apollos wrote

;

Here, however, arises the very difficult question, what we are to
think of the canonical authority of the Epistle, if its author was
not an apostle.? for the primitive church would not receive the writings of any but these into the collection of sacred books; and those
who rejected the Epistle to the Hebrews, e. g., the Eoman church,
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it

been

for the very reason, that

its

author.

at least esteem

it
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they could not admit Paul to have

3Iust loe then reject the Epistle to the Eehreios, or
less highly than the other luritings of the Nciu Tes-

it icas not luritten by Paul ?
This inquiry merits
the more careful consideration, because the contents of the Epistle are of a very profound and important nature to the church

tament, because

and the evangelical church

For the sacred
and Saviour Jesus
Christ, is, in this very Epistle to the Hebrews, treated of more at
length, and more thoroughly, than in any other book of the New
Testament. Hence, the circumstance that the Epistle is not from
the pen of the Apostle Paul might give rise to inferences against the
validity of the doctrine which this Epistle in particular inculcates.
It must certainly he admitted tliat the ruling idea in the formation of the canon was to admit only apostolic productions. For
although Mark and Luke, whose writings were ackno'^N. edged by the
whole church, were not apostles, they were in intimate connection
with Peter and Paul, and their works were therefore regarded as
properly the productions of those apostles. And this principle was
perfectly correct.
Though it must be allowed that the Holy Spirit
might exert its power on others besides the apostles, and might enable them to compose excellent productions, still it was wise in the
ancient church to restrict the canon of the Holy Scriptures, which
was to serve as the norm or rule of faith and practice, for the complete
development of the kingdom of Grod, exclusively to apostolic writings.
For the apostles, as most immediately connected with our Saviour,
had received into their souls in the greatest abundance and purity
The more distrnt
the Spirit of truth which flowed forth from him.
the relation which indi\'iduals sustained to our Lord, the feebler the
influence of the Spirit from above upon them, and the more easily
might theu- acts be affected by other influences. It was therefore
necessary that the church should admit as the norm of faith, only
such writings as sprang from the most lively and purest operation
Otherwise
of the Holy Spirit, as it was manifested in the apostles.
there would have been ground for fear lest errors, perhaps indeed of
a slight character, might have crept in, and then been continued
from generation to generation in the Holy Scriptures, and propagated as of sacred authority. It was such thoughts undoubtedly
which induced some learned men to distinguish the Epistle to the
Hebrews and certain other books of the New Testament, wliich were
not adopted with perfect unanimity by the primitive church, from
those which were properly canonical and universally acknowledged,
denominating the former deiitero-canonical. They probably regarded it as possible that some error had crept into those books,
and in
notwithstanding the excellence of their contents generally
generally,

doctrine

of the high-priesthood

in particular.

of our Lord

;
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order to obviate the influence of such errors they were desirous of
introdueino- an external separation of these Avxitings from those
which were decidedly apostolical. But, with regard to the Epistle
to the Hebrews, we must say, that this separation appears totally
unfounded. Probable as it certainly is, that Paul did not compose
the Epistle, it is still certain that its author wrote it under the influence of Paul, and an influence indeed which exhibits itself still
more definitely than that of the same apostle over the writings of

Luke, or of Peter over the Gospel of Mark.

This position

sus-

is

tained by history, as well as by the contents of the Epistle, in the

most decisive manner.

On the score of history, in the first place, we cannot, except on
the supposition that Paul had an essential share in the composition
of the Epistle to the Hebrews, explain the remarkable circumstance
This
that the entire oriental church attributed it to the apostle.
view continued to prevail in the East, even after it was very well

known

that the western churches, particularly that of

The

Eome, held a

Paul was the author of the
Epistle to the Hebrews, cannot have rested on mere conjecture,
since there was in fact much in the Epistle itself which constrained
learned men, who in the main shared the prevalent opinion respectdifferent opinion.

tradition, that

ing the author of the Epistle, to resort to expedients for the purpose of upholding the general idea that Paul wrote the Epistle, and
at the same time of solving the difiiculties which this supposition

Such an expedient,

involved.

we have
Hebrew,

for

example, was the idea, of which

before spoken, that Paul might have written the Epistle in
so that

we have only a translation of

it.

Let

it

be consid-

ered, too, that this opinion of the Pauline origin of the Epistle pre-

which its original readers belonged
and then no one will doubt that the only mode of explaining it is, to
suppose Paul to have cooperated in the composition of the Epistle,
and the first readers of it to have been aware of the fact, and on this
account to have referred the Epistle to Paul himself.
vailed in the very countries to

;

To this is to be added, the character of the Epistle itself.
although the ancient observation, that the style of the Epistle
Pauline,

is

perfectly well founded,

a resemblance, which

still

For,
is

not

the tenor of the ideas bears

not to be mistaken, to the writings of the
If we merely keep in mind, that the
Epistle to the Hebrews was addressed to Jewish Christians, while
the other Pauline Epistles were all of them' written to churches the
is

great apostle of the Gentiles.

majority of whose

members were

least thing in the Epistle

Gentiles,

we

shall not discover the

which could not have proceeded from the

1
Though the expression is thus general in tbe original, of course only those Epistles
which are directed to churches can be here referred to. The phraseology is exceptionTr.
able, as some of Paul's letters are not directed to churches at all. but to individuals.
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Indeed, the main doctrine of the great apostle, that
an offering of reconciliation was made for the

in the death of Jesus

whole world, that with and through it all the ceremonial observances
of the Old Testament first obtained their fulfilment as types of what
was to come, forms the central point of the Epistle to the Hebrews.
If it be further considered, that there was always a certain distance
of demeanor between the Apostle Paul and the Jewish Christians,
even the best of them, it will be very easy to understand why Paul
did not write to them himself and still, it must have been his
;

heart's desire to exhibit clearly

regard to the law and

and

in suitable detail his views in

which were of a
profound nature, and drawn directly from the genuine spirit of the

What more

Gospel.

its relation to Christianity,

mode of presenting these to the Hemedium of a disciple or faithful friend,

obvious

brews, than through the

who, like Apollos, had a correct apprehension of this relation between the old and new covenant.
Supposing this to have been the state of the case, all the circumIn the West it was
stances in regard to the Epistle are explained.
known that Paul did not write the Epistle. On this account the
western church denied that he was the author, without being able,
however, to designate any other individual as the author. In the
East, on the other hand, it was known that he had an influence in
the composition of the Epistle ; and moreover his spirit and his
In the East, therefore, it was much
ideas were recognized in it.
used in the West less. In our days we may impartially admit
that Paul was not the writer of the Epistle, and still maintain its
perfect canonical authority, since the apostle certainly exerted an
;

essential influence over its composition.

Thus, though this Epistle belongs to the class of those which
have not the unanimous voice of Christian antiquity in favour of
their apostolic origin, still it can be shown that this want of agreement did not arise from any really suspicious state of things, but
was occasioned merely by the peculiar circumstances under which it
was composed.

CHAPTER

VII.

OF THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES.
It has already been observed, in the first chapter, that in early
times the third collection of the writings of the New Testament was
termed that of the seven Catholic Epistles. The Greek word Catholic

means

general, in oppostion to particular.

general,

Now,

as the church

in opposition to individual heretical parties,

was termed
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Catholic, so tlie same expression was used to denote those writings
which, as universally acknowledged and used, it was designed to distinguish from those which were current only in particular circles.

The

fact that those wi-itings, which, in addition to the collections

and the Apostle, were acknowledged to be genuine
were thus united into one separate collection, produced this advantage, that it became thus more difficult ever to confound them with the many apochryphal writings which were spread
abroad in the ancient church. In regard to the origin of this third
collection, however, there is an obscurity which can never be entirely
called the Gospel

and

apostolical,

dissipated.

At

the end of the third and

commencement

of the fourth

century, the collection of the seven Catholic Epistles first appears in
history ; but who formed it, and w^here it originated, we do not know.
is impossible, however, that it should have been accidentally
formed, as the position of the Epistles is too peculiar for us to supThe Epistle of James, which was by no means unanipose this.
mously regarded as apostolic, holds the first place in the collection,

It

first Epistle of Peter, and the first of John, which have
always been regarded as of apostolic authority, come afterward.
This very order of the seven Epistles, however, suggests to us, by
the way, a probable supposition as to the place where the collection
James, the author
of these Catholic Epistles must have originated.

while the

of the Epistle of

James

in the canon, nowhere possessed a higher

reputation than in Palestine and Syria ; for he was a cousin, i. e.,
according to the Hebrew mode of speaking, a brother to our Lord,

and at the same time bishop of the church at Jerusalem, and head
we shall presently show more at length.
In the same countries, Peter was held in high estimation, as the
one among our Lord's apostles to whom, in j)articular, was commitof the Jewish Christians, as

ted the preaching of the Grospel

among

the Jews.

It

is

probable,

therefore, that the collection of the Catholic Ei3istles originated in

Palestine or Syria, and, out of veneration for the brother of our
Lord, and the first bishop of Jerusalem, the author of the collection
gave to the Epistle of James the first place, and put those of Peter
The Ej^istles of John had less interest for him, on account of
next.

and the Epistle of Jude he placed at the
very end. The supposition we have made finds confirmation in the
fact, that a father of the Palestinian church, Eusebius, bishop of
Cgesarea, gives us the first certain account of the existence of a col-

his Judaising sentiments,

lection of the seven

Cathohc

Epistles.

'

the various character of the writings classed together in
the collection, we may see clearly its late origin ; for it has already
been mentioned above (chap, i.), that the first Epistles of John and
that of Peter were originally, as being very ancient and universally-

From

admitted writings, connected with the apostle, so called,

i. e.,

the
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a later period, in order to

by themselves, the two Epistles were taken from
the collection of Pauline writings and classed with the five other
apostolic Epistles.
These last, however, belonged to the number
of those which were universally admitted in primitive times, and
thus Antilegomena and Homologoumena were introduced into one
and the same collection. Still there arose from this procedure one
advantage, viz., that the Epistles of the same author were, as was
leave these latter

proper, brought together.

Luther, with his excellent tact, correctly

that the collection of the Catholic Epistles unsuitably confounded writings which were universally admitted with those which were

felt

and therefore placed the Epistles of Peter and John immediand then at the end, after the Epistle to
the Hebrews, the letters of James and Jude, and the Kevelation of
John. Still, this did not wholly do away Avith the impropriety, as
the second Epistle of Peter also had been disputed with special zeal.
Had he, however, placed this Epistle likewise at the end of the
New Testament, along with the other Antilegomena, he must have
not,

ately after those of Paul,-

disturbed too

much

the old accustomed arrangement.

He

left it,

two smaller Epistles of John, in connection
with the first and main Epistle of the two apostles. It is to be considered, too, that the bearing of the arrangement of the New Testament books upon our critical inquiries is of but secondary consideration
the main point is their internal character, and in reference to
therefore,

and

also the

;

no fault can be found with the original arrangement.
In regard, therefore, to the Catholic Epistles generally, little
further can be said.
Of the Epistles individually, we will consider
this

first
it,

the three Ej^istles of Jolin. As to the fii'st, and main Epistle,
the Grospel of John, was always regarded by the ancient

like

church as the production of the Evangelist of that name. In moit is true, doubts have been started in relation to the

dern times,
Gospel.

But the

principal writer

by

gested has himself since retracted them.

whom

they have been sugit was nothing but

Indeed,

the veiy striking similarity in style and ideas between the Gospel
and the first Epistle of John, which made it necessary, almost,
whether one would or no, to extend the opposition against the Gospel to the Epistle likewise
for one cannot but suppose them both
to have had the same author, from their resemblance in every peculiar characteristic.
If, therefore, the Epistle were admitted to have
been written by the Evangelist John, the Gospel also could not but
be attributed to him. But though there may have been a somewhat plausible reason for disputing the Gospel, in the idea that the
Saviour is represented by John very differently from the exhibition
of him in the other Gospels, in regard to the Epistle there is no
reason which possesses the slightest plausibility for disputing it.
On
;
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it is spurious, the error of the whole ancient
church in referring it, without contradiction, to the Evangehst John,
would be completely inexplicable, especially if we carefully compare
the history of the Epistle with that of the Evangelist. John, as we

the supposition that

have before remarked, lived the longest of all the apostles, viz., till
some time in the reign of Domitian, and he resided at Ephesus, in
Asia Minor. From no country within the limits of the church,
therefore, coidd we expect to receive more accurate accounts in regard to the writings of the beloved disciple of our Lord, than from

Now, it is from these very countries that we
most ancient testimonies in behalf of the existence and
genuineness of the Epistle. Instead of mentioning aU, I will name
but two of these testimonies, which, however, are so decisive, that
those of Asia Minor.
receive the

we can

perfectly well dispense with all the rest.

The

sented by Papias, bishop of Hierapolis, in Phrygia,

is

pre-

whom we

have

first

This man lived, as has been before said, at the
century and beginning of the second, in the immediate vicinity of Ephesus, where the Evangelist John laboured so
already mentioned.

end of the

first

He knew not only the Evangelist John,
but other immediate disciples of our Lord, who were probably of the
number of the seventy, particularly a certain Aristion, and another
John, sumamed the Presbyter. Now, is it to be supposed that such

long and so successfully.

a man,

who had

at his

command

so

many means

of arriving at cer-

tainty respecting John's writings, could possibly be deceived in re-

We

gard to them ?
must, indeed, renounce all historical testimony,
if we deny this witness the capacity to speak in behalf of the genuineness of the Epistle of John.

The second testimony, however,

is

of equal importance.

One

of the apostolic fathers, Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, in Asia Minor,

makes use of the first Epistle of John, in the same way as Papias,
though it was admitted to be a genuine production of the Evan-

as

Now

gelist,

Polycarp lived

till

after the middle of the second cen-

and at the age of eighty-six died a martyr's death in the
flames.
He had not merely become acquainted with John in the
neighbouring city of Ephesus, but had even heard him preach the
way of salvation, and was his faithful disciple. The testimony of
such a man, therefore, is hT^ewise above all cavil, and is especially
confirmed by the fact, that there never has been, in later times, any

tury,

general opinion against

church, or

its

genuineness, either in the Catholic

among the adherents

to

any particular

sect.

Against

this weight of historical evidence, therefore, nothing can be effected

by the mere conjectures of modern times and at present all theoacknowledgment of this precious
;

logians are perfectly agreed in the
relic of
If,

the beloved disciple of Jesus, his

in regard to the second

and third

first

Epistle.

Epistles of John, such per-

—
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feet agreement of the ancient church in recognizing their genuineness cannot be asserted, the reason of this lies entirely in a circumstance, which also occasioned the tardy insertion of the pastoral

Timothy and Titus in the collection of Pauline Epistles,
that they are directed to private persons, and moreover are of
no very great extent or very important contents, and thus awakened
letters to
viz.,

less interest in their diflFusion.

The second Epistle of John is addressed to a Christian lady and
her fomily the third to a Christian friend named Gains. Of the
private circumstances of these two persons we know nothing but
what is indicated in the letters. Now, although certainly these two
smaller Epistles afford no important infoiTnation respecting the
;

Gospel, or the history of the ancient church,
cies of the disciple

in the

canon as

who

much

still,

as estimable lega-

lay in Jesus' bosom, they deseiTe a place

as Paul's Epistle to Philemon,

The

oldest

fathers of the church express no doubt in regard to the two Epistles.

Only at a later period do we find certain individuals entertaining
doubts whether these two Epistles were written by John the Evangelist.
No one regarded them as forged in the name of the Evangelist, for we can by no means perceive for what purpose these
Epistles could, in such a case, have been written.

They aim

at

no

particular object, but are merely expressive of the tenderest Chris-

Many, however,

tian love.

believed that another John,

^^z.,

John

with whom Papias was acquainted,
was the author of the Epistles. This view appeared confirmed by
the fact that, in the salutations of both Epistles, John expressly
terms himself Preshi/tei^ ; and as, moreover, the other John likewise
lived in Ephesus, it is possible they might have been confounded.

the Freshyter, before mentioned,

But

in

modem

times these doubts in regard to the apostolic cha-

two small Epistles have been disregarded, because the
style and the sentiments of both Epistles are so entirely similar to
the style and course of thought in the Gospel and the first Epistle,
racter of the

that the idea of a difierent author is totally untenable. Moreover,
we are able to show how John the Apostle and Evangehst might also
Tliis expression is nearly equivalent to the
call himself Presbyter.

Latin Senior, or the German ^Itestc}

In the Jewish synagogues,
it was applied to the principal persons in the church (comp. Acts xx. 17), and was at first
used in this sense as exactly synonymous with Episcopos, i. e.,
In Asia Minor, as we know from the writings of Papias,
bishop.
there prevailed a peculiar custom of spealdng, by which the apostles

and

also

among

the primitive Christians,

were called, as it were by way of distinction, elders. Whether the
intention was thereby to denote the great age of the apostles, or
'yhether all the churches were regarded as forming one general
'

Or the

English

elder,

as

it is

translated in oux version.

Tb.
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church, and the apostles as their presbyters,
cient that the apostles were thus termed,'

in this fact

is

doubtful.

It is suffi-

by way of eminence,

for

exhibited a sufficient explanation of the inscriptions

is

Thus the case
to the second and third Epistles of John.
same with these two Epistles as with that to the Hebrews.

is

the

The

primitive church adopted them, but not without opposition, and
therefore we must reckon them among the Antilegomena ; but still

the reasons which were addressed against their apostolic origin

may

be so thoroughly refuted that not a shadow of uncertainty can
reasonably remam in regard to them.
The fourth of the seven Catholic Epistles is the first Epistle of
As we have now come to the consideration of
the Apostle Peter.
the Petrine writings in the canon, the question forces itself upon us,

how

is it

and

so

we have so few productions of Peter,
who was called latest to be an apostle.
what our Lord said to Peter " Thou art Peter,

to be explained that

many

of Paul,

When we consider
and ujion this rock

:

will I build

my

church, and the gates of hell

(Matth. xvi, 18), and afterwards
" Feed my lambs" (John xxi. 15 seq.), it must seem strange that
the powers of this rock of the church should have been exerted so

shall not prevail against it"

little

:

in writings for posterity.

It

is

true the Gospel of

Mark

is

we have seen but even this falls into
the back-ground by the side of Luke (the Pauline Gospel), and the

properly Peter's Gospel, as

;

other Gospels, so that Peter according to the representation of himself in his writings, constantly

appears insignificant compared with

Paul.

This fact finds a satisfactory explanation only in the relation of
the two apostles, Peter and Paul, to the propagation of the Gospel
in general.

In reference to

this,

they had difierent destinations.

Peter, with the twelve, was called particularly to the dissemination

among the Jews. Had the Jewish nation acknowledged Jesus to be the Messiah, Peter would then have exhibited
himself in all his dignity and consequence. But that unhappy nation hardened itself against all the operations of the S]3irit, and the
Gospel was carried to the Gentiles, because Israel rejected the grace
to which it was called.
Paul was set apart for the express purpose

of the Gospel

of preaching to the Gentiles (Acts xxvi. 17), and, as Christianity
first displayed itself in a flourishing condition among them, all the

other apostles, with the exception of

John

alone, fell into the back-

ground in comparison with Paul, both in oral discourse, as appears
from the Acts, and in these v/ritten efi'orts, as is shown by the New
Testament canon. It is, consequently, not at all strange that Peter
should be represented by two Epistles of so small a size, and that
the second of these is, moreover, the most disputed book in the
1

Petor calls himself in his

first Epistle,

a,

fellow-elder (1 Pet. v. I),
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whole New Testament canon. His being thrown into the shade by
Paul is rather in accordance with the facts respecting the extension
of the chiu'ch of Christ on earth in the times of the apostles.
As to the first Epistle of Peter, we have before seen that it belongs among the Homologoumena, along with the first Epistle of
John. In all Christian antiquity there was no one who doubted the
genunincness of the Epistle, or had heard of doubts respecting it.

And

yet the Epistle (1 Pet. i. 1) is addressed to the Christian
churches in Asia Minor, where Christianity early gained great suc-

and where a

was maintained between the inHere, of necessity, must have arisen soon an
opposition to this Epistle, if it had not been known that Peter had
sent a circular letter to the churches.
Now, the oldest fathers of
the church in Asia Minor, Papias and Polycarp, both made use of
cess,

lively intercourse

dividual churches.

the Epistle of Peter, as well as that of John, as a genuine apostolic
This Epistle of Peter does not seem to have made its

production.

way

to Italy

till

At

a late period.

least it is

wanting

in the very

ancient catalogue cited by Muratori, which probably exhibits the

canon of the early Koman church. We can infer nothing, however,
from this absence against the genuineness of the first Epistle of
Peter, since there is not the slightest trace of its having been disputed in the first three centuries. Yet, in modern times, this decided declaration of Christian antiquity has been thought insufficient.
An objection has been founded on the circumstance that Peter writes
from Babylon (1 Pet. v. 13), while history does not relate that he
was ever in Babylon ; as also upon the fact that he dhects the attention of his readers to sufferings and persecutions which they
should eiidure (1 Pet. i. C ; iii. 16
iv. 12 seq.] v. 10), referring, as
is supposed, to Nero's persecutions, while he himself, it is said, died
at Eome during this persecution, and therefore could not have addressed an Epistle from Babylon to those who suffered under it.
;

Both these remarks, howewr,

As to the first,
we know too little of the history of
determine in what places he may have been,
are easily obviated.

respecting the city of Babylon,

Peter to be able to
and in what not particularly as there were several cities of this
name in the ancient world, and it is not specified which is meant in
the Epistle.
It is to be observed, too, that many of the fathers of
the church understood the name Babylon to mean mystically the
;

city of

Eome, which showed

persecution

of

itself

the

enemy

the faithful (Comp. Rev.

of our Lord in the

xviii. 2).

If this expo-

remark also is at once obviated for,
in that case, the Epistle was written by Peter in Eome itself during
the persecution, and he gave the believers in Asia Minor Christian
sition be adopted, the second

;

exhortations in reference to such a grievous period among them.
Yet, as this explanation cannot be proved to be correct, we set it
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aside, and merely obsei-ve, that in whatever Babylon Peter may
have written his Ejnstle, his residence there can be easily reconciled
with the exhortations which the Epistle contains. For, though
these may be referred to the persecution of Nero, they may be understood Avith equal propriety as referring to any other persecution,
since all individual characteristics, which could suit only tliis
Such
first cruel persecution of the church, are entirely wanting.
general sufferings as these which Peter mentions must be supposed
to have been endured by the church eveiywhere and at all times,
as it is always comprehended in the very idea of a believer that he

should excite opposition in those

and thus cause a combat.
two remarks is, that the

who

are of a worldly inclination,

A more important
and

objection than these

ideas of the

first Ejjistle of
Peter exhibit a strong resemblance to the style and ideas of Paul.
This cannot be denied, for it is too evident not to be observed but
it does not serve its intended purpose, viz., to deprive Peter of the
authorship of the Epistle. Notwithstanding all its similarity to
Paul's manner, it still maintains enough independence and peculiar-

style

;

ity to

stamp

it

as the production of a

man who thought

for himself.

he was connected (1
Pet. V. 12) with the old friend and companion of Paul, Sylvanus
(or, as abbreviated, Silas), nothing is more easy than to suppose that
Peter dictated to the latter, and in all probability in the Hebrew
language, which alone seems to have been perfectly familiar to him.
In translating into Greek, Sylvanus, who, from long intimacy with
Paul, had become very much habituated to his diction, may have
adopted many of its characteristics, and thus have been the occasion
of the somewhat Pauline colouring which the Epistle possesses.

As moreover, when Peter

^vrote this Epistle,

CHAPTER

VIII.

OF THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PETER.

In regard

to the second Epistle of Peter, its case

ent from that of the

first.

is

The former has always been

very

differ-

so violent-

and suspected on such plausible grounds of not having
been written by the Apostle Peter, that criticism is encompassed
with as much difficulty in relation to it as in relation to any other
book of the New Testament. And, moreover, such is the state of

ly attacked,

the matter, that the critical investigation of this Epistle is of parFor, as we remarked in Chapter I., while, in
ticular importance.
regard to many writings of the New Testament (e. g., the Epistle to
the Hebrews, the second and third Epistles of John), the question

7
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are genuine or spurious, as

who was

their author, in regard to the second Epistle of Peter, the question
is,

whether the Apostle Peter composed it, or some other
somebody of another name, who meant no harm, but still

in truth,

Peter, or

purposely endeavoured

to deceive his readers into the belief

was written by Simon Peter, the Apostle of our Lord.
place, the

Peter's

that

In the

it

first

author of the Epistle not only expressly appropriates
title, " Simon Peter, a servant and apostle of

name and

Jesus Christ" (2 Pet. i. 1), but he also states particulars respecting
his own life, which can have been true only of Peter.
He says, for
instance, " For we have not followed cunningly-devised fables, when

we made known unto you the power and coming
Christ, but were

of our Lord Jesus

For he received
from Grod the Father honour and glory, when there came such a
voice to him from the excellent glory, This is my beloved Son, in

whom

I

am

eye-witnesses

And

well pleased.

we heard, lohen we ivere
These words, it
18).

this voice,

which came from heaven,

him

is

in the holy mount," (2 Pet. i. 16
clear, refer to the transfiguration on the

xvii. 1, seq.)

But, besides James and John, the two

—

mount (Matt.

of his majesty.

ivith

sons of Zebedee, no one was a spectator of this transfiguration ex-

the Apostle Peter was not
not only presumed to take
upon himself the name of an apostle, but designedly endeavoured to
make his readers think that he was the Apostle Peter, must have
been a downright shameless imposter and his production should by
cept the Apostle Peter.

the author of this

letter,

If, therefore,

the

man who

;

no means retain

place in the canon, but

it is necessary that it
should be at once thrust out of it.
It is for this very reason, viz., because the necessity of which we
have spoken has been sensibly felt, that the friends of the work have
so zealously prosecuted the investigation respecting it ; though certainly not alwevs with due impartiality and coolness.
It has been

its

forgotten that in truth very important objections

may

against the Petrine origin of this second Epistle, and

attempted to establish
as

it

is

possible

to

its

it

be urged
has been

genuineness as firmly and incontrovertibly

establish that of other writings.

The

best

weapon, however, which can be used in defence of God's word, is
always truth and this compels us to admit that it is impossible to
attain so firm and certain proof of the genuineness of the second
Epistle of Peter, as of that of other books of the New Testament.
But certainly the opponents of the Epistle err greatly when they
assert that the spuriousness of the Epistle can be fully established.
Such an assertion cannot but be denied with all earnestness, even
though, as is often the case, it be connected with the opinion, that
the Epistle may notwithstanding retain its place in the canon as
hitherto, and be cited by preachers of the Gospel in their pulpit inVoL. L—
;
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Btructions.
Such lax notions must be resisted with the utmost
moral sternness. For, would it not be participating in the fraud of
the author of the Epistle, were we to treat it as the genuine proIf
duction of the Apostle Peter, while we consider it as spurious
it be really spurious, and can be proved to have gained its place in
the canon only through mistake, then let it be removed from the
collection of the sacred writings, which from its nature excludes
!

every fraudulent production.

by the removal of a

We

are

single

Christian truth would not at all suffer

work of

so slight extent.

convinced, however, that no such step

The most prominent

is

necessary.

error in the critical investigation of this Epistle

has been, that writers have always striven to prove beyond objection either the genuineness or spuriousness of the production.

It

has been forgotten that between these two positions there was a

medium, viz., an impossibility
cannot seem at all strange that

of satisfactorily proving either.
this impossibility

vestigations respecting writings of the

sidered for a

moment how

New

It

should exist in in-

Testament, if it be condetermine respect-

difficult it often is to

ing the genuineness of a production even shortly after, or at the very

time

of, its

if from any circumstance the decisive points
have remained concealed. As in regard to the

composition,

in the investigation

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews it is entirely impossible to
to any decided result, so it seems to me probable, that the de-

come

ficiency of historical evidence

makes

it

impossible to come to a fixed

conclusion in regard to the second Epistle of Peter.

It

is

certain

there are several circumstances which give rise to reasonable doubts
still, so much may be adduced,
;
not only in refutation of them, but in the way of positive argument for the Epistle, that these doubts are neutralized. Only, the
favourable points do not amount to a complete, objectively valid

respecting the origin of the Epistle

proof,

and therefore a

critical investigation of

result exclusively to its advantage.

unpleasant

result,

and one

commonly wish every thing

Now

the Epistle does not

this

is

certainly a very

satisfactory to neither party, for
to be decided in

men

an absolute manner,

and therefore would have the Epistle declared positively either
genuine or spurious. But the main object should be the truth, and
not an agreeable result ; and faithful, impartial examination leads
us to the conclusion that in fact no perfect proof is to be obtained
in regard to the second Epistle of Peter.
This conclusion affords us
the advantage, that we may with a good conscience leave the Epistle
in its place among the canonical books, since it cannot rightfully be
deprived of it until its spuriousness is decisivehj proved. Now,
whether it shall or shall not be used in doctrinal argument, must be
left to the judgment of each individual
but at any rate no one can
prohibit its use so long as its spuriousness remains unproved.
;
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It is time, however, to consider more closely all that can be
urged against the genuineness of the Epistle, and to present therewith the counter considerations which either invalidate the former
Now the most
or argue the apostolic composition of the Epistle.
important circumstance which presents itself against the genuineness of the book is, that it was to such g, degree unknown in Christian antiquity. Not one of the fathers of the first two centuries
mentions the second Epistle of Peter they aU speak of but one
Epistle from the hand of this apostle. Nor are there any passages
in their writings which must of necessity be citations from it.
Those passages which seem like parts of it may be explained either
on the score of accidental coincidence or of mutual reference to the
Old Testament. It was not till after Origen's time, in the third
century, that the Epistle came into use, and even then doubts were
always current in regard to its apostolic origin, and the learned
father Jerome expressly remarks that most denied it such an origin.
;

It is true, this statement cannot refer to all members of the church,
but only to such as were capable of critical investigations for the
same father of the church says further, that the reason why most
denied it to be Peter's was, the difference in style which was oband clearly, uneducated perservable on comparison with the first
But
sons were incapable of judging as to such difference in style.
stiU, it is extremely remarkable that even in the time of Jerome,
i. e., in the fifth century, there should be found in the church so
;'

;

many opponents

of the Epistle.
however, to be considered, in estimating the importance of
this fact in relation to the genuineness of the Epistle, that no definite
historical arguments are adduced against the Epistle from any quarEecourse is had, not to the testimony of individuals, uor to the
ter.
It

is,

declaration of entire churches, which denied the Epistle to be
Peter's, but merely to internal reasons, deduced by the aid of criti-

This is the more strange, as it would appear that this second
Epistle of Peter was addressed to the very same readers for whom
the first was designed (Comp. 2 Pet. iii. 1), i. e., to the Christians
cism.

in several churches of

Asia Minor.

From

these, one

would think,

must have proceeded a testimony which could not be misunderstood against the Epistle, if Peter had not written to them a
second time. Nor do the fathers say, that the Epistle contains
indeed
heresies or any thing else totally unworthy of the apostle
there

:

the slightest objection of this kind to the characIf, on the other hand, we look at their objeccontents.

they do not
ter of its

make

tions to other evidently fictitious writings,

we

find

them

asserting

that they had an impious, detestable character, or that historical
evidence was against their pretended apostolic origin. From the
manner io which history represents the testimony of the fathers of
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the clmrch, we may suppose that their opinion respecting the genuineness of the Epistle was founded in a great measure upon the fact
Since so many writings
that its dififusion was very much delayed.

name, the fathers of the church probably
came so late into circulation with
some considerable suspicion, and then made use of the difference in
language, or something of the kind, to confirm this suspicion. We
must therefore say, that no decisive argument against the genuineness of the Epistle is to be drawn from historical considerations.
Although it was but little known in the ancient church, this want
of acquaintance with it may have been founded on reasons not at all

had been forged

in Peter's

at once regarded an Epistle which

connected with

its

How many Epistles

spuriousness or genuineness.

of Peter and other apostles may never have been much known ?
And stUl the circumstance that they have not been diffused abroad

does not disprove their apostolic origin.

Thus, as the fathers of the church themselves had recourse to
it remains for us likewise to

the internal character of the Epistle,

examine^this, and as particular historical traditions respecting the
Epistle were as inaccessible to these fathers as to us,
criticism has not
cently,

we may

and the

been carried to a high point of cultivation

art of
till

re-

lay claim to greater probability, as to the result of

our investigation, than they could.
Among the striking circumstances to which we are led by a careful investigation concerning the second Epistle of Peter, the first
which presents itself, is the very ancient observation, that the style
of this Epistle

is

quite different from that of the

to the most recent examinations, the case

is

According

first.

really so.

The

style of

from that of the first, as to make
it hardly conceivable that the same author should have written thus
variously; particularly as the two Epistles must have been written
at no great distance of time from each other, it being necessary to
refer them both to the latter part of the apostle's life.
But we have
seen above, that Peter probably employed another person to write
for him when he composed his first Epistle
now, how natural to
the second Epistle

is

so different

;

suppose, as Jerome has already suggested, that in writing the second
Epistle Peter only

employed

made use

of a different assistant from the one

which supposition satisfactorily exit be insisted, however, that this
supposition is a very violent one, wc may then admit that the
Epistles are in reahty not apostolic, but are from Sylvanus, or some
in writing the

first,

plains the difference in style.

other writer.

render the
self,

If

It is cenainly true, that

common

by

or at least dictated to the amanuensis

should write.

But

this hypothesis

we

sur-

pen himword what he

opinion, that Peter either guided the

is

it

at all essential to

of the apostles originated precisely in this

word for
admit that the writings

way

?

Is a prince's letter
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of less value, because his secretary wrote

it,

CI

and the prince himself

esteem the writings of Mark and Luke any
These last writings show best
less because they were not apostles ?
how the case is to be considered. Say that these two Epistles were
is their importance to us in the least
written by Sylvanus or Mark
only signed

it

?

Do we

;

when Peter has given them the confirmation of his
authority, as presenting his ideas, his mode of thinking ?

diminished,
apostolic

This hypothesis of Peter's having employed a writer in the composition of the second Epistle, explains, moreover, another

remark

has been usual to urge against its apostolic origin. If the
Epistle of Jude be compared with the second chapter of this Epistle,
This, as
there will appear a very striking similarity between them.
in the case of the Gospels, is so great that it is impossible it should

which

it

have arisen accidentally. An impartial comparison of the two
makes it extremely probable that Jude is the original, and was employed in the Epistle of Peter. Now this hardly seems suitable for
the Apostle Peter, considering him as the author of the Epistle.

He, the pillar of the church, should have been the original writer,
though it would not have been strange that Jude, who held a far
lower rank, should make use of his production. On the supposition,
however, that Peter employed an individual to write for him, the
latter might have made use of Jude's Epistle, and what would be
totally unsuitable for an apostle, would not be at all strange in his
If it be said that, as Peter must have known the use
assistant.

which was made of Jude, the circumstance still remains very strange,
we may suppose that both, Peter (with his assistant) and Jude,
conferred together in regard to combating the heretics, and agreed
together in certain fundamental thoughts, and that thus coincidence
in details was occasioned by their common written ground-work.
Still, it may not be concealed, that, after all attempts to explain
these appearances, there nevertheless remains in the mind something
like suspicion ; and for this reason, although there are certainly not

grounds for rejecting the Epistle, we cannot regard its
genuineness as susceptible of proof.
There are other points of less moment, which are usually brought
forward by the opponents of the Epistle. Among these is the passufficient

sage 2 Peter

from the

iii.

2, in

which the writer, it is said, is distinguished
Heb. ii. 3. But, in the first place, the

apostles, just as in

reading in the former passage is not perfectly certain, since several
ancient versions give it the same sense as Luther, who translates
" that ye may be mindful of the words which were spoken before
:

by the holy prophets, and of the commandment of us, the apostles
of our Lord and Saviour."^ But, even though we admit that to
•

So, too, in the English ycrsion.

The question alluded

Bhould translate, of W5 the apostles, or, of the apostles sent
other reading) ? See the original Greek. Tr.

to

to in the text

us (or

to

is,

whether we

you, according to an-
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be the correct reading, is one by which the author is distinguished
from the apostles, we may explain the passage by supposing that
the writer who was employed, instead of speaking in the name of
This was certainly an overthe apostle, spoke in his own person.
sight, but not a very great one ; like that, e. g., which occasioned
the Evangelists to differ from each other in respect to the number
of the blind men whom our Lord healed, and other points of the

The admission of such trifling oversight belongs properly to
God's plan in regard to the Scriptures, since hteral coincidence
would, on the other hand, give rise to strong suspicion in regard to
kind.

the veracity of the writers (as

it

would suggest the inference that

there had been previous concert between them), and, on the other

hand, there would be danger of confounding the letter with the
spirit, to the disadvantage of the latter.

Of

as little consequence is the reference made to 2 Pet. iii. 15,
where Peter says of his beloved brother Paul, whose wisdom he
" as also in all his Epistles, speaking in them of these
extols
16,

:

in which are some things hard to be understood, which
;
they that are unlearned and unstable wrest, as they do also the
other Scriptures, unto their own destruction." These words, it is
tilings

suppose a collection of Pauline Epistles to have been
but one cannot have been made earlier than
the commencement of the second century, and consequently the
Epistle must be regarded as a work of later origin.
But this assumption, that the collection of the Paulnie Epistles was first made
said, clearly

current in the church

;

at so late a period, is by no means susceptible of proof
Indeed, in
the fourth chapter we attempted to prove it not improbable that
even Paul himself made a collection of his Epistles. At all events,

can be adduced against this hypothesis, and we
much as certain, that the mention of a
collection of Pauline Epistles ought not to induce us to conclude

no

historical fact

must

therefore consider thus

against the apostolic origin of the Epistle whose history

we

are in-

vestigating.

Thus is confirmed the position which we laid down above, that
not one of the reasons usually adduced against the genuineness of
the second Epistle of Peter is a decisive one. Notwithstanding, as
has been already mentioned, impartiahty enjoins it upon us to allow
that, after considering these reasons, there remains a feeling in the
mind which does not permit us to place this Epistle in the rank of
those universally admitted.
first

We find

ourselves constrained to resort

to one expedient, then to another, in order to invalidate the

arguments which make against the genuineness of the Epistle. Let
us, however, cast a glance at the other side, and consider the arguments which may be adduced in favour of the authenticity of the
Epistle.
The impression made by the genuine apostolic manner, in

;
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and third chapters

first

in particular,

severe moral tone which prevails throughout

is

ClU

so heart-stirring, the

them

is

so forcible, that

very estimable scholars have found themselves induced to regard
first, as truly Petrine, and the
second or the last two as, perhaps, merely subsequent additions to
the genuine Epistle.
This hypothesis has indeed, at first view, this
recommendation, that we can give proper weight to the reasons for

these two chapters, or at least the

doubt, without being obliged to regard the express statements re-

But the

specting Peter personally as having been forged.

connection of

all

of the language

close

the chapters with each other, and the uniformity

and ideas throughout the Epistle

is

too

much

at

variance with the supposition of an interpolation of the Epistle, to

make

it

right that

it

should be admitted.

we cannot but

Still,

allow the great weight of the reason from

which the hypothesis took its rise, viz., that
ceivable piece of impudence for an impostor

it

to

was an almost inconassume the person of

the Apostle Peter, so as even to speak of his presence at the trans-

on Mount Tabor, and venture to invent prophecies of our
Lord to him respecting his end. (Comp. 2 Pet. i. 14). It is true,
appeal is made, on this point, to the practice of the ancients, according to which it was not so straage and censurable, it is said, to
write under another's name, as it appears to us at the present day.
And it is undoubtedly true, that in the primitive times of the church
writings were much more frequently forged in the name of others
than at the present time. But it is a question whether this is to
be referred to the custom of the times, or does not rather arise from
figuration

the

fact,

world,

it

that in the less methodical book-transactions of the ancient

was much

easier to get fictitious writings into circulation

which now
we must say, that it was a
very culpable practice, if it ever was common, to procure currency
for one's literary productions by affixing a great name to them
than

at present, on account of the great publicity

it is

attends such transactions.

At any

rate,

and every honourable man would have avoided it and written only
own name. Suppose, however, it was less offensive than now
to publish any thing under an assumed name, we must notwithstanding protest in the most earnest manner against the idea, that
in his

a

man

could permit himself fraudulently to appropriate such pointa

of him whose name he used as could be true only of
which must be the case in regard to tliis Epistle, if it
was not written by Peter. Were this to be done in any case, the
use of another's name would no longer be a mere form in writing,
it would rather be a coarse piece of imposture, such as could not occur without a decidedly wrong intention and this leads us to a new
and important point in the investigation of the origin of the second

from the

life

the latter

;

;

Epistle of Peter.
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The

alternative in whicli

we

are thus placed

is

as harsh as it

could possibly be. Either the Epistle is genuine and apostolical, or
it is not only spurious and forged, but was forged by a bold, shame-

and such a person must have had an evil design in
executing a forgery of the kind supposed. Now in the whole Epistle we do not find the slightest thing which can be regarded as erroneous or as morally bad. Its contents are entirely biblical, and
less impostor,

truly evangelical.

An elevated

throughout.

conceivable, that a

Is

it

religious spirit

man

can be chargeable with such a deception
this spirit is itself feigned

.?

But

?

animates the Epistle

actuated by this

Or

is

it

spirit

supposed that

this idea plainly contradicts itself,

he who is bad enough to forge writings cannot entertain the design of extending a good influence by his forgery.
No forgery would
be necessary for such a i)urpose. The design must have been to defend what was unholy in principle or practice under cover of a sacred
name. The only probable purpose of the forgery of the Epistle is
this
that the unknown author of the production wished to combat
the heretics described in the second chapter, and in order that he
might do this with some effect, he wrote in the name of the Apostle
Peter, and made use of the Epistle of Jude in doing so.
But if a
man who was honest (in other respects) could have been induced to
enter upon such a crooked path, would he not have contented himself with placing the apostle's name in front of his Epistle ? Would
his conscience have permitted him to aj)propriate falsely from the
life of the apostle such particulars as are narrated in the Epistle .?
This is really hard to believe, and the efforts made to preserve the
genuineness of the first chapter at least, which contains these very
for

;

particulars, sufficiently prove

statements
It

is

founded

it

how

universal

is

the feeling that the

contains cannot have been forged.

true the case would stand otherwise, if

it

were a well-

position, that the Epistle really contains erroneous tenets.

But how truly impossible it is to establish this, is very evident from
the nature of the points adduced as errors. In the first place, one
is supposed to be contained in the passage, 2 Peter iii. 5, in which
it is said, that the earth was formed out of water and in water by
the word of God.' It is true, there are parallels to this view of the
creation of the earth in several mythical cosmogonies

but

;

is

this

circumstan^'O a proof that the doctrine of the creation of the world
is false
Does the Mosaic account of the creation, or
any other passage in the Bible, contain any thing which in the
slightest degree impugns it.^
Or does the condition of the physical
or geological sciences in our day prove that the earth certainly came

out of water

.^

into existence in a different manner.?'

It will suffice, in regard to

Our English version gives a somewhat different sense to this passage but probably
the translation above conveys nearly, if not exactly, its true signification.
Tr,
'

;
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remind our readers that the formation of the earth
out of water was taught hy the celebrated De Luc, not to mention
many men of less note. At the most, then, it can only be said that
in the passage referred to, there is something openly and definitely
this point, to

stated which is not found thus stated in any other book of the Bible ;
though it is impossible to deny that the Mosaic account of the creation (" The Spirit of Grod moved upon the face of the waters") is
susceptible of such an interpretation, as to convey the idea which is
more plainly declared in 2 Pet. iii. 5. Thus there is no ground for
talking about an error in this passage of the Epistle. The same

remarks

may

be

made

respecting another position, that the doctrine

(also presented in the third chapter of the second Epistle of Peter)

concerning the destruction of the world by fire is erroneous. For
can by no means be shown in regard to this second idea, that
contradicts the

thing incoiTCct.

common

it
it

statement of the Bible, or contains any

Indeed, there are other passages, likewise, that

contain an intimation, at least, of the same thing which is here
openly stated. (Comp. Isaiah h. 6 ; Zeph. iii. 8). And so far are
the similar mythical accounts in other religions from arguing any
thing wrong in this idea, that we should rather consider the coincidence of the mythical accounts with the biblical doctrine as a confir-

mation of the real verity of the former.
If, therefore, w-e put together all which has been said of the
second Epistle of Peter, thus much is certainly clear, that the circumstances which are calculated to excite suspicion respecting the
Epistle, are by no means sufficient to constitute a formal proof of
True, the suspicious points cannot be so pertheir spuriousness.
Some uncertainty
fectly obviated, that every doubt will disappear.
Still the positive arguments in behalf of
will remain in the mind.
its genuineness so far allay these doubts that it is possible to obtain
a satisfactory subjective conviction of the genuineness of the Epistle.
But a proof of its genuineness which shall be of perfect validity and be generally acknowledged can no more be attained than
such a proof of its spuriousness and, therefore, there will always
be something dubious in the position of this Epistle. The ancient
fathers of the church endeavoured to express this uncertainty by the
term Aniilcgomena, and later teachers in the evangelical church by
the designation Dcutero-canonical writings, among which this EpisAttempts to remove all the obscurity which entle is reckoned.
velopes the facts in regard to this Epistle will probably always prove
vain, from the want of historical accounts respecting the use and dif;

fusion of

it

in primitive times.
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CHAPTER

IX.

OF THE EPISTLES OF JAMES AND JUDE.

In investigating the Epistles of James and Jude, the question
much whether they are genuine or spurious, as who was their author.
This
may seem strange, inasmuch as the authors of both of them men
tion themselves in the salutations, which is not the case as to the
is,

as in the case of the Epistle to the Hebrews, not so

Epistle to the Hebrews.

more

Indeed, Jude, for the purpose of designa-

adds the circumstance that he was
But, as both these names were very common
the Jews, and the relations between the persons of this

ting himself

still

definitely,

the brother of James.

among
name mentioned

in the

New

Testament are quite involved,

it

is

a

James and what Jude were the authors
which we are considering. Now, if it should be

very difficult inquiry, what
of the Epistles

probable, on investigation, that the authors of the

not apostles

among

(i. e.

two Epistles were

number of the twelve disciples), then
what we are to think of the canonical

the

will arise a second inquiry,

authority of the Epistles.^

The

first

question

is,

how many

and Jude are mentioned
tian writers.^
X.

2 seq.;

From

Mark

iii.

name of James
by ancient Chris-

persons of the

in the Scriptures or

the catalogues of the twelve apostles (Matt.

13 seq.; Luke

perceive that two individuals

vi.

12 seq.; Acts

i,

13

we
The

seq.),

among them were named James.

was the brother of the Evangelist John, a son of Zebedee and
Salome this James is often mentioned in the evangelical history.
His brother Peter, and himself, were of all the apostles the most
intimate with our Lord. He was present at the transfiguration and
at our Lord's agony in the garden of Gethsemane.
According to
Acts xii. 2, Herod killed him with the sword a few years after our
Lord's ascension. As, therefore, this James disappeared from the
first

;

scene of events very early, he does not cause

much

difficulty in

the

The second James is termed the son of Alphseus,
apostle we have so uncertain accounts, that it is diffi-

investigation.

and of

this

cult to determine

much

respecting him.

name of James among the
One, the betrayer of our Lord, of
course is not concerned in this investigation.
He cannot be confounded with any one else especially as he had the surname Isoariot from his birth-place Carioth.
The second Jude, it would seem,
bore many names for while Luke (in the Gospel as well as in the
Acts) calls him Jude the son of James, Matthew and Mark call

As

there were two individuals of the

twelve, so there were

two Judes.

;

;
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him sometimes Thaddeus, and sometimes Lebbeus. It was not at
uncommon among the Jews for one man to bear several names ;
and, therefore, we may admit the validity of the prevalent opinion
that Lebbeus or Thaddeus, and Jude, the son of James, are the
same individuals. In John xiv. 22, a second Jude among the twelve
is expressly distinguished from Jude (Judas) the traitor, who is
termed Iscariot and hence the name Jude may have been the one
by which the former was most commonly designated.
Now did we know with perfect certainty that the authors of the
Epistles under consideration were of the number of the twelve, it
would be easy to fix upon the individuals James, the son of Alphasus must have written the Epistle of James, and Jude, the son
of James, that of Jude. But as Jude (v. 1) calls himself the brother of James, he must either mean another man of this name
known to his readers, or we must suppose the term brother to signify step-brother or cousin, as indeed the word is often used in Hebrew. For the opinion of some, that in the catalogues of the apostles (see Luke's Grospel and his Acts of the Apostles), Jude is not
called the son but the brother of James, must be totally rejected,
because, though it is true that sometimes the word h^otlier is to be
supplied for the genitive following a proper name, this is only the
case when it is clear from the connection what is to be supplied.
In
all

;

;

the apostolic catalogue, however, son

is

everywhere

else to

be sup-

and hence it is incredible that in the case of
Jude alone brother must be added.
But that the authors of these two Epistles of James and Jude
were among the number of the twelve is very uncertain (indeed,
as we shall show hereafter, improbable), and on that account we
have still to determine the difficult question, what persons of these
names wrote the Epistles.^ The following reasons show the uncerplied for the genitive

;

tainty of the idea that the authors of the Epistles were apostles.

In the

first

place, the fathers of the church speak of another

the brother of our Lord, and

James,

bishop of Jerusalem, and another
Jude, likewise the brother of our Lord, as the authors of the Epistles

;

first

and, moreover, these were disputed by many, and reckoned

among

the Antilegomena, clearly for this reason alone, that it was
supposed perfectly correct to regard them as not apostolical. Thus,
in the opinion of the fathers, there were beside the two Jameses and
Judes among the twelve, two other persons of these names, called
These are mentioned in the passage Matt,
brothers of our Lord.
xiii. 55, with two other brothers of our Lord, Simon and Joses, and
with sisters of his whose names are not given. They are also mentioned in the later history of the apostolic age (Acts xv. 13 seq.;
ii.
Gal. i. 19
9), particularly James, who is designated with Peter
and John as a pillar of the church. According to the fathers of the
;
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church, he was the

which the

New

first

hishop of Jerusalem, and the description

Testament gives of

his position

and operations per-

with this statement. According to the account of the
Jewish writer, Josephus, and a very ancient Christian historian,
named Hegesippus, this James, the brother of our Lord, died a
martyr's death at Jerusalem shortly before its destruction. He possessed such authority and such reputation for piety among the Jews,
that, according to Josephus, the destruction of the city was a punishment from heaven for the execution of this just man. James was
succeeded in the bishopric of Jerusalem by another brother of our
Lord, viz., Simon (Matth. xiii. 55), who, as well as the third brother
Jude, lived till the reign of the Emperor Trajan, i. e., to the end of
the first century after Christ. According to the account of Hegefectly accords

sippus, Simon also died a martyr's death, like his brother
of the
manner of Jude's end nothing definite is known. Although, however, we find these brethren of our Lord labouring with ardent
;

Christian zeal after the resurrection of the Saviour, still, in the lifetime of our Lord they did not believe on him. This we are told by

John expressly

(vii. 5),

brethren of Jesus

among

from the dead (Acts

i.

and

therefore,

we do not

observe these

the disciples until after his resurrection

14).

Probably the vision with which (ac-

cording to 1 Cor. XV. 7), James was favoured, was the means of convincing them all of the Divine dignity of our Lord, which hitherto,

perhaps on the very account of their close relationship to him by
blood, they had been unable to credit.
It is true the expression,
brothers of our Lord, is not to be understood as meaning what the
words strictly signify ; for Mary, the mother of our Lord, appears
not to have had any other children. The passages Matth. i. 25,
Luke ii. 7, in which Jesus is called the fi^st-born son of Mary, prove
nothing to the contrary, since, if no more children follow, the only
son is also the first-born. If the statements of Scripture respecting
these brethren of our Lord be put together, it cannot be doubted,
that the children of the sister of Mary, the mother of Jesus, are
intended by the expression. This sister of Mary was likewise
named Mary, and was the wife of a certain Cleophas. She stood
with the mother of Jesus beneath the cross of our Lord, as did also
Mary Magdalene (John xix. 25). This same Mary is called in the
parallel passage of Mark (xv. 40) the mother of James the Less and
of Joses. Here, then, are named two of the persons who in Matth.
xiii. 55, are termed brothers of our Lord.
Nothing, therefore, is
more natm-al, as it nowhere appears that Mary had any other children, than to suppose that these so-called brethren of our Lord were

As it is probable that
Joseph, the foster-father of Jesus, died at an early period (for he is
not mentioned after the journey to Jerusalem in the twelfth year of
his cousins, the sons of his mother's sister.
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Mary perhaps went to live with her sister, and thus
Jesus grew up with the sons of the latter, which may have been the
reason why it was so difficult for them to give credit to his Divine
Jesus' uge),

was very common in the Hebrew idiom to term
Hence in Gen. xiii. 8, Abraham and Lot, who
were cousins, are termed brothers. If we were to take the word
brother in its literal sense, and regard the four brothers of our Lord
mentioned in Matth. xiii. 55 as own children of Mary, the mother
of Jesus, we should have to suppose the extraordinary circumstance
that the two mothers of the same name had also children named
alike.
Now, as we nowhere find mention, first of our Lord's
brethren, and then of his cousins, but the same relations are always
referred to, this supposition, cannot be admitted.
The same may
be said of another supposition, according to which two of these socalled brethren of our Lord, viz., Jude and James, were of the number of the twelve. For it is said that the Hebrew name which lies
at the basis of the Greek one, Cleophas (abbreviated Klopas), viz.,
Chalpai, may also in Greek become Alphceus. Thus James the son
of Alphaeus would be equivalent to James the son of Cleophas.
Now, it is true, that on the score of philology nothing can be
authority.

It

cousins brothers.

reasonably objected against this supposition

ihrown by the

fact that one

sents both forms.
in Greek,

;

but,

its validity is

and the same writer

(viz.

over-

Luke), pre-

Although the name could be difierently expressed
same writer would always have followed

least the

at

the same mode.

Moreover, as we have already remarked,

it

is

in-

admissible to supply the word hrotlier, instead of son, after the

name
5

Jude.

Lastly,

it is

a decisive circumstance, that in John

vii.

most expressly stated that the' brethren of Jesus did not beon him. It is, therefore, impossible that they should have

it is

lieve

been of the number of the twelve. Consequently, the New Testament mentions, besides the James, son of Zebedee, who was early executed, two other persons of this name, first the apostle, who was a
son of Alphgeus, and next, the brother of our Lord, the first bishop
of Jerusalem. Thus, too, the New Testament mentions, besides
the Apostle Jude, who was the son of a certain James, of whom
we know nothing, another Jude who, likewise, was a brother of our
Lord, and lived to a late period (till the time of Trajan), in PalesThat these two brothers of our Lord, and not the apostles,
tine.
were the authors of our Epistles, has been already intimated and
will now be more fully shown.
Of great importance, and indeed almost decisive by itself, is the
circumstance, that the fathers of the church refer the Epistle of
James to the brother of our Lord of that name and, too, the
fathers who lived in that very region which was the scene of the
labours of this celebrated bishop of Jerusalem, viz., the cast.
Here
;
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they might and must have had the most exact accounts respecting
man, and information as to liis writings must have
spread itself very readily from Jerusalem to the neighbouring counThis historical testimony is confirmed
tries of Syria and Egypt.
this distinguished

very strongly by the great agreement which exists between the contents of the Epistle and the communications which are made by
ancient fathers of the church, and particularly Hegesippus, in regard to the peculiar habits of James. According to the account of
this writer, James distinguished himself by forms of piety which
were very like those inculcated in the Old Testament. He fasted
and prayed a great deal, so that, as Hegesippus relates, probably
with some exaggeration, his knees had become callous. According to
the New Testament, too (comp. Acts xv. with Gal. ii, 12), James, the
brother of our Lord, appears to have been the head of the Jewish
He, therefore, undoubtedly observed the Mosaic law,
Christians.
even after he became a Christian, and endeavoured to obtain the
That, however, this ensanctity enjoined in the Old Testament.

deavour* was not a narrow-minded one, as among the Ebionites, but
a liberal one, as among the Nazarenes, is plainly shown by the narrative in the Acts, according to which he did not, along with the
obstinate Judaizers, desire to impose the observance of the law upon
the Gentiles, but only adhered to it himself, as a pious practice of
his fiithers.
Still his whole disposition leaned somewhat to the side
of the law, and this is clearly exhibited in the Epistle.
The same is true of Jude likewise. His very designation of liimself as a hrotlier of James can leave no doubt that he desired to
represent himself as the brother of that James who was so celebraHe does not call himself an
ted, the first bishop of Jerusalem.
Both term themselves merely servapostle, any more than James.
ants of Jesus Christ, neglecting from modest humility to make any
mention of their relationship by blood to our Lord. We have no
statements on the part of the early fathers of the church in regard
The later fathers, e. g.,
to the author of the Epistle of Jude.
Jerome, call him an apostle, but they did not for that reason mean
a difi*erent Jude ; only, as might very easily happen, considering the
confused accounts we have of these men, they sometimes placed

Jude the brother of
trary to John vii. 5.
Another as important reason for believing that James the brother
of our Lord, and not the Apostle James, was regarded as the author
the circumstance that it was reckoned among the
Doubts did indeed arise, but not till a pretty late day.
Clement of Eome, Hermas, and Irenaeus, make use of the Epistle

of the Epistle,

is

Antilegomena.

'

The

original reads Schreiben,

translate accordingly.

Tr.

which I take

to be clearly a mistake for Slreben,

and

;
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without scruple. Origen first, then Eusebius, mention doubts.
as before the time of Jerome, there is no trace of the Epistle's
having been regarded as forged in James' name, the ground of doubt
can have been no other than that it was questionable whether an

Now,

Epistle of any one not an apostle could claim admission into the
canon. Jerome observes, that certain individuals believed the Epistle
of James to have been forged by some one in his name. This opinion,

however,

is

entirely devoid of probability, because in such case

the author would not have neglected to ascribe the dignity of apostle
to the James whom he wished to be regarded as the writer of the
Epistle, that it

Those persons,

might be more sure of admission into the canon.
whom Jerome speaks, and who undoubt-

therefore, of

edly resided in the west, probably entertained doctrinal scruples
respecting the Epistle.

In the west, and particularly in Rome, the

and
James was

centre of the western churches, special regard was felt for Paul
his doctrines.

Now, the second chapter

of the Epistle of

supposed to contain erroneous notions in contrariety to Paul, because as was thought, it inculcated justification by works instead of
by faith. This passage even misled Luther into a rejection of the
Epistle of James.
In his preface to it he says, " This James does
nothing but urge his readers to the law and to works, and his manner is so confused that I imagine he was some pious man who had
gathered a few sayings from the disciples of the apostles, and put
Hence the Epistle of James is but
them down upon paper.
.

.

.

a strjiioy Epis tle ; it has by no means an evangelical tone."
In more recent times, however, it has been proved, by very
thorough and impartial investigations, that this harsh judgment of
Luther is certainly unfounded, together with the apprehensions of
the ancient fathers mentioned by Jerome.

James only opposed misconstructions and

perversions of Paul's

real doctrine, not the great apostle of the Gentiles himself.

The

two great teachers of the church are essentially one in sentiment
only they had reference to difierent heresies, and thus their language
wears a different aspect. In the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, Paul presents the doctrine of faith, and justification thereby,
in opposition to the reliance which the Jews placed on works.
James, on the other hand, opposes a dead imaginary faith, which,
without any renovating influence over the heart and mind, lulls a
man into the sleep of sin, instead of making him active in works of
love.
If Ave thus consider the language of the two apostles with
reference to the positions which they respectively opposed, we shall
perceive the most perfect unity between these two teachers of the
church, notwithstanding all their freedom and peculiarity of manThough they taught the same doctrines, their point of view
ner.
was different. Paul had a predominant leaning towards faith, not
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meaning by any means, however,
works as

its fruit

;

James

deny that

to

must bear good
more to the fruit,
from which alone

it

directed his attention

without, however, disparaging the root of faith

they could sjiring.'
Thus, leaving wholly out of view the influence of doctrinal ideas,
the discrepancy between the ancient fathers of the church was only
whether the Epistle, as proceeding from the brother of our Lord,

who was not an apostle, should or should not be admitted into the
The East, in general, maintained that it should, because
James had exerted so much influence in that region the Christians
of the West were less favourable to it. In reality, then, the question
canon.

;

was not in regard

to the genuineness of the Epistle, but in regard

to the rank of James, whether or not he should be placed on a level

with the apostles in respect to the abundance and power of the Spirit
poured out upon him, so that a writing of his might be received
into the canon as a norm of faith and practice for all future generations of Christians ; a question which we will soon consider further.
In regard to this second point, likewise, the case is the same
with the Epistle of Jude as with that of James ; except that in the
accounts concerning this Epistle given by ancient fathers we do not
find the slightest evidence that the Epistle was ever regarded as the

who

in Jude's name.
Such a
extremely improbable. In
such case, would an impostor have contented himself with designating Jude as the " brother of James."
Would he not at least have
expressly called him an apostle of our Lord, in order to gain a place
for the Epistle in the canon ?
When we are told, therefore, of opposition to the Epistle, which caused it to be placed among the Antilegomena, we must refer it all to a refusal to accord to the author
of the Epistle, who was not an apostle, sufficient consideration to
procure its admission into the canon. Thus in regard to the Epistle
of Jude, likewise, the point in question is, not the genuineness of
the Epistle, but only the personal standing of the author, which by
some of the fathers of the church was considered equal to that of an

production of an impostor

supposition respecting this

apostle,

and by others

then, what
writers

we

forged

Epistle

inferior.

The

it

is

investigation of this question,

are to think of the admission of

who were not

two productions of
New Testament,

apostles into the canon of the

remains for the conclusion of this chapter.
Now, whether it be said, that the church has forsaken its principle of admitting no writing into the canon which was not either
written by an apostle or composed under his supervision and authority, in

admitting the Epistles of James and Jude

;

or that they in-

See more complete discussions of the supposed discrepancy between Paul and James
on the subject of faith and works, in the BibUcal Repository, voL iii., p. 189, and voL iv.,
1

p.

683.—Te.
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deed adhered to their principle, but erred in regarding James and
Jude, the brethren of our Lord, to whom they correctly ascribed the
Epistles, as apostles, and therefore admitting their Epistles into the
canon either way, it would seem as though we of the present day
were entitled to charge antiquity with mistake respecting these
Epistles,
As to the Epistle of Jude tlie case certainly seems to be
as we have here stated it.
It was written by one who was not an
apostle, by a man of whose acts and character we know nothing
further
a fact which appears to sustain the scruples of many of the
ancients in regard to its being canonical.
Moreover, it contains
nothing which is not also found in the second Epistle of Peter, so
that the church could dispense with it without suffering the slightest loss.
We might therefore be disposed to consider this Epistle
as a deutero-canonical production, which was received into the canon
only at a late period on the ground that it was more advisable to
preserve every writing of the days of the apostles than to reject any
thing which might be of apostolic origin. It is not to be forgotten,
however, that the use of Jude's Epistle in the second Epistle of Peter
must be considered an apostolic confirmation of the former, if the
latter be acknowledged genuine.
Both productions, therefore, stand
or fall together.
The impossibility, however, of proving beyond

—

;

doubt the genuineness of the second Epistle of Peter, will not permit
the friends of these Epistles to entertain any thing more than a subjective conviction in regard to the authority of Jude.

The

For
case is different, however, with the Epistle of James.
remarkable man appears, both according to the New Testament
and according to the fathers of the church, to have occupied a very
influential position.
It is true he was not of the number of the
twelve but the fact that our Lord appeared to him separately, as
this

;

he did to Peter (1 Cor. xv. 7), indicates his consequence ; as does
also the circumstance that he was elected bishop of Jerusalem, and
especially his relation to the Jewish Christians, of whom James
seems to have been the real head. Hence in Gal, ii, 9, this man,
with Peter and John, is called a j)illar of the church, and Josephua
represents the consideration in which he was held among the Jews
to have been so great, that the destruction of Jerusalem by the
Romans was looked upon as a judgment for his death. Although,
therefore, James was no apostle, and moreover, no one of the twelve,
so far as we know, afforded his confirmation to the Epistle, still the
church might well have considered itself entitled to insert the production of so influential a man in the canon. It may be said, indeed, that

James was

in a precisely parallel situation to that of

Paul (who too was not of the number of the twelve, and still enexcept that in regard to tlie appearance
joyed apostolic dignity)
of our Lord which was vouchsafed to James, and the commissions
Vol. I.—
;

:
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which were entrusted to him, we have not such particular information as is furnished us by the Acts respecting his appearance to
Paul. Yet passing by this, we cannot but declare, that an apostolic
confirmation of a particular book, such as we suppose in the case of
Mark and Luke, according to the testimony of history, is nothing

compared with the testimony which we have from Paul's own mouth
He is designated, along with Peter and John, as
respecting James.
a pillar of the whole church of God upon earth, and thus, though
not one of the twelve, still placed entirely on a level with the proper apostles and hence no objection at all can be made to the re;

She has not, in receiving

ception of the Epistle by the church.

deviated at

all

from her principles

;

it,

indeed, she has thereby rather

applied them in their real spirit, not rigorously restricting the idea
of ajjostolical estimation to the number of the twelve, but referring
This,
it to the fulness and power of the spirit exhibited in the life.

however, as appears from the Epistle itself, and from history, was
possessed in its utmost potency by James, as well as Paul, on which
account the Epistle of the former richly merits a place among the
canonical books.

CHAPTER
OF THE

X.

EEVELATION OF JOHN.

The sublime book which concludes the New Testament, the
Kevelation of St. John, (6 ^eoXoyog,) with its wonderful images and
visions, has met with a more extraordinary fate than any other writing of the New Testament. The impressive and absorbing nature
of the contents of the book has seldom permitted any one to examine
with cool impartiality, and while some have become the enthu-

it

siastic

advocates of the book, others have appeared as its most viowork as not apostolical, or as

lent opponents, not only rejecting the
forged, but even reviling

it

as the production of an heretical spirit.

Thus it has happened, that, while no production of the New Testament can exhibit more and stronger historical evidence of its genuineness

and

its

apostolic authority than the Revelation, none has

met with more antagonists and, indeed, many of its antagonists
are men who have merited much gratitude from the church for their
Among these is Luther, who
struggles in behalf of the truth.
;

shows himself a determined opponent of John's Revelation.

He

says, in his preface to it

" There are various and abundant reasons why I regard this book
First and foremost ; the apos-

as neither apostolical nor prophetic.
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,

ties do not make use of visions, but prophesy in clear and plain
language (as do Peter, Paul, and Christ also, in the Gospel) ; for it
is

becoming the

apostolic office to speak plainly

or vision, respecting Christ
far too arrogant for

own work

him

and

his acts.

to enjoin it

and without

—Moreover,

upon

it

figure

seems to

me

his readers to regard this

more importance than any other sacred book,
any one shall take aught away from it, God
will take away from him his part in the book of life (Rev. xxii. 19).
Besides, even were it a blessed thing to believe what is contained in
it, no man knows what that is.
The book is believed in (and is
really just the same to us) as though we had it not
and many
more valuable books exist for us to believe in. But let every man
think of it as his spirit prompts him. My spirit cannot adapt itself
to the production, and this is reason enough for me why I should
his

and

as of

to threaten that if

;

not esteem

From
evident

it

very highly."

this strong

how

language of the great Reformer

it is

sufficiently

repulsive the contents of the Revelation were to him.

As he termed the Epistle of James a strawy Epistle, because it
seemed to him to contradict Paul's doctrine in regard to faith, so he
book was uninThis was obscure to him from the fact that he
could not thoroughly apprehend the doctrine of God's kingdom upon
earth, which is exhibited in the Revelation, and forms the proper
rejected the Revelation, because the imagery of the

telligible to

him.

centre of every thing contained in

The same

it.

point has at all times in the church operated very

powerfully upon the judgments of learned

men

in regard to the

and therefore we must, before any particular examination of this production, make some general observations on the propriety of permitting doctrinal views generally, and the doctrine of
God's kingdom upon earth particularly, to have an influence on
Revelation

;

criticism.

In recent times,

critical investigations

of the sacred books have

pretty generally proceeded on the principle, that the doctrinal views

ought not to exert any influence upon inquiries respecting the genuIt has been easy to lay down this principle, because generally' the binding authority of Sacred Writ has been
denied, and writers have not felt it incumbent on them to admit as
an object of fiiith every thing that was stated in genuine apostolic
writings.
Indeed, to many an investigator it has been very gratifying, that in genuine writings of the apostles things should occur
which to him seemed evident errors
since in such case it became more easy to prove that the apostles even had stated many
things erroneously, and that therefore what was true in their productions should be separated from what was false. With Luther,
ineness of the Scriptures.

;

•

That

is,

in

Germany.—Tb.
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however, and

all

01'

JOHW.

the other old theologians the case was different.

They acknowledged the Scriptures as binding on their faith, and
therefore could by no means wholly exclude doctrinal considerations.
For, were a book proved to be apostolical by all possible historical
and internal arguments, and yet it plainly subverted the Gospel and
preached a different Christ from the true historical Son of God and
man, no faithful teacher of the church of Christ should receive and
use any such production, notwithstanding all the evidence in its
favour, any more than listen to an angel from heaven, who should
Such was Luther's position and
bring another Gospel (Gal. i. 8).
in this view we may respect and honour his opposition to the Epistle of James and the Kevelation of John.
His only error in this,
in itself commendable, endeavour boldly to distinguish what was
anti-christian was, that he decided too rashly and hastily, and thus
did not investigate with sufficient thoroughness, and, on the ground
of appearances merely, pronounced that to be not biblical which in
reality was so.
That this was the case in regard to his judgment
concerning the discrepancy between James and Paul, is at the present day universally admitted.
In regard to the Eevelation, however, many still think that he judged correctly, although, in my
;

opinion, he erred here as

much

as in relation to the Epistle of

James.

We

cannot say, therefore, that doctrinal considerations are not

of the least consequence in critical investigations

we must not permit them

an improper

to have

;

disturb the historical investigation, nor too hastily
tive rule of our present

we may

fi.nd

make an

objec-

subjective views, but endeavour to investi-

gate more thoroughly what is at the

Such an endeavour

though certainly

influence, so as to

moment obscure and inexplicable.

will often educe a modification of our views,

and

that what seemed erroneous contains profound and

sublime truth.

In particular, this would undoubtedly be the case with many, if
they could determine to consider more closely the doctrine respecting God's kingdom upon earth, which has always been the greatest
cause of offence in the Eevelation.

True,

it

is

culated to favour

human

it

;

for every thing

not to be denied,

by no means calwhich human ignorance and

that the history of the fortune of this doctrine

is

malice have been able to devise, appears to have concentrated
the misapprehensions of this doctrine. If, however, pains

itself in

be taken to separate these misapprehensions and perversions from
the doctrine itself, and we are impartial enough to consider, that
often very profound truths, which take a mighty hold of the human
mind, are most exposed to abuse, and may become most dangerous,
and that hardly any other religion has been misused to such abominable purposes as the Christian religion

itself,

and yet that

it is

not
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on that account the less true, or the less divine, he will easily attain
the proper fundamental idea of the doctrine of God's kingdom upon
which is so simple, that we cannot understand how its
earth
tmth could ever be doubted, until we remember the farragos of nonThis simple
sense which have been propounded under its sanction.
radical idea is merely, that as, in regard to an individual man, God,
by the Saviour, redeems not merely a particular part of him, his
spirit alone, his soul alone, or his body alone, but the whole man,
his body, soul, and spirit, so the redeeming power of Christ has for
its object the deliverance of the entire human race, and of the creation in general, from the yoke of sin.
As, therefore, the end of
salvation for the individual is the glorification of his nature, the end
of all things in the universe on the same principle is the glorification of the universe.
Proceeding from this fundamental idea, the
;

Kevelation teaches in sublime imagery, agreeing perfectly with the

statements of our Lord and the apostles (which are less formal, and
rather take the doctrine for granted, and thus are more incidental),

that a period will come in which not only, as has already been the

and guide
men's minds, but should also gain the victory externally, and found
a kingdom of peace and righteousness upon earth. Now, that with
the arrival of this reign of peace there will be connected on the
one hand, the appearance of Jesus Christ, and a resuiTection of
many saints and pious men, and, on the other, a previous mighty
struggle on the part of evil—does indeed follow very naturally from
the fundamental idea, and the supposed development of good and
The principal idea is
evil ; but these points are only incidental.
the perfect return of the supremacy of good, the restoration of the
Millions
lost paradise to an earth which has been laid waste by sin.
desire this most earnestly, hope and pray for it even, without ever
imagining that it is the very doctrine which they think themselves
bound to oppose, or at least unable to admit, without deviating
from correct belief. Even the excellent Reformers had but an imperfect notion of this doctrine, though it is as simple as it is sublime and for this reason, in a great measure, that they saw around
them senseless fanatics who dishonoured the Gospel, and caused unspeakable injury by the grossest misconstructions and perversions of
case, the spirit of Jesus Christ should prevail in secret,

;

this doctrine.

It

would not have been worth while, with our present purpose,
we have said on this subject, were there not

to say even the little
so

many well-meaning men

most striking historical
admit the Revelation

of real piety, who, notwithstanding the

proof, can never prevail

upon themselves to

be a genuine apostolic production, and
therefore entitled to a place in the canon, and thus to become a rule
of £aith ; because they feel that then they must in conseq^uence
to
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admit the reign of God upon earth in their circle of belief, which
they suppose they neither can, nor ought to do. May such be led
to a thorough investigation of this idea, and of all the passages of
Scripture which relate thereto, that the acknowledgment of evangelical truth in this respect may be promoted, and its fulfilment be
rendered nearer at hand !
In passing now to the consideration of the historical evidence in
favour of the genuineness of the Eevelation, we must again call to

mind the latter days of the life of John the Evangelist. He lived,
as we know with certainty, longer than any one of the other apostles, that is, as late as to the end of the first century.
The scene
life was Ihe city of
Ephesus, in the vicinity of which were situated all those cities to
which were directed the seven Epistles contained in the first chapters of the Eevelation.
Ephesus, moreover, was one of the great
centres of business in the Koman empire, and was much frequented
by Christians from all countries.
It must, therefore, be admitted, that it was easy for the Ephe-

of his successful labours at the close of his

sian church particularly,

and indeed

for the

whole ancient church,

to arrive at the highest degree of certainty in regard to the writings

In particular, there could be no uncertainty whether
so peculiar, so very remarkable a production as
the Eevelation. We must therefore admit, that if among the fathers of the church in that region we met with even uncertainty in
regard to its author, it would be a very suspicious circumstance ;
and, on the other hand, unanimity in their conviction of the genuineness of the book must be a very decisive testimony in its favour.
Now we meet with this last to a surprising degree. First, we have
the testimony of Papias, bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia, in behalf
of the book.
This man was personally acquainted with several of
the apostles, and among them with the Evangelist John. His testimony is therefore of the greatest consequence. It is true an attempt has been made to invalidate it, on the ground that only a late
writer, named Andreas, attributes to Papias any knowledge of the
Eevelation
but careful consideration of the principal passage respecting Papias in Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., iii. 39), which certainly
ought to be thus examined, will show that Eusebius has given a
wrong representation concerning Papias in more than one respect,
and every thing is in favour of the supposition, that Papias was acquainted with all John's writings. Eusebius is one of those fathers
of the church who were very much prejudiced against the doctrine
concerning the millennium, and it is on this account that he so
Since this ancient bishop was a principal
strongly opposes Papias.
supporter of that doctrine, his testimony may on that account appear partial ; and yet his close relation to John cannot have perof John.

John had composed

;
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mitted him, notwithstanding all his predilection for this doctrine,
to attribute to that writer a production which was not his.
Justin
Martyr, too, along witli Papias, testifies in favour of the apostolic
origin of the Apocalypse.
He was, indeed, born in Palestine, but
he taught in Ephesus, and there had opportunity to learn how-

Now,

things really were.

this father expressly declares the Revela-

by the Evangelist John, one of the twelve.
Melito, bishop of Sardis, one of the cities to which the

tion to have been written
So, too,

We

Epistles in the Revelation are addressed.

cannot but pre-

sume that such a man would know who was the author of a production which contained an Epistle to the church over which he
presided.

The same is true of Polycarp, the celebrated bishop of Smyrna,
which church, likewise, an apocalyptic Epistle is addressed.
This man was an immediate disciple of the Evangelist John. Polycarp's pupil, Irenasus, who removed from Asia Minor to the south
of France, and, as has already been observed, became bishop of
Lyons, gives us an account of Polycarp's relation to John, and
to

makes use

of the Revelation throughout his writings, without

tioning even the slightest opposition to

men-

employed as
really apostolical by the western fathers, Turtullian, Cyprian, Hippolytus, &c., without any mention of doubt as to its canonical authority.
Still, it may be said, none of these were either learned or
critical
they found in the Revelation their favourite doctrine in
regard to the kingdom of God upon earth, and therefore they readily
received the book as a production of John's.
In decided opposition
to such remarks, we adduce the Alexandrian fathers, Clement and
These were not only the most learned men of the day and
Origen.
the best skilled in criticism, but, in particular, were opponents of
the doctrine of the Millennium; yet neither had any idea that the
Revelation of John was not composed by the Evangelist of that
name. They chose to get rid of the odious contents of the book by
a forced interpretation, rather than by opposing the tradition of the
whole church. A stronger combination of historical evidence in
favour of the apostolic origin of the book is, in fact, hardly conThe weight of this evidence is augmented by what we
ceivable
know respecting those who doubted the genuineness of the book.
Of this number was a presbyter of the Roman church, whose name
was Gaius. This man made it a set purpose to oppose the doctrine
and because the defenders of it naturally apof the millennium
it.

It

is

also

;

!

;

the Revelation, he declared it spurious, without,
however, presenting any historical or critical reasons for doing so.
In order to degrade the Revelation, it was even referred by him to
a heretic, Cerinthus, who was said to have written it in John's name.

pealed

But

first

of

all to

in this he clearly evinced that he

was carried away by

his feel-
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no one can by any means attribute the Eevelation to an
it would have been one
object with such a man to denote with precision the person of the
Evangelist, so as to cause the work to be regarded as his.
This,
however, has not been done, and thus we are not permitted to take
any view in opposition to it, except it be that another John, and
not the Evangelist, composed it. This opinion was first stated
and defended in a formal manner by the learned Dionysius, bishop
ingg^ for

intentional deceiver, for this reason, that

of Alexandria, a disciple of Origen.

But, as this

"

man

lived at so

was no longer within his
reach, no more stress is to be laid upon his doubts than upon the
learned objections of more modern days. We come therefore to
All historical tradition is unanimous in behalf of John's
this result

late a period that authentic oral tradition

:

composition of the Revelation.

Now, in order to invalidate this decided testimony of antiquity,
very striking arguments ought to be adduced ; but observe what are
the reasons which prevail upon modern investigators to deny that
the Evangelist John was the author of the Eevelation, and then

judge whether they are strong enough to countervail such testimony.
In enumerating these reasons, I follow a distinguished scholar of the
present day, whom I very much esteem and love as my former instructor, although I differ entirely from his views.
I do indeed believe him to be in general very impartial and unprejudiced
but
;

nevertheless I think

judgment of the
of prejudices which were largely imbibed by

him

to be influenced in his

Eevelation by the force
the church, and have been widely diffused.*

In the first place, it is urged by this learned man that John
never mentions himself in the Gospel and Epistles as the author of
these writings
would he act differently then in the Apocalypse ?
;

It

true, he says only that this circumstance isworthy of attention;

is

but as it stands as one of his arguments, it seems to have been regarded as of considerable importance. Of what consequence, however, is such a difference in practice, since all

we can

say

is,

simply,

that the author chose in this case to employ a different form from
his usual one ?

What writer

is

there

who

does not act as he pleases

in regard to such points ?

In

the variation from
adduced as an argument.

the second place,

point of

laiijj,aage is

The language

his other writings in

The

fact is indispu-

pure Greek, smooth and accurate ; that of the Eevelation, on the contrary, is harsh, rugged,
full of inaccuracies of expression, and real grammatical mistakes.
But it is not true that all difference in phraseology indicates differCompare, e. g., the earliest writings of Goethe, Schilent writers.

table.

•

T

mean

Testament).

Prof.

Do

of the Gospel

is

"Wette, in his " Einleit. ins

neue Testament" (Introd. to the

N
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Herder, with the latest productions of the same authors. Esan author who attempts to write in a foreign language must not his first essays be of a totally different character
ler,

pecially take
;

from his later ones ? He has not complete mastery of the language he struggles not only with the sense, but with the form ;
and this must necessarily make the phraseology even of the most
practised intellect somewhat cumbrous.
This is exactly the case
with John's Revelation. It was his earliest production in the Greek
language, occasioned by the fearful occurrences during Nero's persecution.
These cast the sympathizing mind of the beloved disciple
of Jesus into deep meditation, during which the spirit of prophecy
showed him the future fortunes of the church, and its final conquest
over Judaism and heathenism. It was, therefore, composed some
twenty years earlier than the Gospel and Epistles seem to have been
written, and in a language which to John, a native of Palestine,
must have been a foreign one. Now, the Revelation appears exactly like the production of a man who had not yet acquired the
requisite skill in the Greek language, and as its internal characteristics, likewise, show that it was written in the early part of John's
life, before Jerusalem was destroyed, it is in fact impossible to see
how one can ascribe importance to this circumstance of the differ;

style, in opposition to the tradition that the Evangelist John
was the author of the production the rather as there is undeniably
very much in the language which bears close affinity to those writ-

ence of

;

ings that are admitted to be John's,

The same may bo
the Revelation

is

find in the Gospel

said of the third observation, that the style of

in the following respect very unlike that

and Epistles,

viz.,

which we

that the former exhibits a lively

creative fancy, while, in the latter, quiet, deep feeling predominates.
is correct, we are to conthat the same individual in different stages of mental
development will make use of different styles of expression. The
earlier works of the same writer are accordingly more ardent, more

In regard to this remark, which likewise
sider, first,

imaginative than his

later.
Moreover, the imagery in the Revelanot by any means to be regarded as the arbitrary production
of a rich fancy, but rather as actual appearances to John's mind

tion

is

from the operation of the divine Spirit within him.

John would not have been
nications of the

Si)irit,

selected as the

had there not been

medium
in his

I

admit that

of these

commu-

whole organization

a special adaptation for such impressions ; but still, susceptibility
to them is not the same as positive productive fancy.
Finally, it is
not to be forgotten in this view, that John's other writings are of a
historical or else purely didactic nature
wliile, on the other

more

hand, the Revelation

;

is

a pro])hetic production.

It

would therefore
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be totally unnatural that the same style should be observable in the
Apocalypse as in John's other writings.
The only remaining point alleged in confirmation of the difierence between the Kevelation and other writings of John is, that they
In particular, stress is
exhibit a totally different doctrinal aspect.
laid on this circumstance, that in the Gospel nothing at all is found
of what forms the main topic of the Apocalypse, viz., the expectacoming of our Lord, and the establishment of his
kingdom upon earth. Moreover, all that is said in the Eevelation
tion of a visible

and bad angels is of a more Jewish cast, we are told,
than we should expect John's views to have been, from examining
It would appear that, if this be really so, it is a
his other writings.
reason of some weight against the genuineness of the book for we
cannot suppose the apostles to have altered their doctrinal views,
respecting good

;

and,

i^lainly,

difference in the character of the writings could not

both in historical and prophetical productions
must exist the same fundamental views on the part of the
Now, the remark is indisputably correct, but the true reason
writer.
of the fact has been misapprehended. For, first, the same difference which is exhibited between the Gospel of John and the Apocalypse, also appears, on comparison, between the Gospel of John and

affect the doctrine, as

there

the

first

many

three Gospels.

These

latter, like

the Kevelation, present

and views agreeable to the Jews, particularly the
while
visible coming of our Lord to assume his kingdom upon earth
nothing of all this is touched upon by the Gospel of John, notwithstanding there was ample occasion for doing so. It does not thence
follow, however, that either John or the others err in representmg
the discourses of Jesus Christ, since the same person may have
spoken sometimes spiritually, as in John's discourses, and somedoctrines

;

times in a Judaizing manner, as according to the other Evangelists.
The correct solution of this difficulty is to be sought solely in the
special purpose of the Gospel of John, with which the first Epistle
stands in such intimate connection that it is not strange it should

partake of the same character. The two other Epistles are too short
For above (in the third chapto be here taken into consideration.
ter in speaking of the Gospel of John), it was observed, that this
Evangelist had a particular class of persons in view in his work, viz.,
men similar to the later Gnostics, and Avho in certain views coincided
with them perfectly. In particular, they, like the Gnostics, speculated on Divine things in a peculiar manner, and sought to idealize
the real facts in the history of Jesus, more than the true apostohc
These men, among whom were many very sendoctrine permitted.

and well-meaning persons, were those whom John had particuview in the composition of his Gospel. With apostolic
wisdom he avoided in this work every thing which could offend the

sible

larly in
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prejudices of these persons.
Many Jewish ideas, which had a verygood and genuine foundation, and, according to the first Gospels,
were expressed by the Savioiu" himself, he kept back, becoming in a
manner a Gnostic to the Gnostics, without doing the least injury,

however, to the cause of truth. He depicted Christianity, thereminds, just as they could most easily comprehend it,
convinced that when once they had seized this idea, they would

fore, to their

gradually learn to understand

thoroughly.

it

now, we adhere steadfastly to this point of view, it will appear perfectly intelligible, how the same John who wrote thus in
the Gospel, should appear to express himself so differently in the
Revelation, in the composition of which no such reference existed ;
though still he was always governed by the same doctrinal views at
every period of his life. And thus we must declare, that no one of
these reasons is calculated to disturb us in regard to the correctness
If,

and truth of the tradition of the first centuries after Christ. If the
repugnance which is felt towards the contents of the Apocalypse be
only conquered,

men

will soon cease to rate so highly the reasons

its apostolic origin, and to think so
of the importance of the unanimous tradition of antiquity.

which are adduced against
that this

may

soon happen

is

the more to be wished, as

tjie

little

And

progres-

sive development of the church makes the Eevelation more and
more important in testing what is now occurring among Christians,
and what awaits them in the immediate future
!

CONCLUSION
Having

thus passed through the entire series of the writings of
Testament, taking notice of the critical questions in regard
to them, we will now, for the sake of convenience, present a compendious view of the results at which we have arrived.
We find then most, and the most important, of the writings in
the canon of the New Testament, so unanimously acknowledged in
the

New

ancient times, and so universally

made

use of as apostolical in later

days, that there cannot be the least doubt in regard to them.

They

Homologoumena, universally-acknowledged writings, and form the main sources of the doctrine and
history of the Christian church.
Among these Homoiogoumena, as
is stated by Eusebius so early as the commencement of the fourth
are on this account denominated

centur}^,

were the four Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the thirfirst Epistle of Peter, and the first of

teen Pauline Epistles, the

John.

If

we attend only

to the voice of Christian antiquity, a3

Eusebius correctly observes,

tlie

Apocalypse

also does in reality be-
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long among the Homologoumcna, But the fortune of this book has
been so pecuHar, that some have not even been willing to class it
among the Antilegomena, but have ranked it with the writings
which are of a profane character, and are to be utterly rejected,
Eusebius was therefore in great perplexity to what class he could
properly assign the Revelation. As to the Epistle to the Hebrews,
its genuineness is not disputed.
its author is unknown, merely
It
belongs, therefore, to the class of the Antilegomena only so far as
this, that its position in the canon was disputed ; the relation of
the author to the Apostle Paul not being unanimously acknowledged
;

in the church.

Properly, the class of the Antilegomena

ment

among

the

New

Testa-

writings comprehends the two smaller Epistles of John, the

James and Jude, and the second Epistle of Peter.
books were never universally acknowledged and used in
the ancient church. More recent investigation has decided in favour
of the first three.
The two smaller Epistles of John are certainly
that of
apostolical, and from the author of the Gospel of John
James was not, indeed, written by one of the twelve, but by a
brother of our Lord, who held such a prominent rank in the ancient
church as placed him, like Paul, fully on a level with the apostles.
As to the two writings last in the list, however, it appears justly
somewhat doubtful whether they are productions of the days of the
apostles.
The Epistle of Jude is, indeed, certainly genuine, but as
Epistles of

These

five

;

certainly not apostolical

;

and, as history attributes to this brother

of our Lord no very prominent station or agency, the Epistle seems

not properly to belong to the canon. It can be supported only by
the second Epistle of Peter, which is not itself certainly of apostolical origin.
For, in regard to the latter, a consideration of the circumstances makes it impossible to establish its genuineness objectively

on valid grounds, although

it

may

be made subjectively

probable.

These results of the most careful critical investigation of the New
Testament are very satisfactory. For, if we could wish that the
genuineness and canonical character of the Antilegomena might be
established by as valid arguments as we can adduce in behalf of the
fiomologoumena, still it must be admitted that those books upon
which some suspicion rests, are the very books, of all the New Testament writings, with which we can most easily dispense. The chief
and best of these writings are the very ones whose genuineness and
apostolic authority are certified as strongly as possible.

now, we inquire into the relation between the external hisbooks of the New Testament, and their
internal efficacy and determinate power over the faith and life of
ihe individual, and of the whole community of Christians, it is cerIf,

torical genuineness of the
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by itself decides nothing in favour
but still, on account of the circumstances of the
church, demonstration of such genuineness is by no means unimtainly undeniable, that the former

of the latter

;

It is clear that we may regard the writings
of another religious system, the Zend-Avesta of the Parsees, or the
Koran of the Mahometans, as genuine, and as having proceeded

portant or indifferent.

from the immediate circle of adherents which the founder of that
system of religion possessed, without thereby attributing to it any
internal eflS.cacy and determining power over the heart and life.
But it cannot be said that a conviction of the genuineness of the
apostolical origin of the writings of the New Testament, likewise, is
a matter of indifference. It is rather of great consequence in its
connection with the church, i. e., the great community founded by
our Saviour, and actuated and sustained by his Spirit. You may
prove the genuineness of the writings of the New Testament to him
who is not within the pale of the church, or under its spiritual influence, and he may even acknowledge it upon incontestible historical grounds
but, as Christ, and his apostles themselves, are of no
consequence in relation to his internal life, this proof has no more
effect upon his faith or his life, than is produced upon those of the
scholar who declares the Zend-Avesta to be a genuine work of Zo;

Far otherwise is it with him who lives in the bosom of the
Here he cannot completely withdraw himself
from the influence of the Spirit of Christ, which operates upon his
roaster.

Christian church.

heart from his earliest youth

and

in a

;

he

manner constrained by

it.

himself spiritually affected,

feels

It

true that sinful

is

Holy

often strives against the influence of the

Spirit, it

man

very

being trou-

blesome to him, because it does not permit him to continue sinning
In such case he seeks to
so freely and peaceably as he could wish.
obtain plausible grounds on which he may evade the force of the
One such plausible ground is often presented by
Spirit's influence.
the supposition that the writings of the New Testament are spuriwhereby the extraordinary character of our Saviour, with the

ous,

sublime impression he made on the hearts of men, is encompassed
with doubt, and thus its effect is diminished. To members of the
church of Christ, therefore, a firm conviction that the Scriptures are
genuine,

is

of the highest consequence

;

the opposite opinion, yea,

uncertainty merely, in regard to the character of the sacred writings,
is ordinarily the natural concomitant of sin.
Such a sentiment hinders the efficacy of the

manner not
of the Holy

Holy

Spirit,

which manifests itself, in a
mind, on perusal

to be mistaken, to every simple, plain

Scriptures, but exhibits its full strength only

when the

Hence the
conversion of many has taken rise from their acknowledgment of the
genuineness of the New Testament writings and moreover, the
heart feels a quiet faith, undisturbed by any doubt.

;
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apostacy of

many from

the truth has arisen out of the circumstance

We

may therethat they denied the authenticity of these books.
fore say, that the knowledge of the genuineness of the writings of
the New Testament is of essential efficacy where the influence of
the Spirit of God, and a susceptibility to its operations exist in any
To him who has already turned aside entirely from the
degree.
truth,

and who

resists it

with an unfriendly mind, a conviction of the

genuineness of these books wiU be of little use, unless his opposition
be first broken by the power of grace. To him who is converted,
born again, the sure conviction of their genuineness will always be a
but, as
pleasing concomitant of grace, and will excite his gratitude
;

he has experienced in his heart the divine power which dwells in the
Scriptures, the testimony of the Holy Spirit will always be the proper foundation of his faith, which would support him even though
he had no historical proofs in behalf of the sacred books. Persons,
however, who have neither experienced a perfect change of heart and
mind, nor are actuated by a positively hostile spirit, but ardently
desire the former, though they are often assailed by doubts and uncertainties, will find in the firm historical foundation of Scripture
something on which they may lean at first, and from which they
may then be gradually led to the full knowledge of salvation. For,
be only admitted that such a life as that which the Scriptures
represent our Saviour's to have been was really spent, that such
words as they communicate to us from him were really spoken, the

if it

obvious question

is,

Whence came such

a phenomenon ?

What

is

import to the world ? to me ?
But, it may here be asked, if the case is thus, how happens it
that God has permitted many plausible objections to exist against
the writings of the New Testament, and that some cannot even be
freed wholly from suspicion ? Would it not have been more consistent with the purpose of the Scriptures, had all the books been sup-

its

ported by so numerous and so completely incontestible testimonies,
that not even a doubt concerning them could ever have entered any

But
?
It may indeed seem so to short-sighted man.
would not stop here, they would reach still further. He
would wish to have a Bible without various readings, a biblical history free from the slightest variations, in short, Jehovah himself embodied in the letter of the word. The living God, who is eternal
wisdom and love, has not thought any thing of this kind suitable
otherwise he would undoubtedly have effected it for
for mankind
and the reasons why he has not we may at least contheir benefit
On the one hand, it would
jecture, even with our weak powers.
have become easier for man to confound the word and the Spirit
one's

mind

his desires

;

;

dwelling in it with the letter ; for, even, as the case now is, this
mistake has not been entirely avoided, from the want of spirituahty
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in many men. On the other hand, the guilt df many persons would
have been augmented, since they now have at least plausible reasons
for their opposition to the truth, but in the other case would have
had no such extenuation, and still would have retained their hostility to

We

God's word.

may

therefore declare, that the character

of Scripture, in this respect likewise, corresponds most perfectly

with the necessities of
God, notwithstanding

human
all

its

nature, as well as with the designs of

apparent imperfections and

defici-

encies.

The observations we have here made in conclusion are, moreover,
such as are best suited to present the correct view concerning the
peculiar character of the Old Testament in the light of criticism.
For this portion of God's word has so few historical evidences in its
favour, excepting those
it is

comprehended within

its

own compass, that

impossible to frame such an argument for the genuineness of

books as we are able to exhibit in behalf of the New Testament.
This want of evidence proceeds in part from the very great antiquity
of the writings of the Old Testament, which were almost all composed before there existed any hterature among the Greeks, and
before the Eomans were so much as known by name ; and in part,
also, from the state of seclusion which the nations of the old world,
generally, and particularly the Jews, always maintained.
The PerBians, Syrians, Egyptians, knew scarce any thing of the literature of
the Hebrews ; and, had they even been acquainted with it, the
circumstance would have been of little advantage to us, as we have
but few writings of a date anterior to the time of Christ which
originated with these nations.
In these few, moreover, we find
hardly any mention of the Jews and their productions. Hence, in
investigating the earliest writings of the Old Testament, the critic
has no other resource than a careful examination of the contents of
the books themselves, and a comparison of them wdth each other.
Were this examination and comparison invariably conducted with a
beheving and humble disposition, not the slightest objection could
be made, and we might quietly await the results of such a procedure ; but, when the minds of investigators deviate from the proper
its

is very evident how easily such an inquiry,
somewhat uncertain and precarious, may lead
Every one will, in such a case, determine the
to pernicious results.
matter according to his subjective ideas and views, without obtaining
any objective grounds of judgment from investigation. If we only

spirit

which

and
is

disposition, it

in its nature

look at the actual state of the matter, entirely aside from the holy
character of the book, we shall be convinced that such a course of

any useful result, even with the
presented to us, which contains the
relics of a nation's literature during a period of 1200 years.
investigation could hardly afford

best intentions.

A

book

is

We
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we can know of the history, the manners, the special
circumstances of this people, excepting a few points, from this book
Thus it is at once the object and the norm of investigation.
alone.
derive all that

Since, moreover, in regard to many of the writings in it we have no
statement as to their author and the time of their composition, the
investigation of these writings cannot but have always a character
of uncertainty. If we were only famiHarly acquainted with the
history of a single nation in close vicinity to the Jews, and found

we might
communicate more stability to the
criticism of the Old Testament, but we have no such advantage,
and must content ourselves with individual notices, which have
come down to us from the most ancient times of the nations with
which the Jews came in contact. It was not till the time of Alexin its literature constant reference to the Jewish writings,

then,

by drawing a

parallel,

ander the Great, about 300 years B. C, that the Jews, with their
became known to the Greeks, through whom we have
received much important information in regard to the Old Testament. For, as the Jews, after that period, when they fell under
Greek dominion, made themselves acquainted with the Greek literature, and to some extent themselves wrote in Greek, as e. g., the
celebrated Jewish writers, Josephiis and PMlo, so, on the other
hand, the Greeks began to take an interest in the Jews and their
religious institutions.
From this mixture of Hebrew and Greek
life proceeded the celebrated Greek Version of the Seventy.
This,
according to the account of the ancients, was executed under the
Egyptian monarch Ptolemy Philadelplms, at the instance of the
learned Demetrius Phalereus, about the year 270 B. C. It is true,
the Old Testament was not probably translated aU at once, but, at

literature,

any

even according to the most recent opinion, the Old Testaentirely translated into Greeek when Jesus Sirach was
composed, i. e., about the year 130 B. C. Consequently, it is placed
beyond a doubt that the whole Old Testament, as we have it, existed in Palestine in the Hebrew language long before the time of
Christ and his Apostles, and in a Greek version in the other countries
of the Koman Empire, particularly in Egpyt, where there resided
so large a number of Jews, and they possessed so great privileges,
that they had even built a temple in the city of LeontopoUs in close
imitation of that at Jerusalem.
In Egypt the collection of the
Apocryphal books likewise, which were confessedly written in Greek,
was inserted in the canon of the Old Testament, which was spread
abroad by the version of the seventy interpreters, and from this
version they were introduced into the Latin church-version (the socalled Vulgate), thus obtaining the same authority as the writings
of the Old Testament, which authority they possess at the present
day in the Catholic church. As, however, they are not
rate,

ment was

9
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cited in the New Testament/ and are wholly wanting in the Hehrew canon of the Old Testament, Luther rightly separated them
from the rest, but appended them to the books of the Old Testament, as " Writings not to he equally esteemed with Holy Writ, hut
still lyrojitahle and excellent for ]perusal."
The Reformed Church,
however, has gone still farther, and dissevered them entirely from
the collection of sacred boohs, in order to prevent them from
being confounded with the inspired word. Hence arose this great
evil, that the historical connection between the Old and New Testament, which is so well exhibited in the narrative writings of the
Apociypha, was totally sundered and this connection is by no
means a matter of indifference to believers, because it is only
;

through

it

that God's pro\ddence towards his people can be regarded
an united whole. Hence it would seem best to re-

in the light of

tain the apocryphal

along with the Sacred

writings

designating, indeed, the distinction between

Scriptures,

them and the canonical

books.

Thus much, then, according

to these statements,

we know cerwe now

tainly from historical testimony, that the Old Testament, as

have

it,

existed

more than a century before

learned would be gratified to

know a

Christ.

It

is

true the

great deal more respecting the

formation of the canon of the Old Testament, respecting the authors
of the individual writings, &c.
But, in view merely of the relation
of the Old Testament to the faith of the present day, the knowledge

that the Old Testament was in a complete collected form before the

time of Christ, is sufficient to afford us a firm conviction of the genuineness and importance of its books. Now, that the existing Old

Testament was generally diffused and in use among the Jews, is attested by the Jewish writers of the apostolic times, who employed
Pliilo, in Egypt, and Josethe Greek language in their TSTitings.
ylius, in Palestine, make use of the Old Testament throughout their
works, thereby confirming the custom of the New Testament, which
The manner in which
also everywhere refers to the Old Testament.
the Old Testament is cited by the New, and the definite declarations in regard to the former which are contained in the latter, are
decisive as to the faith of Christians of the present day.
These
afford us more than the mere assurance that the books of the Old
Testament are authentic this might be admitted, without the
slightest acknowledgment of the value of the writings, since the
most wretched and even hurtful productions may be perfectly genuine.
They declare in the most precise manner the Divine character of
these books, which of course presupposes their genuineness, for it is
;

1

Allusions to

them

aro pointed out

by

Steir in his "

Andeutungen

fiir

Glaubwlir-

dige Schrifterkliirung" (or Hints towards the proper interpretation of the Scriptures), p
486, seq.

Vol. I.—
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very evident that no writings could be Divine whicli originated in
and imposture.
In the first pkcc, we find in the New Testament citations from

deceit

almost
as,

all

e. J/.,

the writings in the Old Testament.*

The principal

books,

the Pentateuch, the Psalms, the Prophet Isaiah, are cited

very often, and even those less important are referred to here and
very few are entirely neglected ;'
there in the New Testament.

A

number, in particular, is Solomon's Song, which is nowhere
This circumstance is certainly not
cited in all the New Testament.
Perhaps it is not too much to conclude, that the books
accidental.
of the Old Testament which are not at all mentioned in the New,
should be regarded very much as the so-called deutero-canonical
books of the New Testament though the circumstance that they
are not cited in the New Testament can be nowise objected against
their genuineness, any more than the position of a New Testament
book among the Antilegomena can be considered as a proof of its
These non-cited books of the Old Testament, with
spuriousness.
the exception of the three minor prophets, probably present someof

tliis

;

thing like a transition to the apocryphal books.

At

all events,

the

books are nowhere mentioned in the New Testament
should inculcate upon us caution in making use of them.
Of more importance than the citations, are such passages of the

fact that these

New

Testament as contain decisive declarations respecting the Old
Testament as a whole. These occur particularly in the discourses
Jesus calls the law (Matth. v. 17 seq.) eternal,
of our Lord himslf.
imperishable.
Heaven and earth, he says, shall pass away, but not
one jot or tittle of the law shall pass aWay till all be fulfilled. In a
similar manner, in Luke xxiv. 44, prophecy concerning Christ is represented as something running through the law of Moses, the
Prophets, and the Psalms, and as necessary to be fulfilled. In Luke
xvi. 17, also, all created things (heaven and earth), it is said, wiU
sooner and more easily pass away than the Law and the Prophets.
Thus a lofty divine character is clearly claimed in behalf of the Old
Testament. It may, indeed, be observed on the contrary, that, in
the passages refeiTed to, allusion is made, not to the whole Old
Testament, but only to particular books, the Mosaic law, the
Prophets, and the Psalms.
But, first, it is to be noticed, that the
expression.

Law,

or

Law and

Prophets, stands frequently for the

whole Old Testament, just as Gospel stands for the whole

New

The Old Testament is expressly cited in the New more than four hundred times,
and in a much larger number of places there are allusions to tlie Old Testament.
2 The Books of Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Ecclesiastes, and Solomon's Song, as also
the minor Prophets, Obadiah, Nahum, and Zephaniah. It is most proper, however, to
consider the twelve Prophets as one work; and then the fact that these three are not
cited loses its force.
But in regard to other books of the Old Testament the cixcum1

stance that they are not cited

is

not unimportant.

•
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tlie Law, tlie Propliets, and the Psalms, was
the usual division of the boohs of the Old Testament among the
Jews. The first part of the Hebrew Old Testament comprehends
the five books of Moses, the second part falls into two sub-divisions,

Moreover,

the historical writings, the books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel,
Kings, and, secondly, the three larger and 12 minor Prophets. In

first

the third part (which in Luke xxiv. 44, is termed Psalms, from the
principal book which it contains), belong moreover, besides the
Psalms, the book of Job, the writings of Solomon, the book of
Daniel, and some later historical books, and, lastly, the book of
Chronicles.
But entirely aside from this Jewish division of the Old
Testament, the connection of these passages with the citations
clearly shows, that they are intended to refer to the whole

Old TesTestament from the Old are not
adduced as mere confii'mation, drawn from human productions of
great value, but as irrefragable proofs from sacred books.
This
power of proof could have belonged to them only from the fact
that they were not bare compositions of human wisdom, but those
of men who were moved by the Holy Ghost.
(Compare 2 Pet. i.
Now, as citations from all the principal wTitings of the
20, 21.)
Old Testament occur in the New, the general declarations we have
mentioned must of course refer to all the writings of the Old Testament, so as to attribute to them a common character, viz., that of a

The

tament.

citations in the JSTew

divine origin.

To this it is to be added, that throughout Scripture there runs
the doctrine of a deep, essential connection between the Old and
New Testaments. As the Old Testament is always pointing onward
always pointing backward to the Old, as
Consequently, both ahke bear the character of a divine revelation ; only, this revelation manifests itself in a
gradual development. In the Old Testament it appears in its commencement as the seed of the subsequent plant ; in the New Testato the

its

New,

so the latter

is

necessary precedent.

plant itself is exhibited. On account of this
cannot be any thing in the Old Testament specifically
different from what is to be found in the New Testament ; only,
the form of presenting the same thing is at one time more or less
plain and direct than at another.

ment the

living

relation, there

These declarations of the New Testament in regard to the Old
to Christians, not mere private assertions of wise, good, and
pious men, such as many in our day are in the habit of supposing
Jesus and his apostles to have been ; they exhibit, rather, authentic
are,

information respecting the real character of the Holy Scriptures of

the Old Testament.
lute truth
all real

itself,

who

revelation

Christ, as the

Son of the

living

God, as abso-

knew the Father, and, as the source of
from him, can have made such declarations conalone

;
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cerning the writings of the Old Testament, only with the strictest
is the case with every thing he did or said), and must
have designed that they should be a rule to his church, since his
sincerity (as

whole life on earth had hut one single aim, that of developing the
heavenly and eternal to the created world. Thus, had Jesus attributed the character of eternity to a jDroduction to which it by no
means belonged, he would have counteracted his own sole purpose.
The same is true of the apostles, who, in that respect to which our

now

upon a level with
they being pure organs of the mind of Christ
though, in themselves considered, they were but sinful men, and
desired to be so regarded.
Under the influence of the Holy Spirit
they acknowledged the eternal character of the Old Testament, and
their declarations on this point are not (any more than those of our
Lord himself) mere subjective, private statements, they are rather
authentic accounts respecting the character of this part of Holy
Writ. In considering the force of the apostolic declarations concerning the authority of the sacred Scriptures of the Old Testament, we
are to regard, not merely the citations of individual passages from
it, or general statements respecting its authors, such as their being
at one time represented as moved by the Holy Ghost (2 Pet, i. 21),
and at another Holy Scripture being called instruction unto salvation (2 Tim. iii. 15), which, as the New Testament was not then
collected, can refer only to the Old ; but we are especially to obattention

is

Christ himself

serve the

directed, are to be considered as

;

manner

in

which the

adduced from the Old

citations are

Testament. This is most remarkable in the Epistle to the Hebrews,
although similar passages also occur in the Gospels and other books
of the New Testament. In this remarkable Epistle, God or the

Holy Ghost is constantly named as the speaker, in the passages
which are adduced from the Old Testament and this not only in
regard to those which are accompanied in the Old Testament by the
expression, " God said," but also to those in which some man speaks,
for instance David, as author of a Psalm.
Herein is clearly exhibited the view of the author in relation to the Old Testament and
the writers of it. He considered that God was, by his Holy Spirit,
the living agent and speaker in them all, so that, consequently, the
Holy Scriptures were to him purely a luorh of God, although
brought forward by men. That the genuineness of these writings
was equally certain to him, follows of course, because that which is
divine, as has been bef )re remarked, can never appear in the form
;

of a forgery.
It

is

true, however, that such a proof in behalf of the

ment

is

valid only for

him who has become

perience, of the truth of
Spirit

God

which actuated his

in Christ

disciples.

Old Testa-

convinced, by living ex-

and the

Where

infallibility of

this truth

and

the

infaUi-
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even merely doubted, the observa-

we have made may be of no weight. For such persons we cannot frame an argument in behalf of the Old Testament which shall
be valid against all objections. As to us who live according to
Christ, and to whom the power of his Spirit is accessible, every thing
must radiate from the centre of the New Testament scenes, viz., the
Saviour himself. The conviction of his eternal power and Godhead
establishes the Old Testament retrospectively, and also establishes
tions

the New Testament prospectively, by the promise of his Spirit,
which shoidd bring all those things which he had said to his disciples to their remembrance.
On this conviction the assurance of the
genuineness and divinity of Scripture forever rests, and much more
securely, than upon any external historical proofs ; for it wholly
takes away the possibility of an attack in any quarter on the part
of human sophistry, and leaves assurance safe in the unassailable
sanctuary of our interior

life.

—

—
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On the

§ 1.

As
viz.,

Origin of the Gospel-Collection.*

God to man assume two principal forms
and the Gospel so, the Scriptures are divided into
of which the first relates to God's covenant with man in

the revelations of

the

Law

—

;

two parts
the law ; the second, to the covenant in grace.

Word

of God-

—the eternal cause of

lives in those writings

which

refer to the covenants, the writings

themselves have heen denominated Old and
iii.

It

14).

is

to

direct our attention

renders

Covenants (n-na^

it

these always, however, necessarily presuppose

;

The New Testament

the Old Testament.
the tree from

New

Testamentum. Compare 2 Cor.
the wiitings of the New Testament that we here

The Vulgate

dm(9//o/.-j-

Since the living

these ever-hinding covenants

its root

springs from the Old, as

while the Old appears perfected in the

;

We

do not find the New Testament, as a
towards the end of the fourth century. In the
course of this century three smaller collections were united into one
viz., the Gospels, the Pauline Epistles, and the general Epistles,
together with some more isolated wiitings, which form the transi-

New.

(Matth.

collected whole,

v. 17.)
till

—

tions

—

and the conclusion viz., the Acts of the Apostles, the Epistle
and the Apocalypse.

to the Hebrews,

The

origin of the first of these smaller collections, the evayyeXi,-

Kov, chiefly

claims our attention.

cal Gospels

is

lost in

The

collecting of our four canoni-

the remotest Christian antiquity.

as the historical records of the church extend,

everyivhere in use
also in every

:

is

the

word

whether orthodox or schis-

in the original,

which expresses a

the Gospels into one volume, forming a subdivision of the whole
f

The word

As far back

find that collection

not only in every quarter of the world, but

division of the church,

* [Evangeliensammlung

we

diadZ/KT/ occurs,

collection of

Testament.]

Tr.

Testament (Acts iii. 25; Gal. iii.
Testament," "leaving an inheritance to children."

however, in the

15; Heb. ix. 16), also in the sense of "

New

New
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matiCj and even

among heathen

used, and respected.*

It

writers, as Celsus, it

true, that

is

many

was known,

heretics, as Marcion,

the Jewish Christians, and others, did not use the Grospel-collection, hut only one or other of the Gospels ; the collection, however,
was known to them, and they refrained from its use on the

ground that, in accordance with their views, they did not
heheve themselves justified in regarding the writers as authorities
This leads necessarily to the supposition of a
in matters of faith.f
very early origin of the Gospel-collection, of which, however, we
have no definite information. Whether it was the work of an individual, or of a single church, or of a council, remains uncertain.
sole

last supposition is the most unhkely, since we have no account
whatever of church assemhlies before the middle of the second cenBut it is very possible that some eminent man, or an influtury.
Yet there is no
ential church, might have formed the collection.
and the universal disseminahistorical trace of such a fact extant
tion of the collection, appearing, as it does, even in the first half of
the second century, seems to point to another mode of formaFor, starting with the assumption, that the four Gospels are
tion.
genuine, and with the further assumption (which we must do, since
there is no credible account whatever of other apostolical Gospels),

The

;

that these four alone are the
sanction,

work of

we do not then need

apostles, or enjoy apostolical

to suppose a definite time, or a de-

any special occasion, in order to explain the origin of
but we may conceive that it was
made in difi'erent places at the same time. The lively intercoui'se

finite place, or

the collection of the Gospels

among

;

the ancient Christian congregations led

them

to distribute,

which had apostolical
authority in their favour, as precious gifts bequeathed to the
and, as only these four could shew credible
church of Christ
evidence of being genuine apostolical writings, they were conseas quickly as possible, those Gospel histories

;

quently united into one collection. Gradually, as they came into
circulation in the church, they were deposited in the church archives,
which must have been early formed by the presbyters and bishops,
and were immediately multiplied by copying. If, then, we suppose

hkewise (and history supplies no ground of objection to the supposition), that the evangelists wrote in the order in which the Gospels are arranged in the canon, not only is their general dissemination accounted for, but also the circumstance, that we discover only
slight traces of the existence of any arrangement different from the
* For a fuller discussion of this point, see the Author's work Die Aechtheit der
Evangelien, aus der Geschichte der zwei ersten Jahrhunderte erwiesen. Konigsberg,
:

1823, 8vo, S. 261,

ff.

St. Matthew,
f E. g., Marcion, the Gnostic, believed
(See the Author's work, ui supra, S. 359, fif.)

zers.

and even

St.

John, to be Judai*
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apart from the above supposition

might favour the opinion, that the collection had been arranged
by some particular individual or church since, other-,
wise, its contemporaneous formation in different places, would
almost inevitably have produced variations in the arrangement, especially variations so natural as the placing of John and Matthew together.
in this order

§ 2.

The

;

On the Character

of the Gospel-Collection.

ancient church justly regarded the Gospel-collection as a

unity, on which account they call

it

simply evayyiXiov [glad tidings],

or evayyeXiK6v,f as containing, in its portraiture of the

and passion of Jesus, the glad tidings of
as the Saviour of the world.

life,

Him who had

See L-en. adv.

haer.

i.

labors,

appeared

17, 29,

iii.

11.

The uniting

into a whole of these four authentic records of the

Saviour's

they regarded as not merely accidental.

life,

They recog-

nised in their connexion, as in the general formation and arrange-

The number of the
Scriptures, a higher necessity.
Gospels could have been no more changed than their position
without disturbing the harmony of the whole. Irenceus {ut sup.

ment of the

iii. 11,
p. 221, Ed. Grahe), therefore, \erj appropriately calls the
Gospel-collection a evayyiXiov reTQafiopcpov^ four-formed gospel, and

describes it as a picture, portraying the same sublime object
from different aspects. The relation of the Gospels to each other,
and to the remaining books of the New Testament, proves the
The Gospels supplement each other
correctness of this opinion.
aHke in their accounts of the Redeemer's life, and then- mode of
portraiture.

The hfe

variety of aspects

;

of Jesus presented itself in so manifold a

his discourses poured

upon

his disciples so rich

a stream of life, that any single individual was utterly incapable
of apprehending the overwhelming fulness of his character. In
him were disclosed elements which no single set of human fliculties
* Cod. D. and also the Gothic translation, place, for instance, the Gospel of

St. John
St. Matthew, evidently in order to separate the two apostolical
works from those of the helpers of the apostles. Seo Hug. Introduction to the New Testament, p. 309 (Fosdick's Translation), and the Postscripts to the Gospels in Schulz' edi-

immediatel}' after that of

tion.

=:

f The New Testament recognizes the proper signification only of the word evayye?uov
nn '»2 chiefly in the special reference to the joyful tidings of the Messiah's actual ap-

pearance.

A secondary signification,

in conformity to

which the writings that sketch the

actions of the Messiah are called evayyeXia, has been incorrectly given to tlio

such passages as Rom.
over, in

In

classical use,

Bent to one

who

word

in

The titles of our Gospels are of later origin; moreterm evayyiAiov simply to the contents, not to the book.
evayyeXiov signifies likewise a reward for a piece of good news, a pre*
ii.

them wo should

16; x. 16.

refer the

brings good news.

(See Liddell and Scott's Lex.

s.

v.)

—
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was adequate to grasp

;

hence there were needed several minds,

which, as mirrors, caught the rays that proceeded from him, as from
the Sun of the spiritual world, and reflected the same image in
These varied conceptions of our Lord in his
different directions.

union of divine and human attributes, are contained in the Gospels,
and must be blended together, to form a perfect delineation of Christ.
But for Grod's providential arrangement, therefore, by which several
persons, and those very different, narrated the life of Jesus, either
his human and natural, or his divine and supernatural, conduct
would be presented to us less carefully conceived, according as
we were without the one or the other aspect of this grand fourfold
picture.

But much as this view of the relation of the Grospels to each
must approve itself to every one who feels that he cannot as-

other

cribe the

development of the church, and especially the formation

of the Scriptures, to chance,

it is

yet difficult, in following out that

view, to define accurately the character of each individual Gospel

a difficulty which certainly by no means leads to the rejection of the
fundamental view, but rather invites to deeper research into the
nature of the Gospels. That Matthew has rather seized the human,
and John the divine element in the character of Jesus is too evident
In Matthew, we see the human element exalted
to be overlooked.
to the divine
It

is

more

;

in

John, the descent of the divine to the human.

Mark and LuJce,
between the other two Gospels, as
The comparison of the Gospels with the prevalent

difficult to assign

a definite position to

since both stand as intermediate

the extremes.

That is to say,
is our best guide.
Matthew unquestionably represents the Judaistic, and St. John
the Gnostic, or speculative and mystical element, so far as both are
to some extent true, so Mark and Luke appear to represent the

tendencies in the ancient church,
as

peculiar tendencies of the heathen Christians, the former perhaps

In Mark,
in the Roman, the latter more in the Greek, form.
however, the least of what is peculiar is discernible; yet, that it is not
altogether wanting, is evident from the circumstance, that one party
in the early church attached themselves specially to this Gospel. (On
the party itself, however, rests an impenetrable obscurity. See the

more

Author's Geschichte der Aechtheit der Evang. S. 96, ff). As, then,
the Gospels, in the manner referred to, represent different tendencies of the early church, which, under other names and forms, belong
so they correspond to the progressive developments
which can never proceed in its growth from the understanding of John downwards to Matthew, but, always upwards,
from Matthew to John.

to every period

of the inner

Further,

the entire

;

life,

if

we

New

consider the Gospel-collection in

Testament,

it

its

relation to

appears plainly as the basis of the

—

:
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In the Pauline Epistles, the Gospel is unfolded in its separthe general
its doctrinal and practical hearing
epistles contiuue the development of what is contained in its germ
in the Gospels, and finally in vital union with them as the root and
branches, the fidness of New Testament life blossoms forth in the
prophetic strains of the Apocalypse. The whole New Testament,
therefore, Hke a li\dng plant, has a complete and organic unity.
The
beginning and the end are the most difficult to understand, because
there the thoughts appear in the most succinct form.
Unless inward experience be altogether wanting, it is best to begin the deeper
study of the New Testament "with the Epistle to the Romans, since
that document purposely expounds at length the peculiar features of
the Gospel. After an accurate investigation of this important epistle, much that is expressed more concisely and darkly in other portions of the New Testament, may be easily understood.
But,
as the whole New Testament is the subject of our labours, we follow the order of the books as there given, so as not to interfere
with the wishes and views of any.
whole.

ate hranches— in

§

3.

The
of the

;

On the Affinity

of the Fiest Three Gospels.

investigation of the difficult problem of the striking affinity

first

by variations

three Gospels, which appears interrupted

just as striking, cannot, of com'se, be carried out in this place,

any more than a

history of the attempts to solve that problem
both belong to the Introduction to the Canonical Books of the
New Testament, properly so called, where the subjects of the preceding paragraphs also meet with a more copious discussion.
commentator, however, owes to his readers an account of the way
in which he looks upon this remarkable phenomenon, since the viewtaken of very many passages is determined by his opinion concerning the origin of the Gospels. I shall therefore endeavour here to

A

give briefly the results of

The two Gospels

of

my

inquiries.

Matthew and Luke appear

to

—

me

to have

been composed quite independently Matthew's principally from his
own experience and oral tradition ; Luke's principally from shorter
written memoirs (dicgeses)* which he edited. That which is found
common to both Gospels may, in great part, be accounted for on
the supposition of an

both
*

oral

affinity in

the sources

of information,f

and written, which the authors used independently

\_^iJiyj]ai^,

Luke

i.

1.]

Tr.

—

is

ix. 51
xviii. 14, which
f The copious narrative of the journey, contained in Luke
peculiar to him, is probably to be regarded as a diegesis of that sort, edited by St. Lukei

See on

this subject, Sckleiermacher, iiber die Schiften des Lucas, S. 158, S.
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In another respect, however, the supposition of
used kindred sources of information, does not apaccount for the affinity subsisting between
sufficient to

of each other.
their having

pear
them,

by any means, discover a uniformity in the
and especially not in the alleged
that the scene of Christ's histoiy, up to his last journey, is
I do not indeed,

general stnicture of the two works,
fact,

confined to Galilee

;

for in the general

plan there are wide differ-

and the above-mentioned limitation of our Saviour's minto Galilee, in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke, is totally

ences,
istry

it depends not on positive reasons, but merely
on the omission of journeys to the feasts, and the want of chronological and topographical notices.
Still, there is, in many places, so
close a verbal coincidence between Matthew and Luke, that we can
hardly maintain that both, in such places also, wrote altogether
independently of each other, or only used kindred sources of information. Compare Matth. iii. 7-10, with Luke iii. 7-9
Matth. vii.
Matth. vii. 7-11, Avith Luke si. 9-13 ;
3-5, with Luke vi. 41, 42
Matth. viii. 19-22, with Luke
Matth. viii. 9, with Luke vii. 8
ix. 57-60
Matth. ix. 5, 6, with Luke v. 23, 24 Matth. k. 37, 38,
with Luke x. 2 Matth. xi. 4-11, with Luke vii. 23-28 Matth. xii.
41-45, with Luke xi. 24-26, 31, 32. Yet the view, that the one
made use of the complete work of the other, is beset with invincible

destitute of proof, as

;

;

;

;

;

;

difficulties,

;

since,

in that case,

it

remains inexplicable for what

reason the one should not have either used or noticed the other's

account of the Saviour's infancy. To solve this difficulty, I suppose
that Matthew, who had written his Gospel in Hebrew, himself subsequently prepared* a Greek recension (no other than our canonical

and that for this work, he made use of smaller collecmemoirs which Luke had used, particularly Luke iii,
ix., in which section the closest coincidence is found.
The affinity of Mark's Gospel with those of Matthew and Luke,
must be differently explained,f Although he may have taken here
and there a circumstance from tradition, or from shorter memoirs,
yet, in the main (for there is very little in Mark that is peculiar to

Matthew)

;

tions of those

—

him

;

with the exception of additional circumstances in various narr
two cures, briefly narrated, are all that he alone has), he

ratives,

follows

Matthew and Luke

entirely

;

where he leaves the one, he

follows the other, but only to return from the latter to the former.
It

is

impossible for so regular a coincidence to be accidental.

I do not go so far as to maintain, that

before

him

while composing.

not perhaps improbable
* This subject

is

;

With

Mark had

StiU

hoth the Gospels

respect to Matthew, this

but, with respect to Luke,

it

would

is

suit

handled more fully in § 4 of this Introduction,
A. Knobel de origino
Berlin, 1825.

f See Saunter, Ueber die QueUen des Marcus.
evang. Marci. Wratislaviae, 1831.
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Mark also was acquainted only with the secwhere the closest agreement is found so that
Mark may still have been finished earlier, and, consequently, received into the canon earlier, than the comj)lcte Gospel of Luke.
For, had Mark had access to the whole Gospel of Luke, it would
be inexplicable why he should not have incorporated much of
the important narrative of the journey in Luke ix. xviii.* Kespecting the early chapters of Matthew and Luke, which contain
the history of the childhood of Jesus, it might be said that Mark
refrained from using them on the ground, that it was his purpose to
better to suppose that

tion, chaps,

iii.

—

ix.,

;

—

describe only the official labours of Jesus.

§ 4.

On the Gospel

of St. Matthew.

Matthew, called Levi, the son of Alpha3us (Matth. ix. 9 Mark
is mentioned in the inscription as the authorf of the first of
our four canonical Gospels and tradition establishes the fact, that
Matthew wrote a Gospel but the question about the genuineness
;

ii.

14),

;

;

Matthew is so intimately connected with the inquiiy into the
language in which it was composed, that the one cannot, by possibility, be answered apart from the other.
All accounts of the Fathers who give any information about the Gospel of Matthew
(see the Author's Geschichte der Ev., S. 19 ff.), agree in this,
that Matthew wrote his Gospel in the Syro-Chaldaic language.
But on the relation in which our Greek Gospel by Matthew
stands to the Aramaic, there rests an obscurity which previous
The readiinvestigations have not succeeded in penetrating.
est suggestion is, to pronounce the Greek Gospel a translation
On closer consideration, however, difficulties arise
of the Aramaic.
First of all Pa}yias (Euseh. H. E. iii.
in the way of this view.
39) might seem to speak against the existence of a translation, as
he writes of the Hebrew Gospel of Matthew, ijQiiTJvevae 6' avrd, (bg
of

—

* See, however, what

is

said concerning this in the

remarks on Luke

ix. 51.

means, necessarily compelled to explain the inscripf Ahhough vre are not, by any
it is
tions of the Gospels, as givinj^ the author, yet they may be so taken grammatically
;

the comparison of tradition that gives to this possible explanation its probabihty. The
secundum ; so that the meaning of the formula would be a Gospel
Kara might be taken
of Jesus, after St. Matthew's mode of description, or St. Mark's, which explanation would

—

=

•which cannot have arisen

G ospels.

But universally-prevailing tradition,
out of these superscriptions, because it is too widespread and

admit the supposition of other authors of the

—

too ancient, decides in favour of taking kutu as pointing out the author a usage found
This form of expression was chosen to convey the genitive relation,
also 2 Mace. ii. 13.

because the simple genitive could hardly stand here, since the Gospel is not that of tha
As evayyiXiov 'Itjgov Xpiarov, Gospel of Christ, was in use,
author, but of Jesus Christ.
it was impossible to write eiayye^.tov yiardaiov or Map/con, Gospel of Mattheiu, or Mark.
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was ahle ; whicli
mean, that every one had to try to explain
the Hebrew book as well as he could (either from his own knowledge, or from that of some one else), because there was no translaHowever, we must not overlook the fact, that Papias
tion of it.
says this, not of his own times, but of a time already past.*
The
passage cannot, accordingly, be adduced to show, that in the time
of Papias, there was no Greek translation of Matthew in existence.
Next, our Greek text of Matthew shews traces of originality, which
render it extremely unlikely that we have in it a mere translation.
In particular, the passages from the Old Testament are quoted in a
way so free and independent, that no translator would have so
treated them.f This character of the Greek text, taken in connexion with the universally current tradition, that Matthew wrote an
Aramaic Gospel, and with the like universal reception of this very
Greek text in the church, as the genuine Gospel, renders it probable
to me, as before observed, that Matthew, after the composition of
the Aramaic Gospel, himself prepared also a Greek edition of it, or,
This Greek edition may
at least, had it done under his authority.
be regarded as another recension of the Gospel, whereby the difference that subsists between our Gospel according to Matthew and
that of the Jewish Christians, which was a revision founded more
on the Aramaic Gospel, is more easily accounted for. With the
growing circulation of the Greek, the traces of the Aramaic Gospel
were gradually lost, because to most it was inaccessible, by reason of the language, and its contents could be read as well in the
Greek Gospel.
The view, just detailed, of the relation of the Greek Gospel to
But, very rethe Aramaic, agrees best with the historical data.
cently, an attempt has been made to disprove the apostolical charac7JV

dvvarbg tKuorog, ivhich each interpreted as he

•words are best taken to

But, from the na*

Sieffert (on the origin

of the

first

canonical Gospel, p. 14,

makes

ff.)

it

probable

According to
this, even so early as John, must the time when each tras obliged to translate for him[E.
Aramaic
Gospel have been already past.
self Matthew's
\ True, this free mode of treatment may have sprung from the Aramaic original,
since in this, of course, the citations from the 0. T. must have been translated from He-

that these are not the words of Papias, but of the elder presbyter John.

—

brew into Aramaic.

—

[E.

Schulz, de TVette, Schulthess, were the first to utter these doubts.
X Schleiermacher,
Heidenreich has endeavoured to refute them in "Winer's Theol. Journ., Bd. III., H. 2.

were followed by Siefiert (Konigsberg, 1832). Klener (Gottingen, 1832).
Schneckenburger (Stuttgart, 1834). Consult Schleiermacher's Article on the Testimony
of Papias (Stud, und Kritiken Jahrg. 1832, H. 4) and Strauss's Review in the Berl.
Kern, Tiibingen, 1834, defends the genuineness of Matthew
Jahrblicher, 1834, No. 91, ff.
against these attacks, still inclining to Sieffert's and Klener's views he also supposes a
re-touching of the original, together with spurious additions, only allowing but few such.

They

;

;

I have given

my

opmion of these works and

their

arguments more

at length in the Er-
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arguments have a very uncertain charac-

not every thing, depends on the feeling, and esHence the opinions
pecially on the doctrinal views of the critic.
of the learned dififer greatly from each other ; where one sees a
ter

much,

;

if

proof against the apostolical authorship of Matthew, another sees a
cannot, therefore, ascribe any importtestimony in its favour.

We

ance to the results of internal criticism, as long as they are unsup(For further information on this subported by historical proofs.
ject consult the

Programmes mentioned

in the note.)

Lastly, in reference to the place and time of the composition of

the Gospel by Matthew, but
•written in Palestine,

little

and even

tion of Matthew's labours points thither.

the

Hebrew

was

it

The

circumstance, that

recension of the Gospel, under the title of evayye?uov

KaO' 'EiSpaiovg

cipally

Doubtless

can be said.

in Jerusalem itself, since the tradi-

among

[Gospel according to the Hebrews], was in use printhe Jewish Christians in Palestine, also implies that

was composed in that country, and for its inhabitants. The
Greek recension may certainly have had its origin in another
country yet there are no data to enable us to decide accurately
upon the point, and it is just as possible that Matthew, in
consequence of the very general use of the Greek tongue in Palestine, in the time of the apostles, may have prepared a Greek edition
of his Gospel for the benefit of the Hellenistic Jews who dwelt
there.
The supposition of the Greek Gospel originating in any
other country is liable to this objection, that there are no remarks added illustrative of the localities and customs of Palestine,
such as we find in Mark and Luke, and which, in that case, would
have been equally necessary in Matthew. Eespecting the time of
it

;

the composition

we

The

are totally destitute of express authority.

statement oi Irenceus (adv. hcer. iii. 1), however, that it was written
while Peter and Paul were preaching at Eome, comes, probably,
very near the truth. According to Matth. xxiv., the Gospel was certainly written before the destruction of Jerusalem, since this event,
though near at hand, appears as still future.
can hardly, there-

We

be wrong in placing the composition of Matthew somewhere
between A. d. 60-70.
And, in conclusion, to say something on the distinctive charac-

fore,

ter of

that

Matthew,

Matthew

it is

clearly seen, as

was before observed,

to

be

labours to prove for Jewish readers that Jesus

this,

is

the

Messiah foretold by the prophets. The special regard for Jeveish
readers shows itself at the very commencement, in that the genealogy of Jesus is traced up to Abraham only ; it appears also in
langeu Easter Programme for the year 1835, and the Christmas Programme for 1836.
On Sioflert'a "Work see the Author's Review in Tholuck's Liter. Anz. Jahrg. 1833. No.
14,

fif.
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xv. 24)
various express explanations (Matth. x. 6
and lastly, in
assuming the reader's familiarity with every thing relating to the
Mosaic law, Jewish customs and localities. The distinctive character of Matthew is further evident in this, that he regards the outward features of the picture as entirely unessential and siibordinate.
He has conceived the life of Jesus from general points of view.
At one time he pictures him as a new lawgiver at another, as a
worker of miracles at another, as a teacher. The character of the
Saviour he brings out specially by speeches, made up in part, ap;

;

;

;

parently, of the elements of discourses delivered at different times.*

These discourses, as chap.

v.

—

vii., x.,

xxi., xiii., xviii., xxiii., xxiv., xxv.,

by historical introductions, which to the Evangelist however seemed (much as in the case of John) in themselves of no significance, whence also he has elaborated them with much less care
are connected

than the discourses. His work, regarded as a whole, exhibits its
author unmistakably as absorbed by the majesty of the Saviour's
character
still he lacks the abundant susceptibility and refinement
of spirit which we admire in John, while again he surpasses Mark
in depth and spirituality.
The Christ of Matthew is indeed not the
Christ of the popular Jewish conceptions.
Kather, he appears in direct conflict with what was false in the Jewish notion of the Messiah.
Still the Son of God (whom Matthew, of course, in common with
;

the other apostles, recognised in Jesus), presents himself, according to his portraiture, in a Jewish garb
robe of heavenly light floats around

him

;

f while in John's, a
form in which

so that the

;

the disciple of love introduces the Son of love, bears a spiritual glory
corresponding to that of the Sacred Being

whom it invests.

As

this

cannot be said of Matthew, the ancients were not wrong in denominating the Gospel of Matthew, oconarmoVj bodily, that of John,
TTvevjiaTiKov, spiritual; by which epithet it was not intended to

mark that
Xoyog,

of

Matthew

Word was

as unapostolic

manifested in a

;

but as in the Saviour the
hody, so, in a comprehen-

awf/a,

* ScldkliUiorst, Ueber das Yerhaltniss der drei synoptischen Evangelien, und fiber den
Charakter des Mt. insbesondere, Gottingen, 1835, atte-mpts to substantiate too close a re-

between the separate parts of Matthew to each other. Various of his demonbut most of these references are undesigned, simply
growing out of the spirit and harmony of the life of Jesus, not out of the reflection of

lationship

strations are not without foundation

;

the author.

Matthew has committed to writing what constituted the substance of the oral
preaching of the apostles to the Israelites; the proof that Jesus of Nazareth was the
promised (Gen. xv.) seed of Abraham, and the promised (2 Samuel, vii.) seed of David, in a
•j-

word, the Messiah.

This must

be satisfactorily shown to the Israelites before proFirst his historical relation to prophecy then hia

ceeding to the eternal deity of Christ.

essential relation to God, the universe,

racter

and

ofiBce

belonged to the former of these periods.

ence given by him to the

-[E.

;

and the history of the world.

human and

Matthew

in cha-

Hence we explain the promin-

Israelitish aspects of the Saviour's

character.
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sive delineation of his

life,

and temporal elements of

along with the spiritual, the national

his character required to be livingly set

forth.

§ 5.

John Mark,
Mary (Acts xii.

On the Gospel

of Mark.

often called simply Mark, was the son of a certain

12), who had a house at Jerusalem, where the
apostles often assembled.
He is known from the New Testament as

(Acts xii. 25 xiii. 5 ; xv. 36, ff.) Even
during Paul's imprisonment at Kome, he is still associated with
him (Col. iv. 10 Philem. 24) ; and whether we assume a second
imprisonment of Paul at Rome or not, he, in any case, appears in
the companion of Paul.

;

;

till the close of the apostle's Hfe. (2 Tim. iv.
In this there seems to be some contradiction to the notices of
the fathers, according to which Mark appears in company with
Peter, of which only one trace is met \\dth in the New Testament,
and that has some uncertainty attaching to it. (1 Peter v. 13.)
But the notices of the fathers may be reconciled with the statements
of the New Testament, by supposing that after the contention between Paul, Barnabas, and Mark (Acts xv. 37, ff.), the last-named
joined Peter /or a time.
On this point the New Testament is silent,
because less is there said about Peter than about Paul but afterwards, uhen the old relation between Mark and Paul was restored,
and Peter, moreover, was labouring in conjunction with Paul at
Rome, Mark also appears again in connexion with Paul. But, together with the account of the connexion of Mark and Peter, an account too unvar}dng to be justly liable to question, the fathers tell us
Tertull adv. Marc. iv. 5) that
v. 8 ; vi. 25.
(see Euseh. H. E. iii. 39
Peter gave his sanction to the Gospel which Mark, as his interpreter,
had written. That the fathers are not quite unanimous in their relation of subordinate circumstances, can be no reason for doubting
because nothing else can render intellithe truth of the main fact
gible the fact, otherwise so astonishing, that the Gospel by Mark
was acknowledged in the church without any contradiction. The
authority of this companion of the apostles was surely too inconsiderable, and his previous relation to our Lord too uncertain, for them
to have relied on his personal character in receiving his narrative of
the hfe of Jesus into the canon. Had it been the product of a later
period, some more celebrated name would certainly have been put at
so that, even if history did not supply any
the head of the book
such account, we must have conjectured something of the kind from

connection with Paul
11.)-

;

;

;

',

the fact of the reception of

Mark

into the canon.

The authority

Peter, which this Gospel enjoyed, also alone explains

how any

of

per-

sons in the ancient church could have thought of using this Gospel
10
Vol.

L—
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in preference to

any

(iii. 11, 17) tells us was the
of the Gospel itself could not possibly lead

other, as Irenceus

The character

case.

contains too little that is distinctive to gain
but it is easily conceivable, that partisans of Peter,
on account of this very connexion, which, as they knew, subsisted
between Mark and their leader, used this Gospel on the same printo this,

since

it

a party to itself

;

ciple that the partisans of

the Gospel by

Mark

Paul used that of Luke, But whether
corruption in the hands of these

suffered

Christians of Peter's party, as that of

of Paul's

(the

Marcionites), and

Jewish Christians,
yeXiov

tear'

is

uncertain.

Luke did among the ultras
of Matthew among the
know too little of the evay-

that

We

Alyvurtovg, Gospel according to the JEgyj^tians, to be

able to say any thing certain of its relationship to the Gospel of

Peter.*

The time and place of the composition, can be determined .with
no more exactness than in the case of Matthew's Gospel, Here,
also, we must rest content with one circumstance, that it was written hefore the destruction of Jerusalem. (Mark xiii. 14,
the relation it bears to Matthew, we may conclude, with

was composed
come nearest the truth

From
much pro-

ff.)

than the Gospel of that apostle.
Mark wrote his
Gospel in the period shortly before the overthrow of Jerusalem
[according to tradition shortly after the death of Peter, in the summer of 64], Eespecting the place of its composition, tradition is
divided between Alexandria and Kome,
The Latin words Avhich
Mark has admitted into his book, favour the latter city and
as, in any case, it had its origin in one of the centres of the
early ecclesiastical life,f to which circumstance its rapid circulation
must be partially ascribed ; and as nothing in the history of Mark is
opposed to the idea that he wrote in Kome, the opinion that he did
BO seems to deserve the preference.
bability, that it

later

We

in supposing that

;

No

definite charactei' is displayed in the

Gospel by Mark.

We

once that he did not write for Jewish readers, because
Jewish manners and customs are carefully explained by him (comsee, indeed, at

pare the remarks on

Mark

vii, 3,

4);

but what particular tendency

my History of the Gospels (p. 97, ff.) I have too decidedly rejected the possibila connexion between the Gospel of the Egyptians and Peter, and that of Mark.
According to the general analogy, it is very probable that the Gospel of Mark also suffered
corrruptions and it still remains possible that one of the writings belonging to the apoc* In

ity of

;

ryphal books of Peter's partisans was a corrupted Gospel by Mark.

Schneclcenburger,

Ueber das Evangelium der Aegyptier. Bern, 1834, takes it to be a work related to the
nayyi'/uov Kad^ 'Ei3paiovc, used by the Ebionites. From the Gospel of John, published
by Miinter (Copenhagen, 1828), we see that it also, though not till a late period, suffered
Consult Ullmann in the Studien und Kriliken, Jahrg. L,
corruption from the Gnostics.
H.

iv., S.

818,

ff.

f Consult the Autbpr's Gesch. der Evangelien, S. 440,
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The
in the ancient churcli lie had in view, does not clearly appear.
Latinisms found in his Gospel are not of themselves sufficient to
stamp it with a Roman character. The evident pains bestowed on
that vividness of narration which

characteristic of his Gospel,

is

more conclusive proof. The Eoman national character, displays unquestionably an adaptedness to the outward and the practical, which is in some measure reflected in Mark.
He depicts with graphic power the minuter features of an action, and transports his readers into the very scene.
Compare
particularly Mark v. 1-20, 22-43
vi. 17-29
ix. 14, ff., with the
parallel passages
also Mark vii. 32-37
viii. 22-26, which are pecumight be regarded

as a

;

;

;

liar to

This picturesqueness manifests

him.

ratives of cures,

niacs

(Mark

;

and most of

v. 1, ff.; ix.

spiritual character,
inferior.

traiture

and

We cannot,
as

14,

all in

ff.)

In

itself

mainly in the nar-

the cures of certain demo-

his exhibition of the Saviour's

especially of his discourses, he

is

strikingly

mere vividness of porelevating him decidedly above Matthew.
It would
therefore, regard his

seem, also, that he aims
Lord's

official labours.

only to give a vivid sketch of our
His narrative therefore opens with the bap-

tism.

§ 6.

On the Gospel

of Luke.

The person to whom tradition refers the third Gospel, is Luke,
who is sufficiently known, from sacred history, as the companion of
the Apostle Paul.
His name is the shortened form of Lucanus—as
Alexas of Alexander, Cleopas of Cleopatros. That he was a physiand there is nothing
cian, is placed beyond doubt, by Col. iv. 14
improbable in the statement of the fathers, that he was a native of
Antioch. He was a heathen by birth, as is satisfactorily proved by
Col. iv. 14, compared with verse 11, and still more by the scope of
As Matthew evidently had in view the Jewish, so
his book.
Luke the heathen Christians. He might be led to write for
them, not only from national sympathy, but also by the example
of the Apostle of the Gentiles, who controlled the direction of his
According to the tradition of the fathers (Eicseb. H, E,
labours.
25 ; Tertull. adv. Marc. iv. 5), Paul is also said to
iii, 4, V. 8, vi.
have exercised a confirmatory influence on the Gospel of Luke, like
which information is confirmed in a simithat of Peter on Mark's
;

;

way by the rapid dissemination of the book, and its
acknowledgment in the ancient church. But the internal

lar

of the Gospel shows more than
school,

which

it

all,

that

it

universal
structure

sprang from the Pauline

represents in the Gospel-collection,

The universal character of

this

Gospel manifests

itself at

once
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in its carrying the genealogy of Jesus

stops at

Abraham, the ancestor
forth of the

sending

the

tives of all nations, while

up

to

Adam,

of the Jews

seventy disciples

;

•wliile

Matthew

in

the account of

as

the representa-

Matthew speaks only

of the twelve

apostles going forth as representatives of the twelve tribes

;

ancf

the omission of every circumstance which betrays any

finally, in

Jewish exclusiveness.* It may, therefore, be said, that as Matthew represents Jesus as the Messiah of the Jcivs, so Luke represents him as the Messiah of the heathen i. e., as he in whom
all the higher aspirations of the heathen world were reaHzed, and
who made the heathen themselves the object of his labours. As

—

Luke has the peculiarity of exhibwith great vividness and truth (especially in the long journey
narrated in ix. 51 xviii. 14), not so much the discourses, as the
respects the form of delineation,

iting,

—

conversations of Jesus, with the occasions which gave rise to them,

the remarks interposed by the bystanders, and the way in which
they terminated ; so that each of the Evangelists teaches us, even
in his mode of delineation, to view the Saviour from a diiferent

was founded in the nature of the relations,
and, as such, we must regard the
Marcionites used this Grospel, in which their tendency is most
definitely embodied, in preference to the others, and only endeavoured to remove, as Jewish additions, so much as did not agree
with their exaggerated or mistaken Pauline views of the law and
Accordingly

aspect.

it

that the ultra partisans of Paul

—

—

the Gospel.f

In determining the place and time of the composition of Luke's
whom the Gospel is addressed,
may, in some measure, guide us. He seems to have been a man of
reputation (see note on Luke i. 3), and a resident of Italy. For we
Gospel, the person of Theophilus, to

observe that the Evangelist, in treating of Oriental subjects, every-

where adds explanations, and particularly, exact designations of
In relation, on the
place, in regard even to the best known localities.
contrary,

the most inconsiderable places of

to

Italy,

they are

omitted, as with these he could assume a familiarity on the part of

Eome

his reader.

is,

therefore, in all probability, to be regarded as

the place of composition for this Gospel also, whither, in particular,

we

are led,

by the

close of the

* Luke, alike in his active
phasis to

all

that

which serves

life,

for

Acts of the Apostles, the second

as companion of Paul, and in his writings, gives emproof of the truth that the Saviour came not for Israel
and not for the Israelites only, but also

as a people, but only for the believing Israelites,
for the believing

heathen.

—

[E.

of Marcion is a mutilated Gospel by Luke, has been convincingly
f Tliat the Gospel
shown by Hahn in his well-known work, Das Evangelium Marcions in seiner ursprung-

Consult the Author's

lichen Gestalt, Konigsberg, 1823.

The counter-assertions of Schulz
lished.

in

Ullmann's Studien

work on the Gospels, p. 106, K
ii. H. 3) still remain unestab-

(B.
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part

of the Evangelist's

work

For, \nthoiit a formal close,

it

breaks off with the second year of Paul's imprisonment at Kome ;
and as Luke was in company with Paul during that imprisonment,

we can

much

assign the place of composition with
as nothing

Further,

there remains but

of the Gospel.

is

little

added about the

obscurity as to the time of the composition

must have been

It

probability.

issue of Paul's affairs,

wi-itten shortly before the

For

sixty-four years after the birth of Christ.

Acts

Rome, and about

of the Apostles, during Paul's imprisonment at

it is

not likely that

a great space of time elapsed between the composition of the Gospel
and that of the Acts, as the two works are so closely connectIn all probability, also, Luke's acquaintance with Theophilus
ed.
fruit of his stay in Rome.
De Wctfe (Einleitung ins. N.
182) draws from such passages as Luke xxi. 17, flf., the conclusion, that this Gospel must have been written after the destruc-

was the
T., S.

tion of Jerusalem

;

that this conclusion

will

show

untenable.

On the Harmony

§ 7.

The

but our remarks on Matth. xxiv. 15,
is

of the Gospel-History.

propensity to look everywhere for connexion and unity,

is

human

nature not to have sought its gratification in attempts to form a connected account of the Saviour's life
out of the different Gospels. Such an undertaking meets a practical want, by rendering easier the survey of all the circumstances in
too deeply seated in

his life

so that it

;

is

not surprising that we hear, even at a very

early period, of attempts to form the different accounts of the

Evan-

a connected whole, such as w^ere made by Tatian,^' Ammonius, and Eusehius. But the narratives of the Evangelists do
not admit of being reduced to a certain and strictly scientific
gelists into

The

unity.

mony

lie

in the construction of a Gospel harthat some of the Evangelists have conducted

difficulties

in

this,

no reference to the order of time.
They
with tho Saviour's birth, and close
them with his death, as it could hardly be otherwise in a biography but the main body of the Gospel-history the exhibition
narratives with

their

begin their

histories, indeed,

—

;

of the

official

labours of Jesus

—

is

so treated, that the intention of

preserving a definite chronological order in the events narrated
* Tatian's work I have called, in
of the Gospels

;

my

History of Jhe Gospels,

but the zeal with which Theodoret, in the

destroyed, points to grave heretical corruptions

which

it

fifth

p. 335,

fif.,

century, caused

contained.

There

is

a Ilarmony

is

it to be
no doubt

made a compilation from tho whole Gospel-collection, such as suited his purand took the liberty of making considerable alterations in the text, which his ad-

that Tatian
poses,

herents probably further Increased.
Introduction.

Concerning other harmonies, consult § 9 of this
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nowhere

lu Mattheio,

i:)erccptiLle.

the temptation (ch.

iv.),

down

of

first

all,

there

to the last jom^ney to

is foimd from
Jerusalem (xx.

no exact statement of time which might serve for the arrangematerial.
For the most part, the Evangelist passes
from one j)oint to another, without any thing to fix the time (iv. 12,
viii, 5, 18, 23, 28
ix. 1, 9, 35 ;) or he uses an indefinite
18, 23
Tore, then, to connect them (iii. 13
iv. 1
ix. 14
xi. 20
xii. 22,
38 ; XV. 1) or he arranges the several histories, one after another, with the comprehensive formulas, tv ral^ rjnipaLg t:Ketvaig,
xiii. 1), ev iKetvcp toj Kaipco, in that time (xiv.
in those days (iii. 1
Precise statements as
1), EV inELvi;! r%i &pa, in that hour (xviii. 1).
17),

ment of the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

to time (as Matth. xvii. 1, /xe0' ij^epag e^, after six days) are extremely rare. The large collections of discourses in Matthew show

that his prevailing aim was to portray the character of Jesus, apart

from time and place, and, by a grouping together of kindred actions

and

discourses, to bring

him

mind

before the reader's

in his differ-

In the case of Ifark, this neglect of
time and place is still more striking even these general data are
He usually gives his narrafor the most part wanting with him.
tive unaccompanied by remarks
he aims merely at a vivid portrayal of the facts, without uniting them by any fixed principle
of arrangement.
Luke's chronology appears at first sight more
exact
so that we might expect to find in him events narrated
spheres of

ent

labour.

:

;

;

in their
ch.

i.

3,

natural
Kade^fjg,

At

succession.

very

the

commencement,

in

in order (see comment, on the passage), seems

to a chronological arrangement ; then follows (iii. 1)
a very important date for the chronology of the life of Jesus ;

to point

(iii. 23) he
remarks that the Saviour was thirty years of
age at his entrance on his ministry. Yet, in the course of the
Gospel, we find the same indefiniteness in his arrangement as

and

in that

of the others.

For the most

part,

Luke,

narration to another, without statement of time
12,

33;

vii.

18, 36

nite transitions

viii.

;

26

;

ix.

1,

too, joins
(iv.

16, 31

one
;

v.

18); sometimes the

indefi-

rdv

rjixepaJv,

nerd ravra, after this

(v. 27),

tv

[iLa

on one of the days (v, 17 ; viii. 22), and the like, are interchanged ; so that it often becomes doubtful whether, even in Luke,
events are always arranged according to the succession of time ;
but still, even if this be probable, a complete arrangement of the
events in the Saviour's Ufe cannot be accomplished by means of
Luke, because no fixed points of connexion with the other Gospels can be laid down in the body of the narrative that is,
from the baptism of Jesus to his last journey to the feast (Matth.
Luke xviii. 31) for, after this, there is
XX. 17 ; Mark x. 32
less lack of chronological data.
True, it might be thought, that
Buch a point is to be found in the history of the transfiguration,

—

;

;
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since all the three Evangelists (Matth. xvii. 1

28) connect
six days. |The
ix.

it

witli

dKrcb

differently reckoned).

what precedes by

;

Mark

fieO'

ix.

ijn^pag

;

Luke

tf,

after

2

Luke are the same period, but
commencing at this point, we make

inupai, in

Yet

if,

the attempt to arrange the events backwards and onwards, the
thread is soon lost. But if, with the events, it appears impossi-

connect the statements of the Evangelists into an orWhat appears
it is still more so with the discourses.
vii., x., xiii., xxiii., and in several other places) as
in Matthew (v
spoken in connexion, Luke gives broken up and widely scattered
ble

to

derly whole,

—

;

so that the very first

attempt to restore the different parts of the

discourses of Jesus to their chronological connexion, demonstrates

the impossibility of so doing, at least if the compilation, instead of
ser\^ng merely a practical purpose, is to claim scientific certainty.
Thus Jolin alone remains, whose careful chronological arrange-

ment strikes the eye, and who seems, therefore, to afford very important materials for the chronological arrangement of the chief
events at least, in the first three Gospels. For though, now and
then, an indefinite ftera ravra, after this, occurs even in John (as
vi. 1 ; vii. 1, and elsewhere), he usually states exactly,
iii. 22
whether one day (i. 29, 35, 44 ; vi. 22 xii. 12), or two (iv. 40. 43),
or three (ii. 1), or several days, intervened between the events reThe discourses, also, are in John so connected with the
corded.
cccurrences mentioned, and are so complete in themselves, that they
;

;

The chief
acquire, in their full extent, a fixed chronological place.
point, however, is that John gives us great divisions in the life of
our Lord, between which Ave can endeavour to arrange the separate
Besides the last passover (xiii. 1), which is mentioned by
events.
the synoptical Evangelists also, he speaks distinctly of another pass-

which Jesus was present (ii. 13) and between these two
and end of the ministry of Jesus,
John mentions further two feasts which the Saviour celebrated at
Jerusalem viz., the feast of the dedication of the temple (x. 22),
Besides these, mention is
and the feast of tabernacles {\\\. 2).
made (v. 1) of another feast but its character is left midetermined.
over, at

;

fixed points at the beginning

—

;

we possessed only the records of the first three
know nothing certain of these journeys of Jesus
If

Gospels,

we should
we

to the feasts

;

could only arrive at the probable conclusion, that he would certainly not have neglected the Old Testament command (Ex. xxiii.
17) to go up to Jerusalem at the three great feasts, since we find
so scrupulous in the observance of the law in other points.
there is no clear evidence, even from John, of the number of

him
Yet

journeys to the feasts, which took place during the ministry of
and hence the relation of the occurrences to the chronology
What John narof Christ's active ministry still remains obscure.

Jesus,
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rates, certainly occurred in the order in
is

uncertain

how long

a period

is

which he narrates it but it
whether he details the

included

;

—

events of one year, of two years, or of several, Firs^ of all, we
cannot prove that John has left no journey of Jesus to the feasts

unmentioned. Moreover, the indefiniteness of the passage (v. 1*)
makes his whole chronology uncertain ; for although much may
he said in favour of the opinion, that the festival there referred
to was a passover,f yet this cannot he fully ascertained, particularly
as we read so soon as vi. 4 of another nearly approaching passover
for it is, after all, harsh to refer tyytSf, near, to the passover that
;

was gone by, as Dr. Paulus does. (See the retrospect quoted in the
note.) Whether, therefore, according to John's representation, Jesus
celebrated three passovers or four at Jerusalem during his ministry,

cannot be stated with certainty ;% and how difficult it must
be to use the notices of John respecting the journeys of Jesus,
for the purpose of arranging the historical materials of the other
Gospels, appears sufficiently from the one circumstance, that, as
he gives hardly any information about the life of Jesus but such
as the other Evangelists had not given, no point of contact between
them and him can be assigned. The history of the feeding of the
five thousand (John vi. 1-15), with the walking on the sea immediately following it (vi. 16-21), is the only event which is parallel
with Matthew (xiv. 13, £f.), Mark (vi. 30, ff.), and Luke (ix. 10, ff.);
and the first two Evangelists, Matthew and Mark, like John, connect Christ's walking on the sea with the feeding of the five thousand.
Yet as, on the one hand, the connexion of events cannot be
pursued with certainty, and, on the other, the exact time of the
miraculous feeding is uncertain, even in John, on account of the indefiniteness of V. 1 and vi. 4, so we reach nothing conclusive for
the arrangement of the whole from this single point of contact.§
Whether any particular event belongs to the beginning or the
close of the public ministry of Jesus, is sufficiently shewn, it is
* Kaiser,

in his Synopsis (Niirnberg, 1828), regards

it

as a feast of tabernacles.

commentary on the passage.
f Consult the chronological retrospect at the end of the
Commentary on the Gospels.

Con-

sult the

first

volume of Dr. Paulus^

X In reference to the chronological difficulties in John's Gospel itselij we must further compare the passage (x. 22) in -which John passes on to the feast of the dedication, in a way that leaves it altogether uncertain how the presence of Jesus at that feast

stands related to his presence at the feast of tabernacles
either of his going

away

dication in another year,

(vii. 2),

since no mention

is

made

or remaining.

were

it

It might even be thought to be the feast of denot that the following discourse (x. 27, 28) refers too

plainly to the preceding context (x. 12, 13).

§ Just so Luche observes m his Commentar iiber den Johannes, Th. i., S. 526: "How
John has mentioned out of the variety of events may be chronologically
harmonized with what the first three Evangehsts narrate in the above-mentioned (middie) period, is an insolvable problem of historical criticism."
See the further remarks, S

that which

61-4,

615, of the

same work.
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by

true, partly

position in

its

tlie

Gospels, partly

Ly

its

internal

but the character of the Evangelists' narrative, who
commonly leave time and place undetermined, admits of our bringcharacter;

ing neither

nor his

all

the separate incidents recorded of the

discourses,

into

precise

Saviour,

chronological connexion.

therefore, take the Gospel-history as

it is

We,

given to us, following the

chronological order as far as the Evangelists enable us to discover

it

but nowhere bringing it out violently and artificially where
it has not been given.
According to the synopsis of Dc Wetfc and
Lucl'c, which we take as the foundation of our exposition, we shall
first treat of the history of the childhood of Jesus and his baptism ;
and, last, of the narrative of his sufferings, resurrection, and ascension (combining John's description of these latter circumstances) ;
but with respect to the intermediate materials of the Gospel-history,
plainly,

we

Matthew, incorporating with his narrative
most probably to belong those portions
Mark and Luke, or in either one of them. The

shall chiefly follow

where they appear
contained only in

to us

—

editors of the synopsis have, indeed, treated this part in such a
manner, as to give the whole matter three times over according to
the order of Matthew, Mark, and Luke. A threefold exegetical discussion of this part would certainly have secured no small advantages ; they had, however, to be sacrificed, as requiring too much

space.

§

The

8.

Ox THE

Credibility of the Gospel-History.

•

description given above of the origin of the Gospels from

separate memoirs, whose authors are unknown, the character of the

Gospel-history itself, through a large portion of which we can trace
no chronological arrangement, and lastly, the distinct discrepancies
discoverable in various events, j)articularly in the composition of

the discourses— are all circumstances which seem to endanger
the credibility of the Gospel-history, especially in such events
as lay without the immediate knowledge of any one of the narrators,
as, for instance, the childhood of Jesus.
The Gospels seem in this

way

to acquire the appearance of an unarranged aggregate of separate and uncertain accounts, which neither agree precisely with

each other, nor even, in each individual Gospel, stand in strict conThe older theology was apprehensive that, by a view such
as modern criticism has established, the sacred character of the Gosnexion.

pel-history would be entirely taken away.

Starting from the literal

inspiration* of the sacred writers, they laboured to force a harmony,
* I distinguish

from verbal, and maintain the latter, while I deny
between them docs not lie, as I think, in the essence and the
form (for the forvi, too, is ncccs.sary in one aspect), but in the essential and the unessenmU form. But the question, "Where is the essential in the form separated from the unesthe former.

The

literal inspiration

distinction
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and

to reconcile all discrepancies in facts

and words but, from the
hut lead to the
say, wherever there appeared
;

cliaractcr of the Gospels, this procedure could not

most arbitrary treatment

;

— that

is

to

a difference, whether in the events or in the discourses, the event or
the discourse was always said to have been twice, and sometimes

By setting up the principle, therefore, that
must agree in all things external and non-essential, they put weapons into the hands of the enemies of God's Word
the evident non-agreement was used as an argument for denying
the divine origin of the Scriptures. The true course, therefore, is, in
even thrice repeated.

the Gospel-history

;

this case, also, to adhere to the truth, plainly to

acknowledge the

evident fact of discrepancies in the Gospel-history, to seek for a reconciliation of these variations

where

it

presents itself naturally, but

An

to resort to nothing far-fetched or forced.
in

of
in

external agreement

Gospel-history should not be absolutely rer[uired as proof

the

any more than in the formations of nature as
is combined with the greatest freedom,
the Gospel-history, perfect agreement in what is esfound with the freest treatment of what is unessen-

divinity,

its

them exact

so also, in
sential,

is

;

regularity

The

credibility of the Gospel-history is securely based only
on the identity of that vital principle which reigned in all the indiAddual Evangelists, and in which the whole new communion, of
which they were but members, shared. That vital principle was the
tial.*

But this Spirit, who inspired the
company of the apostles, neither relieved
them from the use of the ordinary means of historical inquiry, as, for

who guides

Spirit

into all truth.

Evangelists and the whole

instance, the use of family memoirs or narratives of single events ;
nor did he obliterate their peculiarities, and use them as passive

organs

;

powers,

he rather

sure

individual capacities and

their

spiritualized

them a

gave

faculty

of

{tact)

separating

every

matters of faith and in the essentials of the narrative ; of recognizing what was genuine and appropriate, and of
Although,
arranging it according to a profounder principle.
thing

sential

f

false in

—what

is

what

word,

individual cases, so that
ercises too

much

is letter f

all shall

be

—

never admit of being answered as respects
because the mind's subjective attitude ex-

will

satisfied,

influence over our views

on the point.

In general, however, those
The form of Scripture

who

in the doctrine,

and

are one in the principles, will be able to unite in this canon
be regarded as
is,

essential,

consequently, also

to

as far as

it is

connected with what

be ascribed to inspiration;

that the form is to be regarded as unessential.

it is

:

is essential

only where there

is

is to

no such connexion,

Consult, further, Tholucli's excellent disser-

on the contradictions in the Gospels, in his GlauhwUrdigkeit der Evangelischen
Geschichte gegen Strauss, Hamburg, 1837, S. 429, ff., which preserves just the right me-

tation

dium.
* Literal agreement in the Gospels, would have suggested to the enemies of the truth,
the charge of a concert among the authors to deceive as Scripture now is, it appears at
;

must be drawn between variations and eon'
The former may, of course, be assumed in the Evangelists. "We must re-

once divine and human.
tradictions.

[A

clear distinction

quire the strongest evidence before admitting the.

latter.

—[K.
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sometimes threw the elements of our
Lord's discourses into other than their original combinations, the
import of those parts, although modified, is not altered. For, as the
living Word, which the Lord himself was, wrought in the Evangelists also, and inspired them, it formed in each of them a new spiritual whole, in which the members of the separated whole appear
harmoniously re-united.
This view of the Scripture of its unity in essentials, and its diversity in non-essentials
equally leads away from the superstitious
reverence of the dead letter, and prompts to the search for the living
Spirit; yet it stands aloof from that hollow spirituality which
fancies itself able to do without the extcj-nal luord, and thereby falls
into the danger of taking its empty dreams for essential ideas of the
truth.
Although, therefore. Providence intended that external
therefore, tlie Evangelists

—

—

proofs of the genuineness of the Gospels should not be wanting, yet

has not permitted that the credibility of the events recorded in
incontrovertibly demonstrated.
Occasions, are left
for doubt and suspicion ; and by these the Gospel history fulfils
it

them should be

a part of

its

design, since Christ, in Scripture, as well as

personally labouring on earth,

is

set for the fall of

In every reader of the Gospel-history,

34.)

therefore, is

Where

a readiness to receive the Spirit of truth.
Gospel-history, in

whelming

force.

its

it

is,

when

(Luke

ii.

presupposed

this exists, the

peculiar character, asserts its claims with over-

For, although the Gospel partakes of the general

character of history and biography, yet, as
parable,

many.

its

subject

incomcompared

is itself

in its treatment of the subject, not to be

with any other work of the kind. The Evangelists write in a style
of childUke artlessness and lofty simplicity, such as are found nowhere
Their individual views and feelings entirely diselse thus united.
appear they narrate without making reflections, without bursting
into expressions of praise, or blame, or admiration, even in jjortraying the sublimest events. They appear, as it were, absorbed in the
contemplation of the mighty picture displayed before them, and,
forgetting themselves, reflect its features in their pure truth.
The

—

Gospel-history, therefore, bears witness to itself and its

own ci'edibil-

no other way than did our Lord himself ; He had no witness
but himself and the Father, (John viii. 18) ; so the Gospel-hisity, in

tory

(like

the

Scripture in general) bears witness to itself only

through the Divine

Spirit,

who

reigns in

it.

He

that

is

of the

truth, hears his voice.
It is only where this Spirit has not yet displayed his power,
that the conception could arise that the history of Christ is on

a par with other biographies of great men ; and, that, therefore,
what is miraculous in it, as weU as in them, should be regarded
as a myth.
The want of personal experience of the regenerating
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—

power of Christ tlie want of that testimony of the Holy Spirit,
which alone assures us of the divine origin of the Scriptures, has
always caused offence to be taken at the miraculous garb- that inIn ancient times this offence simply
vests the person of our Lord.
took the form of a hostile attitude towards the church. It is reserved for very recent times, to see this offence pretending to be

an advance in Christian science. It appeared first in the form of
what was called the natural explanation, the very unnaturalness of
which has, how^ever, long since pronounced its condemnation it
needs, accordingly, no further refutation.
Then, especially since the
time of Gahler, it appeared in the form of the mythical explanation,
which also has been pushed on to self-destruction through its very
extreme application by Strauss. The inapplicability of the mythi;

cal exposition to the life of Jesus

From

is

incontrovertibly manifest

the nearness, in point of time, of the

—namely, the four canonical

:

1.

documents which record it

Gosj)els, the antiquity

and genuineness

of which are satisfactorily demonstrable on internal and external

grounds.

the

life

viz.,

As

long as the eye-witnesses of the miraculous events of

of Jesus were living, there could be no such things as

—but

formations of involuntary inventive rumour

tions of enthusiasm or deceit

;

2.

From

myths

only produc-

the achioioledged genuine-

ness of the Acts of the Apostles, and of the Pauline Epistles, as well
as of the other principal ivritings of the Neio Testament.
Hitherto

no one has ventured to pronounce the chief Epistles of Paul and
to be spurious,* and yet they contain precisely the same view
of the person of Christ which lies at the basis of the four Grospels.
This appears, consequently, to have been the early Christian view.
If the mythical explanation is to be defended, nothing is left but to
pronounce the Apostle Paul an enthusiast or a deceiver ; 3. The
rise of the Christian Church
the continuity of feeling in it
the

John

—

—

purity of the Spirit that ivrought in it, with especial poioer, in the first
centuries, do not allow us, in any way, to conceive of merely a beau-

romance as the ultimate foundation of these phenomena.
That a church could be formed of Jews and heathen, who worshipped
a crucified Son of Cod, is, according to the mythical view of the life
of Jesus, a far greater miracle than all those which it is intended to
tiful

dispense with.

It

is

only from the records of the Evangelists, taken

as history, that this fact becomes conceivable.

Since, moreover, in
extending itself over the world, there
a constant connexion of feeling, and a spirit of purity, never

this church, while gradually

was

still

* Since negative criticism has advanced to

its extreme limit, it is no longer myths,
but wilful fabrications which are discerned in the G-ospels, the Acts of the Apostles, and
the letters of John. In this, however, the theory has uttered its own sentence of death.
See on this point, my Kritik der Ev. Geschichte, 2 te Aufl. (Critical view of the Gospel-

history,

2d

ed.) § 7

and § 123-147.— [E.
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especially in the very early times,

we

cannot perceive where we can find room for the pretended formation
of myths. It can be found only on the unscientific assumption, that
no existing records date from the first Christian century. The
mythical scheme appears, accordingly, a partial, indecisive measure
The decided anti-Christian spirit will pronounce Christianity, together with the whole Scripture, the product of enthusiasm and
deception.

[The theory which JStratiss, in his famous " Life of Jesus," attempted to apply to the history of Christ's birth, life, sufferings,
and death, needs to be known, as to its general features, before the
remarks in the text above, and in many other parts of this work,
can be understood. Strauss is a philosopher of the school of Hegel
an ultra-ideal school and an avowed Pantheist. Entertaining
such philosophical views, a miracle was, to him, impossible, and the

—

—

history of Jesus could not, of course, be literally true

;

and, to ac-

count for the form of our present Gospel-narratives, he adopted a
theory something like the following
Jesus was a Jew. who, by
early training, had become enthusiastically desirous of seeing the
fulfilment of the prophecies, and, at length, believed himself to be
the Messiah. Filled with the loftiest ideas of purity, and of the
high destiny of man, he gathered around him a band of devoted
disciples, who were fired with something of his own enthusiasm.
The leading idea enforced in his teaching, was the union attainable
between the human mind and the divine. At length he died a
violent death, from having incurred the hatred of the Pharisees.
:

—

A

mere skeleton

is

all

that Strauss leaves of his

life

as historically

It is not true, he says, that Christ was born of a virgin
that he wrought miracles that he rose from the dead— and ascended to heaven. Then his disciples must have deceived us, we
true.

—

Ko, says Strauss. The accounts of him conare ready to exclaim.
tained in the Gospels were the product of their fervid imaginations

;

and, without the slightest intention to deceive, there grew up

among

his followers a complete history, adorned with all that they
thought could render their master's memory glorious. The Old Testament was the principal source of the additions thus made to the
simple narrative of Christ's life. Whatever they found there of endowments from above, was at once ascribed to the Saviour, who, in
their view, must possess all that Heaven had ever bestowed on man.
And, in particular, they sought, to embody the main doctrine of
viz., the union of our souls with God, as
their Master's teachings

—

the aim of

life,

in his person,

by uniting

in that person the divine

and human natures.

Taken

alone, the theory seems too baseless to have been serious-

—
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ly proposed

and applied

in

two considerable volumes

;

but the his-

tory of relicjious opinion in Germany throws some light on its origin.
What Kant and his followers denominated moral interpretation

—

that

is,

giving a moral and spiritual meaning to historical facts

had been exploded sometime previously, and had been succeeded by
the nattiral interpretation adopted by the Kationalist school, with
Paulus at their head. This scheme had, in its turn, been exposed
as utterly hollow, because it was plain that the Evangelists meant
and it is dishonest to interpret their
to give a miraculous history
language otherwise. Driven from these two refuges, those who
would not take the Gospel-history as a miraculous one, were bound
to give some explanation of the fact of such a history, so attested,
being in existence. And, as it has been the fashion in Germany, to
assume a mythical period in the history of Greece and Rome, and
many other nations, Strauss attempted to assign the history of
Jesus to such a period. To attain his end, he is compelled to deny
the genuineness of every one of the Gospels, and ascribes them all
;

to a period subsequent to the first century of the Christian era.

The work is a repository of
harmony of the four Gospels and,
may cause uneasiness to readers who are not properly ac-

The theory hardly needs
all

refutation.

the difficulties that beset a

as such,

;

quainted with the solutions of those difficulties, both in general and
in particular instances ; but it could not satisfy any but a thoroughly infidel mind, glad to catch at any hj^Dothesis that gives a semblance of ground for impugning the veracity of the witnesses of
Christ's life].—Tr.

§ 9.

Survey of the Literature.

As soon as the active labours of the apostles, who wrought chiefly
with the living Word, ceased in the church, the people betook themselves to those written legacies which they had bequeathed to the church

—
it

by the examination of the written Word, partly to estabknown truth, and partly by
separate truth and falsehood.
Since the second century, many

in order,

lish

themselves more thoroughly in the

to

distinguished

men have

devoted their powers to the interpretation

of the Holy Scriptures, and of the New Testament in particular.
So great is the
Nevertheless, its contents are yet unexhausted.

depth of the Word of God, that it meets the utmost wants of all
times and all relations, of every degree of cultivation and development. It lies, however, in the nature of the church's progress, that
by gradual advances she was enabled to penetrate with ever-increasing depth and thoroughness into the understanding of the
Our own times, in particular, have made an immense
Scriptures.

;
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advance in this

jDoint, that, in

prehensive sense of Scrijjture,

recognizing more and more the com-

we have

portions of previous expositions not so

learnt to regard the greater

much

as absolutely false, as

rather embracing but a single phase of the thought.

Hence we

re-

gard tlic labours of centuries to understand the Scriptures as connected, and supplemental to one another
while, the view foiTaerly
13revalent, made it necessary to pronounce all the various expositions,
except the single true one, a mass of errors. According to this, the
church of earlier ages must, for the most part, have utterly failed to
understand the Scriptures, which would be saying, in other words,
that the spirit had not been in the church. We must rather say,
that the church has always understood the Bible aright in essentials
but that a still profounder understanding of it has been grad;

;

ually attained.

In the

first

place, as respects the general loorks

New Testament, we do
whole New Testament by

the whole

any of the teachers in the early
they used to apply themselves at first to single books. It
not till the ninth century, that the Glossa Ordinaria, by Wala-

of the

church
is

which embrace

not possess a complete exj)osition

;

Strabo, appears as a continuous commentary on the New
Testament, if indeed, it deserves the name of a commentary at aU.
Subsequently to him, Nicolaus de Lyra and Alphonsus Tostatus,
Bishop of Avilla, in Spain, wrote comj^lete commentaries on the
entire Scriptures
the latter in twenty-three folios. At the time
of the Eeformation, Calvin commented on the whole New Testafrid

—

ment except the Revelation of St. John as well as Johann Brenz,
among the Lutherans, seven folios of whose works are filled with
In the seventeenth
expositions of almost aU the books in the Bible.
;

New TestaGrotius (in his Adnotationes in N. T., 2 vols.
notice ^particularly the collection of expositions under

century, several works appeared, embracing the whole

ment.

Besides

Hugo

we may
name Critici Sacri (London,

4to),

1660, 9 vols, fob), of which Polus
and further, Ccdovii Bihlia Illustrata (Francof. 1672, 4 vols, fob), a work which w^as directed against
Grotius, and includes the exegetical works of the author.
These
were followed by Pfafi^s edition of the, Bible, Tiibingen, 1729
the

[Pool] prepared an abridgment

;

Hamburg, 1738, 4 vols. 4to
Hanover, 1750, 12 vols. 8vo
Moldenhauer's Erkliirung der Schriften des N. T., Leipzig, 1763, 4
vols. 4to ; J, D. Michaelis' Uebersetzung des N. T. mit Anmerkungen, Gottingen, 1789, 3 vols. 4to ; Bengelii Gnomon N. T.,
Tubiugaa, 1773, 4to ; J. G. Piosenmiilleri Scholia in N. T., Norim(The last edition [the sixth] appeared in
berg^e, 1777, 5 vols, Svo.
Hcnncberg planned a complete commentary on the New
1825).
Testament ; but only the fii-st volume, containing Matthew, apWolfii Cura3 Philologicte et

Criticce,

Heumann's Erklarung des N.

T.,
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The author died in 1831. H. A.
De
"W. Meyer has prepared a commentary on the New Testament.
Wette has also published an exposition of the New Testament.
peared, Gotlia and Erfurt, 1829.

the general works on the New Testament, we must also
reckon the well-known Ohservationen-Sammlungen, by Raphelius,
(out of Xenophon, Hamb. 1720 ; out of Polybius and Arrian,

Among

Hamb. 1715 out of Herodotus, Llineb. 1731), Alberti
1725), K^jke (Breslau, 1725), Eisner (Utrecht, 1728),
;

(Leiden,
Palairet

(Leiden, 1752).

As

regards the Gospel-collection/'' the expositions of Theophylact

and Euthymius Zigabenus have come down
position which Theophilus of Antioch

is

to us.

The

ancient ex-

said to have composed on

is lost.
Of the time of the Eeformation, Mart.
Chemuitzii Harmonia Quatuor Evangeliorum, continued by Poly-

the four Gospels,

carpus Lyser and Johann Gerhard

mony (Amsterd.

1669,

Of more

fol).

include all the four Gospels

which are supplementary

to

(Hamb. 1704,

3 vols, fob),

is

Clericus also composed a similar har-

particularly distinguished.

recent times, the following

Kcicheri Analecta (Altenb. 1766, 4to),

:

Wolf's Curte

;

J. E.

G. Schulz,

Anmer-

kungen liber die vier Evangelien, Halle, 1794, 4to Ch. Th. Kuinoel Commentarius in Libros N. T. Historicus, Lips. 1807, 4 vols.
;

(including* the Acts of the Apostles)

8vo

Oommentar

;

Paulus,

philologisch-

N. T., Lllbeck, 1800-1808, 5 vols.;
also his Exegetisches Handbilch liber die drei ersten Evangelien,
Eritzsche, evangelia quatuor cum
Heidelberg, 1830, 1831, 2 vols.
The first volume comprises Matthew,
Notis, Lips. 1825, 1830, 8vo.

kritischer

liber das

;

the second Mark.

Lastly as regards the single Gospels.

Among

the fathers

we

commentary on Matthew by Origen. Chrysostom wrote ninety-one homilies on the Gospel by Matthew. PosIn later
sin published a cate7ia on this Evangelist, Tolos^e, 1646.
times Salomo van Till, Erankf 1708, and Jac. Eisner, ZwoU., 1769.
Also, Gcitz, Erklarung des Matthiius aus
4to, wrote upon Matthew.
dem Griechisch-Hebraischen und dem Hebriiischen, Stuttgardt, 1785,
8vo Heddiius, Erklarung des Matthiius, Stuttgardt and Tubingen,
Der Berichit cles Matthiius von Jesus dem Messias, by
1792, 2 vols

possess fragments of a

,

;

;

Bolten, Altona, 1792, 8vo

;

Kleuker's Biblische Sympathien, Schles-

Das Evangelium Matthai, erklart von Gratz (of Bonn),
Tubingen, 1821, 2 vols. 8vo Pires, Commentarius in Evangelium
Of special value is Tholuck's " PhiloloMatthfei, Mogunt., 1825.
gisch-theologische Auslegung der Bergpredigt Christi nach MatthiBUs" (Philological and Theol. Com. on Christ's Sermon on the
Mount, as contained in Matthew.) Hamburg, 1833.
wig, 1820

;

;

* For the complete literature of the Gospel harmonies, see Ease's Leben Jesu,
18,

ff.
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Rome,
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have, likewise a catena edited by

commentary upon Mark,
and Bolten also, Altona, 1795, 8vo Matthai published an Exposition of Mark, by Victor, a presbyter of Antioch,
and other Greek fathers, Moscow, 1775, 2 vols. 8vo.
Lastly, in reference to Luke, we have a catena on it by Corderius, Antwerpen, 1628.
This Gospel was separately commented on
by Pape, Bremen, 1777, 1781, 2 vols. 8vo ; by Bolten, Altona, 1796,
8vo.
We have also Morns, Prselectiones in Lucas Evangelium, published by C. A. Donat.
Leips. 1795, 8vo.
The latest works on
Luke, are Scholia in Lucam scripsit Bomemann, Lips., 1830 ; and
Stein's Commentar tiber den Lucas.
Halle, 1830.
Possin,

Utrecht, 1773

Vol.

L— 11

1673.

;

Jac. Eisner wrote a

;

SYNOPTICAL EXPOSITION

FIRST THREE GOSPELS

—

FIRST PART.
OF THE BIRTH AND CHILDHOOD OF JESUS CHRIST.

FIRST SECTION-MATTHEW'S ACCOUNT.
CHAPTEES

AND

II.

Genealogy of Jesus.

§ 1.

(Matth.

While Mark

I.

Ll-11; Luke

iii.

23-38.)

at once, in the title of his Gospel

scribes Christ as the

(Mark

i.

1), de-

Son of God, Matthew represents him as the

Son of Man, since he first characterizes him as the promised descendant of the two great heads of the Old Testament economy
Abraham and David and then introduces his entire genealogy.
The character of Matthew's Gospel, as the ounariKov, corporeal, in
the nobler sense of the word, and its special adaptation to Jewish
Christians, show themselves, in this form of beginning, too plainly
Since Jesus is introduced as vlbg 'A/3paa//, Son of
to be mistaken.
Abraham, he appears as the descendant of him whose family is
blessed among the families of mankind ; but, as Son of David, he
was more definitely assigned to a branch of the Abrahamic race
viz., the family of him who, even in the Old Testament, is described
as the representative of the future head of the kingdom of God.
Both expressions, therefore, point out Jesus as the promised MesYet this is still more definitely expressed in the name 'Irjaovg
siah.
'Irjoovc, * Jesus, as the proper name of the
XgioTog, Jesus Christ
individual, refers immediately to the Saviour only as a historical

—

*

TheLXX. use

'I^^aovf for

yoini or

yita^,

which

latter

form

is first

The name marks our Lord's

found in writings,

and
him by divine command (Matth. i. 21), to intimate his exalted caUing. Just
Abraham,
Israel,
spiritual
character
which
names,
&c.,
denote
the
so the Old Testament
those 'persona were called to exhibit amongst mankind.

after the

was given

time of the captivity.
to

spiritual character,

—
Matthew
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personage

I.

1.

XgioTog, Christ, on tlie otter hand,

;

for the expected deliverer of Israel.

is

the

name
Hebrew

official

It corresponds to the

^fa, Anointed, which word is used in the Old Testament, sometimes of kings (1 Sam. xxiv. 6, 10 ; xxvi. 16, and elsewhere) ;
sometimes of high-priests (Lev. iv. 3, 5, 16, and elsewhere) ; sometimes of prophets (Psalm

cv.

15)

;

because

all

these persons were

by the symbolical rite of anointing (on
the anointing of prophets see 1 Kings xix. 16), to intimate, that
for the due discharge of their office, they must be endowed with
spiritual powers.
But the expression is rarely used in the Old Testament of the royal prophet and high-priest of the kingdom of God.
(Psalm ii. 2 Daniel ix. 25.) From these passages, with which
others were connected, in which the anointing was viewed spirituconsecrated to their office

;

ally (comp. Is. Ixi. 1, with Luke iv. 18), arose the name XQiarog,
which, even at the time of Christ, had become the prevailing official
designation of the great desired one. In this view, the name

" Christ" expresses the union of the divine and human natures in
the person of the Saviour, since the humanity

endowed

is

—the

the anointed

—

power is the anointing the endowing.
Originally the Saviour was called either 6 'l7](7ovg, with reference to
;

the

divine

his historical individuality, or 6 XpioTog, with reference to his dig-

nity; also,

'Ir]oovg 6 Xeyofxevog

the commentary).

It

Xgiorog (Matth.

was only at a

i.

16, on

which consult
two terms

later period that the

were united into the collective appellation

'Irjaovg

Xgt-orog,

Jesus

Christ.

The first verse in Matthew does not, perhaps, form merely
a superscription for the subsequent genealogy. Bij3Xog yevioeug
(=n'nVin i|D Gen. v. 1) means primarily, "book of the descent/'
"genealogy," and forms in the Old Testament the general superscription to the genealogy in question, and to the accompanying
it is carried out and illustrated.
Matthew has doubtless employed the expression here in a similar

biographical sketches by which

manner. His Gospel is the exposition of the genealogy ; the proof
that Jesus was the promised seed of Abraham and son of David.
The genealogy in Matthew, compared with that of Luke, shows
plainly the different character of the two Gospels.
While Matthew
begins with Abraham, the ancestral father of the Jewish people,
Luke ascends to Adam, the first father of the whole human race
heathen as well as Jews and thus connects the Saviour with human
nature as such, apart from all national individuality. But in the
particulars we find that, from David downwards, the two genealogies
vary.
Matthew traces the line of descent through Solomon, Luke
through another son of David Nathan. Two names only Salathiel and Zorobabel (see Luke iii. 27, compared with Matth. i. 12)
are the same in both, the rest being entirely different ; but these

—

—

—

—

;
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persons must be regarded as living at different times, since in
Matthew nine persons are enumerated between them and Jesus, and

Luke eighteen.*
Matthew and Luke

The

in

difficulty

from the fact

arising

give quite different genealogies of Jesus,

that

was

the subject of learned investigations, even in the earliest times of
the church Julius Africanus, in particular, gave his attention to
;

{Euseh. H. E.

Three hypotheses f for the solution of this
i. 7.)
have been framed with great acuteness 1. The supposition of a levirate marriage (Deut. xxv. 6) ; in which case, however, to explain all, we must farther suppose, that the two brothers,
who had successively the same wife, were not properly brothers, but
step-brothers, sons of the same mother by different fathers ; because, if they had been by one father, the genealogy would have
been the same. This hypothesis was first propounded by Julius
it

difficulty

:

Agreeably to

Africanus {ut supra).
follows

the descent would be as

it,

:

David

Nathan

Solomon

Jacob

Joseph, the husband of Mary.

This hypothesis explains the difference

;

yet, in the first place,

the supposition that Jacob and Eli had the same wife, one after the
other,

and were, moreover, step-brothers,

ther, it cannot be
tice to take the

marriages

and

is

somewhat harsh ; furit was the prac-

demonstrated with certainty that

name

o( the real father in the case of obligatory

both genealogies would be those of Joseph,
which appears unsuitable on this account, that Jesus, according to
the flesh, was descended from David and Abraham, not through
Joseph, but through Mary. That step-brothers, and still more distant relations, were also bound to fulfil the levirate marriage, is
;

lastly,

* Luke has, on the other
Matthew only fourteen. [E.

side, also

between David and Salathiel twenty members

—

f Other attempts at explaining this difficulty are to be found in

Kochefs Analecta, but they are
page 322, seqq.
X Julius Africanus omits

futile.

Matthan and Levi, and appears,

other reading before him, or to have tran.'^posed the names.

no difference in the hypothesis.

Wolfs

Curse,

and

Consult also Surenhusius' liiplog KaraXXaync,
therefore, to have had anThe name, however, makes
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shewn by J. D. 3Iic7iaelis, in his Commentaries on the Laws of
2. The assumption that Mary was
Moses (Smith's translation).
an heiress (lniic?irjpog,) in which case she would be obliged to marry
(Numb, xxxvi. 5-8). The husband of an
within her own tribe.
heiress was at the same time obliged to enter himself in the family
of his wife, and so came to have as it were two fathers. In this way
one of the genealogies would indeed be that of Mary but the latter
circumstance viz., the being received into the wife's family, and
the taking the name of the father-in-law on the part of those who
married heiresses, which in this case is all-important, is precisely
what is uncertain at least Nehemiah vii. 63 is not sufficient to establish it.*
This hypothesis, however, though it does not suffice for
;

—

;

solving the difficulty,

is

very suitable for explaining Mary's journey

(Luke ii. 4.) In general it seems well suited to the
course of development in David's family, that that line of it from
which the Messiah was to proceed, should close with an heiress, who
ended it in giving birth to the promised everlasting heir of the
throne of David. We may, therefore, combine the opinion, that
Mary was an heiress, with (3) the third hypothesis, according to
which the genealogy of Mary is given by Luke, that of Joseph by
Matthew. Thus Jesus is shewn, as well on the father's as the
to Bethlehem.

mother's side, to be of the house of David. On the mother's side
the descent had a real significance, on the father's an ostensible one.
For, as Jesus passed in the eyes of the world for the son of Joseph

Jews acknowledged him in this
David and on this account not a
doubt of his descent from David is ever uttered by his enemies.
Agreeably to this hypothesis, Eli (Luke iii. 23) would be the father
of Mary (with which the Jewish tradition coincides, see LigTitfoot,
ad loc.) ; and when Joseph is called his son, " son''' {ploq) is here to
on Matth.

(see note

55), the

xiii.

relation also as of the house of

;

be taken in the sense of " son-in-law," as Euth i. 11, 12, and elsewhere. Genealogical tables are, indeed, unusual in the case of women, but for heiresses they m2<s^ necessarily ^xist and at all events
the father of Mary had assuredly his genealogy. The actual descent
of Jesus from David through Mary, is, moreover, by no means to be
regarded as a merely external fact, intended to fulfil the prophecies.
The prophecy itself that the Messiah should descend from Abraham
and David, is rather to be viewed as having a deeper origin. The
appearance of the Messiah among mankind, presupposes condiand these not merely negative, inastions and preparations
much as their need of salvation had to be awakened in the minds
of men, but positive, in so far as the Messiah, the bloom and flower
of humanity, must stand in relation to the root from which he
sprang.
must look upon the incarnation of Christ as a fact, for
;

;

We

* See

J

D. Michaelis' Commentaries on the

Laws

of Moses (Smith's translation!
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which preparation was made, hy a vein of nohler life flowing through
the whole line of our Lord's ancestors. The virgin chosen to be the
mother of the Messiah could not spring suddenly from the bosom

Although not without sin, she was the purest
that she was such, was in consequence of

of a sinful race.

And

of that race.

her election by grace

As

kind.

— her being born of the holiest family of man-

in the development of the

human

race

we observe

certain

and wickedness, so we find families, also, in
which the noblest germs of life are possessed and cherished from
families gi'owing in sin

generation to generation.

Of course,

it is

not to be understood that

which have been, through grace, specially shielded from the
corruption of sin, had no need of salvation
(this is to be viewed as absolutely and equally necessary for all men) but as more
ready to receive salvation, since, as being of the 'truth, they more
families

;

certainly hear God's

—

—

call.

In the following enumeration of the links of the genealogy, Matthew omits several, e. g., ver. 8, between Joram and Josias. (See 1
Chron. iii. 11
2 Chron. xxi. 17.) Luke, on the contrary, inserts
Cainan in iii. 36, whom the Hebrew text does not mention. Doubtless, this name is derived from the LXX,, which Luke, as a Hellenist, used for the most part. The LXX. translators may have received
(Respecting such variations of the LXX. from
it from tradition,
the original Hebrew, as have been admitted into the New Testament, see the remarks on Luke iv. 18.)
Ver. 2.
Throughout the whole genealogical table, Luke appears
in the character of a relator merely, while Matthew adds reflections
he divides the list into classes, and adds special observations.
Of Judah he remarks that he had brothers probably because the
patriarchs of Israel the twelve sons of Jacob
appeared to call for
special notice.
The same remark is made of Jechonias (ver. 11) in
which passage, however, the term ddeXcpoi, brethren, must be taken
in a wider sense, like nsj (Gen. xiii. 8) of father's brothers, as Jechonias had no actual brothers.
(1 Chron. iii. 15, 16.)
Ver. 3.
It is also peculiar to the genealogy in Matthew, that it
several times mentions women
a circumstance which did occur in
Jewish genealogies, if any thing remarkable gave them special in;

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

PilSX. Ka-aXk. p. 110.)
Tamar (Gen.
Ruth, Bathsheba, are named by Matthew.
Tamar, Rahab,* and Bathsheba, are liable to objection on account
of their conduct
Ruth, as a heathen (Moabitess). That they were
nevertheless counted worthy to be among the ancestors of the Mes-

(See Surenhusii,

terest.

xxxviii.),

Piahab (Josh,

ii.),

;

* "Whether
chronology
sion

It

Josh.

;

it is

Rahab the

harlot, that is

she comes too near to

meant, might seem uncertain, because of the

Obed and

Jesse, David's ancestors

'Vax^L? (with the article) plainly points to the well-known
ii.

Perhaps Matthew has omitted some Hnks

;

yet the expres-

Rahab mentioned

in

;

Matthew
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must have imparted
Matthew makes

ficance.

to

I.

6, 16, 17.

them a very

and peculiar signimore prominent by

special

this circumstance

still

the designation t/c Tijg rov Ovptov, from her who had belonged to
Uriah, in order to point to the wondrous dealings of God's grace in

arranging the Messiah's lineage. As examples of the election of
grace, of renovation by faith and repentance, and of being received
out of heathen families

among the people

by the Kabbins.
3 compared with Heb. xi. 31.)

are noticed even

of God, the persons

(See Wetstein's

New

named
on

Test.,

But for Matthew's intention to
point out these leadings of the divine hand he would have mentioned
in preference the celebrated names of Sarah, Rebecca, Leah, in the
ver.

genealogy of the Messiah.
Ver. 6. David, as a principal person, as it were a knot in the
genealogical tree of the Messiah, is called emphatically 6 (3aaiXevg,
the king, as the type of the Messianic king (Ezek, xxxvii. 24, and

—

A

elsewhere).

similar break

is

made

afterwards (ver. 11), by the

removal to Babylon, = alxiJ'CiXuoia, captivity.
The LXX. use ne-oiKeaia for mVa (Ezek, xxxiii, 21).
The term dvijp, man, husband, in this verse, answers
Ver. 16.
to s2^onsus (v. 19); according to the Jewish law, the bridegroom
was already regarded as the possessor of the bride. (Gen. xxix. 21

[lerocKeoLa Baf^vXojvog,

—

Deut.
riq

xxii. 23, 24.)

kyevvriOri 'hjoovg,

Matthew

expresses himself very carefully

from vjhom

luas born Jesus, in order to

the supernatural character of the generation of Christ

used as equivalent to tUtelv (Luke
Xeyoixevog Xptorog,

dently as the

Jesus who

official

name.

Matthew almost always

i.

is called Christ, Xpiorog

With

uses 6

yewdv

;

In the phrase

13).

;

e^

mark
is

'Irjaovg 6

appears evi-

the exception of this phrase,

^Irjoovg,

or 6 Xpcarog.

gradually that, in the usage of the church, the

It

name

was only

expressive of

the human character of the Sa\dour grew up into so close a connexion with his official name, that the two have formed a whole, as
is particularly the case in the Apostle Paul's writings,
(See Gers^
dorf's Beitrage zur Sprachcharacteristik,
Xeyeadat, in the phrase

see
ing,

under remark,

S. 38,

ff.,

like naXeloBai

^

The

272,

£f,)

Nn;53

(on which

comment, on Luke i. 32), has, in this place, the pregnant mean"to be called, and really to be." In the opposite sense, "to

without being," the expression occurs in Ephes. ii, 11,
xxvii, 17,
It has frequently no emphasis, either the
one way or the other, as in Matth, xxvi, 14, Mark xv, 7.
Ver, 17 Matthew closes his genealogical account with a review

be

called,

and Matth,

—

may be made in the generations
from Abraham to Christ,
He notices three of fourteen generations each,* which may, however, be reckoned in more than one
of the different divisions which

* Whether the number fourteen has a reference to the
ters of which,

name

David, the

Hebrew

let-

reckoned according to the Jewish custom, make up the number fourteen,
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way. That reckoning appears the most convenient, according to
which David and Josiah are reckoned twice,* (at the close of one
and the beginning of another division), and Jesus omitted. If the

person of Jesus

is

to be reckoned as forming the close of the third

David only ought to be reckoned twice. The former plan
appears to me, however, preferable. It is fitting not to include
Jesus himself in the generations, as we ordinarily refrain from
doing in reckoning a person's ancestry. Besides, since Matthew, as
was remarked, has omitted some links, it cannot be his intention to lay stress on the number fourteen, nor ought this arrangement to be regarded as a mere help for the memory. Rather
it is his purpose, by means of the equal number, to point out
the inward symmetry and regularity of the historical development.f
As the whole history of the world moves foi-ward in its development
by measured periods, and as, in general, every greater or lesser
whole, in the wide creation of God, has its inward gradations ot
progress, through which it advances to its completion, so there is a
regularity in the development of that family also, as it were the inmost life-pulse of mankind, from which the Messiah was to come.
Bcngel recognized correctly this fundamental view (in his Grnomon
on the passage) but the particulars which he adds, as weU as his
whole chronological system, which he brings into connexion with it,
appear to me untenable. (Compare further remarks on this subject in the Commentary on the Revelation of John.)
We must notice too the extraordinary phenomenon of a family table of three times fourteen generations, and seventy-five ancestors extending through 2000 or 4000 years, with which the EvanThe possibility of exhibiting such a
gelists open the life of Christ.
division,

;

genealogical table, always proceeding in the directest line of descent

from father to

son,

and

that, too, of a family long living in the

deepest obscurity, would be inexplicable (since even the distinmight be difificult to decide. Such a supposition might, however, agree well enough
with the complexion of Matthew's whole description. The number fourteen is moreover
a number which the Scriptures treat as a sacred one.
to be regarded as twice seven
The three times fourteen thus become six times seven, and the seventh seven opens with
it

—

the person of Christ.
* Similar modes of reckoning are met with in other cases.

A simple Nazarite

vow

day in the
middle was reckoned twice. The Germans call a week eight days, "acht Tage," but two
weeks, fourteen days, "vierzehn Tage;" while the French call two weeks, "quinze

lasted thirty days, a double one not sixty but only fifty-nine days, because the

jours."

f The omission of some links may be ascribed to the authors of the genealogy in
Joseph's family. Matthew took it as he found it, without making any alteration in it,
The want of
and, of course, his remarks upon it could only apply to its existing form.
links can have no influence on the truth of the remarks themselves, inasas the fundamental thought, that all things unfold themselves in God's world by
measure and number, applies no less to the complete genealogy than to the shortened

some of the

much
one.
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guished families, whose genealogies attract the eyes of millions,
cannot trace their pedigree a thousand years, and none of them,
in a direct line), unless there had been constantly given to the members of this line a clue by which they were enabled to trace themselves out in the multitude of families, into which each stock and
branch was subdivided, in order to hold fast that member which was
This clue was the hope, that
destined to continue the succession.
the Messiah would be born in the family of Abraham and David.
The desire of beholding him, and of participating in his grace and
glory, suffered not the attention to weary through a thousand years.*
By divine arrangement also, from time to time, as the member that
continued the succession might become doubtful, it was again plainly
marked out so that the hope of the final fulfilment was anew
excited and maintained in activity up to its realization. An excellent view of the miraculous element discoverable in the construction
of these genealogies, is given by Kopjyen in his book Die Bibel ein
Werk der gottlichen Weisheit (Leipzig, 1798, 2 vols. 8vo., compare
B. ii., S. 199, ff.);--a new edition of this work is being prepared by
;

:

Scheibel.

§ 2.

The Birth of
(Matth.

i.

Jesus.

18-25.)

Matthew's account of the birth of Jesus is characterized by the
and brevity. It contains not a single chronologIt assumes that the persons are,
ical or topographical reference.
greatest simplicity

in general, already

sober narrative,

known

to the readers.

It barely sets forth in

without embelKshment, the great fact

supernatural birth of Jesus,

points to the fulfilment

of the

therein of

Old Testament prediction and, finally, recounts the providential
guidance of Joseph, in this wondrous event.
readily pass
by the want of circumstantial vividness, which this part of Matthew's narrative, in common with his whole Gospel, discovers, for
the sake of that sober air of genuine historical narration, which is
prominent thoughout a feature which his poetical effusions render
less apparent in the narrative of Luke.
Those scholars, therefore,
are in error, who, while opposed to the general application of the
;

We

;

mythical interpretation to the history of Jesus, have yet thought it
necessary to admit a mythical element in the history of his birth
and childhood. Here, in fact, the supposition appears most
strikingly
* That the

shown by

inadmissible, since,
Jews

Julius Afrkanus, as quoted

events did not take place

the

upon their family registers, is
Eerod had them all sought out and
prove that his family was more ancient than the

by Euseb.

burnt, so that no one should be able to
king's.

if

of later time also bestowed great care
i.

7.
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as the Evangelists record tliem, gross conceptions about the

For as Christ is
of Jesus obtrude themselves upon us.
undeniably a historical person, and must therefore have been
begotten and born, to affirm the mythical character of the Gospel-history, can only favour a view that is destructive of the
notion of a Saviour viz., that Jesus came into existence in an
impure manner, since Mary was unmarried at the time of his conception.
The alternative resorted to that Jesus might have sprung
from the marriage of Mary and Joseph, is self-refuted by its unhisfor if the circumstance, that Mary was with child
torical character
before her marriage, is to be reckoned among the myths, the circumstances that she gave birth to Jesus, and even that Jesus lived
at aU, may equally well be reckoned among them.
Besides, it appears, on closer consideration, that what apparently
most recommends the mythical interpretation of the history of the
childhood of Jesus, is rather unfavourable to it. This holds good
particularly of the appeal that is made to the traditions of the birth
origin

—

;

men from

pure \drgins (napdevoyeveXg), as of Buddha,
others.
Such traditions are no more opposed to the Bible history, than are analogous longings for an
They rather attest the thoroughly correct
expected deliverer.
feeling of the noblest men among different nations, that, in the way
of natural generation, and thus from the bosom of humanity alone,
nothing can proceed answering to the ideal existing in the human
They witness to the general longing and desire for such a
spirit.
Now,
to the truth of it in some one historical manifestation.
fact
as we have so sober a historical account of the supernatural conception of Jesus in a pure virgin, as that of Matthew, which with
of great

Zoroaster,

Plato,

and

—

even studied plainness repels every fanciful idea ; and, as all
the phenomena in the life of Jesus confirm the opinion of his
supernatural birth, since there is realized in him, that ideal
of all ideals, which could never proceed from sinful humanity
and the power inherent in it there is perfect historical foundation
;

for the conviction, that this general longing is fulfilled in the person

of Jesus.

In addition

to this, the narrative of the generation of

Christ by the Holy Ghost, stands in necessary connexion with his
whole destination to be the physician and the Saviour of diseased

humanity, since it is impossible that any one who is himself descended from the fallen race of man could have any power to heal the
hurt from which they suffer. It was necessary, indeed, that he
should be most closely united with men, flesh of their flesh, bone of
F^r
their bone (Ephes. v. 30), yet, at the same time, without sin.
this reason, he was not begotten by any man from sinful seed,
but Mary, touched by divine fire from heaven, received into her
bosom the only Begotten of the Father in his assumption of

Matthew
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If, then, we recognise in Christ not a mere manihowever exalted, of humanity, but an actual incarnation of the Word of God (John i. 1, 14), then the narrative
of his supernatural generation, so far from astonishing us, seems

humanity.
festation,

for the

A

Saviour specially natural and befitting.

—sprung

Saviour con-

from the sinful race of man, is a self-conthe very idea of a Saviour requires, that in him
tradictory notion
there should be manifested something higher, something heavenly,
that cannot be derived from what exists in human nature itself*
But, lastly, the mythical view of the history of Christ's childhood
must be seen to be untenable for this reason, that Mary, the mother
of Jesus, lived considerable time after the ascension. Her statements were accessible to each of the apostles any error could
immediately have been set aside by her testimony.
With respect to the appearances of angels, the mention of which
in Matthew's narrative might be regarded as the most important
point in proof of its mythical character, we must, in interpreting,
chiefly keep in view, that the historian reports as facts the appearceived in sin

;

—

ances of angels in this, as well as in other places of his Gospel.
tirely after the

manner of the Old Testament, Matthew

En-

incorpor-

ates angelic appearances into his records, as belonging to the actual

economy of human affairs without giving the slightest hint that
he himself regards them as mythical expressions for psychological
;

processes (mere illusions

of

fancy,

the creation of passing

way

cir-

from what they
seem. The business of the expositor extends beyond the ascertaining of the author's view only in so far as he not merely
expounds, but also vindicates the result of the exposition
a
duty which, in the present position of science, cannot be neglected.
The following observations may suffice to meet the requirements of
cumstances), or as in any other

different

;

the present case.

On

the testimony of the Scriptures,

conceive of the angels as separated from

we

men by an

are not to

impassable

gulf; but on the contrary, as actively employed around and in

men

— especially

in

ever, their service is

the faithful.

an

invisible one.

(Heb.

The

i.

14.)

Usually, how-

possibility of their be-

coming

visible lies in the nature of spirit itself, whose indwelling
energy involves a capacity of making itself visible. This possibility,
however, according to God's mode of dealing, becomes a reality only
in those cases where it subserves men's good
that is, for the pur-

—

* The opinion that

we might

conceive, that, as the transfer of anything sinful from

Mary

to Jesus was prevented, it could just as well have been prevented if Joseph had been
his father in the ordinary way, only shifts the miracle to a different quarter, without get-

If we actually suppose such an influence of the Holy Ghost to stay the
it.
what was sinful to Jesus, that is no less a miracle than his generation by the
Holy Spirit. But wherefore should we make the miracles other than it has pleased the
Spirit of God to present them to us ?

ting rid of

transfer of

;

Matthew
pose of instruction and guidance.
like other
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For the appearances of

are intended to give to

man

being led by God, to save him from his tendencies to
consists their importance in the divine

angels,

the assurance of his

economy

;

error.

In

this

but, compared

with other forms of divine communication, they are manifestly
subordinate. The agency of angels has reference principally to phyThey are the living supports and springs of motion
sical existence.
to the world, for which the modern mechanical view of the world
has substituted what are called powers of nature. The world
of morals and religion

Comp. Heb.

why

is

and

the scene of the divine Spirit's agency.
14.
On this principle we can explain

an angel appears (sometimes in a dream, some-

one,

to

7-9,

i.

times waking), and to another, the Lord. Caprice is inconceivable
the different forms of revelation are adapted to
in the case
;

the condition of those to whom they are granted. Communication by dream is manifestly the lowest grade of divine revelatioa;
it is, as it were, one that takes place in an unconscious state

kind made to Joseph, who discloses in the Gospel
From the appearno decidedly spiritual character.
ances of angels seen in a waking state, the form of communication rises to a revelation received through the word within, which
was the usual form of receiving the higher influences in the
The revelation of Jehovah
cases of Moses and all the prophets.
himself, or of the Angel Kar' e^oxijv, appears to be the highest grade,
which was granted only to the princes among the saints an Abraham, a Jacob, a Moses, and a Paul. The church of Christ needs no
longer angelic appearances, as it possesses in the Holy Ghost given
The form in which angels
tp it the very source ot all truth.
appeared (with wings, garments, and the like) should be regarded
as quite accidental, determined solely by the conditions under which
the phenomenon happens to take place. Yet in him who sees
the angels, the unclosing of the inward eye is an invariable

it

the

is

narrative,

—

pre-requisite.

Celestial

manifestations cannot, like

the objects

of the outward world, be beheld by every one with the bodily
Even though other persons are present, he only for whom the
eye.
is designed sees the angel.
Thus the angels were ascending and descending upon Jesus at the very moment that he was
speaking the words in John i. 51 to the apostles but their inward
eye was still closed to the transactions of the world of spirits. Everjappearance of angels, accordingly, should be conceived not merely as

visitation

;

an outward
it.

(See

act,

Numb.

but also as an inward
xxii. 31.)

lation,* but was, not merely a,
* It

is

who sees
had no reve-

effect in the subject

Lastly, Christ, the Lord,

but the revelation of God in human

in appearance only that such passages as

Luke

xxii. 43,

which speaks of an
For that angel

angel appearing to Christ in Gethaemane, are opposed to this thought.

—

!
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18, 19.

I.

>

nature itself; on him the angels of God ascended and descended
he is the centre and the medium of connexion between the visible and the invisible world ; so that the entire reciprocal action of

i. e.,

these two portions of existence

(See note on John
The
Ver. 18.

i.

—

with a special
addition.

is

conducted and ordered by him.

51).

first

title, in

narrative after the genealogy

which

(See Gersdorf, ut sup. p. 39.)

braizing reading,

(

= niiVin),

ViveaLg, as the

introduced

cr;.^.

(Exod. xv. 20

of the Evangelist to represent

Mary

most HeMapia, also

preferable to yiwrjoig.

Hebrew

Mapidn, corresponds to the

The anxiety

is

is

in all probability, a spurious

'l-qaov is,

Num.

;

as pure

xii. 1.)

and inno-

In addition to nvr]orevdeiari^ yap rrig
mother being betrothed, he says expressly, ttqIv rj
ovveXOelv avrovg, before they came together.
IvveWelv (parallel
with TTapaXajSelv, ver. 20, 25) denotes living and dwelling together as
husband and wife. 'EvpiGKeodat is not used absolutely for elvai, any
more than vixc\ is so used it rather expresses " being," with the additional idea of " being recognized as such." (On kK rrvEvfiaTog dytov,
see note on Luke i. 35.)
Ver. 19.
Matthew's account leaves the impression, that Mary
cent, cannot fail to be noticed.

fiTjTpbg

avTov,

Ms

;

—

did not
further

make known her condition to Joseph. (On this point, see
the remarks on Luke ii. 39.) When he noticed it himself,

he sought to put her away without a

stir

—

(Xddga

tioning the cause in the writing of divorcement).

{.

e.,

without men-

'AnoXveiv denotes

the formal dismissal by a written declaration. (Deut. xxiv, 1.) According to Jewish custom, Joseph treated his betrothed just as his
wife ;* but showed himself to be Sucatog, just, upright.

This term
one who diligently fulfils the
precepts of the law ; for, according to them, he ought to have preferred an accusation against his betrothed. (Deut. xxii. 23, ff.) But
he is called kind, mild. Chrysostom : ^p^/Trd^", imeiK-qg. (Concerning the significations of SkaLog and its derivatives, compare the recannot here, as in Luke

i.

6, signify

Uapadeiyjiari^eiv, to make a Tragadetyixa, exiii. 21.)
ample, contains the idea of ^avepCJaai, mahe public, but with the
accessory idea of disgrace.
(Heb. vi. 6.) Thus, therefore, the father left his only-begotten Son and his mother, just as he does his
people in tlir; church, to pass through evil and through good report
That Grod permitted even the appearance of having committed sin
to rest upon Mary (for her pregnancy must, in any case, have appeared premature), must be regarded, in reference to Mary, as a trial

marks on Kom.

revealed nothing to him, but

was concerned only with

his physical exhaustion;

peared to him merely for the purpose of strengthening him in body.
* Maimomdes apud Buxt. de divort. pag. '?6. Femina ex quo desponsata

nondum a
libollo

viro cognita, est

repudil

uxor

viri et, si

—he apest,

licet

sponsus earn velit repudiare, oportet ut id faciat

Matthew
intended to

I.

20, 21.
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but in reference to Christ, as an adin the character of his humiliation
he had to ajij^ear

iierfect lier faith;

ditional trait

:

as sent in the likeness of sinful flesh.

(Rom. viii. 3.)
Ver. 20.
That this purpose, to which he thought himself compelled, should have caused a great commotion in Joseph's soul, may
he supposed probable. But, from these natural processes of
mind, and from any dreams or illusions of fancy which they may
perhaps have produced, there is distinguished a higher influence,
which was imparted to him in a dream, and which determined him
in his conduct towards Mary, as narrated ver. 24, 25.
Nothing in
the text requires us to assume, in this angelic visitation, any thing
externally visible
as Joseph saw it in a dream, the vision
was probably internal. The same God, who most expressly warns
against false dreams (Jer. xxiii. 32, xxix. 8), not unfrequently
directs his people by true ones (Numb. xii. 6)
since, for the sincere, who were really concerned for the truth, and for what was
well-pleasing to God, he discloses infallible criteria by which to distinguish genuine visions from false ones.
Yet as these are modified
by individual disposition, they can be reduced to no objective rules
all divine directions, whether by dreams or any other communications, are dependent upon earnestness and sincerity of heart
the

—

;

;

;

;

man

insincere

seeking to force, as

divine will, always hears

volve in the

Acts

4

;

22

;

xxvii. 19.

x. 19.]

occur in the

Kud'

New Testament.

The

('EvOvneXoOat

sees falsely.

affections.

is,

to re-

[See Matth.

Kar' ovap occurs only in Matth.

The phrase

unborn, yet reposing in the
existing.

were, the intimations of the

with the exercise of the

Ovj^iog,

ix.

and

it

preposition

v-dg

'Ev avr^

womb

ii.
12, 13, 19,
opposite, but does not

is its

—

iv rg KoiXia avrTjg, the child

of its mother, but

still already
denotes the Holy Spirit to be the

tK,

creative cause of the child's existence.)

Yer.

21.— The

indefinite neuter yewrjOev,

cisely characterized as son

and the meaning of

;

the

ofspring, is more prename to be given him is mentioned,

name, in relation to his appointed work, is
names is found throughout the Scriptures.
A name, according to its proper intention, should not be arbitrary, but should express the nature of him who bears it.
Sin
annihilates this original significancy of names, by extinguishing the
capacity of ascertaining the inward essence
in the principal characters, however, who stand as the bearers of what is noble among our
race, the Spirit from above supplied this deficiency.
The last words
of the verse declare the great and exalted destination of this divinelybegotten one he is described as the awT?/p, Saviour, (?-8Jn^ ) of his
set forth.

A

his

significance in

;

;

people.

people,

The

expression Xaog, people,

in opi^osition

to

the

tdvr],

=

sometimes denotes the Jewish people.
YOL. I.— 12

also

ay

Gentiles,

stands for the Jewish

=

dvj, althougli

(John

xi. 51.)

tdvog

That the

—
Matthew
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angel, on

tliis

I.

21, 22, 23.

occasion, regards the appointment of the Messiah only

on the same principle upon which
Jesus himself so represents it. (See note on Matth. x. 5, 6.) The
Jews had, in fact, according to the whole divine economy and plan of
salvation, the first call and aj^pointment to the ourrjQia, salvation,
This by no means excludes its relation to the heathen the Saviour's
people (Xaog) is, in a wider sense, the whole spiritual Israel all
in relation lo the' Jewish people is

;

—

minds desirous of righteousness and truth, among all people, tribes,
and tongues. (John x. 16.) The addition of " from their sins," is
The moral
significant of the character of the promised salvation.
import of the redemption to be looked for through the Messiah,
which, at the time of Christ, was lost among the common mass, but
not among the noble-minded of the people, is here prominent, and
can be denied only by such as are blinded by partiality for it corresponds to the expression in the parallel passage (Luke i. 77), the
;

dcpeoig rCov d[j.apTia)v,

from

shall save

fo7'giveness of sins.

their sins, denotes, as

To

it

l.u>a£i

dnb

rcJv diiaQnCjv, Tie

were, their removal

i. e.,

punishment of sin
(and, indeed, to the most external, the oppression of the Komans),
is incorrect, for this reason, that a/zaprm never does, and never can,
signify the punishment of sin ivithout the sin, but only together
their extinction.

loith

refer d^agria, sin, to the

it.

Yer. 22, 23.

—The

following are evidently not the words of the

who refers his Jewish readers to the
Old Testament, in order to prove to them, that what was new in the
Gospel, already existed in the sacred foundations on which their
faith rested.
The Lord himself appears as the effective cause (inro
the
by, like tK, out of, above, is used of the source, the origin)

angel, but of the Evangelist,

;

(Am, as distinprophet appears only as the intermediate organ.
guished from v7t6, denotes the instrument, by means of which something is accomplished.)
But, with respect to the formula Iva or
:

might he fulfilled, which appears to be a standing one, particularly with Matthew, it is evident, in the first place,
that the New Testament writers themselves understood it, according to the natural meaning of the words
that is to say,
rrXrjQovodat, to he fulfilled, in the sense of something that was promised in time past, being realized at the present time so that
oTTO)g

7T/(.r]Q(jjdxi,

that

it

;

;

always supposes a previous promise. The conjunction 'Iva
cannot be translated so that, denoting a residt (eici3aTiKU)g), but
always expresses an intention (reXtKcog), to the end that, in order
In the whole formula it is e\ddent, that the event being
that.
TrXrjQovodai

intended,

is

just

what

is

meant

TrXrjpovodai itself necessarily leads

fore,
tooJc

supply

1771-6

to be brought

us to this idea.

into notice

We may,

;

and

there-

Tov KVQLOv, hy the Lord, after tovto yeyovev, this

place, since that which took place

must not be regarded

as

:

Matthew
The formula

accidental.
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22, 23.

does receive

its

simple grammatical ex-

planation in those cases where interpreters consider actual Old

Testament prophecies referred to ; but when such are not found,
a wider sense is wont to be given to the phrase in this way
'

The

result is

such, that the words of the Old Testament may-

This explanation is defended on the
used in the New Testament to express
the event (hfSaTiKoJg ;)* but from the fact that iva may be so
used, it does not follow that it must be so taken in some of the
Tliis expression, wliich appassages which contain this phrase.
pears so constantly in the New Testament, can have but one
and the same sense in all the places where it is used. To apbe suitably applied to
ground, that "iva, that,

it.'

is

peal to the custom universally prevalent

among

the Jews, of apply-

ing passages of the Old Testament in relations quite different from
those

involved in their original connexion,

be allowed

;

because, in the

first

place,

it

cannot in this case
inconceivable

is

that

have accommodated themselves to a
custom so unmeaning, and so much exposed to abuse and then,
further, even if such were the case, the meaning of the phrase,
h'a 7T?^T}Qcod^j that it might he fulfilled, would not be altered,
since, if the New Testament writers did follow this habit, they
must have held, in connexion with it, the principle out of which
viz., that the Scriptures contain endless references, and can,
it arose
The Eabbi imtherefore, be applied to all possible circumstances.
agines it really to be so with his quotations of Scripture (nonsensical as they may be) ; and agreeably to this view of the multifarious
applicability of the contents of the sacred Scriptures, he believes
that he finds a real fulfilment of the Bible language where he apIn my opinion, therefore, it is nothing but doctrinal preplies it.
judice which gave occasion to an interpretation varying from the
the sacred writers

should

;

—

* The question of the use of Iva

is

of great importance doctrinally.

It

comes under
from
But it is

special notice in the subject of predestination, as well as in that of tho prophecies

the Old Testament.

worth

(See observations on Matth.

noticing, that to assert that Iva

is

the force of many passages, no less than

siii. 14,

15

;

John

xii. 39, 40.)

very frequently used hpaTiKur, tends to take
is

done by asserting that

it is

never

m used.

away
This

John xvii. 3, where the words avrrj hrlv aluvioc (ut), Iva
yivuaKuai Oeov, are translated by some " vita seterna in hoc cernitur studio, ut te cogInstead of tho knowledge of God itself, nothing is left for us but a mere strivEoscant."
ing after it. It appears to me that in this case also, the truth lies midway between the
two, and that John, in particular, certainly does use Iva of the event. This Evangelist has
used uoTE once only (John iii. 16) in all his writings and in that instance it is after a
preceding ovtu^ o~ur, too, occurs only in John i. 57. But it is inconceivable that
John should not sometimes have wished to express the notion of mere consequence without intention. Such passages as John iv. 34; ix. 2 xv. 13 xvi. T xvii. 3, shews that
he employed ha for this purpose. It appears to me, therefore, that Winer (Gr. of the
N. T. Idioms, § 57) goes somewhat too far when he admits the less forcible meaning of
Iva only after verbs expressing command, desire, request
but denies altogether that Iva
and Ci(jT£ are interchanged.
is

the case, for instance, with

r/

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Matthew
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22, 23.

I.

Certain passages from tlie Old
simple grammatical explanation.
Testament were quoted as prophecies in the New, which in

was thought impossible to regard as
might not seem as if the New Testament writers quoted passages from the Old which did not contain
their original connexion,

such

;

then, in order that

it

it

proj^hecies, as if they did, Iva rrAT/pw^f/, with such quotations,
was translated in the manner ahove named. If this difficulty he removed, there r.emains no occasion for a departure from the literal

sense of the words.

But the difficulty can he removed hy our acknowledging in the
Old Testament prophecies a twofold reference to a present lower
With this supposition, we can
subject, and to a future higher one.
everywhere adhere to the immediate, simple, grammatical sense of
the v/ords, and still recognize the quotations of the New Testament
as prophecies in the full sense.

And

belongs to the peculiar ad-

it

justment and arrangement of the Scripture, that the life and substance of the Old Testament were intended as a mirror of the New
Testament life, and that in the person of Christ particularly, as the
representative of the New Testament, all the rays of Old Testament
ideas

and

institutions are concentrated as in their focus.*

the Author's dissertation

On

Konigsberg, 1824.
Archiv, B.

iii.,

St. 2.

:

Eln Wort

the opposite side

(Consult

tie/eren Schriftsinn,

iiber

Steudel in Bengel's

:

Lastly, Kleinert's observations in Tholuck's

This general character

Literarischer Anzeiger, year 1831, No. 28.)

of the old Testament shews itself in the passage here quoted from
Isa. vii. 14.

The immediate, grammatical

sense of the words of the

passage, necessarily requires a reference to some thing present, since

the napdh'og, virgin,

who was

Immanuel,

to bring forth

sented by the prophet as a sign of

King Ahaz

;

is

repre-

—a reference to the

Messiah, born of a virgin centuries after, appears to answer no end
It is most natural to
for the immediate circumstances.
suppose, that by Tragdevog is meant the betrothed of the prophet,

whatever

called in Isa.

viii. 3, ns-^as,

as being his wife.

(UaQdh'og, equivalent

from ri^sna,
which necessarily denotes pure virginity but the word naVy, too,
may, and must, in this case, be taken for a pure Adrgin.) The pas-

to nwV?,

unmarried ivoman,

is

indeed in

itself different
;

* See

(Werke Th. i., S. 211. ff.): "I found
by Jesus Christ, inasmuch as all history, all
God's commands and works, tended to this centre." In Hamann's works, a

Hamann,

in the history of his conversion

the unity of the divine will in the redemption
miracles, all

sphitual exposition, like that which the writers of the

New

Testament employ, may be

Bengel also says very truly (Gnomon ad. h. 1), "Scepe in N.
quorum contextum prophetarum tempore non dubium est, quin
inteniione divina interpretari debuerint de rebus jam turn pr£Esentibus.

seen in a modern author.
T. allegantur vaticinia,

auditores eorum ex

Eadem

vero inientio divina, longius prospiciens,

sic

formavit orationem, ut magis proprie

deinceps ea conveniret in tempora Messiae, et hanc, intentionem divinam apostoli nos docent, nosque dociles habere

deienV

Matthew

I.
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22, 23.

Ahaz the
who is now his betrothed, and will soon be his wife,
bear a son, named Immanucl and before this son shall have

sage, tlicn, affords tlie natural sense, tliat Isaiah gives
sign, that she

shall

;

two or three years), his prophecies
Thus the King Ahaz had given to him a sign
shall be fulfilled.
but, at the same time, the
(nis) close at hand, and intelligible
birth of Immanuel had its higher reference to the Messiah, by whom
the prophecy was fulfilled in a far higher sense, since he was born
of a virgin, and as a sign (n'lx) for the unbelieving world, which Ahaz
This agrees well with the symbolizing manner in which
represents.
He represented a whole chain
Isaiah named his sons throughout.
of ideas and facts, which were especially important to him, from the

come

to

knowledge (that

is,

in

;

circumstances of the times, in the names of his children, one of whom
was called Shear-Jashub (Isa. vii. 3) the second, Mahcr-shalal;

and the third, Immanuel. Thus he formed with
his family, as it were, an embodied and personified circle of ideas,
in which his spirit moved. Such a form of teaching is quite in agreement with the prophetic agency and, at the same time, Matthew
was perfectly justified in referring the event of the birth of Immanuel to the birth of Christ, because that parallel was intended
by the Spirit of projDhecy himself* The words of Matthew, finally, do not foUow the LXX. precisely, and differ from the original,
hash-baz

(viii.

3)

;

;

«

have not been convinced of the untenableness of the interpretation just given to
viz., that no invii. 14, even by the able defence of the opposite view
sot up by Hengstenberg in his Christoferior subject is intended by the prophet's words
logy, vol. i., p. 307, ff. It seems to me that he has not succeeded in solving the difficulty,
how the reference to the Messiah could be a sign for Ahaz. Looking at it free from prejudice, one is necessarily led to expect that Ahaz must have had something given him,
which he would Hve to witness. It is very forced to refer the period of two or three
years spoken of to the coming of the Messiah, born centuries after. At any rate, the prophecy could not then have any meaning for Ahaz. The reasons brought forward against
my view, seem to me unimportant for when Hengstenberg reminds us, that there is no
likeness between the birth of Immanuel in a natural manner, and that of the Messiah in
a supernatural manner, it is certainly true that Matthew lays stress on the term napOivoc,
which in the prophet has not the emphasis but such a free use of prophecies is not uncommon in the New Testament, particularly in the Epistle to the Hebrews, and is quite
In this
safe when the passage so used is a real prophecy or a type, as in this instance.
passage the unity of the reference Uea in the name Immanuel ; Isaiah's son had the name,
but Christ the essence. He was God manifested, whom the former merely represented.
Besides, discordant features are necessarily found in every type or symbol, for otherwise
All prophecies of Scripture have, therefore,
it would not be a type, but the thing itself.
points of similarity enough to be understood by him who needs them, and who because
of his need, seeks for them; but likewise dissimilarities enough ioha misunderstood by
him who will not perceive. In the main, I agree in my view of Isaiah vii. 14, with UrnI

the passage Isa.

—

—

;

;

hreit's

Observations in the Studien und.Kritiken, year 1830, H.

fessor KleinerCs hypothesis in TliolucKs Anzeiger, year 1832,

iii.

S. 538,

No.

25,

ff.

ff.,

The

that

late Pro-

we

should

which God shewed to
Ahaz by the prophet, would in fact explain several circumstances, if there were but one
word in the text intimating that this was the account of a vision. Without such an in-

conceive the facts respecting the virgin and

Immanuel

as a vision

timation, however^ the supposition of a vision remains purely gratuitous.

—
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translating nsnp^

also, in

I.

24, 25.

shalt call,

{tlioiL

2d

pers. sing, fem.)

Ly

KaXtaovaij they shall call.

Ver. 24, 25.

— Joseph was

command, believed

in every thing obedient to the divine

in the purity of his wife, took her to himself,

and

gave the child, after his birth, the appointed name. But the Evano-elist adds a remark worthy of notice, in the words, ovic ijivodantv
avr^v to)g ov treice tov vlbv avrTj^ rbv -npuiToroKov^ he Jcneio her not
It is unnecessary to prove, that in these words
until she bore, &c.

=

jLVi^aKeiv

question

is,

si;, to hioiu, is

used of connubial connexion

whether the meaning of the word

place in Joseph's marriage at
particularly

t'wf ov,

all,

or merely that

The words

to the birth of Jesus ?

until,

and

that

is,

it

the only

;

did not take

it

did not previous

suggest, at first sight, the latter,

TrpojToroiiogj

The former

first-horn.

appears to suppose connubial intercourse after the birth of Jesus
the latter seems to say that Mary had several children. As, however,
it is not probable, from the Gospel-history, that Mary had other
children (see note on Matth. xiii. 55, for a more particular account),
no coujlusion can be drawn from the word TrpuroToiwg to compel us
;

between Joseph
and Mary took place. The term is merely equivalent to I'sa or
Bh'n—
in Hebrew, which may signify either the first among others,
or the 07ily child, n'.sa is the first son, preceding the birth of any
daughter for him the mother must offer the sacrifices for the firstborn, while as yet entirely ignorant whether she would have other
to suppose, that afterwards connubial intercourse

it:i3

:

children. (It should be particularly noticed also, that the expression
is TTQcoTOToicog

avr-q

g,

WEB. first-born.

The term

has, of course, quite

a different meaning in the phrases, irQuroroKog iv -noXXoIg ddeXrpolg, firstborn among many brethren (Rom. viii. 29), e/c rCjv veKpCJv^from the

dead (Eev.

i.

Heb.

i.

also in

5), Tzdorjg inioEUig, of every creature (Col.
6,

where the term stands

on these passages.) The formula
sarily assert, that

time, did

happen

what is
after

(See the

alone.

t'wf ov, until,

i.

15).

So

Commentary

= ^s-^? does not neces-

said not to have taken place before a certain

it.

In the Old Testament, this

is

proved by

such passages as Gen. viii. 7, 2 Sam. vi. 23. In the New Testament,
indeed, none of the passages quoted in proof are quite conclusive e.g.,
Matth. xxii. 44 (compared with 1 Cor. xv. 28), Matth. v. 26, xviii. 30.

But

it is in

affirm that

the very nature of the particle, that

what had not taken place up

it

does not necessarily

to a certain point of time,

has taken place since. All depends on the circumstances and relations.
(If we were to say, we waited till midnight, but no one came, that does
not imply, that after midnight some one came ; it means, no one came
at all.)*

We must say, therefore, that from this passage no conclusion

* But to say that no one came until midnight, would naturally imply that some one
came after midnight. The moral consideration alleged against Mary's having other children than Jesus, viz., that it was fitting that the Messiah should terminate his line, cannot have
at all ?

much weight

Why

against positive grounds.

did Providence select a virgin

On

who was

this principle,

why

actually betrothed

did
?

Mary marry

—[K.

—
Matthew
can be drawn
states as fact

citlicr for tlie

—"

II.

183

1.

one view or the other Matthew merely
Jesus he knew not Mary." It is
;

Till the birth of

evident, however, that after what he had passed through, Joseph
might justly think that Jiis marriage with Mary had another purpose than that of begetting children. Perhaps the words of the
Evangelist are framed purposely thus, to prevent any inference that
might be drawn from these events against the sanctity of marriage
yet it still seems consonant with the nature of things, that the
last female descendant of David, in the family of which the Messiah was born, closed her family with this last and eternal scion.
(The opposite view is defended by Sticr, Andeutungen fiir gliiubiges
;

Schriftverstiindniss, Th.

§ 3.

S.

i.

404,

ff.)

—FLIGHT INTO EGYPT—MURDER
—RETURN TO GALILEE.

ARRIVAL OF THE MAGI
THE CHILDREN

(Matth.

Ver.

1.

—

It

is

ii.

OF

1-23.)

only in passing, and as a supplementary remark,

Matthew states that Jesus was born at Bethlehem, in the time
of Herod* (that is, the Great, the son of Antipater), while he says nothing definitely of the residence of Joseph and Mary it is hence
that

:

cleaily seen, that the Evangelist, in his account of Christ's

tentionally disregards the relations of place as well as of time

in-

life,

—a

fact

not unimportant in the apparent contradictions between Matthew
and Luke, which are presently to be noticed. (B7]0Xeeii, Betlileliem., = 6nV~n"'2 lay two hours, ]" or six Eoman miles south-west
The town was originally named Ephrath. [Gen.
of Jerusalem.

XXXV. 19, xlviii. 7.]
The addition, ryg 'lovdaiag, of Judea, is to distinguish it from another Bethlehem in Galilee, in the tribe of Zebulun, mentioned in Joshua xix. 15.
As being David's birthplace, it
See Luke ii. 4, 11.)
is called simply, " City of David."

The most important circumstance in Matthew's eyes is, that the
new-born Messiah received at once the homage of the Magi.
(Ma) o(, Magi, is well-known to have been originally the name of
the learned class among the Parsees. In Jer. xxxix. 3, the term
The Greek
att-i: is used of the head of the College of the Magi.
explanation of the word, as given in Suidas,
sages,
*

devout

j)C'>'sons,

is

As Matthew gives no more
name reigned in

princes of which

less correct

definite

(pi?.66eoi

statement as to the person of Herod, several

Palestine (see the

Exposition of the Acts of the Apostles),

((>iX6oo(j)oi.,

than that which explains

it is

first

clear that

chronological table before the

he supposes

some knowledge of the circumstances, which accounts

his readers to possess

for several peculiarities in

his

narrative.
f [Slunde, hour,

is

used in Germany as a measure of distance.

than three English miles.]

Tr.

It

is

something

less

;;
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great,

it,

II.

from a Persian

excellent,

1.

root.

[In

tlie

Persian ay-

row-headcd inscriptions appears the word Maghu, Magian. See
Theod. Benfey, die Pers. Keilinscliriften, Leipz. 1847, p. 89.] In
later times, the name [idyog, Magian, like mathematicus, Chalesdceus, was used of aU who were attached to occult science
See Acts xiii. 6.) This narrative is most
pecially of astrologers.

—

simply explained,

we regard the Magi

if

as adherents of the Zoroas-

was

trian worship of light, which, even before the time of Christ,

widely spread through western Asia. Pompey found the worship of
Mithras, a branch of the Zend religion, among the Cilician pirates.

Cf
it

Pomp.

Plut. vit.

the east, is

cap. 37.

hence best

applies, like

ts^jftt,

left in

The

expression d-o

dvaroXCov^-'-'

from

the indefinite generality proper to

to all that

is

it

situated east of Palestine—to

Now, the
adjacent Arabia, and even to the more distant Persia.
first,
hypothesis that these Magi were Parsees, is highly probable
because there are remarkable germs of truth in the Zend system
;

—

—

an expected Saviour and furan intermixture of Jewish ideas is more easily conBut such
ceivable in their case than in that of any other nation.
an intermixture must on this occasion be supposed, since the Perbut these
sians expected their Saviour from the family of Zoroaster

itself

e. gr.,

the idea of a Sosiosh

;

ther, because

;

Magi come

to seek for the

King

of the

Jews

(ver. 2).f

The circum-

stance, too, that a star guided the Magi, points to the pursuit of
astronomy, which was not unknown among the Parsees. With respect to the statement that about the time of the birth of Christ,
the prophecy of the appearance of a great universal monarch in
the East was spread far and wide, even among the heathen {Suet.
c. 4. Tacit. Hist. V. 13. Joseioh. B. J. i. 5, 5 ; vii. 31)— a proof
great events, affecting the whole of mankind, are ushered in by

Vesp.

how

a sort of presentiment

—

this

vague exj)ectation can scarcely be used

in explanation of the visit of the Magi.

Their faith rested clearly

on firmer props than so indefinite a rumour could supply. They
recognized in the new-born one, whom they were seeking, not merely
But, substantially
a ruler, but the Saviour liimself their Sosiosh.
correct as was their knowledge, we must still beware of ascribing

—

sharply defined doctrinal ideas to those believing strangers.
*
ivest,

chiefly in

:j:

The

used of a quarter of the world, appears like Svojing setting
the plural (see Matth. viii. 11, utto uvaTolCiv kuI dva/i-ji'), perhaps be-

'Avaro?.77, rising,

east,

cause of the daily return of the rising and setting sun.
also be thought to be Jews, perhaps of the dispersed ten tribes
f These Magi might

but the words, BaaiXevc tuv ^lovoaluv, evidently imply that they were not Jews.
That this visit of the Magians was ordered by Divine Providence, had a special
:j:

and was accompanied, perhaps, or followed by the germs of a sincere faith
Yet it may well be doubted whether Olshausen does not press
the narrative quite too far. Did they not commence their journey because the appearance of an unwonted star led them to believe in the birth of some royal personage and
come to Talestine because the star overhung that land, just as it subsequently guided

significance,
in

them, cannot be doubted.

;

Matthew

upon these Magi

early church, moreover, looked
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II. 1, 2.

as the rciDrcscnta-

heathen world, which, in them, offered its homage to
the Lord a rational thought, full of deep truth
Agreeably to
Old Testament hints of this fact (Ps. Ixviii. 30, 32 Ixxii. 10 ; Isa.
xlix. 7
Ix. 8, 6), the Magi were early taken to be kings, and, in
tivcs of the

—

!

;

;

the legend, bore the names of Caspar, Melchior, and Balthazar.
It was an easy step for the advocates of myths- in the New Testament, to view this occurrence of the appearance of the Magi,
before the new-born Kedeemer, as a philosophical myth, without
any historical foundation whatever, by which tradition intended to

express the idea awakened by the passages of the Old Testament

Messiah would exercise a universal influbeyond the limits of the Jewish people.
But it is
at variance with this view that Matthew is the Evangelist in whom

just referred to, that the

ence, extending

"•'

this universal character of Christ's mission is least prominent.

related

by contemporaries,

As

this narrative if destitute of historical

truth, could be nothing but gross deception.

Ver.

2.

Matthew

— The words which the family memoirs here employed by

attribute to the Magi, indicate a knowledge of the special

which the new-born one stood to the Jewish people. The
" King of the Jews" is not a king who rules over the Jews alone
the Magi represent their own subjection under his (spiritual) power
by their symbolical action but a King, who springs from the Jews,
and from them, as a centre, extends his kingdom. Thus it expresses
properly the true idea, " salvation is of the Jews" (John iv. 22).
As the sure sign of his birth, they mention the sight of his star
(eldoiiEv avTov rbv darepa).
They knew, therefore, that a heavenly
sign would stand connected with the earthly appearance of this
That great events on earth had their correspond(spiritual) king.
ing appearances in the heavens, which shewed themselves principally
in stars, was a very general opinion of antiquity (see, for instance,
Justin. Hist, xxxvii. 2. Sueton. vit. C^s. c. 88), and not without
truth, though it commonly served the purposes of superstition.*
In the life of the Saviour, the surmise expressed in this opinion attained to reality and truth. In what this o.ott'jq BaaiXecog, king's
relation in

—

—

.

them

to

Bethlehem and the very house

—

?

The narrative imphes

surely no spiritual con-

K.
ception of the new-born king.
* The advocates of the mythical view are quite arbitrary in using sometimes this and

sometimes that circumstance, to defend their view, without regarding internal consistency.
At one time, they make the apostles imagine that the mission of the Messiah was to be
confined to the people of Israel and yet, on the other hand, they make them invent
myths, for the purpose of shewing his universal mission.
;

f In the tract, Talkut Rubeni, it is said: "Qua hora natus est Abrahamus stetit sidus
in oriente, et deglutivit quatuor astra, quse erant in quatuor coeli plagis."
(See

quoddam

Beriholdti Christol. Jud. page 55.)

The words evidently describe a conjunction of planets,
Four stars united and formed a whole, so that one

according to the sensible impression.

great star seemed to have swallowed the four

little

ones.

—

—

Matthew
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be ascertained with certainty.

star, consisted, is hardly to

The

idea

of a meteoric appearance is the most improbable ; it could not
find any support but in ver. 9, where it is said, " the star stood
Chalcidius, the Platonist (0pp.
over where the young child was."
Hippoliti eded. J. A. Fabricius, page 32.5), understood a comet
to be

meant by the

gen, takes

it

The learned Bishop

star.

and

to be a constellation,

planets which took place in the year 1825.
of the

Academy

Mtinter, of Copenha-

refers to the conjunction of

(See the Dissertations

of Sciences at Copenhagen, for the year 1820.)

It

most probable to me that a particular star is intended,* because
of the parallel between this passage and Matth. xxiv. 30, where, in
like manner, a sign of the Son of Man in heaven is foretold, with
reference to Christ's second coming
just as in Numb. xxiv. 17, it is
(In order to
held up as a prophecy of the first coming of our Lord.
apply this passage to himself, the well-known false Messiah, took the
name of Barkochba i. e., son of the star.)
This intelligence was a message of terror to the king
Ver. 3, 4.
and the city of Jerusalem (in its representatives the ecclesiastical
partly, because in general what is great and
rulers of the Jews)
mighty when it comes into our immediate neighbourhood, seizes us
is

;

—

—

;

with a feeling akin to

and

terror, (for

we cannot suppose that aU the

chief

appearance of the Messiah, on account of their sins); partly, because conscience announced
to Herod, now grown grey in sin, as well as to the priestly caste,
from selfishness (at least in the majority) alive only to their own interest, that with the appearance of the King of Kighteousness, their
kingdom of iniquity was drawing near its end. From the external

priests

scribes v/ould be terrified at the

character which the expectations of a Messiah

the Jews,

it is

more than probable

that, with

had acquired among
most of those who

heard of tlie appearance of a King of the Jews, political fears or
hopes would be excited. Only we must not forget to notice, that
the correct view of the spiritual character of the Messiah had main* Ideler, who follows the Abbot Sanclemente, so celebrated as a chronologer, has
made me doubt whether the star ought not still to be regarded as a conjunction of planets.
The above-mentioned scholars employ their view of it to fix the chronology of the year
of Christ's birth, and shew that, six years before the Christian era, a most remarkable
conjunction of all the chief planets in our system did take place. Now, as the planets,

according to the latest and most exact calculations, were sometimes close together, at
others, farther off

so that sometimes the star seemed to be there, and
which agrees well with Matthew's narrative I am inIn addition to this, according to Jewish

from each other

then, at others, to disappear

—

all

;

—

clined to think this hypothesis very probable.
tradition

e. g.,

of Abarbanel (in his

Commentary on

Daniel), such conjunctions are said

and of other men of note in the kingdom of
God. Seeldekr's Handbuch der Chronologic, Th. ii., S. 410, K, and in the Lehriuch, S.
Kepler already held the same opinion,
428, where there is a new calculation by Encke.

to

have happened

at the birth of

Moses

also,

only, from his calculation not.being quite correct,

what too

late.

surpassing

all

Ignatim

(epist.

ad Ephes.

others in the splendour of

c.

he fixed the date of conjunction some-

19) describes the star as a remarkable one,

its light.

—
Matthew
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tained itself in the small circles of true believers (see note on
i.

76),

Luke

and that by them outward changes were regarded but as the

consequence of his spiritual influence.
" By the dpxiepeXg, chief priests, are here meant, not only the
high priests [Vinan -,r;b] properly so called that is, the one in office,

—

and those who had before passed through

it, but also the heads of
the twenty-four classes (courses) of priests. [See note on Luke i. 5.]
Since these heads, as such, were members of the Sanhedrim, every mem-

ber of the Sanhedrim was also called apxiepevg chief-priest, [John

The

10].

ypai-iimrelg,

=

ta-'-isb,

scribes, include all w^ho

xii.

were skilled

in the law, like

vofj-tKog, lawyer, vofiodiSdanaXog, teacher, of the law
;
" chief-priest" was a " scribe," but not vice versa.
Like the Magi (ver. 2), the king (ver. 4) inquires only for the
h\vi\i-place (-ov jewdrat) of the new king.
The birth itself appears

so that every

which indicates a general expectation of
{yswdrai, is horn), does not require to be
taken as a future this tense is rather used in relation to the prophecies of Scripture, by which the scribes were to decide
so that the
meaning is Where is the king (of whom the prophets speak) to be
born ? which leaves it undecided whether he be already born, as the
Magi declared (jrov kanv 6 rexdelg j3aaiXevg, ver. 2), or is yet to be born.
The learned Jews quite correctly assign Bethlehem
Ver. 5, 6.
as the birthplace of the Messiah, according to Micah v. 2, in which
remarkable prophecy, acknowledged as such by most expositors, so
minute, and so literally fulfilled, the inconsiderable town (hence
to all indubitably certain,

The present

the Messiah.

;

;

—

—

called

Kw/JT/,

village, in

the Messiah, and

John

its spiritual

vii.

42)

glory

is

is

described as the birthplace of

contrasted with its worldly low-

In the quotation, the Evangelist follows neither the Hebrew
LXX. he quotes freely from memory.* The meiosis,
which appears in the words ovdajiHyg iXaxiorri el, art hy no means

liness.

text nor the

least, is

LXX.

;

not contained either in the original or the translation of the
Still the variation is purely formal.
Matthew gives merely

the thought of the prophet, which is simply this, that Bethlehem,
notwithstanding its mean exterior, is highly honoured.

The words

yT] 'lovda, land of Judah, added by Matthew himprobably to the tribe of Judah, of which, according to Gen.
xlix. 10, the Messiah was to be born.
The y ~/, land, is put by synecdoche for TToALg, city, as e. g., in Jerem. xxix. 7, t? is translated yf/
by the LXX. [See Matth. x. 15 xi. 24 xiv. 34.]— Instead of

(

self, refer

;

;

h roig ijyenootv,
iv ;^/Ataaiv,

among the rulers, as in Matthew, the LXX. have
among the thousands, after the Hebrew ''s>Na. The

• Jerome observes strangely on the passage
" Arbitror Matthajum volentem arguere
scribarum et saeerdotum negligentiam sic etiam posuisse (sc. verba propheta;) uti ab eis dictum est." i. e., "I think that Matthew, wishing to expose the carelessness of the priests
:

scribes, gave the words of the prophet as used by them."
But in that case Matthew
must, in other places, have laid himself open to the charge of the same " negligentia."

and

,

Matthew
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Jewish people were divided into families [t=''2^«, Judges vi. 15], over
wliicli heads [i="'2V)< 'nto, ij-yefioveg^'Ex. xviii, 21 Numh. i. 16] presided.
The heads of families are, therefore, in Matthew put for the families
themselves, and these again for the chief towns in which they were
;

settled.)

As

him who was to he looked for from
in the sense of " being born"), the Evangel-

the characteristic of

Bethlehem

(tc;, £^ep;\;£(70ai

mode of applying the Old Testament quotation, marks
prominently his dominion over the people of Israel. The terms in
which that dominion is described appear chosen purposely to signify its mild and gracious character.
(^Ryovixevog, leader, = Voito,
ist in his

governor, expresses rather the idea of guiding to an object, than

down law and

of laying
noLixavei

Xaov

rov

restraining

by

force

the additional clause

;

a shepherd

shall rule, he

iiov,

to,

my

2^Gople,

which is wanting in the Hebrew text, is perhaps inserted from 2
Sam. V. 2, another prophetic passage. The ideas of governing and
tending are closely related, and are often interchanged yet TroiixaiveLv
to tend as a shepherd, gives greater prominence to the ideal character of the true ruler, who has the good of his subjects at heart,
than (SaaiXevetv, to reign. The special relation of this shepherd to
;

=

bs, 2^^ople, the opposite of e^^a nations), is to be reIsrael (/.aog
garded partly as again expressive of the view most readily suggested of the influence of the Messiah (see notes on Matth. i. 21 x. 6 ;
XV. 24), and partly as inclusive of its further extension to the whole
spiritual Israel, scattered among all nations.
(See note on Matth.
;

viii.

11 ;
Ver.

Kom.

ii.

28, 29.)

excitement, the
—In order to smother
picious tyrant kept the
of the Magi, and the purpose of
journey a
own ends.
—using them, he imagined,

sus-

all political

7.

their

arrival

secret

for his

as

After having ascertained from his doctors the place of the birth, he
tried to discover the time likewise.
This he connected with the appearance of the star (j)Kp[[3(j^Ge rov xQovov rov ^acvofievov dorepog), but

whether from the hints of the Magi or not, is uncertain. From ver.
16, therefore, we might conclude that the star had already been seen
some time perhaps, since the time of the conception of Jesus.
{'AicQil36cj,

—
— By

see ver. 16,

=

aKQifiCog l^erd^o), ver. 8.)

outward smoothness Herod hoped the more
surely to deceive the simple men, and induce them to return to him;
but God preserved them and the young child from his malice.
(JlogeveadaL, to go, is used certainly according to the analogy of the
Hebrew tl^n, but is not redundant, as the inquiry in this case inVer.

8, 9.

volved a journey.)

his

The

relation of the travelling wise

star, as stated in ver. 9, is
TTgoTiyev

not

avrovg, preceded, led

clude thence that the star

clear.

First of

them on,

it

is

all,

men

to the

with respect to

not necessary to con-

had disappeared, and then re-appeared.

—

—

:

Matthew
The matter may be

easily

II.

9-11,

imagined thus

189

—the

star,

which they had

seen rise in the east (tv ry dvaroXfi, ver. 2) they discovered, having
in its course changed its position, in the direction which they

were to pursue from Jerusalem to Bethlehem.
It continued,
therefore, to precede them as a guiding star,
{Upodyeiv) is taken
in its proper signification.*)
iX6u)v
etc.,

tar-rj

ov

Errdvo)

where mention

is

Now

destined point.

But what

(sc. tottoi;) ijv

made
it is

to

is more difficult
came and stood over,
moving and arri\dng at a

follows

iraidiov^ it

of the star

not easy to see

how a

star in the heavens,

whether a comet or a constellation, could even apparently rest over
a house. A fiery appearance in the air would more easily account
for this, were it at all probable, that any thing of that sort could
be designated by the term dar^p, star. The whole of Matthew's
description evidently indicates a star that shone for a considerable

time.

and

It is simplest to take the expression, D.dcbv

torrj,

it

came

the natural conception of their childhke feeling;
so that the usual mode of inquiry after the child Jesus was not
meant to be excluded, while the result, as well as the beginning, of
stood,

as

the journey

is still ascribed to the heavenly guide.f
Ver. 10, 11.
The remark again made, that the Magi saw the
star {I66vr£g rbv doripa), is not by any means to be referred to what

—

precedes, so that
It

is

I66vr£<;,

seeing,

would be taken

better to refer the expression to the

tarri,

for a pluperfect.

stood, before

men-

tioned, so that the view of the star, so to speak, terminating its
office, filled

them with a

rejoiced luithjoy,

is

peculiarly joyful surprise. {^Y.xdp7]aav xO'Pav,

a familiar Hebraism [see 1 Sam.

iv.

5]

;

some-

thing analogous to which is found in all languages. The periphrasis
of the superlative with acpoSpa, exceedingly, ['i<'?], is also a well-known
Hebraism.]
In the description of the visit of the Magi, 3Iary
only, the mother of the child, is mentioned.
Joseph recedes quite
into the back-ground throughout the whole Gospel-history,

and pre(The reading eldov, saio,
every way preferable to the evpov, found, of the Textus Eeceptus.)

sents no perceptible spiritual character.
is

Two

things are distinctly noticed in the actions of the Magi ; first,
the -rrpooKweiv, pay liomage, loorship, then the presenting of their
gifts.

We may imagine both included in one in this way,

* Ideler

(ui sup.)

seemed, while in conjunction, to form one large

we

that they

explains this of the approach, or dispersion of the planets, which
star.

first that the star guided them to Palesand then to Bethlehem, what insuperable difficulty in supposing tliat it indicated
the house? It was evidently an extraordinary, probably a miraculous phenomenon, and
there seems no reason for receiving one part of the narrative, and staggering at another.
The birth of Jesus as recorded both by Matthew and Luke is signalized by many miracles
and assuredly the moral significance of this transaction, as homage rendered by the
Heathen world through its representatives to the new-born King of the world, forms
quite as fitting an occasion for a miracle as the announcement to an humble company of
Jewish shepherds. K.

f If

tine,

take literally the preceding account,

'

Matthew
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The
desired to testify their dependence in the presentation itself.
action was to be Tcpoacpopdj an offering, a solemn recognition of the
superior character of the new-born one, as also the prophecy in
UpoaKwrjaai, to pay homage, therefore,
Isaiah Ix. 6, intimates.

answering to the Hebrew rijhB'in, is no proof, so far as the words go,
of the view entertained by the Magi of the young child's dignity.
The word often denotes nothing more than the well-known oriental
form of political homage. Still the connexion of the narrative makes
it

certain, that the

Magi

ascribed a spiritual character to the child

;

homage, combined with the ceremony of the npoa^opd,
Only we must not,
offering, acquires a more spiritual meaning.
as before observed, by any means ascribe to the Magi any doctrinal
but only a dim conception of the
ideas of the divinity of Jesus
We may say, they
divine power accompanying and resting on him.
worsliipped God, who had made this child for salvation to them
also, but not the child.

and

their

;

Finally, as regards the gifts presented to the child (and his

we are not at liberty to conclude from the fact of their
being Arabian products, that the Magi came from Arabia the
articles were common throughout the east, as being necessary to
their worship, for gold also was among the gifts usually presented to
the gods. The idea of many expositors, that these valuable presents
mother),

;

must needs be brought to Mary in her poverty, to aid her
ney into Egypt (ver. 13), may not be altogether inadmissible
Gospel-liistory shows that, in after

life also,

jour;

the

the Sa\aour committed

himself in reference to his bodily support, to the love of his friends.
(See note on
i::'}*,

Deut.

" what
nifies

is

Luke

viii. 3.)

(The term Orjoavpog treasure, signifies, like
"place of keeping ;" the idea of

xxviii. 12, "vessel,"

kept"

— " costly"

is

the derived one.

Kiftavoq

=

ns'^aV,

"incense," the produce of a balsamic plant of Arabia.

sig-

In the

Old Testament the term is found very frequently, because incense is
mentioned in connexion with the sacrifices in the Kew it
liivpva = -i», myrrh,
occurs only once more ^viz., in Rev. xviii, 13.
is a similar product, obtained from a tree like the acacia. [Ex. xxx.
23 Psalm xlv, 8.] Incense and myrrh were also used medicinally
by the ancients but such a use of the presents is here totally inadOn the history of the Magi in general see KleuTcer's Bibl.
missible.
Sympathieen, S. 36, if. and Hamann's Kreuzziige des Philologen,
Werke, Th. ii., S. 135, fi".)
so often

;

—

;

;

;

—

Ver. 12. As above, so here also, we should observe that the
thoughts of the Magi, produced within them by natural reflection on
the circumstances, must not be confounded with the higher impulse,
which induced their determination not to return to Herod. {Xpiji^iarii^eiv signifies,

in profane authors,

give answers and

commands

"to manage

;" ^pT/f-ta-i^ea^ai,

—

ptiblic afiairs"
" to
" to receive commands."

—
Matthew

II.

12-15.
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In the Hellenistic Greek, the term appears in the same signification,
but with reference to divine transactions xp^/iart^eir, " to give divine commands," Heb, xii. 25 ;^p7//iaTt^ea(?at, " to receive di\dne
commands." So in the New Testament, ver. 22 of this chapter, and
elsewhere
and in the Old, in Jer. xxvi. 2 xxix. 18. Lastly, it
means, also, merely " to call" [Acts xi. 26 ; Kom. vii. 3], a meaning
;

;

;

quite

;

common in

profane writers.)

—

Ver. 13, 14. As the Saviour, after he had attained to the full
consciousness of divinity {Gottesheiousstseyn), did and said nothing
of himself, but always at the instance of the Father (John

agency prevailed among the

so the divine

circle

viii.

28),

that surrounded

him

during his infancy, and before this consciousness was yet fully developed.
The history of Jesus, even the child Jesus, is a divine
history.
By divine impulse, therefore, Joseph brings the holy child
with his mother to Egypt.* (On the appearance of the angel "in
a dream," [/.-ar' oj-ap,] see i. 20. Ver. 13, IgOl, he, is imperative from
Eti-a'
elfii, and not to be confounded with a similar form from olda.
is to be taken here, as r\-r^ is also used, in the sense of "being continuously" i. e., " remaining." " Till I shall tell thee" intimates another
appearance to be looked

and secrecy

cates haste

The

The whole

for.

expression, ro rraLdiov Koi r?jv

er, delicately

narrative of the flight indi-

hy night,

[yvuro^,

fjrjTepa

ver. 14] in their removal.

avrov, the child

and

its

moth-

intimates that Joseph was only in the place of a father.)

Tradition names Matarea as the place where Jesus is said to have remained with Mary in Egypt. The temple of Onias (at Leontopolis)
stood in the neighbourhood a circumstance which made many Jews

—

resort thither.

Ver. 15.
in

Egypt

—The observation, that Jesus remained with his mother

tiU the death of Herod,

is,

as a chronological date, not un-

important, since the death of Herod, and the beginning of Arche(ver. 22), can be accurately determined.
True, the
not void of uncertainty from the circumstance, that the

laus's reign

date

is

Evangelist does not remark, either

how

old the child Jesus

was

at

him into Egypt, or how long he was
there nor do the passages, Luke iii. 1, 23, remove the uncertainty.
Yet thus much is certain from this passage, that Jesus must have
been born before the death of Herod and agreeably to this fact,
the time his mother fled -with
;

;

the vulgar Christian era
in his

is

at least three years too late.

Commentary on the

passage.)

The

(See Pauhis

investigations of Sancle-

mcnte and Ideler, as was observed, place the birth of Christ as long
But with respect to the flight into
Egypt, the Evangelist refers to an Old Testament projohccy viz.,
Hosea xi. 1. The G-reck words in Matthew differ from the text of
as six years before our era.

•

On

edited

—

—

the flight into Egypt, see Schleiermacher^s excellent sermon in the Magazine

by him,

Rh'or

and Schvderoff,

vol. vi.,

Madgeburg, 1829,

S. 301,

ff.

Matthew
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the

LXX.

in a remarkable

II.

manner

15, 16.
;

tlie latter

reads,

t'|

Alyvrrrov

out of Egypt I called his sons.
In this form, the passage was wholly useless for the purpose of the

liETEKaXeaa rd rt/cva avrov

quotation

Matthew,

;

the singular

(-^ss^

rov

'lagaijX,

therefore, follows the

We

Hebrew

text,

which has

hence, that in the Greek text of
treats the quotation with an independence

inx-j)?.)

Matthew

this Gospel,

SO.

see,

which we should not look for in an ordinary translator. (See Introd.
In its connexion in the prophecy, the passage evidently refers
§ 4.)
to the recall of the people out of Egypt by Moses
the people being
regarded as one man, are called God's son God's first-born. (Ex iv.
22 ; Jer. xxxi. 9.) This passage, however, the Evangelist regards in
;

—

so far a prophecy, as Israel after the flesh
in the person of Christ.

The

is

spiritually represented

fortunes of the earthly Israel are a

whom

found in
on the
principle that every author is to be explained by himself, we view
this idea as one that was familiar to the New Testament writers,
quite apart from its intrinsic and eternal truth, we obtain at least
the advantage of being able to proceed more simply and naturally in
type of the fortunes of the Messiah, in

his

true essence.

(See 1

Cor. x. 1,

fl".

;

Israel

Gal.

iii.

is first

28.)

If,

the exposition.

—

Yer. 16.
The lengthened absence of the Magi now rouses the
wrath of the tyrant Herod. He sees that he is deceived, and hopes,
by means of a revolting barbarity, to destroy the dangerous child.
To be certain of not missing his aim, he causes all the children in
Bethlehem under two years of age to be killed.
('E/i7ra^eiv means, first, "to deride," "to jeer at;" then, to
"deceive," "to beguile," since deceiving often involves derision.
QvixovadaL

=

nnh, to

hum loith rage,

does not occur elsewhere.

The

immediate neighbourhood of the town, the " borders" \opLa = ts^v^sj,
suburbs, precincts'], were included in Herod's cruel order.)
The relation in which this note of time stands to the account of
the Magi (ver. 7), makes it probable that the star appeared before the
birth of Jesus, and that the Magi did not arrive immediately after
his birth (see note on Luke ii. 40)
in which case Herod might think
;

it

necessary, in order to be sure, to extend the limit to within a little

of two years.

(Ater?/^, bimus, two-year old; d-no dierovg stands for
from the two-year old children downwards.) The fact of the
murder of the children at Bethlehem has been doubted, because neither Josephus nor any other historian makes mention of it ;'' and
further, because it is a cruelty scarcely conceivable even for a Herod,
and that too with no sufficient motive, as simpler means for accomplishing the removal of the child would have suggested themselves to

diETojv,

* Macrdbius (Saturn,
of Herod's

own

son

could be thought

ii.

4)

mentions the occurrence, but mixes it up with the murder
easily occur, as no other royal offspring

—a confusion which might

of,

who

could have been the object of Herod's persecutions.

Matthew
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16-20.

But, in iho^rstp^ace, as respects the silence of the historians
him.
on an event so unimportant in a pohtical point of view (the only view
taken by all ancient historians), as the death of some children in a
small Jewish town must have seemed to them it is the less surprising, because, according to verse 7. the whole matter was kept secret
Then, too, the murder of a few children was
as to its real connexion.
;

among the
The number of

lost

atrocities of

a Herod, as a drop

is lost

in the sea.

those slaughtered on this occasion has been errone-

ously thought to be great,

and the deed

itself

a horrible massacre

;

whereas, in the nature of things, there could be but a few children

under two years in a little town like Bethlehem, and these might
be put out of the way without any stir. Lastly, the remark that
the affair is without adequate motive, since Herod could easily have
sent secret messengers to accompany the Magi, appears indeed to be
Yet we must consider, that we are not
not altogether unfounded.
and, again,
to transfer modern police arrangements to antiquity
;

that, according to the king's intention, the birth of the

King

of

the Jews was to be kept a secret, and he thought he might repose
fuU confidence in the Magi ; and, lastly, that in the history of aU

times there

occur unaccountable oversights, which

shew that a

higher hand overrules history.

—

Ver. 17, 18. The Evangelist finds in this event also the fulfilment of a prophecy, Jer. xxxi. 15. The prophet's language refers,
in its connexion, to the carrying away of the Israelites by way of
Kama, to Babylon, by Nebuzaradan (Jer. xl. 1); and Rachel,

Jacob's beloved wife, the progenitrix of Israel, is represented as
weeping over this misfortune. This circumstance of the mother

bewailing her unhappy children, was regarded by the Evangelist as
repeated in the murder of the children at Bethlehem, and, indeed,
\dth increased force, because it was the Messiah, in whose neighbourhood, and on whose account, this affliction happened. While, in
general, the forefather of the people is mentioned, the mother is here

brought forward as bewailing those who were sacrificed to save the life
of the Messiah, because sympathizing sorrow for the pains of her tender
The words of the
charge, shews itself more naturally in the mother.
quotation deviate again from the translation of the LXX., yet not so

an independent construction of the original the pasquoted from memory.
(<^o)v/j, voice, =^7 is here lamentation, cry of sorroio.
The town
Rama, in the tribe of Benjamin, lay scarcely a-half day's journey
from Bethlehem (Jud. xix. 2, 9, 13). It might, therefore, be pui
for Bethlehem itself, as, in specifying this jjlace, it was only intended
Besides which, Rachel
to designate the land of Palestine in general.
was buried in the neighbourhood (Gren. xxxv. 19 xlviii. 7) so that
Vol. I.— 13
as to discover

sage

;

is

;

;

Mati'hew
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II.

20-22.

seemed as if tlie ancestral mother of tlic nation was disturbed in
her peaceful grave by the cruelty of Herod.)
The return from Eygpt is again instigated by speVer. 19, 20.
it

—

admonition and the death of the tyrant is assigned as
The words reOvjJKaai yap k. t. ^.,for
the determining circumstance.
they are dead, dc, contain a reference to Exod. iv. 19, where nothcial divine

;

ing but the formula Iva

make

ing to

TrXrjpojO^,

that

might he

it

fulfilled, is

want-

completely parallel with the previous references to

it

Old Testament passages. What was there said of Moses and his
from Pharaoh, Matthew interprets in reference to Jesus ; so
that Moses appears here as a type of him.
The plural ol ^rjTovvTeg,

flight

Herod as the representative of all God's
(The expression '• land of Israel" not " land

they that sought, applies to

enemies in general.
of

Judah"

—readily suggests

—

Galilee, which, according to verse 22,

the parents of Jesus chose for their dwelling.
seek the

life,

corresponds to

^.^'f^^.

Zj/rea'

tt^jv

ipvx^jv, to

«;£*•)

Ver. 21.^-The time of the return of Jesus from

Egypt is not
was an event consequent on Herod's
residence there cannot have been of long continuance.

indeed stated
death,* his

as

but,

;

This circumstance of

it

itself, therefore, is

sufficient to

overthrow the

hypothesis that Jesus obtained his knowledge from Egyptian philosophers, which stands, too, in absolute contradiction to the idea of a

Saviour.

It

must have been

in very early childhood that Jesus re-

turned to Palestine, at which period the depths of Egyptian wisdom
cannot have been accessible to him.
Ver. 22.
On their return, report represented Archelaus to the

—

holy family as not less cruel than his father Herod.

They chose

where Antipas reigned. Augustus, who confirmed the testament of Herod, appointed Archelaus
Ethnarch of Judea, Idumea, and Samaria Philij) obtained Batanea
and Aurauitis Antipas, Galilee and Perea.f Archelaus held his
dominion only nine years. At the exj)iration of that period, Augustus deposed him, banished him to Vienna (in Gaul), and made
Judea a Eoman province. (Josephus, Ant. xvii. 10, 12 ; xviii. I.)
(raAf Aata
The
V^V-J) f^^^r* signifies, hke n^s, circuit, district.
Galilee, therefore, for their residence,

;

;

=

name

in full

is

tV'^n

*>'>.%

yakiXaia aXko^vXu>v, or y.

r,c5v

tdvCjv,

Ga-

Matth. iv. 15 Isa. ix. 1.] As
in this district heathenism was much mixed with Judaism, the strict
exclusive character of the Jewish people appeared in a milder form ;
but for this very reason the inhabitants of Galilee were despised
among the rest of the Jews. [Matth. xxvi. 69 John i. 46 ; vii. 52.)
According to Josephus [de Bell. Jud. iii. 2], the district was divided
lilee

of the Gentiles. [1 Mace.

v.

15

;

;

;

*

On

the death of Herod, see Euseh. H. E.

i.

6,

8

;

and, in respect of the chronology

the detailed discussion in Dr. Paulus' Exegetisches Handbuch,
\

On

this point, see the first chronological table to the

i., H. i., S. 227, ff.
Acts of the Apostles.

—
Matthew
Upper and Lower

into

Galilee
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II. 23.

the former bordered on Tyre and

;

Lake of Gennesaret.
and afterwards Cephoris, was the capital of Galilee.

Sidon, the latter on the Jordan and the

Tiberias

first,

put

'EksI, there, is

the

Kew

for

iKeloe, thither, like ts© for

n^B

So, often, in

Testament.)
Ver. 23.
In Galilee, the parents of Jesus took up their residence
in the town of Nazareth.
(The preposition elg is to be connected with

—

confounded with h. When Iv is
with words denoting rest, we are
not to suppose an interchange of particles, but rather that the idea
of previous or subsequent rest or motion is to be supplied, according
as the case requires.
See Winer's Grammar of the New Testament,
translated by Agnew and Ebhelce, § 51.)
This little town of Galilee, of which neither the Old Testament nor Josephus makes mention,
was situated in the tribe of Zebulun, not far from Capernaum, on a hill
(Luke iv. 29) some miles distance from Tabor. The derivation of the
name from ii^i, hush, shrub (Hengstenberg Christol, vol. ii., 1, ff.) is
incorrect, since (comp, Matth. 1, and Luke 3), the C con-esponds to r.
Bengel derives it from -itj, a croivn. In this choice of the town of
Nazareth as the residence for the mother and child, the Evane1Q6v,

and

not, therefore, to be

joined with words of motion, or

etV

gelist sees also the fulfilment of the

Old Testament predictions
with the name Nai^wpaTof, Nazarene, which was
given to the Saviour from his residence at Nazareth, But as there
is no passage in the Old Testament where the Messiah is so called,
he connects

;

this

the meaning of this

reference

obscure.

is

Some have supposed

the Nazarite vow to be intended, and have imagined in this place
a 2y<^^^ono7nasia between the name of the town and the word mr;
(Numb^ vi. 1). But, in the first place, it does not agree with the
to compare him with a Jewish Nazarite,
was not, like that of John the Baptist, marked by a
rigid adherence to legal ceremonies
and then the Nazarene is called
in Greek Na^/paZof, less frequently 'Na^apaXo^, or 'Na^r^Qotog, while

character

Saviour's

because his

life

;

the inhabitant of Nazareth

is

called 'Na^aQrjvog, or Na^ojpatof

Schleusner in his Lexicon to the
able to refer to the term
siah, as

ists,

shoot,

a descendant of David,

Had

LXX.)
is

It

is

.

(See

quite as unten-

branch, by which the Mesfrequently denominated'''"

it, he would
have quoted a distinct passage from the prophets, where this term
occurs, as he did in the former quotations from the Old Testament.
But he could not, in that case, have employed the formula " that it
might be fulfilled," for. there is no connexion between the name iss,
shoot, and the dwelling in Nazareth.
In our view of this passage
we must, therefore, be guided by the expression priOhv i^m -'r^^'Tondrrrrutv
e.

g.,

Isa.

xi.

* It

was

in this

tatlon to Jerome.

1.

way

the Evangelist so intended

that the learned Nazarene Jewish Christians ftxpituried the quo

See Eieronymi comm. ad

loc. Jes.

xL L

;
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Matthew

spolcen hy the prophets.

(The reading

II. 23.

dia rov -nQocprirov is obviously

a mere correction without critical authority.) The plural indicates
that the Evangelist had not any single quotation in view, hut meant
only to adduce a collective citation and the article indicating a
;

reference to all the prophets, or

some

in particular,

whom Matthew

supposed to be known. Accordingly, the view becomes most probable, that the Evangelist had regard to the fact, that the Nazarenes
were despised by the nation. In that case he would have those
j3assages in

tion

—

as,

view in which the Messiah

e. g.,

Ps. xrii.

;

Isa.

is

portrayed in his humilia-

[The general prediction that the

liii.

but as a despised,
" The
form
prophets have predicted that he should be a genuine Nazarene (a
that he should be what the Nazarenes in fact are,
despised one) ;
and what he, as Nazarene, has really been."] An etymological allusion to liiti, the despised one (from -i^it,) may be combined with this
view, and is not improbable, particularly on the supposition of a
Hebrew original of the Gospel. The endeavour of Matthew to re-

Messiah should appear, not as a celebrated

humble man, Matthew reproduces

ruler,

in this concrete

:

—

present Jesus as the Messiah, according to the Old Testament pre-

most plainly evidenced even in these first chapters.* As
it was his chief aim to prove the connexion of the
various events at the birth of Jesus with the important testimonies
of the Old Testament.
(On KaXsTiOai, see note on Luke i. 32.)
If now, at the close of the first two chapters of Matthew, we
glance at the objections which have been raised against their genudictions, is

he wrote for Jews,

ineness,

we niay take

it for

regarded as set aside.

No

granted that, in our day, they

may

be

external reasons can be adduced for the

opinion, that these chapters did not form part of the original Grospel,
is proved that the " Gospel /cai?' 'E[3paiovg, according
Eehreius" contained the history of the childhood of Jesus.

since it

to the

(See

the Author's History of the Gospels, p. 73, 76.)
The Ebionites,
indeed, had not the first chapters in their edition of that apo-

cryphal Gospel

;

but the fact of their having omitted them con(See Epipli. hasr. xxx. 13.) And vsdth

firms their genuineness.

respect to the internal evidences, Gersdorf (Sprachcharacteristik,
S. 38, ff.)

has shewn convincingly the affinity of the style which

prevails in the first chapters with that of the following parts

though

it

must be admitted that Fritzsche (Excursus

iii.

;

al-

in Matth.)

has here and there refuted Gersdorf's remarks. There is nothing
left, then, to give any colour to these doubts, except the doctrinal
objections taken against the contents ; but this reason will never
be urged by judicious
*
'

De

—the reference, according

there

;

critics

against the genuineness of the

first

Wette is -wrong in assuming, contrary to his other declarations, a double sense

and then,

to him,

further, to the

is

first

word nS5.

to the

town of Nazareth, and the residence

Luke
two cLapters,

at most,

as,

it

I.
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1.

could only be brouglit against the

credibility of the events narrated, not against the genuineness of
this part of the

work, since the Evangelist, in the subsequent
same fundamental views which have given tone

parts, exhibits the

and character to the
first

made

chapters.

first

Moreover, as reference

is

1 ; iv. 23), to the preceding part, the
chapters are manifestly seen to be an integral part of the

subsequently

(see

iii.

Gospel.* Precisely the same observations apply to the arguments
urged against the genuineness of the first chapters of Luke. (For
the Literature on the subject, see Kuinoelii comm, in Luc, vol. ii.,
Here, also, all external evidence is wanting ; since the
p. 232.)
character of the Marcionite Gospel is a testimony, not against, but
for their genuineness, because Marcion omitted the early chapters,
which he found in the canonical Gospel of Luke. {Tertull. adv.
Marc. iv. 7.) No internal reason can be adduced, except the miraculous character of the events which they record
agrees perfectly with that of the whole.

We

—a character which

shall presently treat

particularly of the contradictions which appear to exist between the

Matthew and Luke, in the history of the childhood of
Jesus but on the ground occupied by our opponents, even in case
they were irreconcileable, they Avould furnish ground of argument,
not against the genuineness of the early chapters, but only against
accounts of
;

the crp-dihiliiy of the history.

SECOND SECTION.—LUKE'S ACCOUNT.
CUAPTEUS

I.

AND

II.

§l.PROEMIUM.
(Luke

i.

1-4.)

The four verses with which Luke opens his work (consisting of
two parts, see Acts i. 1), are worthy of notice in more than one
respect.

As

regards the style,

we

perceive that the Evangelist's

pure Greek, as the firat period shews, differs
from the Hebraising style apparent in the subsequent part, where
Luke communicates documents, whether unaltered or worked up,
His words next inform
with which tradition had supplied him.
us, that, previous to his work, other records of the Gospel-history were in existence, which, however, were of questionable accuracy {docpaXeia, i. 4) ; lastly, he indicates the sources from which

own

style,

which

is

* Compa.TP the Dissertation of J! G. Muller
cees of these chapters.

(Trier. 1830),

which defends the genuine-

—
Luke
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I.

1.

he had followed in the compositiou of
he drew,
his work, and the special object which he had in view.
The construction of the Prciemium exhibits a certain indefiniteness, which
gives the more room for diverse explanations, as they are influenced
by the various views entertained of the origin of the Gospels. The
sense of the whole passage depends on where the apodosis is made
to begin ; it may begin either with Kadcbg TragCSooav, as they delivered
them, or with 'ddo^e kAixol, it seemed good also to me. According to
the latter division, the words " as they delivered," etc., are connected
ilie princiiDles wliicli

with

and contain an obserfor to refer them
to the mere existence of those records, as. if Luke had not personally
known these older works, but had only heard of them by naQadooLq,
is evidently forbidden by the expression " eye-witnesses from the beginning," which necessarily implies a tradition respecting the history
eTTeiStjnep -noXXoi, forasmuch

as many,

etc.,

vation on the quality of the earlier Gospel records

;

of Jesus.* Luke's opinion of the character of those older writings
would, in that case, be a favourable one, since he claims the same
sources of information for himself (Ka6u)g Trapedoaav tjijIv) a supposi;

which would very well agree with an hypothesis, according to
which these many Gospels were shorter, and our Gospels more
lengthened, editions of the same original Gospel. But as (ver. 4)
blame is plainly imputed to the ttoXXol, since Luke leads Theophilus
to expect historical certainty nowhere but in his Gospel, which
could not therefore be found in the accounts of the early narrators,f
it might be thought necessary to prefer that division of the sentence
which places the beginning of the apodosis at KaOibg -rragedoaav rnuv
K. T. X.
In that way, the tradition of the eye-witnesses would refer
and his narrative would stand distinonly to Luke's narrative
guished from the earlier ones. But here, again, we are met, first,
by the circumstance that, grammatically, the apodosis is more definitely pointed out in tdo^e Kaiioi, than at Kadcjg, since Ka[j-oi. appears
evidently in contrast with the noXXoi besides, too, the change from
It is, therefore, undoubtedly most corijixelg to £)'c5 is remarkable.
rect to begin the apodosis with tSo^e but to join the clause, Kadcbg
napiSoaav it. r. A., not to dvard^aoOai so that it would contain the
but to
description of the quality of the sources used by the noXXot
ngdyixara iv ijiuv -neTcXrjgocpog^xha. In accordance with this construction, the iii-uv after iragidoaav would be quite j^arallel with h inilv
neTrXTjQocpoprjueva, and the meaning would be, " since many have untion

;

;

;

—

*

Mig

(Introd. p. 387,

eye-witnesses put tliem

ff.,

i

e.,

—

Fosdick's Translation) interprets Kadc^g wapedoaav "as the

the writings of the

'

many' into our hands

;"

an

interpre-

tation which stands or falls with the opinion of this learned author, that the writings of
the " many" are works of the apostles.
)•
Thus Origen explains it correctly in Luc. Horn. 1. Quod ait " conaii sunt" latentem
habet accusationem eorum, qui absque gratia spiritus sancti ad scribenda evangelia pro-

silierunt.

Luke
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1.

dertakeii to put forth a narrative of tlie events wliicli are regarded

among us (members

of

tlie

Christian church) as historically es-

tablished, just as the eye-witnesses have reported

them

to us (to

myself and all members of that communion) ; so I also have determined," etc. Thus, therefore, the events only appear perfectly as-

by the

certained

tradition of the church.

undetermined

The

quality of the nar-

but is afterwards represented as
suspicious by the contrast exhibited between Luke and the " many,"
and particularly by ver. 4.* This view agrees best with the opinion
which we endeavoured to establish in the Introduction viz., that the
apostolical tradition concerning the character and history of Jesus
was concentrated in our four canonical Gospels, and that all older
writings of that sort bore more or less of an apocryphal character.
Ver. 1.
The words ttoXXoI KTzexsi^grjoav di/jyipLv dvard^aaOai, many
have undertaken to set forth a narrative, can hardly be understood
of single documents relating to single portions of the Gospel-histor}'
(which from this passage are usually, though not very appropriately,
ratives is left at first

;

—

—

called diegeses), since the use of the singular suggests only connected

more or less full) of the entire Gospel-history.f
Indeed dvard^aoOaL, to arrange, set forth in order, leads to the supposition, that the " many" themselves composed their memoirs from
But to what writings Luke refers can not be deshorter records.
termined for, as he most probably was not acquainted with our
canonical Gospels (see Introd. § 3), we are left to imagine the works
of the " many" to have been apocryphal attempts to delineate the
life of Jesus, which, however, for want of historical information, cannot be more accurately characterized. The Trgdyixara iv tjjmv TienXrjgo(po(^i]idva, things idly believed among us, are mentioned as the subf
As this Proemium must be
ject of the writings of the " many."
viewed as mtroductory to Luke's whole work (the Acts of the Apostles being regarded as a second part of the. Gospel), the expression
applies to more than the period of our Lord's earthly sojourn
it
embraces also the progress of the church up to the time when Luke
narratives (whether

;

—

depend on the -words " undertook to set
seem to me by no means to contain the
positive praise which Olshausen finds in them, and which he regards as apparently inconThey seem to me rather to desistent with the lurking censure of the concluding words.
and thus the necessity of conscribe the icarj in which those narratives were produced
necting the KaOur a-s, with T:ew7.T]po(^op7]!ieva instead of with Ttapsdoaav, disappears. Many
(Christians of the class for whom Luke wrote) had made the attempt to record the Gospel histories, as they had heard them orally, and after the departure of the eye- witnesses,
who had been their informants. Luke, far from blaming them for thi.s, recognizes the
need of writing to give definiteness and permanence to the Gospel narratives. He finds
* Since the words " as they delivered,"

etc.,

forth in order" (eTrcje/pT^crav ui'aTd^aadai), they

:

these scattered sketches from
scattered

and fragmentary

carefully from

its

(See more fully in
f

memory imperfect they furnish

—no certainty

:

;

and hence,

he,

—

precisely because they are
having examined every thing

beginning, has determined to compose a connected history of the events.

my

—
—

Kritik der ev. Geschichte 2te Aufl. § 135.)
[E
[E.
6u]yri<;Lq means simply "narrative."

But see above, note:

Luke
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I.

1, 2.

adds, in the words

But when the Evangelist immediately

wrote.

-neTTXriQocpoQTiiJLEva

iv

rjiuv,

surely believed, established,

etc.,

a remark on

the credibility of the events (those in the life of Jesus, as well as
those which happened afterwards in the early church), it is probably

because their character

is

such, that their miraculous form appears

at first sight to contradict their credibility.

"happen," "take j)lace," cannot be assigned
or to sVw, which some have thought to resemble it. nA?;po0op£w has, in the first instance, the same meaning as ttXtjqooj then, as transferred to what is spiritual, " to afford
conviction, certainty."*
So it is found, particularly in the writings
(The

signification

either to

7rA?;po0opeZa(9a<;,

;

who

of Paul,

as parallel with

uses

TrXrjpocpoQia

The

participle TTe-nXi^Qocpoprjueva

persuasion.

TTi.aTig,7Te7Toi6r]aLg, belief,

is

therefore equivalent

and should be connected with tv ij^uv.
Immediately after the notice of the firm conviction of the members
of the church of the important events [which the ttoXXol had made

to

established, certain,

(3el3aia,

the subject of their writings], there follows appropriately the

men-

tion of the vouchers for them.)

Ver.

2.

—As vouchers, Luke

mentions the

ol

an' dgxn? avroTrraL,

from the beginning, and the vnrigETai Xoyov, minisloord.
As the Evangelist begins with the birth of John

the eye-ioitnesses
ters of the

we ought not to limit the '• from the beginning" to the time of Christ's active ministry ; Luke meant to deThe
lineate the whole new phenomenon from its commencement.f

the Baptist and Jesus,

Mary the mother of
and the other members of the families of whose private his-

"eye-witnesses" in this place are doubtless
Jesus,

first chapters treat
but, for the subsequent history of
Jesus and of the church, the apostles also are eye-witnesses. TiaQedoaav,
delivered, is, accordingly, to be understood of oral as well as written
tradition, since most probably the family information, as conveyed

tory the

;

It is inis founded on written records.
" eye-witnesses" to mean the apostles, and the
Xoyov, ministers of the word, their assistants
for though

to us in the early chapters,
correct to take the
vTcrjgeTat
vTTrjgerrjg,

Acts

;

minister,

is

used,

it

is

true, of apostolical assistants (see

although the reading there is not quite certain), yet
sc. Qeov, mhiister of the word, sc. of God, is never so
This name designates the apostles and all teachers in the
used.
church in common ; the expression does not therefore indicate a
new class of witnesses, but only describes the same witnesses more
In reference to one portion of the events which Luke is about
fully.
to describe, they were merely eye-witnesses ; but in reference to the
xiii. 5,

vTrr]QeT7]g

*

Be

Xoyov,

Wette's assertion, that nTiTjpocpopeu, in this sense,

can be used of persons only,

is

indefensible.

I

Be

Wette asserts boldly, that the narrative of the Gospel-history usually began with

Christ's er trance

on his

ofiScial -work.

Why?

Because Mark

(i.

1)

begins sol

Luke

I.

2
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4.

other (later) portion, they were themselves the acting parties, so
that there they bore witness of themselves.
Ver.

3.

—Luke

specifies three points, in

method

were, his historical

;

which he explains, as

exactly, accurately, and naOe^T}^, in order, here

dKQifiu)g,

The

notice.

two words apply

first

it

the terms avwOev, from the beginning,
to his

come under

mode of dealing with the

sources of information, the last to the narrative itself.
(Ilapa/coXovdeiVjfoUoic along, denotes the mind's action in following living
over again, as it were the whole train of events, in connexion with

—

—

a thorough examination and testing of the sources.) In the works
of the " many," the opposites of all the three points are tacitly im-

In the

plied.

to

a-r' dgx?]^,

from the beginning, it refers
Luke meant to bring out to view, and fully ungerms of this new phenomenon of course, the
place, as to dvuOev,

first

2

ver.

fold the earliest

;

;

ndvra, all things, are only to be understood as implying

all

that ap-

j)eared to

Luke

selection

of facts, each writer naturally displayed his individual

to belong to the description of the

But by no means ought T^aai

characteristics.

whole

;

in the

to be referred to avron-

belongs to the -pdynara, on account of which alone the persons are mentioned. 'AKgLJSoJg, exactly, accurately, characterizes the

rai

;

it

—

an intelligent and careful process opposed
method of the apocryphal writings. Lastly, Kade^T'ig,

historical investigation as

to the uncritical

in order, can apply only to the chronology, as in Acts xi.*

(In

Acts xviii. 23, it is used of local contiguity.) The plan of the book
shows that Luke intended to observe that order in the main ; but
this intention, it must be confessed, does not extend to the very
minute chronological details, since in them he seems to have deviated
from the order of time. (See Introd. § 7, and the commentary on
'

Luke

ix. 51.)

Ver.

4.

— The

laying

down

of these historical principles was in-

tended to give historical certainty and warrant (acr^aAeta) to Theophilus, who, as being acquainted with classical literature, probably
made stricter demands than the uncritical apocryphal writings could
satisfy.
In the first place, Luke wrote from the reports of eyewitnesses, and, next, with a discriminating use of those reports.
Doubtless, he laid much stress on the character of the persons with
whom these reports originated and the credibility of the whole
;

Gospel-history rests, therefore,
series of persons

upon the

Spirit,

who

aniafiates a

linked together by his living communic?>.tion.f

—

* Comp., on the contrary, my Kritik der Ev. Geschichte, § 30. [E.
f Justly does OsiarecZer exclaim in his Apologie des Lehens Jesu, Tubingen, 7*37, S.
63 " "What shall be said when Strauss, instead of refuting the strong anti-mythical argu:

ment
Luke

afforded

by Luke's

preface, imagines

certainly might speak so,

grades a historian,

Earned myths ?"

who

if

it

invalidated

by the empty

assertion,

'

that

he had no idea that he was narrating myths,' and de-

begins so discreetly, to a thoughtless collector of unconsciously

—
Luke
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I.

4.

Facts such as the agency of the Holy Ghost in the birth of Jesus,
could be attested only by Mary herself ; but he who was moved by
the same Spirit that enabled her to give such testimony, received

her witness, and needed no other ; he who was a stranger to that
Spirit, found no other testimonies, and accordingly left the matter
The acknowledgment of the certainty of the Gospeluncredited.
history always presupposes, therefore, faith in the Spirit of truth

and as in human life truth and falsehood appear side by side indeed,
but yet are at the same time opposed, being distinguished as the

kingdom of God and the World to liim ivho is conversant ivith the
world and its sprit, ivJiich every loliere susj)ects falsehood and deto him, as such, the
ceit, because it calories them about in itself
But Luke's narGospel-history can not and will not be accredited.
rative afforded complete assurance to Theophilus, because he was not
out of this sphere of the Spirit of truth, but lived within it. He was

—

a

member

of the church (and the early church possessed the Spirit

of truth fully), as indicated by the words

-negi

o)v Karrixiprig Xoycdv^

wast instructed, and the Spirit of the eye(Kar7]xe'lo6ai is the usual term
witnesses was therefore in him also.
See Acts xviii. 25
1 Cor.
for attending on instniction in rehgion.
Only we must not conceive of the narijxrjoig in
Gal. vi: 6.)
xiv. 19
the earliest times of the church to have consisted of a communicahistories,
tion of doctrines it was founded on history only {Xoyot
narrations.) Reflection was not yet developed in the church, and
doctrines had not yet been deduced from God's mighty acts by
The apostles were content with bearing witness to
logical process.
the great facts of the life of Jesus ; on this foundation of fact the
Church was reared. Mere opinions, doctrines, dogmas, could never
have given rise to a phenomenon such as the Christian Church prethe things lolierein thou

;

;

—

;

sents.
it

But

after its formation, there could not fail to arise within

systematizing doctrinal activity, because the Spirit of Christ

destined to pervade

all

the powers of

human

nature.

the instruction of the ancient church was historical,
confined merely to narration

;

is

But though
it

was not

rather, the testimony of the first

by a power which attracted
sphere of life opened by
the Saviour and, by the agency of that Spirit, those who had received the testimony of the truth, became themselves, in turn, witnesses of those same great facts, which were not merely outwardly
known to them as things past and over, but exerted a living power

ministers of the word was accompanied

those hearts that received

it

into the

new

;

The church was
thus built up purely from within itself nothing foreign could intrude within its pale first, the testimony to the truth had to be
received and embraced with the accompanying power of the Spirit

within, through the agency of the living Spirit.
;

:

then followed incorporation into this new sphere of life, and faith in

Lu^E
Even

its decisions.

be

till

so tlie churcli

the end of time

;

it

203

I. 4, 5.

is

built

up

at this day,

and

will

needs, therefore, no further warrant for

the truth of the Gospel-history than the reports of eye-witnesses,

which are open to us, and which are still accompanied by the same
power of the Spirit of truth, as their oral narrations formerly were,
causing in those hearts which give it admission, the same assurance
as was produced by the words of the witnesses of Jesus in the apostolic age.

Who and what Theophilus was (compare Acts i. 1), cannot be
determined further, than that the character of Luke's work leads
us to conjecture it to have been addressed to one who was familiar
with Eome and Italy, and, consequently, in all probability resident
there.
The opinion that the Theophilus to whom Luke wi-ote, is
the high-priest Theophilus spoken of by Josephus (Antiq. xviii. 6,
3 ; xix. 6, 4), is therefore to be rejected, since we cannot imagine
him to have been so intimately acquainted with Italy. Besides, the
title KparioTog, most excellent, like the Latin splendidus, intimates
considerable dignity, with which this Theophilus was invested. It was
granted to proconsuls in the provinces (Acts xxiii. 26 ; sxiv. 3 ;
xxvi. 25) at a later period, however, inferior officials also enjoyed
it.
(See Hug's Introd., p. 395, Fosdick's translation.) Although,
therefore, the Gospel of Luke, as well as the Acts of the Apostles,
^''

;

were, in the

first

instance, addressed to a distinguished private per-

church has justly received them into the canon, like the
Epistles to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon ; because the individuals
for whom they were immediately intended, shared, as members of
the church, its general wants ; and, therefore, what was adapted to
them might be given to all.
son, yet the

§ 2.

Annunciation of the Bikth of John the Baptist.
(Luke

i.

5-25.)

" from the beginning" (dvuOev), in verse 3, so
Luke
far back, that he begins the history of Christ, and of the formation
This
of the church, as early as the birth of John the Baptist.
view results from the nature of the phenomenon which he was hisFor after the spirit of prophecy became
torically to set forth.
silent from the time of the building of the second temple, and seemed entirely to have vanished from among the people, there first recarries his

appeared, in the person of John the Baptist, a prophet like those
His history, therefore, must be embraced in
of the Old Testament.
the narrative, since

it

formed an integral part of the Gospel-history.

* The opinion that Theophilus should be taken as an appellation

and as including

all

believing readers,

may be

regarded as antiquated.

= Friend of

God,

Luke
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I.

5, 6.

—There

is a striking cbange of style in passing from the preface to
the narrative which follows ; while in the former, pure Greek preThis is most
vails, in the latter, appear the strongest Hebraisms.

Luke drew his hisfrom written sources, and incorporated' them into
The
his work, often quite unchanged, or but slightly amended.
character of the narratives, moreover, particularly in the first two
for they
chapters, renders this conjecture extremely j)robable
record events which took place in the bosom of two families, and
which must have been preserved in them as a sacred treasure, till
the hopes expressed of the two scions of the families had been
made good by the result. But afterwards, when the Saviour's great
work was accomplished, and Mary, the mother of our Lord, was
numbered among the first disciples (Acts i. 14), nothing was more
natural than that she should impart to the community the wonders
that clustered round the birth of him whom she herself now adored
The holy family had, as it were, expanded and,
as her Saviour.
in connexion with it, the sacred histories also, of which it had been
the scene, could be more widely diffused.
Ver. 5. Luke begins with a general designation of time (see
note on Matth. ii. 1), by setting out from the reign of Herod the
Grreat
he then describes the family which is to be the immediate
subject of his narrative.
His object did not allow him, like Matthew, to assume much as already known. He describes with exactness all the characters
Zacharias and Elizabeth were both of a
priestly family (as Joseph and Mary were both of the lineage of
David), which gave lustre to their offspring.* Of Zacharias we are
further told, that, as priest he belonged to the course or the class
of Abia. This was the eighth of the twenty-four classes of priests
naturally accounted for on the supposition, that
details

torical

;

;

—

;

;

appointed by David. (See 1 Chron. xxiv. 10.) Each of these
classes took the service in the temple for a week.
(In Joseplms
[Antiq. vii. 15, 7], they are called -naTpiai, with reference to the
relationship which existed among them.
The name kcprniepia, course,
which does not occur elsewhere in the New Testament, is chosen
with reference to their duty in the temple.) The use which Scaliger (opus de emendatione temporum) and Bengel (ordo temporum)
have attempted to make of the definite succession of the twentyfour classes of priests in the temple service, as a chronological

datum, cannot afford any results to be at all depended upon, because
the terminus a quo of the rotation cannot be definitely fixed.
The account of their family relations is followed by that
Ver. 6.
Both were dtnaLOi, just, righteous, and
of their personal character.
not merely outwardly before men, but before God. The idea of

—

* Josephug

(vit. c.

yivovg 2,a[inp6TriTog.

1)

remarks, Hap'

ijiuv

ij

TTJg

lepuavvrjc jiETOvaia TeKfirjpior iari

Luke

and 2 Peter

25, of Simeon,

ii.

ii.

7,

understood of legal righteousness only, as
tory clause, -Kopsvofievoc

Kvpiov
the

iv

raig

irdaaig

walking in

dixefi-Toi,

all the

commands and

di.Kai(x)iJ.ara,

205

used of persons under the law

diKaioavvTi, righteousness,

Luke

6-10.

I.

(as it is in

of Lot), can of course be
is

shewn hy the explana-

evroXaig Kal 6iKai.6naac rov

commands,

etc.

The

ivroXat

and

07'dinances, are the individual de-

claratioDS and statutes of the law, which they had striven to follow
with upright mind, and without pharisaical hypocrisy. But when,
in this and other passages (Matth. x. 41 ; Luke xv. 7), righteous-

ness (diKatoavvT])
diction to

is

Rom.

iii.

ascribed to certain persons, there

is

20, according to which passage the

no. contra-

law causes

knowledge of sin. The diKaioavvT] rov vo^wv, righteousness of the
law, never is an absolute righteousness (Gal. iii. 20); but relatively, it
always implies, in those who strive for its attainment, repentance and
faith ; and hence a longing for the Finisher of that which is wantitig to them.
Thus, on account of their righteousness, the desire

was lively in Zacharias and Elizabeth. (On diKaioavvr],
cognate words, see the complete exposition in the note on

for a Saviour

and

all

Eom.

21.)

iii.

Ver.

7.

— But

the want of a blessing in respect of offspring

formed a contrast with their righteousness, as in the case of Sarah.
Elizabeth was barren (areXpa, see Luke xxiii. 29
Gal. iv. 27), and
both were no longer young.* The age of Zacharias must be con;

—

sidered relatively only

Numb.

to

viii.

a priest beyond the

with respect to his office. According
was permitted to j)erform the functions of

viz.,

25, no one

fiftieth

year of his age.

If

we take

into account

custom of marrying early, Zacharias and Elizabeth
might well have given up the hope of offspring on account of their
also the oriental

long childless marriage, notwithstanding that the age of Zacharias,
considered in itself, was not so great.
(KaOoTi is found only in the writings of Luke, sometimes with
the meaning siquidem, as in this passage and xix. 9 ; Acts ii. 24
;
sometimes meaning " according as," " as far as," Acts ii. 45 ; iv.
35.

11,

The phrase

Trpof^elSrjKojg

iv raXg j^^epatg-^si^ia xa^ Gen. xviii.

and frequently elsewhere.)

—

Ver. 8, 9, 10. After these prefatoiy observations, which inform
the reader of the circumstances of the family whose history is
about to be told, there follows, introduced by an ijevero dt
^rP5,

=

and

came

pass, the special narration of the events connected
with the birth of John. According to the arrangement of the Jewit

to

ish service, incense

was

offered twice daily

—at

the morning and

* It was the same with the mothers of Isaac and Samuel. The Evangelium de nativ(Thilo.vol. i., p. 322), remarks appropriately on this point: Deus cum alicu-

itcUeMarm
jus uterum

claudit,

uascitur, sed divini

ad hoc

facit,

ut mirabilius

muneris cognoacatur.

denuo

aperiat, et

non

libidinis esse

quod

Luke
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evening

xxx

(Ex.

sacrifice.

10-14.

I.

The

7, 8.)

ministering priest curried

the censer with incense (dvfj,la[j,a) into the holy place (va6^=:Vr--,
the temple properly speaking, while lepov includes the courts also
;

5 ; John ii. 14), in front of which the courts extended,
where the multitude assembled for prayer stood, awaiting the retm'n of the priest. The twenty-four classes of the priests alternated
see Matth.

xii.

according to a determinate cycle
ter for

;

but the priest who was to minis-

the day was chosen by lot (tAa^e rov Oviudcat) from

the priests

who

lished custom of the priest's
'priestlwod,

among

This had become the estab{'lepdreia differs from lepdrevixa,

constituted each class.

1 Peter

5,

ii.

office,

and

hpwavvr], priestly service,

Heb.

vii.

11,

Once upon a time, then, as the turn {rd^tg) came to his
class, it fell to Zacharias, by lot, to fill this office. (In verse 8 tvavn
It is found in the
is preferable to the more common form havriov.
New Testament only in this passage, and corresponds with tvavra
used by Homer. In the Old Testament the LXX. has "vavn in tHe
passage Job xvi. 21.)
12, 14.)

—

It is possible that the lot brought Zacharias into the
Ver. 11.
temple for the first time, and the quiet sanctuary around powerfully
These possibilities cannot make a sober expositor
affected him.
doubt that the narrator intends the appearance of the angel to
be regarded as a fact nor c^in they lead a believing critic of this
;

narrative to require the

eventful

moments

commonness of every-day

of the

of our race.

life

life

in the

most

At the time when

the

Word

descended to become flesh (John i. 1, 14), there appeared in the world of men phenomena from the world of spirit,
such at* were not needed in seasons of less powerful excitement. (See
note on Matth. l 18 ; ii. 8.) From a vivid conception, those
minute features are given, which confirm the historical fact, and are
unfavourable to the mythical view. The angel appeared by the
altar, on the right side of it,
(The dvGiaarrjQtov rov dviudjiaroq, altar
eternal

it stood in the holy place,
of incense, is described Ex. xxx. 1, ff.
and 'must be carefully distinguished from the great altar of burnt;

offerings in the court,

Ver. 12-14.
rias,

Heb.

vii.

13.)

—Although the vision was

to be a blessing to

him when he saw it, as
(Compare Luke i. 29 Kev.

yet fear seized

Zacha-

frequently in similar

Dan. x. 7, 12.)
i. 17
immediate view of phenomena from
But
the unseen world, is an expression of the feeling of sinfulness.
for sin, man would see in what is divine something akin to himself,
and instead of fear, he would experience ravishing delight. In ancircumstances.

In one

;

;

aspect, this fear, at the

other aspect, however,

this fear

this contrast

between what

this consists

its

is

expressive of a sensibility to

is unholy; and in
Hence, such fear of God is
never considered as blameworthy, but as the beginning (Psalm cxi.
is

pm-e and what

nobler character.

Luke
10) and the end (Isaiah xi.
which is consistent with love

I.

207

14, 15.

wisdom. This fear of God,
i. 17, where the disciple of
love Mis to the earth with fear at the sight of him whom he loves),
must not, tlierefore, be confounded with the fear engendered by the
spirit of bondage (jrvev^ia dovXeiaq).
The latter implies being afraid
of God {vor Gott), which is absolutely culpable the former might
be called fear ctf ourselves, or fear for God {far Gott). (See note
on Rom. viii. 15.) The heavenly messenger quiets this holy fear,
and then communicates his message of joy. (The d^7]mg, prayer,
indicates that Zacharias had not altogether given up the hope of
2) of all
(see

Rev.

;

Tewuv

offspring.

At

here equivalent to Tkreiv, hear, as Gal.

is

the same time a

name

is

given, as Matth.

iv.

24.)

21, to the promised

i.

and a name expressive of his spiritual importance. (^lu>dvvTjg
?C"^ hestoioed of Jehovah.) Thereby he will bring joy not only
to the parents by his natural birth, but also to all the pious by his
son,

—

1

and

spiritual character

office,

which are

here,

by

anticipation, con-

term
In this passage, as in Matth. i. 18, the reading
jEVEOEL is preferable to the common one yewijaei.)
Ver. 15.
In the following verses the words of the angel describe,
first, the character of this promised one ; next, his labours; and
lastly, his relation to the Messiah, in whom all the hopes and expectations of believing Israelites centred. In reference to his cha('AyaAAtaOT^, exultation, is a stronger

nected with his birth.

than

a:«p«) joy.

—

racter, it

is

first

observed in general, that a spiritual significancy

would attach to him. {Jslsyag = Vi-ra, great, in respect of
as Hosea i. 11.
The additional clause " before the Lord"
the idea of worldly importance
ter.)

Then

;

he bears a purely spiritual characis more precisely described by the

the type of his piety

circumstance, that he will live the
particularly the note on Matth.

intoxicating drinks

In the

life

influence,
sets aside

;

life

ix. 14.

of a Nazarite.

= -isy

'E.iKspa

the passage has reference to

is

(See more

used of

Numb.

all

vi. 3, ff.)

of a Nazarite there appears concentrated the strict legal

character which John, the close and crowning-stone, as

it

were, of

the old dispensation, was called to exhibit. This form of piety is
not, therefore, to be regarded as the highest, because a heavenly

messenger ascribes
to

him

it

to

John

as

an excellence

;

it is

rather assigned

as a duty, as being specially suited to his whole calling

destination.

The wisdom

of

God embraces

and

every variety of indivi-

dual character and of circumstances, and neither requires every thing
The negative characteristic
from, nor gives every thing to, each.
" not drinking" {ov Tnelv) is followed by the positive one, "filled with
the holy Spirit"

{-XrjaOi'ivac -rrvevnarog dylov).

ply furnishing with natural capacities,
TTveviia dyiov,

Holy

Spirit,

is

That

which always denotes a

life-power, that does not belong to fallen

this does

not im-

sufficiently plain

man

from

superior, heavenly

as such.

To suppose

Luke
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I.

15, 16.

this power at work in John (as in all Old Testament prophets),
but the phmse
would be attended with no further difficulty
;

iK

trt

KoiXiag

iirjrpog,

('E/c KoiXiag i.ir]Tp6g

even

= i5£N

cisely equivalent to

from

i>;»«,

mother's tvomh,

his

Psalm

Ixxi. 6.

is

obscure.

"Eri, still, is

not pre-

already, immediately;

ijdrj,

it

rather to be

is

proper sense, as the writer conceives the agency of the
Holy Spirit continuing from the mother's womb down to a later
Considered in itself, the expression tK KoiXiag nTjrpog might
period.)

taken in

indeed

with

its

mean merely " from early youth onward ;"
we must allow, that, without doubt,

but, in connexion

the writer intends

ver. 44,

us to conceive of an active influence in the Baptist before his birth.

But

this

that the

thought becomes perfectly
-nvevixa

aytov in this passage,

we

intelligible if
is

consider, ^rs#,

not to be taken as identical

with the Holy Spirit, whose outpouring is connected with the com(See note on John vii, 39.) The expletion of the work of Jesus,
pression denotes here the divine power, in so far as it is a holy power,
And further, as the Divine
as Psalm li. 13 ; Isaiah Ixiii, 10.
Spirit influences even the Kriaig, creation (Rom. viii. 19), we can
have no hesitation in admitting his influence in the elect before
In like manner we must conceive of the influence of bapbirth.
tism on unconscious children but not that it should be thought
;

identical with regeneration.

Ver. 16.

— The immediate agency of this prophet promised anew,

after so long

a silence of the prophetic

spirit,

is

now

described

people of Israel, warning of destruction,

and
awakening to repentance. {'EmoTpecpscv = a-^cn refers to nerdvoia^
which formes the central point of John's labours, Matth. iii. 2,) A
new and higher principle of life John could not impart, nor
was that his destination but the " Spirit" in him was intended to
awaken the sense of the higher end of life to point men back to
God. His ministry was confined to Israel, like that of the Saviour
(Matth. XV. 24), not that the other nations were to be excluded from
the favours of God, but because what was wrought among the central
people of mankind was for the benefit of all.
There a hearth had
first to be prepared for the holy fire, and for that reason the influence
of God's messengers was concentrated on that spot. That it was not,
however, the whole nation, but only certain members of it, that
would be gained, is expressed plainly in the words -nolXovg tCjv vlCov
as limited to the

;

—

:

many of the children of Israel shall he turn,
Just so when God is called " their God," as in the Old Testaetc.
ment, " The God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob" this does not
rov 'lopar\X iTnorpeipei,

—

imply at

all

the exclusion of other nations (Luke

blessing of the true God, nor a limitation of
fact

that

God no more

nations than to

it

to

ii.

31) from the
but the

Israel,

sustains a uniform relation to difierent

different

individuals.

The Bible knows

of no

—
Luke
uational

God

—

—

of the Hebrews

;
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16, 17.

teaches only, that

maker of heaven and

the one true God, the

into special relation with himself (Lev. xx. 26

it

hath pleased

earth, to bring Israel
;

Sirach xxiv. 13), and

The angel speaks here, cerhuman and Jewish manner i. e., so as men and Jews

in Israel again, certain individuals.
tainly, in a

could understand
it is

;

but, at the

same time,

in a divine manner, since

purely divine determinations to which his words

refer,

and with

new divine ordinances.
Yer. 17. Lastly, The appearance of the new prophet is shewn
to be connected with the Messiah, as projDhesied by Malachi (iv. 5, 6);
according to which passage, Elijah was to precede the Messiah, ex-

which

are connected

ercising a preparatory influence (Matth.
he/ore, involves preparation.)

character,

the dead, but his antitype

3,

Jlpoepxeodai,

ff.
:

go

ev -rrvsvuarc koc

and poiver of Elijah, gives this passage
John was not to be Elijah raised from

dvvdnEL 'HAiov, in the spirit

an explanatory

iii.

But the expression

;

being of a like spiritual nature, he was
While "spirit" (nvevim) has a

to exercise a kindred influence.

more general application, indicating his general characteristics, as
"power"
controlled by the quickening principle from on high
In
(dvvaiug) denotes rather what is special and extraordinar)^
Elijah, the idea of divine 2^oioer, and that in its sterner features, is,
as it were, personified
the same is the spiritual character of John.
(Comp. more particularly in note on Matth. xi. 14.) The angel's re-

—

;

is parallel with the quotation
from Scripture in Christ's temptation, on the part of the devil.
(Matth. iv. 6.) Passages like these are erroneously employed for

ferring to the language of Scripture,

the purpose of assailing the historical reality of angelic appearances.

The

is not that the angels formally quote the Scripbut that the language of the Scriptures themselves originates in the counsels of that heavenly world to which these spir-

true conception

tures

;

The attaching of the thought to the
words of Scripture, is to be viewed as merely clothing them in
the form familiar and intelligible among men. Angels do not,
therefore, quote the words of Scripture, because they wish to derive
from the Bible a proof or an illustration of what they say but
the thoughts expressed by them are in the Bible, because they
contain a truth, which stands good, as well in heaven as in earth.*
This verse is, further, of the highest importance on account of the
expression, h'6-iov avrov, hcforc him, which refers grammatically to
Kvpiov ruv Oebv avrojv, the Lord their God, ver. 16, so that God himitual personages belong.

;

* It is difficult to see why an angel, in holding communication with men, should not
quote Scripture in the same direct and formal way, and for the same purposes of " proof or

Holy Spirit speaking through those whom he inThat angels do not avail themselves of the Scriptures as one means of " looking

illustration" as did the Saviour, or the

spired.

into" the gracious dispensations of

dered probable.

Vol.

—K.

L— 14

God (see

1 Peter

i.

12),

can be neither proved nor ren-
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self is

I.

17, 18.

conceived as appearing in the Messiah.

Were

this

thought

foreign or contradictory to the doctrine of Scripture, a less natural
Kf,n denoted
explanation might he attempted (as, e. g., that avrog

=

the Messiah, that well-known, that desired one) ; but as even the
Old Testament (Isa. xl. 3, 5 ; Jer. xxiii. 6 ; Joel iii. 21 ; Mai. iii.
1) intimates the

expresses

it

same

truth,

and the

New

the simple construction of the words.

is

divine, to the

quotation from Mai.

Hebrew

iv.

14)

was the exalted destinamen, alienated by sin from

all lords, who revealed himself in
The concluding words of ver. 17 are a free
5, 6. The LXX., which substantially follows

Lord of

Christ visibly and near.

the

i.

must abide by

It

tion of the Baptist to lead the hearts of

what

Testament (John

clearly in doctrinal form, the interpreter

text, translates of dTTotcaraa-ijaet icapSiav na-pbg irpbg vlbv,

Kot KapSlav dvdpGmov npbg rbv TrXrjaLov avrov, wJio sJiall restore the heart

of the father to the son, and the heart of a man to his neighbour.
In this way the words affirm only that he will remove the alienation

But, according to the
of men's spirit, and restore love and peace.
words in Luke, the second half of the sentence, tTnarp^ipai dTretdeXg iv
tppovijaei diKatojv, to turn the disohedient into the ivisdom of the Just,
acquires, apparently, a different meaning. But if we look on drietdelg,

"the children," and the 6iiiai.oi,just,
as corresponding to the " fathers," the thought remains essentially

disobedient, as corresponding to

he wiU produce a great moral effect on the people, rehe will awaken a salutary
endeavour after righteousness, and thus call forth a Xabg nareaKEvaa\iKvog, prepared people, whose character consists in the sense of a
need of salvation. (fPpovTjaig is here nearly related to oo(l)La, [n^sti],
although not identical with it ; it is n s-'s in the noblest sense ; so

the same

;

straining the fierce outbreakings of sin

;

that ungodliness appears as the true

folly,

dom.

in construction with iTnorpt^ai.

[Matth.

X. 16.]

'Ev

(j)pov?]aei,

godliness as the true wis-

must be viewed

as another case, where a verb of motion is joined
immediately with a preposition of rest.)
Ver. 18.
The angel's promise of a son was not to exclude natural generation
Christ's birth happened differently from John's.
Parallel with this is Isaac's birth in the Old Testament ; but the
unbelief of Zacharias forms a striking contrast to Abraham's faith.
Of Abraham it is said, " he considered not his own body already
dead" (ov Karev6r]ae rb iavrov oCSfxa ijSi] vsvenQUfisvov), Eom. iv, 19.
Zacharias looked at his age and his long unfruitful marriage in a
doubting spirit. It is not, therefore, the forethought exercised by
the father that is blamed, but his unbelief;* he was certainly con-

—

;

* Such an expression of unbelief o t such an instant, is not so much to be conceived
proceeding from reflection and intention, but should be viewed rather as an involuntary utterance of the soul. In such moments, the inmost being of the soul becomes
The event had
manifest; it is seen whether faith or unbelief occupies the heart's core.
.ns

therefore, for Zacharias himself, a perfecting effect

on his

spiritual

life-

—
Luke

I.

18-20.
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vinced that the vision in the temple beside the altar, which
his heart with holy fear,

filled

was a heavenly one, but, nevertheless, he

allowed unbelief a place in his heart. The wrong lay not in the
words of the question, but in the disposition from which it pro(Mary's question [Luke i. 34] sounds like one that proceeded.
ceeded from doubt, and yet she exercised a childlike trust.) The

asking for a sign (nix,

orifielov) in confirmation of the promise, is
never disapproved (see Gen. xv. 8, where Abraham asks y-x n^aa
Kara rt yvcjaoiiai rovro) ; on the contrary, under certain circumstances, not to ask for one is rebuked. (Isa. vii. 13.)
Zacharias' re-

quest for a sign
ceives a sign that

Ver. 19.

^

therefore granted

is
is

;

but, for his unbelief, he re-

it

were (and to correct the un-

a punishment.

— To accredit himself, as

makes himself known
(Vs-'-iaa, Dan. viii. 16
man of God), representing the creative power of God.

believing Zacharias), the heavenly messenger
in his high dignity
ix.

21

i. e.,

;

he

calls

himself Gabriel

;

That the angel applies a Hebrew name to himself, ceases to surprise
we view rightly the meaning of names. A name is nothing
else than the term which corresiDonds to the inmost essence of the
object named.
In so far, therefore, as the beings of the spiritual
world possess definite characters, they have their names whether
those names assume a Hebrew form or any other form of human
speech, depends on circumstances.
Here we have, at the same time,
an explanation of the fact, that the names of the angels are not met
with till the later periods of the Jewish state for it would be much
us, if

;

;

easier to

form a general idea of a world of

than to
then could

spiritual beings,

individualize sharjDly their separate characters,

and not

till

to denote such individualities.
By the adjunct
h'^niov rov Qeov, standing in the presence of God, the individual that appeared is further associated with a certain class of

names be framed

:

-apearrjicojg

angels.

(See more fully in note on Matth.

xviii. 10.)

The grada-

tion of existences everywhere prevailing throughout creation,

men

with perfect consistency conceive as existing also in the world of
spirits.

Hence

in the doctrines of Zendavesta, there appear, in like

manner, degrees among the angels ; the seven Amshaspands are
imagined to be nearest the throne of God.* That there is truth in
this mode of conceiving the matter is proved by the Scriptures,
which, long before the Jews had any connexion Avith tlic Persians,
represent angels in the more immediate presence of God.
(Isa. vi.
* Agreeably with this, wo find in the Persian constitution, which was intended as a
copy of the heavenly order, seven princes of the kingdom (or chamberlains), who stood
first round the king's throne. (Esther I 10, 14.)
The supposition that the Jews derived
their doctrines about angels from the Parsces, is discountenanced by the fact, that the
Hebrews had only four throne-angels, as well as by general reasons. (See note on
Compare also BuxL lex ialm., p. 46.) It must bo confessed, however,
Matth- viii. 28.
that they had the number seven as well as four. (See more fully in note on Rov. iv 5, 6.)
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I, ff.)

The

descriptions in

I.

Dan.

20-25.
vii. 9, ff.

and Rev.

iv.

1,

ff.,

also

evidently convey the idea of the existences of the spiritual world
standing at various degrees of distance from God, and of corre-

sponding grades of dignity.
Yer, 20.

—Zacharias,

for his unbelieving language,

has inflicted

upon him the punishment of dumbness but, at the same time, the
period of healing is foretold as an alleviation, and for a sign of the
;

promise given.

merely an explanatory clause of giuttCjv
which term is used, ver. 22. 'Avd' wv [Luke xii. 3 xix.
44] answers both to "i«;n nhti, Deut. xxviii. 47, and to "i»«-V?, Jer.
(M?) dvvdixevog XaXijaac is

for ffw^of,

;

Elg rov Kaipov avrCJv

xxii. 9.

is

to be taken " according to the suc-

cession of the several incidents ;"

first

the birth of the child must

take place, and then he would show himself to be the promised one.)

—

Ver. 21, 22. According to the later tradition, the priests
would seem not to have remained long at prayer in the temple, in
order not to excite the fear of some misfortune having happened to
them in the temple, which, as the officiating priest was regarded
as the representative of the nation, would have been viewed as a
calamity.

national

Hence the continued stay of Zacharias

in

the temple, though not in itself long, was already beginning to excite surprise.

The
r=

observation that they perceived he had seen a

does not refer to his silence, but probably to
whole appearance, in which violent excitement may have been
expressed, which, from his coming out of the temple, was immediately referred to a spiritual cause.
Zacharias confirmed the o^jinion
thus expressed, by signs (avrog rjv 6iavevo)v avroZg).
Yer. 23, 24.
After the completion of the week, during which
the class of the priests to which Zacharias belonged had fulfilled
their service, he returned to his house, and his wife became with
child.
During the first period of her pregnancy, however, she kept
herself retired, that all uncertainty might be removed.
(In the New Testament XecTovgyia^ from XeTrog ^= drjuoaiog, j)vMic,
never means political service ; yet it is used of external service, as
Phil. ii. 30
2 Cor. ix. 12. The term commonly denotes holy service, as Heb. ix. 21, and is applied also to purely spiritual relations,

vision (pTTraaia

nsntt,)

his

—

;

as Phil.

ii.

17, Xei~ov(^yia

— The

r/jg Trtarecdg.)

happy mother acknowledges, with gratitude, the
divine blessing in her pregnancy.
According to the Old Testament
notion, to be without children was a reproach, (Isa. iv. 1
Hos. ix.
II, 12)
and in this the prevailing tendency to what is external is
plainly expressed.
The more spiritual character of the New TesYer. 25.

;

;

tament, renders temporal blessings entirely subordinate.
C'Orij introducing the direct sentence, often aj)pears in the

Testament according to the analogy of the Hebrew

•'3.

[See

New

Exod

iv.

—

—
Luke
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28, 29.

I.

njjn and fp.3 are often used, like ^-eldio, in the sense
xviii. 15.]
;
of " to direct the countenance to any thing as a token of favour.-"

25

In the opposite
in Acts iv. 29.)

§ 3.

—which

signification

also often

"^p^s

Annunciation of the Birth of Jesus

has —ETTetdoj occurs

—Mary's

Visit

TO Elizabeth.
Luke

i.

26-56.

Luke's record is here more specific as to time and place than
MattheVs. We can, therefore, by his help, render Matthew's
account more full and circumstantial. The words " in the sixth
month," which refer to verse 24, furnish a datum of some importance for the age of Jesus in relation to John and the observation,
;

that the annunciation took place at Nazareth, explains to us

Doubtless Mary (or Joseph) had property in Nazaon which account Nazareth is called,
in Luke ii. 39, noXtg avrCJv, their city.
(On Nazareth and Galilee,
see note on Matth. ii. 22, 23. Mvrjareveadac r=: c-nN, see Deut. xxii. 23.)
Ver. 28, 29.
The description which follows, of a secret transaction of the most delicate character, is conceived with a simplicity

Matth.

ii.

23.

reth as well as in Bethlehem

;

—

and tenderness, and,

at the

same time, with a freedom from any un-

called for intermixture of reflection, which confirm the fact to every

mind open
to

to truth

any impure

;

and

it is

associations.

only by force that

With

it

can be perverted

a heavenly salutation the mes-

senger of the higher world introduces himself to the humble,
Xalpe Kexapiruiitv?], hail, tJiou highly favoured.
child-like Mary
(Xaptrou),

to

MAKE

besides in this place.

pleasant, agreeable,
It

is

is

found in Ephes.

among the

in use also

i.

6,

later authors

The expression does not imply any self-produced
and excellence in Mary, but only her election by grace.
The Lord had chosen her, even in the line of her ancestors, to be the
mother of the Saviour. With child-like innocence she dreamed
not of her high destination, and thought herself not worthy of this
e. g.,

Libanius.)

holiness

happiness

While,

— the highest that a daughter of Abraham could imagine.

therefore, KExaptro)n£vr], highly favoured, applies to her

spiritual

state,

the subsequent expression, EvXoyrnih'r]

h

whole

ywai^iv,

among

ivomen, refers to her special destination ; so that
thou art become, may be supplied.* Mary feU into meditation on the meaning of this salutation (Trora-of denotes as much

blessed

eyevTjdTjg,

the quantity as the quality, Matth.

viii,

27

;

* Evloyelv, like ^"na, has a double sense, according as
superior to inferior, or of inferior
bless;" in the latter,
blessed.

to superior.

1
it

John
is

iii.

1);

and on

used of the relation

In the former relation

it

of

means "to

"to praise," "to thank," which presupposes our having been

Luke
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I.

30-33.

the ai3pearance of the heavenly messenger (on dierapaxOr], zvas disi. 12), she did not know how to apply it to hervov<;, see note
(On dtaXoyioiiog, diaXoyi^eodai from Xoyog
self.

turbed, see note on

on

ii.

35.)

Ver. 30, 31.

— The

=

further execution of the commission begins

with a quieting ju^ ^o^ov, fear not (see i. 13), and an assurance of
the favour of God. The idea of " favour" {x(ip''?
']^., evptoKSLv
NisKi) involves here the free exercise of divine love, which
Xdpiv
does not appear determined by any thing existing out of or in her.
It is consequently an expression of the pure choice of grace, which
The anleaves the creature no possibility of personal merit.
nouncement, that Mary was to become a mother, is accompanied,
as ia Matth. i. 21, with the mention of the name which the child

=

=

was to

"jfj

receive.

—

The character of this expected child of God is
Ver. 32, 33.
now described by infinitely more exalted traits than was that of
ch. i. 16, 17.*
He comes as vlbg vij^caTov, son of the
(John as 6ov?.og, servant), and as ruler over the house of
Jacob, to which John himself belonged.
(On fiiyag, great, see note on verse- 15 and on vlbg vxpiorov, iuither remarks in note on i. 35.
The term viptorog, highest, coitc-

John above,
higJiest

;

sponds to the Hebrew v^V?, Gen. xiv. 18. KaXeloOai, to he called, is
sometimes used of false, empty speaking and then the essence, as
being something superior, is opposed to it ; but, sometimes, of
being named, in as far as it is a correct denomination of the
;

essence

and in

;

this latter

meaning

it

is (like

«;)?£)

synonymous

with dvai, to he, but with the accessory idea of being recognized to
be such. This meaning, which is connected with the use of ovoiia,
name, (p-a) is often found
e. g., immediately after in verse 35,
76 ; Matth. v. 9, 19 ; and frequently. The former meaning appears
;

verse 36,

With
it is,

and frequently.)
respect to the dominion assured

to the

promised offspring,

in the first place, connected with the person of David,

principal passage which estabhshes this connexion

The

2 Sam. vii. 13,
apphes to Solomon, who, howis

immediate literal sense, it
same time, viewed as a type of the true Prince of
Peace.
The passage is so treated even by the prophets (Psalm
Ixxxix. 4 ; Isaiah ix. 7
Jer. xxxiii. 15, ff.)
Next, the dominion of
the expected King is described as an everlasting one. The indefinite
j)hrase elg rovg alu)vag,for ever (LXX. have elg rov alQva in 2 Sam.
vii. 13, 16) is defined more accurately by ovk tarat reXog, there shall
he no end; so that the dominion of Jesus is here described as an
everlasting, endless one, in its proper sense.
This thought leads to
ff.

In

ever,

its

is,

at the

;

* See Therem.hi's incomparable

Kreuz

Ghristi, Th,

i.,

Sermon

2.

Sermon on the words, "He

shall

be great," in his

Luke
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view of the limitation here made of the Messiah's Idngdominion that extends beyond all
time, cannot, at the same time, be conceived as limited by political
boundaries. The special reference to the house of Jacob is to be
viewed here in the same manner as in Luke i. 16 ; and, at the same
time, the people of Israel is regarded (as in Matth. ii. 6) as a type
of the sanctified portion of mankind brought together in the kingdom of the Messiah. (John xi. 52.)
tlie riglit

dom

A

to the house of Jacob.

Ver. 34.

—With

child-like innocence

at this wonderful language

=

Mary

expresses her doubts

she does not live in marriage connexion

;

yn;,) and cannot, therefore, be a mother.
with any one {yivcoa/cco
According to the entire form of the answer, it might have proceeded
from unbelief ; at least the words are not expressive of faith. The
connexion, however, implies that Mary believed, but wished to
know Jwio this promise could be accomplished. Believing inquiry,

du-ected in a child-like spirit,

Ver. 35.

—In answer

that the Son of God,

is

therefore not blamed.

to this question, the angel discloses to her,

whom

she was to bear, would be conceived in

a pure and chaste manner in her virgin womb. In words of deep
import the heavenly messenger declares to her this sublime mystery.

In the first thought, -vEvfia dyiov eTceXevoerai t:-i oe, the Holy Spirit
come ujjon thee, the -nveviia ajLov, Holy Spirit, is, as in i. 15,

shall

the divine essence in general, which, in
the physical generation of Jesus,

is

its

nature,

here spoken

is

of,

holy.
As
we cannot

refer the creative agency to the Holy Spirit in the narrow sense,
who, according to the fundamental view of the Trinity, makes
the world of conscious moral agents the sphere of his agency.* The
absence of the article favours this view ; Tivevjxa dyiov. Holy
Spirit, has indeed acquired the nature of a proper name, but
dvvai.ug vipcarov, poiver of the highest, could not have been without
the article, if the third person of the Godhead had been intended.
In t-eXevaE-ai i-i oe, shall come upon thee, there is also, most probably, an allusion to the description of the creation of the world
(Gen. i. 2, where the LXX. translate fisi^T'a, l-ecpEpe-o t'n-ai'w rov
vda-oc;), of which the creation of that miniature world, the first
man was a copy, which has its antitype in regeneration. (John iii.

The

latter half of the verse explains the former more par'-Power of the highest" here corresponds to "Holy
Spirit," and indicates the correct notion of it as the creative power
of God. (c--;N r-.-i, Gen. i. 2.) 'F-ioKidaet aot, shall overshadow thee,
5, 8.)

ticularly.

* If

we were

to hold this to refer literally to the third person of the

Godhead,

it

would, moreover, follow that the Holy Ghost was the Father of Jesus Christ ; a mode
of speaking very rightly never sanctioned by the Church, since the IToly Ghost does indeed proceed from the Son, but the Son has not his origin from the Spirit. God the

Father

is

the Father of Jesus in his divine and

human

nature.

Luke
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I.

35.

stands as explanatory of tTceXevaerai ini ae, shall come upon thee
'Emaiud^etv^ overshadow, does not at all involve the idea of "protecting, screening" (according to the analogy of the

Hebrew

^kd)

;

the connexion leads evidently to the idea of generation. It is best,
therefore, to compare it vs^ith the Hebrew c-^sss v-jz (Ruth iii. 9 ;

Ezek.

the signification of spreading out the wings (=
garment), consequently "to surround," "to overshadow,"*
an euphemistic expression for connubial intercourse. Pe:-

xvi. 8) in

skirts of a

Avhich

is

haps the term contains also a remote allusion to ri?'7"'= in Gen. i. 2.
The word tijrrn is well known to have the meaning " to hover over ;"
and in Deut. xxxii. 11, it is placed in parallelism with c-is:^ lans.
The whole thought of the remarkable verse is, therefore, no other
than this, that Mary, without the intervention of a man, would become a mother the pure and chaste power of the creative Divine
Consequently, the appearance of
Spirit would be the generator.f
the Saviour among mankind is represented as a new, immediate,

—

and divine act of creation, and thus the transmission of sinfulness
from the sinful race to him is excluded. But inasmuch as this act
of creation did not altogether exclude the substance of human
nature, in consequence of Mary's relation to Jesus, the Saviour,
though free from sinfulness in the principle of life, yet partook
in common with men of the daOiveia rfig oapaSg, iveahiess of the
On this depended his capacity of suffering,
jlesh (2 Cor. xiii. 4.)
which again was a necessary condition of his whole work as the
Saviour.^
In Ms human nature he glorified human nature in general. The fact of the promised offspring being referred for his origin
to the " Holy Spirit," necessarily shews him to be holy himself,
and as such he is called Son of God.§ (The words tK gov were pro* The cherubim also spreading their wings over the ark of the covenant, denote the
active presence of God.
i.,

p.

f

Exod.

xl. 34;

Numb.

ix. 18, 22.

See also Suiceri

Tlies., vol.

1175.

The

iiriaKLd^Ecv, overshadow,

hardly implies creation.

Of

being generated

Christ's

speaks, and how could the Son, who existed before the world
be generated ? Evidently he could only enter a new form of existence, passing, viz., from an eternal, absolute, omniscient existence, to the limitations that belong to
the soul of a child. Having become a human soul, he entered the bosom of a virgin (was
conceived), and here formed to himself a body.
For this the existing material was to be
prepared and sanctified by that overshadowing of the "Holy Ghost, precisely as, Gen. i. 2,
the elements of chaos were prepared, by the overshadowing of the Holy Ghost, to receive
the influences of the "Word of God. (E.)

Scripture nowhere

(John xvii.

5),

—

% If Jesus had come into the world by ordinary generation, he would have shared
in the necessitas moriendi, together with general depravity; if he had not been born of a

mother, the impossihiUtas moriendi would have belonged to him accordingly,
only the narrative presented in the Gospels fulfils all that is required in the idea of a
Being born as a man, the Saviour passed a really human life but, like that of
Saviour.

human

;

;

before the fall, with a possihilitas tentationis et mortis, which then, by his victory
became an impossihiUtas. (See further note on Matth. iv. 1, fif.)
§ Son of God, vide Qeov, is here no designation of the eternal, pre-existent Son of
God, as pre-existent ; it designates primarily the assuming of humanity, the man Jesus, as

Adam

Luke
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I.

by the

transcribers,

wbom

to

the

thought appeared imperfect no tangible reason can be given
their having been intentionally omitted.)
;

for

The name Son of God, like Son of the Highest in ver. 32, has
here undeniably a reference to the human nature of Christ. He is
called Son of God, because he was born, corporeally, of Mary, from
the overshadowing of the Holy Spirit.
That the same plujsical
meaning of the word vlog, son, is to be assumed in ver. 32, is shewn

by the connexion with ver. 31, and partly by David's being
denominated -ar/jQ, father. Passages like Mark xiii. 32 Heb. v. 8,
(in which, however, vlog, stands alone), appear likewise to come
under this head. Jesus is therefore here called Son of God in the
same sense as Adam in Luke iii. 38, inasmuch as he received his
being immediately from God's hand
the first and second Adam
are parallel in this respect also. Both form a contrast to the sons of
men, who, as descendants of fallen Adam, bear in themselves the
image of the fallen one (Gen. v. 3.) When, on the contrary, Jesus
is called 6 vlbg rov dv9p6~ov, the son of man (with the article, which
partly

;

;

is

very rarely omitted, as

it

in

is

—

John

v.

tioned above.

It refers

also

to the

name

27), this

name Son
human nature

nearly allied to the physical meaning of the

very

is

of God,

men-

of our Lord,

but to this nature as conceived in its ideal character.
The
term has its origin in the Old Testament, which, in several remarkable passages (forming the basis of the rabbinical dogma of

Adam Kadmon),
divine essence

Ezek.

i.

26

;

transports the

Dan.

human

(Compare 2 Sam.

itself,
vii.

nature in
vii.

19

;

its

ideal into the

1 Chron.

13, 10, 16, with 1 Cor. xv. 45,

ff.)

xviii,

17

;

Hence an

intimate oneness with the Father and the heavenly world is ascribed
to the son of man (John iii. 13), and all power and glory, withoul
reference to the humiliation, is ascribed to him (John v. 27
Matth,
;

xxvi. 64

Acts

Yet, as the apostles never use this name
of him (out of the Gospels it occurs only in Acts vii, 55, and that
with a special reference to the bodily appearance of our Lord), and
;

vii.

55.)

it when speaking of himself; it
probable that he desired in that way to bring himself near to man,
and intend(;d, at the same time, to set before their eyes the ideal of
human perfection. In recent times, some would allow the name

Jesus, on the contrary, chiefly uses

is

" the son of man" to be nothing more than a customary name of the
Messiah ; but this view is very improbable for the reason, that
then the people would sometimes have given Jesus that name,* or

—

the boon of heaven to the
as the Son of

God from

human

race.

But although

is not in form designated
and phenomenal existence, still,

Christ

his eternal, but from his earthly

as matter of fact (in opposition to Eofmann, Scripture-proofJ I. p. 114), the church doctrine is by no means thus done away
that Christ was not a Son of God by Mary, but

—

God from

—

and became the son of Mary by conception and birth. (E.)
* In the Apocryphal book of Enoch, the name does indeed occur; but undoubtedly

the Son of

eternity,

Luke
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.

a false Messiah would have assumed it. It is probable, that only a
very few of the enlightened among the people understood the name
ttjN "IS, son of man, in the true sense of those prophetic passages,
in which it embodies the idea of an original man
an ideal of

—

The name for the Messiah most usual among the
humanity.
people at the time of Jesus, was 6 vlbg Aafiid, the Pon of David.
By this name our Lord was commonly addressed by those who implored his help, and who thus acknowledged his power to help ; and
the Saviour himself presupposes this name, as so well known and
familiar, that he argues upon it, and proves thence the superior dignity of the Messiah.
(See Matth. ix. 27 xii. 23 ; xv. 22 ; xx. 30,
;

31

xxi. 9,

;

15

;

That

xxii. 42, 45.)

as a designation of the Messiah,

is

this

name became

so familiar

partly because the prophecies of

the Old Testament declared very fully and distinctly, that the Messiah

was

to

come of David's descendants on which account the
name of David for that of the Messiah (Isa.
;

prophets often use the

10 Jer. xxiii. 5 xxxiii. 15, 21 Ezek. xxxiv. 23, 24 xxxvii.
25 Psalm Ixxxix. 4, 21) and partly, because David was to the
Jews the splendid ideal of a ruler over his people, under whom their
dominion was most widely extended. The use of this name, therefore, was connected Avith that range of secular conceptions of the
Messiah, which was prevalent among the Jews. In order, therefore,
not to countenance these, our Lord in speaking of himself, avoided
the use of that name altogether, and endeavoured rather, by the use
of the more obscure expression, "son of man," to give to the inquiry
for
in relation to the character of the Messiah another direction
although the name was not a familiar one, he might yet assume
it as understood among the better portion, from those prophetic pasBut the phrase vlog Qeov, Son of God, is
sages in which it occurs.
commonly used in the New Testament in a sense very different from
and then the
the physical one, in which it occurs in Luke i. 32, 35
article is wanting.
The phrase usually denotes, in a metaphysical
sense, the eternal existence of Christ, which he has with the father
^his relation as Grod to God, as the manifestation of the unseen
God. In the Old Testament, the name 6 vlbg rov Qeov, the Son of
God, does not occur to express this idea for in passages like Psalm
ii. T ;* 2 Sam. vii. 14, the prevailing reference is to earthly forms of
manifestation. But although the name is wanting (as is the case with
xi. 1,

24,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

the idea of the (3aoiXeLa rov Qeov, Idngdom of God), yet the idea itself
widely diffused in the Old Testament. It appears as early as

is

Genesis (see Steiniuender

diss.

Christus Deus, in V. T. Eegiom.

only through Christian influence that the name has been put there. John xii. ZA,
shews that the name was quite strange to the Jews.
* The words nPN •'5a (Psalm ii. 7) do not, as ver. 6 shews, refers to the eternal gen-

it is

eration of the
in the world.

Sou by the Father, but

to the appointment of the

Son

to universal dominion

Luke
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1829, where the passages from the liistorical books are collected),
and often subsequently in the prophetic writings, Isa. ix. 6, 7 xi. 1,
2 Micah v. 1 Jer. xxiii. 6 xxxiii. 16, and often. In the Apo;

;

;

crypha, see

;

Wisdom

formation of the

vii.

25,

viii.

ff. ;

name " Son

3

;

Sirach xxiv. 4,

ff.

of God," passages like

In the

Psalm

ii.

probably exercised important influence at a later period, since
the different relations in which the phrase might be employed,
were not sufficiently discriminated. Moreover, we find ifc in many
passages in the New Testament
and, indeed, while Jesus himself
prefers to call himself " son of man," the apostles, for the most
7,

;

name " Son

part, use the

of God."

brings himself near to men.

Men

The

man,
Son of God,

Saviour, as son of

elevate him, as

above themselves. Yet our Lord (in John's Gospel) often calls
himself Son of God, or Son, with a pregnant meaning. But that
the name Son of God, was merely a name for the Messiah common among the Jews, and without a deeper meaning they will

—

hardly be convinced,

who

consider, /rs^, that the ordinary popu-

lar opinion among the Jews regarded the Messiah as merely a distinguished man, who, on account of his excellencies, was chosen by
God Kar' EKkoyriv, for the office. {Justin Martyr dial. c. Tiyph., p.

According to this view, names, such as Xptaro^, PaaiXei-g
266, sq.)
TGJv 'lovdaMv, vlbg rov AafiiS, Christ, King of the Jeios, son of David,

and others would be more readily suggested. Again, if the name
had been so familiar, there would not have been such astonishment
at Jesus so calling himself. (John v. 18,

ff.

;

Lastly, too,

x. 33, ff.)

any false Messiah calling himself " Son of God." The
xix. 7, ff., rather shew that the people repassages John x. 33, ff.
garded it as presumption even on the part of the Messiah. The
only plausible support to this low view of the phrase is, that vlog
rov Qeov, Son of God, is found in some few places in the Gospels,
joined to XQiorog, Christ ; but, on closer inspection, it is plain that

we never

find

;

no one of them warrants the conclusion that, at the time of Christ,
this name was in common use, as synonjrmous with that of the
Messiah and that, therefore, the same ideas were attached to it
which were usually associated with the name of the Messiah. With
respect to the passages in which Son of God is joined with Christ,
we should frst distinguish carefully between those in which Christ
In the former (e. g.,
precedes, and those in which it follows.
Matth. x^'i. 16 John vi. 69 [according to the Textus Keceptus,
xx. 31), the phrase '" Son
xi. 27
Gricsbach reads 6 ayio^ tov Oeov]
;

;

;

of

God"

contains only the

more

;

precise determination of the idea of

thought Jesus to be the Christ immedibut it was
Son of God,
who had appeared in Christ, was unfolded to them, through the

the Christ.

The

disciples

ately after they united themselves to him (John i. 41)
not till after prolonged intercourse that the idea of the

;
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Again, when the High
Mark xiv. 61) whether he is the
(Matth. xxvi. 63
Christ, the Son of God, this question had reference, not to the conceptions prevalent among the people, but to what Christ affirmed
revelation of the Father. (Matth. xvi. 16.)

Priest asks

;

of himself ; and because of these declarations the people cried out,
" If thou be the Son of God, come down from the cross," Matth.
of the centurion (Matth. xxvii. 54, and the

The words

xxvii. 40.

heathen mythology. We grant indeed
an apparent difference in the case of those passages, in which Son oj
God stands first, which, however, are very few, as John i. 50 ; ix. 35.
compared with ix. 17. But that, even from these passages, it can
parallel passages) refer to the

not be concluded that Son of God was only a common name for
the Messiah, is shown in the particular exposition of them in their
(See

connexion.

Commentary on

passages, Matth.

main only the

passages in which Jesus

is

Thus

those places.)

iv. 3,

6

;

29,

viii.

there re-

and the

parallel

addressed as Son of God, as in other cases

But these passages occur only in the
we may
therefore with the utmost probability infer from them that only
the superhuman demonaical power recognized Jesus in his divine
nature and dignity. We must, therefore, say, that vlog rov Qeov,
Son of God, does, indeed designate the Messiah ;* but so far
only as he was born of the essence of the Father that, therefore,
whoever so called him, either acknowledged him as such, or blamed
him for declaring himself to be such. Lastly, with respect to the
relation of the name Son of God, in as far as it is applied to
Christ, and the same name as applicable to man, we have to
he

called son of David.

is

history of the temptation, or in reference to demoniacs

;

;

that viol Qeov, sons of God, or reKva Oeov,-\ children of
God, are used in a twofold reference, corresponding to the two
meanings, which belong to the phrase, as applied to the Saviour.
On the one hand, it has reference to the physical existence of
men. They are called sons of God, inasmuch as God (indirectThis meaning, however, is very rare but
ly) is their Creator.
observe,

;

*

On

this construction

Schleiermacher^s opinion, too,

is

set aside,

who

says in the

"

Son of God" denotes probably not the divine nature alone,
and human nature. Passages, such as 1 John i. 7, certainly shew that the physical and metaphysical meanings were conjoined, as, indeed, the
are
far
general
from
any
Nestorian separation of the natures. Still, Son of
Scriptures in
God denotes the whole Christ, inasmuch as he was born from eternity of the essence of
the Father. Son of Man, on the other hand, denotes the whole Christ, inasmuch as he
Clauhenslehre, Th.

but the

ii.,

S.

707

:

wliole Christ, In his divine

represents the ideal of humanity.
\ TeKvov
13,

26;

Hebrew
of the

is

not used of the person of Christ, though

iv. 27, 30.)

n^rji na?;,

This term does not, however, so

which

is

book of Isaiah. (See note on Acts

this reason, that the notion of
vlbg denotes

italg is.

much

(Matth. xiL 18

correspond to

vlur,

;

Acts iii.
as to the

so often applied to the Messiah, especially in the second part
iii. 13.)
Tekvov could not be used of Christ, for
something undeveloped predominates in the word, while

what has manly force and energy.
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Ephcs. iii. 15, Jolin xi. 52, and Mai. ii. 10, come under this head.
Otherwise, even in passages of the Old Testament, as Isa. Ixiii. 16,
Deut. xiv. 1, the reference to salvation predominates. In the latter
sense
(1

appears also in very

it

John

iii.

1,

2

;

v.

2

many

Rom.

;

passages of the

viii.

14, 16, 17

;

ix.

New
8

;

Testament
Gal.

26,

iii.

and denotes the regeneration which, as a new act of creation,
restores to the condition of children those who were estranged from
God by sin. This reference corresponds to the deeper signification
In regeneraof the name " Son of God," as applied to the Saviour.
tion there is the likeness of his eternal generation from the essence
and in reference to the spiritual children of the one
of the Father
Father, our Lord calls himself also the first-bom among many
brethren, (Rom. viii. 29
Heb. ii. 11.) He who from eternity was
etc.),

;

;

Son of God, lived as Son of Man on earth in time, in order to raise
the children of men from earth to heaven, that, as children of God,
they might be like him, and become partakers of the divine nature.
1 John iii. 2.)
(2 Peter i. 4
Ver. 36-38.
Mary, too, receives a sign (arjiielov, nis<), like Zacharias (i. 20)
but it is a favourable one. As what had happened to
Elisabeth is here made known to Mary from above, so also what had
haj)pened to Mary was made known to Elisabeth (ver. 41). Such
;

—

;

dispensations were necessary under such extraordinary circumstances;

and, just for that reason,

we may assume

similar facts for the solu-

where they are not expressly
The address concludes with
noticed. (See note on Luke ii. 39.)
the general truth, that the Divine Omnipotence accomplishes its
The words are
plans notwithstanding all apparent impossibilities.
from Gen. xviii. 14, where they are used of Sarah in similar circumtion of difficulties in those instances

stances.

The truth thus

expressed, in

its

widest generahty, should

also be conceived as so far limited, that every thing true {priiia=

nan)

is

also capable of expression

such, not a

p///ja,

;

for

what

is

contradictory

is,

as

loord, thing, and, consequently, impossible with

God, precisely because he

is

humility, submits herself to

God.

God

;

Mary, believing with childlike
she acquiesces in her destination

for the fulfilment of the divine purposes.

became thus an act of her

The

birth of the Saviour

Mary's faith repaired Eve's
unbelief
(In ver. 36, for the common reading y?/pa, which form
stands for ynQal, and that again for y?/pa~^, from nominative y^'Jpac,
faith also.

jtiqel for y7/p«, from y^/pof.
[See Winer's GramTestament, translated by Agnew and Ebbeke, p.
Ver. 37.
The expression ovii nav pTnia is a pure Hebraism
59.]
it corresponds with "la^i-Vs sV.)
Ver. 39. In consequence of the suggestion of the angel, (verse

Gricshach reads

mar

of the

—

New

—

;

—

36),

Mary

visits

bly, already

Elisabeth, to

known.

whom,

as a relative, she was, proba-

Zacharias' place of abode, which

was

left

un-
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determined in verse 23, is now stated more precisely. He lived in
hill country of Judali (dpemj scil. %6jpa), in a Lcvitical city
In tlie Old Tescalled Juda, more correctly spelt 'lovda or 'lovrra.
tament it is called na^-' (Josh. xv. 5b xxi. 16), for which the LXX.
The reading 'lov6aiag is at all
write 'Irav in the first passage.
events a correction ; if we retain the form 'lovSa,^ the name of the
city must be supplied.
In that case, Josh. xxi. 11 affords an appropriate parallel, where it is said of Hebron, Xe(3piov ev rw opeL 'lovda.
(Mera oTTovdrjg corresponds with the more common expression onovdatojg.
It is found in the LXX. also, Exod. xii. 11
Ezra iv. 23 Dan.
tlie

;

;

vi. 19.)

Ver. 40, 41.

;

— The narrative evidently implies that there

previous communication between the two

was no

women about what had

happened. As Mary knew nothing of the circumstances of Elisabeth before she was informed by the angel (verse 36), so Elisabeth
also was ignorant of Mary's fortunes.
Both were led and taught
by the Spirit. Nor was there time for such communications, according to the dates given us. As Mary received the visit of the angel
in the sixth month of Elisabeth's pregnancy (verse 26, 36), and
stayed three months with her (verse 56), she must have repaired to
Elisabeth immediately after the annunciation. Joseph was then,
undoubtedly, altogether ignorant of the circumstances, and did not
become acquainted with them till Mary was advanced in pregnancy.
(See more fully on this point in note on Luke ii. 39.)
Being espoused, she might, therefore, without exciting attention, spend some
months with a distant relative, by permission of her intended husband. The sacred emotions of soul experienced by the mother, are
shared by the child yet unborn, and the Spirit from above filled the
happy mother, who saw the most ardent hope of her soul realized.
Like Hannah, the mother of Samuel, she, doubtless, often devoted
her earnestly-desired child to God. (1 Sam. i. 11.) Respecting the
TTuevjia djiov, see note on i. 15.
(iKiprdoj
Kiveladai is used particularly of the leaping motion,
to which joy incites.
The LXX. translate Mai. iv. 2 aiapnjaeTe cjg
j-ioaxapia.
In Glen. xxv. 22, it is used also of the motions of children in the womb.)

=

:

Yer. 42, 43.
child

(KapTTog

though the

—Elisabeth, as the

KoiXiag

='\^^

i-is),

Mary and her
John the Baptist,

elder, here blesses

as afterwards

had to baptize our Lord. Elisabeth, though she
makes herself inferior to Mary, when she says, koc irodev
T. A.,* and ivhence is this ? etc.
(Kat in questions, is eminferior,

blesses, still
not TovTo K

phatic

;

see

Mark

x. 26.)

Elisabeth's words,

rj

iii^rTjp

rov Kvpiov

fiov,

* The words Iva IWy, involve the idea of some previous instigation or command,

and might be paraphrased,
me?" She regards it as a

"

"Who arranged that the mother of
God.

fresh proof of the favour of her

my Lord

must come

to

—
Luke
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Turn tliem as we
tlie mother of imj Lord, are very remarkable.
may, it cannot appear appropriate to call an unborn child Kvptog,'^
upon the supposition, that Elisabeth, by the illuminaHoly Spirit, like the ancient prophets, recognized the
divine nature of the Messiah, as the mother of whom she greeted
Mary. The passage is therefore parallel with verse 17, where, in
the address of the angel, the same idea of the incarnation of God
in the Messiah was hinted at, and Kvpiog, lord, is emphatic
equivalord, except

tion of the

—

lent to the

Hebrew

•«2ts

or nin^

—Elisabeth's

language passes, towards the close,
She speaks in prayer of Mary, and extols
her faith. By the Holy Spirit, she probably recognized this as the
fundamental disposition of Mary's heart, and as the condition of her
Ver. 44, 45.

into the third person.

The

happiness.

reXeiojaig, fulfilment,

has reference to the fulfilment

of all that had been promised of her son in verses 32, 33.
respect to the nature of hev faith,

it is clear,

But with

that this word does not

mean

faith in any doctrinal proposition, but describes only the
submission to the divine will, in which Mary was found at
the announcement of the heavenly message. Faith is susceptibility
to the operations of divine grace and their reception into the heart.f

here

spirit of

(See further remarks in note on Matth.

—

viii. 2.)

Ver. 46, 47.
If we imagine Mary as living in intimate communion
with the Sacred Scriptures, whose promises had doubtless often
affected her soul,

and drawn forth the wish, that God would at

last

help his people, and send the Saviour, and even that she might become the blessed mother of the Messiah, there is then nothing surprising in the expression of enthusiastic joy which follows.

Under

the consciousness of having become partaker of the highest happiness, she gave thanks for the mercy she had experienced, and for

the fulfilment of God's promises, which she viewed as already
performed expressing her thanks with prophetic intuition, and in
;

words of Scripture familiar to her, particularly after the pattern of
Hannah's song of praise, uttered under similar circumstances. (1
Sam. ii. 1-10.) Thus viewed, these poetical effusions lose all that
*^-

Dr. Pauhis

is

of opinion, that Kvpioc, lord, stands simply for (iaailEv^, king; and

that Elisabeth merely expresses her faith that

Mary

will give birth to the Messiah.

But
name Kvpio^ of themselves, it is plain
that this mode of designating kings was then very uncommon. Least of all, then, can
it bo believed, that pious Jews, who called God alone "the Lord," should have so apas not even Augustus and Tiberius ventured to use the

plied the term.

Certainly,

if

we do

not regard these accounts of the history of the

childhood of Jesus as family documents, the hypothesis

is feasible, that, from a later and
more matured conviction of the dignity of Jesus, such an expression was put into
But her divine illumination is sufficient evidence of her knowledge.
Elisabeth's mouth.

f [It
text.

It

is

scarcely necessary to point out the defective view of faith expressed in the

does not agree with the definition in Heb.

of the nature of faith.

ever else

is

xi.

1,

nor with the Calvinistic view

Faith necessarily implies truth or facts as

included, this reference cannot be excluded.]

Tr.

its object,

and what

Luke
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I.

Even

sight appears to attach to them.

first

use of

them

to support the opinion, that the

history of the childhood of Jesus

had been

cast into a mythical
independent poems, they
would he calculated to awaken some suspicion ; but as they are
merely reminiscences from the Old Testament, which we must
suppose to have been quite famihar to the parties concerned, their
introduction here is no way inconceivable or even inappropriate.
The following song of praise (verses 46-55) is usually called 3IagQiijicat, from the first word in the Vulgate ; we have an excellent
Vi^An^ Acts x.
practical exjDOsition of it by Luther.
(MeyaAuvw
46; xix. 17; Phil.i. 20.) The combination of 7n^ei;fia,sptViY, and i/"^%?7,
soul, the distinction between which will be found at length in note
on 1 Thcss. V. 23, denotes the whole internal being the powers of
the soul, both high and low, were moved with joy. (See Psalm
ciii. 1, 'i:^? and •'nn;5-^3,)
In eixl Gew tw owT7]pi fiov, in God my Saviour,

Were

form.

the

poetical

effusions

=
;

the reference to an external salvation should not be altogether ex-

cluded (see verse 52)

;

Mary looked forward to the
But the deep religious fervor ex-

doubtless

exaltation of David's family.

pressed in the song, does not leave us at liberty to
reference as piedominant, or to conceive of

and sensual

Mary

aspect,

to have

verse 41.

particularly

as

we must

been illuminated by the Holy

The

entire fulness of blessings,

regard this

at all under a coarse

it

certainly suppose

Spirit, agreeably to

consummated by the

appearance of the Messiah, lay spread out before her, and she applied the general salvation (spiritual as well as external) to herself

God was in Christ her Saviour also ; and as she was now
about to give birth to the Son of Man, so she was afterwards to receive the Son of God also into her heart.
(See note on Luke ii. 35.)
also.

—

Yer. 48-50.
AVith our spiritual conception of the passage, the
mention of the humiliation does not refer primarily to Mary's
outward political lowliness, since she was of David's family it is
rather the expression of conscious inward poverty, which could
discover no pre-eminence in herself, because of which such hap(TaTteivof r=i3s^1'in5N [see note
piness should have fallen to her lot.
on Matth. xi. 29], is closely related to -rrTDx^g, Matth. v. 3.) We
ought not, however, entirely to exclude a reference to what is exas a result of the mercy of God bestowed upon her, Mary
ternal
;

;

probably pictured external splendour to herself.
But those who
have found in this fact a key to the Saviour's training, and show what
Messianic hopes he imbibed with his mother's milk, in fact but
enhance his glory in giving to the doctrine of the Messiah a character
so

completely spiritual.*
* [The views refen-ed to above

But again
may

it

is

no

false notion that

not be familiar to some English readers.

been the great aim of the schools of theology opposed to the Gospel

truth, to

It

account

has
for

;

Luke
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and by taking part in them, placed himself, in one element of his being, on an equality with his brethren. True, there
was no absolute necessity of this method of bodily perfection to the
Saviour (see note on Matth. iii. 15 Trpt-Trov kaTlv rifiv)^ as there was
to the other members of the Jewish nation
in whose case the
omission of circumcision would have occasioned their being cut off
from among the people. But the harmony of God's scheme of salinstitutions,

;

vation required just this form of development in his human life
agreeably to which, by means of this sacred act, which in all Israelites formed and strengthened the bond of the covenant with God,

he was received as a member of the theocracy of the Old Testament, in order that, after he had attained to a full consciousness
of his higher nature, he might raise the whole community, to which
he was so variously related, to his own higher sphere of life.
Ver. 22.

—The participation in the

icadaQiafiog,

purification,

is

ex-

The woman was obliged, according
1), to remain at home as unclean for

plained on a similar principle.
to the Jewish law (Lev.

xii.

forty days after the birth of a boy,

and for eighty after the birth of
and then to purify herself by an offering. The period was
much too long for sanatory purposes the ordinance had a religious and moral import.
It kept alive a consciousness of sin,
a

girl,

—

which, from the

first,

displayed itself so prominently in the sexual

and directed her view, through the offering that followed, to the coming deliverance from all impurity.
(The reading avrov is remarkable ; for although it is certain that
relations (Gen.

an

iii.

10, 16),

which arose from narrow doctrinal views,
seem to be required for the oojttjp yet
we cannot imagine that any one would have altered the text to
avrov.
With the exception of Cod. D., it has only some Codd. of
inferior authority in its favour
still it is a question, whether the
abrrii;

is

alteration,

since KaOagiaixSg did not

;

;

reading avroi)
Ver. 23.
xiii.

is

not preferable to the

—According

every first-born

2),

to the
(")'S!|

male, was holy to the Lord

what

But

as according to

one

av-Cov.)

^^') las

=

diavoXyov firirgav)^ if a

ajLoc, sacer, signifies primarily only

separated from that which

is

use.)

=

(li-'.ip^

common

law of the Old Testament (Exod.

is

Numb.

profane,

iii.

and destined for sacred
Lord had taken

12, 13, the

the tribe of Levi for himself, instead of all the first-born, the firstborn sons had indeed to be presented before the Lord {napaari'iaaL

=

^''17:^),

as a symbolical act of consecration, of surrendering for his

but they could be redeemed for five shekels. (Num. xviii.
Jesus was thus redeemed, according to the forms of the
law, from service in the earthly tabernacle, that he might build a
greater, a more perfect tabernacle. (Heb. ix. 11.)
Ver. 24.
The offering had immediate reference to the woman
(Lev. xii. 8), with whom, however, the child was regarded as one.
Vol. I.— 16
service

;

15, 16.)

—
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Tlie circumstance that

Mary

24-27.

II.

offered doves,

—the rich presented a lamb.

a proof that she was

is

may have posground at Bethlehem and Nazareth ; for
the regulation of bringing a' lamb of the first year, as an offering, for
poor

sessed

some small

Nevertheless, she

plots of

purification, applied only to the rich, strictly so called. (Lev.

— The sojourn at

xii. 6.)

Jerusalem gave occasion for a fresh
confirmation of Mary's faith, from the circumstance, that a cerfain
man, Simeon by name, uttered words prophetic of the child's imVer. 25.

Simeon's personal history

portance.

is

not

ture that he was father to Gamaliel (Acts

The

known

;

for the conjec-

and son of

v. 34),

Hillel,

tli;, a
man, indicates rather that he belonged to the lower ranks,
in which the deeper religious life appears to have concentrated itself
Simeon, like Zacharias and Elisabeth (i. 6),
at the time of Christ.
is called diKaiog, righteous, which denotes the external legal aspect

is

extremely improbable.

indefinite expression dvdpcjTTog

certain

of his

life

;

while

ev/la/3^^,

pious, akin to ooiog

the internal aspect, the disposition towards
in relation to

(i.

75), denotes rather

God

;

but, of course,

the Old Testament form of piety,

since

joietT/ is

equivalent to fear of God. His religious life is characterized most
definitely by the words
irpogdexofievog napdKXrjaiv rov ^lapai]X./'^ waif:

ingfor
phrase

the consolation of Israel,

which are akin

to the following

npogdexo^^'vog XvTpuaiv,

awaiting redemption (verse 38).
The latter expression regards the deliverance from sin and misery
in the appearance of the Messiah ; while the former specifies the
:

consolation afforded by

Both

it.

are included in the phase, -npog-

kingdom of God.
only in this passage that it

dExeadai rriv PaatXeiav rov Qeov, waiting for the

(With
used

for

writers,

respect to TrapaKXTjaig,

it is

the concrete rrapdKXrjTog.

though

IlapdKXrjTog

=

en?tt,

is

in Kabbinical

found in them, occurs freTestament principally of the Holy Ghost

u^Vi^ns or Ku^i5;22 is also

quently, but in the

New

[John xiv. 16, 26 xv. 26
although in a modified
;

;

1,

xvi. 7]; yet of Christ also in

The term

sense.

1 John

ii.

as here used of the

Messiah, has a reference to the suffering state of the people, which
conceived to be removed by the ajjpearance of the Messiah.) This

is

pious man also, at that richly blessed season, when what earth ever
witnessed of noblest was in silent preparation, had received the
Holy Spirit (see note on Luke i. 15), and, in his power, prophesied

(The phrase 7]v en' avrov [see ver. 40] is to be exof the Saviour.
plained by supplpng tpxeaOat, which is involved in ijv. " The Spirit
came upon him, and consequently wrought in him.")

—

Simeon, waiting for the consolation of Israel, had
Ver. 26, 27.
been assured by the Spirit, that he should not die before being honoured with a view of the Messiah. (On %p?y//aTt^eCT0af, see note on
Matth. ii. 12. As to the form of this XPW^'^'-^I^^^^ whether it came
* The expression tlnl^ rov

'laparj'h,

in

Acts xxviii.

20, is

verj similar.

Luke
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Mm

to
when awake, or in a dream, the narrative is silent. Instead
of I6elv Odvarov, yevoaodai davdrov [Matth. xvi. 28] is also used elsewhere, since perception by the senses is put for actual experience of

every kind.)
The same Spirit who had given the promise, conducts
him also at the proper moment to its fulfilment. Such a guidance
by the Spirit, which stands in contrast -with choice from reflection,
is seen in the life of all Scripture saints, from Abraham to Paul.
It is the prerogative of the true children of God, who possess innocence in the noblest sense of the word, that they know the voice of
x. 4), and are enabled to follow it without falling into
though they do not on that account neglect the use of natural
means, such as reflection and attention to circumstances. (See e. g.
Acts xvi, 6.)
Yer. 28, 29.
By the power of the same Spirit, Simeon, with
indubitable certainty, recognized the promised Saviour in the child,
without needing any information from Mary of what she had experienced.
With fervour the old man immediately pours out his
grateful heart to God, who had fulfilled his promise to him.
(The
words Ka-d rb pijiid gov scil. "rrpo^ ifie epx6[ievov, refer to ver. 26.)
This sight of the desired One he regards likewise as the end of his
earthly existence, and, with a swan-like song concerning his glory,
he takes leave of Hfe below. (In aTroXveiv ev elprjvr], dismiss in peace,
there is an aUusion to the service and the spiritual office of Simeon
he was a prophet in his day, and doubtless maintained a Hvely and
vigorous hope in the circle of those who looked for redemption.
[Ver. 38.]
In elprjvrj, peace, there is not merely a reference to the
fulfilment of the hope which inspired Simeon, of yet beholding the
Saviour the term denotes, with a profounder meaning, the peaceful consciousness in general, that the people of Israel, and himself
with them, had attained its everlasting goal in the now manifested
Messiah. AeoTror-rjg, Lord, is used several times of God [Acts iv.
24 Jude, verse 4 Eev. vi. 10] once only of Christ. [2 Pet. ii. 1.]
The term differs from Kvpiog in this, that it denotes more precisely
while Kvpioq suggests
the relation of a ruler with unlimited power

truth (John
error,

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

the milder idea of possession of property.)
Simeon, in prophetic rapture, follows up this
Ver. 30, 31, 32.

—

thanksgiving with a description of the influence of the Messiah,

(The expression ol dc^daXnoi jj-ov, my eyes,
with the eye of the Spirit he had long
beheld the coming of the Saviour ; he longed for his appearance in
Although, therefore, above (ver. 25),
the flesh, John i. 14.)
Simeon's hopes of the Messiah were conceived with a national
reference, in that the Saviour was called " the consolation of Israel,"

whom

he had seen bodily.

refers to bodily sight, for

yet here there appears most distinctly a consciousness that this
desired

One would, by God's appointment,

exercise

an influence

Luke
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over the whole

human

race.

II. 32.

In the light of

this plain assertion,

we may judge of the former passages

in which such exTheir seeming limitation to Israel, and
their reference to earthly relations, form but the one aspect of the
idea of the Messiah, which we must complete by the other, even
where it is not expressly mentioned. The Messiah's most immediate
therefore,

pectations were set forth.

relation

is

certainly to Israel, but thence the vivifying influence of

his Spirit extends to all nations

mences in the depth of the
•

;

soul,

and though
yet

it

his

agency com-

thence influences

ex-

most proper sense, the human
race, as such, in all its members, and in aU its external and internal
relations, is the subject on which the Messiah exercises his saving
As this relation of the Messiah's work
and sanctifying power.
to the entire human race, even to the most distant nations, is just
the doctrine of the Old Testament also (see Gen. xii. 3 xviii. 18
Psalm Ixxxvii.; Isa. xi., xix., xlii., and other
xlix. 10
xxviii. 14
passages), we are the more obliged to presupj)Ose this correct view
ternal relations also

;

so that, in the

;

;

;

;

in the pious at the time of Christ, in that they appear as living in the

That its connexion with their own
and their deliverance from bondage to the heathen,
should occupy the foreground with them, is perfectly accounted for by
The same form of representing the subject is
their circumstances.
sanctioned by the Old Testament, which never permits the Mes-

spirit of

the Old Testament.

nation, however,

siah's relation to the nation to degenerate into bigoted exclusive-

hopes of external good to be without a moral and
But the contrary was the case with the conceptions of the gross and sensual multitude, who rejoiced in excluding aU heathen, as such, from the blessings of the Messiah, and who,
ness,

nor

its

religious foundation.

with their carnal dispositions, and without true change of heart,
hoped to be allowed at once to follow the Messianic King, as their
general, to a war of extermination against the heathen.
That such
gross conceptions are not to be confounded with the noble views
which were preserved in the circles of the pious at that time, is
shewn by ver. 38, where those who waited for redemption are
spoken of as a special class. But the expectations of a Messiah

common property of the nation at the
time of Christ if, therefore, those which were current among the
multitude were acknowledged as the true ones, then the waiting for
redemption could not have been used as characteristic of a certain
(In verse 30, as in i. 71, the abstract is put for the
class of men.
ao^^rrjpia for Goj-ijp.
concrete person, oiOTi]ptov
It is called " God's
salvation," both because it springs from God, and because it is
and these two coincide, since only what is
agreeable to his nature
'Eroiiid^etv
-rrpoopl^eLv [Kom. viii. 29,
godlike comes from God.
30] marks the relation towards the heathen, as founded on God's
were, as already intimated, a
;

=

;

=
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32-34.

gracious purpose, which Simeon correctly perceived in the prophecies of the Old Testament. In Ka~a 7Tp6a(x)-!Tov
Ivuttiov
«:eV, in the

=

=

face of, he/oi-e, there is implied not only being known externally,
but having also an inward efficacy, since everything beheld exter-

The

nally produces kindred internal effects.

of Isa.

xi. 10,

where the Messiah

is

expression reminds us

called

a-^a?

oph

stands before the people as a sign of gathering
spiritual centre.
edvcov,

a

In

manner, in

like

ver. 32,

(puig

since he
forming a

iit'9,

—as
elg

d-oKdXvxpLv

light to enlighten the Gentiles, refers to passages,

such as
[John i. 4;] Isa. xxv. 7. The being covered [ts-sr;—'53,
Isa. xxv. 7] is opposed to dnoKaXvipig.
But the blessing of the heathen is, on the other hand, a " glory" of Israel. Aaog and tOvog, are
Isa. xlii. 6

;

here interchanged, as Israel
is

only

when used

is

also called tOvog,

in the plural that tOv?)

=

John

ti'-.i

xi.

48,

ff.

It

has the meaning

" heathen.'')
Ver. 33, 34.
so

much

and

— The

parents of Jesus did not wonder, probably,

at the thoughts uttered concerning their

son's mission

influence, as that the Spirit uniformly testified

various quarters to his

from the most
high spiritual dignity and importance. (The

reading 'Iwcr?/0 for Trary/p is evidently the offspring of doctrinal
scrupulousness. Copyists feared that the term might be misunder-

Simeon's being here represented to us as blessing the
must be explained on the principle stated at Luke ii.
21 and Matth. iii. 15.
On the principle, "the less is blessed
stood.)

Saviour,

of the greater" (Heb.
the

Saviour, just

7), Simeon here appears exalted above
John who baptizes him (Luke ii. 46),

vii.

as do

whom Jesus questions. In his human development, the Saviour takes his place among men according to the
ordinar}^ stages of human development
as a child, therefore, he is
really a child, and consequently in subordination (verse 51) to those
in the more advanced stages of life.
Yet in every period of his life,
and in each stage of his gradual development, he unfolded himself
sinlessly, and thus exhibited in each separate stage its own pure ideal
of excellence. In the succeeding context, Simeon specifies more
particularly Christ's work, which is viewed as discriminating and
separating according to the qualities of men, and as causing ruin
as well as blessing.
A slight intimation of the path of sorrow by
which the end must be attained, is then appended. (Luke xxiv.
The figure employed, to which the expression refers, is that
26.)
Dan. ii. 34
Zech. iii. 9
of a stone (Isa. xxviii. 16
Matth. xxi.
42) which becomes a TrpoaKoiiixa, stone of stumbling (1 Pet, ii. 7, 8)
to the proud, who stumble at it, but, to the humble, a means of
'Avdaraaig is here simply the
elevation from their low condition.
opposite of TTToJacg.) In these opposite departments of his work, the
and the Rabbins

;

;

;

;

;

Saviour manifests himself according to divine intention and ar-

Luke
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II. 34, 35.

rangeraent. {Keladai^ to be set, is by no means absolutely synoiiymoua
with elvai, to be; the term combined with elg, involves a reference
to an intention
a purpose, Phil. i. 17.) And it is not merely at
his first appearance, but also as his work extends through the whole
of the world's history, that the Saviour manifests himself at all

—

times and places, quite as

much

in that of redeeming efficacy

;

in the

mentary parts of our Lord's work.

many

individuals

among

way

of punitive justice, as

the two are the mutually supple-

(The remark that not

the people, were affected by

thus explained, that, so far as Christ's intention
should be saved ; but unbelief prevents this result

many

is
;

it,

all,

but

may be

concerned,
to

many he

aU
is

In the concluding words, koI elg cqneiov
dvTiXeyoiiEvov, and for a sign spoken against, there is an intimation
of Christ's passion. Those who stumble at him are also those who
speak against him {avTiXeyovreg^ {'AvTiXeyeiv is taken as a general
expression of hostile disposition, which involves the act also.)
But
even in this avriXoyia the Saviour appears as a sign, set before the
world by the Father, and, that as much before the unbelieving as
the believing world, though indeed in different relations. The expression is to be taken in the same way as Isa. viii. 18. God speaks to
the world by the Saviour and his entire ci. mplex manifestation by the
Man with the cross and the crown of thorns, and the eternal Son of
God, the Judge of the quick and the dead in the mighty language
of fact, and sets him up, in truth, as a miraculous sign for mankind,
as Isaiah and his sons, with their symbolical names, were in their
(See note on Matth. i. 23.)
time.
Ver. 35. At the mention of the opposition of the world to the
Anointed, the far-seeing prophet gives a glance at the development
She who gave birth to the Son of God
of the blessed mother's life.
was still, as such, not born of God. She was, as all mankind are by
nature, yevvrjrri yvvaiKog, born of a ivoman (see note on Matth. xi. 11),
and therefore, like them, needed regeneration, which cannot be efBut the words t?)v ipvxrjv
fected without affliction, Eev. vli. 14.
dieXevoerat pon(paia, a sioord shall pierce thy soul, cannot contain the
mere idea of suffering, without including that of consolation this
would cast a shade over the joyful tone of the whole prophecy. The
idea of the deepest, most exquisite agony of soul, rather includes
here the idea of salvation and perfecting through it, just as the

salvation, to

ruin.)

—

—

—

:

;

dvTtXiyeodat.

(ver.

34) comprises the victory over every avriXoyia.

Mary's distress, which was one with her Son's, appears at once killing and quickening. At the sight of him she must endure not only
the struggle of a mother's love, but that of faith also, which appeared to die in her along with him, who had been bestowed from
above.
The revealing of the secret depths of the hearts of the
good as weU as the bad is declared to be the end of this discrimin-

—

—

—

—
Luke
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ating, judicial work.
Christ appears here as Judge of the world,
even during the progress of the human race wherever he appears,
his pervading agency compels to a decision for or against.
(The
dLaXoytoiioL, thoughts, are here again, as was observed in note on Luke i.
51, connected with the heart (Kapdla).
So also the less usual terms,
imvoia [Acts viii. 22], vixovoia [1 Tim. vi. 4], v6r]iia [Baruch ii. 8.] All
these expressions, as indeed the etymology intimates, denote actions of
the vovg or Xoyoq, and correspond to the word " thoughts." Heart can;

not therefore denote that power to which they belong. But the
Sacred Scriptures, according to a view which is psychologically quite
correct, never conceive of the active exercise of the thinking faculty
apart from the inclinations, and the bent of a man's whole life they
refer eveiy rising thought to the latent inclination of the heart.* As
the central point of personal life, the Bible regards the heart
aV
;

=

[see Prov.

iv.

23

;

c^^n nixi^n

^,v/iv.

Hence

-^s.]

ek KapdicJv, out of the

heart, points out quite correctly the impulse given to the diaXoyianot,

thoughts, from the heart, though they themselves belong to the vovg.

mind.
Ver. 36, 37.

—One other individual mentioned us by namej
—probably a very narrow one
to

is

out of the pious circle at Jerusalem

Anna, who

also

^xovaa, ver. 25.)

otherwise

had received the

Spirit

(Upocpij-ig

=

-nvevna dyiov

It is remarked, as the distinction of this

unknown

woman,

to us, that, although eighty-four years of age,

she had been united with a husband only seven years, and spent her
whole remaining life in widowhood. It is the tender fidelity with
which she treasured the memory of her husband, that is here brought
into notice.
Her piety is conformed to the Old Testament model.
Her religious life assumed an ascetic and Nazarite form. (See i. 15.)
Ver, 38.
She repaired to the temple at the same time, perhaps
at the hour of prayer (ecpiardvai, to ap])ear suddenly, see Luke ii. 9),
and joined in the praise of God, when she received the intelligence
that aU her hopes were fulfilled in the appearance of the Messiah.
(The term avdoixoXoyelodat means, in classic Greek, " to strike a bargain," " to agree," " to make mutual concessions."
In the Hellenistic langnage it is used for Tfihn, to praise, Psalm Ixxix. 13.
'Efo(xoXoyeladai is used in the same sense in Gen. xxix. 35, and the simple
verb, in Job xl. 9.
It is found nowhere else in the New Testament.)
The aged woman imparts the joy of her heart to the like-minded

—

Th.

* Old Michael Montaigne has a very beautiful remark in the Stimme der WaJirheit,
" In man," he says, " we may overlook the head, though it is always good
i., S. 4
:

be in the right place, and gives birth to nothing wrong; but the heart
main thing. "We need the head for life only, but the heart for death also."
f Even Schleiermacher has observed, that this mention of a second individual, who

not to do
is still

so, if it

the

reiterates Simeon's testimony, is against the mythical character of the narrative.

One

event of that sort would have satisfied the tendency in the church to the formation of
myths.

;

Luke
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II.

members composing the circle of the Messiah's friends in Jerusalem.
(On upoadeY^CT^ai XvTpi^oLv, see Luke i. QS ii. 25. AiJrpwCTi^' is here
put

for

XvTpoirfiq.

—

avrou refers to the object of praise, not, in-

— the Messiah who was come.
—After the completion of the ceremony of purifica-

deed, expressly mentioned

Ver. 39, 40.

tion (ver. 22), the mother

mention of the

—

;

Hep),

viz.,

and child returned to Nazareth. The
from its being Mary's actual

final limit of the journey,

place of constant abode, does not directly exclude other journeys,

(See the subsequent narrative of Jesus' childhood.) At this point
the memoirs evidently become more general, and vneorpeipav elg ttjv
is not so much a new fact intended to be recorded by the narrator, as a form of conclusion. The
more particular and accurate accounts were wanting here, and therefore he brings back the mother and the child to the place where he
knew they constantly resided {RoXig avrdv, see Luke i. 56.) The
last verse, just as was related of John (i. 80), notices that purely
human development of our Lord, corporeal and spiritual, to which
even his life in its human aspect was subject.) The only peculiar
feature is that which is added in the words TrXripovfievov GO(pcag, filled
with wisdom. But that the idea of wisdom is to be taken relatively,
is shewn partly by ii, 52, which describes the wisdom of Jesus himself as still unfolding itself ; and partly by the idea of childhood, to
which the character of wisdom always belongs only relatively. But
this is precisely the idea of the Messiah in his human development,
that he presents each stage of life pure and unsullied by sin ;

TaXiXaiav, they returned into Galilee,

—

yet so as never to obliterate the character of the stage itself;

which would be the case on the supposition that the child Jesus
Xdpig rjv t-Tr' avro, grace loas upon
possessed perfect wisdom.*

him

(see

ii.

25),

not merely expresses God's being well pleased in

Jesus, but intimates also the effective cause of the pure unspotted

development of the Saviour's life. Grace is nothing but love revealshewing itself actively and in every moment of the life
of Jesus the love of God shone forth in active exercise in him. He
was completely a child completely a youth completely a man

—

ing itself

;

—

and thus hallowed

—

the stages of

human development

;
but nothing incongruous ever appeared in him, which would have been the
case if uttcronces of a riper age had escaped him in childhood.

all

we must glance
Matthew and Luke, of which it

Here, at the close of the history of Jesus' infancy,
at the relation of the narratives of
is

maintained, that they do not supplement, but contradict each

—

* Schleiermacher observes very justly in the Glaulenslehrc, Th. ii., S. 178
"If we
choose to deny the gradual development of the Saviour, we must either suppose, that his
whole childhood was a mere semblance, and that in his first year, for instance, he had
entire

command

rate that in

of language

;

or

we must

which Christ was similar

to all

return to the solution of Corinthus, and sepac

men

from that which was archetypal in him."

Luke
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II. 40.

that they are the offspring of totally different traditions, and

running parallel with each other. According to
Luke, the parents of Jesus live at Nazareth, and his birth at Bethlehem seems the result of accidental circumstances in Matthew, on
the contrary, they Avould seem themselves to have lived at Bethlehem. Further, Luke's narrative of the annunciation appears irreconcileahle with Joseph's being ignorant at first of the nature of
Mary's pregnancy, and his being informed by the angel, as Matthew
says and again, the adoration of the Magi, Herod's slaughter of the
children, and the flight into Egypt, as recorded by Matthew, appear
irreconcileable with Luke's account of the journey to Jerusalem for
are, as it were, lines

;

;

the purification.
tion, that

On

closer consideration, however, the first objec-

Matthew appears

to follow a different tradition as to the

residence of Jesus' parents, resolves itself into something purely negative.

For Matthew evidently

follows

no tradition whatever con-

cerning the residence of Jesus' parents, and gives no remarks at all
he merely recounts the facts. The circumas to time and place
;

naming Bethlehem

(ii. 1) as the birthplace of Jesus,
happens, as the following verses shew, only in consequence of that
place being so assigned in a prophecy of the Old Testament. Otherwise, Matthew would hardly have named the place of birth at all.
Just so he would have been content with the general statement, elg
TO, ixepr] Trjg TaXiXaiag, into the district of Galilee (ii. 22), had not a re-

stance of his

ference to the prophecies induced

Nazareth.

him

Besides, the passage Matth.

(ii.
ii.

23) further to mention
22, 23, does not oblige

Matthew was ignorant of
Mary's having been at Nazareth before the birth of Jesus we have
only to suppose that, during the stay in Egypt, it had appeared desirable to Joseph to establish himself at Bethlehem, but from fear of
Archelaus, he gave up the plan, and returned to Nazareth. Accordingly, we can only say of Matthew, that he passes over the particulars
of place, and notices incidentally one or two points, which must be
us, as Sieffert asserts, to suppose that

;

precisely fixed by a reference to Luke, the more exact narrator.
Next, as regards the supposed contradictions in the details of the
two narratives, no such thing as an impossibiUty of reconciling them
can be talked of, if only in Luke ii. 39 the words vnio-peipav elg rrjv
TaXiXaiav, they returned into Galilee, be understood with proper latiTo regard this expression in its immediate connexion with
tude.

more

ver. 40, as

a form of conclusion, and, consequently, as intended only
where the development

to point out the habitual abode of Jesus,

described in ver. 40 proceeded, is at least an available mode of escape, which no one, who feels himself called upon to avoid the quick-

sands of myths, will hesitate to adopt. There remains then, in fact,
nothing in the two narratives necessarily contradictory ; for no one
^-ill seriously urge the objection, which Schleiermacher brings against

Luke
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the supposition of a return from Jerusalem to BetUeliem, after the
was accomplished viz., that the return is improbable,

—

purification

because the mother would have found herself there in inconvenient
circumstances ; for these circumstances were evidently produced
by the enrolment, which, in the nature of the case, increased for
only a few days the population of the town. The relation of the accounts in the two Gospels

is

therefore such, that both

well reduced to a connected whole by supplying the
stances that are passed over in silence.
tion,

composed by

different historians,

And what
who

may

little

be very
circum-

historical narra-

give their accounts inde-

pendently of each other, and who follow different points of view in
them, does not stand in need of such supplementing
It must be confessed, that the reconciliation of the two Gospels in
Yet the difficulty lies not so
reference to Joseph is more difficult.
much in the reconciliation of their accounts, as in the obscurity of
the recorded event, which can be cleared away only by a comparison
of both. For it is left uncertain from Matth. i. 18, 19, how and
when Joseph became aware of Mary's being with child. 'Evpedrj, she
.?

was found, however, appears to indicate, that Mary did not tell
Joseph any thing of it ; and what we read in Luke i 36, 39, 56, increases this

probability to almost a certainty

Mary went

for,

;

when the

according to

was six
months advanced in pregnancy, stayed there the next three months,
and returned shortly before Elisabeth was delivered. Such a visit
of three months, supposes that Mary was already manied ;* Mary's
pregnancy was thus already discovered before the journey, viz., by
the pronuhis, the n'.hiVaJ^ who conceived suspicion and imparted their
these passages,

distrust to Joseph.

Then

to Elisabeth

latter

followed the divine disclosure (Matth.

i.

Joseph immediately took Mary as his wife, and she went
Mary, therefore, never came into the position of herto Elisabeth.
This pain was spared her by
self making the disclosure to Joseph.
The
the divine arrangements. How could it have been otherwise ?
events that had happened to her were of so extraordinary a kind, that
she could not communicate them without having any other voucher
than her word. The same childlike faith with which she said
" Behold the handmaid of the Lord ; be it unto me according to
thy word," could not but inspire her with the confidence, that divine
compassion would find ways and means to satisfy her intended husband that she was the pure bride of heaven.
20,

ff.)

;

:

* Virgins and brides were not allowed to journey. (Philo de
Misch. Ketuboth, op.

7, sec. 6.,

Hug. Gutachten gegen Strauss

S.

leg., sec. II., p.

85.)— [E.

550
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II. 41.

Jesus Converses with the Priests in the Temple,
(Luke

ii.

41-52.)

—

The import of this apparently insignificant occurrence the only
one told us of the life of Jesus up to the time of his public appearance demands a few preliminary remarks.* Viewed in its connexion with his entire manifestation, it presents to us unquestion-

—

ably the sacred moment, when the higher divine consciousness arose
within him. As was partially noticed before, the Saviour, in his
human manifestation, followed the general course of human devel-

opment ; and though the
and glorified one, yet

holy,

a divine one.f

child's consciousness in
it

was a

child's,'

This latter gradually formed

him was a

pure,

and, consequently, not
itself in the progress

of

80 ii. 40, 52), and on occasion of
his being present for the first time in the holy city, to which the
child's desire had probably long aspired, the thought then first presented itself distinctly to him, as glowing embers burst into a flame,
The divine nature of
that he was God's Son, and God his Father.
Jesus, appears, therefore, a distinct thing from the knowledge of

(Luke

his general development

that nature.

To

i.

;

the latter he attained gradually, as the result of

the progress of his

human

development.

him at that instant
temple appeared to him the type, and,
consciousness bore

The springing up

forget the earthly representatives of his heavenly Father.

forgetting

was not

in

superior obedience.

him an

He

of that

home, of which the
in spiritual rapture, he might

to his real

But

this

act of disobedience, but, in fact, of

followed faithfully the stronger attraction

from above, and therefore he reunited himself to his parents with
childlike submission, when they reminded him of the rights of parents, while they had forgotten the parental duties. % The mother had
done wrong in having neglected her highest duty to God the care
of the divine child a deep symbol of the relation of the human and
the divine agencies in the work of regeneration, in which, after a
similar manner, the new man, in his birth, is entrusted to his soul,

—

—

* That Strauss reckons even this occurrence among the mythical portions, proves undeniably the exaggerated, wanton rage for doubt that possesses him. A history, -which
might cast an imputation of disobedience on Jesus, or of a want of care on his mother,
certainly

would not have been

fabricated in later times.

t If the child's consciousness precludes the element of divinity,

why

not equally the

man's consciousness? The distance of the two states from each other is lost in the infinIt may well be questioned whether in fixite interval which separates both from Deity.
ing the moment when the divine consciousness first developed itself in Jesus, Olshausen
is not venturing beyond his depth. "Wlio shall say that Jesus was ever destitute of it ?
K.
I That the mother had committed any wrong does not appear in the narrative. Jesua

—

rebukes only her undue anxiety regarding him, reminding her of his higher relations and
duties.
K.

—

Luke
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which has

41-43.

mother towards him
In that
kindling of this divine spiritual light,

to fulfil the duties of a

moment

exalted

II.

of the

first

!

and of its piercing through the human covering, this occurrence thus
opens to us one far reaching glance, but only again to let fall the veil.

But

it is

precisely in this historical purity that the divine character

of our Gospels shews

itself,

apocryphal ones, which

During

fill

particularly

up

when compared with the

this veiled period with

absurd

was

this period the divine plant of righteousness

unfolding within itself
this period doubtless

;

is,

fables.

invisibly

and the reason that nothing is narrated of
that there was nothing special to narrate.

Jesus presented doubtless the ideal of a quiet, truly childlike child
and youth and it was only in the depth of his soul that his nature
was unfolding, which, at most, may have been betrayed by his look
;

and bearing. The influences from the spiritual world, which he was
intended to manifest, gradually descended into him and all surroujiding circumstances, conversations, sights, and reading of the
;

Scriptures,

must have become the occasions of one spring

other opening in him.

after an-

For, to imagine that, according to the ordi-

nary process of training, any formative power was exercised over
him, or direction given to his mind, through Egyptian, Essenaic, or
Eabbinical wisdom, is altogether at variance with our conception of
the Messiah, whom we are to regard as absolutely determining and
controlling all agencies.
His development is, therefore, purely independent, and altogether internal a continual outpouring from the
heavenly world into the earthly tabernacle, of which outward circumstances must be considered as merely the exciting cause.* It is
in this light that we are to view his position towards the priests in

—

The questions he put to the priests, and their answers,
were exciting, awakening incidents for his inner life. But the idea
that Jesus taught in the temple, must be rejected as monstrous.
child teaching, demonstrating, would be a contradiction which it is
'A/covwv and Itteimpossible the God of order could have designed.
the temple.

A

pwrwv, hearing, and ashing (ver. 46), point plainly enough to his
capacity for receiving impressions.
The Scriptures and the lofty

hopes which they excite, formed probably the basis of his questions.
He inquired respecting himself ; and we may say, the whole endeavour and desire of the child Jesus was nothing but a longing for a
The miraculous union of the opposites in the
revelation of himself

God-man, the conjoining of temporal and eternal, of individual
and universal, is here presented before the reader's mind in its
growth and ruling and serving, unfettered dominion and child-like
submission, are here united to form an ineffable whole, which the
;

* Tho words oi yovelg avrov, contain an intimation, that Joseph the father was yet
but from this time he does not re-appear in the Gospel-history. He died, probably before the public appearance of Jesus. See Matth. xiii. 55.

living

;

—

;

Luke
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men

parents of Jesus, like unregenerate

wonder
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might indeed

in general,

at (ver. 48), but were not able to understand.
Yer. 41-43. According to the law of Moses (Ex. xxiii. 14,

—

ff.

xxxiv. 23), the males had to go up to Jerusalem three times yearly
to the principal feasts ;* children accompanied them in these jour-

They were

neys from their twelfth year.

called at that age nninn ^sa^

sons of the law, and were then under an obligation to keep the law.
This time of legal maturity coincides, therefore, very appropriately

with the

The
Tag

awakening of

first

his spirit to a higher consciousness.

which reXeiuodvTuv
which were observed

feast of the passover lasted seven days (to

43, refers), the first

rj[itgag, ver.

as Sabbaths, Exod.

Ver. 44r-46.

xii.

— The

14

and

Deut. xvi.

;

last of
4.

parents, accustomed to the thoughtful

and

obedient habits of the child, commence their journey without him, supposing, doubtless, that he was

from

among their kindred

or acquaintances.

one of the festal caravans, which
were common among the pilgrims journeying to the feasts, to afford
each other more protection and convenience on the journey. (See
the charming description of such a pilgrimage in Strauss' beautiful
romance, " Helon's Pilgrimage") It was not till after three days,
full of anxiety and trouble, that they found the holy child in the
I,vvodia

ovvodevcj,

signifies

The hpov,

temple, (to be distinguished from vaoc, see note
was an extensive structure, and had many halls and
separate rooms, in which judges pronounced their decisions, or
Eabbins taught their schools. In such a school (y')'^) we have to

holy place.

on Luke

9),

i.

imagine Jesus.
Ver. 47, 48.

—In that company the

versal astonishment

and

;

this again

child was an object of uniwas a matter of wonder to his

Though informed of the high destiny of their child, they
(J.vveaig generally stands
could not comprehend this phenomenon.
in the same relation to (pp6v7]aig, that vovg does to oorpia and yvcjaig

parents.

;

ovvemg denotes " the understanding," := npa.

Yet

term [Isa.
xi. 2] is often applied to divine things and the comprehension of
them— e. g., Col. i. 9 Eph. iii. 4 2 Tim. ii. 7.) The mother's exmzV) contains a gentle reproof but its force
clamation (ri := Siari
The fault was the mother's,
is invalidated by the following words.
who had forgotten the spiritual destination of her son.
;

this

;

=

;

* It is not meant in this to advocate any thing like the views of the Docetae, but
only to bring forward to view the specific character of the Saviour's advanceing development.
ture,

If his

human

nature, as sinless,

was

specifically different from flillen

then the progress of his training must also have been so

too, in

the

way

indicated

;

because

if

the sinful influences around him.
receiving

—that

is,

as purely passive,

stance of his knowledge

ment, because in that

is,

way

;

and

put in any other form, Christ

In point of form only,
e. g.,

wo

in learning language

it

human

na-

must be conceived,

rendered subject to
can conceive Christ as
is

and

Icticra.

The sub-

however, to be conceived as active at every stage of develop
alone it can be pure.
TholiLck^s remarks to the contrary in hia

Glaubwurdigkeit der evangelischen Geschichte, S. 219,

fi".,

do not appear

to

me

decisive.

Luke
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49-52.

—

Without its being intended, the words of Jesus conYer. 49, 50.
vey censure upon Mary, because they exactly declare the truth.
Had she borne perfectly in mind her son's spiritual character, she
would herself have led him to those scenes, whither the higher
Spirit
del

now

dvai

tie,

(Zr]Telv, in connexion with the following
conveys the notion of uncertainty, indecision this was

attracted him.

;

what was wrong

in Mary's state of

mind

;

she might have

known

where alone Jesus would naturally be found.) To, rod Trarpog refers
certainly immediately to the temple, as the visible dwelling-place of
the invisible God. But in the child's higher consciousness, which
tended upwards, the meaning of the words goes further.
This
deeper sense of the words, which points to the oneness of the Son
with the Father, was not understood by the parents, from their
Old Testament point of view for they could hardly fail to perceive,
that he spoke with immediate reference to the temple.
Still the
mother felt a strong impression from the deep saying (ver. 51), and
laid it up in her heart (ver. 19), where it revived at its time, so that
;

she could tell of

Ver. 51.

it.

— The words

:

koI

tjv

possible misunderstanding, that Jesus

subject to his parents

obedience, which

;

not so

and he was

vnoraaooiievog avrotg,

subject to them, are evidently intended here to

much

guard against the

had manifested a wHl not

in the sense of ordinary dis-

inconceivable in an offspring of the Spirit, as in

is

might be supposed, that the spirit of Jesus
would now have assumed the appearance of ruling over the parents ;
this the Evangelist contradicts by the express observation, that the
Son of Grod still submitted himself always to the human will of his
a higher relation.

The

parents.
(Phil,

ii.

7,

Ver. 52.

general idea of our Lord's voluntary humiliation
appears, therefore, here again, as already pointed out

ff.)

in the note on

It

Luke

ii.

21, 22.

— The history of the

Luke

childhood closes with a

new men-

49) of the child's bodily and spiritual advance(UponoTTTeiv, in the sense of " to advance," " to grow."

tion (see

ment.

ii.

'HA^/cta is not to be taken in
[See Gal. i. 14 ; 2 Tim. ii. 16 ; iii. 9.]
the sense of "greatness," " stature," as in Luke xix. 3 ; it is better
to take it as " age," in which the whole physical part of life is in-

cluded.

Xdpig,

which

has in

it

favour,
ii.

40.

development, which

is

is

It

to be taken in a different sense
is

not applicable to the divine love

the Son of God, that was always alike and the same.

ence to

from that

here represented as being in a state of

God and man shews

;

for

towards

The

refer-

that the idea of being jDleased

=

is

evdoKia, good-will.
prominent in xdpig, so that it may be taken
This might increase, in so far as, in the human life of Jesus, that
glory unfolded itself more and more, which must secure the approval

of

God and

of all the good.

SECOND FART.
OF JOHN THE BAPTIST— CHRIST'S BAPTISM AND
TEMPTATION.
Matth.

iiL

1

—

^iv.

Mark

12:

i.

2-13

:

Luke

iii.

1—iv.

13.

John's Teaching and Baptism.

§ 1.

(Matth.

iiL

1-12

;

Mark

i.

2-8

;

Luke

1-20.)

iiL

In the second part of the Gospel-history, the reader
nearer to

its

great cardinal events.

following paragraphs,

pared

way
who

our Lord

is

brought

the
the public appearance of Jesus was pre-

First, the Baptist visibly

for.

for

how

The Evangelists

tell us, in

and outwardly prepared the

then, inwardly and in the narrow circle of those

;

feared God, the outpouring of the Spirit, and the temptation

of Jesus, completed the preparation.
in

John appears here quite in conformity with the angel's prediction
Luke i. 17, repeated by Zacharias in ver. 76, as a prophet in the

and power of Elias. In the whole of his labours he represents
demands holiness and righteousness, but supplies no
power. His outward appearance answers to his inward character;
he presents himself austere and stern, separated from the world, and
spirit

the law, which

revealing to

it

of repentance

the strictness of the Divine Judge. His preaching
a commentary on Bom. iii. 20 " By the law is the

is

:

John was-appointed to awaken slumbering minds,
to rouse to a sense of the need of salvation, that the Saviour might
find hearts prepared to receive the fulness of blessings, which he came
knowledge of sin."

to bring

;

whence,

too,

poor and the hungry.

Jesus begins at once to invite to himself the

Though John,

therefore, stands in close con-

New

Testament economy, yet, in his character and
work, there is no approach to the spirit of the Gospel he represents
purely tlie law, and forms only the point of contact between the
Old and the New Testaments, as the top-stone of the Old Testatact with the

;

—
Matthew
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ment edifice.' (Here compare Matth. xi. 9, ff.) This close proximity,
and yet undeniably wide separation, of Jesus and the Baptist, exthe law
presses very vividly the difference of the two economies
and the Gospel are two separate spheres of life, which may not be
blended faith alone, and the mysterious act of regeneration thence
resulting, conduct us from the one to the other.
John, therefore,
as the crown and completion of the Old Testament economy, and
;

;

perfectly expressing its character, stands exalted

women

among

those

who

but the least in the kingdom of God (as being
born of God) is greater than hcv* But the work of the Baptist
was not confined to the " preaching of repentance ;" it included also
an external rite namely, baptism. f As regards this rite, we
are here less concerned with its relation to proselyte-baptism,
than to the Christian sacrament of baptism. With reference to
the baptism of proselytes, it seems probable to me, that an
actual baptism i. e., a lustration performed on the proselyte by
subseanother, did not take place before the baptism of John
quently, it may have arisen out of the lustrations so long customary, which every one performed on himself.:]: Had such a
baptism existed, the choice of this rite would have been less
appropriate for it was by no means John's intention to set up a
new communion, into which he was to initiate by his baptism ; it
was only that those who were living under the Old Testament
economy should be thereby represented as provisionally cleansed,
and consequently not unworthy to receive the Messiah. Just as
little does it seem possible to prove that the view of the later
Jews respecting the Messiah's baptism existed before the time of
are born of

;

—

;

;

* See Hengstenberg's

Christol.,

higher character claimed for John.
that

is specific,

B.

iii.,

But

S.

460,

the

if

ff.,

where

New

this

Testament

view
is

is

opposed, and a

not to relinquish

all

regeneration and the real experience of the forgiveness of sins ought not

Under the Old Testament there was only faith in the forgiveness to
to be anticipated.
come ; sin itself remained, under divine forbearance, till the sacrifice was offered on Cal(Rom. iii. 25.) All that the Old Testament possessed and could give, the Baptist
vary.
did possess but the essence of the New Testament was not his, since he died before the
completion of Christ's work. (See 1 Pet. i. 10, ff.; Heb. xi. 39, 40.) [Olshausen is surely
wrong. The essence of the New Testament is precisely what John and the ancient saints
;

did possess.
spiritual

— clearness of view,
—the New Economy immeasurably

In the outward form

development

in

is

in the fulness

superior.

and freedom of

—[K.

on John's baptism in note on Acts xix. 4, from which pas
probable that John baptized with the formula BanTiCu ae elg rbv epxofi£vov,

fuller discussion
f See a

sage

it is

I baptize
:}:

:

thee into

him who

The preponderance

cometh.

of arguments seems to

me

to be on the side of Schnecken-

burger: XJeber das Altar der Proselyten-Taufe, Berlin, 1828; the opposite opinion, that
John adapted the custom already existing to his purpose, is defended by Bengel, in a

book with the same

title,

Tiibingen, 1814.

As

the Old Testament furnishes no (fata for

the decision of the question, and all Rabbinical writings can be but uncertain testimonies on matters before the Christian era, it would be diiBcult to arrive at any well established

conclusion as to the earliest customs at the receivirg of proselytes.

Matthies de Baptismate, Berol. 1831. 8vo.

See also

Matthew
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John baptized, seems opposed
had been generally regarded as the
prerogative of the Messiah to baptize, John would not have assumed it himself. (See this point more fully treated in note on
John i. 25.) No special historical incident is necessary to account
Christ

the very circumstance, that

;

to this supposition

for, if it

;

Since lustrations were

for the origin of John's baptism.

common in

would readily occur to him to represent, by a
the repentance which he preached.
True, this was

the Jewish worship,
s}'mbo]ical rite,

it

—

own

arbitrary will
the Divine Spirit who quickguide in this institution, as in all that he did he
was sent to baptize with water, John i. 33. The question, how
John's baptism, should be viewed in relation to Christian baptism, is

not done by his

ened him

Avas his

;

of more importance,

is evident, that the baptism of John cannot
be identical with the sacrament of baptism, which was not ordained
till after the resurrection (Matth. xxviii. 19
Mark xvi. 16); the former
was wanting in the essential power of the Spirit (John i. 26); it was
a Xovrpov iieravotag, a washing of repentance, but not a Xovrpbv
-TzaXcyyeveoiag, a ivasMng of regeneration (Luke iii. 3
Tit. iii. 5).
Quite parallel with John's baptism of repentance was the baptism of
the disciples before the perfecting of our Lord and the appointment
of the sacrament, to which John refers particularly, John iv. 1, 2.
Since the regenerating Spirit was yet wanting (John vii. 39), that
baptism could only exercise a negative effect, just as the preaching
"''.t

;

;

of the disciples before the Saviour's glorification, had more of the
character of John's. (Matth. x. 7, compared with iii. 1.) Notwith-

standing the similarity in the form of the action,* the essence was
In Christian baptism, according to its ideal concep-

very different.

(Rom.

tion

the birth of the new higher being, which the Holy
can impart, was to coincide with the extinction of the
In the baptism of children, however, which the church,
vi. 4),

Spirit alone

old life.f

for wise reasons,

as

introduced subsequently, the sacred action returned,

were, again to the lower ground of John's baptism

it

reason a fresh act

must be joined

to

it

;j:

for

which

after the baptized attains to

actual consciousness, in order to complete that which can take j^lace

only in a conscious indi\ddual.
* John's baptism

was most probably

If,

therefore, John's

the baptizing party performed the immersion on the baptized (which
ference between baptism

and

all

baptism was on

like the Christian, not only in this, that, in

it,

was the specific difwas used at the

other lustrations), but that a formula

immersion, as remarked above.
f

The

thou art

distinction

now

trary the lancjuage

is

ious death of Christ

;

"

:

is

In John's baptism

it

was

virtually said

—

Vol. I.— 17

As
now
"

;

as thou

new man." In the Christian baptism, on the conAs thou art now immersed, so art thou now buried into the vicarnow emergest, so art thou bom again to a new man." [E.
!

—

Grant

impossible in the infant, a

sively conceived.

;

as thou

Perhaps not entirely

Christ

thus stated.

thou arise as a

arisest, so shouldest

:}:

may be

immersed, so hast thoa deserved to be destroyed in death

[E.

that, as conscious conversion to conscious faith in

new man

is

not yet born,

still

he

is,

as

it

were, pas-

—
Matthew
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a rnucli inferior level to the Christian ordinance, yet it was not an
empty rite only, it could not impart more than he who administered
;

law in those who
brought repentance to perfection but then,
indeed, it pointed to another baptism, which bestowed the Spirit
a sense of whose need that first baptism had excited.
Luke iii. 1, afibrds us an important chronological datum. John
the Baptist began his ministry in the fifteenth year of Tiberius ; as
John was six months older than Jesus (Luke i. 36), the mention of
this circumstance (compared with Luke iii. 23) is a hint as to the

it

It accomplished the blessing of the

possessed.

received

it,

since it

True,

Saviour's age.

age of Jesus
£Twv)

;

;

it is

only a hint.

For, in

not given exactly (Luke

is

iii.

i\\Q first

23,

ijv

place, the

(ho el Tpidaovra

then, too, the interval between the public appearance of

John

not definitely stated. In any case, the year of
Christ's birth, as is evident from the previous remarks on that point,
is placed too late in the chronology of Dionysius, as the fifteenth
year of Tiberius begins with the 19th of August of the year 27 after

and of Jesus,

The mention

Christ.*

at that time,
lic

is

is

of the diff'erent princes ruling in Palestine

another aid in determining the date of John's pub-

appearance.

(The term

I'jyenovevoj,

Koman

govern, like

Sierro), is

used for difierent gra-

Pilate was only
he sustained ten years, and laid it
down about the time of Tiberius' death, being deposed by ViteUius,

dations in the

provincial administration.

procurator of Judea, which

ofiice

at that time pro-consul of Syria.

(Terpapxeo), to be tetrarcli,

meant

originally to govern the fourth part of a great territory, then in a wider

sense to rule in general, but

still

in an inferior capacity.

Thus Cicero

Deiotarus a tetrarcli [Cic. ad. div. i. 15.] Ethnarch was a
higher title it was borne by Archelaus, Herod the Great's eldest
calls

;

Luke comprises the two provinces of Batanea and Auranitis,
under the name 'Irovpaia.)
The oiily remarkable circumstance in Luke's enumeration is, that
son.

in the words " Lysanias being Tetrarch of Abilene," he mentions

even the governor of Abilene, the territory of the town Abela near
Antilibanus, which lay beyond the boundaries of Palestine. Besides,
no Lysanias is spoken of as governor of this region in the time of

but thirty years earlier, a man of that name was governor,
by Antony. If we consider, however, that the town,
and the territory belonging to it, was so inconsiderable, that it could
not possibly be expected that all its rulers should necessarily be

Tiberius

;

who was

slain

* In this way the years of his associated rule with Augustus are not included. It is
according to this date that the calculation of the Abbot Dionysius Exigmis is made, with
whom our era had its origin. Sase, in his Leben Jesu, S. 39, &., whom Meyer follows in
his commentary on this passage, is inclined, erroneously, to hold to this interpretation as
the correct one, as he regards the rest of the information in the history of the childhood
as mythical

;
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historians, the silence of authors

To remove

doubt,

about this prince

we need only

to suppose that Augustus restored a son or a descendant of that elder
Lysanias. As Abilene was on the borders of Galilee, the scene of
is

all surprising.

all

might induce the Evangelist to mention the
What Luke had designated so precisely, Matthew gives (iii. 1) in the indefinite formula "in those
days." It is not impossible that the memoirs, which Matthew undoubtedly used in the first chapters, extended further, and that in
them this formula would be in connexion with some nearer event.
It has, however, like the Hebrew trin b"**:'?, often a more extensive
reference (see Exod. ii. 11.)
After the chronological reference to the
Christ's ministry, this

prince of this limited territory.*

political rulers of that period,

Luke

subjoins a notice of the heads of

the ecclesiastical government at that time.
mentioned, Luke iii. 2 Annas and Caiaphas.

—

is

doubtless preferable to the plural.

From

Two

high priests are

The reading dpxiepecog

the circumstance of two

names following, the singular was changed, which, however, in the
meaning of the Evangelist, referred to the proper high priest the
one actually in office. The latter was the officiating high priest
but his father-in-law Annas, who had held the office before, and was
deposed, still possessed great influence. (See this point more fully
discussed in the history of the j^assion in the note on Matth. xxvi.
At this time, then, John came forward publicly {Trapaytverat
57, fi".)
in Matth. iii. 1, = f/A^ev in Luke iii. 3) and preached repentance.
The wilderness (tprjixog) is spoken of as the place where he preached,
which is not to be understood, of course, as literally void of men, but
rather as pasture ground ("i?")^).
But in the fiict, that John preached in the wilderness, and not in towns, we discover the peculiar cha-

—

racter of this witness to the truth.

It belongs to John's character

from man (Luke i. 80), and to preach to those who seek him
while the Redeemer himself seeks men.
(The wilderness of Judea
[Matth. iii. 1] bordered on the Jordan and the Dead Sea. See
Joseph de. bell. Judg. i. 3, 10. Luke [iii. 3] calls it therefore TzepLXOipog Tov 'lopddvov — -j-n^n -is5, Gen. xiii. 10.) The subjoined clause,
to /^ee

;

iyevero

pi'ifia

culiar to

Qeov t~l 'ludvvrjv, the ivord of God came to John, is peiii. 2.
It corresponds to the phrase so common in

Luke

the prophets V?

n';n^

-lan

r\'r^.

This remark, in the

first place,

repre-

sents the public appearance of John, not as something originating

from hunself, but as determined by an influence from above. Moreover, according to it, the manner in which the higher world influenced the mind of John, was not different from its influence on the
prophets of the Old Testament. While in the New Testament we
find a more quiet, continually active influence of the Divine Spirit
* See Tholuck, Glaubwiirdigkeit der
und Kritiken, 1833, EL 4.

ia the Studien

ev. Gesch., S. 198,

and Schneckenburger's

article

Matthew
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them

believers, as peculiar to

(expressed by aheiv

appears in the Old Testament rather as a sudden, momentary one, which is then succeeded by other dry, and, as it
were, spiritless periods, such as appeared afterwards in the life of
in John's language),

it

For this reason the
1, ff.)
hand of Jehovah upon one^ is frequently apphed to the inspired moments of the prophets, to denote the violent
and sudden character of the influence. Such formulas are, of course,
not used of Jesus, because divine things were not manifested to him
but he himself was the one eternal
at single moments of his life
manifestation of the Divine the Word. (On the relation of pinia
and Xoyog, which imply the same fundamental idea of the relation
oi XeyeadaL and elvai, see note on John i. 1.)
The object of the Baptist's preaching, which is not specified in
Matth. iii. 1, Luke describes more definitely, by designating it, in
(See Matth. iii.
iii. 3, f3d7TTiaiJ,a [ieravoiag, a baptism of repentance.
Merdvoia, repentance,
11, Avhere John says, Pa-nri^o) elg neTavoiav.)
(See note on Matth. xiv.

the Baptist.

formula V?

n^ih^

the

-i:,

;

—

change of mind, denotes here the result of the law in its eflect on
the mind. By its form of inflexible requirement, it rouses to a sense
of weakness, and to a longing for a power sufficient to satisfy
is

change of mind

therefore, in fact, a

it.

It

{vovg) in its deepest vital

Considered in itself, indeed, it is something merely negawhich stands in need of a positive element to complete it and
this is the Spirit, whom Christ obtained, and whom men receive by
faith.
This is conveyed in the additional clause in Luke iii. 3, and
Mark i. 4, elg acpeoiv dixagrcojv^ for the remission of sins. John's
preaching was not itself to effect the remission, but to prepare for
that remission, which was to be accomplished by Christ. It is not
inappropriate therefore to supply £p;^o/^ev7;v, coming, future.. (On
this point see note on Acts xix. 4, where Paul instructs the disciples

principle.
tive,

;

of the Baptist in the import of their baptism.)

—

Matth. iii. 2. The presence of the kingdom of God is put forward as a motive for repentance, since it excluded persons in their
natural unchanged state of heart.
(The perfect i'jyyiKE, is to be
taken in a present sense so that the meaning is, the kingdom of
;

God

already present

is

represents

it,

and of

—that

iiaoiXela

rwv

occur except in Matthew.
pdviog,

heavenly kingdom.

Geov, Tov XgLorov,
*

It is

in the person of the Messiah,

says

among

:

\iiooq

v\mv

who

torrjKev, bv vfietg

John i. 26.)
etc.
kingdom of heaven, does not
In 2 Tim. iv. 18, we find jSaaiXeta enovThe more common phrase is (3aatXeia rov

ovK oldare, there standeth one

The phrase

is,

whom John

you,

oiigavCdv,

kingdom of God, of

Christ,^-' or

simply PaoiXda^

very seldom that the phrase (iaaclEia tov v'lov tov uvdpuwuv is put for ,3aai.?.eia
xiii. 41.
In the passage Mark xi. 10, (iaaL'keia tov ^adtd occurs^,

TOV XpiaTov, as in Matth.

inasmuch as David

is

viewed as a type of Messiah the king.

Matthew
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Qeoo being left to be supplied (Luke

xii.

32,

and frequently).

the Old Testament, the expression c:?:^" r-^V^, or

t5^r!'i.s

nosyw,

In
does

it appear, except in the later Jewish writings.
In the Apocryj)ba we meet Avith paaiXda Qeov as early as Wisdom x.
10.
On the other hand, the idea of the kingdom of God pervades
the whole of the books of the Old Testament, but ajipears in its
most mature form in the prophets. See Isa. ii. 1-4 ; Micah iv. 3,
ff.
Psalm Ixxxv. 11, 12 ; Jer. xxiii. 5, ff. ; xxxi. 31,
Isa. xi. 1,
xxxiii. 14, ff.
Ezek. xxxiv. 23, ff.
ff.
xxxii. 37, ff.
xxxvii. 24,
ff.)
Daniel describes the expected holy state of things, which all
the prophets regarded as future, expressly as a kingdom of everlasting duration. (Dan. ii. 44 vii. 14, 27.) Just as the Messiah also
is often described as a king (in which resjDect David is esjDecially regarded as his type, Dan. ix. 25 Psalm ii. 6 ; Zech. xiv. 9 Ezek.
xxxvii. 24.)
The fundamental idea of the anticipated kingdom of
God, as presented in the Old Testament, does not differ from that
of the New.
The idea of a kingdom necessarily implies the disBut in the kingdom of
tinction of the governor and the governed.
God the divine will appears as ruling absolutely. In so far, therefore, as in the sinful world the will of God is conceived as being
subordinated, the period of his absolute rule must yet be future.
The Idngdom of God, therefore, forms a contrast to the kingdom of

not occur, nor docs

flf. ;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

sin, or

of

its

representative, the ruler of this world, a,pxo)v rov

The coming

-ovTov.

;

tion of the latter

kingdom

icoafiov

involves the destruc-

the prevalence of the latter limits the influence

:

But

of the former.

of the former

as the

Old Testament, in

its

prophecies does

not usually develope the ideas, which are the subjects of its contemplation, and especially does not present them in their gradual unfolding in successive ages, but, as it were, concentrated in a single
picture

it,

;

with

so also

its

declarations respecting the

The prophetic communications

God.

kingdom

of

contain lively delineations of

agreeably to which the dominion of sin, both internal and exterand the dominion of God, and his

nal, is depicted as overthrown,
wdll, established

is

;

but as the external and internal are not kept perare blended together, succession of time

by them, but

fectly distinct

also particularly neglected

ual progress

is

drawn

;

the great outline of the world's spirit-

at once in grand perspective,

and events separ-

ated by wide intervals of time are brought into juxtaposition. What
is included in the Old Testament as a germ, appears in the New in its
free expansion, and thus first reveals in its fulness the fundamental
idea which

it

includes.

The kingdom

of

God

appears, accordingly,

— established among fallen men conannouncement of the Gospel —typitemporaneously with the
cally represented in the Mosaic theocracy—bestowed in Christ essen-

as a

kingdom always

existing
first

tially

complete in

its

conception— since then secretly advancing

—
Matthew
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to a final conquest over every tiling,

and to penetrate harmoniously

all forms both of outward and
inward life throughout creation. With respect to the manner in
which the New Testament Scriptures unfold this idea of the kingdom of God, they distinguish, first, clearly between its external and
In the latter relation, the kingdom of God apinternal character.

pears according to the

New Testament

conception as actually pre-

sent, not merely in the person of the Saviour himself,

beheving followers, who were translated into the

spirit

but also in his
life.
In

of his

life and consciousness
i. e., in faith, the absolute
dominion of the divine is realized. We find it thus viewed as the
Idngdom of God in the soul, in Luke xvii. 21 rj (SaatXeia rov Qeov

the spirit's inner

:

evTog

the

vficJv tariv.

(See

Eom.

xiv. 17.)

kingdom of God appears

in the

But

New

in

external relation,

its

Testament

also as yet

and still an object of desire. The Spirit of Christ, as the
principle which secures an immediate dominion in the depths of the
inward life, strives for an unconditional supremacy over all its outward relations. But the extension of this divine dominion in
Christ to external circumstances, is gradual, and hence even believers
must hope only for its gradual realization. In its relation to exfuture,

we find, however, a twofold modification of the idea
Testament. First, the sphere of life in which the
Christian element prevails that is, the church is conceived in its
In this respect the kingvisible form as an external communion.
dom of God itself is progressive expanding gradually in this sinful
world still mixed, to a certain extent, with sinful elements. (See
ternal things,

New

in the

—

—

—

—

note on Matth.

xiii.

Saviour that the

{iaaiXeia,

47,

For it was only in the person of the
hingdom, was exhibited as at once outward-

fi",)

and inwardly complete. But further, its external condition also
made to harmonize with the internal, and as correspondingly penetrated by the sovereign will of God and in this view
That which
the kingdom appears absolutely complete, but future.
was first to sway the souls of men, presents itself in the end as
(Eom. viii. 19, fi".) In this respect
ruling likewise in the creation,
the fiaaiXeia might be called emyeiog earthly (in contrast with enovpdviog, 2 Tim. iv. 18)
but for wise reasons this epithet is not ap-

ly
is

conceived as

;

;

itself, however, is everywhere to be met with
Testament, in the promise, that at the coming of Christ
the kingdom of God will become externally prevalent (see note on
xxvi. 29
Luke xxi. 31 John xviii. 36.) In very
Matt. XX. 21
many passages, however, its internal and external aspects are not
strictly separated, but are blended with greater generality and inThe kingdom is then the
definiteness, as in the Old Testament.

plied to
in the

it

;

the idea

New

;

;

;

Luke xxiii. 42, the words of the thief), which,
as being present in the souls of believers, but absent in its com-

ideal future world (see

—
Matthew
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pleteness, may Le spoken of as at once near and distant.
another division in the idea of the kingdom of God in the

—

— There
New

is

Tes-

is equally unknown to the Old
viz., its relation
sometimes to the individual, at others to the Imman race, collectively.
According to these different relations, again, the kingdom is
represented sometimes as already come, at others, as to come. For
in so far as that spiritual element, which in Christ diffuses itself
through mankind, and establishes among them the kingdom of
God, has taken possession of an individual, to him the kingdom of
God is present, and he is in that kingdom yet even for him it is
still to come, not merely in so far as the higher principle of life obtains but a gradual control over his faculties, but also in so far as it is
destined to quicken the entire race, and to meet his view as manifested among them.
The relation of the whole human race ^^dewed
as an individual
is similar
for though the kingdom of God (in the
church) exists in the race, and the race (in believers as its representatives) in the kingdom of God, yet, on the other hand, the kingdom is still to come with respect to the race also.
Thus the one idea of the kingdom of God appears in the New
Testament alone, applied to different relations and from the various
contrasts in which it is placed, sometimes one of these relations is
more prominent, sometimes another. Among the great mass of the
Jews held captive by the Pharisaical spirit, the idea of an external
manifestation of the Messiah's kingdom prevailed. In opposition to
this material view, the Saviour put forward its ideal character. Even
in the apostolic times sprung up the germs of the Gnostic idealism,
which in its doctrine of the (iaaiXeia, denied any future real and outward manifestation of the divine dominion. This point had therefore
On the other hand, the
to be defended in opposition to that heresy.
Alexandrine school had, at a later period, to oppose the ideal aspect
of the kingdom of God to the rude millennarian views of the ancient
church and through its influence the view was again gradually
that it is in the nature of the divine
forced into the back-ground
to pursue its subduing and ruling course from within to without
from the individual to the universal. The pure realism of the Bible
points out the medium between' the two false paths of materialism
and spiritualism in the doctrine of the ftaaiXda. It is not /row this
and as, in the indiworld, but yet in the world (John xviii. 36)
vidual, its renovating process is from the inmost fountain of life, on
which it first seizes, to the purifying and glorification of the body

tament, which

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

so

it

proceeds gradually from the individuals,

who

at first represent

the kingdom of God, to the whole, raises the earth to paradisaic
purity,

and

finally perfects the universe, as a

earth. (2 Pet.

iii.

13

;

Kev. xxi.

If now, in conclusion,

we

new heaven and a new

1.)

cast a glance

on the passage under

Matthew
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iii. 2), and ask, in what sense John the Bapunderstood the " kingdom," it is most probable, that,
in his relation to the law, he conceived of it with the generality and

consideration (Mattb,

tist

may have

indeterminateness of the Old Testament, but without incorporating
with the idea any thing false.
may concede a certain affinity
between John's notions of the Messiah's kingdom, and those that

We

among

23revailed

the people.

Their belief in
for that

external one, was not in itself false

;

its
is

appearance as an
in fact its

consum-

mation.

Their error consisted in desiring its external, without its
internal and more essential features.
Thus, as the carnal man makes
his God for himself, so he makes his kingdom of God for himself.
The spiritual man has a spiritual God, and a spiritual kingdom of
God but as the true God became man, so the kingdom of God,
;

or of heaven,

comes down to earth, that heaven and earth

may

celebrate a perfect reconciliation.

—

The Evangelists establish the divinity of the Baptist's
Ver. 3.
mission by passages from the Old Testament. All four Evangelists (see

most

3-5.
i. 23) quote the passage Isa. xl.
Luke gives it
In common with the other two, he follows the LXX.

John

fully.

with slight variations. Mark introduces Mai. iii. 1 before
This
pa&sage, however, appears to have first occurred to him as parallel,
while in the act of writing for, on the one hand, he cites it (from
memory) with great variations, from the LXX., and, on the other,
'Raata rw 7Tpo(l)j]Tri to the passage
he has also applied the formula,
it.'"'-"

;

h

from Malachi.

The

transcribers have indeed given ev rolg Trpocp-^raig,

but that this reading is without
;
This passage of Mark is perhaps an unequivocal sign that he had documents before him, and made use of them.
He took the formula of quotation from Matthew and Luke, but inserted from memory the words of Malachi, without changing the
formula.f The whole prophetic passage is founded on the figure of
Since
the triumphal entry of a king, for whom the road is leveled.
the king and his kingdom, are alike spiritual, the heights and depths
are also to be taken spiritually, and are to be understood of those
in the propliets, as a correction

value needs no proof.

mental states of unbelief and despair, of pride and self-sufficiency,
which stand in the way of the Saviour's work. ^Givi], voice, forms
an interesting contrast with Xoyog (John i. 1.) In the notion of
'•
word," the idea is likewise included, which is conveyed by the
The " voice," as such, denotes simply that which
articulate word.
*

On

tlie

passage, Mai.

iii.

1,

see further the observations on Matth.

where the same quotation is adduced with
use of the same sources of information.
27,

xL 10

;

Luke vii.

similar variations, evidently indicating the

\ Hengstenberg's supposition, in his Christology, vol. iii., p. 398, fif., 464, ff., that
of Malachi as belonging to Isaiah, because the former bor-

Mark quoted the passage out
rowed
to

me

it

from the

to be forced.

and Malachi is therefore, only the audor
They are still the words of Malachi.

latter,

secundarius, appears

Matthew
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awakens, excites. John introduced no new idea among mankinds
He claimed supremacy over no peculiar department of life, to

He was a mere organ for a
powerful spiritual influence in the spiritual waste of humanity. He
awakened the sense of need, which the Eedcemer satisfied.
which he could have introduced men.

(a>apa}'^,
is

in

Luke iii.

the only place where

posites to

it

are (iowog

found only in Luke

On

hill.

5, 6,
it is

and

=

This

rdcppog, (?) JioUoiv place, valleTj.

found in the

New

The op-

Testament.

The first of these words, fiowog, is
The LXX. use it for nyas, elevation,
Luke ii. 30 Acts xxviii. 28 aonrjpta

opog.

xxiii. 30.

acjnpLov tov Oeov, see

;

:

used in the same way, Luke i. 69. In the concluding formula,
oiperat ndaa adp^ k. t. A., the Evangelist follows the LXX., contrary
to the Hehrew text,, where the words ocdnjptov r. 9. are wanting. On
the other hand, the words dcpO/joe-at 66^a rov Kvpiov, which the LXX.
have, agreeably to the original, are omitted by Luke. In the prophecy, the Saviour's work is represented, quite after the prevailing mode of Old Testament representation, at once in its compleis

tion.

Ver. 4-6.

— The Baptist's dress

and manner of

quite agree

life

with the portrait of Elijah (2 Kings i. 8, compared with Zech. xiii.
John lived and laboured in an austere and strictly ascetic man4.)
(^KKpig is the well-known large oriental locust, used as food by
ner.
the poor

;

Lev.

xi. 22.)

and the reproving
the slumberers

;

It

was by means of

this strict

form of

life,

severity of his character, that the prophet roused

a form from the past seemed to have entered the
The voice of exclamation echoed loudly through

spiritless present.

the wilderness

;

those

who were awakened gathered round the
The (3a-rLait6g, baptism,

prophet, to gain ease for their consciences.

and t^ouoXoyrjoig, confession, are siDccified as the forms which John's
work assumed. Confession is to be viewed as the condition of baptism, since it was intended to be, as it were, a type of the cominoforgiveness to be completed by the Messiah, which required genuine
repentance, so that where confession was wanting, baptism also was
(See ver.

refused.

7,

ff.,

the rejection of the Pharisees.)

The

con-

fession, however, is not necessarily a special confession of individual

facts (though that

is

not to be excluded in particular cases), but a
felt need, cognizable to John's searching,

genuine expression of a
l^rophetic spirit.

Ver.

7.

—Those whom Luke comprehends under the

multitudes (excluding the few sincere-minded),

more

definitely as Pharisees

so thoroughly

and Sadducees.

term

Matthew

o^Aof,

describes

These Jewish

sects,

known from

the history of the church, appear in the
Testament as the representatives of hypocritical superstition

New

and carnal unbelief Phariseeism, how^ever, had the deeper foundation
it was based on the Divine Word, only that traditional pre;

a

Matthew
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associated with

it.

Although, therefore, the

Pharisees (taken collectively) are constantly opposed to the New
Testament, and particularly in the Gospels, because, by confounding things external with things internal, they had sunk into hypocrisy,

and pursued godliness as a trade yet there were individual believers
among them. But Sadduceeism was utterly devoid of any deep
foundation, or any high principle of life
pure worldliness shews
itself in it, though often, as it would seem, united with a certain
kindness of disposition.
This sect was hence inconsiderable, while
Phariseeism, embodying, as it did, something positive, was both
more dangerous in its corruption, and, in its nobler manifestation,
more susceptible of a union with the Grospel. The New Testament
does not speak of the Essenes, partly because they did not come in
;

;

contact with the jDublic

life

of the Jewish people

their aim, though noble on the whole, was,
errors, too

Besides,

still,

—partly because

deformed by subtle

dangerous to render them proper objects of imitation.
the nature of the Gospel to set up nothing for imita-

it is

tion but the Saviour himself, in

desirable

whom

There was no

included.

is

the fulness of

all

that

is

call for positive opposition to

the Essenes, since their exclusiveness as a sect rendered them un-

known, except in narrow

circles,

and because the best antidote

to

their errors lay in the principles of Christian truth itself.*

The

who were under

Baptist's exhortation to the multitude,

Pharisaic or Sadduceean influence, and shared in the corruption ot

which John rekingdom of the prince of
world with the kingdom of God, proclaimed by him, and takes

these sects, bears the
presents.
this

He

stamp of the

strict legal spirit

contrasts, in the Spirit, the

the depraved minds, that hypocritically pretended to purity of
as types of this evil kingdom.

heart,
ixi-^vcjv

== i-hs

harsh

but

;

it is

Isa.

is

yewrjiiara

xiv.

in accordance with the truth, to refer

denotes what

(The language

29, generation of vi/pers, is certainly
in the nature of love plainly to call evil evil, and,

t-K-ij,

satanic

it

to its origin.

and that Jesus himself

;

The

serpent

so intends

seen by a comparison of Matth. xii. 34 ; xxiii. 33, with John
44 ; Eev. xx. 2.) But their subjection to the condemnation of
is

not to be regarded as absolute (see note on Acts

A

xiii.

it, is
viii.

God

10, 11); the

view of the Essenaic sect, which had all the faults common among Separarrogance and dependence on good works, is a sufficient refutaThat our Lord knew
tion of the notion that Jesus had been brought up in their schools.
them, is beyond a doubt, since Galilee was their stronghold; that their existence may
have had a stimulating effect on him, is likewise highly probable only we must never
forget that the development of the Saviour's character was purely. internal, influenced only
by spiritual streams from above that therefore nothing can have been adopted by him
*

correct

atists, particularly secret

:

;

from the Essenes.
principle

Christ brought

down

into the world a principle of spiritual

life,

different

and earth from Essenism, and every other human form of religious hfe
which invariably exercised a positive influence on what surrounded it.

as heaven

—

Matthew
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III. 7-9.

exhortation wliicli follows in ver. 8 shews clearly the wish, that they

may

cease to he

what they

But, as such, they necessarily come

are.

under the Divine condemnation.

The

passage, therefore, involves

the doctrine of the possihility of the generation of vipers being

transformed into children of

which

God by

repentance and

faith,

('Opy^

put in 1 Thess. i. 10, expresses
the idea of God's punitive justice
hence the d-oKaXvipig r^jg opyrig
h-piaig.
See Rom. i. 18. In John's exhortation, agreeably to
the Old Testament form of conception, the last judgment [to%aT7/
Kptaig']
is considered as concurrent with the appearance of the
Messiah, as his first and second coming are not here separated. On
(5py?/ T. 0., see note on Matth. xviii. 34,
Ver, 8,
These words of reproof in John's discourse are followed
by words of exhortation, which urge the necessity of the manifestation in actual life of genuine repentance.
Luke iii. 11, £f,, contains
the comment on the works which the Baptist, from his point of view,
demanded, (The phrase, Kap-nog rrig fieravoiag d^iog, occurs once more,
with some variation, in Acts xxvi. 20. The reading Kap-rrovg in Matthew is spurious ; it was probably derived from the parallel passage
in Luke.
Ver. 9. John contrasts the boasting of external advantages with
fieX?.ovaa, for

dpyi) ipxoii&vr] is

;

=

—

—

the practical evidencing of that sincerely repentant disposition re-

(M^

quired by him.
fluous than

ju?)

do^rjre, tliinh not, in

dp^T]ode,

Matthew is no more superThe former is to be

begin not, in Luke.

understood of the fancied right, which the Pharisees imagined they
possessed, to boast of their descent from Abraham ; the latter, of their
beginning with self sufficiency and vanity to plume themselves on that
right, both aloud in the presence of men, and in their own minds,)

Being a child of Abraham,

spoken of as the substance of all the adIn its true import, this descent
an advantage in itself, as a stronger obligation to
is

vantages belonging to the theocracy.

was not

so

a godly

life

much

Where

and walk.

this obligation

was

left unfulfilled,

(See

Rom.

16, on the ideal conception of being a child of

Abra-

the supposed advantage was turned to a disadvantage,
ii.

28, 29

;

iv,

ham, and sharing in the advantages of the theocracy,) In order to
teach them properly to estimate the value of natural descent, the
Baptist refers to the free grace of God, As it was purely of grace
to have been born in the bosom of the theocracy, so the Almighty
can reject those who shew themselves unworthy of such grace, and
('Eye7pai, viewed in recall others who were far from his promises.

who were born children
The words dvvarai b Qebg

lation to those
rejection.)

TtKva Tw

'A/3paa/Lt,

:

God

is able, etc.,

Abraham,
twv

involves their

XiOcov tovtcov iyeXpai

do certainly admit of being un-

derstood figuratively of the heathen
us, the

of
Ik

;

just as in the passage before

" trees" denote the Jews in that Pharisaical

sect

which was

;

Matthew

2G8

III. 9-11.

going onward to destruction. But tlie added rovruv, tlicsc, compels
us, doubtless, to understand tliem of the stones lying on the banks
of Jordan, in which case the parallel \vith the history of the creaAs God formed man out of the dust
tion must not be overlooked.
of the earth, so he can even now form men out of stones.
Ver. 10.
To enforce the exhortation, the time is represented as
a decisive one. In the Old Testament, the parallel is drawn between
tlie moral world and the physical in the same way as here (Psalm i.
3 ; Isa. vi. 13) ; in the New Testament it is very frequent. (Matth.
vii. 19
Eom. xi. 17.) The time of harvest is that of decision {KpLocg),

—

;

The fruit required here was
and genuine inward repentance
(jierdvoia^
(EKKoiTTeodai, elg irvp pdXXeaOai, are emblems of the opy?],
ver. 7.)
In Luke iii. 11-15, there follows an expansion of John's
when the

chief question

outward righteousness

is

of fruit.

{duiaioavvrj)^

address peculiar to that Evangelist.

He recommends

legal position.

It reveals plainly the Baptist's

a faithful fulfilment of the law

" the voice of him who crieth in the wilderness" penetrates not the
faith and love.
He directed to doing only, as those who
asked for instruction put only the question. What shall we do .?*

domain of

(Jlpdaoeiv in ver. 13,

= to?; exigere soil, (popov, to exact tribute. — ALaaeio,

—

hy terror. I^vicocpavreco denotes properly " to
perform the part of a petty and false informer ;" then " to be greedy,"
" avaricious," see Luke xix. 8.) As a peculiar trait in the character
to frighten, to exact

of the Baptist, appears his childlike humility, which

is

intimated in

the following verses, but which John, in the early chapters of his
Gospel, portrays carefully for special reasons. Even in John's lifetime, his disciples

would have him

humbly acknowledged

Against his own

the Saviour.
(the Sabeans)

—

to be the Christ

his inferiority,

made him the

and pointed

will, his later

;

but he himself

his followers to

self-willed disciples

historical prop of their sect.

Ver. 11.
Disclaiming for himself the dignity of the Messiah,
the Baptist points to him to whom it belongs. He calls him ottloo)
:

one coming after me, leaving the time of his appearance undetermined. The Evangelist John, who had special reason

liov ipxofXEvog,

more circumstantial regarding the declarations of the Baptist
John i.
iii. 27, if.), mentions facts, which prove
that John had a
19, £f.
deep and true knowledge of the Saviour and his work. Matthew
to be

as to his relation to the Saviour (see on this point notes on
;

notices particularly this point only in the Baptist's words, that Jesus

possessed a greater spiritual power (laxvporepog ^ov ia-iv.)

He there-

fore represents John's relation to the Saviour as that of a servant to

his master.

sandals,

is

(The vTiodjjiia-a Xvaat, or fSaard^sLv, to loose or carry the
put for menial service in general.) But the Baptist

* Compare the
U. 3T.

New

Testament answer to the question,

What

shall

we

do

?

in

Acta

Matthew
marks
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III. 11, 12.

especially the superiority of the Messiah, in reference to his

i. 25, ff.)
He contrasts the baptism of
with that of the Holy Ghost and fire (/SarrTL^eiv iv Tivevfiari ayicd koX irvpt.)
might feci tempted here to
join 'nvp,Jlre, with Trveviia, spirit; so that either fire should appear
as a concomitant (as if the baptism of the Spirit would bo accompanied by fiery appearances, as on the day of Pentecost) or Trvevfia,
~vp Trvevfiarticov, a sjnritspirit, be taken as quahfying ~vp,Jirc, (
ualfire), fire, as the more powerful element, being contrasted with
water.
But the passages, Matth. xx. 22 Luke xii. 50, appear to

(See note on

baptism.

water

John

(tv v6art ftairril^eLv)

We

;

=
;

me

to favour the ancient distinction of a threefold

baptism {fiuminis,
In this the Saviour appears as the type of

Jlamim's, sanguinis.)--'

who, like himself, if not outwardly, yet inwardly, must all
pass through the consummating baptism of blood. In the triple
elements of baptism viz., water, spirit, and fire, there is intimated
believers,

—

a gradation in the development of the spiritual

ment from which

While the lowest

it results.

life,

and

stage,

in the ele-

baptism with

water, implies external purification from sin, and repentance, the

baptism of the Spirit

Holy

refers to the

inward cleansing in faith (the

Spirit being conceived of as the regenerating principle,

John

Acts i. 5) and lastly, the baptism of fire expresses the
consummation and complete triumph of the new and higher life in

iii.

1,

its

peculiar nature.

fi".

;

;

—

Ver. 12.
The exhortation concludes, very appropriately, with a
renewed admonition of the nearness of the tipiaig, Judgment (ver. 10),
the execution of which belonged to the Messiah's office. The act of
judging is here represented under the figure of the winnowing of
chaff

and wheat.

31.

{Ov

h

=

rfi

The same

xeipt avrov

Psalm

—

figure occurs in Jer. xv. 7
Luke xxii.
ntN.
IiTvov:^=v annus, ventilabrum.
;

'."i^i

On

~vp aa(iea~ov, see note on Mark ix. 44.)
iii. 18-20, the Evangelist calls
these addresses of the second Elijah a evayyeXi^eoOai, bringing good
neivs (ver. 18), inasmuch as they treated of the coming of the Mes"Axvpov

7^2,

i.

4.

In the concluding verses

* De Wetle

is

altogether

wrong

in

Luke

in taking irvp to denote

baptism does not admit of any reference to punishment.
vation.

[May not fire and

sjnrit point prophetically to

Acts

receive the Christian baptism, as a symbol of regeneration,
i.

5.)

Then

punishment,

It is
ii.

for the idea

always subservient to
?

When

of

sal-

did the apostles

not at the Pentecost ? (Acts
came in place of the inward repentance the external spirit (as res sacramenti),
if

in place of water, fire (as signum sacramentale.) And by this spiritual baptism were
they prepared to administer the ordinary Christian baptism (that of water and spirit.)*

and

-[E.
* I think neither of the above explanations correct. John is discriminating Christ's office and work
from his own as higher and more profoundly searcliing and spiritual. For this he makes n.se of the rite
which formed so prominent a feature of his ministry. "What spirit and fire are to water, that is Christ's
baptism and general work to his. He is not, I think, speaking of the Saviour's baptism of believers particularly, but of the general searching, discriminating character of his

bining with spirit the subtle, purifying, powerful element,
part of the truth, but not the whole of it— [K.

fire.

work.

This ht ndicates by comexplanatioi. embraces a

De Wette's

Matthew
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siah,

III. 12, 13.

(John

and even of bis presence.

i.

Luke's incidental ob-

26.)

may, perbaps, bave been
occasioned by a document used by bim, in wbicb Jobn's subsequent
fortunes were narrated. Luke mentions, by anticipation, in tbis
(See note on Mattb. xiv. 1, flf., for
place, wbat occurred long after.
servations on tbe Baptist's imprisonment

a

fuller discussion.)

§ 2.
(Matth.

Tbe

iii.

13-17

fact of tbe

ing, as it

is

;

The Baptism of

Christ.

Mark

21-23; John

i.

9-11; Luke

iii.

baptism of Christ by John

undeniable, that the less

is

i.

32-34.)

somewhat surprisby the better (Heb.

is

blessed

but here the reverse takes place. As before observed, that
7)
which specially distinguishes baptism from mere lustrations, is, that
one party appears as the baptizer, the other as the baptized and
vii.

;

;

the baptizer, so to speak, elevates the baptized into his own element
of bfe. Now, it is not clear how the weaker can raise the stronger
to a higher stage of life.* John himself was penetrated with a sense
of tbe inappropriateness of Christ's being baptized by bim (ver. 14),
and acknowledged that he rather stood in need of a higher baptism

from Jesus.

Objectively viewed, tbis was quite right

;

but by the

divine dispensation, which assigns the limit to every thing, and thus
also to each individual's course of life (without prejudice to liberty,

expansion within the assigned limits), John was not
New Testament he formed tbe completion of the
Old and, like Simeon (Luke ii. 25, ff.,) beheld the Messiah without
experiencing his regenerating efficacy in himself he was saved, like
the saints of the Old Testament, through faith in the coming SaFor though John beheld Christ, yet redemption was still
viour.

wbicb has

its

called for the

;

;

;

future to bim, since Christ's work was not completed till after the
death of the Baptist. It was, therefore, part of Jobn's humility,
that, taking his stand purely and simply, he baptized Jesus ; a for-

mal

refusal to baptize

him would bave been

of obedience to tbe divine will, which

false

humility

had ordained

— a want

this relation be-

* The essential feature of baptism should not, perhaps, be sought so much in the rebetween the baptizer and the baptized, as between the latter and God, of whom
of
the baptizer is but an instrument. It is not the raising of the baptized into the sphere

lation

the haptizer

which

man.
death

;

but that he before God buries himself
again from death as a new, divinely born
deserved

essentially characterizes baptism

into death as one laden with guilt, in order to arise

;

The Jew who submitted to John's baptism, acknowledged: "I have
Christ in his baptism, declared " I will, laden with
I need a new Hfe."
:

the guilt

Thus
of humanity, descend into death, and as a glorified conqueror will arise from it."
resurrechis baptism by John was a type and prophecy of the real baptism of death and
tion,

and formb the

(Matth. xxviii. 19.)

between John's baptism and Christian baptism
Such is the simplest explanation of Christ's baptism. [E.

real connecting link

—

Matthew
The words

tween John and Christ.
7zX7]p(ooac

ndaav

diKatoavvrjv,

thus

it
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III. 12.

of Jesus

:

ovru

becometh us,

give the key to the understanding of

it.

-nQerrov

etc.

The term

hrlv i^uv

(Matth.

iii.

15),

SiKaioavvri, right-

eousness (the meanings of which will be treated connectedly in note

on Rom. iii, 21), denotes here dUaiov, ivhat the law demands. The
words contain, therefore, the general principle on Avhich the Saviour
proceeded, and which John, too, had to follow on this occasion viz.,
This was not,
to observe all legal ordinances as divine institutions.
indeed, the consequence of any internal necessity (for which reason
Tcpe-ov tori is used, and not del or xp^i'^'^ ^X^), hut a propriety, and a
propriety in the highest and noblest sense ; the opposite would have
been a disturbing of the harmony of life. As, therefore, Jesus was
in all things yevoiievo^ v-o voiiov, subjected to laio (Gal. iv. 4), he must
submit to John's baptism, thus establishing it as divine ; by God's
will that was to be also the moment of his being anointed with the
Spuit his solemn inauguration as the Messiah King.* The baptism of Jesus stands, therefore, on a level with his undergoing circumcision and the purification. (See note on Luke ii, 21, 22.) The
Mediator himself took part in the sacrifices and the other atoning
rites ordained by God in the temple service, until, by his one sacrifice on the cross, he had made the repetition of all other sacrifices
superfluous.
According to God's promise (John i. 33), the baptism
luith the Spirit coincided with John's baptism with water, to which
Jesus submitted the former, of course, could not come through the
medium of John, it was rather a sign (orjiidov, d'in) for John himself,
by which he might infallibly recognize the promised Messiah. By
this anointing of the Sj^irit, the gradual development of the human
consciousness in Jesus attained its height, and that fulness of power
was imparted to him which was requisite for the fulfilment of his
Even the pure offspring of the Spirit needed
office as a teacher.
it was not till his human nature (the
the anointing of the Spirit
^vxri) was strengthened to bear the plenitude of the Spirit, that it
was abidingly filled with power from above. The baptism, accordingly, was the sublime season, when the character of the XpioToq,
n-'sja, which was dormant (as it were, potentid) in the gradually developing child and youth, now {actu) came forth and expanded itself ; the baptism is the inauguration of the Messiah, primarily for
himself and John.f

—

—

;

;

*

The law required not

require that

by

Christ in the symbolical rite

this expression, but

f
6i el

Compare

;

but

it

did

and his willingness to offer this was expressed
of baptism. The anointing of the Spirit, attached itself to

he offered,

formed no part of it.

— [E.

remarkable words in Justin, dial, cum Tryph. Jud., p. 226. Xpiardc
Kal yeyavTjrai kgI tan tzov, uyvuoTvg iart kqI ov6l avTog nu iavTov iTrlaraTat, ovii
t\\Q

Ix^i 6vvaniv Tiva, fiexpi^C ^^
the

that ho should submit himself to John's baptism

an expiation should

D.ddv

Messiah has been born and

Kal (pavepov nuai TzoLrja^.- Though
unknown, and does not even know himself, nor has

'H/'./of XP^'^V aiirov

lives,

he

is

Matthew
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Ver. 13,

—According

III. 13-17.

to Mark's account

pears to have continued at Nazareth
pearance.

The

unfolding

itself.

till

(i. 9), our Saviour apthe time of his public ap-

life in him was, doubtless, silently and secretly
But when the hour was come, which the Spirit
within gave him to know with indubitable certainty,* he came to
John at the Jordan (on the locality, see note on John i. 28, 29), in
order to be introduced by this messenger of God.
Ver. 14, 15.
The important conversation between Jesus and
John, hefore the baptism, is narrated by Matthew only. It is of the

inner

—

highest importance for an understanding of John's relation to the

Saviour

;

and Matthew gives, even in this communication, a proof
and originality of his peculiar sourc3S of informa-

of the importance

tion, particularly in the discourses.

— The process of John's baptism of Christ

is not miwhether the Baptist uttered any words, or what
We are told only what took
words, over Jesus, is left unnoticed.
place after the baptism was over that is, at the emersion out of the
water (dvtftr] dno rov vdaroc,\ That the outpouring of the Spirit did
not take place hefore the submersion, perfectly accords with the symbolical character of the action (see Kom. vi. 1, ff.), which is not indeed
in itself applicable to John's baptism, but which the Saviour, by his
The one part of the action
baptism, typically imparted to the action.
the submersion represents its negative aspect viz., the taking
away of the old man (Rom. vi. 4); the other the emersion denotes
the comits positive aspect
viz., the appearance of the new man
munication of the Holy Ghost would therefore be naturally connected with the latter. Luke adds (iii. 21), that Jesus prayed,
which must be understood of being absorbed in inward devotion.

Ver. 16, 17.

nutely detailed

;

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

;

After the emersion, these three circumstances constitute the progress
of the action the opening of the heavens, the descent of the Spirit,
the utterance of the voice.
But that all this did not pass as a spec-

—

tacle before the assembled multitude,

John

alone,

ovpavoi),

and

is

but was seen by Christ and
iii. 16 {dvec^ixdrioav avroj ol

clearly implied in Matth.

in

John

i.

Spiritual eyes are needful for the con-

32.

templation of spiritual transactions he only who possessed such,
vague
was in a condition to behold the working of the Spirit.
;

A

and undefined emotion, awakened by the mighty working of the
a7iy power, until Elias shall

on Matth.

xvii. 10,

ff.)

At

come and anoint

Mm and make him known

to all.

the close of Christ's ministry (see note on John

(See note
xii. 28),

a

him took place by a voice from heaven so that the same event
forms alike the commencement and the close of his public life.
* It is quite an erroneous notion, that Jesus made his public appearance in consequence of an exactly calculated and carefully formed plan. His inward life obeyed only
the direction of his heavenly Father what he saw him do, that the Son also did. There
wag, indeed, at the same time, the clearest consciousness of what he did but all calculation and human forming of plans must be conceived as excluded, because it trenches upon
similar public approval of

;

;

;

Christ's direct oneness of life

with God.

—
Matthew
Spirit,

may have

III. 16, 17.
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pervaded the multitude at the sublime instant,

when the glory of heaven descended to earth but the transaction
itself was not seen by them.
(Compare the analogous case in the
conversion of the Apostle Paul, Acts ix. 7.) If we thus transfer
the occurrence to the domain of the Spirit, we need not have re;

course either to the historical interpretation (which speaks of Jewish
notions of a brazen vault of heaven, and birds accidentally directing
their flight to the place of baptism), or to its mythical explanation.

The

Spirit

—the

invisible cause of all that is visible

himself the ground of

things

all

—

contains in
the revelation and bestowment

;

—

The opening of heaven the
consequently, nothing but the revealing of
the world of spirits to the spirit. Every revelation is a rending of
of himself

is

a quality of his nature.

region of the Spirit

—

is,

—

the heavens a descent of
Acts vii. 55.) Far as we
of the heavens materially,
sidering it imaginary ; it is

For the Saviour,

spirit.

one

;

the Spirit.

(Isa.

Ixiv.

1

;

Ezek.

i.

1

:)

ought to be from viewing the opening
we should be just as far from cona real operation of the Spirit for the
opening of heaven was an abiding

this

life towards the eternal home of the
and the stream thence down to him, never again ceased.

the flow of his inner

Spirit,

G-radually during their intercourse with our Lord, the disciples

had

opened to this relation, as they saw continuheaven open, and the angels of God ascending and descending
upon the Son of Man. (John i. 52.) The descent of the Spirit is
therefore nothing but his bestowment, which is his very nature.
their spiritual eye

ally

As

God

love,

descends, in his Spirit, into the hearts of his people.

So also the sound of the voice is a necessary operation of the Spirit.
The Spirit the author of language speaks for the spirit ; his operation is nothing but ivord.
What he speaks the spirit understands
immediately ; not by the intei'vention of the physical ear, but by the

—

—

that is by spiritual susceptibility of spiritual opef ations."^'"
regard to the comparison of the Holy Ghost to a dove, the

spiritual ear

With

—

word C)Gd, as if, as, used by all the four Evangelists, shews that it
was meant to be regarded only as a comparison. The reality of
the appearance

is,

indeed, expressly signified

{ao)j.iarLKCo

eiSei,

Luke

22); but, as a real spiritual phenomenon, it was not visible to
physical eyes, and, consequently, the impression could only be de-

iii.

by a comparison with visible things. According to the
symbolism of the Bible, certain mental characters appear expressed
scribed

* It

was not

is

not intended by these remarks to assert, that, in the whole transaction there
something visible and audible to all. The Gospel according to the Hebrews

also

(see the author's History of
viz.,

the Gospels,

the visible appearance of

fire

p. 81)

mentioned an additional circumstance

at the baptism.

place with light and splendour, the idea

is

Just 60 with the voice (see John

29), there

to dU.

Vol. I.— 18

xii.

As

all

not incorrect

;

revelations of the divine take
only,

it is

viewed materially.

may have been something

audible

Matthew
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III. 16, 17.

in several animals, as in the lion, the lamb, the eagle,

and the

ox.

system of natural hieroglyphics, the dove denotes purity and
simplicity, and hence the spirit of purity may he most fittingly
compared with the dove."'-' The coming of the Spirit like a dove
denotes, consequently, that the fulness of the spirit of purity was
imparted to Jesus, whereby he became the purifier of mankind.
He was therefore sealed, so to speak, as the Son of Grod on which
account the declaration of the voice from heaven is, Tliis is my
That the term Son of God refers here to the
beloved Son, etc.
divine eternal nature of the Son, is shewn by John i. 34.
In the
baptism of the SjDirit, the Saviour himself was consciously perfected
in that nature, and manifested first of all to John. {'AyaTrrjTog
= t^r:\ Ev^oKeXv iv tlvl a nxn. Nothing but his own image is
weU-pleasing to Grod, and, consequently, only those who are in
the account of the
Christ, Ephes. i. 6.) There are two other points
baptism mentioned exclusively by the Evangelist John (i. 32.) First,
the words ; -nvevna (cjxeive tTr' avrov i. e., yXOev err' avrov koX t[j,Eive,

In

this

;

=

m

—

Spirit remained upon

him

—

came iqoon him and remained.
lu these words the Evangelist notices, in the Saviour's case, what
he usually insists upon as the peculiar aspect of the Spirit's operaAVhile in the Old Testament
tions under the New Testament.
mode of his operation he reveals himself at particular moments, he
appears in the New, as permanently and uniformly efficient. In
the life of Jesus we find this uniformity of divine consciousness
perfectly exhibited ; while, in the developments of life in Old Testament saints, there was an alternation of elevated, and, as it were,
spiritless seasons.
Secondly, the words ovk i^deiv avrov, I kneiv him
They appear at variance, partly,
not (John i. 33), are remarkable.
with the passage Matth. iii. 14, which supposes an acquaintance
between Jesus and John ; and, partly, with their family relations,
it being scarcely possible, while the mothers were so intimate, that
the sons should be unknown to each other.
But {jSelv, hieio, evidently does not stand opposed to the supposition that John knew
fJie

i.

e,,

:

Jesus externally, and cherished anticipations of his exalted destinaBut to gain divine indubitable certainty, that it was in the
tion.
person of Jesus that the hopes of mankind were to be fulfilled, required express confirmations, such as to transcend

all

subjective

and the deceptions to which they are liable. Such a
miraculous sign was appointed him in the outpouring of the Spiiitand this sign he had at the baptism. (John i. 33.)f
impressions,

* The comparison of the Spirit with the dove is found in the Samaritan and RabbiniIn the tract Chagigah, it is said on Gen. i. 2 "Spiritus Dei ferebatur

cal writers also.

;

super aqua, ut columba," The Spirit of God hovered over the loater, like a dove.
Christian sects probably derived tlie comparison from the Xew Testament.

As John grew up

f
personally acquainted.

in the wilderness,

and Jesus

A sign had been promised to

in Galilee,

they

may

The

not have been

John by which he should recognize
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Luke (iii. 23) connects with his account of the baptism, the
genealogy, in which, agreeably to the popular notion (wv cbg ^vofu^ero),
he commences with Joseph, Mary's husband. With this transition,
i^e important observation, that Jesus was thirty
years old at the beginning of his ministry.
'Qaet, ahout, being
added, seems indeed to make the date uncertain ; but as the age
of the Levites' entrance on office was fixed by Numb. iv. 3, 47, at
thirty years, and as the Saviour invariably adhered to the existing
ordinances of the Old Testament, we may conclude with probability
that the Saviour was not less than thirty years of age.
Yet there
is no reason to suppose that he exceeded the fixed number ; in the

Luke connects

Saviour's
it is

life all is

disposed according to number and measure, and

therefore best to adhere to the age assigned.

ing uncertainty

The only remain-

whether his pubHc appearance

falls at the
beginning or the end of the year. (In the construction of the sentence, supply the verb diddoKeiv with apxafievog.
It is not conformable to the connexion to construe the participle with -rjv, or wv with
is,

dpxoj-tevog.^

§
(Matth.

3.

iv.

Chkist's Temptation.
1-11; Mark

i.

11,12; Luke

iv.

1-13.)

The Saviour's endowment with the fulness of the Spirit is most
appropriately followed by his steadfastness in the contest with the
evil one.

It

is

to destroy the

part of the idea of the Messiah, that he

kingdom of darkness

;

his

whole

life

is

appointed

on earth, there-

appears as a conflict with its prince. The Gospel-history,
however, particularizes two periods in the life of Jesus, in which he
fore,

opposed the full and united power of the evil one, and overcame.
These periods form the commencement and the close of his public
labours, and each possesses its peculiar character.
In the first temptation, at the commencement of his ministry,* temptation approached the Saviour by the avenue of desire; in the other, at the

by that of the fear of sufiering and
Every temptation appears in the one or the other of these
forms by the conquest of both alike, our Lord stands as tlie ideal
of i^erfcct righteousness as victor in the war with sin.
The narraclose of his earthly labours,

death.

;

—

tive before us of the

temptation of Jesus through the

medium

of

But when Jesus came to him (Matth. iii. 14) lefore the sign,
the impression of his majestic appearance, and an inward voice alike said to him, " This
And then came the sign as a sealing witness from heaven. [E.
is he 1"
* Even in Jewish theology the conception had been formed from the general idea of
the Messiah, that he would have to be tempted by Satan just at the commencement of his
ofBce.
See Schottgen, Jesus der wahre Messias; aus der jildische Theologie dargesklU.
Leipzig, 1U8.
8vo. S. 754,
the Messiah (John

i.

33.)

—

flf.
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desire, makes it approach the Saviour in the three principal forms
by which the world uniformly works viz., the lust of the eyes, the
This narralust of the flesh, and the pride of life.
(1 John ii. 16.)
tive, consequently, exhibits the comprehensiveness and sufficiency of
his victory over sin, and thus forms a suitable introduction to the
description of the labours of the Saviour, who was in all points
tempted like as we are, yet without sin. (Heb. iv. 15.) The same
temptations of pleasure, which on this occasion met Jesus concentrated, and were in this form repelled by him, followed him individually through his whole earthly ministry, assuming various forms

—

In

at various times.

like

manner, temptations on the side of pain

presented themselves to the Saviour through his whole earthly
till,

at its close, they assailed

Our conception
Christ

is

him

life,

in their full concentration.

of the evangelical narrative of the temptation of

necessarily qualified

by our views regarding the doctrine

of the devil, and of bad angels in general.

Reserving fuller explanaon this point for the note on Matth. viii. 28, we simply remark,
that only the most arbitrary exegesis can deny the existence of evil
Even the Old Testament teaches, though for wise reasons
spirits.
obscurely, that man did not produce evil from himself, but was exposed to its influence by the seductions of a wicked power, a doctrine essential to the very idea of redemption, which supposes a
bondage under a foreign force. (See Gen. iii. 1 Lev. xv. 8 ; Deut.
xxxii. 17 ; Psalm cvi. 37 ; Job i. 6 ; Isa. liv. 16 ; Zech. iii. 1.)
In
the New Testament, Christ confirms this doctrine, partly by universally taking it for granted, as appears times without number in
tions

;

kingdom of evil in opposition to the
Matth. xii. 26, fP.), and partly by express assertions respecting it (Matth. xiii. 39 ; John viii. 44 ; xiv. 30), which
admit no other unprejudiced exposition. The expositor, then, who
feels himself compelled to include the existence of the devil among
the doctrines taught by Christ and the apostles, wiU be unable to
sanction explanations of the temptation, which understand the term
didpoXog, devil, in Matthew and Luke (for which Mark has aa-avag)
of some kind of human enemies or tempters, as, in the idea of
his discourses, that there is a

kingdom of good

(see

Christ, the idea of his contest with evil in its centralized

necessarily included.
Christ's relation to

form

is

The whole doctrine of the Bible concerning
the kingdom of evil, even though we did not

would lead to the same idea
which is there involved. But if these explanations are inadmissible,
incomparably more so are those which regard the temptations here
recorded as arising from within the Saviour. Sclileiermacher is not
WTong in saying "If Jesus ever harboured any such thoughts (as
the tempter suggested to him), even in the most evanescent manner, he would no longer be Christ ; and this explanation appears to
possess the narrative of the temptation,

:

;
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me the worst neological outrage that has been committed against
him," {Versiich ilber den Lucas, S. 54.) The absolute purity of
Jesus admits in no way of an impure thought coming from
himself ; as the first Adam, according to the profound narrative in
Genesis, was tempted

from

wltJiout, so

was the second

Adam

(1 Cor. XV, 47), only with this difference, that the latter

victorious.*

SchleiermacJicr's

own

came

also
off

view, however, that the tempta-

merely a parabolical narrative, which was afterwards miswhich view UUmann also (Studien, H. 1, S. 59, ff.)
approves is sufficiently refuted by Usteri (Studien 1832, H. 4).
Undoubtedly we possess here a pure fact, undistorted by mythical eletion

is

—
—

understood

ments {Blatter far JwJiere WahrJieit, B. v., S. 247, ff.) yet still sven
from the strictly biblical point of view it may be doubted, whether
we are to conceive of an external appearance of Satan standing, as
;

were corporeally, before Christ. This may be denied for various
In the first place, we can point to no analogous fact either
in the Old Testament or the New ;f for the narrative in Gen. iii. 1,
take it as we may, cannot, at least, be called an appearance of the
devil. Nor would the fact be explained even by assuming an outward
appearance of the prince of darkness for, assuming that Jesus was
j)hysically transported through the air, it would still be inconceivable how all the kingdoms of the world could be surveyed from a
mountain. I Besides, the words which the tempter uttered outwardly, must be conceived to have been united with an inward influence, because, without this there would have been no temptation
this would, therefore, be the essential point, even on the supposition
of an outward appearance. It is, therefore, doubtless most fitting
to lay the scene of the occurrence, as an internal one, in the
sphere of the soul we thus obtain a true conception of it, and preThe temptation consisted in this,
serve all its essential features.
that the soul of Jesus was exposed to the fuU influence of the kingdom of darkness. This kingdom in the person of its representative,
first displayed to the Saviour its bright side, and endeavoured to
seduce him from the narrow path marked out for him on earth.
it

reasons.

;

;

* The hypothesis started by Jl/e2/er(ia

UUmann and Umbreifs

Studien, 1831, H.

2),

does

not differ essentially from this view. He supposes that the temptation was a dream, and
For if those seductive thoughts
compares with it Solomon's dream, 1 Kings iii. 5,
flf.

could have arisen in Christ's heart, though only in a dream, his purity would have been
suUied. But if any one chose to refer the excitement of the thoughts in a dream to a
hostile

reason

power, the opinion would not indeed be oflfensive but then there appears no
the whole occurrence should not have taken place in a waking state, as the
;

why

narrative implies.
\

But there was no moment analogous

to this,

no man analogous to Christ. The
(Comp. my Krit. d.

tempter could not appear under a mask to our Lord as to Adam.
Ev. GercL § 53.— [E.
X Yet, on the other hand,
to display himself
vision.

So

we

can scarcely conceive of a real temptation to the Saviour

by throwing himself down before a multitude

that existed only in

also tie first temptation attaches itself to a real, physical hunger.

—

[E.
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We

meet with analogous appearances in the Old Testament as
(See Ezek. viii. 3 ; xi. 1 ; Kev. i. 10 ; xvii. 3.)
well as the New.
And if we are disposed to connect, 2 Cor. xi. 14, " Satan is transformed into an angel of light," with the temptation, that expression
by no means requhes us to imagine an outward appearance it can
be understood of an inward revelation of Satan, as a good angel, the
more surely to deceive,
Matth. iv. 1. Immediately after the baptism, the Saviour left
the Jordan (see Luke iv. 1), and withdrew into solitude, to prepare
in quiet for his lofty calling. That a literal wilderness is here meant,
Tradition refers it to Quarantaria, which lies
is seen by Mark i. 13.
near Jericho. {Joseph. Antiq., xvi. 1. Bell. Jud., iv. 82.) Inasmuch as this quiet preparation, and the temptation connected with
he ivas led up hy the
it, was based on God's plan itself, it is said
:

—

:

Spirit,

etc. (avfixOrf

was that good

Luke

iv. 1,

vno nvevnarog

who

spirit

in the words

filled

:

eig ttjv

tprjiiov.')

That

Jesus at the baptism,

'Ir]aovg -nvevnarog

dyiov

is

this Spirit

seen from

-nXrjprjg k. t. X.

But

seems inexplicable how we can speak of the Saviour
who was armed with the fulness of the Spirit, as being tempted
(n£ipao67jvai).
(The meaning of the word is always one and the
in that case

it

same

modified only according to the object or subject of temp-

;

it is

tation.

Used of the

evil one, it

denotes to try, for the purpose of

God, neipd^ei ovdtva, he te7nptGod, on the contrary, tempts in order to
purify and to perfect. Gen. xxii. 1.
Used of men in reference to
God, it is always the product of unbelief and presumption, since it
involves the contrary of humble waiting for indications from God,
Heb. iii, 9.) But we must include the possibility of a fall (like
Adam's posse non peccare) in the very idea of a Saviour because,
without this, no merit is conceivable.* True, this possibility must
be viewed as purely objective since in so far as God became man
destroying.
eth

In

this sense it is said of

no one, James

i.

13.

;

;

in the person of Christ, so far

we must

ascribe to

him

the impossi-

This blending of the possibility of falling with the necessity of a victory over evil, is a mystery,
which is one with the idea of the God-man itself It is only by distinguishing between i^vx-rj, soul, and -nveviia, spirit, that we can at-

bility of sinning {non posse peccare).

tain to a clear idea of the relation.

human
spirit.
By

attached to his

soul

;

His

liability to

temptation was

the necessity of a victory, to the ful-

the former, he is made like us, and set for a
by the latter, he is above all that is human, and assists
individuals to become like himself, by the power of the same Spirit.
In his last great temptation, that, viz., of his final sufferings, the

ness of the

pattern

;

* The consolation,
fact that the
ii.

17, 18),

too, that is afforded to

unhappy man,

struggling against

Saviour himself tasted the bitterness of that struggle in

would be destroyed,

if

all its

sin, in

the

forms (Heb.

the objective possibility of Christ's falling veere denied.
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Saviour himself announced his being deserted of the fulness of the
divine Spirit (Matth. xxvii. 46) ; this abandonment, in. vv'hich the
humanity of the Saviour stood as it were isolated, affords a view of
the nature of his conflict at that time. In the present case nothing
is expressly said of such a desertion ; but it must be presumed, particularly as the Saviour does not at once recognize the tempter.

The

outward fasting in the wilderness was an emblem, as it were, of his
inward forsaken condition and it is only by this assumption, that
the temptation acquires essential significancy.
In full possession
of the divine Spirit, temptation is inconceivable ; it is only as di;

vested of that fulness that the soul of Jesus could humanly fight
and struggle. According to this, the scene should be conceived in
the following form
After the effusion of the Spirit on our Lord,
:

—

he went, under the impulse of that

Spirit, into the wilderness, in
order to begin his great work in the seclusion of his inner life.
There, as in the garden of Gethsemane, and on Golgotha, the ful-

ness of the Spirit was withdrawn from him, and he was left to the
power of darkness (Luke xxii. 53) pleasure, in its most seductive
forms, tempted his soul.
But, in perfect innocence, the Saviour
passed through the conflict and, when the temptation was repelled,
the fulness of heavenly power returned to him (Matth. iv, 11). If
Trvevjia tiietvev tTr' avrov, the Spirit
it were said, that John i. 32
abode upon Mm, is contradictory to this view, the same might be
said of Matth. xxvii. 46, where such a state of spiritual desertion
must certainly be supposed. By whatever method the difficulty is
solved in that case, the same must be applied here.
My idea of this
obscure relation is this In the Saviour there was an alternation of
states
he had seasons of the richest spiritual fulness, and of deser;

;

:

:

;

tion

are

but, in ihs first

;

wont

p>lcice^

to be in sinful

men

these states were not so variable as they
;

and, next, they did not penetrate to

His soul itself was holy and
pure and, from its being most intimately pervaded by the Spirit,
was so entirely a spiritual soul {^pvxii TrvevfiaTmij), that even at the
moments of complete desertion by the overflowing fulness of the
Spirit (as we must suppose in Matth. xxvii. 46), his soul acted in the
might of the divine Spirit. This unalterable repose in the depths
the inmost sanctuary of his being.
;

—

of his holy soul this perfect freedom, in the inmost seat of life,
from those agitations of disquietude, which the Redeemer bore for
our good, as he did all the other consequences of sin are denoted
by the " abiding of the Spirit," which is contrasted with the alternating conditions of Old Testament saints, who might be immediately overpowered by sin whenever dark hours arrived.''

—

o There seems no difficulty in reconciling John's statement of the Spirit's remaining
upon the Saviour, with his subsequent withdrawal. His descending and remaining, i. e.,
not immediately withdrawing, is in no way inconsistent with his leaving Christ afterwards
for special reasons.

— [K.

—
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Ver.

— In Christ's

2,

fasting for forty days, there

parallel with the fasting of

Kings

We

IY. 2-4.

Moses (Deut.

ix.

9,

is

evidently a

18)

and Elijah

are, therefore, the

less justified in taking
"abstaining from ordinary
nourishment," since it is said of Moses, that he ate no bread, and
drank no water, which coincides with Luke iv. 2 "He did eat no-

(1

xix.

8).

vrjOTEveiv, fasting, in

a wider sense

—

viz.,

:

The

thing."

intention of the Evangelists

is

to place Jesus in

com-

parison with the great prophets of earlier days (according to Deut.

15: "A prophet like unto we," says Moses, "will the Lord
thy God raise up") ; he could not, therefore, do any thing less
than they did. The number forty was certainly a sacred number
with the Jews ; but it does not follow thence that it is not to be
taken exactly ; but rather that the idea entertained by the Jews of
the sacredness of certain numbers has itself a deeper foundation,
which, taken as a general proposition, may be thus expressed
" According to divine arrangement, which is pure harmony, every
development proceeds by definite measure and number." The forty
days of the temptation forms an interesting parallel with Israel's
All the passages
forty years' journey through the wilderness.
quoted in the history of Christ's temptation are taken from the
xviii.

:

••'

narrative of that journey.

Ver. 3,

4.

—The point of the

first

temptation

justly regarded

is

as lying in the thought of employing the higher powers bestowed

upon him

The

own wants.

maingood of others,
the Saviour followed out with self-denying love through his whole
for satisfying his

principle here

tained, of using his miraculous powers only for the

ministry.

by

Jesus repulsed the powerful solicitation of sensual appetite

faith in God's power, with a reference to Deut.

LXX.

viii. 3,

where the

by pTJi^a eKTropevojievov did oronaTog
Geov.
In this passage the manna, viewed as an extraordinary
heavenly aliment (Psalm Ixxviii. 25), is contrasted with earthly
means of subsistence, and just so Jesus contrasts the earthly dprog,
translate

^vn"^,

"'3

N^i» V^

bread, with the heavenly.

According to the connexion, therefore,

The

other kinds of earthly food cannot be meant.

prjua Oeov,

word

of God, is to be conceived of here as the effectual creative cause of
As every thing was made by God's word, and by
all nourishment.
the breath of his

mouth (Psalm -xxxiii.

tion.

Jesus

is

same word also
but a continued crea-

6), so that

preserves all things, since the preservation

is

stayed by faith in this power of

Spirit did not release

him from the

God

;

wilderness, he

so long as the

was fed by the

* Such parallels are acknowledged by the advocates of the mythical character of the

and Be Wette; but In such a way, that precisely because of those
deny the historical reality, both of the typical event in the Old Testament,
and of the antitype in the New. But in this way they are degraded into mere puerilities.
For a serious person they can have no import, unless they be founded on real transactions,
by which God speaks to men in the language of fact.
Gospel-history, Straiiss

parallels they
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nidden word of God, which strengthened soul and body, without his
providing any thing for himself by the miraculous gift granted to

him. (On pf/fta Qeov, see note on Matth. iii. 2.)
Yer. 5. Luke has placed the second temptation last ; evidently
with less propriety.* The first two thoughts the tempter suggests
to Jesus we can, for a moment, imagine as coming from a good being ; the temptation is more hidden, and Satan, consequently, does

—

not display himself as he
origin

is

is

;

but in the

openly revealed, so that

account by

vrraye, he gone.

it is

last

requirement his dark

properly followed in Matthew's

{'Ayca iroXig

= ci^.n

n-^y,

hohj

city,

a de-

signation of Jerusalem as the centre of the Old Testament theocracy.

Hrepvyiov

a

=

flat roof.

t):»,

a wing of the temple, in the shape of a tower, with

The conducting him

Spirit, Rev. xvii.

Yer.

6.

thither took place tv nvevfiaTi, in

3.)

— The point of the second temptation

lies in

the thought

of parading the gift of working miracles, and thus attaching to him-

unreasoning multitude this thought, being clothed in the
words of Scripture,! is suggested to our Lord in a delusive form.
In this respect Jesus acted constantly on the principle here approved his miracles always had reference to moral and spiritual
ends.
The quoting of the Scripture words was intended to excite
his vanity from the consciousness of his being the Son of God,
through the pleasure inspired by the miraculous powers residing in
him. Humble obedience, the laying aside of one's own will, can
The passage is quoted from
alone secure the victory in such a case.
Psalm xci. 11, according to the LXX., but in an abbreviated form.
In the context, the words apply to all the pious, and represent them
But the pious part of mankind, conas under God's protection.
ceived as tb whole, has its representative in the Messiah as the
second Adam and therefore it is quite right to refer the passage
the error lies only in its application to cases of our
to the Messiah
own making. The angels appear here as " ministering spirits, sent
self the

;

—

;

;

forth to minister for

them who

shall

be heirs of salvation."

(See

The entire fulness of the heavenly powers is
note on Heb. i. 14.)
present for those that fear God, as Paul says, "All things are yours."
(1 Cor.

iii.

Yer.

T.

21, 22.)

—Jesus

meets the tempter, who plants himself on the

temple, and makes free use of the word of God, with that same
Word. His language expresses (Deut. vi. 16) this thought, that
the perverse application of a correct principle is a tempting of God.
The words are quoted according to the LXX. ('EKTreipd^eiv is used
* [Seo GresweWs Dissertations on the Gospels,
f Concerning the use of the

Luke

H7.

vol.

ii.,

p. 192, ff,

second ediiion.]

—

2V.

words of Scripture on the part of angels, seo remarks on

—
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Luke

in

x.

25

1 Cor. x. 9, in a

;

IV. 7-9.

bad sense only

;

and

not, therefore,

of Grod's temptations.)

Ver.

8, 9.

— This

passage, as already observed, goes specially to

prove that the temptation
of

all

is

to be conceived as internal.

the kingdoms of the world

is

A view

of course impossible from any

even on the hypothesis of physical changes of
have recourse to a spiritual ecstacy.* But in
his holy humility and self abasement, he chose the cross instead of
the crown. But that the reference is not to a dominion over the
Jews merely, but to universal monarchy, is evident even from the
Jewish notion of a Messiah, which maintained it to be one of his
physical elevation

place,

we must

;

still

prerogatives to rule over all nations.

The

p. 188.)

(See BertJioIdt, Christol. jud.,

idea, rightly conceived, is also perfectly correct

and

temptation seems to turn on the proud lust of dominion.
Satan here manifests himself as the " prince of this world"
(John xii. 31 ; xiv. 30 xvi. 11), and as desirous of making Jesus
his instrument (that is, of making Christ Antichrist), since he aims
true.

Tliis last

;

to delude

him by the promise

the revelation of

its glory,

of dominion over the world, and by
while at the same time he possesses the

jpower of arraying its entire forces against Jesus, in case he resists

As payment,

demands worship from
such as kneeling or prostration, is here merely a symbolical expression of the inward act, at
which the temptation was aimed i. e., acLjuiescing in Satan's
will, permitting him to rule in the soul, and submitting to become
his instrument.)
It was precisely this which disclosed to the
Saviour the dark nature of the being that suggested to him the
thoughts which he repelled ; and Jesus, therefore, bids the creature
Luke's narrative
of the night depart, with the word vr:aye, he gone.
contains some peculiar traits.
On occasion of the view of the Idngdoms of the earth from the mountain, he adds tv otljii^ xp^'^^^j
in a moment of time (= iv pLfiy d<pdaXnov, 1 Cor, xv. 52), which is
his seductions.

him.

(TLpoGKvvElv, as

the tempter

an outward

rite,

—
:

stiU

more

in favour of the interpretation of this scene as a spiritual

which admits a simple explanation from the superhuman
power of Satan]
Luke next adds in his account of this temptation the following words to what the devil said
"for it has been delivered to me, and to whomsoever I will I give it" {otl ifiol TrapadeSorai,
Jlapadedorat, it has been delivered, conKol w mv OiXo), diduiu avrriv).
veys a hint worthy of notice, as opposing the doctrine of an original
the prince of this woild has received all from God,
evil principle
to whom alone, as the everlasting navroKpdrcxiQ, almighty, dominion
vision [but

.

:

;

is

due.

The

confession of having received

* According to our view,
Itav

was Tabor,

answering.

or

we

all,

forms the strangest

avoid the question altogether whether the bpog viprjlbv

some other mountain

—a question we are utterly

destitute of data for

Matthew
contrast witli the

of himself,
(See

John

is

What

of worship.
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the tempter here says

true of the Saviour in the purest and deepest sense.

xvii.

Yer. 10.

demand

IV. 9-11,

22 ; Kev. xi. 15.)
answer to this

— In

last temptation, the Saviour put
forward the first commandment (Deut. vi. 13), which contains all
the rest in itself
Only the One, the Eternal, the True God of

heaven and of earth, ought to be the object of worship. Where
the assumption of this divine prerogative shews itself, the spirit of
the devil is displayed. (See 2 Thess. ii. 4.) Through this maintenance of the honour of Grod, not only this world, but the other
also, became the possession of Jesus
to him all power in heaven
and earth was given. (AarpeyGj = i?» is stronger than TrpooKvvelv
the latter is used also of subordination to man, the former refers
;

;

only to God.)
Ver.

— The

temptation of Jesus stands as one of those
met with in a lower degree in common
life also, and which determine the character of all its subsequent
manifestations.
As, after Adam's first transgression, all subsequent
sin was nothing but the unfolding of original sin
so this, the
11.

decisive events, such as are

;

appears as the foundation of all that follow.
The Saviour here appears standing between the two worlds of light
and darkness.
As the hostile powers fled, heavenly powers surrounded him, and joined in celebrating the victory of good.* The
Sa\dour's

first victory,

Tempter wished Christ

to serve him, instead of

which the angels
king of the kingdom of
" he was among
light. The circumstance mentioned in Mark i. 13
the wild beasts" (i]v fierd rCJv drjpMv)^ has also, as Ustcri (tit. supj)
strikingly observes, a typical meaning, because it is meant to represent Jesus as the restorer of Paradise.
Adam fell in Paradise, and
made it a wilderness Jesus conquered in the wilderness and made
it a paradise, where the beasts lost their wildness, and angels took
minister to Jesus, and announce that he

is

:

;

up their abode. But that the Redeemer's great conflict with the
kingdom of darkness was not over for ever, is expressly noticed in

Luke

iv.

13, in the

words

the devil departed from

:

6 didfioXoq dTrearr] drr'

him for a

avrov dxpi Kaipov,

season, which close the history

of the temptation.
If, according to the view given above, the temptation of Jesus
took place in the depth of his inward life without witnesses, we
must regard his own account of it as the only source of information,

and testimony to its reality. This, and similar events, probably
formed the subject of Jesus' discourses with his disciples after the
resurrection, when he spoke to them of the things pertaining to the
* After our Lord's second great temptation in Gethsemane, there appeared to him an
We may suppose something of the same sort in

angel to strengthen him, Luke xxiL 43.
this case.
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kingdom of God. (Acts i. 3.) To become acquainted with tlie
nature of that kingdom, it was needful that they should behold it
in its establishment, and into that the temptation afforded the
deepest insight. The accurate agreement in the narratives of Matthew and Luke, though writing quite independently of each other,
both as to the event itself, and its place in the Gospel-history, is an
It carries
external testimony to the event not easily invalidated.
its internal testimony within itself, and in the close connexion in
which it stands with the character and work of the Saviour.

—

THIRD PART.
OF CHRIST'S WORKS AND DISCOURSES
PARTICULAELT IN GALILEE.
Matth.

—

iv.

12

§

1.

xviii.

35

Mark

;

14

i.

ix.

50

;

Luke

iy.

14

—

ix. 50.

Jesus Appears as a Teacher.

(Matth.

iv.

12-lT

;

Mark

14, 15

i.

;

Luke

iv. 14, 15.)

—

Ver. 12.
Were we not accurately instructed by the accounts of
the Evangelist John as to the many events which intervened between the public appearance of Jesus and the imprisonment of

John

(see

Mark

i.

John

iii.

24),

we should conclude from Matth. iv. 12, and
upon the tempta-

14, that the incarceration followed close

tion of Jesus.

This fact confirms the view detailed above (Intro-

duction, § 7), that in this part of the Gospel-history, a chronological arrangement of the individual events is impracticable, since it is

evidently by accident only that a comparison of John's narrative

enables us to demonstrate, that the events thus connected in the
narrative are separated in point of time.* For even though Luke

does not mention John in this place
yet he begins his narrative

(iv.

(see,

however, Luke

iii.

19, 20),

15) with the general statement, that

Jesus " taught in their synagogues, being glorified of all ;" by which
this section is deprived of its chronological character.
Matthew
(iv.

23) applies similar general formulas, and thus likewise reall pretensions to an exact chronological arrange-

nounces beforehand

ment
first

of the several events.

What

portion of the accounts of the

three Evangelists can with probability be assigned to the early

period of Christ's public ministiy, can be determined only

help of the Gospel of John.

The

* That this does not warrant any conclusion unfavorable to

«bewn by

Sieffert, ut.

sup^

S. 72.

by the

references to place are as indefi-

Matthew

as an author,

is

Matthew
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nite as those to time

of this section

;

IV. 12-16.

Matthew. At the very beginning

particularly in

12) this Evangelist does indeed transfer the scene

(iv.

hut we cannot infer thence, that Matto Galilee and Capernaum
thew knew nothing of Christ's extending his labours beyond the
limits of G-alilee, till his last journey to Jerusalem; for it cannot
possibly be demonstrated where the separate events recorded by
Matthew took place, since paying but slight regard to time and
;

Though

place, he arranges all according to certain general features.*
it is

probable, therefore, that as a Galilean, he narrates especially

what took place
form
that

(see
it

from

may

Yer. 13.

in Galilee, yet his narrative assumes so general a

35 onwards

ix.

;

x. 1

;

xi. 1, 2,

refer equally well to events in

—After

7

;

xii.

Judea and

19 ; xv. 22),
in Galilee.

intimating, in general terras, that the Saviour

the chief scene of his ministry,

selected Galilee as

Matthew

in-

forms us that not Nazareth, the dwelling-place of his parents, but

Capernaum, became the centre of
correctly Kacpagvaovjx

=

his labours.

more

{Ka-epvaovn,

nss, vicics consolationis.

ci^tii

lake of Gennesaret [hence called T^aQadaXaaaia, see

It lay on the

John

17], on

vi,

the border of the tribes of Zebulun and Naphtali, in the neigh-

bourhood of Bethsaida, not far from the mouth of the river Jordan.)
There is no reason assigned here for his leaving Nazareth but, according to Luke iv. 16-30, it was the unbehef of its inhabitants that
constrained our Lord to withdraw his blessed influence from these
ungrateful people. The parallels to this narrative in Luke do not
Mark vi. 1, £f. and the same cure,
occur tin Matth. xiii. 54, ff.
which Luke places immediately subsequent to the occurrence at
;

;

;

Mark

21) transposes quite to the commencement.
it highly probable, therefore, that Luke has
placed the occurrence at Nazareth in a more correct chronological
order, we prefer to postpone the exposition of the passage till we

Nazareth,

(i.

Although we think

come

to Matth.

tified in

54,

xiii.

ff.

For we should not think ourselves jus-

departing from our plan

part of the Gospel-history, unless

cannot) that Luke

and Matth.

xiii.

Nazareth.
Ver. 14-16.

54,

ff.,

—Even

does not regard as

ment

16,

iv.

ff.,

is

of following
it

Matthew

could be proved (as

to be understood of a

of a second, and

much

it

in

much

later, visit of

this

certainly
earher,

Jesus to

the choice of these districts the Evangelist

accidental,

of a prophecy of Isaiah

but recognizes in

(viii.

22, ix. 1.)

it

the

fulfil-

The passage quoted

contains the prediction, that the light of the Messiah will be manimost despised regions of

fested with the greatest splendour in the

(Micah v. 2 is similar.) Moreover, Matthew gives the
passage abbreviated, and specifies only the names of the tribes of

Palestine.

* For a more complete discussion ou this subject, see the author's programmes on the
amlienticity of Matthew.

.
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Naphtali and Zebulun, and the neigliboiirliood of the lake of Gennesaret, which latter region experienced most richly the blessing of our
Lord's presence, and witnessed the majority of his miracles. (The
expression vdbg OaXdaai]^, ivayof the sea, =t3»n ti"?^ denotes, undoubtedly, the western shore of the lake of Gennesaret, here called a;, as
TTtpav Tov 'lopdai'oy, beyond the Jordan,
denotes the
'W.'^'.Tl "I7?
eastern shore of the same lake.
The two expressions, therefore,
taken together, include all its circumjacent parts ; and, according
to the Gospel-history, the Saviour visited both shores of the lake of

=

Of the

Gennesaret.)

might be

inhabitants of these northern border provinces,

most emphatically, that they lived in spiritual darkness
in part, because they were far distant from the theocratic
centre
Jerusalem and the temple, in which the true knowledge of
God, so far as it existed among the people, was concentred in
part, because they had contracted much that was impure, through
continual contact with their heathen neighbours.
But, at the same
time, these very inhabitants of Galilee, whom the rigid Jews despised as half heathen, were most fitted to receive the new doctrine
of the kingdom of God
since they were freed from their gross exclusiveness by intercourse with people of the neighbouring states,
while, at the same time, their degraded condition made their need
it

;

said

—

;

;

of salvation very prominent.
tent)

is

As, therefore, the sinner (as a peniGod than the righteous (Matth. ix.

nearer to the kingdom of

Lord manifested himself

13), so our

to the poor Galileans in prefer-

ence to the other inhabitants of Palestine. (On the opposition of
liad Oavdrov,
(pC)g and OKorog, see further in note on John i. 3, 4.

sliadow of death, is after the Hebrew f^^-^'-i-, which is commonly used
The LXX. derived it from Vj:
as synonymous with ti^fi, darhiess.

and

rritt.)

—

After this notice of the locality, Matthew mentions
matter of the Saviour's preacliing. He confines himself
to the same points which he had spoken of in John's preaching (iii.
repentance, urged by the near approach of the kingdom of God.
2)
The Saviour's proclamation was at first naturally connected with that
of John ; yet the remark in Mark. i. 15, is certainly not to be overlooked, that ntorig, faith, was connected immediately with iierdvoia,^
repentance, and that, not merely a general faith, such as formed the
Ver. IT.

briefly the

—

—

* Sclileiermacher remarks beautifully, in his Fesiprediglen, ii., S. 93 " "When Christ
repentance, he does it with a powerful word, to which the act is not lacking.
This word, which commands repentance, and which, properly speaking, creates the new
spiritual world, since every one comes into existence there through repentance alone, ia

commands

lust as
tlie

powerful and effectual as the commanding word, which summoned into existence
Christ's preaching of repentance is, therefore, quite dif-

external world around us."

ferent from John's

a Gospel

;

repentance

the
is

a

;

the former

latter, like

gift

was accompanied by the

the Old Testament in general,

of God.

Spirit,

who creates

demands without

it

:

it is

giving.

itself

Even

—
Matthew
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—

IV. 17-23.

groundwork even of the Old Testament, but a TnareOecv iv rw evay~
yeXiG), believing in the Gos;pel.
(On mo-Lg, see notes on Matth. viii.
The evayyeXiov, good news, Gospel, im1 ix, 2 xiii. 58 xvii. 20.)
plies here the kingdom of heaven, as actually present and represented
in the living person of the Messiah, foretold by the prophets and so
long desired. Jesus announced that thus all that was ever foretold
and desired was fulfilled in him, and that the new principle of life
6
bestowed by him demands only to be received. The phrase
Kaigog 7Te7TX7]pG)Tai, the time is fulfilled (Mark i, 15), evidently points
like G-al. iv. 4, to an established order of development, and internal
;

;

;

:

regularity in

The time of the Saviour's incarnation, as well as
among the people, were necessary epochs fixed

it.

his public appearance

by divine appointment.

Jesus Chooses Disciples.

§ 2.

(Matth.

of

i.

18-22; Mark

i.

16-20.)

The calling of the brothers, Peter and Andrew, and afterwards
James and John (of whom a fuller account will be found in note

on Matth.

x. 1,

ff.), is

tion of the motives for

it,

or a detail of the circumstances.

sures us (chap. i.),that these disciples

became known

John asimme-

to Christ

and this passage refers, therefore, only to
more intimate companionship with the
Matthew, whom Mark here follows, makes but a passing

diately after his baptism
their being received

Saviour.

without either an explana-

left, in this place,

;

to a

allusion to the calling of the apostles, in order to pass immediately

—

what was with him specially important the discourses of Jesus.
(On TTOLiqao) v[Mdg dXieXg dvdp(x)TTO)v, see note on Luke v. 10, where
the thought stands in a more definite connexion. 'Aii(p[(3Xr]GTgov,
to

from

d[x(l)il3dXXo),

does not occur elsewhere in the

New

Testament.

It signifies a double net of considerable size, while dUrvov, denotes

a smaller net, used for hunting or fishing.
see note on

Luke

On

OdXaaoa

rTjg

TaXiXatag,

v. 1.)

§ 3. Christ's

Seemon on the Mount.

(MattL

iv.

23—vii.

29.)

The Evangelist first sketches, in its general features, the work of
the newly appeared Saviour the same words occur Matth. ix. 35
He
in order afterwards to portray fully his character as a teacher.
diffused blessings on all sides, and went about to do good ; like the

—

sun, quietly

and majestically pursuing

his course.

He

did not de-

—

—
Matthew
mand

IV. 23-25

V.

;
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t

men

shewed by
actions that the kingdom of God was come
teaching and healing,
(Synagogues
restoring soul and body, were his great business.
M!=:sn n-'a] are not mentioned till after the captivity.
[ovvayu))'/]
See Joseph. Aniiq. xix. 6, 3, de Bell. Jud. vii. 3, 3. In the time of
Jesus they were spread all over Palestine, as well as among the dispersed Jews [_6Lao7TOQa\
in Jerusalem there are said to have been
480 of them. Smaller places of meeting in villages, or for smaller
congregations, were called -nQoaevxai [Acts xvi. 13.]
They served,
like the

poured

law, but

blessings on

;

lie

;

=

;

;

like the synagogues, for the daily

the law, even
in them.

if

;

doctors of

they were not strictly priests or Levitcs, could speak

—Noaof,

and asthenic

meetings for prayer

and

disease,

[.laXaKta,

infirmity, are related. as sthenic

disorders, while pdoavog denotes especially such diseases

as are accompanied with excruciating pains.)

—

Ver. 24.
The fame of Christ's healing power (the effects of
which are not particularly narrated till viii. I'--) spread through the
whole land to the borders of Syria, and all the sick people came to
-nv^^ti; Luke iv. 37 has ijxoghim in crowds. ('A/co//
Syria denotes the regions of Palestine bordering on Syria, and the border
districts of Syria itself, which the Saviour touched in his journeys.
Mark has in the parallel passage, i. 28 elg rrjv T:epixo)pov ri]g

=

—

;

TaXcXatag, into the region

around

Galilee.

We shall afterwards sj)eak

particularly of the different forms of disease.

—On the

Saiiiovt^o^evoi,

on Matth. viii. 28. le?.7]vtd^eo0ai is not found elsewhere in
"i^s, to
the New Testament, except in Matth. xvii, 15. I^wexeiv
hind, to fetter; the disease is conceived as some power that restrains
see note

=

the free action of the organization.)
Ver. 25.

— People from

all

parts of the Jewish land, stimulated

by the mighty manifestations of
Lord, and the longer to enjoy liis

his healing power, joined

society

our
accompanied him (some

distance) in his journeys.
(^eKd-o?ug, Mark v. 20 ; vii. 31.
In PUn. H. N. V. 16, regio
decapolitana, a district of ten towns, which cannot, however, be

named with

on the further side of the Jordan, in the tribe
See note on Matth. viii. 28.)
ver. 1.
After this preliminary description of the cures
certainty,

of Manassch.

—

Chap. V.
wrought by Jesus, and the impression they made upon the people,
Matthew immediately introduces his readers to the long discourse
of Jesus, which, from the locality on which it was delivered, is
usually called The Sermon on the 3Iounf.
But before we consider
minutely this first larger division in the Gospel by Matthew, wc
shall prefix some general observations.f
* Compare also the explanations on the cures
given iu the note on Matth.
[

by Jesus and

This important section, the antitype of the giving of the

Vol.

L— 19

his Apostles in general,

viii. 1.

Law on Mount

Sinai,

has

Matthew
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1.

Tlie Sermon on the Mount, in the form in which it is given us
by Matthew, cannot possibly have formed a whole when delivered
by Jesus.* For the connexion of its sentiments is such as to make
it appear extremely improbable that the Saviour should, in speaking,
have thus passed from one thought to another. It is only the pur-

poses of written composition, and the special objects of the Evanof

But a comparison

that could warrant such a combination.

gelist,

Luke

is

in that Gospel

related to the

17,

(vi.

ff.)

We

do indeed find
a discourse of Jesus, evidently very nearly

decisive in favour of this opinion.f

Sermon on the Mount

Matthew, and at the be-

in

ginning and end apparently identical with it, but much shorter
than that in Matthew. If it should be said, Luke gives a selection

Matthew, it is true, that in Luke there
which Matthew has in a different
connexion (xv. 14 x, 24 ;) and as these are both conceived in a
proverbial form, they might have been repeatedly uttered.
But
those parts, which Matthew only has in the Sermon on tlie Mount,
are found in Luke mostly in an entirely different connexion, and
that so definitely conceived, that we are compelled to regard them
Add to this that
as preserved by Luke in their original connexion.:!:
Luke's Gospel exhibits an accuracy of historical combination, which
If, therefore, we wish to maintain
is wanting in that of Matthew.
the unity of the Sermon on the Mount, we are driven to the
hypothesis, that those parts of it which stand in Luke in a different
and distinctly specified connexion (e. g., the Lord's Prayer, Luke xi.
But as
1, ff., compared with Matth. vi. 7, ff.), were sjsoken hoice.
this hypothesis will scarcely find supporters now, there is no alternative left but to adopt the opinion, that the unity of the Sermon
on the Mount proceeds not from the Saviour himself, but from Matfrom the

full discourse in

are only two verses

(vi,

39, 40)

;

thew.

Matthew attached

parts of kindred discourses to one actually

The cu'cum stances, under

delivered by Jesus on a specific occasion.

which Jesus spake, are exactly detailed by Luke.

According to

been frequently the subject of special treatises; particularly by Pott (TTelmstadt, 1789;)
Ran (Erlangen, 1 805) Grosze (Gottingen, 1819) best of all, by Tlwludc (Hamburg, 1833.
The third edition appeared in 1845). Among the Fathers, Augustine has left a separate
;

work on

;

the Sermon on the Mount.

* Against this view comp.

my

Kritik. der Ev. Gesch. § CD.

— [E.

f Tholuck has decided that the discourse in Matthew is the original, Laying particular
stress on the circumstance, that our Lord might have repeated many things twice.

Granting

nounced

this,

less

however, the place of the Lord's Prayer in Matthew cannot but be proit occupies in Luke.
That which Tholuck

appropriate than that which

(Clark's Biblical Cabinet, No.

xx,

p.

134) says

—

the prayer to one of his disciples, according to

viz.,

may have

repeated

possible indeed,

but not

that our Lord

Luke

xi. 1, is

probable.
X

On

the connexion of the single passages in Luke, which are parallel with pas-

Bages in the Sermon on the Mount, see the

Commentary on Luke, from

ix. 51,

onward.

Matthew
Luke

vi.

12,

On

prayer.

ff.,

V.
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Jesus had gone upon a mountain*

for the

purpose of

the morning after the prayer, he completed the

ber of the twelve disciples (see note on Matth.

ing to the level ground

(h-arajSag tarr]

tm

x. 2),

num-

and, descend-

Luke vi. 17),
The circumstance that

tottov Tredivov,

taught the people who pressed upon him.

Jesus, according to Luke, descended from the mountain, while, ac-

cording to

Matthew

(v. 1),

he went up to

— either Matthew connects the pre\dous

may

it,

be thus reconciled

ascent with the teaching,

without mentioning the subsequent descent or the pressure of the
people, eager to be healed, caused Jesus, after his descent, to retire
;

up the

hill, so as to be able thence to address a greater multitude.
This appears to have been one of the first public and solemn dis-

(Hence dvot^ag to
which Tholuck correctly regards as denoting

courses of Jesus addressed to vast multitudes.
Grofia avTov [ver. 2],

commencement

the solemn and silently expected

As

such,

Matthew made use of

it

to attach to

of the discourse.)

it all

those parts of

other discourses, which might serve to give a general view of the
peculiarities

of the

in

Grospel,

relation

to

the

Old Testament.

Neither the oral discourse of the Saviour, nor Matthew's written
one, could have been intended as an initiatory discourse/or

Both were intended

ciples.

as

much

tJie

dis-

for the multitudes ^s for the

v. 1
Luke vi. 17, 20); but it was doubtless intended to unfold to the view of all the nature of the kingdom of
God. In Matthew, particularly, the discourse appears like a second
giving of the law, which is distinguished from that on Sinai, because, in the first place, it teaches the most comprehensive spiritual

disciples (Matth.

;

interpretation of the

commandments, and,

in the second, presup-

repentance (as an effect of the law of Moses, Kom. iii.
20), and, with the law, proclaims, at the same time, the grace which
accomplishes its fulfilment. This placing of the New Testament lawposes

i-ierdvoia,

givingf at the commencement of the Messiah's work, is designed for
the members of the Old Testament theocracy, who, on the authority
of

Deuteronomy

xviii. 15,

fi".,

looked upon the Messiah as a second

Moses.

In both Evangelists, Matthew as well as Luke, a connexion
*

Oa

the situation of the mountain,

it

is

impossible to

come

may

to a definite opinion.

Tahor lias been thought of by some, probably incorrectly. Tradition speaks of a hill
near Saphet (Bethulia) under the name "Hill of the Beatitudes," as that from which our
Lord pronounced this discourse.
lawgiver, contains a truth which I by no means
f The assertion, tliat Christ was not a
wish to deny by my view of the Sermon on the Mount. The specific end of the Saviour's
work was not to bring any new law, but to deliver from the yoke of all law. But in so
far as he taught us to view the law of the Old Testament, in its spirituality, as it had
not till tlien been viewed, ho reiterated, as it were, the law of Sinai, and perfected it.
Moreover, as Son of God, the Sinaitic law is his also. Moses was but tlie jneaiTTic, meditor, at its proclamation
and it was not simply law for others, but for himself also. See
;

Sckkierrnacher's beautiful explanation of this point in the Festpredigten, B.

ii.,

S. G6.

:

Matthew
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1,

bo traced in tLe discourses. It is, indeed, more close in Luke, as he
For as, in the first
gives the discourse in an abbreviated forra.*
part, four woes exactly correspond to the four beatitudes (ver. 212G), so again, the exhortations to pure, disinterested love (ver. 27-31)

correspond to the descri])tions of natural interested love, which does

not suffice for the Gospel

(ver.

32-34), and

is

by way of
by the reTestament to live

followed,

conclusion (ver. 35-38), and with a reference to ver. 27,

newed exhortation

to the disciples of the

The

in pure, genuine love.

New

whole, therefore, forms a delineation of

the nature of the Gospel, in contrast with the strict law

;

only,

Matthew the contrast is drawn more sharply and at gi-eater
length.
At ver. 39, Luke breaks off the discourse with the remark,
(On -napafioXr},
that the Saviour continued his address in parables.
The words But I say unto you, prosee note on Matth. xiii. 3.)
bably indicate an abbreviation of the discourse, as Luke has omitted
here the more pointed contrast between the Old and New Testaments, furnished by Matthew (v. 13-43.) The parabolical parts
that in

:

are also incorporated by

We may,

Matthew, only

integral part of Chi'ist's address.

as given

thought

by Luke,
is

is

The arrangement

(before described), they
live

For

entirely natural.

formed an

of the parables,

in all of

them

this

presented to the disciples, that, so far as they desired to

gain influence in the world for the

and

in quite a different order.

therefore, conclude, with probability, that they

according to

it.

their spiritual blindness

must

first

new higher

receive

it

principles of life

entirely into themselves

Accordingly, they must

first

be cured of

—have the motes removed out of their

— themselves bring forth good

fruit,

and build

their house

eyes

on the

word (in opposition to pharisaical human
and then they may help others. The only passage which
does not seem to fit in with this course of thought, is ver. 40, on
which see the remarks on Matth. x. 24. On closer consideration of
the context, however, this thought also appears to be inserted in its
eternal foundation of God's
doctrine),

The previous

appropriate place.

expression,

'•'

Can

the blind lead

the blind.^" (ver. 39), as well as the subsequent parable of the mote
(ver. 41, ff.), evidently points to the Pharisees, as exercising a de-

termining influence on the Old Testament

had taken among the Jews

at that time.

life, in the form which it
For these Pharisees were

occupied with the hypocritical work of seeking to produce in others
what was lacking in themselves and against this our Lord intends
The thought that " the disciple is not
to warn in his parables.
;

above his master,"

fits

thus very properly into the train of thought

* I cannot coincide with Sc7ilelermacher''s view of the discourse in Luke (Ueber die
Schriftcn des Lucas, S. 89, ff.), who thinlis unfavourably of it.
The discourse is, indeed,
abridged (the "woes" only appear to be explanatory additions, see note on Matth. v. 3),

but

still,

in the main,

it is

accurately and connectedly epitomized.
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1.

" Break loose from all attachment to your old teacher ; the law and
Pharisees cannot guide you farther than they themselves have
reached, and the perfect scholar is only equal to the teacher ; choose
me rather as your new teacher, with decision and earnestness ;
then you will not remain hlind leaders of the blind, but will walk
in the light of the living."

As

Luke,

discourse, as given by Matthew, a
For though we must suppose that Matthew has connected kindred thoughts uttered by the Saviour on
other occasions with those uttered at this time, yet out of them the
in

connexion

may

so also in the

be traced.*

Sj)irit of God in hun formed a new connected whole.
In the beginning and end, Matthew's version agrees perfectly with Luke's,

which circumstance

Only in the
between the Old and
New Testaments much more carefully, since he accurately expounds
the nature of both in a series of propositions. In this form the discourse appears more expressly as the giving of a new and more spibut, at the same time, with tne law grace is brought
ritual law
fifth

sufficiently proves their identity.

Matthew

chapter

carries out the contrast

;

into view, since the increased strictness of the

commandments

fol-

lows only in the train of blessings pronounced on the poor and the

Hence true repentance, which

sorrowing.
is

necessarily includes faith,

presupposed, in order to receive the law of love.

this, really to receive

preserve

it,

and Law,

and thus properly

is

our Lord's

;

life

By means

into oneself,

of

and

to

to conceive of the relation of Gospel

the connecting thought between the beatitudes and

new commandments.

new commandments,
22-47)

the higher principle of

(See Matth.

v.

Of the

13-20.)

by way of example (ver.
of the New Testament was

six forms are specified

in which, however, the spirit

sufficiently unfolded, so that the general proposition in ver. 48, "

Be

ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perThen, in the sixth chapter,
fect," might conclude this comparison.
the Evangelist, with a reference to chap.

20, proceeds further in

v.

New

Testament piety, viewing the
Pharisees as the representatives of the Old Testament impure re-

the comparison of Old and

—

presentatives indeed, but at that time exercising a potent influence

on the popular religious character. The depth and truthfulness of
spiritual life form a contrast to the external show and pretence of
The usual forms in which such piety exhibited itPharisaic piety.
viz., alms-giving (ver. 2), praying (ver. 5), and fasting (ver. 16),
self

—

form the points in which the Saviour unfolds the contrast of the
new with the old. The giving of the Lord's Prayer forms here the
central point, since its

first

half sets forth the spirituality of

which characterizes the subjects of the new dispensation, and
* See R.

Slier, in his "

Andeutungen" Th.

nutely considered at the individual passages.

i.,

S. 104,

f.

The connexion

is

life

its

more mi-
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1, 3,

second half

ca state of penitence, too, as essential to the
subjects of
the kingdom of God, hut as precisely that in which the Pharisees
were deficient. The close of the chapter (ver. 19-34) is occupied

with a discussion on the relation of the children of the kingdom to
the necessities of their life on earth, particularly food (ver. 25) and
clothing (ver. 28)
and this concludes the contrast between the
New and the Old Testaments, which prevails through the whole
;

The Pharisees,
Luke xvi. 13,

discourse.

in

their

eagerness to gather earthly

two masters (Matth. vi. 24),
and thus corrupted the singleness of their spiritual eye (ver. 22, 23);
instead of this, childlike faith in the fatherly love of God, and consequently an entire sejiaration from all care for earthly tilings, are
insisted on as the marks of the children of God
and this places our
Lord's Prayer in a more striking light, as embodying all tire wishes
and cares of the children of the kingdom. The thoughts, which in
the seventh chapter are connected more loosely, are gathered up by
the concluding exhortation, and placed in connexion with what
precedes.
After the contrast between the piety of the Old and New
Testaments, the whole is aj^propriately concluded by an exhortation
treasure (see

14), served

;

to the hearers, in every thing to exemplify the character of the

higher

upon

life

is

in the

kingdom

of God.

The

to have a constant regard to our

pentance, and a warning

is

first

own

condition insisted

with true re-

sins,

given against that regard to others which

from right personal endeavor (ver. 1-5) while still, a
of what is good before men is forbidden (ver.
With this negative duty, the positive one (ver. 7-14) is con6).
joined of serious prayer and striving, as necessary conditions of the
perfecting of a life in God.
A demand for a searching examination of all to whose influence they yield themselves, forms the close
diverts us

;

reckless casting

(ver. 15-23), while the last verses (24-27) present, in figurative
language, the consequences of a faithtiil application of the word of

God, heard by us, as well as of a careless use of such a blessing.
In the form thus given by the Evangelist to the discourse of
Jesus from the Mount, it constitutes a magnificent i:)orch by which
the reader of the Gospel is conducted into the temple of Jesus'
It may be said, that his whole subsequent life, all his
ministry.
discourses and conversations, form a commentary on the Sermon on
the Mount, which contains the quintessence of all that is peculiar
to the

kingdom of our Lord.
3.
Matthew opens the Sermon on the Mount with a noble

Ver.

summary

dom

—

of the characteristic features of the children of the king-

of God, and the children of the world.

ter are not expressly mentioned, but they

True, those of the latlie,

as opposites, at the

foundation of the portraiture ; the blessings jiironounced on the one
Luke, who
class stand opposed to. the unuttered woes of the other.

;
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3,

has chosen the second person as more appropriate to a discourse

than the third, makes this contrast distinctly prominent (vi. 24-26)
hut as he ahridges the number of the beatitudes, it is not improbable that he has expressly enunciated this contrast only for the sake
of greater plainness.
The discourse would have been too long and
uniform, if there were a " woe" to answer to each of Matthew's sentences.
But the idea that Matthew's fuller record is an am2)lification of our Lord's shorter discourse, is refuted by the peculiar nature
of the portions found in Matthew alone
a supplementary amplification of the fundamental thought would have been less profound
and original. Nor does Luke's abridged form omit any thing essential
the first and last blessings he has preserved, and omitted
nothing but the rich amplification. In Matthew, the arrangement
;

;

of the separate sentences
10,

is

where the words, "theirs

the discourse commenced,

such, that ver. 3 corresponds Avith ver.
is

the kingdom of heaven," with which

Consequently, there are only

recur.

10-12 do not add any new
thought they merely form the transition to what follows, since
they characterize the relation which the children of God bear to the
world, the description of their subjective character being completed.
In all the beatitudes, the one thought is expressed, that, according
to God's law of. eternal recompense, he who here thirsts for divine
seven beatitudes to be reckoned, for

ver.

;

kingdom of God but, on
with the perishable, shall hereaftdir
experience, to his sorrow, the need of that which is eternal.
There
is, therefore, here no contrast between virtue and vice ; even the Old
Testament punishes crime ; but the sensible need of salvation is
placed in contrast with the deadness of the natural man, who, without a deeper craving for eternal things, can find his rest in what is
Over such a woe is pronounced, because when the
transitor}'.
perishable things in which they rest, shew their true character, disquietude will thence arise. The position which Christ thus takes
up, is therefore one above the law ; this last is seen to have fulfilled
its office, a sense of the need of salvation is awakened (Rom. iii. 20)
things shall obtain full satisfaction in the

the contrary, he

—the matter
:

now

is

;

is satisfied

to satisfy

it.

The only circumstance

that oc-

that several of the points particularized by the
Blessed are the meek, the merciful, the pure, the peace-

casions surprise

Saviour

who

is,

rise above this condition of awakened need of
inasmuch as they express an inward state of moral excellence.
But this feature is easily accounted for, if we remember how
frequently, in the language of Christ and his apostles, the germ of
the new higher life is viewed as coincident with its consummation.
True poverty of spirit, as the necessary condition of every development of the higher life, includes it and in this very unity Christ

makers, appear to
salvation,

;

views

it

here.

Thus understood,

the

first

statements of the Sermon

—

—
Matthew
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V.

;

3.

on the Mount contain a description of the character of God's chilis true for all grades of development, the highest as well
For as in the lowest, purity of heart exists in its
as the lowest.
dren, which

germ, the highest

The

still

maintains poverty of

spirit.

word of instruction with which the Saviour breaks silence
is, fiaKaQLOL ol nTo^xoi, blessed are the poor, with the addition of rw
TveviMTi, in spirit, which must be supplied in Luke^ where it is
wanting.* The term Tx-oyx"^, 2^oor, corresponds to the Hebrew •':?,
which so frequently occurs in the Psalms with a kindred meaning.
\t^, humhle (Prov. xxix 23, n^i V?-i), yet
It comes near to ra-reLvo^
is not synonymous with it, because he who is endowed with the fulness of the Divine Spirit may be called raireivog, humble (Jesus calls
The word denotes
himself so, Matth. xi. 29), but not -rrrooxog, ^joor.
here (as the hungering and thirsting in ver. 6) the state of felt spirfirst

=

itual need, the sincere repentange of the soul.

— Hence

also, -rrvevixa,

must, by no means, be referred to genius, mental capacity

spirit,

(vovg) (for the intellectual, as well as the feeble,

must become poor)

A

but to the wdiole higher, yet natural, vital principle in man.f

sense of the insufficiency of this principle for attaining true right-

eousness and holiness, and a desire for a liigher princij)le that can
lead thither

i.

e.,

the Holy Spirit, are the conditions of the king-

dom's entering the heart

it is

;

even the presence pf the kingdom

the strict sense of the present tense should be retained
Jiero as in ver. 10, since true " poverty" includes the kingdom of
itself; for

heaven

i"n

its

germ, because

The

grace in the soul.

the noblest fruit of preparatory

it is

(Luke

rich (nXovoioi,) form the contrast

24), who, filled with

what

the world to come.

("

Ye

have received your consolation," Matth.
is not the object of their desire, and

Hence the kingdom

vi. 2.)

consequently they receive

it

But the kingdom

not.

of

God

presented to us throughout as purely inward and spiritual

nothing dazzling

for

— nothing

that of outward poverty and distress.

ment According to
in so far as

spirit to

its

Sucli an idea

is

—an

external wealth

is

wont ordinarily

may

;

very foreign to the
is

here
seeks

on the

Ebionitic sense

representation, external poverty, apart from internal,

worldly possessions, the term Trruxci

is

it

;

man

pleasing to the eye of

* Slrauss takes the beatitudes in Luke in quite a different

But

\i.

present and vain, have no longing for

is

New

—

viz.,

Testa-

of no value.

be associated with a clinging of

to

include a reference to the poor of this

•world.

be

The sense would rather
f UvEv/ia is not so used elsewhere in the New Testament.
those who are poor in the gifts of the Holy Spirit (righteousness etc.)"
i. e.,

this, "

who fed
poor.

themselves to bo poor.

Better then to take

The

dative oi relation and manner.

those

whom

But he who so

rci Trvfvfiart,

feels

himself poor, already ceases to be

not as designating that in which one is poor, but as

tttwxol are then the earthly poor in the widest sense,

the world regards as unfortunate, as being destitute of

money and possessions,

Such poor, if tliey are wor in spirit, i. e., if with a spiritual mind
they render their poverty in the goods of this world, subservient to the pursuit of the eterof houses, portion, etc.

nal riches of heaven, are pronounced

of the judgments of the world

is

happy

in

the kingdom of Gol.

discernible in all the beatitudes.

—

[E.

A

similar reversal
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what is despised and unworthy. With the
Jews whose senses were dazzled witli brilliant pictures
of the Messiah's kingdom, this commencement of his discourse presented a violent contrast but to those in whom the law had fulfilled
its office, and who were broken-hearted, such language was balm.
But that in rendering prominent the spiritual, we are not to deny
the outward features of the new kingdom, is manifest from vcr. 5.
contrary,

stoops to

it

ideas of those

;

—

4.
The second beatitude merely adds a subordinate trait
fundamental disposition just pronounced blessed. Mournin""
(-evOelv), unites with the feeling of poverty a consciousness of suflPering, which is to be regarded as arising from guilt.
(Luke uses ickaieiv^
only he has placed those who hunger
to loeep, with the same reference

Ver.

to the

;

Hence " being comforted"

who weep.)

before those

here involves the idea of forgiveness, which
beneficent result, expressed in

Luke by

is

(jraQaKaXelodaL)

conceived only in

"Wherefore the Messiah, the author of consolation,

sacred sense.

=

its

yeXuv^ laugh, used in a noble,
is

comforter (John xiv. 16).
Ver. 5, 6.
It would seem that ver. 6 must be connected inmiediately with ver. 3 and 4, as in Luke, because this again employs the
called TTapaKATjTog

—

ch:tt,

physical longing after bodily sustenance to express spiritual appetite.

(On

this

comparison see Psalm xlii. 1 Isa. Ixv. 13 ; Amos viii. 11.)
differs from ver. 3, 4, only in the object of desire ; this
righteousness, no longer regarded as outward, but the in;

This thought
latter is

ward New Testament righteousness of God (dmaioovvrj 6eov, see note
on Rom. iii. 21). The insertion of ver. 5 is explicable on the
ground, that the desire of the children of the kingdom is described
in its progress.

of the

ance

TTEvOeh',

ITpaoTT/^,

mourning.

—renders us

meekness,

is

to be viewed as the first fruit

A sense of our own guilt —complete repent-

gentle in judging of others.

He who

has actually

received forgiveness carries a foi-giving principle within.

not only

is

the kingdom of

kingdom of God.

— In this

God

Thereby

in him, but he also will be in the

place the Future retains

import
is not
synon3Tnous with: ?/ (iaaiXeia iarlv avriov, theirs is the kingdom,
(ver. 3, 10).
The phrase corresponds to the Hebrew formula y-N tn;
Psalm xxv. 13 xxxvii. 9), and may be traced to
(Deut. xix. 14
the Old Testament view of the land of Canaan, as the earthly object
The possession of this land is therefore the
of the divine promises.
symbol of all and every divine Jjlessing. That possession is viewed
In this place in connexion with the kingdom of
ideally in Heb. iv.
heaven, Avhich is viewed in the poor as spiritually present, the

because the

K?.rjQovoiJ.etv tj]v

;

y?iv,

its full

inherit the earth or land,

;

phrase denotes the full realization of the kingdom of God, even in its
Thus viewed, the land of Palestine stands
external, manifestation.
as a

symbol of the earth in general, conceived as restored and sancGod. The Saviour connects participation in this realized

tified to
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Idngdora of God, with meekness, because that kingdom, being a fellowship of brotherly love and union, is opposed to the disunion prevailing in the world, and in its perfected harmony only that which is
akin to

itself

Ver,
life,

7.

can find a place.

— In the following verses the consummation of the inward

originating from a moral craving, appears in

First,

with respect to the term

TTpaelg,

meek (ver.

5), in this,

more definite

traits.

iXe/jnoveg, merciful, it differs

from

that while the latter bear their brother's

him in his distress. So far as
two terms are quite identical.
This declaration, therefore, follows the hunger and thirst after

guilt with love, the former kindly assist

and

distress

guilt are connected, the

righteousness very appropriately

the sense of our

;

own

distresses

awakens sympathy .for those of others. It is, however, remarkable,
that even to those who show mercy, mercy is promised as something
future ; Avhile it would seem, on the contrary, that the experience of
the divine mercy towards ourselves would first awaken compassion.

The thought

rendered clear at once,

is

acter of the merciful

must be taken

if

we

consider that the char-

relatively.

Every one in whose

heart compassionate love has been kindled by the experience of
mercy, still stands in need of divine forbearance, because the life of
love in

him

is,

after

all,

only in

its infancy,

and

is

mixed with

all

the imperfections of the old man.*

Ver.

8.

— The two following declarations must be taken with the

for absolute inward purity would necessarily be
one with the present seeing of God, w^hich yet is here connected with
purity {KadaQorrjg) as something still future. Kadapbg ry napdia
aiV na (Psalm xxiv. 4), forms the contrast to moral filth (pviragia).
(James i. 21.) Purity is not specially different from righteousness
In the two expressions the same condition of the soul is
(ver. 6.)

same

restriction

:

=

,

viewed in different

relations.

But what

is

Stated in ver.

sired, is here represented as (relatively) attained

kingdom

;

6,

as de-

and thus the

life

inward proAlthough all relative purity of heart is necessarily accomgress.
panied by an inward seeing of God, since nothing but the presence
of the Divine Spirit in the heart can produce purity, yet that is not
to be compared with the perfected vision of the divine glory, which
(Seeing God, "OTrreadai eeov
is, therefore, here spoken of as future.
t:^n?x ^:2n55n [Psalm xlii. 3], involves, of course, the idea of the
highest blessedness but is, by no means, to be taken as a mere figure.
The expression involves rather the capacity, though marred by sin,
of the children of the

is

again conceived in

its

=

;

of the

human

soul reallv to recognise its eternal source

—the highest

This capacity presupposes close relationship to the divine,
Wherever, therefore, a
for it is only liJce that can receive its like.
divine nature is born in the soul, from its craving for the divine, the
good.

* See remarks on the interesting parallel passage in

James

ii.

13.

Matthew
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V. 8-12.

capacity of knowing God's eternal nature

is

revealed

wliich

;

know-

subsequent to our life on earth.*
On this point see notes on Matth. xi. 27 John xvii. 3.)
Vor. 9.
In the last stage of moral perfection, the idea of dq^'jvr],
peace, is put forward.
It is represented as realized by the members
ledge, conceived as complete,

is

;

—

ElprjvoTTotog is very distinct from elQrjvevcjv.
The
one who maintains peace already existing
the
former, one who maJces it when wanting.
Hence, in the elQrjvoTzoidg,
2JeacemaJcer, a (relative) KadaQortjg, ^3Z(r«Y?/, is presupposed, because
the element of strife, sin, must be banished from his heart, and that

of the kingdom.
latter

signifies

;

of peace must be active there, if his labours are to have any

That the being a

God

effect.

viewed as connected with the peacemaker, is explained by the fact, that in the term Son of God, is implied the greatest blessing which can be promised to man.
For in
the v'ioc, Son, the idea of spiritual relationship appears agreeably
w^ith which the true Son is the image of the Father.
The God of
peace (2 Cor. xiii. 11) begets children of peace, whose actions are
j)eace.
This (perfected) character of sonship to God is represented
{KaXelodaL z= elvai,
as future, or, at most, as present in its germ.
with the meaning of " being essentially," see note on Luke i. 35.)
child of

is

;

The same thought

expressed Matth.

is

v.

This implies, that

45.

all

the gradations of moral perfection are to be viewed in relation to their

The

earthly imperfection.
witli sonship to

God.

state of perfection hereafter

men

Accordingly,

is

identical

in their sinful nature do

They need first a higher principle of
must be imparted by him who is pre-eminently the Son of

not appear as children of God.
that

life,

God

— a principle which

received in the aspiration for the divine

is

penitent faith), and

(in

is

gradually unfolded

it

till

attains that

point.

Ver. 10.

— After completing the description

of the inward state

of the true children of God, our Lord passes on to portray their relation to the world of unrighteousness (ddiida.')

connects ver. 3 by repeating in this verse the words

The

kingdom of heaven."

righteousness

is

In so doing, he
:

" Theirs

is

the

here conceived as com-

plete in the children of the kingdom, in that they are viewed purely
in contrast with the world.

Ver. 11, 12.

thought in

— These two verses are

ver. 10.

merely an expansion of the

Under' the reign of unrighteousness, righteous-

The different forms of persecution by
ness must necessarily suffer.
word and by deed are then more particularly specified.f {Vvec6i(^eiVj
*
is

When we read in John 1 8, " No man hath
"No man can see God Ho is invisible
i.

—

implied,

refers to the

Son.
f

foundation of the divine esssnco

See the

fuller discyassion in

According to John xvi.

4,

persecutions that awaited them.

seen

note on Jolm

i.

Father

at

any lime," where the idea

God can be

This

seen only in the

18.

the Saviour did not
It is

God

to the creature" (1 Tim. vi. IG).

—the

first

speak to his disciples of the

not improbable, therefore, that the mention of

Matthew
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persecution by word,

V. 11-13.

by act, Luke vi. 22 has added
from ecclesiastical and political
communion. At the head of them all is put slander [ttovthmv pTma
ei-ndv i/'£tc5d^evof], such as the charges of murder and licentious
is

d<popi^nv, to separate,

6iu)iceiv

to exclude

habits brought against the

thought somewhat modified
only a stronger expression.)

first
:

ro

Luke has given

the

novrjpbv tKlSdXXeiv =d(j)opL^£iv,

But our Lord

which

feature of the persecution,

Christians.

uvo[j.a cjg

adds, as the peculiar

endured because of the truth,
that it is tveicev t{xov, for my sake. By this weighty expression, the
doctrine of Christian patience (closely allied to self-denial, which
also is to be exercised only /or the Lord's sake), first attains its true
significancy.
(See note on Matth. x. 39.) Since Jesus is himself
the truth and the righteousness, and that, too, manifested in a living
person, pure suffering for what is good requires faith in him to be
exercised by the members of the kingdom of God.
Where selfishness jirevails, there cannot be such suffering as bestows happiness.
But where such suffering is incurred for the faith's sake, and is
borne in faith, it perfects the inward life, and awakens the desire for eternity.
This latter point is very prominent in ver. 12,
since we are there called upon even to rejoice in opposition to suf('AyaAAtaw, exult
ferings.
h^^..
It is a stronger term than ^atpsLv, rejoice.
Luke vi. 23 uses oiaprav, leap.) This joy, with respect
is

=

to ourselves, does not exclude sorrow in reference to the persecu-

In the former respect, the suffering is only a testimony to
the believer that he is God's. In the '' woe" (vi. 26) Luke presents
the other aspect. The exciting of human applause presupposes a
tors.

spirit.
Where that is given, it is to be feared that the applauded one belongs to the community of the wicked, and of the
false teachers (i/'efdo7rpo0//-ai), justas the persecuted one is thereby
numbered with the company of persecuted prophets. (The reference to the prophets gives greater prominence to that aspect of the
discourse, which shews it to have been addressed to the actual disciples, ver. 1.)
The mention of the fiiodog, reward, ver. 12, appears
remarkable, as it seems to reconduct to a legal point of view. In
the kingdom of God, the motive for actions is not the reward in
The term was, perhaps, chosen with immediate reference to
itself
the position of the disciples, as Christ's earlier discourses do often
still bear a legal colouring
but there is, too, a reward for pure love
for the
a reward which is pure in proportion as -the love itself is
reward of love consists in being appreciated, and in moving in its

worldly

;

—

;

own atmosphere.

—

It has been already observed, in the general survey of
Ver. 13.
the connexion in the Sermon on the Mount, according to Matthew,

them

in this place is

among

mentioned as early as Luke

the parts taken from later discourses.
vi. 22.

Yet

tliej are

found

;

Matthew
that the giving of a

new

(stricter)
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V. 13-15.

law

is

connected with the beati-

by the supposition of a power
of the Holy Si)irit being received in true repentance, which teaches
But the relation which the
us to observe such new commands.
mention of the "salt of the earth" bears to what immediately precedes, and to the whole, is obscure.
The most natural connexion is
tudes, in the course of the chapter,

undoubtedly the following The idea of persecution presupposes a
power of higher Life in the persecuted disciples, by which sin feels
itself aroused
but this same power, which awakens enmity among
the opponents of what is good, is the condition under which it
works effectually in susceptible minds. It must, therefore, be preserved and cherished notwithstanding persecutions.
First of all
:

;

Jesus

calls

=

the disciples aXag

-Tjg

y/'ig,

salt

of the earth.

[Ti'j,

earth,

is

and denotes mankind generally with the
additional notion of being corru|)tible, and requiring to be preserved
by salt.) In the general system of natural symbols, which suggested
itself in all profound research, salt always held an important place
Pythagoras regarded it as the emblem of the ducaLov,Just. Its use
(Comp. Lev. ii. 13. This
at sacrifices was also fuU of meaning,
The point
subject is more fully discussed in note on Mark ix. 50.)
of comparison between the disciples and the salt lies in the power
possessed by the latter of preventing corruption and imparting life.*
here

Koauog, tvorld, ver. 14,

;

The intimation

that, without this power, the salt

is

wholly useless,

was to excite the disciples to a careful preservation of the sacred
power entrusted to them. (Instead of (.lupavdy, some Codd. read
\iapavdrj, from fiapaiveadat, to luaste aivay, w^hich is less preferable.
salt, correponds to V?n, [Job vi. 6], insipidus, fat uus.f
50] uses dvaXog, saltless, insijoid instead of it. Luke
[xiv. 34] reminds us of the practice of applying salt as manure
[Korrpm]
but savourless salt is useless even for that purpose noth-

used of

Mo)p6g,

Mark

—

[ix.

;

ing remains for

it

but the tfw

jSaXXeiv, the casting

the spiritual destruction of backsliders.

Mark
Luke

ix.

50

viii.

;

Luke

35

;

and

for

what

—
— a figure

of

the parallel passages,
follows,

Mark

iv.

21

16, see those passages in their connexion.)

Ver. 14, 15.

meaning.

xiv. 34,

— On

forth

—The second

According

to it the

comparison conveys the same general
world appears as darkness (John i. 5),

which the children of the kingdom are to illuminate. The disciples
form the rays of him who is himself the light. (John i. 4 Phil. ii.
In what follows, the circumstance is not sj)ecified, that the
15.)
there
illuminating power may be lost, as was done with the salt
;

;

is

only the exhortation to let the light shine.
*

with

De

Weite compares 2 Kings

ii.

20, according to

But, indirectly, this

which passage, Elisha heals water

salt.

of sea-water, in hot
f The figure turns on the fact that salt produced by evaporation
countries, by long exposure to air and heat, loses its chloride of magnesia, and is hence not
strong enough to preserve mrat.

— [E
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exhortati('n involves the

to

him who

V. 15-17.

same warning

covers his light,

which,

was given above

To

extinguished.

it is

;

for

give vividness

mahes use of two more com])anRons.
an elevated city, which strikes the eyes of all. Thus
divine things have a loftiness in themselves, and, where they reveal
to his exhortation the Saviour

First, that of

themselves, they are seen, unless concealed for fear of persecution.

Then comes
of which

is

the second comparison of a

to give light to those

tion ought not be frustrated.
figure
oKEvog,

is

who

Ver. 16.

nXivr],

— An

are used.

lamp, the intention
;

this inten-

(In the parallel passages the same

employed, only that in Luke

and then

'kvxvo(;^

are in the house

But

viii.

in

16, instead of fwdioc, first

Luke xi,

33,

application of these comparisons

we have KpyTTr/].)
from
is made
;

which it is evident, that light has reference not merely to doctrine
and knowledge, but must be taken generally as the inward principle
of life as the source of good works.
(These are opposed not
merely to evil works, but also to dead works, such as do not grow
from the life of faith.) As a mark of the genuineness of the good
works, it is noticed, that they must call forth praise, not for man,
but for God it must be visible in them, that man is only the organ

—

;

power from him to others.
it must have been tO' every one,
and the more ex
that in Christ appeared something entirely new
pressly our Lord himself acknowledged this, and, in the sequel,
contrasts himself as a new Lawgiver with the old lawgiver
the
more important was it to prevent the mistake of imagining, that
the manifestation of what was new in him was detached from its
historical foundation.
Hence Christ here declares the intimate connexion between the Old and New Testament, in a manner wliich
must have excluded all mistake on the point, if preconceived
opinions on the subject had not been allowed to exercise an influence
on the exposition. First of all, the Old Testament is described as
inviolable in itself; then the New Testament is regarded as the
completion of the Old and lastly, in this completion the law is
declared to be of divine and eternal authority.
The words ju?) r-o/itcrjj-e, think not, intimate a thought very
likely to arise on the part of the disciples, that by the New, the
Old Testament was abrogated.
The Saviour distinctly excludes
such an effect from the purpose of his mission (ovk iiXdov.) (No/tof
Kol TipocpTjrai, law and prophets,
ts^v^?' ""j'^'i is a general denomination for the entire writings of the Old Testament, and more fully
But the writings themselves are not to be restill, Luke xxiv. 44.
garded in their dead external character, but in the vital principle,
from which they proceed, and which discloses itself in them.) The
opposition of Kara/JvaaL, destroy, and -rrXrjpcooai, fulfil, is here of
Used of law, KaTaXvoi means "to do away
greatest importance.

for the flowing forth of divine

Ver. 17.

— The more undeniable

;

—

;

:

=

;

Matthew
with," "to repeal."

(John

to be in contrast with that

x.

V. 17-19.

But

35.)

meaning

;
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does not seem

TrXrjpCJoai

Kvpovv

—

to

establish, to con-

firm^ should rather have been used. It is better therefore to regard
the figure as taken from a building whose foundations can be loosened, but which can still be completed on them.
Accordingly, the

Old Testament is the foundation on which the structure of the New
Testament is to be placed, in order to complete it. In this comparison the Old Testament contains the outline (jiop^coaig, Kom. ii.
20''-"), and the New its tilling up
the two are in organic connexion,
like bud and blossom.
The fulfilment is therefore to be regarded
as a com])rehensive one
Christ fulfils not only the prophecies and
tj-pes of the Old Testament, but the moral law also he fulfils perfectly in himself and his people.
;

;

Ver. 18.

—With strong emphasis the Saviour represents

possibility of destroying (KaraXveiv) the law
{'Afii'jv

=

-,ttN,

from

its

the im-

very nature.

used in our Lord's words, to direct
it emphasis.)
The Old Testaeternal and unchangeable (1 Peter i. 25)

verily, is always

attention to a thought, and to give

ment, as God's word, is
hence it stands in contrast to created things. Ovpavhq ical yij, heaven
and earth (Gen. i. 1) are put for the universe, creation in general.
While this latter vanishes altogether, the former remains, even
in

its

apparently unessential

of

ter

the

Hebrew

which particular

letters,

e. g.,

f

over, as the first tog dv, until,

the second does to the law
ytvrjrai, scil.

h

rd

Kepaia,

and

smallest
points,

are distinguished).f

n,

let-

by
More-

a limit to the universe, so

fixes

itself.

the

"apex,"

('Iwra,

parts.

alphabet.

(In the j^hrase

rio vojxo) ye)'pafxnha,

the yiveoOai

t'w^-

is

=

dv irdv-a

-nArjpoiJoOai.

See Luke xxi. 32.)

This thought involves no difliculty relatively to
In the universality in
which it is here laid down, it must, however, be applied to the law
in all points.
And yet it would seem that its moral features must
be conceived as eternal, and, of course, can have no limit assigned
True ; but in the world of perfection the law will be done
to them.
away, in so far as it will have become the inmost life of all beings ;
there is no longer need of law, for every one himself ordains what is
right.
As, then, there is no law for God, so there is none for the
for, like God, it also is law unto itself.
perfected world
Ver. 19.
The following words point, perhaps, to some particular
occurrences ; as some of the disciples, under a false conception of
the typical character of the Old Testament.

—

;

* The Apostle Paul explains himself in the same way, In regard to the relation of the
Old Testament to the New, as the Epistle to the Galatians, in particular shows. In GaL
ii.

18,

the contrast of KaTa?.vciv and oUochfteh'

is

also

found.

It is

only in appearance

ii. 15, contain a different view of the law.
f In like manner the Rabbins say: Si quis Daleih in Deut. vi. 4, mutaret, concuierei
tolum mundum. It would change nnx into "ihN the true God into an idol. See WeU

that such passages as Ephes.

—

stein

on the

Matthew
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their freedom,

The passage

may have

V. 19, 20.

assailed the edifice of the old theocracy.

any

rate, no reference to the Jewish doctors'
law into great and small commandments, since such
a depreciation of the moral part (as the small commandments), and

has, at

division of the

over-estimation of the ceremonial j)art (as the great commandments),

being false pharisaical doctrine, necessarily excluded from the kingdom of heaven. But the expressions " to be least in the kingdom
:

of heaven," and " not to enter into the kingdom," cannot possibly

be synonymous. Our Lord speaks rather in general of a state cf
mind, controlled mainly by Christian princij)le, but in ^vhich man
proceeds without proper reverence for God's word, and teaches so to
proceed, and does away with many apparently non-essential ordinances of the law. With false lihertij like this, a man may indeed
st,

be of the kingdom of God in his inmost soul, but he does not belong
to it Avith all his powers ; and for that reason, too, he is unfit to
The terms i^iyag, great, and eXdxtorog, least, denote, thereteach.
fore, different grades of development in the principle of the Christian

The

Scriptures often speak of different gradations like these,
under the names of " children," " young men," and " men."
1 Peter ii. 2
Ephes. iv. 13 Col. ii. 19.) The
(1 John ii. 13, 14
whole passage is, therefore, a warning to the disciples not to damage
the cause of the kingdom of God and their own progress in it, by
premature interference.*
Ver. 20.
In what follows, Jesus contrasts with the arbitrary
subversion of the Old Testament the equally arbitrary retention of
it in its external form
this was seen in the Pharisees, and totally
excluded them from the kingdom. In itself, indeed, wdiat belongs
it is only ^rechristo the Old Testament can never be zmchristian
tian, and, as type, includes what is Christian.
It may, however, be
represented as unchristian and antichristian, if it is retained in its
germ-like form, and its free development is impeded. Such was the
life.

especially

;

;

;

—

;

;

position of the Pharisees

Old Testament

;

they restricted the commandments of the

to their literal meaning, without penetrating to their

They had, therefore, a righteousness, but it was
merely outward they seemed to keep the law, but this appearance
was only a means for them the more certainly to break it in its
most sacred forms. And as they had, too, the law written in their
hearts (Rom. ii. 15), they desecrated God's sanctuary within them,
spiritual contents.
;

* The Pharisaic mode of feehng (v. 20) is not contrasted (as Olshausen would have it)with the 7.VSLV, brcaJdng of tlfc law; but v. 20 rather attaches itself by the /or {yup) to v.
19 as an argument. Hence the ?.veLv v. 19, must represent the Pharisaical mode of dealing with the law, and thus (unlike Kara avelv, v. \*l) must denote the mechanical breaking
into a multitude of casuistical and merely formal precepts in opposition to its
apprehension and fulfilment. This subtle casuistry is in the kingdom of God

up of a law
spiritual

valueless (shall

be called

least, etc., v. 19),

and whoever reposes

excludes himself from the kingdom of God.

— [E.

in

it

his

hope of salvation
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V. 20, 21.

aud closed the kingdom of heaven against themselves by their righteousness, which with them never led to poverty of spirit.
How the
righteousness of the subjects of the kingdom was to stand related to
that of the Pharisees, forms the main thought in the grand comparative view of Old and New Testament laws, to which the discourse

now

seizes the

passes

;

only that Christ gives nothing

Old Testament in

its

deepest li\dng root.

new
he merely
The Pharisees,
;"'••

on the contrary, confound the form with the essence, and insist on
the former instead of the latter.
Ver. 21. First of all, the precept of the Mosaic law ov (povevoecg,
tJiou sliaU not kill, i. e., murder, is discussed.
The words ippiOr] rolq
dpxatoLq, it teas said, etc., are evidently not meant of the contemporaries of Moses merely, as if the meaning were, " the law was
given to tJiose of old."f For the same law was given to the contemporaries of Jesus, and to all times. This interpretation would
also involve the inconsistency, that Jesus set himself and his doctrine (fe'yw 6t: Afc-yw vfuv, ver. 22) in opposition to the Mosaic, which
he had just (ver. 18) described as eternal, divine truth. For the
same reasons, it is not admissible to supply ^pdvo^f with dpxaioig, in
ancient times; the Saviour is not arguing against something antiquated, but against the active errors of the present time. The
words ipptdrj rolg dpxaioig, must, therefore, be explained by the construction of the passive with the dative.
On this construction, see
Winer, Gr. of the New Testament, p. 172 (Amer. Tr.) and as to
the Hebrew, Gesenius' Lehrgehaude, p. 821 so that the meaning is,
" the aijcients have said." ('Ap;\:aiOi = cipt or t-'rixn, like TrpeolSvrepoi,

—

:

;

—

denotes the Eabbinical and pharisaical representatives of the Old
Testament theocracy.) Hence arises naturally the following connexion.
To the external conception of the Mosaic commandments

on the part of the Pharisees, our Lord opposes the inward one, and
observes, that it is only this which introduces to the true, full meaning of the law. The whole argument against the Pharisees is,
therefore, a defence of Moses, whose law assumed a form, indeed,
corresponding to the immediate demands of the peoi^le, in their
lower state of culture, but, at the same time, did not prevent, but
promote the highest and purest development in spiritual life. But
* See 1 John ii 7, 8, where wTiat is ntw in the Gospel is called the old which was
from the beginning.
\ Tholack has again defended this view, on the ground that in connexion with i{)(>c6j)
the dative must denote the person, and that dpxaloi is not elsewhere used for the authors
of the Pharisaical tradition.

But the manner

in

reference to tradition out of i^^edrj and T/Kovaare,
position, according to

which the dative

is

which Tholuck endeavours
is

to gather

a

so harsh, that I prefer the other ex-

taken as an ablative, because

it

suggests

much

more readily a reference to tradition, which is absolutely required by the connexion.
Though upxaloi docs not elsewhere occur, as used of the authors of tradition, yet it may
be so applied without hesitation and Tholuck himself acknowledges that the dative ia
wont to be used as an ablative with elprjTai.
;

Vol. I.— 20
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V. 21, 22.

the Pharisaical Rabbins checked this development, by retaining on

The command ov (f)ovev(jei^, tJiou
murder (Exod. xx. 13), they interpreted simply of ordinary
death by violence, and referred crimes of that sort to the inferior
All shortening of a neighbour's life by vexation, or in whatcourts.
ever way it might take place, they set aside, as not included under
The Mosaic command is, therefore, here conthis commandment.
principle the undeveloped form.

:

shalt not

nected with the doctrinal interpretation of the Pharisees. From
ver. 22, it is plain that KpioLq, judgment, = taff a, is to be distinguished

from the sanliedrim.

While

this latter denotes the last court of

appeal in judicial affairs in Jerusalem itself (see observation on
Matth. xxvi. 57), Kpioi^ refers to the inferior courts in the provincial
towns, which were constituted in conformity with Deut. xvi. 18, and
consisted of seven persons.

—

Ver, 22, In opposition to this pharisaical exjjlanation, by which
murder was understood but of the outward act, and reckoned among
minor crimes, the Saviour unfolds the comprehensive meaning of the
commandment, " Thou shalt not kill ;" which forbids not only
the outward act, but also the inward disposition of hatred.
Our Lord thus seizes the act in its spiritual origin, and attacks
sin in its source, which the Pharisees hypocritically spared. Hatred
is
moral murder. (1 John iii. 15.) The Saviour evidently intends, therefore, to forbid hatred in general, and the reading, eM]
without a cause, should be regarded as a mere correction
^'^'V'-j
(FritzscJie on the passage justly removes it from the text), which
arose from the idea that there may even be good reason for anger.
But this anger ought to be directed against the sin only, not against

=

our brother; against the person (in
be honoured) there is no pure anger.

whom

God's creature

is

ever to

— The one main thought, that the

kingdom admits no hatred

into his heart,

is exangry, denotes,
in general, the rising of wrath in the soul, the admission of the murderous spirit into the mind. In el-elv paKa, saying raca, the inward
emotion is conceived in its external manifestation against the

fellow-subject of the

'Ogyii^eGdai, to he

pressed in a three-fold gradation.

brother

;

order to

pharisaical spirit,

make the

which laid

the words of the angry man
latter is expressed by elnelv

stress

may

—

the word
more striking with the
upon the outward act only. But

but Jesus does not go beyond the mental action

— purposely in

contrast

attack

jxc^pi.

human

dignity itself

:

this

(According to Tholuck's investi-

is to be derived from p;5-i to he thin; whence p^':, np^-^n
was formed and used among the inhabitants of Palestine as a gentle
" stupid," Mwpd^
Va;, is a stronger term of reproach,
reproach
involving the added idea of abandoned, impious.) The parallel

gations, paKa

=

=

gradation in the punishment,

sanhedrim, gehenna,

is

Kpiaig,

-nvpog, judgment,
These earthly punish-

aweSpiov, yeevva

further remarkable.

Matthew
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ments are not to be taken as designating divine punishment in its
different degrees, as if Christ would oppose to the law of the letter
a new law of the letter. He means only to set forth the general
truth that sin in its slightest manifestation is worthy of death.*
Still less

does he intend to establish a

human

political law.

The

a human
tribunal ivoulcl pass judgment ; for the reason, that the fact can
oSsn Nia, means, primarily, the Valley
never be proved. {Thwa
The prophets use nsri, Tophet, for
of Hinnom.
[2 Kings xxiii. 10.]
it, which is from t]Ti, a place spit upon, Jer. vii. 31 ; xix. 6.)
The
place for bodily filth became the symbol of the spiritual slough,
where all that is estranged from God is gathered together. On the
relation of Gehenna to Hades, see note on Luke xvi. 23.
Ver. 23, 24. From the negative view, the not admitting hatred
and the spirit of murder into the soul, our Lord passes on to the
positive one, and teaches that the believer should quench the flame
of wrath in his brother's heart also, as becomes a peacemaker (ver.
In this the purity of love is manifested in its greatest splendour.
9).
This precept does not apply merely to those cases where the anger
The expression
of our brother is excited by injury on our part.
Ex^Lv rt Kara oov, hath aught against thee, is intentionally made
Even when one hates without cause, we are to quench the
general.
flame in his heart that is, not merely be placable, but also not
allow our brother to hate. The thought of bringing the expression
of this pure love into connexion with the act of offering sacrifice, is
In that act man approaches the eternal love to
specially profound.
claim its compassion for himself. That is the most befitting moment for exercising it on others. But to make these words of the
Saviour imply a sanction of sacrifices in the New Testament, is an
Christ evidently speaks here merely of the existing Jewish
error.
(On the supposed difference beworship, which he left unassailed.
tween KaraXXdooG) and diaAAaaaw, ^ee TIiolucJc.)
The following verses were doubtless spoken originVer. 25, 26.
ally in a totally different connexion, as is seen from Luke xii. 58, 59,
where the question is more fuUy discussed. But Matthew has interwoven the thought in a peculiar manner into our Saviour's discourse.
The relation of a debtor, who does well to free himself from his
creditor in season, not to be cast into prison by him, is employed by
oQyi^eoOac, being angry,

cannot in

itself

be a matter on

ivJiich

=

—

—

—

the Evangelist for a further illustration of the foregoing principle.

He

conceives of our relation to an angry brother,

* That this

command of our

Lord's, as well as

all

whom we

have

that follow, ought not to bo under-

xxiii. 17, 19; Luko xxiv. 25, in which
and in tho last passage, even the disciples. This
whole interpretation of tho Old Testament necessarily requires a separating of the internal and external church in the latter, the words of Jesus do not apply literally, thev are

stood

literally, is plain

Jesus himself calls

from the passages, Matth.

men

" fools" (jiupoi),

;

calculated only for the former.

—
Matthew
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injured as a relation of debt.

V. 26-30.

The dvridiKog, adversary,

is

therefore,

any one who can prefer legal claims.''' Such an one the Saviour
advises us to satisfy by humble, childlike submission, that the hatred
may not continue, and prosecute us to our ruin. To strengthen
the exhortation, raxv, quickly, issnhpmed, with an admonition of the
That which is not reduced to
transitoriness of life (6d6g
t^'^f).

=

harmony here below, continues
"loOi evvoCov,

The

its

destructive course hereafter,

he gentle, ready to forgive

—

i. e.,

idea of the continued effect of hatred,

"
is

offer

thou the hand."

particularly difficult,

under the figure of being accused and cast into
Judge, is God, and the vTrrjQeTai, officers, his
angels.
But the (pvXaKTJ, prison, is an image of perdition. As the
kingdom of love forms a united w^hole, and lay its power extends beexpressed, as

it is,

(The

prison.

npiTjjg,

yond life ; so also the accusing principle (Rev. xii. 10) constitutes a
mighty power, which demands its right, till a reconciliation has been
made. He who will not forgive sin below shall receive no forgive(See Matth. xviii. 34.)

ness.

28.—The command ov iioixevoetg, tJioic sJialt not commit
adduced as the second out of the Old Testament, which
Jesus teaches us to regard more profoundly than the pharisaical
That which they applied
teachers had been accustomed to do.
merely to the external act, the Saviour extends to the spiritual act,
The
to the desire (erTcdvuia), and the tolerating of it in the soul.
desire in itself is an element in the sinfulness of human nature in
general.
It is not to be looked upon as actual sin when resisted
with sincere earnestness; (.5^) but the tolerating ofit, and, consequently,
the entering into it inwardly with the will (precisely what (iXe-neiv
Ver. 27,

adultery,

is

rb IniOvixriaai, looJcing in order to lust, denotes), is the act itself,
even though external circumstances, independent of the man's will,

TTQog

hinder

its

execution.

—

Ver. 29, 30. With these thoughts Matthew connects words
which were uttered originally on another occasion, as the context of
ff.
Mark ix. 43, ff., shews ; but here also the Evanwith profound truth, collected different elements into a
whole.f With special propriety is the assurance that the command,
" Thou shalt not commit adultery," teaches inward as well as out-

Matth.

xviii. 6,

;

gelist has,

ward purity, followed by the exhortation to preserve that purity by
the utmost moral strictness, and by the greatest resoluteness in selfEyes
denial, which shuns not even the keenest pain and privation.
and hand are regarded here as organs of sense, which become the inlets of temptation, and, in turn, the means by which sin displays it*

On

the priuciple "

Owe no man any

thing,

but to love one another," each

is

debtor

to another in love.

f Considering the sententious form of the passage, it may, however, be allowable to
agree with Tholuck in regarding the words as original in both places.

Matthew
To

self outwardly.

use of them, or to limit

6,

themselves useful and
to abstain from the

sacrifice these organs, in

valuable, for the sake of sanctification

(For the

this thought.
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V. 30-32.

it,

—that

is,

the immediate lesson conveyed in

is

critical minutioB, see

note on Matth.

xviii.

ff.)

Ver. 31, 82.

—As the third example, our

According

to

away

wife,

his

a-oaracwoi'

=

Deut. xxiv.

1, it

was allowable

but he must give her a

n^ini-is

n?o.

(On

all

Lord

specifies divorce.

for the

husband

to

put

letter of divorcement,

that respects this subject, and

particularly the Kabbinical explanations of the Mosaic ordinances,
see

more

fully in note

on Matth.

xix. 3,

According to the ex-

fP.)

press assertion of Jesus (Matth. xix. 8), this regulation was
only on account of the Jews' hardness of heart, ax^vp'^fcapdia.

made
The

was
embraced even in the Old Testament. But the Pharisees did not
regard this indulgence as such, and considered it as belonging to
the essence of marriage, that a husband can dismiss his wife when
he pleases, in order to marry another. To this vulgar notion the
Saviour opposes the ideal conception of marriage, and paints the
right conception of marriage, as an indissoluble union of soul,

consequences of divorce. First, the divorced woman {ciTToXewho must still be conceived as bound by the marriage-tie,
exposed to the temptation of entering on another connexion. He

evil

Xviihij),
is

therefore occasions her to sin,

another

man

iroiel

avTrjv [j,oLX(^aOat.

Next, he brings

into the danger of forming an adulterous connexion

with the divorced. Nothing is said of his own sin if he marries
another, because that is self-evident ; and the case of infidehty is
excepted, because then the divorce, as a fact, has preceded the outward separation. (See note on Matth. xix. 9.) {UapeK-bg Xoyov
TiOpvetag, where Tropveia denotes "adultery" as well as "fornication;"
and Xoyog, like "la^, denotes here alria, Trpayjta, cause) The thought
is in itself so easy of comprehension, that it admits of no conThe Saviour evidently forbids all divorces except in the
troversy.
case of infidelity, where that is itself the separation, and regards
But the
fresh connexions, formed by the divorced, as adultery.
question as to our Lord's intention in the application of this prinJust as in the case of oaths'-'
ciple in his church, is more difficult.
(ver. 33, flf.), that intention can only be gathered from a general
view of the position of the church.

The

* Consult the decision of the theological faculty at

external church, as a
Bonn on

the re-marriage of

divorced parties, reprinted in the AUgemeine Kirchenzeiiung, 1836, Nos. 148, 149, and
The church
afterwards published separately. In the main, I agree with this decision.
of the present day, grown up with the State, and

filled

not possibly be put on a par with the apostolical church.
it

necessary early to permit modifications in practice.

the passage in Iholuck's Commentary.)
early constituted valid grounds

with unbelieving members, canThe fathers of the church felt

(See history of the exposition of

Obstinate desertion and attempts to murder,

for di7orce.

Matthew
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visible institution,

V. 32.

cannot possibly be regarded as the expressed

kingdom of God. It is rather the covering merely, in
which the communion of all the faithful is enveloped, as the kernel
Hence the regulations of the external church cannot
in the shell.
answer to the ideal requirements of the kingdom but as it occupies the Old Testament level in the majority of its members, it
must conform its regulations to the Old Testament. As, then, in
the Old Testament, God permitted'"' not only divorces, but also the
ideal of the

;

re-marriage of the separated parties (see Micliaelis' commentaries

on the laws of Moses, translated by Smith, bk. ii., and Deut. xxiv.
2), so the church may admit modifications of our Lord's law, as
expressed in this passage, for the mass of its members. Nay, it
must do so, because the application of the New Testament principles to unconverted and unregenerate persons cannot but have

The Romish Church

injurious consequences.

is,

therefore,

wrong

in

putting the words of Jesus authoritatively into practice in the visible church, which has fallen back under the dominion of the law.f

should pervade the legislation of the church, and the
be everywhere made to elevate the members more and more to
a comprehension of the New Testament spirit.^
The case is quite
different with those members of the church who also belong to the
Saviour's spiritual communion ; because these latter are in a position
both to recognize his requirements, and, by his power, to satisfy
them. This command is in full force for them and among them,
just like the command not to hate, to give to every one that asketh,
etc.
But since, as such, they are under the Gospel, and not
under the law, there is no constraint upon them. To their Lord
they stand and fiill.
(On the whole question, consult also the observations on Matth. xix. 3, ff., and 1 Cor. vii. 15, 16. §)
Still strictness

effort

*

God nowhere

permitted murder in the Old Testament, nowhere allowed fornicabut he did expressly allow divorce. Those, therefore, who insist on Christ's command being literally applied in the church, as it now exists, should ponder well what
they do. The subsequent commands respecting the cloak, and the smiting on the cheek,
tion;

shew plainly enough that a literal fulfilment cannot be intended in the external church.
The passage Matth. xix. 9, ff, is also evidently not a precept given to be exalted to a
universal external law.
The Saviour there speaks for those only "who are able to receive

it.

Indeed, the Romish Church even increases the severity of the command on its
authority, since it does not permit divorce quoad vinculum even in case of adultery.
•(•

The Saviour

own

He is simply explaining that divorce for other
X
reasons than adultery, and re-marriage in such cases, is positively sinful. Thus much,
at least, follows, that the Christian Church cannot bless such a positively sinful act.— [E.
§ (The above discussion may seem strange to those who are unacquainted with the
is

not here legislating.

opinions and practices respecting divorce prevalent in

common than
ness.

in England,

and

The question has been

Is

granted for

much

scruples in solemnizing marriages,

have been divorced.

The defence

many

Germany.

Divorce

is

much more

other causes than that of unfaithful-

debated, and some of the pastors have felt strong
where one or both of the parties may be persons who
offered above is very inadequate.
The distinction be-

—

—
Matthew

Ver. 33-37.
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V. 33-37.

Fourth observation

—on

oaths.

The

of the Old Testament in Lev. xix. 12, ovk

plain require-

emopKi'jaeig,

tliou

was distorted by the Kabbins from a
comparison of Numb. xxx. 3 Dent, xxiii. 21 (where vows \opKOL
b-'^.ii] which were, for the most part, accompanied by oaths, are
the subject), so that they taught the evasion of their fulfilment
towards men through a hypocritical reference of them to God. To
shalt not foreswear thyself,

;

=

this hypocritical behaviour the Saviour opposes that of the children

The command of Moses, " Thou shalt not swear /«7sc??/,"
of God.
Jesus converts into, " Thou shalt not swear at all; because he sees
in swearing, just as in the case of divorce above, nothing but a permission rendered necessary by sin. But in order to combine the expression of this abstract principle in the

of the

refutation

hypocritical

kingdom of God, with a

Eabbinical

interpretation

of the

law of Moses, Jesus specifies four forms of swearing familiar
to the Jews and demonstrates, first, that all of them refer to God,
and that it is only in their being referred to him that they mean
any thing next, that they are, one and all, inadmissible in the
kingdom of- God. The subjoined clauses, "For it is God's throne,"
etc., refer to that Eabbinical interpretation, that a man need not
perform oaths that do not refer to God himself For this reason, in
the case of each form of swearing, its reference to God is demonstrated by our Lord ; and it is implied, that it is only by virtue of
this reference that it can have any meaning. (See more fully in note
on Matth, xxiii. 16, £f.) The conceiving of heaven and earth as
throne and footstool of God (Isa. Ixvi, 1) is, of course, figurative ; but the figure is founded on the true thought, that to
the Omnipresent Being heaven and earth stand in different relations.
He who is everywhere present, is yet everywhere different. Jerusalem, as the seat of the visible theocracy, is called God's city (Psalm
xlviii. 2 ;) and an oath by the city acquires its significancy from this
The reason subjoined to the oath " by the
peculiar relation.
;

;

—

:

head,"* is obscure. Tliat oath is similar to the Mohammedan
swearing by the beard. It is explained, however, if we take in this
case negatively, what, in the other cases, was expressed positively.
tween an external and internal church results only from laxity of discipline, conjoined
with the absorption of the church in the State, which prevails in the German Governments, The external church is, in fact, those who have the name of Christians, and
nothing more, and are not, therefore, of Christ's church, and would not be in visible
communion, if a right state of tilings, as to discipline, were restored. It can never be
admitted, that there is any power on earth that can assume authority to relax Christ's
plain command.
In the church, his command is law, and, so far as marriage and divorce
come under secular jurisdiction, the government of a Christian country is bound to follow
the precepts of Christian morals.)

Tr.

* The construction of ofioaai with the accusative (.Tames
genitive (as in

Ileb.

vi.

16), is

pure Greek.

In the

construed with Iv or dq after the analogy of a ysi-j in

or with kutu and the
Testament it is generally
Hebrew.
v. 12),

New

—

—

Matthew
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V. 37-42.

—

What impotent man cannot accomplish make one hair white or
black i. e., produce the slightest change in himself the Almighty
can accomplish. Dost thou swear, then, by thyself.? thy oath can

—

have no meaning, except as thou intendest him who wills that
Hence every oath, if it is to have
thou thyself shouldst exist.
any meaning, refers to God, since he only, the Eternal, can give a
pledge for the security of what is transitory. But as the entire pro-

—

hibition of all swearing

we may not draw

is

joined to this thought,

this conclusion

:

" Since

it

is

evident that

of adjuration

all objects

have a reference to God, by which they acquire their import, we arc
to swear 07ily by God ;" but, on the contrary, " Since we are to refrain from swearing in general, and all oaths refer originally to God,
the eternal and true, we are not to employ amj oath the simplest
statement of opinion is sufficient, any thing further has sprung from
the source of evil, and become necessary only by reason of sin."
The idea, that only the ahuse of oaths is forbidden, can never be
defended by a true interpretation. In the passage, James v. 12, a
different view might, for a moment, commend itself, on account of
but even there, on a closer exthe different position of the words
amination, the connexion requires the sense of prohibiting oaths in
This absolute prohibition of our Lord can occasion no difgeneral.
;

;

ficulty, [if

we

consider that here again Christ

law, but uttering a truth.

The Jews

is

not giving

o,

formal

in taking oaths, proceeded on

the assumption that there are oaths which must be kept, and others
which may be violated, while declarations without this sanction, may

be so with entire impunity. Our Saviour sets aside entirely this
artificial distinction.
An oath founded on the false conception of
being essential to create an obligation to keep one's word is sin.
Every luord must be truth, and uttered in a conscious appeal to an
omnipresent and holy God. Every loord must he an oath in the true
Hence follows that before the court (Matth. xxvi. 63) and
sense.
even elsewhere (Eom. i. 9 ; ix. 1 ; 2 Cor. ii. 17 ; xi. 10 ; Phil. i. 8 ;
1 Thess. ii. 5 and 10) it must be allowed to call God to witness ;
provided that this be done /or the sake of others, and not under the
delusive idea that it is by our adjuration that we are obligating ourselves to speak truth.
E.]
The ffth instance comprises the nature of the law
Ver. 38-42.
in a general maxim, and opposes the evangelical princiiole to the

—

Pharisaical conception of

which

is

it.

The

idea of retaliation {jus talionis),

the foundation of law in general,

dvTt dcpOaXjiov

scil. dcoaetg k. t. A.,

is

expressed in

an eye for an

eye, etc.

dcpdaXfibv

Exod. xxi,

But the Pharisees made such a use of retaliation, that it could
not but become a cloak for revenge and uncharitableness. Christ,
on the contrary, conceives the idea of law in the spirit of the jiurest

24.

love,

and derives thence the command of self-denial and

resignation.

Matthew
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V. 38-42.

''Eye for eye, tooth for tooth," is an eternal law in the government
hut love takes the hrothcr's fault on itself, and, hy
thus becoming like him, causes him to become like it. Thus, out
of the jus falionis, love jDrocures redemption and forgiveness, which
is nothing but retribution reversed, and cannot, therefore, exist withof the world

;

out the sufferings of the Redeemer.
the essence of the Gospel
TTovrjpC),

repelling force

by

;

the law

force.*

is

This conquering by yielding is
founded on the dv-ioriivai tw

The manifestations

of love

-in

con-

trast with the rude character of retaliation, are then presented in

four instances, arranged in an anti-chmax.
is

the most grievous

(paTrt^eiv is

Outrage on the person

of kindred meaning with KoXaipi^eiv,

the latter, however, denoting rather blows with the

fist)

;

next to

comes the demanding of property {KpireaOai, to claim
be/ore a trihunaT) ; ashing, as the mildest form of presenting a request, forms the close.
Between the two latter forms, dyyapewetv, to
constrain, is placed, as partaking of both.
(The term is of Persian
origin, but was adopted into the prevalent languages of antiquity
the Aramaic language also adopted it. See Buxtorf. Lex. talm. s. v.
"^"'i:.^?.)
In Luke vi. 30, the words aal dno rov atpovrog rd ad ^r)
d-airei, are added
the general thought for the particular instances
{'AnaiTeo) = toas, to exact, to demand.)
in Matthew.
The preceding observations on marriage and oaths apply hkethis in order

;

—

The Saviour

wise to the carrying out of this command.

does not

intend by his precept for his kingdom to invalidate the truth of the
maxim, " An eye for an eye," as a legal principle ; he who holds
the legal jDosition cannot, and must not, be treated otherwise than
according to the law.f But for him who is possessed by the spirit
of the Gospel, without ha^ing as yet overcome the power of sin, the

conduct indicated by the Saviour is suitable. Where the spirit is
uncultured and hard, there it would not be love, but unldndWhat, for instance, could be
ness, to shew unappreciated love.
more unkind than a literal use of the precept, Travrl rw ahovvri
ae didov, give TO EVERY MAN that asheth of thee ?
It would be to
form begging vagabonds. Hence the application and exercise of
the laws of love cannot be reduced to fixed rules ; love alone teaches
still

*

We

cannot very

-n-ell

cumstances, to oppose what

an individual,

in

whom

to this mixture of

God does not
conquest in

take ttovt/pQ as neuter here
is

there

evil in itself.
is,

at the

same

;

But here the

for

it is

evil is

our duty, under

viewed

time, a susceptibility for good.

good and bad, the Saviour may

say, that the

all cir-

in its effects in

In reference

member of the kingdom

of

good a perfect
the heart of his brother, by the manifestation of forbearing love, which is exresist the manifestations of sin, in order to

accomplish

for the

preiised thereby.

f Thus the Saviour himself answers the rude servant who struck him on the face : If
I have spoken evil, prove that it is evil but if I have spoken right, why smitcst thou me?
;

John
as

it

xviii. 23.

To turn

to

him the other cheek would have been an

would have brought the man

tuipitude.

Paul behaves

infraction of love,

into the temptation of increasing his sin

similarly,

Acts

xxiii. 3.

by increased

—
Matthew
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V. 42-45.

us to apply them properly, and enables the scribe, instructed to the
kingdom of heaven, to bring out of his treasure things neio and old.

For

this order of things, before the full manifestation of the king-

dom
has

God, the law still retains its application yet the Gospel
which it is ever gradually unfolding its nature

of

;

its sj)hcre, in

more

perfectly.

to love

—

At last Jesus comes to what is highest and final
The command, ^?.-}h p^rjx'i, Thou shalt love thy neigh-

Ver. 43-45.
-itself.

hour (Lev. xix. 18),

apj^lied it is true, iminediately , as the context

shews, to the nation of Israel, which, to themf in their partial state
of development, represented

neighhour, in

its

that collective humanity, to which
.

But the hypocritical
command, that we were at

profoundest sense referred.

Pharisees drew the inference from this

('E%0p6f like hostis, primarily " one not
See the passages quoted in Wetstein and
They not only tolerated hatred of enemies, as
Schottgen, ad loo.)
something at the time not quite conquerable, but they cherished it
as something allowable, nay, included (by implication) in the command. To this outrageous interpretation of the Old Testament,
liberty to hate our

enemy.

,

of the same people."

Jesus opposes his own, which unfolds the undeveloped truth from
The fulness of love, taught by
its inward nature and principle.
Jesus, and imparted from his fulness to his people, not only extends
over the narrow circle of national affinities, but makes what
posite, as well as

what

akin to

is

it,

the object of

is

its exercise.

different manifestations of love (aya-nav, evXoydv, KaXCJg

op-

The

ttoieTv, irpo-

form a climax, and are in contrast with the forms of
hatred these latter, indeed, as such, cannot and ought not to be
loved but the individuals are, in whom they are seen, since there
is in them the latent germ of a nobler existence, which is to be
awakened by the power of love. But the love here enjoined, is no
passive love, residing merely in the domain of feeling
for that can
never be excited by the manifestations of hatred, but is influenced
only by kindred qualities ; it is rather love as a power of the will,
which is able to overcome all (opposing) feelings. For this reason,
too, assimilation to God is assigned as the end of the manifestation
of love to enemies.
(In vl6(;, son, the representation of the image,
GEvxeoOaL),
;

;

;

existing in the Father,

commands us

to abhor

is

it

expressed.)

(Rom.

xii. 9),

As God abhors

him

who lives in pure, divine love. The Spirit
him to separate the evil from the man and while
former, to love the latter.
But such love man cannot

teaches

he hates the

and-

evil

so does he, too,

in

evil,

man;
of God

but blesses the
;

obtain for himself by a determination of will or by any effort, for it
is divine ; he can receive it only by spiritual communication in faith.

Yet

this

by no means excludes the

possessed, as

it is

effort to exercise it before it is

that very effort that awakens us to the conscious-

Matthew
ness of

its necessity.

Luke vi. 28
law term, meaning "
only in

sult ;"

V. 45-48.

('ETrrjQedi^ecv

315

occurs, besides in this passage,

Peter iii. 16. According to Pollux, it is a
to drag before a judge with ignominy and inthen, in general, " to injure," " to insult.")
Lidic adds an;

1

other trait, lend hoping for nothing again (vi. 35), where, likewise,
sincere, disinterested love is expressed.
Luke has expanded this

thought afterwards, when he comes to portray the forms in which
On the whole, with the exception of
one unessential transposition, Luke has the same thoughts here, and
they must, therefore, certainly be regarded as original, integral parts
of the Sermon on the Mount.
natural love manifests itself

—

Yer. 46, 47.
As a parallel to this sacred love, which includes
even what is hostile in the sphere of its exercise, and which is
bestowed in regeneration alone, Jesus brings forward natural love,
which loves only what is akin to it, and, in that, itself essentially.
(Ephes. V. 28, " He that loveth his wife, loveth himself.")
Such

the prevailing power of love in the Old Testament, a few traces
of love to enemies excepted (as in the case of David, 1 Sam. xxvi.)

is

which point to a future higher grade of religious

life.

As such

it

does not stand opi^osed to the higher love of Christ, but beneath, as
something subordinate, which has its analogy even in the animal

The reXCdvat and tidviKoi, publicans and Gentiles, in Matthew,
the afiaproXoi, sinners {nopvai, Matth. xxi. 31) in Luke, are menworld.

tioned as standing emblems, vnth the Pharisees, of what

is

despised.

In the publican, in particular, the prominent characteristic

is

being

involved by the calls of his station in the lowest worldly connexions;
for wliich reason the taxgatherers are used as a symbol of worldliness and its temptations.

of love of all kinds.)

{'Aa-d^eaOai

—In these

reivard, appears again.

is

a general term for tokens

verses, moreover, the idea of fuoOog,

(See note on ver. 12.)

Natural love

is

represented as being accompanied by a less reward than pure love.
There is evidently a condescension here to the legal level, for it is
just the nature of sincere love to seek no other reward than that

which

is

in itself.

But

as, in fact,

the possession of

it

involves all

God is love (1 John iv. 8), and
whom God dwells it is certainly true,

that constitutes blessedness, because

no one can love but he in
But a distinction between love and
also, that its reward is great.
its reward, and of an effort to attain the former for the sake of the
latter, can exist only on the level of the law
pure love seeks
;

;

own sake, for it includes in itself all that can be desired.
Ver. 48.
The last words contained in this verse are, as it were,
the key-stone which completes the whole.
The general result not

itself foi its

—

merely of our Lord's last commands, but of all that precedes, is
Let perfection be your aim. (^Y.aeade ovv is parallel with ottcj^- y^vrjade
:

above, ver. 45.)

For the observance of but one of these commands,

Matthew
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as here laid

VI. 1-6.

;

down by our Lord, nothing

does not,

It

cient.

V. 48

short of perfection

thought,

alter the

therefore,

is

suffi-

instead of

if,

Matthew, we read oUripixoveg, merciful, as
For neither pure love nor mercy can be con-

reXeiot, perfect, as it is in
it is

in

Luke

vi.

36.

ceived alone in the
in perfection

;

with the one.
understand it

God

soul,

without the other qualities involved

must necessarily be conceived as joined
But to refine upon the idea of " perfect," and to
of a relative perfection, is evidently forbidden by the

words subjoined
pared with

human

so that all

:

loa-ep 6 -narip

ver. 45,

cannot

as your father, whicli, as comthing else than that the image

vixCov,

mean any

men, as the sons of the highest. AcOld Testament,
>:£* ©in;?
^s tsviij? tn^^ni (Lev. xi. 44), which Peter adopts
ajLoi
yevEode^ ort iyu) dyiog eiiii, he ye holy, etc. (1 Pet. i. 16), and is exThat is, as in that passage the requirement of holiplained by it.
ness on man's part is founded on the holiness of God, so here also
so that this passage may be interpreted,
in relation to perfection
"Be ye perfect, because God is perfect." The perfection of man,
as well as his holiness, is not separate from that of God, such as
man might possibly attain of himself it is the divine perfection
itself; God himself designs to be the perfect and holy One in man.
In this way the passage must be interpreted, on the principle that
every speaker is the expositor of his own words, even though we
of

to be represented in

is

cordingly, the passage

is

parallel with that in the

;

;

;

should regard the notion itself as

Matth.

1-6.

vi.

—After

false.

this prefatory comparison of the holy

character of the doctrine of Jesus with the unholy teachings of the
doctors of the law, the thought of

opposed to the appearance
sitory for

v,

20

is

resumed.

the laUer has what

is

and proper end (orrwf

object

its

;

The

visble

reality is

and tran-

So^aadoJacv vrrb tgjv

may

have glory of men), the former what is
invisible aii-i eternal
God in heaven is placed in contrast with men
on earth. c^ucaLoovvT]--' righteous7iess, conveys again, as in ver. 20,
the general idea of a right relation to God, viewed in the light both
This contrast is viewed in
of the Ov\ and the New Testament.
dv6pu)7T0)v,

that they

;

(ver. 5) as the prominent man{^aXm^uv, sound a trumpet, is not
to be t'-.ken literally, but figuratively, " to do any thing with ostenMiadov d-rxEXEiv, have a reiuard, is spoken of in reference to
tation."

reference to alms (ver. 2)
ifestati<>ns

and prayer

of the religious

life.

the tinae of the future general reward, when only what is eternal
finds its reward, because it was accomplished by the working of God's
The figure in ver. 3 cannot mean total unconeterpial Spirit.)
scioV'Sness, which should in no case exist, but only the absence of
* The reading

an A-^Ianatiou of
i^h'^^.

Paul uses

e^.eri/xoavvr;,

diKaLoavvTj,
it

which

is

supported by very

which, in later Greek,

is

many

used

for

Codd.,

is,

probably, only

"alms," like the

in 2 Cor, ix. 9, for " kindness," " charitableness."

Hebrew

—
Matthew VL
self-appropriation of the act

to

its

it

has even

origin

— to the

;

817

6-13.

every good deed must be referred
from which it springs ; there

spiritual source

now its hidden reward, and hereafter its open one.
the outward proclamation of works of love by the Pharisees is

To

=

opposed the humble ignorance of one's doings. (Ta/itetov =::= n^Vf
a chamber, to which they could retire for prayer, in quiet,
Acts X. 9 see also Isa. xxvi. 20. The term v-oKpirri^, Mjpocrite,
occurs frequently in the Gospels e. g., in this chap., ver. 5, 16 ;
vii. 5
XV. 7 ; xvi. 3 ; xxiii. 13, and frequently in Matthew
again
in Luke vi. 42 ; xi. 44, etc.
The verb vnoKpiveaOai occurs only in
vTrepoJov,

;

—

;

Luke

;

XX. 20.

It

properly originally

is

=

drroKpiveodai, to ansioer,

then particularly, " to answer as a character in a play" i. e., " to
act on the stage."
Then, in general, " to assume a form not one's
own" " to represent it." In the New Testament it is always used
of religious form, with which the inward nature does not corre-

—

spond.)

Yer. 7-13.

—These verses bring out the

last remark in a special
In Phariseeism, not only does the character of hypocrisy manifest itself in prayer, but also the heathen notion (perpetually
"reproduced from the heathenism inherent in- human nature), that
prayer avails as 02)itsj)p_erutMm,jind, consequently, from length and
copiousness of words. From the pure idea of God, the Saviour
teaches us to regard the inward disposition and the purity of thought
resulting thence as that which is well-pleasing to God.
Matthew
also presents, as a pattern, a prayer given by Jesus, which is pervaded by simplicity, depth, and humility. Luke (xi. 1) records the
circumstances which occasioned our Lord to give such an injimction.

application.

The

disciples felt their spii'itual poverty,

them

grace to teach
for

it is

to pray.

Hence, too,

and supplicated
it is said,

his rich

" thus pray ye ;"

a prayer calculated for the position of sinful men, not for

him who knew no
TroXvarixovg

viivovg

from Ntsa, effutivit; but
Bdrrov rcvbg [laKpovg kol

(BarroAoyeZv--' is not

sin.

according to Suidas

it

is

derived

TrotTJaavTog.'f

d-rro

Hence

(iaTroXoyia

=

TroAvAoy/a.)

Superstition places the reason of the hearing of prayer not in the

grace of God, but in

its

own

Unbelief deduces the

godless work.

uselessness of prayer from the omniscience of God, in

whom

it

Faith rests its humble prayer precisely on
Thus our Lord teaches us to
this holy, gracious, divine knowledge.
pray in faith, because God knows, before the petition what we need
{XP^ia, need, taken both bodily and spiritually), and, •consequently,
can himself prompt the acceptable prayer, and fulfil it accordingly.
does not itself believe.

* See the copious discussion on this rare term, which
plkius in one passage

No. XX.,
f

"

(in Epict. enchir., c. 37) in TholiLcKs

p. 114.)

One

Battus,

who composed

long prolix hymns."

is

nowhere used but by Sim,'

Comm.

(Clark's Bibhcal Cab.,

Matthew
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he knoios, are to be taken as the reason

wbicli prevents the Christians from praying after the heathen
ner.

The

vice),

but for his own sake

manhim a serto him the

believer does not pray for God's sake (to do
;

that

God knows,

consohition that he cannot ask wrong

he

affords

concerned only for
God's will, not for his own. The prayer of the believer is therefore
nothing less than the divine will itself becoming manifest in humanity thus the Lord's Prayer is conceived. It is an expression
of the highest, final, divine plans in the government of the world,
both as to the whole and the individual.
;

for

is

;

With reference, first, to the state of the text of the Lord's
Peayer,* the doxology at the close is undoubtedly of later origin,
and is added for liturgical purposes. In the Const. Aposf., vii. 24, it
appears-in the process of formation;
aliovag.

'Afirjv.

—For

it

reads, art aov tartv

thine is the Jcingdom

for

r)

jSaaiXeia el^

Amen.

ever.

But

the contents are profound and agreeable to the spirit of the prayer,
and, therefore, certainly belonging to a period when pure Christian

wanting in Codd., B. D, L.,
Testament shews. Still it
is found as early as the Peshito, where, however, it may be an interpolation.
So also the petitions, " Thy wiU be done on earth as it is
in heaven ;" and, " But deliver us from evil," are wanting in the
They are wanting not only in B. L., but also in
text of St. Luke.
the earliest fathers, as in Origen (de Orat., p. 226, edit, de la Rue,
feeling prevailed in the church.

and in many

vol.

ii.),

from

who

It

others, as Griesbach's

is

New

expressly notices the omission.

But

pears to have abridged here, in

Matth,

V. 1.

These petitions do

it

does not follow

Luke rather apthe same manner as we noticed at

this that they are spurious in the prayer

not, indeed,

;

form an essential part

of the prayer, since they are included in those immediately preced-

but for an unfolding of the meaning they are an integral part.f
Whether Christ meant to lay doivn a stated formula
in this prayer ? may be best answered to this effect, that the Saviour
certainly had in view, as his primary object, to teach the disciples to
pray in spirit but in so far as he contemplated the arising of an
outward church that should require liturgical formulas, he might intend its permanent use also ; and the church has done right to reBut that no value is to be ascribed to the letter, is shcAvn
tain it.
by the variation with which the Evangelists themselves record the
In Eabbinical and Talmudical writings (according to Wetprayer.

ing

The

;

question.

;

* "We possess separate expositions of this prayer by Origen, Tertullian, and Cyprian.
\ On the form of the Lord's prayer found in Luke, see the more copious remarks in
note on Luke

xi. 3,

ff.

On

the omission of the doxology, see Rodiger^s dissertation at the

end of the synopsis, p. 231,
iulliaji is discussed by Nitzsch,
fif.

Umbreit, 1830, H. 4, S. 846,

fif.

A

transposition of the second

in the " Studien

und

Meyer's " Blatter

give an exposition of the prayer.

and third

Kritiken," published

fiir

petitions in

Tfer-

by Ullmann and

hohere Wahrheit," Th.

v., S.

10,

ff.,

—

——
;

;
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stem, Schuttgen, Lighf/oot, in their notes on this passage) there are

many thoughts akin
how much of what

very

thence

Jewish writings
dantic Eahbins.

;

only

it

But

it

We

to the individual petitions.

learn

and true is contained in the
is generally mixed with error by the peis very perverse to infer from this relationis

spiritual

ship of the prayer to Rabbinical passages, that Jesus compiled his

prayer by reflection from such elements of Jewish prayers.
ever of noble and true was presented to

him

What-

in the national culture

wrought only to stimulate his inward development and even what
he did derive thence, he reproduced with fresh life from his own creBut the exposition has not only to unative and vitalizing power.
fold the individual thoughts, but to regard them in their connexion.
Regarded as a whole, the Lord's Prayer contains but one thought
the desire of the kingdom of God* into which all the prayers of
;

J
'

—

God's children (and, as such, Christ here teaches us to pray) may be
resolved.
This one thought, however, is conceived in two relations ;
A)'st,

in reference to God's relation to

man

—thus

in the first three

which represent the kingdom of God as advancing to comand the highest purpose of God expressed as a wish neoct,

petitions,

pletion,

in reference to man's relation to

in

God

—thus in the

;

last four petitions,

which the hindrances to God's kingdom are noticed.

part commences, therefore, with spealring of the riches of

Thy name be hallowed
Thy kingdom come to us
Thy will be done.

The ^rst
God
:

;

The second

man

part,

;

on the other hand, speaks of the poverty of

:

To us
To us

give daily bread
forgive sins

;

;

Us lead not into temptation
Us deliver from evil.
hope is expressed of the
founded in the nature of the unchangeable God himself, who, as the chief good, will cause the good to be
realized in a manifest form (the kingdom of God.)
At tlie same
time, this prayer admits of an apphcation to the individual (who is

In the

significant doxology, the certain

prayer being heard

—a

hojie

compelled, however, in the constantly recurring plural, to regard

himself in connexion with

all),

as well as to collective

humanity

being uttered from the inmost soul of humanity, and seizing the relation of God to the sinful race in its
for this very reason, that

* Luther

is right, therefore,

in saying, " the true Christian prays an everlasting Lord's

Prayer," inasmuch as his whole desire centres in God's kingdom.

Matthew
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meets the wants of the whole and of the individual
is living in faith.
Every prayer
directed not to transitory particulars, but to eternal things, is indeepest root,

it

equally, provided always that he

cluded in the Lord's Prayer.
In the invocation " Our Father which art in heaven"

(Xla-rep

:

Tjudv 6

h Totg ovQavolg),

what

earthly and transitory to what

is

there

is

implied, Jirst, an elevation above
is

eternal

and enduring

next, the consciousness of our relationship to the eternal.

;

and,

The name

Father presupposes the consciousness of sonship (Kom. viii. 15), This
sentiment marks the prayer as belonging to the New Testament for
though Isaiah exclaims, ir as npx •'s, tJwu art ourfather (Isa. Ixiii. 16),
yet that must be viewed as a momentary illumination of the higher
spirit of the New Testament
in general, the relation of servant to
master (in which relationship is subordinate) prevails in the Old Testament. Tlhe first iDetition dyiaad7]T0) to ovoim aov, lialloiued be thy
Ayid^eaOai, used
name, is closely connected with the two following.
of what is unholy, means " to be made holy ;"* but, used of what is
holy, it means to be recognized as such"
The spread of
^"'"I^H-t
the pure worship of God is, therefore, the subject of this petition.
Only, as Augustine (de Corr. et Grat. c. 6) very truly remarks, this
is not here to be understood of outward progress, but of inward ; so
that the meaning is, " sanctificetur nomen tuum in nobis. A
;

;

:

'

=

what

li;nowledge of

holy (not in idea merely, but experimentally),

is

presupposes inward holiness
this place,

is

therefore

ployed by John (John

much
xiii.

itself,

latter in its nature.

kindred minds know what

xiv.

;

13

divine

inasmuch

is

of dyLci^ecOai, be hcdloived, in

like that of do^d^eadat, glorified, as

31

The

sense of being glorified.

the divine essence

for only

;

The meaning

akin (Psalm xxxvi. 10).

;

xv. 8,

name

and elsewhere)

(ovo[xa

as it expresses

=

tsi) is

and

em-

in the

put for

reveals the

(See the locus classicus, Exod. xxiii. 21).

The

must therefore, first of all, glorify itself in human nature, and
by that means become known to man in its true nature not till
then can the kingdom of God come. The second petition eXd^rcj rj
(iaoiXeia aov, thy kingdom come, regards the divine power exerting
divine

;

:

itself ivithin,

which

is

supposed, in the

petition, as appearing

first

[from the original source of all grace the suppliant
passes over to the final consummation of the plan of salvation, comp.
outioardly

Kev.

xxii.

;

20

so far as the

;

in the third petition again to the present]

kingdom

of

God

;

but, in

appears again as displaying and devel-

* Tholuck gives it tlie signification, '• to treat as holy," " to keep holy," which supposes,
however, " a being holy," if it is to be real. It seems, therefore, more natural to understand it in this place as denoting the cause, rather than the consequence.
God is not for the sake
\ That God be honoured should be the Christian's first desire.
of man, but
istence.

the

is

God

of and for himself.

The name of God, Jehovah, designates his self-exus, we must first of all acknowledge him as

Before asking God's grace toward

bemg who owes

nothing to

us,

and to

—

whom we owe all

as God.

—

[E.

Matthew
oping
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itself,

aov

Christ subjoins, in

K. T. A.,

thy

he done,

ivill
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third petition,
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etc.,
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mation of the kingdom of God, -which consists

ment

of God's will

;

yevrjd/jTO)

in order to express the

to OiXr]-

consum-

in the unlimited fulfil-

so that the three petitions stand related to

The words " as

other as beginning, end, and middle.

each

in heaven, so in

now apconsumma-

earth," express the unqualijied fulfilment of the will, which

pertains to the heavenly state* ovAj, but which, in the
tion, is to

extend to earthly things

also.

In the second half of the Lord's Prayer, the subjective distance
from the kingdom of God, and the steps of approach to it, are apprehended and described with the supplementary thought, " That it

/

may

be

so,

give us daily the bread of

not denote bodily food merely,

among purely

is

Thsii^agxoq-yiyreod, does

life."

seen from the context

;

stands

it

and supposes spiritually-disposed
petitioners.*
True, the suppliant should set out from his physical
existence, and ascend to what is higher
for which reason the reference to bodily nourishment, on which the existence of the whole
spiritual petitions,

;

man

depends, should not be excluded, nay,

immediate one

as the

upon

as included,

;

it

may

even be regarded

food must

s]3iritual

still

be looked

since otherwise the important petition for the

God would be

Spirit of

as spiritual food to

but the

entirely wanting in the prayer.

man, as a

spirit, see

—

Matth.

iv.

4

;

(On aprof,
John vi. 32,

compared with 41, 48, 50, 51. The word ETTiovmog, which occurs
nowhere else, is difficult.f Some derive it from the particle emovaa,
which is used like sequens [Acts vii. 26 xvi. 11 xxi. 18 xxiii,
;

=

;

;

ih>a, which, accord11], particularly in the phrase ^liga i~Lovoa
ing to Jerome, was used in this passage in the Ev. sec. Hehr. [Comm.

ad loci. -^^^ ^^^ interpretation, which Dr. Paulus extends even to the future in general, is in contradiction to Matth. vi.
In that case the con34, where care for the morrow is forbidden.
Others more cornexion of oiifieQov with i-iovaiog is inappropriate.
in Matth.

—

from ovaia,\ in the sonse of suhstanticdis so that the
term is meant to define the bread more accurately in its nature,
nourishment for the. true being of man or what is sufiicient for exwhat is enough. Thus Thohcck.)
istence
In the consciousness of the dependence of spiritual and bodily
hfe on '^.- and his preserving power, the consciousness of guilt is

rectly derive it

—

—

*
earth,

As

heaven, -^'here angels perfectly

where we

daily bread.

still

fulfil

the will of God, stands separated from

we need for our earthly hfe, earthly,
from spiritualizing the simple sense of the prayer. [E.

dwell in a state of expectancy,

It is better to refrain

—

f Origen (de Orat, p. 94) regards it as a word coined by the Evangelist himself, without giving an etymology. The derivation from the participle is admissible after the ana-

logy of

Tzepiovat.oQ iOe^.ovaioc.

as from that of ievai.
X

The word

is

but from the noun

Vol.

I— 21

But

it

may be

derived from the participle of

eli>ai

as well

See Tholuck in his comm. on the passage.

not i-oicLor but I-lovglo^, being derived not from the noun iirovmn,
oiiGia

and the prop

i-i.

— [E.

—
Matthew
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expressed in the f/th petition, and from wliich the

is

desire proceeds to see all hindrances arising thence taken

That the prayer

forgiving love.

is

that of a believer,

away by

is

evident

from " as tve also forgive ;" in wliich words forgiveness is again (see v.
7) made dependent on the forgiving love in the heart, which alone
permits us to believe in forgiveness, without denying that this love
The idea of debt is taken very widely,
is itself the gift of grace.*
comprehending sin in general, which, even in believers, contracts
new debts, that need continual forgiveness {. e., blotting out. See
and in ver. 14, immediately
the similes, v. 25, and Luke vii. 41, ff.
below. A lively perception of sin is accompanied by a sense of
weakness, such as may not only disobey God's command occasionally,
but even fall from it altogether. This is the view taken in the sixth
petition.
(On -neipd^eiv, see note on Matth. iv. 1.) The dangerous
nature of temptation, from which the children of God beg to be delivered, lies in the disproportion between the power of the new life,
and that of evil. The fear of God, therefore, in the believer begs
The Saviour having been already led
for the removal of the cup.f
into one temptation at the beginning of his ministry, and having
overcome it to the saving of men,| prays himself (for he became in
all things like us, only without sin), in the second temptation, at
the close of his ministry "if it be possible, let this cup pass from
me." (Matth. xxvi. 39.) In this petition, therefore, the assurance
;

:

* The words, " as

we

must not be understood as determining the meamen in a higher degree than they themGod always forgives completely and
selves shew forgiveness, no one would be forgiven.
absolutely while man oftentimes, even when honestly struggling, can forgive partially
The words are rather to be
only that is, so as that something yet remains in the mind.

sure of forgiveness

;

also forgive,"

God

for if

did not forgive

;

—

taken as a proof how much God is forgiving love, since he not only forgives the believer
Being able to forgive others, is achis own sin, but also enables him to forgive others.
cordingly a token to the believer of his being in a state of grace
therefore be thus paraphrased

:

"

Forgive us our sins

—that

is,

and the

;

petition

may

reveal the entire fulness of

thy forgiving love unto us, as thou givest us to taste it in this, that in thy power we can
Moreover, we must not overlook, that forgiving sins toward man is alone spoken
forgive."
of; for

we

cannot and ought not to forgive sins against God.

eiu against himself, but

on

does the Apostle Paul

also,

his

Thus David forgives Shimei's
the Lord; and thus

deathbed he retains the sin against

according to 2 Tim.

iv.

14-1 G.

f lYeipaaiing, temptation, trial, may be (a) the trial to which God puts his people tor
their good (Rom. v. 3; James i. 2-4; 1 Pet. i. 6, f), for whose removal the Christian vrill

not pray

•

(b)

tation," is not
if we pray

to

temptations of personal

appt :able
oiiri.

This

;

(c)
is

lust,

James

the following, "but deliver us," etc.— [E.
\ See in the Epistle to the Hebrews ii. 18
ing tempted, ho

is

i.

12

;

to this

the malicious assaults of Satan from

."

lead us not into temp-

which God preserves us

here the only appropriate meaning, and to this corresponds

:

able to succour them that are

"For

in that

tempted.''''

he himself hath sufered beagain, 1 Cor. x. 13, were

And

—

namely, Oeloc, in
Tveipaa/io^ dv6pur:ivog seems to be placed in contrast with another
which God himself, as in the cases of Abraham, Job, and other distinguished believers,
Saviour,
nature shudders.
the
of
led
that
into
temptation
trials
in
at
such
and particularly
To le led into temptation must, however, be carefully distinguished from presumptuous
determined entering into it, which is one with tempting God.
;

—
Matthew
is
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not implied, that no temptation shall happen to the believer

Lord drank the cup, so every follower must drink Ms
(Matth. xx. 23.)
As the two previous petitions referred to salvation in particular
points, so finally, the seventh petition embraces salvation in its comrather, as our

cup

also.

prehensive sense.*

As

the whole prayer implies a community of
the close, good appears in contrast with

spirit in all believers, so, at

by the overcoming of which the kingdom of God attains
consummation and further temptation becomes impossible.

e\al itself;
its

Hence, the dXXd,
er

we take

rov

hut, in contrast

Txovrjpov,

provided the neuter

is

with the previous petition.

Wheth-

of evil, as masculine or as neuter, is indifferent,
regarded as including all that is wicked and

according to which notion

it is Satan's very element.
The
however, more agreeable to Bible usage. (Matth. xiii.
19, compared with ver. 38 ; Ephes. vi. 16 ; 2 Thess. iii. 3.)
The
petition for the consummation of the work of salvation connects itself
with the beginning, since that is the kingdom of God and the dox-

evil,

masculine

is,

;

ology,

though not uttered by our Lord, but added by the church

the Christian

spirit,

assures to us the fulfilment of

asked by the consciousness that

all is

means of tliis highest and only good,

God's

good

in

that has been

all

and, consequently, by

;

triumph
would seem
that power (dvvafug) should have been mentioned be/ore kingdom
{j3a(7iXeia), as being the more general idea, by the instrumentality of
which that kingdom is realized. But this order was probably chosen
for this reason, that it is not the divine omnipotence in an absolute
sense that is meant, but its manifestation in the establishment of
the kingdom of God, which the whole prayer presupposes.
Hence,
the doxology being, as it were, an assurance of the certain fulfilment
of the prayer, declares very appropriately, first, that the kingdom is
the object of God's desire that is, its realization is luilled by God
then that his power carries it forward, and hence will assuredly
bring all to a consummation.
as the evil

is

of destruction.

At

all

first sight,

as certain of

is

however,

it

—

Ver. 14, 15.

— The

;

subsequent thoughts are in Luke

more immediately connected with the

prayer.

(xi. 4, ff.)

Matthew expands

the thought in ver. 12, respecting the exercise of forgiveness, in
order to the receiving of forgiveness, with which the closing petition
also stands connected, inasmuch as salvation is a comprehensive
forgiveness, of

which only the forgiving mind

is

a

fit

subject.

similar thought occurs in a different connexion in Matth.

xi.

(A

25, 26.)

The difficulty here is that forgiveness seems to be made dependent
on the existence of love, while it is forgiveness received that first
produces love ; see note on Luke vii. 47. But it is not the first
* Chrysostom, the theologians of the Reformed church, the Anninians, the Socinian^
others, recognize only six petitions, as they join the eixth and seventh.

and

Matthew
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kindling of love proceeding from forgiveness, that is meant (although
the very reception of forgiveness supposes receptive love) ; but the
exercise of enkindled love in particular instances.
{UapdiTrcona, trespass, a single manifestation of the general diiapria, sin.

Mark

diJ.dpr7]na,

iii.

28.

rCJv ovpavCJv, is peculiar

Ver. 16-18.

It

The expression, nariip ovpdvtog, like
to Matthew
see Matth. vi. 26, 32
;

— The following verses are

with

is

=

j3aoi.Xeia
;

xv. 13.)

2 and 5
a renewed exhortation to seek for the reality instead of the appearance. After prayer and almsgiving, fasting is taken up as another manifestation of the religious life. ('A^ai'/^w denotes primarily

—

parallel

ver.

"to make invisible," thence "to spoil," "to destroy," as ver. 19.
Here, " to disfigure" the Latin, squalere. To sorrowing negligence
in externals is opposed joyful attire, denoted by anointing (dXELipat),
and washing (vi^at). In that (apparently open) exhibition of the

—

religious

life,

therefore, hypocrisy

is

manifest, which might be er-

roneously looked for in this (apparently not open) concealment of
it

;

most inward reference of our life
All stealthy glances towards the external are the fruit of

for the essence of piety is the

to God.

rw

opposed to being open before
inward man, to whom God
This fundamental thought, that God himself
reveals himself)
must be the end of human striving, extends to the close of the
chapter.
It is the thread by which the different thoughts hang,
which, according to Luke, stood in a different relation to Christ's
('Ev

hypocrisy.

men.

It

is,

/cpi^Trrw,

in secret,

is

therefore, equivalent to the

discourses.

Ver. 19-21.

—Earthly

possessions are placed in contrast with

heavenly ones in their indestructible nature, and the spirit is directed
thither
to the source of all truth. (2?/^, tinea = oo, Isa. li. 8. 'Qpu)oi<;
denotes in general the consuming process to which all earthly things
are subject.
The meaning " rust" does not suit ; for gold and silver

—

do not rust.* In Mai. iii. 11, it is used also for a kind of worm.)
The union of the heart with the treasure is assigned as the reason
The treasure
of this admonition to store up heavenly possessions.
is regarded as the aim of the longing and desire which proceed from
the heart. The concentrating of them on created things must produce misery, since the soul is destined for what is eternal.
Seeking after earthly treasure (which is so very
Ver. 22-24.
contrary to man's inward spiritual nature) implies, therefore, inward
The connexion with the preceding context is not altoimpurity.
gether simple, though not to be mistaken. This circumstance indi-

—

cates, doubtless, a different original position of the thought.

Luke

xi.

trated

by physical

34,

35.)

The

ones.

called Xvxvo^^ lamp.

relations

It

is

of our spiritual

life

(See

are illus-

remarkable that the eye should be

It seems to be merely the capacity of receiving
* See, however, note on James

v. 3.

Matthew
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to receive light implies a partaking in the

But capacity

light.

VI. 22-24.

" Were not thine eye sunny/' says Gtithe, with
(See
great depth and truth, " how could it ever behold the sun
Thus the eye, with the light which flows to it,
Psalm xxxvi. 9.)
a view w^hich is
is that which itself illuminates, which makes light
nature of

light.

V

—

optically

action

its

The

true.'-"

condition of the bodily eye, however, modifies

a-Xovq, single

:

—

-ovrjpog

=

douMe-sigJded, as

di~/(,ovq,

it

were (ver. 24), or even totally blind, to which okotelvoVj darJc, refers.
Just in the same way the Saviour views the spirit's inward eye the
reason

—the power of receiving divine

—

things.f

Its capacity for the

=

higher light implies the nature of light in it, whence (pcoq iv aoi
Jesus accordingly does not teach the absolute
^vx^'og, ver. 22.

man4

That noble power destined for divine
what is sensual, becomes blindness.
The inward light is dissipated, and the power of sight destroyed.
Spiritual darkness then is more fearful than bodily blindness. Luke,
however (xi. 36), brings out the other and opposite result that is,
the entire inward illumination of our being, by which the very last
(On the spetraces of darkness (j-u) txov n [x^pog oKoreivov) vanish,
moral depravity of
things,

when drawn away

to

—

the passage, see note on

cial difficulties in

Luke

xi. 36.)

This

is

followed immediately by the mention oitwo masters, in which comparison the double-sightedness glancing stealthily from God to the

—

—

expressed in another wny. The appropriateness of the
contrast lies in the completeness with which the one excludes the
other.
The relation of the masters to each other does not allow of

world

is

indifference

among

the servants.

Eate

opposed to love (dya-av), and desjnse

(nioelv),

therefore, stands

(icaracppoveXv),

to hold fast

"to seize any thing," "to
hold it fast," = P^t^v? thence "to pursue any thing with diligence
and interest," 1 Tliess. v. 14 Titus i. 9.) UafioJvag, or Uaiiitojvdg,
(according to Luke xvi. 9), from vsw, on the authority of Buxtorf,
(dvrexeoOat.)

{'AvrtxeoOaLrivog, properly

;

(lex. talm., p. 1217), is so

used in the Targums for the Hebrew

may be taken

ysa,

Greek -rXovTog,
Augustine observes on the passage " Congruit et imnicum
wecdtli.
nomcn, nam lucrum 2)unice Mammon dicitur." In opposition to
that the term

-isb,

as equivalent to the
:

* Philo expresses the same thought (de vit theor. ii. 482, edit. Mangey) whea he
dduvara tKyova rtKrei, aireipavrog eIq avrt/v uKnvag voijTug tov
7/ 6eo(pt7.f/g ipvx^i

says

:

zarpbr, aic dwrjcETai deupelv tu aoipiag doyfiara.
tjtc,

\

Job XX.

(See also Gesenius in the Lexicon,

s. v.,

9.)

The Reason, provided

it

has been made clear and pure, can receive divine things.

has a receptive faculty; but it cannot originate any thing divine out of itself. It is
the faculty of ideas. In the New
carefully to be distinguished from the understanding
It

—

Testament the former
Philo de cond. mundi,
X

The

" absolute

is vovr,
t. i.,

the latter ^p6vT]aLg.

p. 12,

says: Sizep vovg h> rpvx^, tovto

moral depravity of man,"

here under consideration.

The

(See the autlwr's Opuscula, p. 152, sq.)

is

6<pOa?i/xr)c

iv au^uari.

a subject which our Saviour has not

strongest affirmers of that depravity yet admit man's

possession of the natural faculties for apprehending moral truth.

— [K.

—
Matthew
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VI. 24-27.

God, money, when personified, appears as an

manner

idol, after the

of Plutus, without our being able to shew that an idol of this
was outwardly worshipped. In the Saviour's meaning, the

Mammon

applies to the author of evil, which consists precisely in

confounding what

(Rom.

name
name

xii.

is

we

9) if

not divine with what

is.
Evil we must hate
The natural man, from the

are to love good.

where good and evil are found mixed,
endeavours to avoid this alternative ; but Christ compels a decision
of the heart to pure love, which gives at once sincere hatred against

fear of encountering the world,

sin,

never against the person of the sinner.
Ver. 25-34.

— The Saviour

man, involved

raises

common

in his

earthly wants, and wasting his poor existence in the anxious satisfy-

ing of them, from subjection to the prince of this world, who
occupies his slaves with such cares, to faith in God, which gives
birth to a holy care that dispels those grovelling vexations of our
The passage, Phil. iv. 6, is a commentary on these
daily life.

In it the Apostle puts the command [iridlv nepijivure, he
anxious f07' nothing, in contrast with the direction to ask of God
what is needful. Prayer is, therefore, the opposite of anxious care,
because in prayer man commits the care to God. The natural man
cares without praying.
The brute, and the man who has become
words.

:

as the brute, care as little as they pray.

turns on the double meaning of

Viewed

2, soul.

other

man

places

—Ver.

is

to

him

i/ju;^^ TzvevfiaTuc?]),

words

:

iiepiixvuv

= Kapdia;

the principle of

the principle of

life

its

^i"©

i^o^j

discom'se
1, life;

is

(that

life

in the soul,
is,

in

the

chief requirements.

the

and, consequently, he provides for
r^ V^^i/'

The

two meanings involve each

and regards eating and drinking as
For the believer, the life of man, as such,
flesh,

soul alone

25.

=«?»?, which denotes,

in their essence, the

but the carnal

;

'^l^vxri

and the

V'^%^/ vicAved
it chiefly.

as

The

therefore, equivalent to tv ry

—

but ipvx^ is the object of care the psychical life.
Ver. 26. Faith in God's fatherly care for the nourishing of the
body is awakened by a view of his procedure in nature. (UereLvd

-^vxQ

Tov ovpavov
24,

made

=

b-^tt'in

special

:

The general expression is, in Luke xii.
nopaKag.) Man stands connature by his body, and may, therefore, trust

s:)':i>.

KaravoTJaare rovg

nected with physical

himself to fatherly love in reference to that, as unreservedly as the
But since a divine principle of life reigns in his
birds of heaven.
physical being, this bears him to a higher region of life.
Ver. 27.

—The helplessness of the creature in

all

that

is

external

viewed in contrast with the fulness of the Creator's power, who
daily nourishes all beings.
Man cannot make a single blade grow,
{'HXida is
nay, he cannot make any physical change in himself.
primarily " size of body," "stature" [Luke xix. 3], then "age" [John

is

Matthew
To add a

21.]*

ix.

VI. 27-30.
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cubit to the stature would be something

mon-

which does not exceed three cubits
in height.
From the connexion, something small is intended here.
Better, therefore, " to add a little to the age."
The care for eating
and drinking the conditions of physical life is an agreement with
this.
-,r;», Song
Ver, 28. The same apphes to raiment. {Kpivov
of Sol. ii. 1, lily. N?;0w, tieo, jilum ducere.) Ver. 29.
The formations of nature exceed in beauty all the formations of art.
Art,
therefore, can only try to imitate nature
a powerful motive to unreserved confidence in the wondrous Framer of the universe, in
whose kingdom the greatest and the least appear clothed in the
most splendid dress.
Ver. 30.
If God thus cares for what is most perishable, how
much more for the heirs of his eternal kingdom (In regions where
strous in proportion to the body,

—

—

—
—

=

—

—

!

wood

is

scarce, as generally in the East, the use of other substances,

and brushwood,

as grass

for burning, is the natural result of cir-

=

i^ji'sg vt^p, Matth. viii. 26
xiv. 31
deduced the prohibition of care for the
physical necessities of life
and that care is represented as rooted in
heathenism, where, instead of the living God who knows (ver. 8),
we meet with a blind fate {eljiapiievrj) which compels man to be his
own God. In ver. 33 and 34 the noble and freely expressed thought,

cumstances.

xvi. 8.)

—

'OXiyoTTioTog

Hence

A^er. 32.

;

;

is

;

—

that the believing child of

God

is

not careful,

qualified in order

is

to prevent the mistaken idea that the prohibition of care

stroy all exertion for earthly things.
IxEpii-ivilVj

Zri-eXv, seek, is

is

to de-

contrasted Avith

he anxious, so that the latter signifies anxiously caring

God,f the former striving in faith in God and with God.
(Luke, however [xii. 29], uses i^rj-eXv as sj^nonymous with jiFpinvav,)
VLpC^rov, first, gives the first rank to striving for the kingdom of God,
to which the striving for earthly things is subordinate.
For God's
fatherly care is manifested by the believer himself he does not expect in a spirit of tempting God, to be supported on air. The
"kingdom of God" is again to be taken in its large and indefinite
sense, as comprehending what is external and internal (see note on
Matth. iii. 2), as also the righteousness, which, though in itself an
essential feature of the kingdom of God (Rom. xiv. 17), is yet here
specially noticed, in order to indicate the nature of the kingdom of
God, whether inwardly or outwardly manifested, and to guard
tvitJiout

;

* In
f

me

Luke

the reverse: primarily time of
(xii.

life,

age,

29) subjoins the admonition:

occur elsewhere in the

Xcw

Testament.

then stature.

/i//

— [K.

fiEreupt^eade,

In the Old Testament

which word does not

it is

oflen found, as well

as fiETtcjpor, and the derivatives, fieTE(jpia/i6^, fxeTeupoTT/^, in the sense of being

proud.

(Psalm cxxxi. 1; Ezek. x.

16, 17;

suspenso esse animo, " filled with hope

—

ters

it

occurs only in this passage.

HereupiGfioc of fiepcftva.

2 Mace. v. 17; vii. 34.)

—

lofty,

In the sense ot

and fear" a sense not uncommon in profane wriThe ^eliat,6-r]i of TzicTi^ stands opposed to the

Matthew
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VI. 34

;

VII.

1, 2.

against false conceptions. The term -npog reOrjoerai, shall he added,
points to the divine as the immediate and proper object of all man's

endeavours, with which temporal blessings are associated subordiand necessarily, if the endeavour after God be pure. Hence

nately,

the exhortation closes with the words with which
jiEpL[iv/ior]Te,

ver, 25.

The words

it

began

[j-f]

:

avpiov,for the morrow, do

d(; ttjv

indeed seem to limit the universality of the exhortation, and to deBut in the idea of
scribe the care for the present as well founded.
care a reference to the future is always included, and the present
appears as provided for, as is seen in the succeeding context con;

sequently the requirement not to care, should be maintained to its
full extent (see 1 Peter v. 7); but as was observed, without thereby

excluding truly believing exertion. The words immediately followyap avpiov iiepiiivriaei ra tavrjjg, for the morroio loill talce
7]
thought, etc., confirm this view ; for in them' God is represented
ing
as
is

:

he who takes thought, since time itself, to which taking thought
must be viewed in its dependence on him, by whom

ascribed,

every need

is

supplied for every circumstance.

Lastly, the Saviour

from lading himself with care for the
future, the life of the believer in the present retains its burden beso that the talcing no thought urged
cause of the sin of the world
upon us, cannot be exenvption from suffering. (Kada is purposely
used, as it expresses physical ills, but in their moral origin. 'AgKerog
1 Peter iv. 3.)
As regards the critical
occurs also Matth. x. 25
avpiov
state of the verse, the Codd. vary in the words
?/ yap
others only rd while
fiepi[j,v7]Gei TO, mvTjjg, as some omit ra tavrrig
some give rrepl tavrriq or tavrfj. The various readings do not alter
the meaning essentially; but the usual construction of [lepiiivav
that, even apart

notices

;

;

:

is

with the accusative

;

—we

;

;

might, therefore, prefer

lavrrjg

as

more important to notice a punctuation
from the ordinary one, which Fritzsche (comment, in

the less common.
different

Matth.

p.

avpiov

fj

It

is

jw?)
ovv fiepiiw7]a7]Te elg ttjv
284), has adopted in the text
yap avpiov jj,epiiJ,vrjGEi.
Td tavTTJg dpKSTOV t^ W^P9' V "^ct'^^tt
:

Be

not anxious for the morrow; for the morroio will he
helongs to itself, its own evil, suffices for the day.
'H KaKia avTijg is then taken as in opposition with rd mvrjjg. This

avTTjg,

What

anxious.

punctuation seems to

me worthy

of regard

;

only the words

:

?J

yap

produce, perhaps, the impression of a defective
construction ; the words subjoined give more completeness to the
thought. The thought, however, is not essentially altered by this
avpiov

ixepijj,v7]aEi,

punctuation,
Ver.

1, 2.

and with

— [With decision

towards others.
ing others'

sins,

The way

kingdom of God,
we must combine mildness

in striving after the

strictness towards ourselves,

to righteousness consists not in discover-

but our own.

He

then who does this must

feel

—
Matthew
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YII. 2-6.

To

constrained to ask divine assistance (ver. 7-12.)

relations of

men

(v. 12That Matthew (ch. vii.) has not arbitrarily put together unconnected matter is shewn by the parallel passage of Luke vi. 37,
ff.]
The thought is expressed more fully in Luke vi. 37, 38 there

union with

God

corresponds provident conduct towards

20).

;

something similar in Mark

judgment,
Ka-aKpiveiv, Ka-aKpiim, condemn, etc., in
is in Matthew evidently
which sense they occur, Rom. ii. 1 xiv. 3, 4 1 Cor. v. 12, and
This is seen from the parallel word, Karadind^eLv, confrequently.
demn, used by Luke, which defines Kpiveiv^ and from the contrast
between d7To?iVEiv and 6id6mt in Luke vi. 37 ; the former of which
is

iv.

=

Kpiveiv, Kpi[xa, Judge,

24.

;

;

expressions denotes " acquittal by the court" (ahsolvere reu7n;) the
latter,

the " remission of what might be legally demanded."

ing, therefore, so far as it

is

testing, is not here forbidden

;

Judgthat

is

That state of
mind is forbidden in v^hich, forgetting his oiun sin, man condemns
the sins of others, thus assuming the place of a holy God, and hence
also judges falsely and perversely, rejecting the sinner with the sin.
The phrase " With what measure ye mete, it shall be measured
" An eye for an eye," Matth. v,
to you again," is equivalent to
38.
The nature of overflowing, forgiving love, which prepares us in
turn to receive forgiveness, is described by figure in Luke vi. 38.
(Merpov KaXov
inavov, a just measure, not falsijied ; -me^o), to press
together; aaXevo, to shaJce mid move to and fro, in order to force
p-^rn, Joel
vrTepEKxvvo[iai
as much as possible into the measure
always required by Scripture.

(1

.

Thess.

v. 21.)

:

:

=

=

;

ii.

24, the overfloiving of the filled-up measure

giving without love, which

=

KdATTOf

law.

is

in contrast to

all

done to avoid a direct violation of the

sinus, the lap of the flowing dress for receiving

the Old
frequent
—a
Psalm
Ver. 3-5. — The next verses carry

any thing
eig

p-'H,

—

in

figure

Tov koXttov, Jer. xxxii. 18

KvTa-TrodovvaL
Testament.
" to recompense.")
'

Ixxix. 12, for

;

out, in detail, the

which has just been viewed in

its

same thought

relation to the whole chapacter.

Uncharitableness sees the faults of others, while

it

overlooks

its

own pure love overlooks those of others, and watches sharply its own.
The same figure is found in the tract Baha Bath-a: Cum diceret

—

;

quis alicui, ejice festucam ex oculo tuo, respondit ille; ejice

trahem ex oculo
to have a beam,
serving

Ver.

it, is

6.

tuo.

not.

certainly

To have a sphnter in
But to have a beam

one's eye

et

tu

conceivable

;

in one's eye without ob-

an image of the wildest

— These exhortations

is

self-delusion.

to gentleness are followed very ap-

—

command to beware of the other extreme that
an indiscriminate pouring out of holy things from want of judgment. He who forbids our judging (which decides man's culpability), commands us to form an opinion (which marks only the state.)

propriately by the
is,

This latter

is

absolutely necessary for the child of God, in order to

;
:

Matthew
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VII. 6-12.

from the

(Kvve^, xolpoi, dogs, swiney
true.
natural condition, which shews itself in shamelessness, carnality, and lust ; these things the Christian must know as
distinguisli the

denote the

flilse

common

and not bring what

such,

is

holy into contact with

them

internal condition does not admit of their receiving

destructively on himself,

"A.y lov,

the law alone

jury of those

is fit

;

;"-"'-

and

for their
it

reacts

napyapirai, Jioly, pearls, denote the

holy doctrine of the kingdom of God.

men

it,

[Matth.

xiii.

For such

45.]

the Gospel they misunderstand to the in-

who proclaim

to them.

it

In dog-like natures, holy
them without thought

things excite rage, and swinish natures tread

which

into the mire,

is

—Prayer

their element.)

for the Holy Ghost alone leads to the attainment of such a life of love as does not condemn, and yet care[Such prayer itself then marks the direct opposite of
fully judges.
The general
the dog-like dispositions which -repel what is holy.]
maxim " Ask, and it shall be given you," repeated in different

Ver. 7-12.

:

forms,

is

exemplified by a similitude, which reasons from the less to

—

Ver. 8 proves ver. 7, from the general thought
" Every one that asketh, receiveth." The demonstrative force lies
in the nature of him to whom the prayer is addressed. Every prayer
which is really such that is, which flows from the inward necessity

the greater.

—

The human relation between the father
and the supplicating child forms an argument ad hominem. Luke
"Instead of an egg, a scorpion." Here,
(xi. 12) adds a third case
to the idea of what is useless is added that of something repulsive
and frightful. The transition r) rig eotiv, gives emphasis to the
opposition: "or does it ever happen otherwise.?" In comparison
with God, the eternal good, men, in their sinful alienation, appear

of the soul,

God

answers.

:

:

as evil

(jrovrjpol;)

ifests itself in

Luke
the

(xi.

in the relation of parental love, kindness still

man-

how much more

God!

the midst of

13) calls the

Trvev[ia uytov,

Holy

gift,

sin,

which includes

Spi7'it,

all

in the eternal

other gifts, expressly

who must be understood

there as the

In this Spirit we exercise
pure love, The maxim in ver. 12 is also based on proverbs current
among the Jewish people. In the Talmud " Quod exosum est tibi,
alteri nefeceris," what is offensive to thee, do not to another, stands
Love for ourselves should give the rule
as one of HilleVs sayings.
of our self-sacrificing love for our neighbour (Matth. xix, 19); only
creative principle of holiness in

—

man.

:

* Dogs {Kvveg) denote elsewhere ia the New Testament not the common state of nabut obduracy and positive and fierce hatred of the Gospel (Phil iiu 2 2 Pet. ii. 22
Rev. xxii. 15, comp. Ps. Ixxx, 14.) In like manner swine (comp. 2 Pet. ii, 22 with Ps.

ture,

;

Ixxx.

14), is

an image not of natural

carnality,

but of that gross and obstinate sluggishness

which can make no use of what is holy but to defile it. To Mary Magdalene and a
pubUcan, the Gospel may and should be preached, but the Christian must be able to
For the latter the only feadiscriminate such characters from the dogs and the swine.
siblo

attempt to save

is

excommunication,

—

[E,

—
Matthew
God

is
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VII. 12-20.
Instead of ovroq tartv

to be loved above ourselves.

6 vofiog,

would read ovrug but, apart from
critical reasons, ovrog should be preferred on account of the deeper
thought which it expresses, that in this command of love toward
our neighbour, the essential import of the Old Testament is included.
(Mark xii. 29, ff.; Matth. xxii. 40.)
Vcr. 13, 14. From what has been said, follows naturally the difficulty of a walk in self-denying love, being represented under the
figure of a narrow path, which conducts through a narrow gate into
as Grieshach reads, FritzscJie

;

—

the strong citadel of eternal life. The figure is so natural, so true,
that it is repeated in every earnest attempt, even in subordinate
stages of religious

Cehetis tab.

life.

Kot ddov Tiva irpb rijg dvpag,

fiiKpdv,

c.

I'jTig

12, oviwvv 6pag Ovpav rcvd

ov ttoXv ox^slraij

dXXd

irdvv

dXiyoL TTopevovraiy avrr] ioTivi) Odbg,?] dyovaa npog -7jv dlTjdivriv Traideiav,

(The
Ti

;

Luke

parallel passage,

it

corresponds to the

Ver. 15-20.

narrow in

xiii.

For on,

special explanation.

—Yet

itself, it is

is

Hebrew rra.)
way of the pure

rendered

still

a

we should undoubtedly read

the

Here we

of false prophets.

24, will subsequently receive

ver. 14,

more

life

God

in

difficult

not merely

by the teachings

are required to try the spirits.

The

In 1 John iv. 1, 2, pure doctrine is
fruits are assigned as the test.
mentioned as the criterion. Is this meant here, too, by the term

though Tholuck has defended that view with
they might well be
doctrines stand first
compared to the root^, but not to the fruits. The fruits are necesIt is certainly difficult to distinguish
sarily of a moral nature.
between the real fruits, and the counterfeits of hypocrisy and
but the Saviour supposes in his people a simple sense
fanaticism
of truth, that separates the true and the false with certainty. [Yet
they include not merely the life of the individual, but the conseI doubt

fruits.?

it

;

The

specious reasons.

;

;

quences of a system.

A

school, sect, creed, that rejects the laws of

Christian morality, and defends sin on theory, or that
theories

makes

its

an idol before which the ten commandments must bow

down, proves

itself radically

false.]

The

sheep's clothing

course, not of the actual prophetic dress (Matth.
figuratively, the

iii.

4),

is,

of

but denotes

outward show, in opposition to the trae nature

sayings and doings apparently fuU of love, which are the offspring of
a selfish heart. The wolfs nature seeks its own, and soon betrays
itself to

world,

we

the child-like sense. By the processes of the vegetable
are shewn how the fruit characterizes the nature of that

which produces

it.

The

figure

is

similar in

James

iii.

11. ("AKuvOa,

" Incultisne rubens ^^cndebit sen\^KKavOa, ncx, buck-thorn, with fruits like grapes but
tibus uva ?"
TpifioXog, -nm, perhaps the Opuntien cactus (Indian
disagreeable.
fig-tree), which produces fruit similar to the fig, but worthless.
And
thorn-bush.

Virg. Eel.,

iv.

29

:

Matthew
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as both deceive

by

their fruits, so still

soms, while that of the vine

—See Matth.

VII. 20-23.

is

more by

their splendid blos-

unpretentious, that of the

fig,

hidden.]

33 for the same figure rather differently carried
out, as also Luke vi. 45, which passage will be explained with the
former.
On ver. 19, 20, see note on Matth. iii. 10 ; Luke iii. 9.
Ver. 21-23,
These verses make a special application of what
was observed of all false prophets generally, to those who are connected with Christ, among whom insincerity may creep in. At'ysiv
is opposed to Troielv^ as Xoyog to tQyov^ or dvvajuc;. (1 John iii. 18 ;
James i. 22.) To say Lord, Lord (Atyeiv
Col. ii. 23 ; 1 Thess. i. 5
Kvpie, KvQie), signifies pretending to an attachment which is not felt
in reality.
According to ver. 22, the foundation of this devotion appears to be spiritual vanity, which was nourished by the conspicuous
exhibitions of the Spirit's power, which were imparted even to a
Judas, along with his confession of Jesus as the Messiah. To
prophesy to cast out devils to do wonderful works, are the most
comm.on operations of spiritual power, which, in the time of Jesus,
was so mightily exerted their nature we shall afterwards consider
more precisely in their individual manifestations.* By the words
in thy name (tw aw dvonan), we must understand not merely a superstitious pronouncing of the name, as was the case with the sons
of Sceva (Acts xix. 13, if.) but a receiving of the ]30wer of the
Lord yet without true spirituality. (On ovo^a^ see note on Luke i.
49 ; and again on Matth. x. 41 ; xxviii. 19.) By 4he words " in that
day," the revealing of the hypocrisy, unperceived by human eyes, is
postponed to the time of the general judgment, when every secret
must be made manifest. (Rom. ii. 16.) Hypocrisy, therefore, appears, here, as at the same time self-deception, in consequence of
which a man persuades himself that he belongs to the Lord, till the
discovery of the depths of the heart brings him to feel, that what
he deemed his holy actions were a great violation of God's law
(dvofiia), because his final aim in them was constantly his own, not
That we are not to conceive of any exchange of words
Grod's glory.
on the day of judgment, is self-evident. The situation here so
xii.

—

;

—

—

—

:

;

—

:

vividly portrayed

is

the language of fad; the unbeliever will stand

beseeching, but will be refused.
[depart,

etc.],

are from

—

Psalm

(The words

vi. 8.)

The

d7Tox(^Q£lTE^

:

ic.

t. A.,

solution of this psycholo-

enigma the possibility of such self-deception, is contained in
the words I never knew you, ver. 22. TivdjoKetv, know, like y^;, is
used in the Scriptures in a deep spiritual sense, particularly in the
" God, Christ knows man, the soul." (Deut. xxxiv. 10 ;
phrases
Gal. iv. 9.)
1 Cor. viii. 3 ; xiii. 12
Knowing God is connected
gical

:

:

;

with being known by God as the consequence no one can know,
without being known of, God. If we connect these expressions with
;

*

On

these

gifts,

see the detailed remarks on I Cor. xii.

and

xiv.

Matthew

VIT. 23-27.
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the Christian doctrine of regeneration, the rich import of this conis evolved.
The genuine knowledge of God not a merely no-

—

trast

tional knowledge, but that essential knowledge which
itself

(John

xvii. 3)

is

eternal

life

—becomes possible only by a revelation of the hid-

den God to the soul (see note on Matth. xi. 27) God's thus revealis a knowing of the soul (yivijoKetv t/}v i/jv^?/!').
The
figure of a bridal relation of the soul to God, which pervades the
entire Scriptures, thus acquires its essential import
the inward
illumination of the soul is hke a visit from the heavenly bridegroom,
by -whose agency, the knowledge of God results to the soul, accord" In his light we see light,"
ing to the Old Testament expression
;

ing himself

;

:

Those who say, " Lord, Lord," are, therefore, unregenerated men, who, with a false liberty, behave themselves as
children of God, without having been begotten of him.
The phrase

Psalm

xxxvi.

9.

:

"whence ye are"{n66ev eore), in Luke xiii. 25, is therefore, very significant. It marks their foreign origin
they are not from above,(avw0ei',
John iii. 8) they are aap^ kk -7)^ oagKog, flesh of the flesh (John iii.
In Luke xiii. 25-27, the elements of this passage are found in
6).
;

;

a different connexion, in which they will be considered hereafter.
y er. 24-27. The epilogue teaches the importance of apj^lying a
discourse like this, under the figure of a man who builds on a rocky
foundation, and sets forth as the rock of salvation, the Word of

—

embodied

eternal truth which was

in Christ's teaching. (Deut. xxxii.

15 ; Psalm xviii. 2 xiii. 9
Isa. xvii. 10.)
Here the contrast is
not between the bad man and the good, but between the fool and
for all that hear are supposed
the wise man (as in Matth. xxv. 1)
but in many, spiritual prudence for their
to be well-intentioned
being spiritually benefitted was wanting. The similitude of building is carried out in 1 Cor. iii. 9, fi"., and there (ver. 11) Christ is
called the foundation, on which the superstructure of the spiritual
;

;

;

;

life

must

rest.

In Luke

vi.

48, the figure of laying a foundation

further carried out by digging deep.

=

(Bpo;^?/,

" heavy

t(?i'rent

is

of

r= c:;:3.. In Luke, TTAruiiivga
-rrXTjuixvpig is used, which means
" the flowing tide," in contrast with dn-ojrig or dvdppoLa^ the ebb.
Here, where it is used in its more general sense, it denotes any over[To underflowing, desolating flood, from streams or rain storms.
stand the comparison, imagine the rough, steep sides of tne valleys,
of that Jura formation prevalent in Palestine. A house built beside a
torrent, on a ?-oc7v, is unharmed by the swollen and sweeping flood. But
if resting, though placed high above the stream, on a foundation of
earth, the flood gradually wears away its base, till at length the undermined and growing slide of earth reaches the house itself, and plunges
Ver. 26. As a contrast to the building on the rocky
it into the flood.]
foundation of the eternal Word of God, which defies all temptations
rain,"

—

and dangers, there follows the

figure of a baseless building

on the

Matthew

33-4

VII. 27-29

VIII.

;

1.

sand, to denote tlie founding of the inward life on perishable human
dogmas, opinions, and fancies. This building on the sand evidently
refers to a spiritual work, which has some affinity with the genuine,
regenerating work of the Spirit, but is destitute of the proper char[He who has received the word of Christ into
acter of that work.
He is not born again Christ
his ear only, builds on logical sand.
the rock lives not in him ; and he is not on the rock. He, on the
contrary, who does Christ's words, i. e., dies to the world (Matth. v.
3-12), receivesthe light from above (v. 13, if.), understands in spirit,
and strives to fulfil the law of God (v. 18-48), hence lives for God
alone, not for his own advantage (vi. 1, ff.), and strives after eternal
;

life

(19-34), recognizes his

Holy

Spirit (7),

own

sinfulness

1,

fi*.),

prays for the

(vii. 13, 1.5)
he has built his spiritual
on Christ the Kock, and at Christ's second coming will

titude, nor the f^lse prophets,
edifice

(vii.

and follows Christ in the narrow way, not the mul-

stand.]

;

—

The Evangelist concludes the whole with a referMatthew, in conclusion, notices only the impression
which Christ's words made on the hearers. 'EnTrX'^TTeaOac is stronger
than davixd^ELv it expresses being inwardly affected. To this the
words i^ovoiav t%£a'* point, which distinguished the discourses of
Jesus from those of the Pharisees the latter often uttered truths,
but they were destitute of spiritual power their discourses were
pictures drawn in the air, without essential power and vital energy.
These were breathed forth in the words of Jesus, and by them he
Ver. 28, 29.

ence to

V.

1.

;

;

;

wheresoever, therefore, anyreached the depths of men's hearts
thing in unison with the truth slumbered within, it could not fail to
;

be awakened by such a stimulus.

§ 4.
(Matth.

viii.

Healing of a Leper.
1-4;

Mark

i.

40-45

;

Luke

y.

12-16.)

After this portraiture of Jesus as a teacher, Matthew proceedt to
him as a loorlcer of miracles, since the next two chapters

describe

contain nothing but narratives of the Saviour's wonderful works.

In

as far as such actions are generally viewed as manifestations

of

mighty power, they are called in the Scriptures, dwdiieig, nin-iaa,
mighty ivories. Regarded in their connexion with the divine purposes in relation to individuals or the whole, they are called

arji-iela,

* Saving authority. I think the specific reference here is to the tone of authority
which Jesus assumed, and which marked him as a spiritual legislator. He spoke as him
"With this, ol
ee?/ the source of knowledge, and the authoritative expounder of duty.
[K.
course, stood intimately connected the vital power of the truths which he uttered.

—

—
Matthew
n'.riK,

signs.

(a

name

for
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1.

As events exciting astonishment or terror, they are called
nisV-;?, crisis.
The most approprithem, when used of our Lord's miracles, is tpya, works

repara, Oavudma, Matth. xxi. 15

ate

VIII.

;

word found in Matth. xi. 2, and very frequently in the Gospel of
In that name the miraculous character is, as it were, pointed

John).

out as the natural form of the Saviour's agency, since he, as pos-

must

sessor of divine j)ower,

nomena by means

necessarily produce supernatural phe-

He

himself was the wonder (rtpag), his
wonderful works were but the natural acts of his being. Hence it
is evident that we cannot adopt that idea of a miracle, which regards it merely negatively as a suspension of the laws of nature.
Starting from the scriptural view of the abiding presence of God in
the world, we cannot regard the laws of nature as mechanical arrangements, which would have to be altered by interpositions from
without they have the character of being based, as a whole, in
God's nature.
[Yet it should be remembered that nature here has
been disturbed by sin, and subjected to death, and hence differs
from that of the higher regions of creation, heaven.] All phenomena, therefore, which are not explicable from the known or unknown laws of earthly development, are not for that reason necessarily violations of law and suspensions of the laws of nature ;
rather, they are themselves comprehended under a higher general
That which is not
law, for what is divine is truly according to law.
divine, is against nature ; the real miracle is natural, but in a higher
sense.
True, the cause of the miracle must not be sought within
of

it.

:

the sphere of created things ; it exists rather in the immediate act
of God. All God's doings are, to the creature, miracles, although,
viewed in relation to the divine essence, they are purely law and
To the believer, therefore, what is apparently natural e. g.,
order.

—

—

the growth of all its products is
accustomed to refer eveiy thing to its first
No miracle is therefore performed without a real power.
cause.
As we see human beings working miracles, extensively in the New
Testament, we are taught the possibility of higher powers being imparted to men, which act controUingly upon surrounding objects,
whether nearer or more distant. Unless we admit the presence of
such a real element of power the Spirit in his gifts (x^^Qionara, 1 Cor.
there is absolutely no connecting link between the miracle
xii. 10)
and the worker of it, and it becomes mere juggling or witchcraft.
We might, perhaps, regard animal magnetism as bearing a certain
analogy to this higher principle of power but we must beware of con-

the preservation of the world

miraculous, because he

—

is

—

;

founding that obscure, dangerous principle of sensuous life with the
pure element of light, which wrought in the holy men of Scripture
This is the essence of God in them the former power is
narrative.
;

of the creature, and defiled by

sin.

But that

in later times spirit-

Matthew
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i)Ov;cY in the leaders of the church was not combined with miraculous gifts, results from the progress of the race, and the absence

ual

of those necessities, which called forth extraordinary phenomena to
meet the exigences of a critical period.
It

is

but also

a significant fact that the Scriptures assert not merely holy,
evil,* power to be the cause of miracles.
Two seiies of

miracles extend throughout Scripture history.
As the works of the
Egyptian magicians stand opposed to the miracles of Moses (Exod.
vii. ff.), so in the New Testament the miracles of antichrist stand
opposed to those of the Saviour. (Matth. xxiv. 24 2 Thess. ii. 9
Eev. xiii. 15.) This distinction between the divine and the satanic
miracles suggests the idea, that it cannot possibly be the end of
miracles to establish the truth of any affirmation. In the sense of
Scripture, too, tliis is by no means the intention of miracles.
It was
only the people that so viewed them, because they allowed themselves to be influenced in their judgment by the impression of power,
for which reason they attached
or the excitement of the senses
themselves to false prophets as willingly, and even more so, than to
;

;

;

the true.

The

Saviour, therefore, severely rebukes this eagerness for

(John iv. 48.) But when our Lord in other
John x. 25 xiv. 10, 11) calls for fiithin his works, and
connects them with his dignity and his holy office, this is not done
sensible miracles.

places

(e. g.,

;

in order to establish the truth of his declarations

rather proclaims itself irresistibly
nature.
xviii. 37.)

(" Every one that

They

is

to-

impressible

;

truth, as such,

minds by

of the truth heareth

my

its

inward

voice,"

John

are intended rather to demonstrate his character

as a divine messenger, for those in whom the impression of the truth,
conveyed by the spirit and language of the Saviour had wrought its
The proclamation of truths may be conceived, without the
effect.

who proclaims them bearing the character of a messenger
from God. In such a case, the truths may predominate greatly
both in word and power over what is erroneous ; but error cannot
be conceived as utterly excluded in the case of any human teacher.
God, therefore, invested particular individiials as his instruments
with higher powers, in order to distinguish them from humanly excellent teachers, and to accredit them before mankind as infallible
person

—

instruments of the Holy Spirit as teachers of absolute truth.
Hence the gift of miracles is one of the necessary characteristics of

—

and serves to witness their superior character to
prove that they are to be regarded as leaders and guides of the peoFor this reason, faith that is, susple, and freed from all error.
true prophets,

ceptibility to divine operations

—

is

—

supposed in the case of miracles

;

* In so far as evil in general is merely a product of created powers, we may say that
the Satanic miracles are merely apparent miracles since miracles can be performed by
;

God's omnipotence alone.
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1,

and

it is only the truth, combined with the testimony from miracles,
that constitutes the charactei' of a divine messenger ; by virtue of
which, things may also be estabhshed as true and certain, wliich

cannot be known to be such by an indwelling susceptibility to truth.
The reverse relation obtains with the representatives of the kingdom
of darkness,

whom

the Scriptures call false prophets, false Chrisis,

because, notwithstanding a total inward diversity, they have an external similarity to the true messengers of God.

presentatives of falsehood

mix up much

that

is

Though

these re-

true in word and

deed, and would fain appear as the messengers of the kingdom of
light ; yet to the sincere soul, fitted to receive the truth, the entire
spirit of their

doings discovers itself as unholy, and therefore all the
fail to induce the soul to surrender itself to

miracles conceivable

them

:

the veiy association of miraculous powers with an unholy
a proof to such a soul of their close connexion with

spirit is rather

the kingdom of darkness.

When,

therefore, the Saviour

condemns

the thirst for miracles, he rebukes the regard to externals involved
in it, which is a sign of deadness to what is spiritual, and exposes to

the danger of doing homage to the operations of

evil, when they
But, on the other
miracles, as a confirmation

are conjoined with miraculous appearances.

hand, our Lord commends the desire for
of the inward certainty, that he, whose truth and purity of action
at first touched the soul, is more than a human teacher that he is
a heavenly accredited messenger of God. Miraculous power then,

—

and every separate manifestation of

it, is in itself without meaning;
connexion with the general disposition of the person
The association of miracles with what is holy,
in w\om it is seen.
is the sublime testimony of God to his servants ; the association of
miracles with what is unholy, is a warning, meant to awaken horror
at the emissaries of the pit ; the knowledge of what is holy and
w^hat is unholy in itself, and in its true nature, is presupposed, in
order to be callable of discriminating the nature of miracles
and
The imthis knowledge depends on sincerity and purity of heart.
pure man persuades himself that God's true miracles might have

all

turns on

its

;,

been wrought by the evil spirit, and the false ones he regards as
the pure man views both in their true form, because he cartrue
ries in himself the rule and criterion of truth.
If now we glance at the history of miracles, we do not find any
miracles wrought by the agency of men before the time of Moses
for God's miracles, his revelations in the Son, and in angels, and so
forth, are to be carefully distinguished from those in which miraculous gifts are attached to a human being.
It seems as if a ripeness of human nature were requisite, to fit it to serve as the vehicle
For this reason, Jesus wrought no
of mighty spiritual energies.
miracles as a child ; and the apocryphal books of the New Testa;

;

VoL.

1—22
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senseless cliaracter in this,

among

other things,

that they describe the child Jesus as working miracles.

we

after the time of Moses,

Again,

notice a difference between the miracles

The miracles of the Old Testof the Old and New Testament.
ament bear not only a more colossal, but a more external, character.
They arc more calculated to move the inferior powers of the soul,
particularly the imagination.
The miracles of the New Testament
are more spiritual.
They display a more definite reference to the
moral world. In particular, we find the Saviour, in his miraculous
agency, following the principles maintained in the temptation.

never wrought miracles to amaze
only wrought miracles in

him

—never

for

himself

He

The Father

for his disciples, either in a narrower

sphere, as at the transfiguration, or in a wider one, as at the resur-

In humble quiet, Jesus
employed the fulness of divine power and life dwelling in him, to
console the unhappy, and deliver them from the source of their sorrows in this sense also to destroy the works of the devil, and to lay
the foundations of the kindgdom of God
since our Lord always
knew how to apply outward help as a spiritual remedy. For the
miraculous cures wrought by Jesus should be regarded as acts at
once physical and moral, in which the fulness of divine life passed
rection, for the confirmation of their faith.

;

;

over to susceptible individuals, in order, along with the organic har-

mony

of the vital processes, to evince the possibility of a harmonious

spiritual

life.

The

cures effected by the

Kedeemer were

also dis-

tinguished from those of his disciples in this, that he performed

them in his own name, by the perfection of his indwelling power.
The disciples, on the other hand, wrought them only in the name
of Jesus, by his power, as his instruments.

them

to

as

much

the

medium

as to others of being healed
faith,

8

;

we

;

Faith was, therefore,

of appropriating miraculous powers,

and, in this appropriation through

them in a state of gradual progression. (Matth. x. 1,
ff.)
For a time the gift of miracles continued after the

find

xvii. 19,

removal of the apostles,

till,

after the complete establishment of the

gradually disappeared.
But, together with the Holy
Spirit, there still remained the inward miracles of regeneration,

church,

it

which are greater than the outThese outward miraculous gifts will not again appear
till the last times, when the situation of the church shall render
necessary the sending of new prophets.
The view held by the
Eomish church of the necessity of an unbroken continuance of
miraculous gifts, results from a confounding of external and internal
mhacles. It is only the latter of which a church cannot be conceived to be destitute ; for the God whose every act is a miracle,
sanctification, hearing of prayer,

ward

ones.

dwells in

it.

IVIatth. viii.

1.— Of the

first

of the cures narrated

by Matthew,
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1, 2.

the chronological connexion is undetermined.
(See Matth. viii. 1^
Still as, according to Luke
5, compared with Luke v. 11, 16, 17.)
(vii. 1), Christ heals the centurion's sen^ant at the conclusion of the

Sermon on the Mount,

as

Matthew likewise relates (viii. 5, fF.), the
by Matthew may he chronologically cor-

position given to this event

and the healing of the leper may have happened immediately
Sermon on the Mount, on the'road to Capernaum. (Luke
[v. 12] says, iv fua rwv -rroAewv.)
The narrative begins with the observation, that, immediately on the Saviour's descending from the
mountain, crowds gathered around him. Among them a leper aprect,

after the

proached.
tion

is

(Karafiaiveiv dirb rod opovg refers to ver.

remarkable for the repetition of

ai'-C)

—a

1.

The

construc-

construction which

occurs in this same chapter, verses 5, 23, 28, and elsewhere in Matthew.
The first avrio looks like a dative absolute with Kara(idvri.

From this feeling, the various reading KaTa(3dvTog avrov may be accounted for as a correction for the less usual dative.)
Ver. 2.
The leprosy shewed itself in several forms some more
dangerous, others milder.
The regulations of Moses respecting the
nyns leave no doubt on that point.
(Lev. xiii. ; xiv.)
The persons
afflicted with the dangerous leprosy (see on the subject Winer's
" Eealworterbuch," s. v.) were considered unclean according to the
Mosaic law, and could not be received into the congregation again
till their cure was ascertained.
This leper, of whom Matthew tells

—

—

might already have heard of Christ's cures, or have seen some
At any rate, he displays his faith in Christ by prostrating
himself, and by the express petition for heahng, which he supposes
Jesus able to accomplish for him also. (The word TrpooKwelv
neacjv IttI Trpoacorrov in Luke, corresponds to the
yovv7Teru)v in Mark
Hebrew n^hnt-r. It is the general form of expressing respect in the
East, and has not in itself any religious reference.)
But, with respect to the nature ofthefaith/^ which we must suppose to exist in
us,

of them.

=

=

the persons cured in this as in
xiii.

58),

we must

first

all

of all lay

similar cases (see note on Matth.
it

down that

7ria-ig,faitli,

viewed

and the same fundamental signification. This is modified only by the different objects of faith, which again are determined by the different degrees
Now we must not make the essence of faith to
of its development.
consist in Icnoivledge either of the divine in general in the Old Testament, or of the divine in Christ in particular in the New. For
such knowledge, whether confused or clear in its conception, may
be united with a state of the soul, which is the opposite of believing.
Faith is rather rooted in a spiritual susceptibility to the divine,
which has its seat in the hearty Kapdia (see Eom. x. 9, 10), while
knowledge (yvioaig) depends upon the susceptibility to the divine

in its religious bearing, in every case retains one

* Seo remarks on Rom.

iii.

21.

Matthew

840
in the

under standiiig

VIII.

2, 3.

Faith is also capable of inward gradawhich the divine is revealed. Par-

{vov^).

tion, according to the degree in

where faith is made the negative requisite,
which determines the ability to receive the Spirit's powers emanating from Christ, the faith demanded or exercised is not the holding
certain doctrinal positions, but a susceptibility, both spiritual and
This was, doubtless, uniformly
bodily, to the Saviour's agency.
accompanied by the belief that Christ was the Messiah, and that,
But w^e might also conceive
as Messiah, he could work miracles.
these ideas as existing apart from that fundamental disposition,
which we have designated as susceptibility of the heart, and of the
whole nature to the divine and thus separated they would not
This is the view sugsatisfy any condition of miraculous healing,*
gested by the description of all the cures wrought by Jesus. In no
In no
case does he ask after definite doctrines as objects of ftiith.
The
case does he mention them as a necessary quality of faith.
Saviour leaves the mere profession of faith to speak for its quality,
because demeanour and language at once proclaimed tlie general
disposition of the soul, as being either open or closed to divine inHence it is evident also, that the outward bodily healing
fluences.
was only a symbol of the inivard spiritual healing which was properly intended.
(See note on John vii. 23.) For those same vital
powers, which removed the bodily disorganization, exercised an influence, in conformity with their nature, on the spiritual character
They brought him into a real connexion with
of the person cured.
the world of good in general, and took possession of him on the
position to which he had just attained, in order to raise him still
ticularly in the cures,

:

higher.

—

Yer. 3. At the sick man's request, our Lord lays his hand upon
him, and heals him. In most cures wrought by Jesus there was a
similar immediate touching
and there can be no hesitation in ac;

knowledging a conducting medium of healing power (only not a
necessary one) in the putting forth of the hand, just as in blessing
with the solemn laying on of hands (imdsotg tuv xstpojv). The analogy
of animal magnetism suggests itself, and it is certainly not accidental only, as was hinted above, it must never be forgotten, that
the power of Jesus Christ was divine, and magnetism, therefore,
can be referred to, only to indicate a power presenting similar phenomena in an inferior region of existence. (Kadapi^eiv = nntj may
signify " to pronounce clean," inasmuch as the priest who pronounced the diseased man clean, restored him to society from whicL
he had been cut off. [See Lev. xiii. 13, 17, in the LXX. transla;

* The profound mystic Gerhard
wardly hungering desire of the
essence of

what

is

divine."

spirit,

Tersieegen calls faith, very appropriately, " the in-

which lays hold of not only the form, but

{Weg der Wahrheit,

S. 366.)

also the

—
Matthew
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3, 4.

But that an actual and instantaneous removal of tlie disease
intended in this case, is evident from the words " immediately

tiSn.]
is

from him" (evO^oyg dnijlOev i) Xsnpa) [Mark i.
which are explanatory of haOapiaOr}, teas cleansed. In Mat-

his leprosy departed

42],

thew, too, the connecting of eKaOaplaOr) with

i)

avrov, requires

Xti-npa

in the verb the idea of removing.)

Ver.

4.

—All the narratives agree in recording, that the cure was

command of our Lord to tell no one of the event.
Similar prohibitions are often found in the Evangelical history. (See

followed by the

Matth. ix. 30 xii. 16 ; xvi. 20 ; xvii. 9 Mark iii. 12 v. 43 vii.
36 ; viii. 26, 30 ; ix. 9 ; Luke viii. 5Q ix. 21.) The Saviour's
reasons for them were of various kinds.
Sometimes he, doubtless,
meant, in that way, to guard against popular movements to make
him the Messiah-king ; at others, to withdraw the people's attention from the transactions, and prevent their rendering him external
homage ; or, as Luther observes, to give an example of humility.
But he may have often forbidden the announcement for the sake of
those who were cured. If these persons were in danger of distraction by outward occupation, it might be the intention of Jesus to
lead them thus to try themselves, and to turn their attention within.
That this was sometimes his motive, is especially probable from the
circumstance that we meet with instances of an opposite character,
where our Lord encourages them to declare what God had done by
him.
(See Mark v. 19.)
This appears to have been his practice
;

;

;

;

;

tow^ards those persons Avho, naturally reserved,

and

undue

lost in

self-contemplation, needed prompting to outward activity for the
prosperity

of their inward

life.

The circumstance

last

noticed

wisdom of our Lord as a teacher,
who understood how to treat every one accordmg to his wants. In
the present case, it would seem from the account in Matthew, most
affords a glance into the profound

suitable to look for the reason of the prohibition in the person cured,
since the cure

was wrought

in the

presence of many, and yet the

command to tell nothing of it was directed to the leper alone. It
and from his
is true, Mark had said nothing of the multitudes
representation, it is more probable that the command was intended
;

His account is (i. 45), that the leper,
notwithstanding the prohibition, published the miracle diligently,
(jToXM often used in Mark e. g., iii. 12 v. 23 ; xv. 3 in the
sense of " greatly," " zealously,") and that, by that means, such a
commotion arose, " that Jesus could no more openly enter into the

to prevent popular tumults.

;

—

—

viz., without giving encouragement to the carnal hopes of
the Messiah among the multitude. Perhaps Mark has also subjoined the words^: Kal t:p,f3pinr]adjievog avroj evdio)g i^£(3aXev avrov, and

city"

etc., to make the command more stringent.
has here the meaning of "to command with solemnity

he straitly charged him,
('EiJ,l3pindoixai

Matthew
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and emphasis," as in Matth.
Matth.

VIII.
ix.

4, 5.

'EK(3dXXeiv

30.

=

nijs'.n.

See

ix. 25.)

Not

less

important than this prohibition is the command to go
and present the appointed offering. (See Lev. xiv. 2,

to the priests

This

ff.)

command

not only displays a wise care to interfere, in no
but also a tender cautious-

respect, with the theocratic institutions,

ness not to remove the subject of the cure from his moral position,
but to confirm him in a faithful discharge of his obligations.
by no means find Jesus seeking to awaken in each subject of his
healing power that deeper feeling which, through regeneration,
should bring him into the life characteristic of the New Testament.

We

He

often leaves them, as in the case of John the Baptist, quietly to
maintain their legal position (in which they had been called to perfection), and seeks only to guide them to the true righteousness
which even under the old dispensation involved repentance. All
"for a
the Evangelists concur in specially subjoining the words
testimony to them." They intimate that the command had reference to the j)riests also that is, by pronouncing the leper clean
they were to testify to the reality of the cure, and, at the same time,
condemn their unbelief. (The antecedent kpeX, must be taken collectively on account of the avrolg, which follows.
The word
:

—

vnox(^P^(>>,

in

Luke

used in Luke v. 16, does not occur anywhere
10, with the meaning, dam me subduco.)

else,

except

ix.

§ 5.

Healing of 'the Servant of a Centurion.
(Matth.

viii.

5-13

;

Luke

vii.

1-10.)

one of the gems among the many little epiwith which the Evangelical historyis adorned.
It exhibits to us a pious heart in the most amiable
childhke form, freely manifesting its life of faith without any doc-

This narrative

is

sodes, complete in themselves,

trinal tinge whatsoever.

garrison at
residing

The

centurion, probably

in the

Koman

Capernaum, having grown up in heathenism, was, from

among

the Jews, favourably disposed towards the rehgion

of the Old Testament.

The

miracles of the patriarchal times, of

which he heard, he might often have longed after, without knowing
that he was to see infinitely more than these. But his humility was
as profound and sincere, as his faith was deep
he esteemed himself not worthy that the ruler over spiritual powers should enter his
house.
In this character he recognized Jesus but what precise
view he entertained of him, it would be hard to determine, since it
was, probably, as usually happens in childlike dispositions, undeveloped, though in the main, correct.
The Saviour makes no effort
;

;

—
Matthew

VIII. 4-6.
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to extend his views
his desire is satisfied ; his faith in the gracious
manifestation of divinity which had come near him, strength:

ened

and aid furnished toward perfection in

;

With

respect to the two accounts of

his present views.

Matthew and Luke, the

latter

undoubtedly possesses the superiority in point of vividness and exactness in external circumstances.
Matthew gives greater prominence to that part (ver. 11, 12) in the address of Jesus, which refers
to the Jews, whom the Evangelist everywhere chiefly regards.
The
circumstance that Luke makes the centurion send his friends to
Jesus ; while, according to Matthew, he goes himself to Jesus, cannot be regarded as a contradiction ; for the latter representation is

nothing but a shorter mode of expression, since, in the words of his
friends, his own fliith was made evident to our Lord.
The occurrence mentioned in John iv. 46-53, Semler and others were inclined
to regard as identical with this ; but LlicJce and Tholuch have
convincingly proved the opposite. As the narrative of a cure, this
transaction

is

so far remarkable, that, in this case, Christ, without

personal contact, merely by the magic power of his will

(if I

—

may

use the expressiot), exercises an active power at a distance a fact
which again has its analogies in magnetism.* On the circumstance
of the centurion believing, while his servant is being healed, see

note on Luke
Ver.

by both

5, 6.

xvii. 14,

— The

narrators.

ft".

locality of the occuiTence is fully pointed out

It took place as Christ

was entering Capernaum.

Matthew makes the centurion present the request for his sick servant in his own person. According to Luke, he presented it

—

through the intervention of others viz., the presidents of the synagogue, to the erection of which he had contributed. This fact
shews that the Koman warrior had been subdued by the power
of the trath as exhibited in the Old Testament form, and had
united himself to the synagogue as one who feared God [oefioixevoq

As a heathen,
the centurion might not dare to approach the Messiah at all, and
would, therefore, seek his interposition through those representatives
of the Old Covenant with whom he was intimate. (Ilar^ = dovXog,
rov deov), probably only as a proselyte of the gate.

He was afflicted with paralysis
just as i?3 ="'??.
which is generally understood to imply a partial affecbut as it had brought the sick man near to death [///^eAAe
tion only
reXevTav, Luke vii. 2], the term is probably used for apoplexy. The
Jewish elders made use of the centurion's attachment towards the
Jews as a motive to induce Christ, in whom they supposed the
Luke

vii.

2,

[TTapaXvTiKog],
;

* There seems not the shghtest necessity for these repeated, and to us offensive allumagnetism in connexion with the miracles of our Lord. Assuredly, it is not

sions to

strange that he

who

nature, should have

miracle

controls

all

agencies,

wrought with a

was the immediate

and works

like variety of

act of omnipotence.

— [K.

directly

and

indirectly throughout

ways, upon earth.

In

all

cases the

Matthew
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j)Ower of healing to exist, to exercise

read

-rrapt^r]

also in

Luke

xxii.

—

42

Matth.

;

it

in this case.

Some Codd.

which, form besides in this passage,

for TTape^ei,

xxvii,'

4

;

John

is

found

xi. 40.)

After Christ had expressed his willingness, and as
Ver. 7, 8.
he was approaching the centurion's house {ov ixaKpdv dTrixovrog d-irb
T7jg oMag, Luke vii. 6), the latter according to Luke's more circumstantial account, sent

some

friends to

giving himself personal trouble.

49

Mark

;

v. 35,

meet him

to jjrevent

{IkvXXo) occurs also in

him from
Luke viii.

always with the meaning, " to trouble," " to put

The

to inconvenience.")

idea that the personal presence of the

Saviour was not necessary for the healing of his servant, which he
so much desired, but that the Saviour, as the Lord of spiritual
powers, could help with a word (Aoyw),

is

the expression of a faith

both bold and free from the dominion of sense. But in the wish that
Jesus should not come under his roof, various emotions are involved.
In the first place, it is certainly an expression of the deepest humility, which does not esteem itself worthy of a visit from a heavenly guest (ovde tfiavrbv
Uavog, compare Matth.

7]^i(,)aa irpog

11.)

iii.

oe eXdeXv,

Luke

vii.

Further, this humility

7

;

ovk

elfii

may have

been combined with fear of the presence of what is holy, as involv(See note on Luke v. 8.)
ing danger to what is unholy.
Ver.

9.

—The reasons assigned by the centurion

for thinking that

the Saviour need not trouble himself personally to come to the
sick

man,

pared

illustrate

military position.

nate rank

{elfii

most

He

clearly his views

of

Jesus.

He com-

the world of spirits with his own
derived thence, notwithstanding his subordi-

relation

Christ's

to

vnb l^ovaiav raaaojxevog) absolute
^

command

over his

In like manner he imagined Christ commanding in the
world of spiritual powers. Whether he conceived of Christ specially
In any case his
as Lord of the angelic host, cannot be determined.
conceptions were probably dim.
Heathenish notions about sons of
God (as in the case of the centurion ^t the cross, Matth. xxvii. 54)
may have been blended in his mind with views which he had heard
expressed concerning the Messiah. Notwithstanding this indefiniteness in his conceptions, he possessed in his heart a deep religious
life, which excited the astonishment of the Son of God himself!
The Saviour's wondering (Oavim^eiv') at the humble
Ver. 10.
faith of the centurion (see note on Matth. xv. 21, ff., respecting the
Canaanitish woman) points to a peculiar relation between divine and
human judgments, intimated even in the Old Testament (Gen.
While what is lofty in man is abomination to the
xxxii. 24, sq.)
Lord, the lowly find favour before him, so that he, the lofty One,

inferiors.

—

The Saviour
dwells in the depths with the lowly, Psalm xxxiv. 18.
here employs the manifestation by a heathen of that state of soul,
which is the essential condition of God's dwelling in humanity, to

Matthew

VIII. 10-12.
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arouse in his Jewish companions a sense of their proper destination.
Israel was called not only from its own bosom to give birth to the

but also to preserve a perfect susceptibility to his in-

Saviour,
fluences

and by means of these

;

God among

first

up the kingdom of

to build

themselves,

Jesus here censures the want of that
spiritual susceptibility, and hints at the mystery of the transfer of
the Gospel to the heathen, intimations of which even the Old Tes-

tament contains (Isa. xix. 21, 22 ; Ivi. 6, 7 ; Psalm Lsxxvii. 4, flf.),
without, however, connecting the difiusion of the knowledge of the
true God to the heathen with the rejection of Israel.

—

Ver. 11, 12.
The pious centurion appears in the sequel as the
representative of those heathens in general, who, by their deep

longing for what

is

divine, surpass the Jews,

death to mere form.

stiffness of

Such

who clung with the
members of Israel
scattered among all

spiritual

(Rom. ii. 14, 15 ; xi, 17 ff.) are conceived as
people and regions, but in Christ gathered together and united in
the kingdom of God,
John x, 16, (East and west, ('Ax'aroAai,
dvaiioi)^

south

to

which in the parallel passage [Luke

{f3opf)dg,

xiii,

earth's extent, according to the sensible impression
^^hole of

dom,

it.

and

29] north

voTog) are added, denote all the dimensions of the

See

The Jews,

Isa. xliii. 6.)

—implying

the

as children of the king-

are contrasted with the heathen, so that the latter are viewed

only in a more general relation to the divine kingdom. (In like manKaXeocd rov ov Xa 6v fiov, Xaov \iov
koH rijv ovtc
ner, Rom. ix. 25
•

:

rjya-r]jitvi]v, i)ya7Tr]ixivrjv,

after Hos.

ii.

23.)

The abuse

of their privi-

on the part of the Jews, caused this relation to be exactly reThe privileges in which the Jews trusted, became the
the punishment they desired
possession of the believing heathen
These privileges are
for the heathen fell on their own heads.

leges

versed.

;

comprised in the phrase dvaicXiveaOat iv -^ (iaaiXeia^ recline at table;
only we are not at all wan-anted in regarding the expression as an
empty image of happiness. Jesus was addressing Jews, who had
adopted into their Messianic conceptions the idea of a social meal,
:

as a general expression of being and living together with the risen
saints of old, as the representatives of whom, " Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob" (and

in

Luke

xiii.

28, " all the prophets"), are

men-

See Bertholdf, Ckristol. jud., p. 196, seq.) Passages in
the Old Testament (such as Isa. xxv. 6) might have contributed to
the formation of this notion. Accordingly, the readiest supposition
would be to regard the expressions in this passage as accommodated

tioned.

to the Jewish conception of the opening of the

kingdom of God

with a banquet, if we could persuade ourselves to incorporate into
our idea of the Saviour, such a trait as an accommodation to the
popular superstition which he came to destroy.* Moreover, as this
* There seems no more

difiBculty in

supposing our Saviour to avail himself by

way

of

Matthew
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VIII. 11, 12.

particular feature appears elsewhere in the

New Testament (see Luke

15 Rev. xix, 9), another interpretation offers itself, less at
variance with the general teachings of Scripture respecting the consummation of all things, and with our idea of the Saviour. For
xiv. 14,

;

New

Testament extends the doctrine of the
(a doctrine acknowledged in
other passages, as Eom. viii. 19, ff., by many interpreters, who reand stands intimately connected with the
ject it in the present)
through the whole

restoration of our sin-defiled world

—

—

resurrection of the body, presented in 1 Cor. xv., as a real restoration,

not indeed of the corruptible body of death, but of that

incorruptible one, which has

grown up from

its

elements.

To

this

which the
acme of Christ's power to overcome the power of sin will be manifested, the present passage refers, so that the kingdom is here the
state of righteousness, outwardly and visibly attaining to power.
The commencement of that state, combined with the resurrection
of the Old Testament saints, is conceived as being celebrated by
restoration of the paradisaical condition of the earth, in

ihe Saviour visibly presenting himself in
at a

new covenant-banquet.

was united with his

As

company with his people
when about to depart,

the Saviour,

time at the Lord's Supper,
Matth. xxvi. 29)
again gather them, as the great family of God, at the supper of the
Lamb. (Rev. xix. 9.) Hence the Jews' fundamental idea of a
so in the

disciples for the last

kingdom of Grod he

kingdom of God

will (according to

undoubtedly correct, and likewise
New Testament, only that their
carnal sense had, on the one hand, given it a gross material form,
and on the other, viewed it isolated and without its spiritual conditions.*
An external participation in the kingdom of God, realized
outwardly and visibly, necessarily j)resupposes its inward spiritual
feast in the

is

expressed in Christ's words in the

establishment.

Not

less

erroneous than this Jewish materialism

is

Gnostic ideal-

ism, which, in the place of a real resurrection of the body, which
necessarily implies a glorified world, teaches a so-called pure life of

the spirit, known, indeed, to Scripture, but only to be

condemned

Tim. ii. 18.) The Bible teaches that
the soul necessarily needs an organ
and that, consequently, the
as a worthless conception.

(2

;

allusioD, of such a popular notion in regard to the kingdom of heaven, for the purpose of teaching an important truth, than in the parable of the rich man and Lazarus,
to employ prevalent conceptions respecting the localities of the invisible world.
In

mere

—

neither case does he endorse the view, for in both it is merely incidental.
[K.
* On account of such aberrations, Chiliasm has been condemned by the Church ever
But that the fundamental ideas of that system, apart from their
since the third century.
materialized form, have their root in the Scriptures, has been acknowledged

by many ex-

though with the intention of deriving arguments against the Bible.
These fundamental ideas are no other than victory of good over evil, even in outward
thkigs, and restoration of the original harmony in the visible creation also.

positors in recent times,

—

Matthew

VIII. 12, 13

;

Luke VIL

11.
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state after the dissolution of tliis terrestrial body till the resurrection is
an imperfect, intermediate state.
With the resurrection, the
kingdom commences in its complete form, and to this the passage

before us points.

While, then, the heathen are represented as being received into
the kingdom, the Jews appear as excluded from

an

t'cTw,

it.

("E^w points to

kingdom is conceived as a limited region of exwhich nothing extraneous can make its way. On

since the

into

istence

Light is viewed as the element of
the kingdom, to wliich darkness forms the contrast. In the epithet
l^tjrepov, luWiout, the idea of distance from the element of life and
this point, see Matth. xxv. 10.

joy

is

expressed.

truth.

of Solomon xvii. 21 ; xviii. 1.) The
of teeth in the kingdom of darkness, is
enjoyment of the feast in the Idngdom of

(Wisdom

weeping and gnashing
parallel with the happy
God, and its expression
from a consciousness of

of the most exquisite sense of pain, arising
tlie end of life, is the eternal

having missed

Moreover, as the kingdom

is

here in itself not strictly identical

with eternal happiness, so neither is the " weeping and gnashing of
teeth" identical with eternal punishment ; but as the nearer and
lesser events frequently symbolize remoter and higher ones of kindred character, so here these two contrasted states may justly be
considered as pointing forward to the final judgment. We can only
regard the state of suffering in Sheol (a fuller discussion of which
is found in note on Luke xvi. 24), which the Scripture distinguishes
from Gehenna, as the immediate reference in the " weeping and
gnashing of teeth," That every possibility of return is not here to
be denied to the rejected Israelites, is indicated, above all, by Rom.
xi.

26, where the promise of salvation is given to all Israel.
In conclusion, both historians then relate that the
Ver. 13.

—

overcome by the bold faith of the warrior, immediately
healed the sick man. (^'E.Ka-ovTdpx'r]^ is another form for tKarovTopxoi;,
the one used in ver. 1. 'TymtVw, Luke vii. 10, means "to he weU ;"
so that, according to his narrative also, the cure appears to have
Saviour,

been wrought suddenly.)

§

6.

Raising of the Young
(Luke

vii.

Man

at Nain.

11-1 T.)

This transaction, which Luke alone mentions, is distinctly con-?} tc^Tig, on the next
nected with the foregoing context by the words
we, therefore, proceed here with this paragraph, and
day, ver. 11
the more so, because verses 16, 17, where we read of the fame of

h

;

Jesus beginning to extend, assign

it

plainly to the earlier period.

Luke

848

VII. 11.

As to the general fact of a raising from the dead, it is difficult
of apprehension, on account of the uncertainty of the fact of death,
aad of its nature. For the separation of the soul from the body is
not to be viewed as absolute, even where corruption is evidently
going forward, because then the resurrection of the body (as described 1 Cor. XV.) would be impossible, and, at most, it could only

be called a new creation. But if there remains, even in death, a
bond between the higher vital princij)le and the elements of the
body to be raised, and if medical men confess, that, even on grounds
of ordinary experience, the determining of the actual occurrence of
death is, in the highest degree, difficult, then no other assurance
againt the supposition of a trance in this and the other cases of rais-

New Testament is possible, than
by the word of Christ and the apostles.

ing from the dead recorded in the

that which

is

afforded

Where death

is really in appearance only, as in the case of the
daughter of Jairus (Matth. ix. 24), the mouth of truth expressly
declared it, though she was thought by all to be dead
but, where
death is actually present, it declares the fact with equal plainnessWhat the short-sighted eye of man can perceive but imperfectly,
the Lord of the world of spirits saw with indubitable certainty. The
reality of his miraculous raisings from the dead rests upon his
personal veracity.
But, at the same time, the view of death just
given renders it easier to picture to ourselves the awakening.
For, as at the resurrection it will take place in aU tlirough the
Saviour's life-giving power
so, in the individual awakenings, he
revived activity in the organ that was dead, but not destroyed
so
that the soul {ipvxi]) which had escaped might again make use of it.
Hence eveiy raising from the dead is, so to speak, a full restoration
of the entire relation between soul and body, which had been interrupted while, in partial restorations, it is the removal of only the
disturbance in this or that function, with wliich the organism of
soul and body was affected.
But the same heavenly power, whiCh
is the life itself (John i. 4), effects the latter as well as the former.
As the source of all individualized life, it can just as well recal to
its organ that which had departed, and restore to harmony what
was disordered, as create what did not exist. On questions such as
these where the departed soul of the person raised up dwelt in the
meantime, and whether, in the meanwhile, it had consciousness or
not the Scriptures, for wise reasons, give no information and it is
sufficient for us to know, that, in this respect, as in general, the
But it is all
state of the dying influences their future condition.
the more important to conceive of the raising up of the dead as not
unconnected with what is moral. The corporeal resurrection was to
"be a means of spiritual vivification, not merely for the relatives and
for all who saw or heard of the event, but particularly for the person
;

;

;

;

—
—

;

;

Luke
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who was himself

raised up."^'
So extraordinary an event could not
but affect his inward life decisively, and render the man so raised up
a living witness to our Lord's miraculous power.f
Vcr. 11, 12.
The town where Jesus restored the son to his afflicted mother, was called Nain (perhaps from fi-^y;, pleasant), a
small town of Galilee not far from Capernaum. (On havo^ and TxoXvg,
see Matth. viii. 30,' compared with Luke viii. 32.) As he approached
the town gate {ttvXtj), the Saviour saw a dead person carried out
ix.
(Movoyerz/f as in Luke viii, 42
it was the only son of a widow.
38 ; Heb. xi. 17, in the sense of " only." But in the idea of " only,"

—

,

as in

Hebrew

the

there

T'h;,

is

;

included also that of "dear,"

" valued.")

—

Sympathy for the mother (on aTrXayxvi^^odai, see
Luke i. 78) is specified as that which determined Jesus to
waken him who reposed in the coffin. But that does not exclude a
regard for the man himself in the transaction. Man, as a conscious
Ver. 13, 14.

note on

being, can never be merely a means, as would be the case here, if

the mother's joy were the sole purpose of the raising of the young
man. It is rather the immediate result of the action, noticeable by
the bystanders, but the less essential one

;

its

concealed result was

the spiritual aivahening of the youth to a higher existence, by
means of which even the mj)ther's joy first became true and lasting.

(By oopog is not meant a closed
Hebrews called it rtt^a., lectulus.)

receptacle, but

an open

The

bier.

—

The Saviour raised the dead man, without contact,
mere word (compare Elisha's raising the dead, 2 Kings iv.
34), which should be viewed as the audible expression of the invisible agency of his Spirit, by which the soul and body {i^vxi] and awjua)
were restored to their true relation in the young man. In the
Ver. 15, 16.

by

his

neighbourhood, the bodily raising produced a salutary spiritual excitement, and that, in the first instance, as was natural, under the
f(?rm of fear of

God

{(p6j3og

Penetrated by the holiness

-ov Oeov).

of Christ's work, they rightly conclude that such holiness, united to
such power, indicated a definite mission of Christ from a higher
world.

They view

pose, as
Trpofpi'jTTjg

the miracle, entirely in accordance with its puran evidence of his prophetic dignity. (The expression
[leya^, a great prophet, refers to the greatness of the mira:

* Siraxtss thinks a reference to the persons raised up improbable (B.
ed.),

because

it is

But

not anywhere specially noticed.

particularly mentioned, because

it

was a matter of

ii.

second
need to be

S. 147,

this reference did not

course.

Jesus always wrought

the salvation of men, in every word, and in his most casual intercourse with them

;

for

how

•
awakening from the dead
John xi. 41, 42, Lazarus was raised for the glory of God but that
does not exclude a view to his own perfecting by his death and resurrection it tnclndes
it; for a vivification of the whole man is precisely the highest glory of God.
much more,

then, in an

i

f According to

;

;

:

Luke
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cle

;

VII. 16, 17

Matthew

;

VIII. 14, 15.

raising from the dead

was peculiar to the

On

Luke

phetic order.

—

EmaKenreadai, see

i.

chiefs of the pro-

68.)

B}^ individual flashes of his divine power like this,
Ver. 17.
darting hither and thither, the Saviour aroused in the whole nation

the consciousness that great things were before them. From the
ardent anticipation connected with that consciousness, there arose a

deep sense of misery and present need, and a confident courage for
spiritual elements which our Saviour understood how to

the futiire

—

guide and to employ for his holy purposes.

§

Healing of Peter's Mother-in-law.

7.

(Matth.

viii.

14-17

;

Mark

i.

29-34; Luke

iv.

31-41.)

After having narrated (Luke iv. 31-37) the history of the cure
of a demoniac in the synagogue at Capernaum, which, as it contains
nothing peculiar, we passed over, referring the reader to Matth. viii.
ff., Luke immediately subjoins the healing of Peter's mother-inlaw with the words dvaard^ ek TTjg Gvvayoyyijg. Mark also (i. 29)
introduces this narrative with the same words, while Matthew connects it loosely with the account of the^ cure of the centurion's servant.
It is surprising that Luke here mentions Simon Peter as a
well-known person, without having previously named him this fact
might be accounted for on the ground of Luke's being entitled to
suppose Peter known to Theophilus. Still it can hardly be denied,

28,

:

;

that this circumstance also strongly favours the view, that

and

Luke

in-

was mentioned
in them, Luke also named him, without noticing that no allusion
had been yet made to his connexion with Jesus. Matthew and
Mark had already prefixed a short mention of Peter, Matth. iv. 18,
Mark i. 16, ff. The fact itself contains nothing particular ; the
ff.
general observations on the cures wrought by Jesus are applicable
(See note on Matth. viii. 1.)
to this case also.
Ver. 14, 15.
The mention of Peter's mother-in-law (nevdepa),
According to 1 Cor. ix. 5,
implies that that apostle was married.
corporated memoirs into his Gospel

;

as Peter

;

—

Peter did not forsake his wife in the exercise of his apostolical callbut had her to accompany him in his missionary journeys. (To
attempt to explain the form of the disease from Luke's expression
Trrperw jueyaAo) cvvex^aOai, cannot but be unsatisfactory.)
In this
case, our Lord again wrought by immediate contact {yiparo rrjg x^^P^?)>

ing,

an^ restored her
herself

The

was at once able to employ
must be viewed
proper intention we must in this

so perfectly that she

diaKovelv avrolg, ministering to them,

only as the resiUt of the cure

;

its

case also regard as a moral one.

—
Matthew
Ver. 16.

— The news of the

VIII. 16,

351

17.

miraculous cures wrought hy Jesus,

attracted multitudes to him, supplicating help.

They came

after

would have been oppressive to the
sick.
The Saviour, surrounded by crowds of such unfortunate individuals, who were bowed down by bodily pains, presents, in the
healing agency by which he relieves external necessities, an emblem
of the spiritual agency which he incessantly exercises within the
hearts of men by the power of his salvation.
Only we must suppose, that, even in the corporeal deliverance which he granted, he
would constantly lead their minds beyond the crowd of earthly
wants, to the malady of the soul and its cure. On the Saqwi'i^oijievoi,
demoniacs, as well as on his forbidding the demons to speak of him
(Mark i. 34 Luke iv. 41), see more fully in note on Matth. viii.
sunset, because the heat of day

;

28,

ff.

Ver. 17.

—Matthew, who, as writing

Jews, takes pains to conwith the Old Testament delineations of the Messiah, here quotes Isa. liii. 4, with the formula
so familiar to him, orrwf ttAt/pw^?}.
(See note on Matth. i. 22.)
The
Evangelist, moreover, again departs from the text of the LXX.,
who thus translate the Hebrew text ovrog rag dixaprtag ijfiojv (pegei,
Kol TTepl iifiiov ddvvdrai, in which form the words were altogether unnect the

phenomena

for

in the life of Jesus

:

suitable for his purpose.
translates

"'>';;

by

dodeveia,

He

follows

and s^n2W by

the

original

voaog

;

and

precisely,

the verbs

«=;;

and

V50,

used by the prophet, Matthew renders by Xaix[3dveiv and jSaard^eiv.
This independent treatment of the quotations from the Old Testament forbids us to regard the Greek text of Matthew in the light of
an ordinary translation i. e., one in which the translator does not
But the bringing forward of just this
allow himself any free action.
passage does not seem agreeable to the purpose designed by the context, particularly as in 1 Peter ii. 24, the same passage is explained
of the vicarious satisfaction of our Saviour, and the whole 53d chapter of Isaiah is a description of the Messiah as suffering fot sinful
mankind. But the apparent difference in the explanation of the

same passage by two

we keep

writers in the

New

Testament disappears, if
acme of which we

in view, that physical sufferings (as the

Rom. vi. 23) are only the other aspect of the
The Saviour, who was called to restore the

are to regard death, see

consequences of
original state of

internal

;

sin.

mankind, removed external suffering no

and, indeed, ordinarily, the former

first,

less

than

because deliver-

it is wont to be a means of arousing a desire for deliverance from the miseries of the soul, and quickening the faith in the
The referring of Christ's saving
possibility of that deliverance.
efficacy to bodily sufferings no more excludes the extending of it to

ance from

spiritual sufferings, than, on the other hand, the referring of it to
spiritual sufferings excludes its extension to such as are bodily.

The

Matthew

352
loliole

man

is

VIII. 17

Luke

;

IV. 42.

the object of salvation, body as well as soul.

point of difficulty

is,

The only

that Xanfidveiv^ taking, and (iaoTa^ecVj tearing,

are used of Christ's relation to the infirmities and diseases, as well as

(See John i. 29,
of his relation to the inward sufferings of humanity.
where our Lord is called, diivo^ rov Oeov 6 aiguv Trjv diiaprtav rov k6oIt would seem that the
l-iov, the lamh of God that taJceth aioay, etc.)
exercise of healing energy was by no means any thing so difficult and
productive of suffering, as that Paord^eiv, hear, would be an approHence we are tempted to interpret Aa^upriate .term to apply to it.
'

and

pdveiv, take,

which, however,

fiaard^etv, hear, as

is

not at

all in

simply

=

dcpaigeZv,

take aiuay,

accordance with the context of the

passage Isa. liii., where the Saviour appears in the character of a
This difficulty is solved, however, if we conceive the
sufferer.
Saviour more in its essential character.
Viewing the Saviour, as we must, as truly human, as well as truly
divine, we cannot but think, that the healing energy of our Lord
consisted in a pouring and breathing forth of his vital fulness
that, moreover, his whole soul entered, with heartfelt sympathy,
that he really suffered with
into the necessities of the sufferers
them. As, therefore, physical exertion produced physical weariness
(John iv. 6), so also spiritual exertion would exhaust him spiritually.
Hence we may say, that in respect to infirmities and diseases also,
Jesus laboured in his soul, and bore the sin of the world.

healing energy of the

—

—

§ 8.

Petee's

Draught of

(Lukeiv. 42-44; [Mark

The

i.

Fishes.

35-39;] Luke

v. 1-11.)

idea just suggested receives confirmation from the succeed-

ing verses in

Luke and Mark.

retire^ into solitude {elg

eprjfiov

For early next morning the Saviour
ronov) for prayer.

Mark

uses evvvxov

more usual expression ijitepag yevoiievqg in Luke.
which some Codd. read tvvvxa, occurs only in this pas-

Xiav instead of the
"'Evvt'xov, for

sage.

We

are frequently told that Jesus spent the night in silent

prayer. (See

Luke

v.

16

;

vi.

12

;

ix. 28.)

We

must

believe that

from a real necessity,
unless our Lord is believed to have done something unmeaning, or
merely apparent which would favour Docetic notions. According
to the Scriptures, Jesus was in all things (Kara irdvTa) like men, excepting sin, that he might be merciful {tXefumv, Heb. ii. 17). And
it is in just this view of our Lord that rich consolation is afforded,
this retirement for solitary prayer proceeded

—

and the possibility is provided of taking Christ for our example.
Regarded in his character as man, the prayers of Jesus (which must,
indeed, be conceived as uninterrupted, agreeably to his own com-

Luke
us [Luke

iiicand to

xviii. 1],

IY. 42, 43

but

tion in peculiarly consecrated

still

V.

;

353

1.

as having tlicir points of eleva-

moments) were,

so to speak, seasons

of heavenly refreshment and strengthening from above, in order to

overcome the power of darkness that incessantly assailed him. But,
same time, these moments of prayer arc to be viewed as seasons when the Saviour Avas absorbed in the contemplation of the
high purposes of the Father with him, and in the depths of divine
love, in order to consecrate himself more and more to the compleat the

tion of his work.

—

Ver, 43.
The people, however, touched with the impression
which the demeanour of Jesus produced, hastened after him into the
wilderness
and Peter, always the most active among the apostles,
goes to Jesus to inform him that the multitude was seeking for him.
But our Lord withdraws, with the observation, that he must extend
;

his ministry over the

whole of

The ministry

Israel.

of the Saviour,

was not intended to be exercised continually in the same place, but to arouse from its death slumber the
mass of the nation. Hence he never stayed long in a place, but
journeyed hither and thither. Meantime he limited his more special
oversight of souls to the narrower and wider circles of his disciples,
according to

who

its entire

themselves to his sanctifying influence, that they

so yielded

forsook all

— came out

(Mark

liim.

[i.

occurs only in
of some
l-ievog

plan,

from their previous connexions, and followed

38] uses the expression ix^fxevat k^iiottoXek;, which
this

passage.

TovTO i^eXijXvda, for this

Luke's expression
remarkable.

It

is

elg

:

he means villages

KunoTioXeig,

to be taken as in ijn^Qa ixofdv?]

is

44], in the sense of " near,"
eig

By

approaching towns in extent.

size,

[Luke

The

participle

t:x6-

xiii.

33

Acts

xiii.

;

" neighbouring." The words in Mark
have I come forth^ which corresponds to
:

tovto dmaraXfiat, foo' this

am I sent,

true, there is the various reading in

kvOa, which, as being the

more co7iimon phrase

[tpx^oOai

are also

Mark,

sc.

tA?/-

elgrbv itoa-

must be regarded as inferior in value to the less common. 'E^epcome forth, refers to the formula used by John t^EQxeadai. ek
rov Qeov, t/c rov -ra-rpo^, come forth from God, from the Father, with
which t/c ru)v ovpavCJv would be synonymous. [See John viii. 42
xvii. 8.]
In t:^eXriXvOa, have come forth, a disxvi. 27, 28
xiii. 3
tinct reference is implied to the original relation of the Son to the

/tov],

X^r^Oat,

:

;

;

;

;
while arrtrj-raP/w/, have been sent, refers only to the appearance of Jesus as determined by God.)

Father

Luke

V.

1.

—With

an

convenient proximity

is

indefinite

transition,

appended
here spoken of

Peter's draught of fishes

is

upon, a sign of eagerness indeed, but

;

the narrative of

for the multitude,

whose

(KmicelaOai, to croiod, to

still

an amioyance

in-

press

to Jesus),

is

not the same as that mentioned in ver, 42, because the clause interposed, he loas 'preaching in the synagogues,
Vol. I.— 23

etc. (ijv ictjqvoocjv

iv ralg

—
Luke
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ovvayojyalc:

ri'ig

—

V. 1-5.

TaXcAaia^), resumes the indefinite character.

It

therefore, uncertain Avhether this narrative should be connected

mediately with the preceding.
AVith resj^ect to the narrative

is,

im-

of Peter's draught of fishes,

itself

has been already remarked, in the note on Matth

iv. 18, that in
the mere outline there given of the calling of Peter (on which event
it

John alone sheds adequate light), the mention of the circumstance,
that Peter was called to become a fisher of men, was introduced
into the picture merely as

an individual feature, without our being
was uttered immediately at his first meeting with Peter. Luke details here more
circumstantially the occurrence, in connection with which our Lord
designated Peter a fisher of men but he takes for granted that
Jesus had, on a former occasion, become acquainted with Peter, and
only shews how, on this occasion, the exalted greatness of Jesus
opened upon him with unsuspected splendour, and thus powerfully
attaclied him to his person,
(The Lake of Grenuesaret, on the shore
of which Christ here appears as teaching, derives its name from the
'H 61 Xijxvr] Vevdistrict Tewrjadp.
Josephus says [B. J. iii. 10, 7]
V7]odp d-nb rTig 7rpoo-e;^oi5f %wpa^ KaXeirai.
The lake is also called OdXaaaa r?ig TaXiXaiag, Matth. iv, 18. In the Old Testament it is called
nnsa t:\, Sea of Chinnereth, Josh, xiii. 27.
The Chaldee spelling of
the name has the various forms, nsra, i3i-a, lo'iaa
[See Winer's
able to maintain that this expression of our Lord's

;

:

" Eealworterbuch,"

phus

{ut Slip.) as

Ver. 2,

3.

s.

The extent

v.]

120 stadia

— The

in length,

of the lake

and 40

is

given by Jose-

in breadth.

pressure of the people caused Jesus to leave

This was drawn up on land,
was usually the case with small vessels ; Jesus desired Peter, to
whom the boat belonged, to push it off from the land into deep
water (dTrb rTjg yTjg tTravayayelv), and then taught from the ship, unmolested by the crowding of the multitude.. This setting of the
boat afloat is to be distinguished from the bringing it out into the
midst of the sea (iiravayaynv elg rb [3d0og
altum., ver. 4), which
was done for the j)urpose of fishing.
Ver. 4, 5.
After his discourse was finished, and the people, consequently, dismissed, our Lord orders Peter to cast out the net for
(XaXd^o), properly " to slacken," " let go"
e. g., a bow,
a draught,
the land and enter one of the boats.

as

=

—

then " to

"

sink,'^

down.")

let

night's unsuccessful toil

time the Apostles

still

Peter,

disheartened by a whole
at that

— a circumstance which shews, that

pursued their business, at times at least

complies, more out of deference to the dignity of Jesus, than from
(Luke alone uses 'E~ioTdr?]g, Master.
faith in a successful result.

See

viii.

24,

45

instead of the

;

ix. 33,

49

Hebrew "

;

He calls Jesus by that name
which he could not assume, as

xvii. 13,

Ptabbi,"

Luke
being

known

for it also

Ver.

—

to his

Greek

e. g., vii.

6, 7.

— Peter

V. 5-10.

But

readers.

355
uses diSdoKaXog, teacher,

lie

40.)

complies with the Saviour's desire, and they

it broke, and their
companions were obliged to bring the other boat along-side, in order
(BvOii^eaOai occurs only in this
to take in the abundance bestowed.
passage with the signification of " sinking deeper," " sinking." The

enclose a multitude of fishes in their net, so that

is used figuratively in 1 Tim. vi. 9.)
According to the conception of the historian, the abundant produce of this draught, which forms a contrast with the unsuccessful
fishing through the night, when Peter toiled alone, are to be viewed
as the result of Christ's presence, and the effect of his power.

wca'd

Christ

is,

therefore, here set j^rth as the Sovereign of nature, who,

Jby the secret magic of his will, had power to direct even what is
unconscious, according to his purposes ; just as the same power of
the unsearchable Grod,

v.lio

governs the universe, year by year con-

ducts the fish of the sea and the birds of the
tions

by

invisible

air in their

Phenomena, analogous

clues.

to

miracles of nature, appear clustered around our Lord,
their

centre

he rules as a

;

visible,

the

migragreat

%s around

personally present Grod, in

by invisible, mysterious ties, all is
connected with the word of his mouth the expression of his holy
will.
And what are apparently unconscious movements and impulses of nature, appear, when controlled by his will, directed to the
the wide realm of existence

;

—

highest moral ends.
Ver. 8,

9.— The

sense of a special divine agency, which pro-

them

as emanating from Jesus, overwhelmed them
with astonishment (Odi^ifiog) and fear but in the excitable Peter,
expressed itself at once in act and word. His sinfulness appeared
to him in such glaring contrast to the heavenly power displayed before him in tlie Sa\'iour, that he fell down, partly adoring and partly

claimed

itself to

all

;

Depart from

me

In all this is evidently
and what is not so, are incompatible Avith each other. He who beholds God must die (Judges vi. 23
xiii. 22
Dan. x. 17) an idea which is perfectly true of the revelation
on whose level Peter still stood
of the divine character in the law
made in the thunders of Sinai, Exod. xix. 12. But in God's gracious
praying

:

{t^eXde

involved the idea that what

—

;

is

tnov).

utt'

divine,

;

—

—

revelation in the Saviour, his nearness to sinful

durable, but even animating and refreshing

man

is

not only en

on a sudden,
but gradually, it makes old things pass away, and creates things
For this reason also our Lord quiets his anxiety, and
that are new.
calls

come

upon him

to be a fellow-worker for the

since, not

kingdom which he had

to establish.

Ver. 10.
vvv

;

— The words " henceforth thou shalt catch men" {dnb rod

tar] c^o)ypu)v

dvOpwrrovg), express the

main point

in the whole transac-

Luke
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V.

9, 10.

which not only the draught of fishes, but also the strengthening of the Apostles in the faith, were subordinate.
observe here,
for the first time, a characteristic of Christ's actions, which we shall
tioDj to

We

have frequent occasion to notice in future. The Saviour teaches hy
penetrating with deep
actions he speaks by deeds to those around
spiritual glance into the essence of things, he is enabled to deal

—

;

with the formations of nature in such a manner as to use them as a

Something analogous
be observed even in the conduct of noble and exalted person-

rich system of symbols or hieroglyphics.*

may

The

ages on earth.
their doings

;

ideas which inspire

and under

them

their influence the

are

shadowed forth in

most

insignificant rela-

tions become ennobled.
A system of symbolical actions of this
kind is expressly seen in the ministry of the ancient prophets. (See
Jerem. xiii. 1, ff. ; Ezek. xii, 1,
xxiv. 1, if.)
Of all the actions
of Jesus, none presents this characteristic so undeniably as the
cursing of the fig-tree (Matth. xxi. 18, if.), which without such a
fi". ;

The advantages

theory, involves inexplicable difiiculties.

guage of

of a lan-

where fancy and feeling
predominate, as is always the case wherever the mind has not risen
above that state which is marked by the absence of reflection, a
lively, concrete fact always produces infinitely more effect than an
In reference to the question as to the import of
abstract argument.
this transaction, we are met by the circumstance, that an occurrence
similar to this, which introduces the more immediate connexion of
Peter with the Saviour, concludes it also. (John xxi.) A symbolical intimation of the subsequent spiritual ministry of Peter, who is
regarded as the representative of the apostolical body, meets us at
thg beginning and the close of Peter's connexion with his Lord on
Thou shalt catch men (t'cr?/ ^wypwi^
earth.
In the expression
dv6p67Tovg)
instead of which we find in Matth. iv. 19, and Mark i.
fact like this, are self-evident

;

:

—

17; I will

make you

fishers of

men

(jroi/jacx) vi-idg

dXielg dvOpdJTicjv)

that they have to gain over others to themselves,

is

—

not the only

point of comparison with the spiritual work of the Apostles

;

other

and more minute relations evidently present themselves.
first

In the
place the idea of catching includes the relation of the con-

* Augustine observes appropriately on this point

:

Interrogemus ipsa miracula, quid

nobis loquantur de Christo; habent enim, si inielliganiur, linguam suam.

—

Nam

quia ipse

i. e., " Let us
ask the miracles
testimony concerning Christ; for they have, when understood, a language of
For because Christ himself is the Word, also the deed of the Word is a
their own.
word to us." (Tract xxiv. in Joann. 0pp., vol iii., p. 349, edit. Bened.) With these
words a beautiful passage from Eamann's works (pt. i., p. 50) may be compared, who,

Chrislus verhum

est,

etiam factum verbi verbum nobis

est

for their

instructed

by

that Spirit,

who always

teaches the same truth in

all

places and at

all

times,

— " Every Bible narrative bears the
— a body, which ashes and worthless—that the outward
but
besides that a soul — the breath of God, the
the dark,
and the
which shines

writes quite independently of that Father, as follows

image of man

is

:

is

life

and cannot be comprehended by the darkness."

light,

letter;

in

—
Luke
scions agent to

come by

an nnconscions subject, and the latter's being overThis is precisely the rchitron that subsisted

—

ciple of life, those

— as the representatives of the

/Soot Aem,

Idng-

While the former represent the higher

who

prin-

are in the world are in a state of ignorance

as to the nature of the higher

Next, the iigure of catching

life.

the transference of the convert from the old element

fish refers to

to the pure, holy

life,

357

former.

tlife

between the Apostles
dom and the world.

of

V. 10, 11.

element of the Gospel, on which import of

the figure the hymn, ascribed to Clement of Alexandria, dwells in
the following strain

:

ICJ-ep ^Irfoov

Saviour Jesus

'KXiEv nepoTTuv

Fisher of men,

Twv

!

Even

the saved

UeXdyovg aadag

From

the ocean of sin

^IxQvq dyvovg

Enticing the holy

Kvnarog txQpov

From the hostile wave
By thy sweet life.

(70)^oixKVO)v

TXvKepfi ^o}y deXedi^uv

!

fish,

Allusions to this transition from the old element of

new one

tianity in the use of the

Suiceri

eccL,

tlies.

s.

v.,

name

dhevg.)

first

Even

hemistich runs thus in the

Totg

dXi elg

allel

with

this

Orjpevrdg
Ver. 11.
ciples

into the

of Christians.

IxOvc, fishes,

(See

Old Testament there
See Jerem. xvi. 16, where

in the

exist the elements of this comparison.

the

life

of Christianity, are often found in the early ages of Chris-

LXX.

:

'Idov,

eyw drzooTeXXo)

rovg iroXXovg, Xsyei Kvpiog, koX dXievaovatv avrovg.

the second hemistich has

—

'A-rroart'AAw

Par-

rovg noXXovg

Koi dripevoovaiv avrovg.

— This miraculous event drew the bond between the

and the Saviour more

closely

;

they

left

their worldly

dis-

em-

ployment, and, following Christ, espoused that spiritual calhng
which he pointed out to them in its analogy Avith their former exThe leaving and following (dcpitvat and diwXnvOdv) are
ternal one.
not, however, to be viewed as an outward act merely, but preeminently as an inward transaction, of which the external was but
The power of the higher life in Christ which
a visible expression.
seized them, liberated

joined

them

to their

them

Lord by

spiritually

even at a later period, return to their
xxi. 3,

fP.)

from earthly

invisible bonds.
craft.

fetters,

and

Externally they did,
(See note on John
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Matthew

.

Jesus Stills the Sea.

9.

§
(ilatth. viii.

VIII. 18-24.

18-27

;

Mark

iv.

35-41

Mattliew apparently connects

Luke

;

viii.

22-25.)

following

tlio

event

18) which cannot have immediately succeeded that event.
conjiccts
field

;

in

first

Mark

directly with the parables of the sower, lamp,

verses of this section in

Luke

parallel with a passage in

passage

(viii.

and cornLuke it is attached to the preceding context merely by
The
expression, iv jxia rojv v/juepwv, on one of the days.

it

the loose

the

Avith

healing of Peter's mother-in-law yet really with a situation

(viii.

22,

ff.)

by a wide

Matthew
(ix.

57,

(viii.

19-22) arc, moreover,

separated from the

fi*.),

first

Further, the words Matth.

interval.

19-22, are rather an introduction, than an integral 2:)art of the
Luke introduces them at a later period (ix. 57, ff.) in a
more precise connexion, and in a^more complete form. For the inviii.

narrative.

terpretation of

them we

refer, therefore, to

Matthew

that passage.

seems to have inserted them here in the section which treats of the
miracles of Jesus, to bring out the contrast with the all-commanding will of Jesus

;

and

to

make apparent, that the greatness of the
who had not where to lay his head, is, on

requirement to follow him

the other hand, modified by the fact that he

With

respect to the fact

nature in a

new

convulsions.

aspect,

itself, it

and

as calming

and pacifying

its

Lord of

throes and

Sin, which, in its fearful effects, disturbed even the

physical portion of existence,

is

thus represented as overcome by the

Prince of Peace in the most various forms of
ix. 6.)

governs the elements.

exhibits Christ as the

In so far as what

is

external

its

manifestation.

(Isa.

always a mirror of what

is

is

and similar events in the evangelical history, express
the analogous power of the Saviour over the agitations of the inward life. (See note on Matth. xiv. 21, 22.) The Saviour in a ship,
accompanied by his disciples, tossed on the waves of the sea, is a

internal, this,

natural antitype to the ark containing the representatives of the incipient

human

race,

and a

jjrefiguration of the

church in

its relation

to the sea of evil {-tXayog KaKiaq) in the world.

Ver. 23, 24.

— Our Lord, intending to

pass over to the eastern

shore of the lake (ver. 18), entered the ship, and

Mark,
fell asleep.
with his usual care, finishes the picture more minutely. On the
one hand he observes, that in company with that one ship other
smaller ones crossed

(iv. 36),

the Saviour's position.

and on the othe^, he describes

(He was lying

precisely

in the hinder part of the

vessel [jTpvjiva. Acts xxvii. 29, 41], resting his head.

lipoaKe^dXaiov

probably a support to lean against in other cases, generally a
" pillow.") While Jesus slept, a sudden hurricane arose. (Instead

is

;

—
Matthew
of

Xallaxl',

whicli

and Luke

]\Iarlv

359

VIII. 24-28.
use,

Matthew

lias aeiaiioc, wliicli

denotes ]n-opeily " cartliqualces," then " violent agitations" in general.

The

"••'

LXX.

use

it

for n??).

of Utile faith, hecause they feared being
swallowed up together with the sleeping Saviour (on oAcyo-iarog, see
note on Matth. vi. 30), vet the diseiples are believing, since they ask
and the Saviour, not putting their
deliverance from the Lord

26.— Though

Yer. 25,

;

to

iiiith
c\ni.

shame, produced a perfect calm.

Symmachus.)

29, in

It

is

= "'='=-,

(VaXr]vT]

Psalm

remarkable, that Jesus' Avord ap-

pears not merely as checking the lawless course of the elements, and

reducing the scattered powers to oneness and harmony^ but that,
according to Mark, he quiets the waves of the sea by a direct address
oiG)-a, Trerjiificooo.
There is undoubtedly more implied in this
to it
:

than a mere oratorical personification. It indicates a view of nature,
as of something living, which is atFected by divine, as Avell as by
Our Lord, by viewing the commotions of nature
hostile, influences.
as the echo of the general interruption of harmony, refers them to

(On

their original source.

power, see note on Matth.

t-irt^av, expressing a
viii.

29.

<Piix6o),

(fyijiovodai, to he diimh, silent,
V. 18
wind, Matth. xiv. 32 Mark vi. 51.)

Ko-di^u)

;

— The

command

of divine

mouth, 1 Tim.
?}(T7%a^w, used of the

to close the

=

;

and externally striking the efiects
more they impress the natural man.
In themselves the hidden spiritual effects are infinitely mightier and
more exalted they strike at the root of sin, while the former touch
only its remote and secondary effects.
Ver. 27.

more

colossal

of the Saviour's power are, the

;

§ 10.

Cure of the Gadarene Demoniac.

(Matth.

We
among

28-34; Mark

avail ourselves of this

miraculous cures
voi,

viii.

—the

first,

v.

1-20; Luke

viii.

26-39.)

most important and

difficult

of the

according to Matthew's arrangement,

the narratives of the treatment of what are called r5f«//o27tro/ieto develop in a connected way, agreeably to tlie in-

demoniacs

—

timations contained in the Scriptures, the view wliich we entertain
on the condition of such persons, and on the several jdienomena

which the Scriptures mention in connexion with them. The entire
Scriptures are undeniably pervaded by the idea,-j- that what is holy

—

* Properly, shalcing, violent agitation, then specially, earthqualc..
[K.
\ The vigorous opposition offered to the doctrine of the existence of the devil and bad
angels, may, in part, arise from pure motives

—

viz.,

the desire to prevent the great abuses

which have been made of the doctrine; but, in part, are prompted by those of a totally
viz., a laxity of morals, and an unwillingness to acknowledge to themselves,
different kind
in all its deformity, the nature of that evil which men detect plainly enough in them-

—

'
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mankind, lias not its root in themselves, but
whence arise those influences of good

in a higher region of existence,

evil, which may be receeived or rejected on the part of rnen, according to the position and the faithfulness of the individual. With

and

a comprehensive glance, the doctrine of Scripture conceives the good
as well as the evil in the universe as a connected whole

—only with

this difference, that the good, being the divine itself, always appears

likewise as the absolute; the unholy, on the contrary,

presented as a real interruption of harmony, but

The

thing dependent on the will of the creature.

indeed re-

is

only as some-

still

know

Scriptures

of no second principle, and the church has invariably condemned

the doctrine of Manicheism as incompatible with the idea of God.

By removing

the source of evil out of

human

nature, redemption

is

For it is only the germ of good in man,
of bondage under a hostile power, that can be

recognized as possible.

viewed in

its state

They ought

selves.

seen how,

to separate the abuses from the thing

tures are perfectly adapted to the

with

by which

we

If

it

it is

taught to distinguish
assailed, to

up

to them,

itself

it

would bo

and

a soul despairs

the conflict

in

which might be well able

to

overcome

from the Evil One, and to ascribe the fiery darts

who directs thera against it. (Ephes. v. IG.)
we retain a'world full of devilish men, and

the wicked being

carefully banish the devil

Many

wants of men.

evil thoughts, or yields -itself

them, were

and then

itself,

informatioa respecting the relations of the world of spirits also, the Scrip-

in this

his angels,

a heart full of devilish thoughts, as Gothc appositely remarks " They got
wicked one, but the wicked ones remain;" for evil itself, with its frightful manifestations, cannot possibly be removed it stands engraved in history with indelible lines.

for ourselves

:

rid of the

;

Hence

the doctrine, that the source of evil

mankind;

contains the

it

ke}'-

is in

a higher region of

so deeply based in the teaching of Scripture, that
it

it

will

life, is

it

is

never be possible to overthrow

to evident errors into the idea of its Saviour,

to self-destruction.

a blessing to

this account also,

except, indeed, the church should ever so far forget

in the church,

accommodation

On

to the doctrine of redemption.

itself as to

admit

which would be equivalent

But, as truth in general will remain unconquered, so will also the

knowing that it exists, and liow it
But with regard to the use to
be made of the doctrine, great care is certainly commendable in this respect, as all deeply
impressive ideas, like edge tools, must be applied prudently. The use made of the docFirst, we find that, in
trine in Scripture supplies most excellent hints on this subject.

truth respecting evil, which consists j^recisely in our

For

exists.

it is

the real victory of evil not to be known.

the earlier periods of the Old Testament, the doctrine appears only in obscure intimations;
it is

not

till

tablished

the times of the captivity,

among

when

the worship of the true

the people, that the germs were further unfolded.

God was

In

firmly es-

this fact,

we have

a plain hint not to propound the doctrine either before children, or before minds so im-

may be regarded as childish before such, it is better, after the example
of the Old Testament, to refer the manifestations of evil to the permission of God, withmature that they

;

out entering more minutely on the subject. The Saviour teaches concerning the devil
only in the presence of his disciples. Next, the doctrine of the kingdom of darkness and
its agency ought never to be brought forward in any other way tlian in connexion with
the doctrine of redemption.
surest

means

The consciousness of grace which overcomes

to prevent all misconception of the doctrine.

all,

is

the

Lastly, the doctrine, in gene-

not so much included among the subjects of the formal Kj/pvypa rz/f d'/ijOeiac, just
does not appear so in the New Testament, and in the Confessions of Faith; it is more
In the manifold enigmas of self-exparticularly important in the private cure of souls.
amination, we shall find that this doctrine has not only a deep psychological root but
ral, is

as

it

t.hat

a beneficial effect

may bo expected from

its

being wisely employed.

,
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hostile power, as well as

consciously resigned himself to

sorbed in

VIII.

man

he has

liimself, if

and

altogether,

it

is,

therefore, ab-

The kingdom of
and conceived as the opof the kingdom of good, is called in

not an object of redeeming power.

then, regarded in its individuality,

posite (though only relatively)

the Scrij)tures, the devil and his angels

(Matth. XXV. 41 ; Kev. xii. 9)
rov aaravd) (Matth. xii. 26.)
(aaravdq)

Kev.

xii.

evil,

who

= ^l:b = Ka~iiywp

also,

;

The

(jStdlSokog kol

dyyeXoi av-ov)

the kingdom of Satan (fiaoiXeia

terms, devil

(cJia/3oA.of)

and Satan

accuser of the brethren,
10), are used only in the singular for the central power of
is conceived as carrying in himself potentially the power
(

rCJv d6eX<pCjv^

of his kingdom.

In one passage (Matth. xii.
seems to be used as equivalent to daqioviov

The subordinate

only in appearance.

Satan
but even there, it is
corresponding to the

26), it is true,
;

spirits,

angels of God, are called 6ai[i6via, demons, less frequently, dai^ioveg

(Matth.

Mark

12

;

clean spirits {TTvev^ara uKdOapra)

;

31

viii.

-Tjg TTovrjpiag,

;

v.

"one who

knowledge manifests

well informed,

is

itself as

more accurately

the angels of light, evil

12

>,

TTveviiarcKa

signification of

knows

;"";••"

and because

spirit, it

denotes

(The character of the knowledge

is

is

viewed in

its different

modifications in

individualized in the angels of darkness in

among the demons, see note on
mode of viewing the subject are
writings of the Old Testament, and we

(On the

classes

The germs

of this

modifications.
12.)

The

specified by adjuncts, as dyaOodainwv, KaKodaificjv).

In the same way as good

vi.

frequently un-

;

vi.

the essence of the

spiritual existences in general.

Ephes.

Ephes.

— da/jiiojv, is, among ancient writers, more comprehen-

sive; it denotes

its

29)

viii.

(in

spiritual {essences of) toicJcedness.

the word daifuov

is

Luke
and

found in the very earliest
may imagine a development of these germs in the popular mind by
continued enhghtenment through the spirit of truth, without calling to our aid the foreign influence, which some have thought to
have been exercised over the Jews during the Babylonish captivity.f
* More probably from daiu, divide,

allot.

— [K.

f This vievr, which has become so cuiTent, is involved in considerable historical difl5For since those regions, to which Nebuchadnezzar removed the Jews, were unculties.

der the dominion of the Chaldeans, by whose popular worship such an effect cannot be
supposed to have been wrought upon the Jews, since they had no doctrine of evil spirits
{Milliter's

conjecture in his " Religion der BabT/lonier," S. 87,

ff.,

that there

on the subject of demons in the Chaldean esoteric doctrines,

was .some

instruc-

mere hypothesis) the
question arises Whether the s}-stem of the Zondavesta, to the influence of which it is
ascribed that tlie Jews became acquainted with the doctrine of demons during the captivity, ever was prevalent in the Chaldee kingdom?
There were Magi in Babylon, it
is true, even before the capture of that city by Cyrus (see Bertholdfs third Excursus to his
commentary on Daniel) but whether these Magi were worshippers of Ormuzd, and acquainted with Ahriman, is very doubtful, because (see Gesenius' second appendix to his
commentary on Isaiah) none of the Chaldee names of gods have the least simihtrity to the
tion

—

is

;

;

Persian.

But

if

the religion of the Zondavesta

had been

esoteric only in the Chaldee era-
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But then if we start from the magnificent conception of the unity
kingdom of darkness, the question occurs What peculiar

—

of the

form of the influence of the powers of darkness do the Scriptures denote by the name daiiwi'i^ojxevot, demoniacs ? For although they likewise connect moral evil in mankind with the influence of the
Satan entered into him,
devil {e. g., John says of Judas Iscariot
:

27), yet the representatives of evil among mankind (false
In the case
pro])hets and antichrists) are never called demoniacs.

chap.

xiii.

of the latter, on the contrary,

we always

sickness, generally convulsions of

ment

perceive appearances of

an epileptic nature, and a derange-

But

or loss of personal consciousness.

still this

state of sick-

ness does not appear as the characteristic of demoniacs

;

for it is

evident that the same maladies may, in one case be of demoniacal
origin, in another, not

;

for instance

one who

is

dumb

inconsequence

of organic defect, perhaps an injury to the tongue, would never be
called a demoniac,

though we read

in

Many demoniacs shew

was dumb.

Luke

xi.l4 of a demoniac

themselves to be maniacs

we are discussing)
madman, even such

but

who

(e. g,,

the Gadarene, whose history

;

therefore, follow that every

as were disordered

it

does not,

by organic injuries of the brain, was considered by the Jews a demoniac* All the descriptions of demoniacs indicate a strange mixIn the first place, the
ture of psychical and physical phenomena.
condition of
tain

the demoniacs appears

degree of moral delinquency

fests itself,

not so

much

;

akvays to suppose a cerso, that their sin mani-

yet

as wickedness, properly speaking, as pre-

dominant sensuality (probably lasciviousness in particular), which
was indulged in opposition to their better self. Thus in such
how the poor Jewish exiles should have beand that so far as to have received thence new docti-ines into
the circle of their ideas.
The whole subject needs, as before observed, a more thorougb
historical investigation. [The Bible doctrine of fallen angels is the reverse of the dualistic
doctrine of the Zendavesta.] But that idea is not less to be rejected, that the belief of the exThe history of the
istence of evil spirits is a notion belonging to the infancy of mankind.
development (if demonology in the Scriptures, as well as the nature of the case, proves the
The purer, the deeper, and the truer the conception of the divine, as the good,
contrary.
the more thoroughly does man know evil in its nature, and comprehend it in its development. The Scriptures represent the felse prophets and flilse Christs as its most perfect
The fact that our most modern
forms, and place them at the end of the world's course.
pire, then, again,

it is

come acquainted with

not easily conceivable
it,

systematic theology, even since
little

its

restoration after its self-dcstruetion, has been

able to adopt the doctrine of the

kingdom of darkness

(as is

still

so

seen in Schleiermacher's

STjstem, for instance), proves, that the Christian consciousness has not allowed itself to be

thoroughly penetrated with the light of Christian principle.
* Joseplms {Ant. vii. 6, 3) pronounces the demons to be the souls of wicked men, and,

on the same supposition, Justin Martyr explains the nature of the demoniacs. (Apol. I.
This view must, however, be regarded merely as the private
c. 16, p. 14, edit. Braun.)
Joseplms
opinion of a few, and is not to be taken as the prevailing popular sentiment.
Philostratus (iv. 20, 25) records of Ap{Ant. viii. 2, 3) narrates the cure of a demoniac.
"Leben
des
pollonius Tyaneus also that he exorcised evil spirits.
Baur^s
Compare
Appollonius," S. 144.

;
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germ

might be preserved,
might be developed, if
the consciousness of the frightful condition of knowing themselves to be boun4 under the power of sin was awakened within
persons, the noble, (leei>seated

and out of

them.

it

Next,

of

life

the desire for deliverance

there appear^, as a characteristic of demoniacs, a

weakening of tbe bodily organization, particularly the nervous system, occasioned by the sin in which they indulged
and from the
very intimate connexion of the nervous life with all mental activity,
the enfeebling of the former must rfcry easily produ(;e derangement
in the whole internal life.
This derangement appears the more striking in such unfortunate beings, the more excitable their conscience
seems to have been
testifying to them that their misery was the
result of their own fault, without their being in a condition, by their
own power, to extricate themselves from the fetters of sin and the
kingdom of darkness, to the influence of which they had resigned
themselves.
On the other hand, one who, in his inmost soul, had
resigned himself to sin, yet rather intellectual than sensual, might
be a 77ox'?/pdr, iviclced, but not a dai^iovix^ufievog, demoniac. For in
such persons there is still a certain unity of nature, which may in
the end become despair (as in the case of Judas), but not madness,
which presupposes a violent inward conflict between the better self
and the power of darkness, by which it feels itself enthralled. It
coincides with our view,^rs^, that in all the descriptions of demoniacs we find mention made of physical sufierings.
Convulsions,
epilepsy, raving, and lunacy (according to Matth. xvii, 14, fl".), are
particularly noticed
the kind of maladies which agree well with
our hypothesis. The agreement appears to be less, where demoniacs
are called dumb or deaf; but even such forms of physical sufi'ering
may be easily brought to harmonize with our general view, if only,
as just observed, we do not conceive of organic destruction of hearing and speech in the case of demoniacal deafness and dumbness,
but rather nervous paralysis, ascribed by the troubled conscience of
the sufierers to the influence of the kingdom of darkness, which
they were conscious they had permitted to enter their souls. Hence
the common oj)inion, which pronounces the demoniacs to be sick
;

;

—

people,

is

partially true

the outward

efiects,

;

but only partially, as

it

confines itself to

while the representation of Scripture regards

the phenomena in their moral origin [as
angels on the nervous system.]

Next,

the influence of fallen

equally in accordance
with our view, that a desire for deliverance, a hope of being cured,
And though this longing is, as
is expressed by all the demoniacs.
it were, but a sjjark of hope and faith, which yet glows within
still

it

is

even this implies a susceptibility to the powers of the higher
Accordingly, the demo-

hfe which the Saviour presented to them.
niacs do not appear

by any means

as the

most wicked, but only as
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The decidedly wicked man, who has admitted
the hostile influence, undisturbed and unopposed, into the inmost
recesses of his heart, cannot be healed.
Faith susceptibility to a

very miserable men.

higher principle of

life

—

—

is

wanting in the most secret depths of the

In the demoniacs, the contest against evil presents apparently
but that there still remains a contest against
speaks for the existence of a germ of noble life
so that in the case

soul.

a more hideous form
it,

;

;

even of the demoniacs, /at^A

is

the necessary condition of their being

But again, our view

healed.

is

in accordance

with the circum-

stance, that, in the descriptions of the demoniacs,

we

often find a

subjection of the nervous system, and with this, of the voluntary bodily
functions, especially language, to the will of the demons.

They

speak their character, or rather the demon speaks through them, but
always so that there reappears at moments the consciousness of
This state is quite parallel with the "trance
their individuality.
(tKoraaig), or being in the spirit (ev -nveviian elvat), and speaking

with tongues (jX6aaatg XaXeXv) that is, the effect produced in these
by the holy element of the spirit (rrveviia), or light
{(pCJg)
see 1 Cor. xiv., where the suppression of the consciousness
{vovg) by the overpowering holy force manifestly appears
is, in the
former case, produced by the unholy element of darkness (oKorog).
are not, therefore, by any means, to conceive of the state of
the demoniac, as if two or more persons were contained in the individual
but the suffering person appears with his OAvn human consciousness suppressed, and a controlling foreign influence on his nervous life but as there are alternating seasons in which the hostile
power is ascendant, and in which it retreats, so, after a paroxysm,
the human self again shews itself in lucid intervals, with a full sense
of the wretchedness of such a bondage. And, lastly, we discover
also in the demoniacs an enhanced faculty of foreseeing, a kind of
somnambulic clairvoyance, by which, in particular, they recognize the
important relation sustained by the Saviour to the entire realm of
This very circumstance agrees perfectly with the hypothespirits.
sis, that nervous affections form the basis of such states, so far as
they are corporeal and how easily unnaturally increased nervous
action is united with the gift of clairvoyance, is sufficiently familiar
from the history of animal magnetism. .It is thus that the contra
dictory language of the demoniacs is to be explained ; at one time
they manifest a deep insight into the truth at another, rude popular notions are mixed up in their words, so that the whole of their
conversation has the fearfully vivid character of the erring and con;

latter states

—

—

We

;

;

;

;

madmen, who not unfrequently give utterance to striking thoughts, but so connect them with other elements, that the
splendour of the thought is only a more melancholy testimony to the

fused talk of

greatuPiRs of the

derangement

in

the seat of

life

whence

it

issued.

Matthew
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why demoniacs

are

no

certainly undeniable, that the

the Gospel has had a beneficial influence on

mankind even
and that thus various manifestations of evil (particularly in its rude forms) have been mitigated.
It is a mistake when
some have gone so far as to maintain, on the authority of 1 John
iii. 8, that the devil has no more opportunity to exert his influence
spirit of

in this respect,

in the church of Christ (least of all can the passage referredfto sup-

ply any j^roof of that opinion).

church

—as

It

might be allowed of the

the community of believers

ideal,

but the external
church evidently forms a mixed communion, in which the power of
Christ's redeeming work is, indeed, in a state of advancing development, but has not yet, by any means, sanctified the whole for
which reason, the influences emanating from the kingdom of darkness must not be conceived as destroyed, but only as modified.
Next, the fact in question may be accounted for from this, that the
knowledge of evil spirits and of their influence is not now so prevalent.
In many maniacs or epileptic persons there may be a state
invisible

;

;

very similar to that of the demoniacs, {?), only the sufferer himself
(as medical men commonly do) looks upon his state in a different

But

hght.f

it

is

evident that the circumstance of the unhappy

knowing or not knowing of his

being's

In this

cidental.

is

state, is something purely acbut reflected the character of the time, just as

* I qssume here, according to the prevalent opinion, that such is the fact, and that no
demoniacs are now to be met with. But it must not be forgotten, that eminent medical
men are of a different opinion e. g, Esquirol in Paris (compare the " Magazin flir auslan-

—

und Julius." Sept. 1828, S. .S17). Kerner's views on the
The missionary Rhenius gives an account of a remarkable de-

dische Heilkunde, von Gerson
subject are well

moniac
B.

7, S.

in the

199,

knowm.

East Indies, in the year 1817.
ff.)

"Were the apostles to

visit

(In Meyer's " Blatter

our madhouses,

is

it

fiir

hohere AVahrheit,"

questionable

how

they

would designate many of the sufferers in them.
f On the same grounds it is accounted for, tliat there is no mention made of demoniacs in the Old Testament. The doctrine of demoniacs and their influence had but little
currency among the people before the captivity; even if therefore, the kingdom of darkness did produce similar manifestations (as at the present day), yet they were not recognized as such.

may have
ter,

After the captivity, forms quite analogous to those of the

existed

and hence

it

;

is

but the prophetic writings of that period contain
easily explained

how we meet

New

Testament

matwith no references to the subject iu
little liistorical

the time when the Apocryphal books were written, spiritual life in general
low ebb among the Israel itish people; and for that very reason the opposing
For that such frequent manifestations of tlie hideous
principles were but little developed.
power of darkness appear in the New Testament side by side with the nobler manifestations of the divine, is, doubtless, to be accounted for from the excited character of tho
\\'hole period, which caused all the opposing principles to come out more distinctly.
But

them.

was

At

at a

with respect to the cause of the Evangelist JohrCs silence about demoniacs, that cause
is to be sought only in his relation to the synoptic Evangelists
tho latter had narrated a
;

sufficient
eral,

number

of the cures of demoniacs;

and

for that

reason John (to whom, in gen-

the actions of Jesus serve only as points of connexion for the discourses to be com-

municated) passed them over in silence.
the devil (according to

viii.

44

;

xiii.

27)

At
was

view which John entertained of
any respect, diCTercnt.

least the
not, in
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is which the madman applies to his demon.
At most,
we can only say, that the cases have become much more
rare, and this shews how the restorative power of the Saviour will,
at some future period, harmonize all discords in the life of man,
both of his body and of his soul. [It seems, however, more probable

name

the

therefore,

that that fearful letting loose of demoniacal agency ran parallel with
the special revelation of Deity in the incarnation, and that therefore thd|- were only then permitted
If,

after these remarks,

by heaven.]

we turn

to the history of the

Gmlarenc

demojiiac before us, which has, moreover, special diiRculties,

we

have to observe, in general, that Matthew speaks of tioo sufferers,
while the other two Evangelists know of only one. A similar case
of the number being doubled occurs in Matth. xx. 30, where he
speaks of two blind men, though Mark (x, 46) and Luke (xviii. 85)
make mention of one only. This difference belongs to the class
discussed in the Introduction (§ 8), which we must take to be sucb
as they manifestly are
as discrepancies
without seeking for explanations
as, for instance, that one carried. on the conversation,
and is, therefore, alone mentioned, and so forth. In this case it is
extremely improbable that there should have been' two persons
afflicted in this manner.
Probably MatthcAV has combined this occurrence with a kindred one, which might happen all the more
easily, as he uniformly presents the frame-work of his naiTative only
Further, there is an uncertainty about the
in general outline.
spelling of the name of the jjlace, after which the demoniac, of
whom our narrative speaks, was called. In all the three Gospels

—

—

;

there are the various readings, Vepyearjvm', Tadap7jva)v, Tepaorjvojv,

from which we
the reading.

may

The

conclude, that they did not originally agree in

difference of the reading arose

establish uniformity.

It

must indeed be

of such a variation in the

name

from the

eftbrt to

allowed, that the possibility

of the place results from the cha-

(see note on Matth. iv.
where according to Mark v. 20, the occurrence took place, lay
the well-known town of Gadara, the capital of Perea, sixty stadia
Farther
distant from Tiberias, and renowned for its warm baths.
to the north lay Gerasa, a place on the eastern boundary of Perea ;
at some distance from the sea indeed, but yet so that the territory
of the town extended down to it and hence the " countries"
(On the two
(x^jpai) of the two towns might easily be confounded.
Origeii (0pp. vol. iv., p.
places, see Winer's " Reallexicon," s. v.)
140) does indeed report, that in his day the precipice was shewit
down which the swine were said to have cast themselves, and calls
But the entire account speaks
the neighbouring town Gcrgesa.*

racter of the locality itself

In Decapolis

25),

;

* Origen speaks of the reading Tepaarivuv as the
day.

lie says, that the reading VadaprjvCiv

is

found

common one

in only a

few

in the

copies,

Codd. of his

and decides

ia

—
Matthew
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only of a tradition, and, hence the existence of a town of that
is

name

rendered doubtful, since there aVe no other reliable traces of

its

(On the ancient Gergesa, see Deut.
Joseph. Ant. I. 6, 2.) In the text of

existence at the time of Jesus.
vii.

1

;

Joshua xxiv. 11

Mark and

;

Lulce, the reading Va6apr]vC)v

is undoubtedly the correct
In Matthew, on the other hand, that reading is certainly only
taken from the other two Evangelists. But whether TepyearjvCJv or
VepaGi]vC)v is preferable in Matthew, it would be difficult to decide.
In the edition of Gricshach-Schuh, the former reading is adopted
on the authority of the Codd. but yet it may be questionable,
whether this reading was not introduced into the Codd. simply on
the authority of Origcn, and whether the original reading in Mat-

one.

,

;

thew was not

TepaGTjvCjv.
Fritzsche is also against Tepyemp'CJv, but
decides in favour of Tadap7]vu)v, in which case the original reading

must have been the same in all the three Gospels, which from the
many variations in the name, is improbable.
The description of the demoniac, in the present narVer. 28.
The madness seized the
rative, shews him clearly to be a-maniac.
\mhappy man convulsively at separate moments then, after such

—

;

paroxysms, a period of quiet supervened.

Mark

depicts the poor

man's state most vividly in his description (v. 3-5.) He shewed
tremendous muscular power, as is usual in cases of mania. In order
TreptoKeXlg, fetter for
to restrain him they had chained him (ttkJ?/
the foot., is a species of the general term aXvoLg, chain); but he
broke the bonds, and would not even endure clothes on his body.
The hostile power, to Avhich he had allowed an entran^ into his
soul, drove him to solitary places, where he lived in the tombs, and
We are to imagine the
his appearance terrified the passers-by.
livi'inara, tombs, to have been at a distance from the town, as well as
hewn in the rocks for which reason Mark (v. 5) connects iv rdtg
HV7]fmGi Kol iv rolg opeoiv, in the tombs and the mountains. But, from
time to time, his better nature awoke within, and gave vent to itself in a doleful ciy of anguish, and in self-inflicted torments, to

=

;

which the consciousness of guilt drove him
tavrbv kiOoig,

Mark

v. 5.)

The

narratives of

(i<pd^o)v koX

KaraKonruv

Mark and Luke

only,

furnish a vivid picture of Jesus' meeting with this nnhapjiy man,
and the way in which the Saviour dealt with him. Matthew (ver.

riinuv ical aoi, What hast
29) begins at once with the exclamation
thou to do loith us ? which renders the picture of the action obscure.
According to Mark and Luke, there was first a salutary emotion
:

which at the sight of the Prince of Peace came over the i)Oor man,
who had felt within himself the fierce raging of the powers of evil.
favour of Veiiycmjvjv, on the ground of the trgiditional report.
Yipyeaa u(^' fjg ol Ttpyeaijvni, TroP.if upxaia,
gesa is as follows
:

Ti^epiudog

/ufMVTjv,

d(p''

ov decKvvrat. Tovg

;(;;o(pouf

The passage about Ger•hE^l

ti/V

vOu Ka?.ov/X£V7tV

vno tuv datfiovuv KaTajSeiSX^adai.

Matthew
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He

hastened up to Jesus, and

VIII. 28, 29.
at his feet

fell

—evidencing,

in this

act of homage, the obscure confession, that he expected help from

We

him.
should, indeed, utterly disarrange the connexion if we
were to take the words "crying with a loud voice" {Kpd^ag nEyd?.r]

which Mark and Luke connect with the 7Tpoaeicvv7]oe, ivorcontemporaneous with it. Then the worshipping could
only he an action proceeding from the dominion of demoniacal
power, and the object of the humble petition could not have been
to be healed, but
pe Paaaviarj^,^^ do not torment me. But it is evident, that in that case the demoniac would not have hastened
to meet Jesus
but would have fled from him. And, moreover, this
view does not accord with Mark v. 8 t/leye yap k. t. A. (Luke viii. 29
(pc>)vy),

shipjjed, as

'fi/]

;

:

has

yap

TrapijyyeLXe

The yap

k. t. A.)

reason of the exclamation

:

evidently intended to

and the aorist is,
See Winer's Grammar,

tl tuol Kal ooi

to be construed as a pluperfect.

Ver. 29.

is

— The whole then

is

;

mark the
therefore,
§ 41, 5.

conceivable in the following form

:

With

a presentiment of help, the rmhappy man, when he came
within view of the Saviour, hastened towards him, and fell at his
feet

;

commanded

Jesus

the unclean spirit to depart from hirh, and

in an instant his condition

was reversed.

A violent paroxysm seized

he spake, with a suppression of the
human consciousness, in the chnracter of the demoniacal power, and
cried, " What have I to do with thee ?" {ri tjj^ol Kal oot), although he
had just before sought the Lord wdth purely human feelings. (The
him, and, under

its influence,

command to the demons to come out, is
which the idea of severe reproof is imiDlied.) This
change in the temper of the demoniac in connexion with the fact,
that his healing was not contemporaneous with the command of
Jesus to the spirit, is a very important circumstance for the comprehension of this narrative, and of the state of the demoniacs in
general.
According to our general view detailed above, it is most
simple to conceive of the matter thus. By the contraction of deep
guilt, and long continuance in the practice of sin, the situation of
this pitiable being had, probably, become so dangerous, that a violent
penetration of the holy power of Jesus into him might, indeed,
have availed to repulse the power of darkness, but would, perhaps,
have destroyed the bodily organization of the demoniac.
Even
common term

i-LTinav

=^

-lyj,

for the

in

Christ's first eftbrt, expressed in the words.

Come

out of the

man

was followed by a violent paroxysm (although we must conceive of the Saviour's power as purposely moderated), and, under its influence, the unhappy man spoke in the
character of the dominant power of darkness, his consciousness being
(t^eAde

fcK

Tov dvOpu)-ov),

* Similar expressions from demonincs.occur also in the exorcisin,^^ of a devil
lonius of

New

Tyana

;

Testament.

bj Apol-

but Pliilostratus probably had reference in them to the narratives of the

See Baur ut sup.

S. 145.

Matthew
absorbed in
cover

bim

it.

To bring bim

VIII. 29.

out, again,
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from tbis

state,

to a consciousness of bimself, Jesus, diverting

and

re-

bim from

tbe inventions of his fancy, inquired bis name, whicb must necessarily bring bim to reflection on bimself.
In tbe words of tbe
demoniac, ri i)i.iiv (moT) koI aoi. What have we (or I) to do with
thee ? (corresponds to ^Vi '^^ "*?' Josbua xxii. 24
2 Sam. xvi. 10),
wbicb are bere intended to denote tbe consciousness of complete
distinction of nature, as well as in tbe invocation " Son of God,"
we bave a plain instance of tbe gift of clairvoyance common witb
persons of tbis kind. For altbougb tbe name is not bere used witb
any definite doctrinal idea, yet it denotes a boly character, in wbom
;

tbe better

whom

self, in its

enlightened seasons, surmised a helper, but in
when it gained the predominance, saw the

the hostile power,

Just because of this character of the confession, tbe Saviour
it
Luke iv. 41, ovk t^ie XaXeXv -a
e. g., Mark i. 34
dainovia, on {jdecaav avrov.
(See also Acts x\d. 17.)
Bebeving confidence alone, and not knowledge associated with terror, makes tbe
confession of bis name desirable.
That it was not forbidden in this
case, was on account of tbe state of tbe unhappy man, who had to
be treated witb great care. According to two of the Evangelists, this
confession was immediately followed by the petition, " do not torment

judge.

often forhicls

me."

—

;

If Ave were to regard the

man

as the subject speaking, fear of

which he imagines coming upon bim from Jesus, would not
agree with bis previous approach to our Lord from which it must
be supposed that he expected good from bim. But if we suppose
that it is tbe demon speaking through the man, tbe singular does not
agree with the subsequent statement, that many evil spirits have
But that tbe latter view is tbe more con-ect, is
possession of bim.
shewn by -rrpb Kaipov, before the time, Mattb. viii. 29. For this sugsuffering,

;

gests the idea, that a period of the victory of light

which

all

is

at band, in

kingdom of darkness shall be
(See note on Luke x. 18.) But
in its connexion, as uttered by the

the powers belonging to tbe

consigned to the abyss {aiivaao^)
this idea, con-ect in itself, bears,

demoniac, tbe character of insanity. First, confounding bimself
with the hostile power that ruled in him, he utters in behalf of it a
prayer which stands in contradiction witb the inmost longing of bis
then again, in the conversation carried on, for the most
is blended much
derived from the habits of the sufferer as a man, particularly tbe
phrase, " I adjure thee by God" (Spd^u) oe rbv eeov) (Mark v.
real self

;

part, in the character of the powers of evil, there

7),

which, of course, suits only bis character as a man.

But

this very

confusion in the talk of tbe demoniac evinces tbe truth of the narrative

;

just as evil

is

in itself contradictory, so the discourse of tbe

unfortunate subject of evil bkewise appears self-contradictory.

As was hinted
Vol. T.— 24

above, tbe Saviour would not dispel the power of

—

—

Matthew
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VIII. 29.

darkness suddenly, because the conflict of warring powers in his depressed organism, instead of healing, would have annihilated him
hence he wisely prepares the way for a complete cure. After the
:

first

paroxysm, therefore, Jesus asks, as was observed (according to

Mark

v.

9

;

Luke

viii.

30), in order to recover

of his individuality, Ti ooi dvojm ?

What

is

him to a consciousness
name ? But the in-

thy

sane man, persisting in his confusion of himself with the power

which ruled over him,
ists

add, that this

cries out,

Legion

(Aeyew^')

name was suggested by

;

and the Evangel-

the impression, that more

power was exerting its influence over him. In this
and truth are combined with fearful vividness, just as
they were interwoven in the unhappy man's mind. The impression
was true, that not merely one part of his being was given over to the
influence of the demoniacal world, but that his whole inner man was
laid open to them (see Mark xvi. 9, where it is said of Mary Magdai. e., was become the possession of the
lene, that she had seven devils
kingdom of sin in all the departments of her being). But this correct
than one

evil

trait, error

idea the suff'erer expresses in the form of calling himself Legion

"

—
—

;

we are many" very expressively choosing the
This name was evidently derived from the immediate
first person.
The view which he might at some time
experience of his senses.

Mark

(v.

9) adds,

for

have had the opportunity of taking of a compact Koman legion
that terrible instrument of the Koman dominion over the world, at
the sight of which the Jew especially trembled gives him the idea,
that a compact host of Satanic powers was come down upon him.
In his present state of mental aberration, he confounds himself
with this host, conceives of it as a unity divided into many, and gives
himself the name Legion.* The utterance of this name is then
Luke viii. 31) by the repeated (see Matth.
followed (Mark v. 10
viii. 29) petition, in which the afiiicted man again sj)eaks in the
character of the power that controlled him, not to deprive the devils
(This term
of their power, and send them to the abyss (d(3vGaog).
is used also in Kom. x. 7, and frequently in the ApocalyjDse, ix, 1,
xi. 7
xvii. 8 ; xx. 1, 3.
It is used like Tartarus (rdprapog)
2, 11
[2 Peter ii. 4], and Gehenna (yeewd), and corresponds to the Hebrew cinn, which, by the by, is not used in the Old Testament for
the dwelHng-place of evil spirits. In the Old Testament ^'ini? comprehends, in its more general signification, what we find distinguished
The ud7]g or the (pvXaKij of the New Testament, as the
in the New.

—

;

;

;

assembling place of the dead, must be conceived as
*

A similar

instance of diversity regarded as a divided unity,

Eabbinical language, in wliicb

I'i'^aV

strictly separate

may

be found in the

denotes " the commander of a legion."

We

(See Bu,x-

might imagine that the poor man had an indistinct idea
torf, Lex. Talmud, p. 1123.)
of being possessed by an archfiend {upxuv tuv datfcovui), so tha.t poieniia, the power also
of the angels subject to him,

was exercised upon him.

Matthew
from the

VIII. 29-32.

See note on Luke

dj3vGGog.
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But

xvi. 28.)

again, popular

notions are mingled in this petition, as the additional clause in

Mark

out of the region, shews.
These words are, doubtless,
connected with the popular Jewish opinion, that certain spheres of
e^G) ~Tjg x(^p(^^,

operation were assigned to the bad angels, as well as to the good.

demon

removed out of his.

desires not to be

The

If a removal out of one

region into another was regarded as impossible, their being driven

out of the region assigned would be precisely equivalent to their
being sent down into the abyss.
Ver. 30-32.— Thus far the evangelical narrative gives a most
vivid picture of this occurrence, which, up to this point, appears
closely allied to all other narratives of this sort.
But now a circumstance is subjoined, which is the more difficult, because the New

Testament suppKes nothing analogous to it and for that reason it
a tempting subject for the mythical interpretation.* But it must
;

is

be confessed, that, independently of the general reasons against that
it is opposed, in this case, by the exact accordance
of all the three narratives, which is rarely found in mythical subjects.
It is recorded that a great herd of swine (Mark v. 13, states the
number as 2000) presented itself to the view of the demoniac,f who,
speaking in the character of the hostile power, begged that the

interpretation,

demons might be allowed to enter the animals. Jesus permits it,
the demons enter the swine, and they precipitate themselves from
the

into the lake.

cliff (ft-pT/fivdf)

into brute creatures,

The

fact of the devils' passing

here quite as difficult as the subsequent

For although an influence of what

cumstances.|

what

is

physical, both on the part of righteousness

is

cognized throughout the Scriptures (see Gen.

with Rom.

viii.

18,

ff.),

in a

elements.
*

As

(Xumb.

it

sin, is re-

compared

ff.

is

for this

corresponds vdih the entering into

way which too much identifies the animal with the human
[Yet we have seen that the influence of the demons is

in the

New

xxii. 28,

effects are

and of
17,

cir-

spiritual over

yet the entering into the swine

reason specially difficult, that

man,

iii.

is

ff.)

Testament the swine of the Gadarenes, so
forms an offence and a stumbling-block.

in the Old,

Balaam's ass

In both events spiritual

seen in connexion with the brute creation.

The Evangelists seem not to agree exactly hore, since Matthew says, the herd was
but the other two, that they were there. The idea of at a disat a distance from them
tance must be taken relatively the herd was on the same plain, which extended down to
f

;

;

but at a considerable distance {fiuKpuv) from the scene of the dialogue.
X Dr. Strauss here, as everywhere, settles the matter at once, and cries Myths, nothing but myths
He smiles when he sees any one taking pains to solve the difficulties
the lake

(ticei),

I

which the case presents. And yet this great master of negation, in his review oi Kerner's
work on similar phenomena of the present day, is compelled to acknowledge that he is
unable to devise any solution of them at all plausible. "What presumption to deny that
similar phenomena may have existed in the apostohc times, which his wisdom may not
be able to understand for he has no other reason whatever for his assertion, that these
narrative* of the New Testament are myths, than theu- extraordinary character.
(See
1

" Jahrbiicher f iir wissenschaftliche Kritik."

1836, Dec.

S. Ill,

ff.)

Matthew
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VIII. 32-34.

animal system. That the nervous life of
men, none will question.] Besides,
it seems unaccountable why the Saviour should yield to a passing
whim of the sufferer, as one might be inclined to regard his request,
to which the Evangelists ascribe such real consequences
first, the
entering into the animals, then, their destruction.
To suppose this

on the nervous,

brutes

is

i. e.,

tlie

as excitable as that of

;

destruction occasioned

by a

violent assault of the

as contradictory to the narrative, as to view

ciding with his prayer.

But

if

we assume

it

unhappy man,

is

as accidentally coin-

that, in the view of the

was occasioned by the
what reason can be conceived why the demons

narrators, the destruction of the animals
spirits,

we do not

see

should have entered the swine in order themselves immediately to
destroy these subjects of their power.
[They did not enter the
swine with the design of destroying, but of vexing them. But the
shock on the nervous system of the animals was too violent to be

They became frantic and furious, and plunged into the
Somewhat otherwise Olshausen.] On this obscure passage I
beg leave only to offer a few hints and conjectures, which may lead
The expression, ela^pxeoOat elg rovg xoipovg, must,
to farther inquiry.
resisted.
sea.

any case, be regarded as implying an influence on the animals ;
but this must have been immediately intended for their destruction,
and that on account of their possessors. On the part of evil, the
intention of their destruction might then have been to lunit the
Saviour's power in its beneficent influence, as the effect of it actually
was (Matth. viii. 34) to prepossess the minds of the people against
our Lord. On the part of Christ, the permission might have been
intended, in respect to the sufferer, to lighten, by yielding to him,
in respect
his subsequent paroxysm and render possible his cure
to the owners of the animals, to p7'ove them by this worldly loss, and

in

;

them to a decision for or against God and his cause or, if we
suppose that the animals belonged to Jews (which would not be impossible, since Jews and heathen were often mingled in the border
provinces), it must have been a warning visitation, because a culpable love of gain led them to keep animals, which by the law were
This interpretation, at least, keeps in view the moral asunclean.

lead

;

pect of the transaction, and thus sets aside the question how Christ
a question exactly
could be so unjust as to destroy 2000 swine
parallel with the inquiry how God can be so unjust as to allow in
:

any case the existence of a murrain. The simple answer to the
question is, that where cattle die, men are to be quickened, in order
to learn that there is a God, and that all that he does is right.
Ver. 33, 34.

—Matthew

follows

up the account

of the destruction

of the herd with that of the flight of the herdsmen,
gives no further account.

and the crowds

Of the state of the patient he
But Mark and Luke describe him most

of inhabitants coming out of the city.

—
Matthew

VIII. 34

IX.

;

873

1.

vividly in his totally altered condition after his complete recovery,

which

Avas douhtless

preceded hy another violent paroxysm.

quietly and clothed at the feet of Jesus, an object of surprise

He sat
and ad-

They acknowledged, that nothing but

miration to the inhabitants.

supernatural holy power could have accomplished the cure of one so
Matthew, in common with the other two Evangelists,
shattered.
records, that the inhabitants besought Jesus to leave that region.*

This might have been an expression of the fear of God (as in Luke
but as the SaA-iour immediately leaves them, anxiety lest
8)
they should suffer further loss of property from the Deliverer of
souls, may have mingled in this request
a meanness of disposition
which must have taken from our Lord all hope of sowing with profit
the seed of eternal life in a soil so overgrown with thorns and thisV.

;

—

tles.

Mark

(v.

Luke

18-20), and

(viii.

38, 39), give

some particu-

man's future course, wliich are unnoticed by Matthew. He
but the latter discouraged him,
desired to accompany the Saviour
and sent him back to his friends, charging him to tell what God
had done for him. The reason of this charge (see note on Matth.
The
viii. 4) must be sought in the man himself who was healed.
deeper the malady had been rooted in him, the more advantageous
lars of the

;

it

would be

being

much

for

him

to take

an active part

in the duties of

life,

since

occupied with himself might have drawn him back to

Moreover, such employments would form a salutary
check on his undue partiality for solitude, which was, in aU probability, closely connected with the vices that had laid the foundation

his old sins.

And, lastly, the telling of
by the Messiah of Nazareth, naturally confirmed

of such a surrender to the evil powers.
his being healed

his faith in his deliverer.

§ 11.
(Matth.

Cure of a Paralytic.

1-S;

ix.

Matthew proceeds

Mark

v.

21; iL 1-12;

Luke

v.

17-26.)

in his delineation of Jesus as a

miracles, without reflections

and

narration of mighty acts that

fill

eulogies, merely

worker of

by the simple

the soul with holy astonishment.

His call by our Lord (ver. 9, ff.) does, indeed, seem interposed as
something foreign to the subject but it is manifestly narrated not
on its own account, but for the sake of what stands connected with
;

it (ver.

11-13),

The Evangelist means

to exhibit the contradiction

which existed between the judgment of the Pharisees, uttered at the
feast in Matthew's house, and that of the people, as to the person
* The phrase i^epxcaOai

Testament, except in Matth.
times

e. g,,

Gen. xiv, 17

;

not found anywhere else in the New
In the Old Testament the LXX. use it several

e/f avvdvTTjaiv rivi, is
viii.

Deut.

34.
i.

44.

Matthew
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IX.

of Christ, and, at the same time, to shew

1.

how

our Lord fulfilled his

high calling in such miraculous cures. It must he confessed, that
the verses 14-17 have a less direct reference to the context of the
ninth chapter. They seem to have been occasioned by the previous
narrative of the feast, and to serve merely to complete the narrative
of a day so important to Matthew.
If, too, we compare the place of the first event of this chapter in
Matthew, with that which it occupies in Mark and Luke, we again
According to Matth. ix. 1
meet with a remarkable variation.
2, the cure of the paralytic is in immediate connexion with the account of the demoniac, as having taken place directly after arriving
Mark and Luke, on the other hand,
at the other side of the lake.
The former connects it with
assign this event to an earlier period.
the history of the cure of the leper (Mark i. 40, fi".) Luke does,
it with this event (ver. 17) ; but with the

indeed, likewise connect
loose expression

with

it,

iyivero tv

:

The account

the days.

came to pass on one of
and the circumstances connected

fiia tcjv i)fxepCov, it

of his

call,

which, in Matthew, follow the cure of the paralytic, are,

indeed, placed in the same sequence in
narrative of the

Matthew

in

(ix.

woman with
18,

much

fi".),

recorded by

is

Mark and Luke

;

but the

the issue of blood, which comes next

The

Mark

(v.

22,

ff.),

and Luke

hence in a chronological arrangement of the several sections of the Gospels appear
(viii.

41,

ff.),

later.

difiiculties arising

to us insuperable.

Matth.

ix. 1.

— Mark does indeed

also

mention the circumstance,

that Jesus returned to the west coast of the lake after the cure of

but bis narrative becomes indefinite in the words
he was by the sea-side," and he then introduces the narrative
" And lo." Matthew makes
of Jairus' daughter with the phrase
him go immediately to Capernaum (Idla ttoXl^), which Mark (ii. 1)
also mentions as the place where the paralytic was. Mark and Luke
carefully describe the scene in the house where Jesus was.
People
filled the porch of the house {ra -rrpbg t7]v dvpav scil. fi^pr]
vestibulum), so that the entrance was closed up.
Among those present,
Luke enumerates learned Jews (vonodiddoKaXoi, teachers of the law
ypanim-eXg, scribes, ti"'"[Sb), some of whom were even from Judea
and Jerusalem but that they were come to Capernaum purposely on
account of Jesus, is a gratuitous conjecture. Our Lord is represented as being employed partly in teaching {iXaXei avrolg rbv Xoyov
scil. rrepl TT]g fiaaiXetag, Mark ii. 2), and partly in healing.
The words in Luke v. 17 {dvvaiug Kvpiov rjv elg to laodai av-ovg),

the demoniac

"

:

;

And

:

=

=

;

lit.

there

There

was

the

power of

the

Lord

to heal them, are very obscure.

no previous substantive to which the word av-ovg, them,
refers
we might take it as an indication that Luke, in the narrative
of the event, had incorporated a document with his gospel, without
is

;

Matthew IX.
what
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1, 2.

some antecedent.
But the words dvvafug Kvptov f/r, there loas the poiuer of the Lord,
To refor Kvpiog, Lord, to God, so that we
are still more difficult.
should have to supplj^, " with Jesus" (nerd 'Irjaov), in the sense of
the power of God being with him, so that he coidd heal, makes too
harsh an ellipsis. But as referred to Christ,'the thought can be no
other than this, that the power of healing that dwelt in him manifested itself; so that iiv ivas, would have to be interpreted with a
pregnant meaning, perhaps with ipya^ontvij, loorking, supplied.
On this occasion, among other sick people, they brought
Ver. 2.
a paralytic (see note on Matth. viii. 6) to Christ, who could not, however, as he was laid upon a bed, be brought to him in the usual way,
because of the crowd. Mark and Luke relate in detail the manner
in which those who carried the sick man made their way to Jesus.
The whole description can be understood only from the oriental construction of houses, in consequence of which the flat roof might be
reached either by a ladder from the outside, or from a neighbouring
Still the breaking up of the top-floor, which was generally
house.
laid with tiles {pLa rCJv /<-epfl/tcji', inLuke), appears somewhat strange
but perhaps the description is to be understood of their somewhat
('ATroareya^w,
enlarging the entrance into the house from above.
unroofing, Mark ii. 4, is a strong term to express the undertaking
;^aA,a^w, used by Mark,
of the people, so strong in faith. XaA-^w
Acts ix. 25 ; xxvii. 17.
is several times found in Luke also, v. 4, 5
Kpd(3l3aTog
In this
grahatus, corresponds to icXtviSiov in Luke.)
proceeding, though extraordinary, and in some measure even annoying, the compassionate Saviour saw only the fiiitli of the parties
(The faith of the sick man is viewed as one with that
concerned.
he doubtless encourged them, and
of the friends who assisted him
imparted to them his own lively emotions.) In this case, again (see
note on Matth. viii. 1), definite doctrinal ideas do not form the substance of this faith, wliich consists rather in the inward need of help,
that feels itself powerfully attracted to that quarter whence it exThat this sense of need was, in some of the cases of
pects help.
cures only external, is seen from the narratives such as that in Luke
Usually, however, the external need
xvii. 12, ff., of the ten lepers.
was associated with the internal, and, in every instance, the latter
was intended to be aroused by the former and where that did not
The words immediately adhapjDcn, reproof was administered.
dressed to the sick man by our Lord Thy sins are forgiven thee,
shew that in this case there was no want of inward susceptibility.
Perhaps this address was occasioned by penitential expressions on
the part of the paralytic, which the words (in Mattlicw) OdposL
TEKvov, son, he of good cheer, might suggest. His peculiar sin might t
have brought on the illness under which he was sufferings and thus
taking care to alter

in

it

had reference

to

•

—

;

=
;

=

;

;

:

—
Matthew
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have excited a sense of his sinfulness. But even if that was not
the case, still Christ might have felt himself called to pass at once
from the outward phenomenon to its moral source, in order to prepare for the inward cure by the outward one. The connexion of
sin and disease, or suffering of any kind, is a necessary one.
The
Jews, like the unspiritual

man

in general (see

John

only in this, that, from a case of affliction, they

felt

ix. 2, 34),

erred

themselves war-

ranted to criminate the patient personally, which necessarily gave
rise to false and unrighteous judgments.
The just conclusion is to
regard the suffering of the individual as proof of the guilt of the

whole race, and consequently of himself that produces humility
and meekness. (See note on Luke xiii. 4.) But in whatever light
we view the condition of the sufferer, Jesus announces to him the
forgiveness of sins.
This is to be viewed as the root of the new life
that was to be awakened in the soul of the penitent, which, however,
;

could only gradually (as

we

see in the case of the apostles) trans-

form the whole inner man so that dcpicovrat (the Doric form) is to
be taken not as a wish, but as creative and effective " Thy sins
are forgiven
I forgive them thee even now."
But in those words,
the Savioiu' had regard not only to the good of the sufferer, but also
to the spiritual awakening of the people, and even of the Pharisees,
;

:

;

as the sequel of the conversation shews.

Ver.

3.

— The Pharisees

had a

correct insight into the nature of

they recognized in it a prerogative of God
that is, so far as it is intended to be not merely a kind wish or an
empty declaration, but a living effect, it presupposes a knowledge of
the secrets of the heart, and a divine power of life, which is capable
forgiveness of sins

;

;

of overcoming the sinful power, and of translating into the element

Hence, so far as the church forgives sins (John xx.
and the persons who pronounce the forgiveness are
But as Jesus here
only the organs of the forgiving power of God.
forgives sin, not in the name of another, but in his own, and in full
inward power, their accusation would have been true, if, as they
imagined, Jesus were a mere man. They regarded the forgiveness
of sins as a sacred act of God, which no one could perform without
robbing God of his honour and in that they were perfectly right.
(The profound sense which the Scriptures attach to fiXaofprjueo),
of the
23),

spirit.

God

is

in

it,

;

unknown to the profane writers of antiquity it there
denotes primarily only " to speak injuriously of any one," then "to
It is
utter something of evil omen," the opposite of evcpmielv.
monotheism only that leads to the notion of blasphemy [correspond/3Aa(T0?pia, is

;

ing to the phi-ase ri;,n^ tap sjjj in tlie Old Testament], which denotes
not only cursing and blaspheming God, but also, in particular, the

assumption of the honour of the Creator on the part of the creature, Johfn X. 33.)

But

as the

Redeemer

is

the only-begotten Son
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and blessed was
the man who believed in him, for he experienced the saving power
of the Lord in his heart.' But we must allow, that thoughts like
those of the Pharisees might have occurred to a mind, not indeed
decidedly irreligious, but more prone to speculation for faith in the
revelation of Grod in Christ is something very great.
Such genuine
doubt, or, rather, such an uncertainty, would have cxliibited itself
very differently from what it did in the Pharisees
in them the
Saviour sharply reproves such thoughts, as sinful. The reason was
probably the following
The conspicuous majesty of Jesus, which
was reflected purely in childlike minds, reached their hearts also ;
but they opposed themselves to these sacred impressions, from the
feehng that, if they gave entrance to them, they must renounce altogether their principles and their practices. Standing thus in inward
opposition to God, they were glad to make use of circumstances,
which might be perplexing even to sincere minds, as a welcome
means of enabling them to justify their conduct in their own eyes.
(Et-eZv kv EavTG), Iv Kapdla
"laVa "i^N.
Luke uses 6iaXoyt<^eadai, by
which the activity of the ?L6yog
vovg is exi:)ressed.
But the
of the Father,

lie

exercised even this prerogative

;

;

;

:

—

=

=

dLaXoytanoL, according to the invariable use in Scripture, are referred

to the Kapdia,

See note on

nV.

—

Luke

ii.

35.)

Ver. 4, 5. Jesus, penetrating their thoughts (Mark ii. 8 rightly
assigns the spirit as the principle of knowledge in him), reproves

them as incorrigible persons.
Knowing the impurity of their hearts, and the difficulty of behoving,
our Lord endeavours, by an external fact, to aid in overcoming these

their sin, but does not deal with

difficulties.

Accordingly, the miracle (see note on Matth.

viii.

1)

proper intention of deepening the impression on
the heart, presupposed by it, in order to bring to the conviction that

appears here in

its

the worker of miracles does not teach what is trice in his own name,
but the tnitJi by commission from above. {'EvOvi^eladai, Matth. i,
20 ; Acts X. 19, and ivdvinjaeig, Matth. xii. 25 Heb. iv. 12, are
;

nearly related to 6ia?Myi^ea0aL and ScaXoyioiiog, like

di'iiog

to Kagdia.

bad meaning associated with
them. We might denominate Ovuog the disturbed icap6ia^ and the
IvOvji/jaeig the impure actions thence proceeding.
The question of
our Lord, ri tanv evKo-ajrepov, ivMcIi is easier ? is accommodated to
the external mode of conception, which the miracle was intended to
According to it, what is external is called greater, more
assist.
difficult, than what is internal
that is, the forgiveness of sins the

But the former terms have

generally a

—

;

spiritual eye, indeed, takes the opposite view of them.)

Ver.

6, 7.

—As Son of Man, Jesus expressly claims the authority

which involves the declaration of his higher naIn the expression Son of man on earth, there is the imphed
contrast with God in heaven ; so that the Messiah appears as the

to forgive sins,
ture.

:

Matthew
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representative of

God upon

7, 8.

earth.

The

among

the prerogatives of the Messiah

forgiveness of sins would be
[Schottgen,

IX.

idea of the Jews, that the

"Jesus derwahre Messias," Leipzig, 1744,

Ber-

S. 307.

Jud., p. 159, seqq.), evidently expressed the recognition of his higher nature ; hence Jesus desires to rouse to a convic-

tlioldt Christol.

Son of Man. (FritzscJie removes the
the construction of the clause, rore Xiyet rw rtapaXv-

tion of the true nature of the
difficulties in

[Matth. ix. 6], by the ingenious conjecture rode but, as the
Codd. exhibit no various reading, he has properly refrained from introducing it into the text. According to the common reading, wo
must take the words as parenthetical, and interposed by the EvantlkC)

;

gelist.)

Ver.

8.

— The narrative

is

silent as to the effect of the miracle

the Pharisees, because there was nothing pleasing to report
is

observed of the simple people

who were open

;

but

on
it

to divine influence,

that they proclaimed Grod's praise with wonder, entirely in accordance with the Saviour's intention, blessing the author of all good for

(See Matth. v. 16.)
the revelation of his glory in him.
cluding clause in Matthew, rov dovra E^ovaiav TOLavrrjv rolg

The

con-

dvOgooTTOigj

lolio gave such autliority to men, is not to be interpreted as if (t^ovaia
being taken as the cause for the effect) it was in praise of the blessdvdpconoc, men
ings flowing from God to men through Jesus
yevog ru)v dvOpcjnuv^ human race, rather includes Jesus himself, in

=

;

whose

gift of miracles

Without being

the divine power was so gloriously manifested.
by the mul-

able to define doctrinally the view held

titude regarding the person of Jesus,

has

its full

eternal truth.

we may

say, that this

For, as certainly as the

thought

Word

of the

Father was revealed in the person of our Lord, so certainly was
Jesus also truly man and what of divine fulness was manifested in
him had been imparted to the human race in general in his human(Instead of davpid^eiv, wonder, used in Matthew, Mark has tftcrity.
raodai, amazed, and Luke ucoTaoig ^Xafiev dnavrag, amazement seized
;

them

all.

transports.

The

latter expression is the stronger

[See

Mark

v.

42

;

Acts

iii.

expression has a qualified signification [see
is

used, like heing in the Spirit {ev

prophetic rapture.

In Luke

sponds to the Hebrew

n-.K^Ej].

v.

;

it

denotes being in

In other places this
note on Acts x. 10], and

10.]

-nveviiaTt elvai),

26, napddo^a

=

of a state of

Oavfxaordj

corre-
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The Calling of Matthew.
Olatth. ix. 9-17

;

Mark

ii.

13-22

;

Luke

Of Fasting.
v.

27-39.)

but incidentally that Matthew touches upon his call to the
and without making himself personally prominent.*
Sacred as was to him the moment which called him into immediate
proximity to the Redeemer, his spiritual eye remained, nevertheless, exclusively fixed upon the sublime object which he wished to
It

is

apostlesliip,

He

represent to his readers.

of the events connected with

who was

alludes to his

it.

called on this occasion,

call,

only for the sake

Both Mark and Luke give to him,
the name of Levi ; but the simi-

and the identity of the discourses connected
with it, compel us to regard the names, though different, as denoting one and the same indi\ddual. All attempts to represent them
as denoting different persons, have proved futile.f
larity of the narrative

Ver.

9.

— Mar^aZof

.

=

n»ri>3,

Qe66(^po(;.

The

reXooviov

= or^sn

rr^a,

which, according to Buxtorf (Lex. Talmud, p. 1065), properly signifies "an exchange."
The call dkoXovOec //o<, like the devre oncau)
Hov (iv. 19, comp. with ver. 22), implies, not only the outward attendance to which the Lord here invites him, but also the internal
previous acquaintsjDiritual following, which is its proj)er ground.
ance with Matthew must be supposed, for otherwise the Redeemer
could not have invited him to leave his official position ; and without doubt, Matthew had already taken the necessary steps to relieve

A

himself from his

office.

(?)

—Matthew joyfully received

into his house the Saviour
he prepared for him a dox^j
This word is also met
HeydXrj, great feast, = !^t;!«>3, Gen. xxvi. 30.
with in Luke xiv. 13. (Concerning reWvrjg and dnapro)X6g compare
The Evangelist contrasts our Sathe remarks on Matth. v. 46.)
viour, choosing a publican for an apostle, with the Pharisees who
would not even permit any intercourse with those unfortunate beings, who were devoted to the world, but whose hearts, notwith-

Ver. 10.

who had

called

him

to a nobler office

* This keeping of their

own

;

persons in the background, on the part of the Evangel-

show themselves to be
Against the authenMatthew, as little can be inferred from the circumstance of his not making him«
self known, as against that of John, for the same reason.
The position of this event appears, no doubt, to be unchronological
but, in the first place, Matthew does not pretend
and, in the second place, the present call of Matthew preto any chronological order
supposes an earlier invitation on the part of Christ.
f Mark (il 14) calls Levi rbv tov 'A?.<jiaiov. This Alpheus is, at all events, a difierenl
person from the father of James (Matth. x. 3); for the existence of any relationship between James and Matthew, cannot be rendered probable by any circumstance whatever.

ists, is

a pecuhar feature of the Gospels; the Evangehsts thereby

pure historians, altogether absorbed by the sublimity of their subject.
ticity of

;

;

,
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standing, were often filled with the noblest longings.

Pharisees not appear as wicked and malicious

Yet do these

but rather as incapable, from their narrow view, of comprehending the freeness of
Christ's love.
Our Lord, therefore, opens to them an insight into
a purer life than any which they conceived.
Ver. 12, 13. Jesus describes, in few words, his holy office as
the Physician of mankind.
The man exposed to contagion may do
well in shunning the diseased person
but the physician hastens to
him to relieve his suffering. Jesus represents himself as larpog, i. e.,
physician of the soul according to Exod. xv. 26, where Jehovah him'qss'n njn^ •'jn 's.
self says to wretched Israel
In the parallel passage in which Jesus speaks of his vocation (^'px^odac, come,
to the
more usual tpx^odai elg rov Koofiov, come into the luorld, signifies the
appearing on earth of one belonging to a higher order of things),
;

—

;

:

=

righteous, stands, as explanatory of loxvpoi, whole, sou7id,

dkaioi.,

as dimpruXoL, sinners,

of

tcaicdg

^xovreg,

afflicted,

Without

sich.

denying the universal sinfulness of mankind, we yet see that the
sacred writers frequently draw a line of distinction between men.
(Comp. the remarks on Luke xv. 7.) Sin, as it were, concentrates
itself in some individuals.
But these are often the very persons on
whom the Redeemer, in his grace, first has compassion. The righteous (those who are according to the law less culpable) then frequently act the part of the jealous brother on the calling home of
the prodigal son. (Comp. the remarks on Luke xv.) Calling {mXelv)
expresses the act of the
r(j)loi)

;

it signifies

Redeemer

in reference to the sinners {dimp-

the gracious call of our Lord to his feast of joy.

(Comp. on this word and its relation to iic/ieyetv, select, the remarks
on Matth. xxii. 14.) Luke adds elg ixerdvoiav, to repentance, which,
in Matthew and Mark, is an interpolation
the repentance (comp.
the remarks on Matth. iii. 2) being viewed as the first step towards
the kingdom of God. Matthew, moreover, adds to this idea a reference to Hos. vi. 6.
(The word Tropeveodai, go, is redundant, according to the analogy of tjVn).
In the words of the Old Testament
seer, the dazzling brightness of the rising sun already clearly shines
;

forth

ing

;

the

life

manifested in self-denying love appears as outshin-

all sacrifices h?.t

nVi Tiirsh ns^h,

I

luill

have mercy,

etc.

Hence,

in these words the sacrifices do not appear to be abrogated, but on

the contrary, consummated, in the true sacrifice, of which all the
others are but types.
The word i&h = '^Xeog, signifies love, as it
manifests itself to the unhappy, and hence is not a matter of personal enjoyment, but of self-sacrifice.
Such an explanation of the
holy Scriptures to the scribes was to them a powerful exhortation
to repentance.

Ver. 14.

—Afterwards, the same Pharisees (according

or some disciples of

John who were present (according

to

to Luke),
Matthew),

—
Matthew IX.
or botli together (as
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14, 15.

Mark, reconciling the

difference, says), bring

forward another peculiarity of the disciples of Jesus,
stinence from fasting and stated prayer (Luke

v.

viz.,

33)

their ab-

—on

which

things even the Baptist, in conformity with his Old Testament tendencies, laid great stress.

— The Redeemer, as one who

always penetrated to the
immediately goes to the root of these outward
peculiarities, and then sets before them the essential difference between the Old and New Testament dispensations. In the first
place, says Jesus, the peculiar nature of the kingdom of heaven lies
not in such external matters
in his church, life would hereafter exhibit itself in another way, more analogous to the New Testament. He therefore compares himself to a bridegroom, and his
disciples to the friends of the bridegroom (comp. the remarks on
John iii. 29), and deduces from this comparison, what is necessary
for his purpose.
As marriage is the season for the most heartfelt joy, so also the Lord's appearance in the world
streams of
light and life fiUed the heart ; eating and drinking, and full enjoyment, appear as the outward manifestation of inward joy. Sorrow, indicated by fasting, could take j)lace only^at the death of the
bridegroom but then, indeed, so much the more bitter and acute.
Ver. 15.

depths of the

spirit,

;

;

;

The

striking points in the comjjarison are, first, that the disciples

are designated viol rov wfKpuvog, children

of the

hridechamber,

companions of the bridegroom to the bridalchamber vvii(p6v =nBh), since they, together with all believers, are
the bride herself
(Comp. Eph. v. 23.) There is, however, another
admissible view of the disciples, viz., as the first rays which the
(z^-napavvijKpioi,

i. e.,

;

rising

Sun

of the spiritual world sent forth

introduced, as

Secondly,

it

it

is

among mankind

;

they

were, the heavenly bridegroom to his earthly bride.

not quite clear

how

the words orav dnapd^, lohen he

shall he taken aivay, are to be connected with the expression vrjo-

by which they are followed. If we regard
Redeemer on the cross, the meaning would appear to be, that the church would fast during the
whole time of his absence, until his coming again to glory. But
TivoovaiVj they shall fast,

it

as signifying the death of the

this idea

the

seems unsuitable,

for the reason

Redeemer immediately

that the rcsuiTCction of

dispelled the sorrow for his death

;

and yet the Saviour could certainly not have intended to say that
his disciples would fast only on the one day during which he remained in the grave. We must therefore look for a more spiritual
meaning, which removes the difficulties, and apprehends the permanent application of our Lord's language. For his words are spirit
and life (John vi. 63), and, as such, they must have a spiritual significancy appHcable to the church at all times.
says, holds of his disciples in every age

;

What

Christ here

sometimes they

rejoice,
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evident that the question

is

not so

Redeemer {Emdrnda

respecting the bodily presence of our

much

aioOrjTrj),

which, for Judas certainly, was not a time of nuptial joy, as his
eternal spiritual presence in the soul (t7ri%ita vo7/r/y). But this presence of our

Redeemer

more

is

glorious

and

efficacious after the re-

Referring the words of Jesus to

surrection than before.

this,

we

obtain the profound idea, that even in believers there are internal
vicissitudes of light and darkness (James i. 17), inasvicissitudes

—

much

as,

at one time, there prevails a nuptial joy, and, at another,

grief for the departed bridegroom

;

and

that, accordingly, their out-

assumes a different character. Yet the joyous disposition is conceived as j)redominating under the New Testament ; the
graver and sterner under the Old.
Since, however, thSre was something in the reVer. 16, 17.
marks of the Pharisees and the disciples of John (ver 14) which
challenged a reply, the Lord finally declares, by means of two
similes (Luke v. 36, uses, on this occasion, the expression -napaftoXri^
which is here applicable only in its wider sense comp. on this the
remarks on Matt, xiii.), that the two dispensations do not admit of
being confounded. ^ The new spirit requnes a new form and even
though, in the New Testament life, we meet with forms allied to
those of the old dispensation, they still differ from the phenomena
Both similes certainly express the
of a life purely under the law.
same idea, but are conceived from dififerent points of view ; and the
difference in the points of view explains the difference in the simUes

ward

life also

—

;

;

themselves.*

In the former, that which

is

new

is

considered as merely inci-

dental, remedying the deficiencies of the old

—

for in this light the

Gospel must have appeared to the Pharisees from their own limited
point of view.
In the latter simile, on the contrary, that which is
new appears as essential, while that which is old is regarded as merely
formal

—such,

in truth,

was the

* Keander, in his Kl. Gelegenheitsschr.
refer

them

who

to the relation

real relation of the two.

S.

between the Old and

By

the

144, so explains these simOos as not to

New

Testament, but to the disciples of

them the cause of
living and that of Christ's
John were still moving in
the sphere of obsolete Judaism, and hence could not comprehend the spirit of his new
For this reason, it would be of no use to invite them to adopt the new manner
doctrine.
The old garment of the old nature cannot well be mended
of life of his own disciples.
John,

appear as the interrogators

their astonishment at the difference
disciples.

It arose,

he

says,

from

;

so that Christ explained to

between

this,

their

own way of

that the disciples of

with a single patch of new cloth wherever regeneration has not taken place, a reform in
detail will not bo durable. Although this view contains much that is commendable, yet I
;

which preserves the contrast between the Old and New Testament the whole connexion imperatively demands this. The difference between the
similes is sufficiently explained by the remark on the different pomts of view from which
they are taken, and which will also aid in the solution of other difficulties in the parables
of the evangelical history. (Comp. the remarks on Luke xviii. 1, seq.)

prefer that explanation
;

—
;;

Matthew

IX.
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combination of tlie two similes, our merciful Lord, graciously condescending to human weakness, satisfied the wants of all. The
Pharisees themselves could not but perceive that they were unable
to screen the imperfections of their dispensation

Testament) by the

{i.

e.,

of the Old

element
have a beneficial effect, as an uamoistened
piece of new cloth, if put on an old cloak.
{'Em[3Xr]fjia is found
only in this passage
according to Suidas, it is to tw TrpurSpco
t-L(3aXX6iievov.
The patch of cloth being viewed as filling up a rent,
'FaKog, from p-qaocj, signifies a " piece torn off"
is called TrXrjpuiia,
a rag, or patch dyva(pog, " not fulled or dressed.") Luke v. 36,
that could as

superinduction

of the

evangelical

little

;

;

views the simile in a difierent hght.

He

conceives a piece torn off

from a new garment, and applied to the mending of an old one.
This produces a double disadvantage. For, in the first place, damage is done to the new garment, and in the second, the new piece
does not agree with the old garment. This mode of viewing the
simile is evidently founded on the attempt to render these two
similes more homogeneous
for, according to the view of Luke, the
New Testament, as the new cloak, would be contrasted with the Old
Testament but for this very reason the representation of Matthew
and Mark is to be preferred the account of Luke appears to be
somewhat modified. (The reading diro Ifxariov Kaivov axtoag in the
text of Luke is no doubt genuine
it was perhaps omitted only in
;

;

;

;

order to assimilate the narrative of

Luke

to the description given

by the" other two Evangelists.) In the second simile, the relation subsisting between substance and form, as viewed from the
New Testament standing-point, is brought prominently forward
by its innate creative power, the substance must produce a form
its own character ; wherever human self-will should
attempt to shut up the spirit into the old form, the immediate
result will be the breaking of the form, while, at the same time,
the substance also will not be able to manifest itself in a regular
way its innate power will indeed shew itself, but only in irregular
phenomena, w^hich are by no means advantageous to the whole.
The simile is as simple and intelligible as it is "wonderfully profound,
and fraught with a beautiful meaning. Especially the comparison of
the principle of evangelical life with the most spiritual production of
nature suggests many ideas. (The doKOL, utres, according to eastern
custom, skins smeared with pitch on the inside, w^ere used for the prethis kind of vessel was very convenient for
servation of wines
transportation on asses and camels.)
Luke adds (v. 39) another
The
very characteristic feature which relates to the Pharisees.
gracious Saviour himself finds an apology for hearts long habituated
to the old, and sees nothing unreasonable in their stepping slowly

analogous to

;

;

and reluctantly out of the sphere of

theu' old religous customs,

and
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venturing into a new and heaving element of life. The Old, although in itself more rigid (as is the Old Testament compared
with the New), becomes more pleasant through the influence of
the New, the wine yet fermenting and foaming, we at first
habit
;

(ev6^o)g)

do not

Yet, this very expression gently invites
which the Kedeemer brought

relish.

us to enter into the

new

spiritual life

to mankind.

§ 13.

Healing of the Woman with the Issue of Blood.
Raising feom Death the Daughtek of Jairus.
(Matt. ix. 18-26

;

Mark

v.

22-43

;

Luke

viii.

40-55.)

After recording these conversations at the feast given in his own
Matthew proceeds to set forth Jesus as a worker of miracles.
Storr (Evang. Gesch. des Joh. S. 303) is no doubt right in saying

house,

Matthew has here (up to v. 35) brought together what occurred
own house, and before his own eyes. With regard to the
chronology, therefore, we must here unhesitatingly follow Matthew,
inasmuch as the other two Evangelists, pass immediately, by indefithat

in his

nite formulas,

Mark

ii.

23

;

from the above comparisons to other events. (Comp.
ii. 1.)
It must indeed appear strange that Mat-

Luke

thew should describe, in a manner so little graphic, the very events
which occurred immediately after his calling, and in his own immediate presence
while both Mark and Luke present them in a form
so striking and picturescLue.
True, the features which they add to
the narrative are, as usual, to some extent, unessential
for in;

;

stance, the

name

of the ruler, the age of the damsel, the circum-

of the woman suffering from the issue of blood having
sought aid from physicians. But there are other traits more essential to the narrative, as, for instance, the sending of messengers to

stance

inform Jairus of the death of his child, and the notice that Jesus
can, therefore, even
perceived that virtue had gone out of him.
here, not mistake the fact that Matthew writes without precision,

We

and apparently not

as

an eye-witness

;

the question only

is,

whether

Matthew is not the author of the
can with safety be drawn from this circumstance,

this fact entitles us to infer that

gospel.

AU

that

a want of clearness and liveliness in his narrative, and a limited
power of conceiving external circumstances. But all this may very
is

well consort with the character of an apostle, for

but

spirituality of

mind

is requisite.

whom

not genius,

Matthew, moreover, did not

lay himself out specially to notice extraneous circumstances, as
Finally in both the narratives contained in this
did Mark.
section, our

Eedeemer again appears

as a messenger from heaven,

Matthew
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such as mankind, in their most secret longings, sigh for as their
With the holiest, purest purposes of love, he combines a
ideal.
fulness of divine energy which, in a life-giving stream is poured out
over the moral wastes through which he passes. Kaised above aU

and

miseries

necessities,

he does not withdraw from them, but, on

the contrary, he lovingly descends into the depths of wretchedness,
swallows up for ever death and sin, and wipes away the tears from
(Isaiah xxv. 8.)
Such a Saviour the Prophets had prayed for with ardent desire, and, with confident hope,
had promised at the command of the Spirit ; and in the New Tes-

the faces of the poor.

—

tament we

—

him rule thus, God and man at the same time incomparable, and attracting to himself, with a magic power, all hearts
see

susceptible of noble impressions.

body—the

church

!

(Eph.

v.

He

truly the Saviour of his

is

23.)

Matthew, ix. 18, brings what foUows into direct connexion with
what precedes by the words ravra av-ov XaXovvrog avrolg, icMle he
("Ap;^;cjv is here
luas speaking to them these things.
«p%wv rTig
avvaycjyrjg [Luke viii. 41], or dpxiovvdyoryog [Mark v. 22], i. e.,

=

the ruler of the synagogue
n^?.^^!.

—

^^Instead

of

eloe/.Ou)Vj

thew frequently uses

elg

who

presided over the meetings,

no doubt

for rig

elg eX6u)v

[viii.

19

according to the analogy of the

16],

Aram, term

in.

— The

name

'Ideipog is

;

must be

xvi.

14

;

xviii.

28

i-xi

Mat-

read, as
;

xix.

Hebrew term nrjN and the
== i-^k;, Numb, xxxii, 41
;

According to Matthew, Jairus, at the outset, declares the damsel already dead
while according to Luke and Mark,
this announcement is made by messengers at a later period.
But,
precisely because Matthew wished to omit this chcumstance, he was
obliged at once to bring forward the event as completed the child was
dying when her father hastened to Jesus to seek for aid. Others think
that experiments were still being made for the purpose of reviving
her
in which case, the message of the .servants would refer to the
Deut.

iii.

14.)

;

:

;

Luke viii. 42, observes incidentally, that
the child was twelve years of age, and the only daughter of the
(Uovoyev/jg is to be understood as in Luke vii. 12.)
ruler,
futility of these attempts.

—The

went with our Lord, who obeyed the call
Mark and Luke depict the scene,
by stating that a crowd of jieople followed and thronged Jesus
(Mark v. 24, avv^0?df3ov Luke viii, 42, avviirviyov^ Eudeness, curiosity, and kind-heartedness, were mixed together in the motley
crowd Jesus bore with them all.
Ver. 20.
There now pressed forward a woman diseased Avith an
she had suffered for twelve years, had employed
issue of blood
physicians and human aid, but all in vain
her disease had even
rendered her poor. (The term da-navdo) of Mark is
TrpoaavaXioKO)
of Luke, and signifies " to expend," with the accessory notion of
Yer. 19.

disciples

of the agonized father, and both

;

;

—

;

;

Vol. 1,-25

=

Matthew
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IX.

20.

=

" spending in vain." Biog [Luke viii. 43]
opes, facuUates, means
of living, as in Luke xv. 12, 30 ; xxi. 4.) She appears as one utterly
destitute of comfort, and of hope from human aid, in her extreme
The faith of the woman was great, hut yet she imagined
distress.
that, at all events, she required an actual touch in order to he
healed
she came hehind Jesus that she might touch the hem ot
his garment.
Unlike that centurion^ so strong in the faith (Matt,
viii. 8), she did not know that the power of Jesus was efficacious
even afar of. False modesty also may, perhaps, have prevented the
sufferer from, disclosing herself to Jesus
she hoped to ohtain aid
though she were only to touch his garment. She evidently entertained the idea of a sacred atmosphere encircling the heavenly visitant, into which she must strive to enter.
The garment she considered to be the conductor of the power.
(Comp. Matt. xiv. 36.)
It is not likely that the notions of the woman were free from a materialistic view of the miraculous power of Jesus
hut, happily,
she was to he cured, not by the imaginations of her head, but
by the faith of her heart ; and this was ardent, and well pleasing to
the Lord. {Kpdonedov -= nis-'s, Numb. xv. 38
Deilt. xxii. 12.)
;

;

;

;

(Comp. the remarks on Matt,

Mark and Luke

xxiii. 5.)

scribe explicitly the effect of this believing toach,

was consequent upon
expression

dried

tqj,

i^rjpdvOrj

it.

i]

Mark
rov

Txr]yr\

29,

v.

makes use of the

ati-iarog,

alone de-

and that which
significant

the fountain of hlood

to signify a radical cure of the deep-rooted disease

;

was
and

adds, tyvu rw ounan, she perceived in her body, to shew that she
experiened a peculiar bodily sensation which gave her the convic-

malady was removed. (Macrrif sc. rov Qeov; comp. 2
Maccab, ix. 11. Every disease is, rightly understood, the consequence of sin, and hence, also, a punishment of God, which is intencled to lead to a knowledge of sin.
Comp. the commentary on
Matt. ix. 2.) But with this, both the Evangelists connect an account of the conduct of Jesus towards the healed woman, which is

tion that the

altogether peculiar.

Mark

v. 30,

observes that Jesus

had perceived

that virtue had gone out of him ; Luke viii. 46, adds an explanatioii that Jesus himself uttered the words, tyvuv dvvaniv l^eXOovoav
cltt'

^iiov.

The

disciples,

in

their

want of

spiritual discernment,

imagined that the question of Jesus was occasioned by the pressure
of the people, and wondered at the conduct of Christ, but he looked
around him with a searching eye {nepie(iXt:~eTo, Mark v. 32), and the
woman, feeling that she was discovered, approached and confessed,
dl fjv alrlav ijxparo avrov, for lohat cause, ect, and did so before all
the people, as

Luke

ver. 47,

very significantly

^.dds.

What

strikes

us in this description is, that Jesus makes use of the expression dvvafug
i^eWovaa ctt' tfiov, power going from, etc. From this, the notion imperceptibly begins to arise, that the power has wrought by a process

Matthew
involuntary on the part of Christ
transaction.

The

IX.
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supposition unsuited to the

Avords in themselves, however, evidently do not

imply that the virtue emaiiated from Christ involuntarily ; but
can have as little hesitation in admitting that virtue really proceeded from Christ, as in admitting the doctrine of the church, that
the Spirit proceedeth from the Father and the Son, and is poured

vre

out into the hearts of believers. The fulness of spiritual life which
our Redeemer had in himself, manifested itself, as it is the nature
of the Spirit to do, in

creative

its

and curative character

;

and that

expressed in the words dvvantg e^epxerai, poioer goeth forth, as the
radiance of fire beams forth light and warmth.*
is

On

the other hand, this significant

strikingly with that

empty

mode of expression

view, according to which Jesus

contrasts
is

said to

have cured and operated without the pouring forth of virtue. But
the view that the efficacious working of Christ took place, in this
case, involuntarily, seems to be favoured by the question, " Who
has touched me ?" when connected with the passage, " I felt that

power went out of me." If Christ, indeed, did not knoAv that,
and ivliom he was curing, the whole transaction appears magioftl
and unworthy of the Lord, Each of his cures must be considered
as an action of wliich he was conscious, and wliich stood in close
connexion with the person to be healed, and with his moral condition.
And tliis feature will become apparent even in the case beHer moral cure
fore us, if we look to the following considerations
was the very circumstance which induced our Lord to draw her
from her concealment into the light, for he had recognized her
timid faith, and did not wish that she should be put to shame.
"Without addressing her, he compels her to come forward spontaneously, and to overcome the false modesty which had prevented her
from coming freely and openly before our Lord, and laying her neThough even her secret approach to the
cessitous case before him.
Lord for the purpose of touching his garment, undoubtedly exhibits
faith, yet her mode of procedure was not altogether pure and singleminded fear of man, and false timidity, were at the foundation of
Now, it would have been too
it, and had, as yet, to be overcome.
hard to have required her, before her cure, to speak openly in the
:

—

;

Our gracious Lord, therefore, softened the
demand subsequent to the cure, and this
narrow way. But fl"om the act itself he could

presence of the people.
difficulty

by making

heljDcd her along the

this

not altogether free her, as

and

to the

* Hence

which

we

new

it is

We

life.

it was subservient to her spiritual birth,
thus gain the true moral standing-point,

that passages like Matt. xiv. 36

are told that

many

ment, and that they were healed,

appear to be actions of his

;

Mark

iii.

10, vi. 56

;

Luke

vi. 19,

in

people supplicated Jesus to be permitted to touch his gar-

will.

offer

no peculiar

difficulties,

because the cures plaint?

Matthkw IX.
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and perceive in Christ every thing well considered and ordered for
man's temporal and eternal welfare, according to the measure of his
Only one question more may be asked, viz., whether it
infinite love.
was not substantially an untruth to ask, " Who is it that touched
me ?" if he knew that it was she. But if we consider tbat Christ
only wished to bring her to a confession, and that any dissembling
of his knowledge of her is utterly out of tbe question, we can no more
find in this a stumbling-block, than in the case of a father who
should put tp the entire number of his children the question Who
well knowing the guilty one, yet desirous of obhas done this

—

'^

taining the free confession of his guilt.*

Ver. 22.

—After

this victory of the

was now time to comfort

her,

and to

woman

over ber old nature,

foster the faith

it

which had at

In the process of healing, the
and the faith of
both combined to complete
the woman as the essential condition
the work. Our Lord gave her peace not in words only, but in its
manifested

first

the

power

itself

but timidly.

of Christ appears as the efficient cause,
;

substantial spiritual effects.

Mark and Luke
whilst Jesus

continue to report what turn the events took

was going

to the house of Jairus.

gers {dnb rov dpxi-ovvaycjyov

sc.

There came messen-

dovXoi) announcing the death of the

child (compare the remarks above on Matth. ix. 18),

that Jesus might not be farther troubled.

and requesting

The Redeemer comforts

the trembling father, wavering in his faith, and arrives at length at
Both the narrators here mention, by way of antici^^athe house.
tion, that Christ

with greater
40th verse.

took in with him only certain persons. Matthew,
mentions it once more in its proj)er place, in the

care,

—

Ver. 23. According to the custom of the Jews, who rapidly
hastened on their funerals, Jesus already found funeral music (avXr]rai), and howling (Mark has dXaXd^ei-v)^ and wailing {no-reoOai, pec-

=

The Redeemer inlugere) people before the house.
terrupted their noise with the words, ovk d-ntdave to Kopdoiov^ tlie

tus p)lcmgere

maiden

is

not dead, without giving heed to their mocking.

declaration of Christ
to have

is

tampered with

so simple

and

plain, that

This
no one ought ever

it.f

* According to Euseh. H. E.

viii. 18,

there

was

set

up

in Caesarea Paneas,

cast in

woman suffering from the issue of blood, in the act
"We have no reason to doubt the veracity of this narrative, inasmuch as the fact ia, in itself, anything but improbable.
f Christ will not have the raising of the dead, as such, to be openly and immediately
known, and thus his reputation with the unconverted multitude increased. (Comp. Mark
V. 23
Luke viii. 56): hence he speaks to the mass of mourning women and musicians
bronze, the statue of Christ, with the

of touching his garment.

;

The less discerning among
is not dead."
the crowd would misunderstand his language, and suppose that he had performed not a

the enigmatical words, "the child sleepeth, she

resurrection from the dead, but a miraculous cure

:

yet was the child so manifestly dead

Matthew IX.
The
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23.

miracles of our Lord need no adjuncts from

human hands
The addi;

the very absence of ostentation adds to their grandeur.

"but sleepeth," does not permit us to understand the first exit meant " she is not dead, because I have the intention of raising her, or, inasmuch as what I intend to do must be
tion,

pression, as if

regarded as ah-eady accomplished." The contrast, " she is not dead,
but sleepeth," which all the three Evangelists repeat verbatim, ad-

mits of no prevarication.

from

dead in

the

We

have here, consequently, no raising

the true sense of the tvords.

It

is

likely that the

child was in a deep trance ;* but viewed even in this light, the act

performed by our Lord is not less significant. He presents himself,
The real
in such a plain declaration, in the purest moral grandeur.
moment of death, which man can never ascertain, is perfectly known
and of this he declares that it has not yet arrived but
to Jesus
the very circumstance that he knew this that he knew it before he
came that he knew how to fix the time and circumstances all
What was unthese constitute the miraculous part of this act.
known to all of them (Luke viii. 53 has the words eldoreg un drrtdaveVj Icnoiving that she luas dead, because they had tried every means
and
to restore her) he knew, without having even seen the child
he openly declared what he knew, and produced thereby life and
faith.
His miracle was not diminished, by this open declaration, in
the eyes of those present, but was, on the contrary, rendered great
and glorious. (Mark v. 42 Luke xiii. 56.) Having here again in
^^ew the moral imj)ression, Jesus collected from among the rude
mass (who are as prone to mockery as to stupid amazement) a small
number of susceptible souls to them he permitted the undisturbed
enjoyment of beholding the returning life of the damsel, in all its
manifestations, in order that thereby they might be excited to solemn
and sacred thankfulness to God. This impression, however, our
;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

and it was at most not until after they saw the child
and healed that they could become doubtful whether the death had been a real or
only apparent one. The enlightened must have recognized in the words of Jesus the
meaning that /or him and his power death was but a sleep, and that for these mourning
women there is at hand no dead body to be the object of their waihngs, but a sleeping
That Ebrard is right as to the /ac<
[E.
child, that is on the point of being awakened.
His correctness in assi;,'ning the cause of the Saviour's language, is more
I cannot doubt.
It seems clear that the Evangelists intend to describe a raising from the
questionable.
dead and the words of the Saviour, interpreted according to his ordinary modes of speech,
Strictly speaking, she was dead, but viewed with reinterpose no difficulty to this view.
There was one present to whom her death was
ference to the result she was only asleep.
the same as the state of sleep, and this ia expressed in the Saviour's sharp and terse manthat they laughed Jesus to scorn,

living

—

;

—

ner by the language, " She is not dead, but sleepeth." [K.
* Physicians distiuguish s?/«co/)e from asphyxia; by the latter they understand the
suspension of all the vital functions; and it is this which must here be supposed. The
history of Eutychus (Acts xx.

Paul says,

7;

ipi'xv

7,

seq.) is quite similar to this.

Of the youth mentioned

avrov tv avru earLv, which words explain the expressions inecrpeij'e rd

yrvevua in our narrative

(Luke

viiL 65.)

Matthew

890

IX. 23-27.

Lord commanded them to conceal in the depths of their souls, lest,
by their busy talkativeness, they should immediately destroy again
the slight spark of life which was but just enkindled. (Mark v. 43
Luke viii. 56. Comp. also the remarks on Matth. viii. 4.) Mark
with still greater care, reports what happened in presence of the
parents, and of Peter, John, and James.
(Concerning the presence,
on many occasions, of these three apostles only, compare the remarks on Matth. x. 2.) Jesus seized the hand of the damsel and
called, 'wrp itn-'h'a.
(The substantive is the Syriac form of nVta, which
properly signifies " lamb," but is frequently used of children also.)
;

It

may

be best to consider here the

call of Christ, Lis life-giving

word, as the means of resuscitation.

Not the slightest mention is
any other means, and there is no reason
for supposing that such were used, though it is not absolutely impossible that such should have been employed, inasmuch as Jesus,
upon other occasions, makes use of such means. (Comp. the remarks

made

of the application of

on Mark vii. 23.) But just because everything is recorded in a plain
and straight -forward manner, and in its proper place, it is as natural
to suppose that, where no such thing is spoken of, it did not take
place.
Christ and the apostles, who were free from all charlatanry,
represent the most wonderful occurrences in the plainest and simplest manner ; and as our Lord, after having fed thousands with a
few loaves, yet, in strict accordance with human nature, gives orders
to gather carefully the fragments that remained ; so also he, who
himself is the life, and who hereafter shall awaken all the dead by
his voice (John v. 25), orders that the little child, whom he had
awakened from her trance, and whom he declares not to have been
dead, should be supplied with food.
(Mark v. 43 ; Luke viii. 55.)
He thus permits everything to go on in a natural and simple way,
and manifests thereby a truth of the inner life which forms, in a
peculiar manner, the true foil to his great actions.

§ 14.

Healing of Two Blind

Men and

of a

Dumb Man.

(Matth. ix. 2^-34.)

Matthew

alone relates that, during the time which Jesus spent

he healed therein two blind men, and a dumb man.
words, avrCdv 61 i^epxoix^vo)v Idov K. r. A., and as they came out,

in his house,

The

32), connect immediately the healing of the dumb man
with that of the blind men. The similar narrative in Matthew, xi.
The ac22, seq., must therefore be regarded as a different event.
rw dpxovTi rCJv dainoviwv iKpdXXei rd
cusation of the Pharisees,
etc. (ver.

h

hy the i^rince, etc., will, when that pasunder consideration, be subjected to more special inquiry.

dainovia, he casteth out devils

sage

is

;

Matthew

IX. 27-35.
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As the narratives of the two cures here effected offer no difficulty
which are not solved by the remarks previously made, one circumstance only need be mentioned, viz., that the Kco(pbg daif^iovt^onevog,
dumb demonaic, verse 32, must be distinguished from a dumb man
suffering from organic imperfection.
The former is dumb through
demoniacal influence. This, no doubt, must have assumed the form
of a kind of mania, which must not, however, be viewed as imaginaiy, but as the consequence of the agency of hostile powers. Their
being overcome by the light- giving power of the Kedeemer, restores
in the sufferer the right psychical and physical relations.
This
scriptural mode of viewing things, which ascribes real effects to real
causes, and which, specially, never admits psychical phenomena
without spiritual or demoniacal influence, appears equally simple
and profound.

§ 15.

The Sending Forth

(Matth. ix. 35

;

x. 42

;

Mark

vi.

of the Apostles.
7-11

;

Luke

ix. 1-5.)

After having represented Jesus in chapters viii., ix. as a worker
Matthew gives, in chap. x. a series of our Lord's dis-

of miracles,

put together in the same manner as in the Sermon on the
He opens it by a transition, expressed in general terms,
such as we have already met with in Matthew iv. 23, et seq. He
remarks that Jesus went about teaching and healing. We find in
this passage no limitation to Galilee.
The Avords of Matthew are,
on the contrary, so general, that it is clear that he did not at all intend to fix the localities. But then the Evangelist sets forth how
the immediate perception of the condition of the people, which our
Redeemer obtained in his wanderings, excited in him the most heartfelt compassion for the miserable situation of the people of God
and it was this which formed the motive for his sending forth of the
(Concerning a-kayxvi^eodai, compare the remarks on
disciples.
Luke i. 78. Its real and primary meaning is maternal compassion
for the helpless cliild. Instead of the more common word tK^eAvnevoi
EKAveadaL, used of the failing and exhaustion of all strength. Gal.
Heb. xii. 3, the less frequently used expression toKvXfievoc
\-i. 9,
should, no doubt, be received in the text, as is done by Grieshach:
" Worn out by the cares of life, and scattered [tppqtjdvoi] by wolves
like sheep without a sliepherd."
Concerning this figure, compare
the remarks on John x. 3, et seq.)
The general idea connected with
courses,

Mount.

—

depia^bg rroAvg

this, u

iit:v

Luke,

X. 2, in

k. t. A., tJie harvest indeed, etc., stands in
a more close and definite connexion, as spoken on the
occasion of the sending forth of the seventy disciples ; for which

Matthew IX.
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we

reason

duces

it

refer to our

35.

remarks on that passage,

here, only "because

it

Matthew

intro-

indicates the prevailing disposition of

the Saviour's soul ; from this proceeded the sending forth of the
twelve apostles, which stands in immediate connexion with it.

The thought
people

and

;

indicates the

character of

the time and of the

their preparation for the reception of the divine doctrines

;

their need of such teachers, as could effectually supply their

true wants.

The body of the twelve
already existing

of

;

its

apostles is here evidently assumed as
formation the Evangelist reports as little as

of the calling of the individuals singly, if we except the fragmentary
notices in chap,

iv.

Mark and Luke appear
They connect with

18, et seq.

wise more exact in their statements.

here likethe

list of
the apostles, the remark that Christ had expressly chosen and in-

stalled

avrov.

them as a body. (Mark iii.
Luke (vi. 13) is yet more

14, koI

l-noirioE dc^SsKa,

iva

avTOv, Koi EKXe^dnevog an' avrojv ddJdcKa, ovg Koi aTroard/lovf*

Luke

He

o)ai fier'

definite, npoae(ph)vr]ae roix; ixaOrjrag
(hv6iJ,aae),

gives prominence only to the significancy of their installation.

"he went forth into the mountain to pray,
God" [t:^riXOev (6 ^li^aovg) elg rb opog
jpoGev^aaOai, naX i]v diavvii-epevodv ev rfj Trpooevxi] rov Qeov\.
It would
appear then that our Eedeemer prej^ared himself by a night spent
in prayer, and in the morning installed the twelve apostles.
If we
consider that, in the election of this body of men, in whose hearts
the first germs of truth were to be deposited, everything depended
upon a right selection of persons, we shall estimate the importance
of the moment. It was a moment in which the foundation-stone
of the church was laid.
The twelve apostles, as the representatives
remarks, chap,

vi,

and spent the night

12,

in prayer to

among themselves a complete
was therefore necessary that in their fundamental dispositions they should mutually supplement each other, and carry within
themselves the germ of all the various tendencies which on a larger
of spiritual Israel,f were to form

unity

;

it

scale afterwards manifested themselves in the church.

It

is

only

25) that the Lord was enabled to
establish such a band of closely united spirits, who were to stand as
the representatives of the whole spiritual creation which was to be
as a discerner of hearts (John

called into existence.

unity

;

ii.

In himself, everything was united in a holy

but, as the ray divides itself into its colours, so that one

light wliich

beamed

forth from Christ

fell,

in variously modified

* The term cnvooTulog appears here as a real official title of the twelve. (Concorning the relation of this term to similar expressions, compare the comment, on 1 Cor.
xii. 28.)

The twelve apostles, as distinct
f This is figuratively represented in Eev. xxi. 14.
from Paul, seem likewise to have had a special reference to Israel after the flesh. (Compare the remarks on Matth. x. 5, 6, and the Introduction to the Epistles of Paul)

Matthew
splendour, upon the hearts of

liis

IX.
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twelve apostles.

Thus alone was

through this medium, not only a few men, hut all,
according to their wants and dispositions, might be equally satisfied
it

possible, that,

by the Gospel.
that Judas
this

narrow

A striking feature

Iscariot,*"'

circle.

in this election of the twelve

is,

the betrayer of the Lord, was admitted into

But

faith perceives even in

gracious disj)ensation of our Lord.

tliis a Avonderful,
everywhere entwined and
be overcome by the redeeming

Evil

is

ujj with the good, that it may
power of Christ. As in paradise there was a serpent, and in
the ark a Ham was saved, so must there be a Judas among the
twelve, if their circle was truly to represent Israel.
Not that he was
predestinated to evil Scripture knows no reprobatio impioi'um
(compare Eom. ix.) but in order to give him occasion for overcoming, by the help of the Lord, the evil which was in him. True,
the unhappy man, as he did not avail himself of the opportunity,
was to become the instrument of our Lord's betrayal ; hut it teas by
no means his destiny. The God of mercy ordains everywhere, in
the present order of things, the intermixture of good and evil, that
the latter may be overcome by the former ; or, if it loill not be overcome, to consummate the good by collision with the evil. For although Judas brings our Lord to the cross, yet by this very act he
aids in procuring an everlasting redemption.
Of the first sending forth of the twelve apostles, which happened
under the eye of the Lord himself, both Mark (vi. 7-11) and Luke
(ix. 1-6) give an account, but without communicating so detailed
instructions as does Matthew in chap, x.f In this discourse (chap.

mixed

—
—

X.)

Matthew

evidently unites various elements.

Luke

narrates in

chap. X. the sending forth of the seventy disciples, on which subject
Matthew is silent, and communicates, on this occasion, a discourse

This discourse, and chap. xi. of Luke,
of Jesus addressed to them.
wherein Christ gives special admonitions to his disciples, contain
many elements of the instructions to the apostles, communicated by
Matthew in chap. x. True, there is nothing in Matthew imsuitable
so that, in this respect, we might unhesitatingly
to the occasion
assume that Jesus had thus spoken yet it is not probable, since in
;

;

more appropriate connexion, while
in Matthew, the connexion of the separate thoughts is often but
The simplest supposition is that Matthew intended to put
loose.
together, in this chapter, the principles which Jesus impressed

Luke the same passages stand

in

* For further remarks on Judas Iscariot compare the comment, on Matth. xxvL 24,
and John xiii. 27.
Dr. Paulas (in his Commentary, vol. ii., p. 31), that Luke
f The hypothesis raised by
and Mark are narrating a subsequent mission of the twelve apostles, has originated only
from the attempt to bring the separate evangelical narratives into a close connexion in
^int of time but it is altogether void of internal probability.
;

Matthew
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upon

IX. 35; X.

1.

his apostles, at diflfercnt times, concerning their relation to the

This becomes the more probable, because

world.

many

expressions

occurring in the instruction (com. specially the remarks on Matth.
X. 23) went beyond the knowledge which the apostles had at the

thue when they were sent forth. The special reference of the inimpending mission of the twelve has assumed, in

struction to the

the hands of the Evangelist, a general character
discourse

of

Jesus to his disciples,

them and

;

so that in this

we have received

instruc-

whole apostolic work, nay, for all the
missionaries of all times. How far this may have been the intention
of Matthew, I leave undecided
but the Spirit, who spoke through
him, has given that rich fulness to his representation.
Jesus on sending out the twelve apostles by two and
Ver. 1.
two (Mark vi. 7), for their mutual assistance, gives to them, in the
first place, a seal of their official authority, viz., the power of healing (e^ovoia). It is obvious that the communication of such power
of healing could only be by a communication of the power of the
tions for

for their

;•'•

—

Hence we

Spirit.

find in this passage the first trace of a

cation of the Spirit of Jesus to his disciples, which

is

communi-

increased in

and consummated on the day of Pentecost. From
comes the. relation in which the miraculous cures of the
apostles stood to their other ministrations.
The outward work of
healing was the most subordinate and the first
their purely spiritual labours in preaching the word they could begin only after the
Pentecost.
So also the Saviour began by healing the body but
afterward, he exercised his redeeming power by healing the soul
also.
It is therefore no great loss which the church sustained, if, at
a subsequent period, the gift of healing departed from her the
higher gift, the word by which souls are redeemed, remained. A
remarkable instance of such communication of the Spirit to others
is found in Numb. xi. 17, et seq., where it is related how Moses laid
upon the seventy elders of Israel the Spirit which rested upon himThis is by no means a view of the Spirit bordering on maself.
terialism, but is, on the contrary, a representation of him in his

John

XX. 22,

this also

;

;

;

essential nature.

As God

is

love, and, as

being love,

it is

his nature

communicate himself so it is also the nature of the Spirit, as a
divine substance, to communicate himself unceasingly, creating
life, and, as a stream, strengthening and refreshing the heart.
A Spirit who would or could not communicate himself would be no
spirit, or not a divine spirit.
Now Christ, as the image of the
to

;

invisible Father, continually pours out a fulness of living Spirit,
but communicates to every one according to his wants and suscepti-

* Compare on this point
ii,

S. 17.

my

"

Festprogramm

iiber die Aechtheit. des Mat.,"

Abth,

—
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purposely not chosen any noble or learned
were poor and despised in the eyes of the

tliose wlio

world (1 Cor. i. 27), tliey needed all the more a divine power to
guide them in the discharge of their functions. This power, however, was to act, pure and undisturbed, through them, as pure
organs ; and the less their minds had been formed by human influences, the

more they were

become such instruments of the

fitted to

Spirit.

2.— Here

Ver.

follows the hst of the apostles, which, for the

we present, together with
Mark iii. 13, et seq.; Luke

convenience of the reader,

the other

of the same (as given in

vi.

and Acts

i.

et seq.), in the

MATTHEW.

form of a comparative table

MARK.

LUKE.
1.

1

2

'Avdpeag.

3

'luKulSog.

9

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

'

"LifiuiV.

1

2 'la/cw/Jof.

UeTpog.

2

'IdKujSog.

3

^[udvvTig.

*

'AvSpeag,

*

^Avdpeac.

^lliTznog

5

^iXmnog.

5

^lliTTTTOg.

'Bapdolofialog.

*

BapdoXofxaiog.

6

BapdoTiojuaior

Qujuug.

7

MaTdalog.

7

Mardalor.

BapdoT^ofialog,

Mar^aiOf.

8

Quudc.

3

Qufiug.

MarOalog.

Second

Third

10

:

First Class.

Uerpoc.

2.

9 'luKu[iog

'Ia/cw/3of 'Alfp.

'0

AE(ii3alor.

lists

12, et seq.;

'AA^.

Class.

Class.

•

'luKuj3oc 'AX(p.

9

'Iu«cj/3of 'AA^.

0 2«>wv

Qa66alog.

6 ZrfK

Qaddaloc.
'I

I,i/iio)v

'2

^lovdar

6 Kav.
'Ict/c.

Kav.

11

T,ifiuv 6

12

'lovSag 'Igk.

The arrangement observed

11

'lov6ac

'la/f.

•2

'lovdag

'Iff^c.

in these four

lists,

11

'loiJJaf 'la/i.

according to three

cannot be supposed to have had an accidental origin ;"' and yet they so difier from each other, that we
are prevented from referring them to one written source.
Hence it
is most natural to suppose that each Evangelist arranged them according to their importance, as acknowledged by the universal
consent of the church. Those who were less known and influential
classes, is so similar, that it

had the
had the

them ; those who were best known
Slight modifications, of course took place in this ar-

last place assigned to
first.

* All agree as to the place of Peter, Philp, James the son of Alphseus, and Judas
but they differ as regards the places of those between the above named. Yet

Iscariot

;

the classes themselves

remam unchanged.

—
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2.

—

for instance, Matthe\^ and Luke place togctlier the
who were brothers, in consequence of which Andrew stands
James and John on the other hand, in Mark, and in the

rangemcnt
apostles

before

;

Acts of the Apostles, the three principal apostles are placed foremost, Peter being at the head. Among those who were nearly equal
in importance, as Philip, Bartholomew, Thomas, and Matthew
arbitrary transpositions take place.

But the

notion, that

the apostles were of greater importance than others,

is

some of

irresistibly

— Peter, James, and John,

upon us by the evangelical history

forced

appear pre-eminent among the twelve. On several important occasions, Jesus took these alone into his intimate companionship.
(Besides Mark v. 37, Luke viii. 51, comp, also Matth, xvii. 1
[Mark ix. 2 Luke ix. 28]; Matth. xxvi. 37 [Mark xiv. 33], and
John xxi. 19, 20, where Peter and John only were taken.) The
disci]3les thus surrounded the Lord in gradually expanding circles.
Nearest to him stood the three, then followed the other nine, then
the seventy, and last of all the multitude of his other disciples.
especially,

;

Yet, undeniable as was the difference

among the

disciples of Christ,

imply any special secret doctrine for those who stood
nearer to him.
The mystery of Christ, the highest and simplest
truth, was to be preached from the house-tops.
Some, however,
apprehended this mystery itself far more profoundly than the others,
and were hence better fitted to move in immediate proximity to
the Lord. As regards the apostles individually, Peter is put at the
head by all the Evangelists Matthew calls him first, which certainly is not accidental.
(For particulars, comp. the remarks on
Matth. xvi. 18.) Concerning the cognomen Ile-po^, Peter, comp.
the remarks on John i. 42. Andrew stands much in the background throughout the gospel history. QKvdpmq = rijnnjK, which
may be derived from i::;.) James the son of Zebedee, appears only
in connexion with the two coryphaei of the apostles, viz. John
and Peter.* According to Acts xii. 2, he died early the death of a
martyr.
(Concerning Philip, comp. the remarks on John i. 45 he
also was from Bethsaida.
Bartholomew (•'^iVri -12 = son of Ptolemy)
seems according to John i. 46, to be identical with Nathaniel of
Cana. (John xxi. 2.) The evangelical history is silent regarding the

this does not

;

—

;

latter

XX. 24.

can;

Philip

;

eufidg,

6'Ni^,

is

—Matthew^ MarOalog, with
as

it

is

addition of this

On

the addition

6 reXuvrjg, the

publi-

Matthew, the author of the gospel, inwanting in all other lists of the apostles, and an
kind is made to no other name.f It was only the

the cognomen Boavepyef, given to John and James (Mark

remarks on Luke
f

—

9.
Thomas,
Comp. concerning him, the remarks on John

this addition points to

asmuch
*

introduced speaking, in John xiv,

^idvi.iog.

De

iii,

17),

comp. the

ix. 54.

Weite (in his comment, on this passage) calls this remark unimportant

;

but

is

,

Matthew X.
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author himself who could, with propriety, have added

mouth

it

;

in his

was a recollection of the undeserved mercy which
had been bestowed upon him. Concerning the various persons
called James, compare the remarks on Matthew xiii. 55, and the introduction to the Epistle of James. Simon, with the cognomen
it

the Canaanite {d KavavtTT]g), is described in a manner not to be
mistaken, by the explanatory cognomen 6 ^TjXcjTTJg, the zealot, which
Luke gives him in his Gospel, as well as in the Acts of the Apos(Kavavi-Tjg, from n:^, to be jealous.)
He had, no doubt, belonged to the sect of the Jewish zealots, of whom mention is made
by Joseplius (B. J. iv. 3, 9.) His demagogical zeal, hitherto directed

tles.

only to outward things, was subsequently directed towards the at-

tainment of spiritual freedom.

Greater

selves respecting the person of Lebbeus,

In the

first place,

difficulties

whomMark

present themcalls

the reading of the text of Matthew,

is

Thaddeus.
doubtful.

The addition 6 t7ri/cA7/0eff, surnamed, is omitted in many codices.
Nor does it appear to me, indeed, to belong to Matthew, who in no
other passage makes use of this phrase in connexion with a name.
it may have crept into the text from some gloss;
on the margin, the very probable supposition was expressed, that the Thaddeus of Mark was identical with the Lebbeus
of Matthew. Mill supposed that this addition had a reference to
Levi, and
He regarded the Lebbeus
the name of Matthew.
hence supposed that some one had made this addition in order to
direct attention to the circumstance, that Matthew is called Levi by
both Mark and Luke. The identity of the names cannot however
be proved. Ae[3(3aiog, is probably derived from aV, heart, so that it
Thaddeus {Qa66aloc;), is perhaps synonymous
signifies cordatus.
with Theudas {Qevddg) (see Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 2565 s. v. in
Both the names are wanting in
to the Hebrew t?).
mamma
Luke (in the Gospel as well as in the Acts of the Apostles) instead
of them he has 'lovdag 'laicdJjSov, Judas (son) of James, who is not
mentioned by either Matthew or Mark. That there was a Judas
(not Iscariot) among the twelve apostles, clearly appears from John
xiv. 22
and it may be that he is the same person as this LebThe ancient church at a very early period,
beus or Thaddeus.
adopted this view. (Hieron. ad. h, 1. calls him trij^le-named,
rpt6vvi.ioc.)
The view adopted by modern" commentators, that we
ought to supply after 'laK6i3ov, of James, not as commonly vlSg, son,
but ddeX(f)6g, brother, is altogether without foundation. This Judas

It

is

probable that

inasmuch

as,

=

=

;

;

;

any other apostle designated after this worldly calling ? Is Peter designated the fisherman, or anything of that kind ? Moreover, the expression " publican" has, in a secondary sense, an opprobrious signification, as appears from the phrase " publicans and
Such a cognomen only Matthew himself could assume. Least of all would
sinners."
some later author of the gospel have chosen it, as it would l^e been the interest ol
gach an one to extol Matthew.

Matthew X.
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"would then appear to have been the author of the Epistle of Jiide,
which forms part of the canon of the New Testament, and a brother

of James, the son of Alpheus, and of Simon Zelotes and all these,
the adeXcpol rov Kvpiov
a view which we shall endeavour to refute
;

when we come

;

—

Matthew xiii. 55 John vii. 5, and in the
James and Jude. There exists no
reason whatsoever for departing from the common mode of supplying the ellipsis and, for this reason, we must consider this Judas,
with the cognomen Lebbeus, or Thaddeus, to be a different person
from Judas, the brother of our Lord. The passage of John vii. 5,
must here serve as a clue to lead us to the truth for, according to
this passage, the brethren of Jesus did not believe in him, and
could, therefore, by no means, have been in the number of the
to treat of

;

introductions to the Epistles of

;

;

twelve apostles.
ri'i"':;?,

a

man

also in several

Judas

Finally,

of Karioth.

MSS. on John vi^ 71

Other derivations,

Iscariot, 'lovdag 'IaKapio)T7](;

(Josh. xv. 25.)*
;

as, for instance,

viously intended to convey

an

xii. 4,

from

This explanation
in the words dirb

=

cj-^n

given
Kapnorov.
is

'^•pv^falseJiood, lie, are

allusion to his treacherous deed

in this very circumstance, the pure character of our gospels

is

ob-

but
mani;

from every kind of laudatory expression
concerning Christ and his acts and discourses, so, in like manner,
they avoid all reproachful allusion to Judas. The only remark
which they make, as historians, when referring to the name of Judas,

fested, that as they abstain

is d

TvapaSovg avr6v,tv7io delivered

him up. With

this single exception,

they allow the stupendous facts in the history of Jesus to speak for
themselves
and the simple, truthful descriptions make light and
shade appear in the most striking contrast. And thus, viewing
;

everything in

its

purely objective light, they despise

all paltry,

per-

sonal censure.

—

Ver. 5.
To this company of the twelve apostles, Jesus, according to Matthew, now directs his discourse. It may appear strange
that it should proceed on the principles of Jewish exclusiveness, in-

asmuch as the apostles are prohibited from going to the Samaritans
and Grentiles. Luke, x. 1 has not this limitation in the discourse
of Jesus to the Seventy

but these Seventy appear as the represenand Luke alone gives an account
of them, as he wi-ote for Gentiles. Jesus, however, never comes forward as a destroyer of the exclusive privileges of the Jewish people,
which had been vouchsafed to them by God himself (compare the
remarks on Matth. xxi. 33) on the contrary, he acknowledges them
(Matth. XV. 24), and confines his own ministry, on the whole, to
;

tatives of the whole Gentile world,

;

*

Be

with Lighifoot, has again declared in favour of the derivation of
from the word Nitj-iipox, " a leather apron," or n"i5DN, " strangling."
The parallel passages in John, however, seem to be altogether opposed to this derivation; the assertion tharri's-p tc"'}* or invi'ip could not have been added as a surWetie, agreeing

this appellative

name

to the proper name,

is

altogether destitute of proof.

Matthew X.
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^

indeed, hints at a time at whicli this exclusiveness

be done away (John

among

x. 16) ; but he ministers, in the meantime,
Gentiles and Samaritans only occasionally, whensoever their

him to do so, (Compare Matth. xv. 21, seq., and
^Ye cannot suppose that in this Christ was accommoda-

faith constrained

John

iv.)

ting himself merely to the weakness of the disciples

;

but rather to

the demands of the times, and the immediate destination of the

The Gospel was first to be offered to Israel as a nation.
they received it, the prophecy of Micah (iv. 1, ff.) would have

twelve.

Had

been immediately fulfilled. They rejected it, and it was only at a
subsequent period that Paul received the express command to
labour for the Gentile world (Acts ix. 15) ; and when the Kedeemer
departed from the earth, he extended the sphere of action of the
twelve also to all nations (Matth. xxviii. 19). But it was necessary,
first of all, to prepare, in the nation of Israel, a hearth to receive
the sacred fire, and to keep its heat in a state of concentration. It
was only after the Church had thus been safely established in the
midst of the people of God, and after the unbelief of the mass had
been fully manifested, that the stream of life was poured out over
the wide Gentile world.
Yer. 6. np6/3ara dizoXuXora are here used in the sense of sJieep
who have gone astray, and have hcen seijarated from their shepherd
(compare the remarks on Luke xv. 4) with evident reference to

—

;

ijeremiah

1.

6 ^w?

r:;n

n'^.nsx ^xs.

—

Ver. 7.
The main burden of their preaching is to be, that the
kingdom of heaven is at hand (compare the remarks on Matth. iii.
2
iv. 17 )
but in the form used by John the Baptist. (See
Mark vi. 12, they preached that men should repent.) The direction given to the disciples, and their special object, were at this,
their first mission, altogether different from what they were after the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit. The apostles themselves, as yet,
;

;

occupied Old Testament ground, and, like the Baptist, preached
subsequently,
repentance, and baptized with water (John iv. 2)
after the soil had been prepared by the previous preaching of repent;

ance, they proclaimed the remission of sins.

Yer.

8.

—With

this is connected the

promise of miraculous heal-

outward manifestation of the coming redemption.
(Compare the remarks on Matth. xi. 5.) The exhortation " freely
The disciples might
give" was the natural result of circumstances.
easily have been induced to receive presents, and have thus been
imperceptibly led to regard not the faith, but the wealth of the sick,
thus inflicting injury on their own souls. They had claims only for
the necessaries of life. (Very considerable critical authorities omit
the clause " raise the dead" {vekqov^ iyetQETe) ; others place it after
le-JDovc KaOaQi^erej cleanse the lepers, and this shows it to be not very
ing, as the first
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unlikely a marginal gloss. Mill and J. D. Michaelis therefore conmight indeed suppose it added
sider it a subsequent addition.

We

to honour the apostles.

But

as no instance of such a miracle

is

re-

corded, this very fact perhaps accounts better for the omission of the

But

clause.

it

does not follow that because no such example

is

given, no such case actually occurred.)

—

This endowment with spiritual riches, our Lord
9, 10.
up with the exhortation to go forth in the external garb of
But the remark that they need no outward preparation
poverty.
Ver.

follows

is, in reahty, only another view of their riches.
going forth without human resources, they lived upon the rich
treasure of their heavenly Father.
The correct exposition of our

for their journey,

By

is best obtained from a comparison with Luke xxii. 35-37.
In that passage, Jesus, a short time before his sufferings, reminds
the apostles of that rich and glorious time when he could send them
forth with no earthly equipment, and remarks that the times were
now different (as these were the days in which the bridegroom would
be taken from them) that now every one must prepare himself as
The leading
well as he could, and to the utmost of his power.

passage

—

thought, therefore,

is

this

;

we

the hour in which the light

live at
is

a time of rich blessings

(it is

in the ascendant, contrasted with

ii. 53, " This is the hour and power of darkness ;" concerning
which passage, comp. the Commentary)^ when no human pireparation is required
" love will guide you, love will provide you !"
The details given must not be too much pressed, but must be taken
in all the freedom in which the apostles themselves received them.
Mark, \\. 8, permits them to take a staff but the two other Evangelists forbid even that ;* Matthew forbids also even the sandals
Mark permits them. It is a mere trifling with words to insist here
on a difference between v-nodrniaraj shoes, and oavddXia, sandals. The
words, " The labourer is worthy of his meat" (Matth. x. 10), afford
the true point of view. The Eedeemer, who had himself no place
where to lay his head, puts his disciples likewise on a footing of pure
faith
as the labourers of God,f they had to expect from him what
was necessary for their bodily wants for the exercise and proof of
their faith they went forth without any such careful preparations as
the man destitute of faith makes, and must make.
Some of the
disciples might even have had some money with them
but in this
they would not have acted in opposition to the command of Jesus,

Luke

—

;

;

;

;

;

* Crratz, in his commentary on Matthew, vol. i., p. 519, is of opinion that Jesus only
forbade them to take with them a supply, but not that he prohibited the taking of the
staff which was in thehr hands, or the shoes which were on their feet.
Yery strange,
for who ever carries with him a supply of sticks on a journey
The expression ipydrTj^, labour, is a figurative one, according to which mankind
compared to a vineyard or arable field, in which spiritual labour is to be performed

certainly

1

I

f
are

(Concerning

this,

comp. the remarks on Matth. xiiL

1,

seq.)

;

Matthew X.
unless tliey

be viewed
to faith

;

had taken

spii-itually

it

—in

from
its
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unhelief.

The command must thus
mind and

relation to the disposition of

and, in this respect,

it

has

its

eternal truth, applicable to

kingdom of God, at all times and in all places.
Yet this word of the Lord must never be viewed without its necessary complement from Luke xxii. 35, seq.
Ver. 11.
There now follow more sj)ecial precepts with regard to
their spiritual ministry.
The words ^^erdoare rig d^iog, inquire ivho
is ivorthy, must not be referred to virtuous and noble dispositions,
all

labourers in the

—

but to the poor (Matth.
(Matth.

ix.

12)

deemer be an
is

v.

3), the longing,

the needy in spirit

to these alone could the proclamation of a

;

eijayyiXiov^

good

[The

neivs.

never to be prosecuted at random.

worli:

Re-

of evangelization

It should seek first those

who

some degree ripe for it, and spread from them as a centi'e.]
In the same town they were not to change their residence. He exhorts them to strive after peace and quietness, in the bustle of their
travelling.
(In Luke x. 7, the same idea is expressed, with an
concerning which, see the comment, on that
additional remark
are in

;

passage.)

Yer. 12

—The

apostles, as the recipients of the spiritual powers

which our Redeemer possessed without measm-e (Jolm iii. 34), and
had communicated to them according to their capacities for receiving them, are enjoined to. communicate theu- gifts. As the sun
sheds abroad his rays upon the good and the evil, so they also shall
bless the house into which they enter
their blessing when given to
;

This mode of expression flows
from a partially material conception of spiritual influence ; like the
light, it pours itself forth, and returns again to its source;* blessing
the impure, will return to them.

and intercession

are,

according to this a^cw, an exhalation and in-

halation of the Spirit.

These, indeed, are figurative expressions,

but they embody a substantial and profound meaning. Led by
the Spirit, the apostles enter into a house and say. Peace be
to this house {elpi]vr] rCJ oho) ~ov~(S) (Luke x. 5), not as a mere
empty phrase, like the cs^ C3'.V« of the Jews, but as the most genuThe blessing remains
ine expression of their character and office.
where it finds a welcome place (d^iog, ivorthy, is again to be understood, in the evangelical sense, of all those who are in want of, and
long for salvation and mercy) ; where it finds no welcome, it returns
to those who pronounced it, as to its living source.
Hence the Spirit
appears as that which is life itself, having its fountains from which
it emanates and into which it returns, if it does not find a place
wherein to settle, in order to create a new fountain. (John iv. 14
vii.

38.)

* This mode of viewing

and

nvev/xa, as given

YoL. I.— 26

is

rendered specially prominent, in the representation ofx^P^c

hy John.

Comp. the remarks on John

vii.

38, 39.

;
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—

Wherever the feeling of need, and the longing tor that
divine are wanting, thence the messenger of Christ dehe comes only to bring to the sick the message of healing.

Ver. 14.

which
parts

14-18.

is

;

The shaking

off

the dust (tKrivdoaeLv kovloqtov)^

is

a symbolical

and utter separation and renunciation.
xviii. 6.)
To express an idea by means of action is
(Acts xiii. 51
very common in the Old as well as in the New Testament, and indeed throughout the whole of the East this mode of speech is more
impressive for sensual man than mere words.
(Comp. the remarks
representation

of total

;

;

on Matth. xxvii. 24.)
Ver. 15.
Sodom and Gomorrha are held forth as the symbols
of God's justice punishing alienation from himself.
The greatness

—

is proportioned to the clearness and purity in which the
heavenly element has presented itself to him who hardens himself
against its impressions. He who turns away the messengers of
Christ, shews himself more hardened than the old sinners of Sodom,
because they represent that which is divine, more purely than did
Lot and his pious contemporaries. (Concerning the whole idea here
hinted at, comp. the more extended remarks on Matth. xi. 22, 24.)

of the guilt

Yer. 16.

—From

this exhibition of the lighter side of the apostles'

ministry, the Saviour turns to its darker side, viz., their relation to

the enemiee of his kingdom.
malice, so

is

As the wolf

is

the sheep of simple purity

against the wild power which

knows no

the symbol of cunning
it

;

stands defenceless

This

is

a very

significant picture of the position of every follower of the

Lamb

restraint.

(Rev. xiv. 4), among the perverse race of the children of this world.
Continuing the use of significant animal symbolisms, the Lord ex;

attain

;

—

a virtue specially difficult for the believer to
he fears the character of the old serpent, and prefers to suf-

horts to prudence

fer rather than to deceive. In the TrepiareQa, dove, the symbol
of the Holy Ghost (Matth. iii. 16), purity of soul is expressed
{aKe^aiog
unmixed, pure, without guile) in the ocpig, serjpent,
(i>p6vrjaig,
(Gen. iii. 1), cunning and prudence.
(<i>g6vtfiog,
derived from (pQeveg, signifies, in biblical anthropology, understanding, and power of reasoning, which is shewn in adapting itself
to circumstances.) (Comp. the remarks on Luke i. 17.)
It is difficult to combine this wisdom of the serpent with the guilelessness of
but the very command of Jesus testifies that it is not
the dove

=

;

;

Yet, in the course of Christian development, let prudence suffer rather than simplicity, if their union is as yet unatimpossible.

tained.

Ver. 17, 18.
Jesus,

is

— Their

now more

timates that their

impending suffering

for the testimony of

brought before them. The Lord inwhich as yet moved in a narrow sphere,

definitely
life,

would be brought out into the

publicity of the

great

world,

Matthew X.
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kinds await the preacher of

(Comp. the remarks on Matth. xxiv.

9.)

The

'ovv^dpia, councils, are the courts of justice in the provincial towns.

(Comp. the remarks on Matth.

In

v. 21.

like

manner,

it is

Mark xv. 9.) The discourse ascends from the minor to the
The ijyefxoveg, governors (comp. the remarks on Matth. xxvii.

Koman

the

pro-consuls

;

the

(iacilelg,

used in
major.
1), are

kings, arc the tetrarchs (Acts

Concerning the words, elg [laprvpiov, comp. the remarks on Matth. viii. 4. In the sufferings which the children of
God have to experience from the world for the name of Jesus, their
true character that of suffering and self-sacrificing love will make
1

xii.

xxvi. 1.)

;

—
—
Ver. 19, 20. —As a consolation in the prospect of such

itself manifest.

sufferings,

our Lord promises them special help from above. The disciples,
inexperienced and unskilled in speaking, are directed to the spirit
iiepq.ivi'jaTjTe, -nug i] ri XaXTJcrjre, take no
of all wisdom.
The words,
j(t?y

thought hoiv or ivhat ye shall speak, exclude

all

human

calculation,

and refer the disciples to a higher principle, to the Spirit from above.
The idea that it is a gift of God to know how to speak a word in
season, is expressed in Isaiah 1, 4.
(Comp. the remarks on Luke
xxi. 15.)

powers

This does not, of course, exclude the use of the natural

—these are rather to be sanctified by

pepinvav, take thought,

own

must

this Spirit.

The word

therefore refer to the anxious collecting

done by the unbelieving natural man,
life and power.
Such a reliance on a higher power, however, would be fanaticism, if, first, the
conditions of help from above, viz., repentance and true faith, were
wanting, and if, secondly, impurity should design to apply it
To confirm them in the conviction of such
to wicked purposes.
help from above, Jesus adds For it is not ye that speak, etc. Indiof one's

who

is

strength, as

is

ignorant of any higher source of

:

vidual characters thus disappear altogether in the great struggle
between light and darkness ; God's cause is at stake, and that is

pleaded by his Spirit in those instruments which he consecrates to
himself.
By views like these, the individual gains an invincible
power, inasmuch as he is taken from his isolation, and recognizes
himself as the member of a great invincible community.
The
Spirit of the father {rrvevna Trarpog) is contrasted immediate!}^ with
the spirit of the disciples themselves ; the heavenly principle ap-

them, although it had not
(Comp. the remarks on John

pears, therefore, as already operating in

yet displayed itself in
vii

39.)

Ver. 21.

its full

power.

—Hitherto the discourse has contained

nothing inapplibut the following terses seem to
have another reference, viz., to such circumstances as are described
in chap. xxiv.
They point to a sphere of action of a wider extent
cable to existing circumstances

;
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than that wliich would present itself to the disciples in this, their
Our Kedeemer would no doubt speak to them of permission.
secutions, even unto death,* only in the last days of his earthly
(Comp. the remarks on Matth. xxiv. 10, 12.) The relaministry.
tions of the disci23les, how^ever, were analogous in the various periods
of their ministry ; and, in so far, these verses also have here their
The Gospel is now represented as- overruling the
full aijplication.
The element of new life, which it
natural relations of earthly life.
has brought into the world, is arrested in its course by no barriers
of relationship or family ties ; every where it appropriates to itself
susceptible minds.
But, precisely for this reason does it also call
forth opposition in minds that do not lay themselves open to its influence, and the Gospel of peace brings the sword into the bosom
for, being the Word of God, it divides asunder the
of families
first

;

joints

and marrow (Heb.

iv.

The

12.)

history of the spreading of

Christianity proves the literal truth of these prophetic words of our

(Comp. the Acta Martyrii perpetuce

Eedeemer.
printed in

my Monum.

Hist. Eccles. vol.

i.,

et

Felicitatis,

But as phethe time when the

p. 96, seq.)

nomena of that kind could not have happened at
Eedeemer spoke those remarkable words, they bear a

prophetic

character.

Ver. 22.

— The

hatred of

all

men, actuated by purely worldly
name of Jesus. Natural

principles, is specially directed against the

virtue the world

may

find to be amiable, for the world perceives

to be a product of its OAvn life

;

but

it

hates what

it

is specifically

that therein is its death (James iv. 4.)
The
impending persecutions required some hint concerning the earnestness and endurance necessary for the struggle.
Salvation is connected with endurance.
The words elg rtXog, to the
Christian, for

it feels

reference to the

end, admit, primarily, a reference only to individuals, not to the

body for death brings to every individual
end of trouble, and the beginning of everlasting safety.
Yet the passage reads (and ver. 23 confirms the impression that the
sense of these words extends farther) as part of some prophetic discourse concerniug the second coming.
That the mention of this
second coming, seems unsuited to the occasion of the first mission
of the disciples, will presently be more fully developed.
Yer. 23. In view of the impending persecutions, Jesus once
more recommends prudence he advises them to avoid them as

tribulation of the entire

;

believer, the

—

;

much

may

not receive injury in their souls by
The church has
it.
ever acted according to this precept ; it was only Montanistic rigour
that would prohibit a fleeing from persecution.
(The passage Kav
as possible, that they

wilfully entering into danger, or continuing in

* Decisive, in this respect,

be compared.

is

the passage

John

xvi. 4, the exposition of

which may

;;
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is, no doubt, genuine
its omission in some MSS.
most probably, from the similarity in the terminations
of the clauses, liomoiotcleiiton.)
In the closing words, the reference
to the second coming of Christ, and to the end (which was already
perceptible in ver. 22) clearly appears, « The Son of Man is to come
again before the disciples who were sent forth should have wandered
through all the cities of Israel (reAe?v sc. bdovy Here a difficulty
arises, inasmuch as it seems not to have been the purpose of this

ravTTjg k. t. A.

;

originated,

mission that the apostles should travel through the whole country
but that it took place, in a great measure, for the training of the
;

From

disciples themselves.

ion

demanded a

the feeling, therefore, that the connex-

reference to something about to

the explanation originated

"

You

happen immediate-

not need

to hasten
the towns of Judea, in the persecution which you are
to meet with
I will be with you again ere that."
But yet to this

ly,

through

;

will

all

;

sense of the words, although grammatically admissible, does not
suit, in

the

place, the earnest

first

a//?/r,

verily; and, secondly, Jesus

does not come to them, but they come back to Jesus (Luke ix. 10)
and finally, the phrase, " the Son of Man cometh" (tpxerat 6 vlbg

—

always refers

(viz.,

the Kapovaia)

rov drdpcoTTov), has a definite doctrinal signification
to the second

coming

{-napovoia).

But

of this

it

Jesus cannot, according to the whole context, have well spoken.
Nor is any thing gained by referring the coming of our Lord to the
resurrection, or to the pouring out of the Spmt, or even to the destruction of Jerusalem ; for all these events were too remote from
the disciples during the first period of their living with Christ. It
is a matter of course that the return should be dependent upon the
departure from them but of the latter the Redeemer had not yet
It was only at a subsequent period, viz., shortly before,
and at his transfiguration, that he gave to his disciples an insight
;

spoken.

xii. 40
xvi. 21, 27
xvii. 1, seq.
was only on this solemn occasion that, by means
of heavenly messengers, the Lord himself, in his human consciousness, was made acquainted with the divine counsel, in its whole extent, concerning the redemption of mankind through his sufferings.
Thus these words which make mention of the second coming of
Christ involve, by way of anticipation, a wider range of vision. They
blend with the earlier, the subsequent mission of the disciples, and
thus form a system of general instruction for the disciples in preaching the Gospel. It is true that this hberty which the Evangelists,
especially Matthew, allow themselves (as appears on a close ex-

into these two events (Matth.

Luke

ix.

22, 31)

amination) in

;

;

;

it

the

treatment of our Lord's discourses

is,

after

somewhat remarkable. (Concerning this, compare § 8 of the
But that which would have destroyed the character
Introduction.
of the Gospel, if it had been done by an uncongenial spirit, tends

all,
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only to add to its splendour, if done by tlie kindred divine Spirit.
The various sentiments of Christ resemble pearls and jewels which
the Evangelists freely use, in order to produce the most varied and
Avorks.'-'
(Compare on this passage the comment, on

beautiful

Matth. xxiv.
Ver, 24.

1.)

—Jesus continues to intimate to

the disciples their fu-

by comparing them with himself. The passage is
given in a different connexion by Luke (vi. 40), and with the addition KarrjpTtonevog 6e nag tore (bg 6 diddoicaXog, but in which the word
KarrjprLoiitvog must be understood as signifying, perfectly educated,
accomplislied ; so that the meaning of the words would be, " the
ture destinies,

accomplished disciple resembles his master in

(Com-

things."

all

pare remarks on these words in the comment, on Matth. v. 1, with
reference to the connexion of the discourse in Luke [chap. vi. 20,

The thought is rendered difficult by the reflection which
upon the reader, that many disciples surpass their
teachers.f An appeal to the proverbial mode of speech, contained in
seq.])

forces

itself

these words, is evidently of no avail, for another proverb says,
" Many disciples are superior to their teachers" {noXkoi nadrjTal
1,'peiaaoveg

it

if

The first requisite of a good proverb (and
Lord can have employed none but good ones) is, that

6i6aaKdXu)v)

certainly the

be the expression of truth.

we

consider that the disciple

that very

moment,

This

who

difficulty,

however,

is

removed,

surpasses his master, ceases, at

to be his disciple in the true sense of the word;

as a disciple, he can go no farther than his master

;

hence,

if

he goes

must have had some other master, and
if he has no human one, the Spirit must have been his teacher,
who has brought out that which was dormant in him. These words,
farther than the master, he

viewed thus, have their relative truth everywhere
lute sense,

:

but, in an abso-

they beautifully express the relation of the disciples to

He, the image of the Father, could not be surpassed,
by his disciples or by any other ; he is Lord and teacher, in
the absolute sense, and compared to him, no one ever gets beyond
the sphere of dependence and instruction.
In this relation, then, it
is likewise absolutely true, that whatever happened to the master,
Christ.

either

must

also

happen

Ver. 25.

to the disciple.

—As the height of the

that the world will
*

call diabolical,

hostile disposition, it is stated

that which

is

in its purest

mani-

Why

might not Jesus himself in prophetic anticipation, have here foretold to the
disciples once for all, the collective result of their entire future, and now but commencing
ministry to wit, that they must flee from city to city, but that he would come in judgment on Israel, in the destruction of Jerusalem, before they should have completed in
:

their flight the entire circuit ?

—

[E.

The words convey the genf There seems no necessity of findmg a difSculty here.
eral and unquestionable truth, that the disciple naturally takes the impress of his master.—[K.
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festation, divine; and this, at the same time, implies the contrast,
that the world regards the diabolical clement as the divine, and
thus seeks to eifect a total confusion of the elements of good and

If such be the case with the sun,

evil.

what must happen

to his

the master be treated thus, what must be done to his servants, in whom the glory of the Lord is only reflected ?
(OiKiaKog,
rays

;

if

comp, ver. 36, domesficiis, with reference to the oiKodeaTroTrjg.) The
passage refers us back to Matthew ix. 34,
rw dpxovTt riov 6atiiovto)v
hiidklei rd daiiiovia, by the 2^'i'ince of the devils, etc. (Comp. xii. 24.)

h

This expression is not different from erriKaXelv BeeX^e[3ovX, calling
on B§ehehuh, for, in order to be able to cast out devils through him,
he must be in the individual that casts them out. As regards the
name, B£eA<,lE/3o?;/3 is
a^'.^t V??.
He was a god of the Ekronites, so
called because the power was ascribed to him of removing troublesome flies, as Jupiter also had the cognomen d-oiiviog, nviaypoc,
Tn
the New Testament, however, the reading BfeA^e/3ovA, Beelzehoid, is
to be preferred, inasmuch as the Jews, out of derision, changed the
name of the idol into a form suggestive of contempt. For, this
form of the name (derived from V;? and V?t) signifies the lord of
mire.
(Comp. Lightfoot on Matth. xii. 24.) The interpretation of
this name, as given by Dr. Paulus, is very ingenious.
According to
him, the form must be resolved into the words Var V?2, lord of the
dwelling, viz., of the subterraneous one
to this would very well
answer the okodeaTror?/^, Iiouseholder , of Christ. But that the prince
of darkness is named after a national deity, arises from the circumstance that, according to the constant view of Scripture (comp. the
remarks on 1 Cor. viii. 5), heathenish life, devoted to idolatry, appears as the element of darkness.
Yer. 26, 27.— Christ keeps the minds of the disciples in a state
betwixt fear and implicit faith ; by the former, he urges them to
earnestness, by the latter, he preserves them from despondency.
It
appears very striking, that their confidence is based upon the certainty of a future disclosure of all that is concealed.
This is the
fundamental idea of all the four clauses of these two verses. True,
the unveiling of what is hidden, can never, in itself, be the founda^
tion of faith
if the mystery were something evil, it would i-ather
give rise to fear.
But, for the bosom which conceals witliin it that
which is holy, but as yet unintelligible to those around, no certainty
can be more consoling than that of its coming manifestation, for
with this comes also the triumph of the good. Ver. 20 contains
the explanation of the preceding verse ; the two clauses contained
in each, must be viewed in conformity with the law of ^jara?/<??j'smMS
membrorum. The words tv rg oKOTia, in darkness, are opposed to

=

;

;

KEKaXvinihov, covered,
rests

on anything

;

and

signify the unintentional darkness

in this case, for instance,

which
on Galilee, a country
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unknown, but out of which, nevertheless, a new life arose
in the ear" {elg to ovg aKoveiv), on the contrary, corresponds with " that which is hid" (to kpvtttov), and denotes here
the intentional concealment of that which is hereafter to be comhitherto

The " hearing

municated, as in the case before us, the opening of the mysteries
kingdom of God within the narrow circle of the apostles.

of the

The future
tions,

free proclamation of the divine counsel in all its rela-

and the disclosure of

all

the mysteries in the church by the

words.
The church knows of
no mysteries to be kept back. (In the phrase KTjpvaoeiv IttI twv
SuixaTOJv, proclaim on the Jiouse-tops, the form of the ancient Opuses
and roofs must be borne in mind.)
The general exhortation " fear not then" (verse 26) is,
Ver. 28.
Spirit,

are

hinted

at in

these

—

in the 28th verse, brought into connexion with the true object of

excluded.

fear, whilst its false objects are

With

21, Jesus remarks, that the enemies of physical
objects of fear to a child of God,

reach his true hfe.

should not be
inasmuch as their power cannot

The words " cannot

Tijv ijjvxrjv dTTOKTELvai),

refere"nce to verse

kill

life

the soul"

(/*?)

dvvaodat

contain an allusion to their purely external

is not able to penetrate into the domain of spiritual
which the faithful move. This power, however, is ascribed
to some other agent, and of him the Lord commands them to be
afraid.
The following reasons, apparently, compel us to understand
1st, If those words were to be rethereby the prince of darkness
ferred to God, the expression /ear {(poj3eXG6at), must be understood in
two different senses, in the same verse,* the first time, in the sense

power, which
life,

in

:

of he afraid (metuere), the second time, in the sense of reverence
(revereri); 2d, Verses 29 and 30 would scarcely agree with it, in-

asmuch as God is represented in them, as a protector in danger and distress
and on this, verse 31 founds the exhortation
;

" fear not therefore" (ft?) ovv (poi3T}dr]Te) which would then form a
contradiction to the " fear" ((j)ol3rj67]Te) found here, and so emphati,

cally repeated in

Luke

xii.

5

;

3d, It appears unsuitable to say of

God, that he destroys souls, inasmuch as it is he who saves them.
But still it would be a decisive argument against this view, that, in
his
Scripture, the devil never appears as he who condemns to hell
whole activity depends upon the permissive will of God. (James
Moreover, as verse 33 clearly indicates tho possibility of
iv. 12.)
apostacy and denial, the passage is best understood of a powerful
;

exhortation given by the Eedeemer to the disciples to earnestness,
and diligence in preserving and making sure their calling. True,
*

No

stress is to

be laid on the change in ^opelaOai tlvu and and

rivoc

;

the former

metuere ; but, in the sense of revrreri, it certainly is not
In the usage of profane writers ''to be afraid of," " fa
found in connection with
reverence," is expressed by fojSelcdai npog ti.

combination also

may also signify
lltto.
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we cannot avoid changing the meaning of "fear"
And the
such cases, however, are not unfrcqucnt.

in this case,
{(po^ieiodaL);

"fear -not therefore" of

ver. 31, refers

the assumed fidelity of the disciples.
the remarks on Matt.

—

under this interpretation to
(Concerning ytewa, comp.

v. 22.)

Ver. 29, 30. As an antidote to fear, Jesus refers the apostles to
the almighty aid of God, for whose kingdom they were contending.
How should he, who feeds the sparrows and numbers the hairs of

the head, not guard the lives of his faithful servants
s^mrroiu, is here, as frequently in the LXX. — "i'es.

was the tenth part of a

—

?

(IrpovOtov,

An

daadpiov,

dpaxiJ^?].)

The consolatory power of this doctrine is founded in
Ver. 31.
the special providence of God, Everywhere, as in nature, it combines the greatest and the least into one harmonious whole. Thousands are fed, and the crumbs are collected our Redeemer rises
from his grave, and the linen is carefully folded together.
The whole assumes more and more a general chaVer. 32, 33.
racter the discourse gradually extends to the whole collective body
;

—

:

Christ
of the disciples of Jesus, in their conflict with the world.
also appears here as he whose recognition has a decisive influence on

man's everlasting weal or woe

God and

fore
(as

his angels.

;

The

the enemies of that which

whose testimony

is

good)

confession before the heavenly host.

is

is

accepted be-

confession before

believer's

men

contrasted with Christ's

Whosoever takes upon him

the ignominy of appearing as a true worshipper of Christ will be reBut this
ceived as such when Christ reveals himself in his glory.

immediately followed by its contrast (verse 33) ; as
with fear, so the former allures. The whole declaration has, of course, a reference to behevers only, who have recognised
the Lord in his true character, and who now either venture to conthe latter course must
fess then- faith, or conceal it through fear
extinguish the light of faith which was kindled in them, and exclude
declaration

the latter

is

fills

;

from the kingdom of God.

—

Ver. 34. As the fear of strife and persecution might easily deter
from an open confession, our Lord distinctly points out that the
Gospel, from its very nature, must occasion strife. Not as though
strife itself were the oltjed of the Gospel (its object is peace, the end
of strife), but strife is the necessary consequence of Christ's coming
Just because in Christ there apinto the world, or into a heart.
pears absolute holiness, whilst the world comprises in itself good and

mixed together, therefore the

evil

Ephes.
51),

vi.

17), cuts

and along with

Vers. 35,

ofi"

it

spirit

of Christ

(j.idxatpa,

the. evil (Staj^ieQcaiiog, separation,

him who

36.— Jesus

clings to

sword,

Luke

xii.

it.

sets forth the results of this separating

power of the Gospel, in the same manner as in verses 21,

22,

The

—
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most intimate connexions based ujDon
and earthly love destroys them if they attempt to hold fast the unholy element and ennobles them if free
That which our Lord
scope is everywhere given to the Holy Spirit.

sword of the

human

Si^irit

severs the

relationships,

;

;

upon behevers,

here points out as his requisition

rated from

all

earthly

ties,

viz.,

even the most intimate,

to be separ-

for the sake of

union with himself, was already declared by Moses of the Levites
''
AVho said unto his father and to his mother, I have not seen him
neither did he acknowledge his brethren, nor know his own children

:

;

:

they have observed thy word, and kept thy covenant. They
shall teach Jacob thy judgments, and Israel thy law."
(Deut.

for

xxxiii. 9, 10.

Comp.

Grcn. xii. 1.)

— The love of

Christ must be stronger than either the
mother [and must prove itself the stronger in all
cases where they come into conflict, i. e., where parents appeal to
filial duty to enforce their command of disobedience to Christ].
(Compare the remarks on Luke xiv. 26, where the still stronger exVery significant is the
fj.taelv Ttarepa k. t. A.)
pression occurs
clause, " is not worthy of me," for Christ himself is the aim and obthey long for himself as he is in the power of his
ject of believers
(Compare the remarks on Philip,
resurrection and in his sufferings.
iii. 10.)
This effect of the Gospel its claiming the whole man
makes the world rage with fury for this reason it makes to itself
another Christ, who aUows good and evil to dwell peaceably and
quietly together.
But if Christ had not been the Truth and Life
itself (John xiv. 6), it would have been a violation of the most sacred

Ver. 37.

love of father or of

:

;

—

;

duties to

demand

that, for his sake, the dearest ties of relationship

It is only God whom we must obey rather
than father and mother ; and Christ, only because we behold in
him the Father (John xiv. 9). And therefore, by assigning to him
a rank above all that is most dear and sacred, no duty is violated ;
on the contrary, every duty is purified and ennobled. The command, " Honour thy father and thy mother," is thus not abrogated,
but fulfilled (Matth. v. 17), inasmuch as man recognises himself in
Christ Jesus as a child of the Father, of whom the whole family in
heaven and earth is named (Ephes. iii. 15).
With this demand of a separation from all earthly
Ver. 38.
ties Mhich faith in the Eedeemer, if it be a living one, at all times
presupposes, is connected the intimation of a course of life full of
sufferings, the end of which is death.
How deeply must our Lord
have been conscious of the glory and blessedness to be given by him,
if he did not hesitate to draw such a picture of the life of his followers
The words, oravpbv Xajj,l3dvetv, take Jits cross, spoken before
the crucifixion of our Lord, must be explained from the general
custom of malefactors being themselves obliged to carry their cross

should be disregarded.

—

!
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to the place of execution.
In the moutli of Jesus, tliov assume a
prophetic character, as they were spoken previous to his gufferings.
Fritzsclie (on this passage) distinguishes

between XanPdveiv and alpeiv

rbv aravQoVj and refers the latter expression to the spontaneous taking

up of the

cross.

The

aKoXovdeXv imia(ji, folloiving after, refers evidently

to the subsequent hearing of the cross, with the death of the cross,
as its final

earth,

consummation.

The

necessarily toilsome,

is

life

of the followers of Christ upon

inasmuch as they

live continually in

the midst of dangers, and sacrifice their own will to the will of God ;
and, hence, it resembles a continual dying on the cross. Although,
according to the context, that which has been here said has a primary reference to a life in the first ages of Christianity a life ex-

—

posed to hodily dangers and persecutions, yet it retains its truth for
and
all time in reference to the inward struggles of the believer
hence this same figurative mode of expression is used throughout
;

24 Komans Ti. 6.)
one aspect of the Christian's sufferings, viz.,
persecution and perils of death, the eye is directed to a view still
more general ; the death of the old life is the condition of the birth
That " the losing one's life" (ipvxj)v dixoXeGat) can
of the new life.
mean not merely the loss of bodily life for the sake of Jesus, is evident, partly from the fact that some of the apostles did not die by
persecution, while yet their blameless continuance in life cannot be
set down to their disadvantage ; and partly because we may conceive even of death by persecutions which, originating (as not unScripture.

Ver. 39.

(Gal.

ii.

—From

20,

v.

;

this

frequently happened) in vanity or fanaticism, did nofc correspond to
the present requirements. The losing one's life therefore can be un-

derstood only in a spiritual sense, and it is only by such a death that
In the expression 1/'^%^, the significathe bodily death is sanctified.

(Compare the retion soul and life are again blended together.
marks on Matth. vi. 25). In this passage, then, a twofold soul is
spoken of, of which one is lost, if the other be preserved. If we
translate V"^%^/ ^^1 W^i ^* ii^plies a twofold existence, a higher and a
(The same thought is
lower, between which man has the choice.
expressed in the same words in Matth. xvl. 24, 25, and in John xii. 25.
John, however, has love (4>iMv), Avhich is
to)*
The passage will become most distinct by being paraphrased thus 6

Instead oifind

more

{evpioKeiv),

intelligible ;fi7id (evpiOKeCv), here signifies to gain, to attain

:

£vpd)v TTjv (oaQKiK7]v)

dnoX^aag

V^X^^)

CLTroXioei

avrfjv

(sc. nveviiariKi'iv)

-rjv ipvxi]v (oapKiKriv), evQrioei avrfjv (jTvevixariK/jv)

findeth his (fleshly)

life

shall lose it

(i. e.,

:

kol 5

—he

his spiritual life)

:

that

and he
That

that loseth his (fleshly) life, shall find it {{. e., his spiritual hfe).
which constitutes true personal identity (the ego) remains the same,
but, in the exercise of true self-denial,

it

becomes dead to

* Compare Hebrews x. 39, where the words are

:

sin

irepmoincng ipvxnQ

;

the

;

:

Matthew X.
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39.

unbelieving man, on the contrary, remains in his natural state of
and the germ of the higher life can never attain to dominion
The expression here made use of by our Redeemer is most
in him.

being,

simi)ly explained by supposing that the soul of man is conceived as
standing between two powers, the influence of which he may receive
within himself, and by means of which he may be transformed into
Now, as man by nature is more especially exposed to
their nature.

work of renovation implies the renunwhich has become part of the man, and,
This transition
instead of it, the entrance into the new life of light.
but, out of this death a new and higher life springs up.
is a death
The addition of 'ivmev t\iov^formy sake, is of importance, inasmuch
as it opposes itself to all self-devised means of sanctification and perfecting of spiritual life.
A crucifying of the flesh, and self-denial
undertaken /or one's own sake, for one's own perfecting, are an abomination in the sight of our Lord, since they are always in such a
case, the proofs of secret presumption and pride.*
On the contrary, they must be done from love to Jesus, from a principle of

the one (the evil power), the
ciation of the old sinful life

;

* The religions of Asia, especially Buddhism, prominently point out and enjoin the

duty of self-denial
holiness in man,

but as

;

it is

practiced out of Jesus, and without the perfect ideal of

leads to the most eccentric and foolish exhibitions.

it

The

addition,

therefore, of 'ivsKEv l/xov is of the highest importance to the precept of self-denial,

same

furnishes, at the

and

time, a remarkable proof of the divine dignity of Jesus; for it

would have been the highest presumption on his part to require, that all things should be
counted but loss for his sake, unless he had been higher than all created beings. In the
work of J. J. Schmidt (Ueber die altere religiose, politische und literarische Bildungsgeschichte der Tolker

such

false

tribes),

Mittelasiens.

self-denial are

when

in the

Petersburg, 1824), several characteristic features of

communicated.

"Shaggiamuni

(the

Buddha

of the Mongol

form of a king's son, once met on his walk a tigress with her young,

nearly dead of hunger.

Penetrated with compassion, and there being nothing at hand to

and revive her, he withdrew himself, under some pretext, from.his retinue, went
and laid himself down before her, that he might be torn in pieces by
her.
But, perceiving that she was too much exhausted to be able to injure him, he first
made incisions in his skin, and allowed her to lick up the blood which flowed from the
wounds, whereby she was so much strengthened, that she was able to devour him altorefresh

up

to the tigress,

gether."
What a caricature, compared with the sight presented
lower of Christ, walking in true, genuine, Christian self-denial
of in a far more worthy manner, by the nobler Mahommedaa
Dshelaleddin Rumi, who thus beautifully expresses the necessity
!

man,

in order that the

new man may be brought

to

by the life of a true folThe duty was conceived
mystics,

especially

by

of the death of the old

life

Death ends indeed the cares of life,
Yet, shudders life when death comes near

And

,;

such the fond heart's death-like strife
first the loved one does appear.

When

where true love is wakened,
The tyrant self, that despot dark.

For,

dies

Rejoice then, that in death he lies.
And breathe morn's free au", with the lark.

But

certainly

realization of

it

it

must be admitted, that, between the conception of the duty, and the
life, there is a wide difference.

in the

;

Matthew X.
obedience to

and by the working of

liiin,
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39-42.
his Spirit

it is

;

then only

that they bring forth beautiful fruits, and produce that "holiness,

without which no

medium between

man shaR

on the other,

tivity

must here

faith

Yer. 40.

(Heb.

see the Lord."

xii.

14.)

The

indolence on the one hand, and self-righteous acis difficult

of discovery

but the author of the

;

also be himself the finisher of

—As a consolation under the

(Heb.

it.

difficulties

xii. 2.)

which our Lord

has set before his disciples, there follows, in conclusion, a rich
thought, pointing out how infinitely dear to the Lord of the universe are the combatants for truth.-'
As Christ is the representative of the Father, so he considers his discijjles as his own representatives

whosoever, therefore, receives the disciples, receives the

;

Lord of the universe himself. (Mark ix. 37.) The following verses,
however, shew that S^xeodai, receive, must be taken emphatically
" whosoever receives you, fully conscious of what you are,
thus
and for the sake of this your spiritual character, receives God," and
hence derives all the blessing from it, which is conferred, according
There is
to the history of the Patriarchs, by a visit from the Lord.
implied, therefore, in the receiving (Sexeodat), not an outward receiving merely {Jiospitio excipere), but, more especially, the opening of
the heart and of the whole inner life, so that a man may be able
to receive the disciples of the Lord, although he should not have
where to lay his head.
:

Ver. 41, 42.

— But

in order to place in its true light the great-

ness of the glory of true believers, and to pourtray the blessedness

of those

who

parallel.

new

receive them, the

His

Christian

by

infers,

so

with a remarkable

are compared by him to the Old Testament
and righteous men (r7po(l)7]Taig koI diKaioig), and he

that as

much

closes

life,

saints, prophets,

thus

Kedeemer

disciples, the representatives of the principles of the

much

as the former stood higher than the latter,

higher and more glorious would be their reward.

regards, in the

first place,

here given to believers,

is

Eabbinical

tisus loqiiendi,

contrast to

a"?,

the gradation, the

remarkable.

We

name

might here

according to wliich,

vt:;?^

As

[UKpoi, little ones,

refer to the

small, forms the

great, the latter signifying teacher, master; the for-

mer, disciple, servant. But this does not meet the case the expression seems intended to indicate a peculiarity of the disciples of
(Comp. Matth. xviii. 6.) According to the context, it would
Jesus,
seem to point out, first, the needy condition of the disciples, who,
;

like helpless children,

seem

to be given over as a prey to misery in this

world, but are sustained by the help of the Father from above.
* The reverse side of this picture
(IdeTcJv K. T.
«. g.,

?..

tummi

numinis.

is

idem

est

Comp. Schottgen on

by Luke x. 16, in the words 6 ifii
met with in the Rabbinical writings

pointed out

Allusions to this thought are also

si quis recipit viros dodos,

ac si reciperet Schechinam, L

this passage.

e.,

manifestationcm

—
Matthew X.
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Next,

it

humble

41, 42.

has reference to the child-like, innocent, and, specially, the
who, although exalted and glo-

feeling of the regenerate,

without any feeling of pre(The passage in chap. xvii. 6, explains this more fully.)
Tliis humbleness (niKpoTTjg) of the disciples, is contrasted with the
Old Testament pietj'', which, although inferior, yet bears a somewhat more pretentious character its two principal forms are pointed
In the
out, viz., 7Tpo07/T£(a, prophecy, and diKaioovvr], righteousness.
former, is specially displayed the fulness of illumination by the
Spirit of God, which however, as in the case of Jonah, might well
be combined with meagre personal attainments in the latter, pre(Comp. the remarks on Luke i. 6.)
ciseness in obeying the law.
rious, arc yet conscious of their glory

Bumption,

;

;

Kighteousness appears here as the higher gradation of religious life
under the Old Testament, inasmuch as it presupposed a higher degree of personal attainment than prophecy.

But, above these two,

New

Testament life, in which an inward regeneration is
manifested in the outward life. These three gradations of character, ^rq/^/ie^ (rrpo(j)7]T7]g), righteous man (di/caiog), and little one (jUKpog),
are brought into connexion with those who receive them, and to every
stands the

is promised the luadog, p(^y, reivard, of him whom he receives.
(On the signification of luodog^ comp. the remarks on Matth. v. 12.)
The term is, in a legal point of view, wholly appropriate but in

one

;

the evangelical point of view, only in so far as love, which appears
in

it

reward in itself. But as a
added in what manner the re-

as the active principle, carries its

condition of the reward,

ception

is

it is

to take place

farther

elg ovofia TTpo(()rjTov,

dmaiov, naOrjTov, in the

name, etc. This eig ovona, in the name, contains the key to the
whole rather obscure passage ; it is identical with the Hebrew &»a
(it is not necessary to suppose an exchange of the prej)Ositions elg
and tv), so that the name signifies the character and true nature of

Hence the passage is full of rich meanmoral principle, that every action must be
measured by the disposition from which it proceeds, and that the
Hence,
disposition is the result of the whole inward state of man.

the person to be received.
It points out the

ing.

not the isolated act of receiving, which is considered as the
gi'ound of the reward, but the disposition of sold from which the
act proceeds ; and the reception itself, turns not more on the per-

it is

son received, than on the clearness with which his true character is
apprehended. Hence the sense of these remarkable words is- this
whoever receives an Old Testament prophet, for the sake of his spiritual character, and is endowed with the ability of receiving him,
:

and recognising him as such, will be rewarded according to his Old
Testament position the same takes place with regard to the right;

but he who receives a disciple of Jesus, i. e., a child of God,
and a citizen of the heavenly kingdom, and refreshes him by the
eous

;

Matthew X.
merest

trifle (a

41, 42

weaker counterpart of

;

XI.

SextoOaC)
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1.

—who

is

thus able to

recognise in him, under his insignificant outward appearance, the
effulgence of that which

good to

divine

is

in its representatives,

it,

— who

is able to love it and to do
he thereby shews that he has dis-

harmony with this New Testament dispensation, and
hence will also receive the reward which, under it, is certain. But
this reward is an eternal one {ov [x?) d7zo?Jar] ~uv [iioObv avrov) ; and
in this it is implied, that the Old Testament awards to its saints
promises of a more earthly character. The thought is highly spu'itual ; and hence has been so frequently misunderstood by interFor it evidently involves also the thought, that while he
preters.
who occupies a lower position, can never be received in a higher
character, because the higher life is wanting in him ; yet the higher
may be received in a lower character. The disciple of Jesus has
already passed through the law. Many a benevolent, pious Jew,
positions in

might therefore receive the apostles as prophets or righteous men,
because, from his point of view, he could not apprehend them more
But he w^ho, in the messengers of Christ, was able to
profoundly.
recognise their new and nobler character, and from love to this, re-

them the full, rich blessing
who occupied the lower ground,

ceived them, he received from
birth

;

while those, also,

toward them with a heart of

Hence the

ward.

every direction

making many
things."

§ 16.

;

love,

of the
if

new

turning

would receive an appropriate

re-

ones appear here as bestowing blessings in
indeed " as dying, but yet living ; as poor, and yet

rich

little

;

as having nothing,

and yet possessing

all

(2 Cor. vi. 9, 10.)

John the Baptist Sends His Disciples to Jesus. DiscouKSES OF Jesus on the Occasion of this Mission.
(Matth. xi. 1-30;

Ver.

1.

—Matthew

Luke

vii.

18-35; x. 13-15, 21,

closes the preceding discourse

22.)

with the words

6ia~daao)v To7g ScjdeKa na07]Tair, instructing his tiuelve disciples,

:

and

thereby clearly indicates the wish that the preceding discourse
should be understood as designed for the disciples who were sent
forth.
Of the journey itself, however, he says nothing. Luke ix.
10, on the contrary, mentions the return in the same way as in chap.
X. 17,

he mentions the return of the seventy.

With an

indefinite

Matthew proceeds to another subject, viz., the report of the question put by John the Baptist
through his disciples. The same report is connected, in Luke vii.
18, with the history of the raising of the widow of Nain's son, but
likewise very loosely, by the general formula
And they reported to
Koi eyevero,

and

it

cam«

to

pass,

:

Matthew
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XI.

1, 2.

But we are struck by
etc. {nal dni'iyyeiXav 'lojdvvxi k. t. X).
the exceedingly exact agreement of the Evangelists in this section,
not only in single expressions (as ver. 23), hut also in the Old Testament quotation from Malachi iii. 1 (Matth. xi. 10). The LXX,
John,

Hebrew text but both the Evanfrom both.* We have here again, in Matthew,
a discourse composed of various elements, whilst Luke gives in another more definite connexion, that which is here brought together.
From the narrative of the mission of the two disciples of John, Matthew only takes occasion to report the discourses of Jesus which
describe the different positions of the people, with respect to
him. Jesus was as little understood by the proud, as was John
The humble recognised the divine element under
the Baptist.
even the most varied forms, because indeed, it was only this of
which they were in search. With this, chap. xii. connects itself
give an exact translation of the

;

gelists diflfer alike

very suitably.

—

to

Ver. 2.
From the mission of the disciples of John, we are led
make some inquiries regarding the spiritual condition of the Bap-

He

tist.

appears here in prison (at Machaerus according to Jose-

pJms, Arch,

only in a subsequent chapter

xviii. 5); it is

that Matthew, by

way

(xiv.

3 seq.)

of supplementing, gives the necessary infor-

mation about his imprisonment. The Baptist hears in his prison of
the works of Jesus,* and is therefore induced to send to him two
disciples, with the question
Art thou he that cometh, or do we
look for another ? {ov eI 6 Ipxofievog, i) trepov irgoodoKCJ^ev) (The ex:

;

pression

u tpxoi^evog,

he that cometh, has a fixed doctrinal significa-

tion, viz., the Messiah,

26, n;n^

t-ra

Nsn

^sns,-}-

perhaps from the passage in Psalm cxviii.
In Heb. x.
blessed is he that cometh, etc.

coming [Trapovoia) is
he at whose future coming all prophecy will

37, Christ, with reference even to his second

called 6 ipxofievog,

i. e.,

be fulfilled.) The question of the Baptist seems, then, to indicate
an uncertainty as to whether or not Jesus was the longed-for Saviour ; and such a question must certainly appear very strange from
the

and

mouth

of the Baptist, after the strong declarations of his faith,

made

after the disclosures

to

him concerning

his relation to

(Compare Matth. iii. and specially John i. 23.) Hence many
have been disposed to consider this question as intended to strengthen
Jesus.

who were beginning to faint; others, as
containing a call upon Jesus to hasten the carrying out of his plans.
The former opinion has absolutely no weight ; for the disciples of

the faith of his disciples

the Baptist would have been completely satisfied by the decided
*

On

this point

compare Matth.

iii.

f Eengstenherg (Christology, vol iii.,
the expression from Malachi iii. 1 but
;

Old Testament concur in giving

it

3

;

Mark

i.

1.

on very plausible grounds,
very probable that several passages of the

p. 292, et seq.) derives,
it is

this fixed doctrinal signification.

Matthew
declarations of their master (Jolin

XI.
i.

417

2.

29), as

we

see in the case of

the apostles.
The second opinion is not without truth. John
might, in fact, regard Jesus as proceeding too cautiously, inasmuch
as he did not understand his secret working upon the souls of men.

But it is difficult to conceive that John, if his own faith remained
unshaken, should hare merely wished to urge our Lord to a different
mode of procedure ; the very fonn of the question ohliges us to
refer it rather to the state of mind of the interrogator himself
For, if we look at the passage before us with unprejudiced eye, it
appears more natural to seek for the ground of the question in the
mind of John

Our inward experience can alone teach us

himself.

In the life of every believer, there occur
which even the firmest conviction may
be shaken nothing is more simple than to imagine such a time
of darkness and abandonment by the Spirit, in the life even of
John.* We are too much accustomed to think of the character ot
Scripture saints only under a certain form, and as liable to no
change
but (excepting the Lord himself, whose character was
peculiar, and must be regarded per se), it is evident that internal
changes of light and darkness must be supposed in all individuals,
even when such are not reported
inasmuch as, by this very struggle, the life of the saint is perfected.
Hence, wherever communications simj)le and clear are brought before us as the one in question
concerning John, there is no reason whatever for doubting. In his
gloomy prison at Machaerus, the man of God was no doubt surto understand such events.

moments of temptation,

in

:

;

;

* That after the events recorded, Matth.

hare come

to

any

iii.

16,

and John

real doubt of the Messiaship of Jesus,

is

L 33,

John the Baptist could
and

scarcely conceivable,

He did not doubt his Messiahship, nor
seems to be denied by the Saviour, Matth. xi. 7
was he impatient that Jesus did not by miracle deliver him from prison but the Saviour's
free, unlegal, New Testament mode of working, he could not comprehend. In his opinion
Jesus should have carried out the outward separation of the people, commenced in his
own ministry, instead of casting the pearls of his miracles and teachings before tbe undiscriminating mass. This misapprehension he embodies in the question, " Art thou really
he ? From thy mode of -working one would hardly believe it I" To this corresponds the re.

:

(v. 7, 8) defends John against
now doubted -what he had once testified, or
hke a -weakUng had become impatient of bis imprisonment. To this finally answers the
declaration (v. 10, ff.), that the greatest under the Old dispensation failed to apprehend
the spirit of the New, ui -which all legal outward forms are broken up by the violence
(E^ The correct view seems to me
-with -which the kingdom of heaven is seized upon.
That the question is not one of simple
fully given neither by Olshausen or Ebrard.
John
in
That
-was
a measure stumbled at the proinquiry for information is clear.
ceeding of our Lord, -whoso Messiahship he did not question, seems equally clear. But
that John -was stumbled rather at our Saviour's slowness in assuming to himself that
temporal dominion -which doubtless formed a part of his view of the function of the
Messiah, than at his free, unlegal procedure, seems to me almost certain. The miracles
to -which the Saviour points in self- vindication, contrast most naturally -with false conceptions of outward greatness and glory, -which John may have entertained.
The fol-

ply of our Lord

(v. 4),

and to

this the

language in -which Jesus

the suspicion that like a shaken reed he

—

lowing discourse adapts

Vol.

L—27

itself

equally well to this view.

— [K.

—
Matthew
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XI. 2-5.

he was struck by the quiet unobbegan to doubt the experience of

prised by a dark hour, in which
trusive ministry of Christ, and

which he had heretofore been the

subject.

This

is

clearly implied

tonv
which contain, at once, cenFor, indeed, it would have been a sad thing for
sure and comfort.
the poor prisoner if he had not stood firm in the hour of temptation, if he really had been offended; but now he was only tempted
and blessed is the man that endureth temptation (James
to be so
But as, without a struggle, there is no victory for sinful
i. 12).
man, so the Baptist also could not be spared such a struggle. The
in the words of Jesus
og edv

fiij

:

Blessed

oaavdaXiady iv

is lie tvJwsoever, etc. (luaicdpiog

efioi) (ver.

6),

—

very circumstance, however, of his having sent to Jesus himself for
that he endured the temptation and conquered.

enquiry, shews

That he asked him in this manner proves that he was tempted ;
but that, in his temptation, he asked no one else, but applied to the
Saviour himself, proves his faith ; and so much the more, as the
free life of the Eedeemer, so different from his own, must have appeared rather strange to the austere preacher of repentance, (ComThe question of John is nopare the remarks on Matth. xi. 19.)
;"
thing else than the prayer, " Lord, I believe, help thou mine unbelief
our
gracious
answered
by
Whosoever
asks
prayer
is
I^ord.
and this
God whether he be God whosoever asks the Saviour whether he
be the Saviour, is in the right way to overcome every temj)tation
Hence it is, that the
it is only thus that he can attain certainty.
words of Jesus concerning John (ver. 7, seq.) form no contradiction
to the supposition that he sent the messengers in an hour of severe
temptation.
He even thereby proved that he was not a reed shaken
by every wind, but that he stood firm and unshaken amid all storms.
But when there is no storm, how can firmness be proved ? It was
then, during the time of his shining, and when the fulness of the
Spirit dwelt on him, that God made use of the Baptist for Ms own
great purposes among mankind
but in the time of his poverty and
abandonment, God perfected him within himself
Yer. 4, 5. With reference to prophetic passages, such as Isaiah
Ix, 1, Jesus answers the question by pointing to his
XXXV. 5, 6
deeds the messengers find the Redeemer in the midst of his mesall that they can report is that he is redeeming;'
sianic labours
They saw his outward agency ; the spiritual significancy of those
outward miracles his discourse unveiled to them. The bodily healing but prefigured the healing of the soul.
(Concerning r-u^x^^-'
comp. Matth. v. 13.) EvayyeAi'^e/rOai, has here the signification of
"hearing the gospel," " receiving the glad tidings." The passage,
Isaiah Ixi. 1, which is here referred to, forbids the interpretation,
" the poor preach the gospel." Indeed, a glorious mode of proceed;

;

—

;

;

;

ing

!

.

alone fitted to convince of his messianic dignity.

Not a word

Matthew XI.

4-7.
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—

of John individually only the iiaKapiSg ioriv^ blessed is he, reaches
him for consolation and warning. But if it be asked, why the Lord
did not si3eak more fully, we answer that such struggles must be
the question was to the Lord a sign
fought only in the inner man
of the approaching victory. He left him, therefore, entirely to him;

self,

without further interference with him. (Concerning aaavdaXicomp. the remarks on Matth. xviii. 8.)

^eadai,

Ver.

7.

— But before the

people,

derstood such a question, Jesus

who might

easily

have misun-

expressed himself more

fully,

them the noble image of the stern warrior, that,
on the one hand, they might, know what they might expect from
him, and, on the other hand, might also recognise what he could
not give to them. Some of the disciples of John, who were present, may have given immediate occasion to these remarks.
Of
himself, he maintains a calm and dignified silence
upon all he
and depicted

to

;

he whosoever shall not be offended
The manner in which our Lord, from the 7th to the 9th
in me.
verse speaks to those surrounding him concerning John, is somewhat obscure. It is difficult to apprehend in their right relation his
The reed shaken by the wind (KaXafiog
various reproving questions.
impresses the words

:

Blessed

vTTo dvtiiov oaXevofievog),

minded man

may

is

be figuratively understood of a light-

14 Heb. xiii. 9) ; or, without any
which grew on the banks of the river Jordan,
and with which the wind sported. In the latter case, the sense
would be the following " You must certainly have had some ob(as in

Ephes.

iv.

;

figure, of the reed

:

it can certainly not
have been to get a view of some empty, ever3'-day object, as, a
shaking reed, or soft garments." The third question must then indeed denote the proper object they wished to see a prophet, and
Yet the thought in this shape
that John the Baptist certainly was.
would be rather meagre it would have been better, in that case, to
put only the single question, " You wished to see a prophet, did
you not? well then, you have seen him, and the greatest one too;
only obey him !" But, if we turn to the other mode of interpretaThe thought, "have
tion, we here too meet with difficulties.
you gone out to see a light-minded or luxurious man ?" is too
harsh, for who goes to the wilderness for such a purpose ?
Or
who could imagine John to be such an one.?
But, if it be
said that the unsuitable question was only intended to shew that
they certainly thought no such thing, the question again is. For
what purpose are these things brought forward ? The passage continues dark, until verse 16, seq. are dompared. That passage shews
that Jesus, in his questions, has only in view the character of the
mutitude, and portrays their oiun contradictions. They evidently
went in crowds to the wilderness to see a prophet (as if there were

ject in view, in

hastening to the wilderness

;

—

:

Matthew XI.
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any thing in a prophet to be seen, while they did not desire to hear
him) they might well have known how a true prophet would manifest himself to them, and yet when they perceived his moral eartheir impure hearts had longed
nestness, they did not like him
;

;

for a prophet after their

men with

own

taste.

Our Saviour, who searches the

open to them this their inconsistency, in hastening out to the prophet, and then desiring that he
might not he what he is, and might be something which he cannot
They themselves are the reed
be, viz., sucJi an one as themselves.
shaken by the wind, as is fully demonstrated in verses 16, 17.
" You imagined that you would find a pseudo-prophet, one who
would yield to all the caprices of sin, and one altogether like yourYou imagined that you would find a sensual teacher, flatselves ?
tering your sensuality ? you imagined that you would behold a
prophet, just as your fancies had depicted him to you, mighty,
Indeed you have obtained one, but one
glorious, but sparing sin ?
hearts of

who

is

eyes of

another Elijah."

fire,

Then

lays

follows, first, a farther delineation

of the Baptist, and of the character of his ministry, with which

—

is

connected a parallel between Jesus and the Baptist with the remark, that the same character of the multitude that did not like
John, had taken ofi"ence at him, although his mode of life was altogether different from that of the Baptist; and they had been

him for this sole reason, that they could never, in any
form of the divine, whatever it might be, find the likeness of their
sinful selves
and that it was only themselves they were everywhere
seeking.
The haughty judges of the children of light, who dislike
in them now this, and now that, must, therefore, before all things,
come down to humility ; the babes (y^moi, ver. 25) who possess it,
for this reason also, apprehend the divine element in its most varied
forms of manifestation, because they never anywhere care about the
form, but always and everywhere about the substance.
Ver. 9, The description of John the Baptist begins with the
words " Yea, and more than a prophet" (yal koX TTeQioaorepov 7rpo0?/That the Baptist was more than a prophet (^. e., that in the
Tov).
offended at

;

—

he had attained to a point beyond that of the
iii. 1, in which a messenger is
(Concerning this,
described as preparing the way for the Messiah.
comp. the remarks on Matth. iii. 3.) By means of this office, the
Baptist received a peculiar position, inasmuch as he occupied the
yet in
intermediate space between the Old and, New Testament
the general direction of his life he still belonged to the Old Testament, and only formed the link by which the two spheres of religious
life are connected. (Comp. what has been remarked on Matth. iii. 21.)
clearness of his view,

prophets),

is

inferred from Malachi

;

Ver. 11.

—But the Kedeemer proceeds yet farther in

of the Baptist

;

as

he had placed him above

all

his exaltation

the prophets, so he

—
Matthew XL
him now above

places

The words

eyeipeodai

all

tv
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11.

the ytwrirol yvvainm'^ horn of ivomen.
t2-;;n, have the signification " to be

=a

raised up," " to be called forth" for a particular purpose,

great multitude
vii.

;

so that

we may supply v-h

TevvTjTog yvvaiKog,

52).

horn of ivomen

(Tevvijuara yvvaiKoJv signifies

XV. 14.

man

rov Oeov, of

= nsN

-rV^,

in general,

from a

God (John

Job

xiv. 1

;

but with the

accessory idea of frailty or impurity.)
The expression, therefore,
has its contrast in the phrase yevrrjrbg in rov Oeov, horn of God; thus
were the first man and Christ, and thus are believers, who are be-

gotten of the Sphit, through Him. (John i. 13.)
To this contrast
the closing words of the verse refer, in which the least in the kingdom of heaven is placed above John. (Concerning the expression

h

r^ /3., hast, etc., compare what has been remarked on
Matth. V. 19, where the fieyai; and iXdxtorog
rg /3. are contrasted
with each other.) Even in the lowest degree of the Christian hfe,
which has been brought to mankind by Christ Jesus, man stand's
higher than John.* Concerning this remarkable thought, it must,
in the first place, be well observed, that the being greater (jid^uiv
elvai), ascribed here by the Eedeemer to those living in the kingdom
of God, must be understood in a Christian sense, so that even the
fiiKporegog

h

same time, the humblest, divested of

all selfish-

ness and sin, entirely in the sense of Matth. xx, 25, 26.

Those in

greatest

the

is,

at the

kingdom

of God, occupy in so far, therefore, a higher ground, as

the possibility of attaining this position, of being divested of self,
within their reach. This is therefore the general character of

lies

all

members of the kingdom of God

the

them

;

and the difierence between
which they have received

consists only, partly in the degree in

and powers of their nature the princij)le of
freemg from all sin, and hence also from pride ; partly
also, in the more or less copious endowment with those powers
which determine the varied spheres of acti%'ity in individuals.
Again, it is self-evident that the being in the kingdom of God cannot here refer to every one who is a member of the visible church of
inasmuch as there are many bad fishes in the large net of
Christ
the kingdom of God. (Matth. xiii. 47 seq.) The expression is
rather limited here by the preceding yevvqrol ywaiKiov, horn of
into all the faculties

higher

life,

;

ivomen; whence we must infer, that the kingdom of heaven conThe kingdom of heaven is here, then,
tains only the born of God.
the kingdom of God in the ideal conception. This community, with
aU its members, our Eedeemer, in verse 11, places above that community to which John, with the Old Testament prophets, belonged.
* The comparative fiiKporepoc needs not to be taken as the superlative.

The reference of the expression to Jesus himself: " I, the
kingdom of heaven than he," is evidently quite inadmissible.
have been mock-humility, if Jesus had called himself less than .Tohn
Winer^s Gr. S. 221.

am

greater in the

Compare
lesser one,
It

would
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wliole passage, tlierefore, is applicable to those only

truly regenerated.

11.

To many members

.

who ate
of the visible church, no*

even a position equal to that of the representatives of the Old Testament can be granted. But a considerable difficulty still adheres
to this passage, inasmuch as the question here arises, as to whether
no regeneration took place at all under the Old Testament. To
answer this question, we must distinguish between regeneration
In the narrower sense, the cxt
in a narrower, and a wider sense.
pression signifies the communication of a higher life [of Christ's
glorified humanity], which can be effected only through the opera-

Holy

whose outpouring on mankind depended
(Johrx vii. 39.)
In this more confined sense then, the regeneration of tneOld Testament saints is out
of the question.
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, as well as all the Old
Testament saints, beheld the Eedeemet only as Him who was to
come, without having experienced the real cfieots of his power.
(Heb. xi. 13
1 Pet. i. 10-40.)
They wara, therefore, in the Sheol,
and attained to the resurrection only thieugh Christ. (Comp. the
remarks on Matth. xxvii. 52, 53.) In the vvider sense, however,
every important and eventful change in the inner man maybe called
regeneration,* and such a one was no doubt experienced by Abraham
and Jacob, on account of which, and esj)eciaUy on account of the
new name given to them, they may be justly regarded as types of
the new bu-tli.
The sense ef the w^ords " There hath not risen
among them that are born of women a greater than John the Baptist," may, accordingly, be still more exactly determined.
It is not
likely that Jesus intended to subordinate Abraham and Jacob to the
tion of the

upon the

Spirit,

glorification of Christ.

;

Baptist

;

these stand

flesh, of the

not only as the ancestors, according to the

people of God, but specially also as the fathers of aU the

[Yet in their relations to the
Testament, they surely stood below the BapFor, among individuals under the Old Testament dispensatist.J
sation, various degrees of attainment, and various positions may be
distinguished as clearly as among the members of the New Testament church. A distinction between prophets and righteous men
has been already made above. (Matth. x. 41.) Here we might to
faithful, in a far brighter splendour.

salvation cf the

New

a certain degree, find a third class alluded to, viz., the regenerate
of the Old Testament. The Baptist would in that case, be repre* Better, conversion

As human

same in all ages,
by which men in different ages are brought into a state of reconciliation with God.
There must always have
been a virtual new birth by the influence of the Holy Spirit. Under the old dispensation
his workings were comparatively hmited and secret
under the new he was poured out
in such abundant measure as to characterize it as the special economy of the Spirit. There
must have been a time when the Old Testament saints felt the first impulse of love to
God, and that must have been a season of internal regeneration. [EL
there can be,

it

(E).

would seem, no radical

nature

substantially the

Ls

difference in the process

;

—

Matthew

XI. 11,
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sented only as a righteous man, in the noblest legal sense,* as a
true representative of the law, but from whom was concealed the

higher
Israel,

life

of the Spirit, such as was experienced

who appear far more as the

of the evangelical

life

by Abraham and

representatives of the higher order

which was hereafter to be revealed, than of

the legal state.
Ver.

12.

—From

Kedeemer proceeds
and this leads him

the personal delineation of the Baptist, our
to describe the peculiar character of the time

;

" As

to the objurgatory discourse in verse 16.

the man is great whom God has raised as the precursor of the kingdom of the Messiah, so the time also in which he works, is rich
the more culjiable, therefore, are they who do not avail
themselves of it." The days of John, must be understood of the
time of his publicly ajjpearing to preach repentance (the terminus

in blessings

:

a quo) ; in the words

t'w^ ap-f,

until noio, the terminus

only in so far intimated as that the favourable time

ad

quern

still

is

lasted,

which must, however, be by no means considered as now brought to
a close. The conception of a season favourable to the growth of all
that is good, is expressed in a peculiar manner, by the words
The
kingdom of heaven suffereth violence (?) (iaoiXda ruJv ovQavCdv ftid^erai).
In Luke xvi. 16, a similar expression is found The kingdom
of God is preached, and every man presseth into it (?) (3aotXeia rov
Qeov evayyeXi^erat Koi nag elg avTi]v (iid^eraL).
With this thought corresponds entirely what follows in our passage, koX (3iaorai dgnd^ovaiv
No doubt the words of this
avTTJv, and the violent seize upon if.
verse must be understood as presenting one aspect of the phenomena of which the Lord speaks. In that time of powerful excitement, there was manifested among mankind generally, but esspecially among the Jews, a fervent longing, a desire after a change
of condition, which broke forth the more violently the longer it was
In so far as this longing was, in its ultimate principle,
repressed.
really pure, so far the kingdom of God might be regarded as its obbut, in so far as it contained a depraved element and was
ject
blended with much that was erroneous, it is called ftcd^eadai, suffering violence, and a dp-d^etv, seizing, is ascribed to it. For although
these terms are meant, in the first place, to express only the greatness of the zeal and earnestness for that which is divine, which acted so powerfully at the time of our Lord, yet it is impossible not to
:

:

;

* Eengstenberg, in his Christology, vol.

iii.,

p. 472,

as though I denied repentance and faith to the Baptist

life

of

faith,

has misunderstood this

I only

meant to

say, that

my

view,

he does not

Paul could therefore not have used the Baptist as the repreWe cannot conceive of any
as ho did Abraham in Rom. iv.

pre-eminently represent feith
sentative of the

;

;

righteous person of the Old Testament as being destitute of faith, according to Heb.
only, that

Old Testament

faith did not, like that of the

session of divine things, but only the

(Heb. xi. 13; 1 Pet.

i.

10, seq.)

Afipe,

as

it is

New

xi.,

Testament, imply the pos-

clearly expressed in the passages quoted,

Matthew XI.
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manifestation.

12, 13.

of the words, a gentle censure upon its mode of
the Kedeemer been disposed to bring forward

Had

the other view of the same phenomenon, he might have said
"Heaven is, as it were, now opened; streams of the Spirit are
:

poured out over mankind with life-giving energy." But it was betadapted to his purpose to set forth the activity of men. With

ter

this

Luke

29, 30, connects itself very naturally

vii.

as, in this

;

pas-

vnih the
haughty contempt of it on the part of the Pharisees. (AiKaioo) forms
a contrast with dOereu) the former signifying " to regard as just,"
" to approve," in which signification it is found, immediately aftersage, the ardent desire of the poor after truth is contrasted

—

xi. 19 [see farther remarks in
21], the latter signifying " to despise.")

wards, in Matth.
iii.

Yer. 13.

—The peculiar condition of the

ing at that time,

is still

more

comment, on Eom.

spiritual world, prevail-

distinctly brought out, according to

Matthew, by the declaration of Jesus, that the law and the proph-

John that with him then, the great turnnew worlds had come. The thought apbut, in Matthew, it
pears in a different connexion in Luke xvi. 16
is so intimately connected with the whole, that we are disposed to
ets prophesied only until

;

ing point of the old and

;

For, if the
it as having been spoken on this occasion.
whole Old Testament dispensation closed with John, it was natural
that, with his appearance, a powerful spiritual movement should
pervade humanity, which, like the travail of a parturient woman,
But in the
should precede the birth of a higher order of things.
consider

expressions in this verse,

connexion of

vojuof,

we

are, in the first place, struck

law, with the prophets

=

;

by the

so that it also appears

nn'.n, law, signifies here the element
as prophesying.
The vofiog
from which the prophets, as its representatives, proceeded, and it is
By awakthe nature and power of the law to prophesy of Christ.

ening the consciousness of sin, it calls forth also the longing for the
Eedeemer, without entirely satisfying it. Next we inquire how the
word npoe4>T']Tevoav , prophesied, is to be explained. It might be un-

—

"the prophetic agency continues until John himself inBut, in the first place, John himself was not properly a
prophet in the Old Testament sense he only 6ore witness of him
derstood

:

cluded."

;

who was now

and invited to repentance in the second
place, moreover, prophesy continued even after John (Acts xi. 28).
It is, therefore, better to understand it of the prophecies them" with John the prophecies are fulselves, and its meaning to be
they do not extend beyond him," But this thought seems
filled
without foundation inasmuch as so many prophetic oracles reach
down to the establishment of the kingdom of God on earth, in the
remotest future. Yet the words which follow in verse 14, compel
present,

;

:

;

;

us to decide in favour of this view

;

in

them John

is

represented as

Matthew XI.
Elijah,

and

Hence,

it

end of

this points to the

is

prophecy.

all

we must add

probahle, that
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13, 14.

(Mai.

iv.

5.)

this passage to the many-

other passages in which both according to the words of Christ, and
those of the apostles, every thing appears

The explanation of
that up to the time

consummated

at their time.

these striking declarations lies simply in this,

of

John the Baptist the time of prophesying
commenced that oi fulfilment.

continued, and with Christ

—

Yer. 14.
As if for addition and confirmation, Christ subjoins,
moreover, that this John was also the promised Elijah. As regards,
in the first place, the notion of the appearance of Elijah, to which

the words

6 jweA/Lwv tpxeodai,

Mai.

iv.

:

etc.

The LXX. have very

5

Tishbite

;

N-^asn nj^x n.s

and

so likewise

matical rules the word
rical person.

nan,

correctly referred these words to the

has Sirach

N'^ssn

it rests on
Behold I send Elijah,

that loas to come, refer,
'nfa isbsj

t::^

xlviii.

10

;

according to gram-

requires a reference to a definite histo-

might be made a question whether the reference
be explained figuratively by the

It

this definite person could not
TTvevim-L Kol Swdfiei 'HAiov,

Luke

i.

it.

the spirit

and p)Oiuer of

h

Elijah, as in

This would even appear more probable,*

IT.

Testament

{71

to

if

the

New

did not furnish more exact information concerning

itself

According to Matth.

xvii.

3,

Moses and Elijah appeared as

heavenly messengers to the Kedeemer in his transfiguration ; whereby the figurative explanation of that jDromise is rendered improbable.
Striking, however,

is

the declaration in the passage before us, that

John is Elijah whereas he himself declares he is not. (John i. 21.)
But even if the words " if ye will receive it" did not indicate it, yet
;

the whole connexion of this passage with the other passages which
treat of Elijah, clearly shows that the Redeemer called him so only

because he wrought in the spirit and power
(Luke i. 17.) Elijah .the zealous
preacher of repentance, is, as it were, the type of John. The quesin a certain sense,

viz.,

of Elijah, as Scripture says.

whether we are to believe that that Old Testaentirely fulfilled in the appearance of John
or of Elijah himself, at the time of Christ's transfiguration.
We
feel inclined to doubt this, when we read that the proj^het Malachi
(iv. 5), adds that Elijah will be sent, n^.isn^ V-.n^n r\)T^^ ti^ N-a ^.jbV,
tion, however,

is,

ment prophecy has been

hefore that great
* Yet this view
should prepare the

and
is

way

terrible day, etc.f

surely the correct one.
for the

It seems, therefore, not

The prophecy

Angel of the Covenant,

(Mai.

iv. 5)

an

that Elijah

Christ, cannot be fulfilled in the

appearance of Moses and Elijah at the transfiguration, but in John the Baptist, as is said
Luke i. 17 John L 21. John only denies that he was the risen Elijah, the same person
;

as the Old Testament prophet.

not deny.

— [E.
—
—

That he

is

the second Elijah prophesied Mai.

iii.

ho does

\ The day of the Lord, according to the Old Testament prophets, begins with Christ's
Rev. ii. 6, Moses and Elijah are employed as sensible images of the Law and
ineamation.
The account of the day of the Lord in Malachi has its best commeathe Gospel
[E.

Matthew XI.
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improbable supposition, that this prophecy, although fulfilled in a
must be regarded as yet not wholly fulfilled. (Comp.
remarks on Rev. xi. 6.) As it is the nature of Old Testam-ent

certain sense,

prophecy that its subject may appear in a previous manifestation,
without its import being thereby fully exhausted, so also here. The
time of Christ was by no means the prophesied great day of the
Lord ; but that whole time which reached to the destruction of

Jerusalem had a certain resemblance to the last days ; and so it had
also an element (John the Baptist) which prefigured the future appearance of Elijah. It is likely that, from such a train of ideas,
the indefinite " if ye will receive it" arose.
Yer. 15.
To direct attention to those appearances in the present time, Christ adds the solemn, earnest words He that hath ears
to hear, let him hear (o t%wv u)ra aKoveiv, dKov^~(S) (aKoveiv = yte^^

—

:

intelUgcre; hence o)ra

= !=:?»«, of the faculty

of the understanding.*)

According to the intention of Christ, his discourse must have contained something not less worthy of investigation than requiring it,
and by this, the admonition was called forth. From the remarks
already made, it will appear that the words have not yet lost their
profound meaning.
That which was alluded to in ver. 7, is now in
Ver. 16, 17.
Our Redeemer reproves
figurative language more fully set forth.
his fickle contemj)oraries by comparing them to capricious children
whom it is impossible to please in any way, and who understand
(Concerning yeved — -lin^ those living
neither mildness nor severity.
The
together at one period, comp. remarks on IMatth. xxiv, 34.

—

text of

Matthew has been

—dyopa has

place of which

;

ways

instead of tralpotg

The usual
both from internal and

Luke has

deserves the preference,

The

altered here in various

been adopted

dyopalg

dXli]?iOi,g.

instead of

—
;

htpoig, in

reading, however,

external reasons.)

mourning {avXiu, dprjveo)), refer to children's plays, both
amusing and grave. But the whole figure would be misunderstood,
if the speaking children were made to represent Jesus and John,
who again are the representatives of mildness and severity whilst
piping,

;

the other children spoken to represented the capricious multitude.
On the contrary, both classes of children those who speak as
well as those

who

are addressed

—are

—

to be viewed as the repre-

sentatives of the capricious contemporaries of Jesus, so that the

sense

is

this

:

" The generation resembles a host of ill-humoured

The reference obviously is to the searchtary in Jolm's description of Christ, Matth. iii.
There is then no difficulty in
ing, descriminating, spiritual character of the new kingdom.
making the " great and terrible day of the Lord" identical with the Saviour's appearing to
John the Baptist is clearly the promised Elijah. [K.
set up bis new kingdom.
* Similar formulas are used by Jewish teachers, e. g., in the Zohar: qui audit audiat,

—

qui inteUigit

intelligat.

Besides, in the Gospels, the formula, 6 ejwv

very frequently in Revelations

;

but

it is

utu

k. t. A. is

altogether wanting in the Gospel of John.

found

Matthew XI.
children,
sires this,

whom

it is
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way

impossible to please in any

and the other

;

one part de-

upon any

that, so that they cannot agree

desirable or useful occupation.*

Ver. 18, 19.

— This

immediately followed
and Jesus
too mild.
(Concerning the phrase Samoviov txet, comp. the rem. on
Matth. xii. 24.) The diiFercnce between the Old and New dispensations appears here in a striking manner, in the description, though
frequently misunderstood, of their respective representatives. In
John, we see the strict observer of the law, who exhibits in his de-

by the

figurative discourse

literal declaration

meanour an austere and

;

John was

is

too severe for them,

and abstains from all conRedeemer, on the other hand, we see
the impossibility of sinning, joined with compassionate love, which
urges him not to withdraw even from the most wretched, since their
tact

with the sinner

;

rigid morality,

in our

impurity cannot tarnish his heavenly purity, whilst his divine light
is

John is a noble human pheJesus appears as a heavenly form, the
Blessed at that time, and blessed now

able to illuminate their darkness.

nomenon, a flower of earth

;

offspring of a higher world.

who are not offended at him, but receive him as he is
The words, " and wisdom is justified of her children" (Luke adds all),

are those

!

close of this thought.
These, like so many other words
of the Lord, resemble many-sided polished jewels, which send forth

form the

their splendour in

more than one

many pregnant maxims, even
selves,

direction

human

of

;

sages.

they possess a manifold significancy

a peculiarity found in
Considered by them-

but in the connexion

;

The ex-

of discourse, one meaning, of course, becomes prominent.

pression, " children of wisdom," evidently points to a contrast with

what precedes, where the children of folly are described fi'om the
judgments,
(The /cat must therefore be taken = ^ in
an adversative sense, and diKaiovadai. as above in Luke vii, 29, in the
folly of their

sense, " to declare just," hence " to acknowledge as such," " to
The thought would then be " wisdom (which
praise," " to laud.")
:

is

found fault with by

foolish

men)

is justified,

represented as wisdom by her children,

her requisitions,"
v/jTTioi,

With

this agrees

viz.,

Matth,

by

and defended, and
their treatment of

25, seq. in

xi.

hahcSj are described as the truly wise.'

which the

(Neither the aorist,

nor the signification of the diKaiovoOai, favours the translation, " wisdom is hlamed by her children.") But this thought acquires a pe* The sentiment, I think, stated in more precise language
those children sitting in the market place to

The simple point of the comparison

etc.

is:

This generation

is

liko

whom their fellows call, saying, "We have piped,

is that,

as these children

would neither

join their

men of this generation find fault equally with
the austerity of John, and the more genial character of the Saviour. Olshausen's expla-

fellows in strains of merriment or grief, so the

nation does not, I think,

mode
cise

of expression.

meaning

uj,

" it

He

make allowance
says, "

it is

for

the want of

liko children sitting

resembles what occurs

whea

children

strict exactness in

and

calling," etc.,

sit," etc.

— [K.

the Saviour's

when the

pre«

;

Matthew
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culiar cliarm,

when we

XI. 19,

20.

consider that Scripture does not speak of

but as a heavenly person, yea, that Jesus
(See note on Luke xi. 49, compared
with Matth. xxii. 34 John i. 1, and Sirach xxiv. 4, seq.) In this
case, then, the Kedeemer here appears as speaking with reference to
his divine nature, and the aorist tdiKaLdJdr], was Justified, acquires a
The same phenomenon which he reproves in
peculiar significancy.
the present, viz., that fooHsh men take offence at the ways of wisdom, has repeated itself at all times but at all times the children
of wisdom have justified their mother, and will do so even now.
The Kedeemer appears here, therefore, as the bestower of all spiritual blessing from the beginning of time, as the generator, from the
beginning of the world, of all the earthly representatives of wisdom
whom he now, closing the series of manifestations, represents person(We must reject all expositions
allj^, in all her fulness and glory.
of the passage which exclude the contrast with that which precedes
as, for instance, that according to which Xiyovot, they say, is
to be supplied after Kai, and; so that even the clause tdiKaiudrj, k. t.
A. is put into the mouth of the censorious Jews, according to whom
the TtKva aocpiag would be merely supposed children of wisdom.)
The reproving discourse which follows, is found, in its
Ver. 20.
original connexion, on the occasion of the sending forth of the
but Matthew has, very properly, inseventy, in Luke x. 13, seq.
troduced it in this part of his narrative. The whole discourse of
but, in the
the Eedeemer was a censure upon his contemporaries
following words, the reproof is uttered, in its utmost severity, against
The whole passage
those who had most clearly seen his glory.
again represents the same principle, but only from a different point
of view, which we dwelt upon inMatth. x. 41.
As a reward is not
regulated by the deed itself, but by the disposition from which it
springs, and the consciousness by which it is accompanied ; so
punishment also will not be determined by the outward aspect of
the deed, but by the inward disposition of which it is the evidence,
and by the consciousness which it presupposes. The guilt of Tyre,
Sidon, and Sodom, is in this passage represented as less first, because their inhabitants occupied a less advanced position than did
the Jews at the time of Christ
and secondly, because that which
was divine appeared to them in a far less glorious form. At the
time of Christ, however, the feeling of need was active, and was met
in his person by the purest manifestation of divinity, condescending, moreover, to human weakness, by external acts of the most
But, nevertheless, men hardened themselves
striking character.
against these powerful impressions of the Spirit, and did not repent
this, therefore, enhanced their guilt exceedingly.
By the greater
guilt of the latter, however, the guilt of the former is, in no way,

wisdom
calls

in the abstract,

himself the Wisdom.
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

Matthew
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diminished it remains what it is, though spoken of relatively as
compared with the more fully developed manifestations of sin.
Ver. 21.
Chorazin (Xopai^iv), a small place in Galilee, on the
;

—

shores of the lake of Gennesaret, near

only here.

Some

Capernaum,

is

mentioned

expositors write, without any reason, %wpa Zlv.

It

evident that towns are here spoken of (ver, 20). In the same
quarter was situated the better known town Brjdoaidd (derived from
n":? and ni'^a, {. e., fisher's town).
The two together appear as the

is

representatives of that highly favoured region, where the footsteps

of the Lord were seen so long, and his

hand dispensed

so

many

Tyre and Sidon, on the contrary, are mentioned as
the wealthy and voluptuous representatives of gross sensual enjoyment, which, as such, had been frequently denounced by the
prophets of the Old Testament. (Is. xxiii.) Kepenting in sackcloth and ashes, is the well-known Old Testament description of an
earnest disposition to repentance, which manifests itself in corresponding outw^ard acts.
2 Kings vi. 30
(1 Kings xxi. 27
blessings.

;

Jonah

iii.

6, 8.)

—

Ver. 22.
The term ?//iepa Kpiaecjg, day of judgment, is used, in
most general sense, to denote the period which will at length come,
when good and evil which, in the present course of the world, are
mixed together, shall be separated. (Comp. further remarks on Matth.
xxiv.) "AvEKTog or dveKTog, from dvexc^, " tolerable," " endurable."
(See the same thought, Matth. x. 15.) The comparative, as well as
the whole context, points to different degrees of punishment for the
wicked some are, as it were, in mitissima damnatione as Augustine says. This idea of degrees of punishment seems to imply, that it
may be even remitted and this must be unhesitatingly conceded of
(See more particularly at Matth, xii. 32.)
the lesser forms of sin.
The same thing applies, in a higher degree, to CaperVer. 23.
naum. (See note on Matth. iv. 13.) This insignificant Galilean
country-town had become the fixed residence of the Messiah, and
had thereby gained a higher importance. The choice of the town for
his abode, on the part of the Redeemer, is evidently not accidental,
but intimately connected Avith the reputation and susceptibility of
Here the nucleus of the kingdom of God might, and
its inhabitants.
Instead of that, however, only a few
sliould have been formed.
joined themselves with entire devotedness to the Lord
the others,
The more dazdestitute of faith, persevered in their unholy walk.
zling, therefore, the light was to which they opposed themselves, the
longer it shone upon their dark hearts, the heavier was their punishits

;

;

—

;

ment.

This

is

described in tw^ adov

KaraftLJiaaOriaxi,

hrouglit doion to hell, in uttering which, our

before his

mind Old Testament

Is. xiv. 15, Ivii. 9.

tlwu

slialt

he

Redeemer probably had

passages, such as Ezek. xxxi. 10

KaraPt-jSd^eodai occurs

nowhere

else in the

New
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Testament
brouf'-ht

u6ov

;

it

is

the reverse of v^coOqvai, hence dejici, "to be
heaven, is contrasted with lidrjg'-' or
V^Ni;.
Such expressions, taken from the Greek
Ovpavog,

clown."

olicog, SCJit-a

23-25.

=

2 Pet. ii. 4, alludes even to rdprapog), the language
of Scripture admits without hesitation, if they were prevalent in
The true
the mouths of the people, and had a true foundation.
and simple fundamental idea of heaven and hades, is this ; that
evil and good, which, even on earth, though outwardly blended, are
separated in their nature and essence, are to have an ultimate and
complete separation. In so far then as the day of judgment {Kpiaeug,
separation) reduces to its ultimate principle that which appears
here mixed together, the being cast down into hades signifies the

mythok^gy

(as

return of individual evil to

its

At

element.f

the great separa-

which is impending over the universe, every individual life
will be attracted and governed by the power of that element to
which it granted admission into itself He who admitted the Spirit and light of Christ, will be drawn by him into his kingdom of
he who allowed the spirit of darkness to rule in his heart,
light
each according to the
will become a prey to the power of darkness
degree of his guilt, which only God can determine (see note on
Matth. vii. 1), since it is dependent upon the degree of the impression which the light made upon man, and against which he hardened himself. Strange that some expositors should have explained
" Thou art a very wealthy and
this passage of external prosperity.
prosperous town, but thou shalt greatly decline." Whatever man
he
cherishes in his heart, he reproduces even in the word of God
makes a god for himself, and makes his Kedeemer speak as suits
him best, and as he would have spoken. (Comp. 2 Pet. ii. 20.) The
more guilty Capernaum is then contrasted with Sodom, with the
remark it would have remained until this day. These words, unless they are empty words, are remarkable, as showing that our
Kedeemer ascribes, even to that which is past, no absolute necessity.
He evidently acknowledges, even here, the freedom of self-determination, and the possibility of things having been otherwise, if men
had been obedient to God, This, in a moral aspect, so important
a view of history, as being wholly based upon the free actions of
individuals, lies at the foundation of the whole Scripture doctrine.
That the following words were not spoken in immeVer. 25.
diate connexion with the preceding, Matthew himself indicates by
the words iv iiceivo) rCJ mip(^^ at that season. This formula of
transition seems to place an interval between that which precedes
tion,

;

;

;

:

—

:

* Concerning adtjc, compare the remarks on Luke xvi. 28.
"Being exalted to heaven" and "brought down to hades," seem to be strong figuone hand high spiritual privilege, on the other, cor•j-

rative expresaions, denoting on the

responding degradation and ruin, of course, with a spiritual reference.

—[K.
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follows.

25.
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21, seq. gives a definite

x.

We

propriate connexion of the words.

and ap-

have, therefore, reason to

suppose that Matthew again followed his j^ractice of bringing into
a new connexion the elements of our Lord's discourses, as it was not
at all his object to exhibit the life and acts of Jesus chronologically,
but only under their more general points of view. The same Spirit,
who had spoken thi-ough our Lord, guided the disciple also in the
an-angement. This may again be seen in the position of the following verses
they form a very appropriate contrast mth the preceding objurgatory discourse against the unbeheving ; they are the
commentary on the words in ver. 19, Wisdom is justified of her
;

children.

The

entire passage (ver. 25-30), moreover,

for its majestic course of thought.

We

John.

see hence, that

it is

is

remarkable

It is conceived in the

who speaks

the same Jesus

spirit

in

of

Mat-

thew and John his discourses are received bydifierent individuals;
and each reproduces him in the aspects under which, with his peculiar mental traits, he had been enabled to apprehend him.
Ver.
25, 30, now open to us an insight into the innermost recesses of our
Eedeemer's heart a heart burning with love to his brethren. Conscious of his divine majesty and glory, he humbly condescends to
the lowly, and seeks to comfort the forsaken.
The real substance
;

—

of Christianity, the condescension of the Di\ine to the weak and
is here celebrated in inspired language.
Compared with this,
all human greatness, wisdom, and glory, sink into the dust.
(Mat-

poor,

thew begins
d-TOKpti'eaOaij

:

Jesus answered and said

(dTroKpiOeli; eIttev 6 'Irjaoig),

ansiuering, being used according to the analogy of the

Hebrew

rt:y.
[Comp. note on Luke i. 60.] Luke x. 21, on the
other hand, points out the rejoicing and exulting of the Lord's
spirit, in the words " exulted in spirit" (JiyaXXidaaro tw Trvevnart).

Here rfi ^vxq, in soul, could not have been appropriately used, as
would have pointed rather to the human nature of the Kedeemer,

it

as in Matth. xxvi. 38.
in

which the world of

The joy here spoken
spirits shares,

is
is

perfection, in the inner life of the Lord).

Christ

the praise of God, for his sovereign providence.
n-in seq. Dativ.." io praise,"

quently in the
designation,

LXX.)

Lord of the universe,

—

hahes

According to

with

is

earth,

God

=

11,

represented as the

[UKpoi (Matth. x. 42), -roxol roj TzveOfiari.
is

inexperienced and helpless ; as
and Gweroi, 2^rudent.

expressions refers rather to that which
is

is

xiv.

in evidently intended contrast with the vjj-ioi,

For the idea of
undeveloped, but also that
it

earthly

;

the

ao(t>ia

is

stands here in contrast

The former

aofpol, luise,

which

its

and frethe well-known Old Testament

the babe implies not only that which

which

exhibited in

commences with

{'E^oi.io?.oyeLodai

"to laud," Eom.

Lord of heaven and

purely objective,

of

and which

is

oftthese two

divine, the latter to that

the result of the vov^ (reason),
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XI. 25,

26.

Hence

(understanding).*

it cannot be said
the Gvvemg, of
precisely, that the wise and prudent possessed a false wisdom
and prudence they had in their knowledge much that was true,

(ppeveg

;

more advanced than the disciples of the
wisdom and prudence was, at the best, earthly,
marred, therefore, by many defects, and unable to penetrate the
and were, in
Lord.

But

this respect,

their

Christ, on the contrary, brought a
is divine.
and the first condition for the reception of it
was poverty, the being emptied of man's wisdom. For this reason,
human wisdom became in itself an obstacle to the reception of the
pure light which beamed down from the opened heavens, whilst the
simplest and lowliest men such as were conscious of their poverty
and blindness in things divine and human, but burned with a long(Comp. 1 Cor.
ing after truth ^I'eceived it more readily and deeply.
that the Lord of heaven
It is this wonderful dispensation
i. 19.)
and earth espoused the poorest and the most wretched which our
Saviour here celebrates with exultation. The term ravra, these
things, comprehends, therefore, all which was peculiar in the life
of Christ, and which has been conferred upon mankind through
The men who could comprehend it, received it by a
his ministry.

depths of that which
Jieavenhj

wisdom

;

—

—

—

revelation (drTOKaXvipig)
activity

Human wisdom

.

and spontaneity

;

—

is

a fruit of intellectual

the heavenly wisdom, on the contrary,

is

a divine influence on man's receptive faculties, and is
But, whilst iaifeh belongs altogether
the root of the life of faith.
to the heart, wisdom, in its heavenly form, is a blossom of the inWith the revelation, however, is contrasted a contellect (vovg).

an

effect of

cealing (aiTOKpvipig), an expression which might be considered as

(Comp. Matth.
however, nothing which j)revents us from
understanding d-noKp-unretv, concealing, in this passage as meaning
merely " not to reveal ;" so that the sense would be, " they are left

favouring the doctrine of absolute predestination.

There

13, 14.)

xiii.

is,

We

here, therefore, pass over the referto their earthly wisdom."
ence to predestination, which will hereafter frequently occupy our
attention.

Ver. 26.

— Once more our Kedeemer breathes forth his feelings

thankfulness to the Father
evdoKia

=

v^'^i,

see note

;

vai

on Luke

sc.
ii.

of

e^ofioXoyovnat got.

(Concerning

Inasmuch

as the divine

14.)

the pure manifestation of the divine nature, since God can
never will any thing but what he is, this implies the idea, that even
this gracious endowing of the poor, and of babes, with true heavenly

will

is

wisdom,

is

an

effect of

the pure self-denying love of God, manifest-

The love of
ing itself in the communication of his own nature.
God, the sbsolute reverse of envy, induces him to descend into souls
and into precisely those of the poor and needy. Without being en* Comp. the Author's Opusc. Theol. (Berol. 1833),

p. 159.

Matthew
lightened from above,
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27.

know nor understand

this wonand fulness not
poverty but Jesus is himself the clearest proof and manifestation
of it
in him dwelt the fulness of tlie Godhead in the bosom of
humanity and yet this divine manifestation was most unpretending and humble. From the Father, the Lord of heaven and of
earth, our Lord passes to himself, the visible representation of this
pure love of God, and describes himself as worldng, just in the
same manner which he celebrated in the Father he invites all the
needy, all the wretched, to enjoy the fulness of God which is in him.
Ver. 27.
The transition from the Father to the Son may be
explained by the following thought
"The organ through which the
Father reveals himself, as the eternal mercy, is the Son himself."
First, the Redeemer proceeds from the thought of his divine power,
" All things are delivered unto me by my Father"
in the words

does not

—

derful love of God, since he loves only splendour
;

;

;

;

—

:

:

(jrdvra not

Trapedodr]

back to the

fers

The -dvra, all things, rey^, Lord of heaven and earth,

rov Trarpog).

i-jo

Kvpiog ovpavov

teal

in ver. 25, so that the passage forms a parallel to the words of the
•

Lord

i66dri fioi rrdaa e^ovala iv ovpavu) nal t^i y//^, all

:

poioer

is given,

(Matth. xxviii. 18), in which Christ, the Son of God, is represented as the ruler of the world, to whom the same honour and woretc.

ship are due as to the Father, and in

himself to mankind.

(John

originally to the Father,

it is

whom
But

alone the Father reveals

kingdom belongs
only given (-apedoOr]) to the Son, in so

xiv. 9.)

as the

he is at the same time Man; for which reason, at the end of
kingdom of God, the Son gives it back into the hands of the

far as

the

Starting from this fundamental relation,
Father.
(1 Cor. xv. 28.)
our Piedeemer then points out the special relation of his people to the

Father, in reference to their knowing him (t-tyvwcrif), and thence
deduces the doctriae, that all that true revelation to the babes,
comes only through him; that therefore all knowledge gained with-

out him and out of him, is merely human knowledge, and, thereIn the first place, then, the Lord represents

fore, unsatisfactory.

the mutual relation between Father and Son, by saying
t-LyLvdjOKti rov vlov
6 vlog,

el

p,})

:

ox}6dq

6 nari'ip, ovds rov TTartpa rig eTtycvcjOKei el pi)

no one hioweth the Son except the Father,

etc.

It

remark-

is

able, that the Fathers often invert this passage in their quotations.

(Comp. on this subject ony Gesch. der Evang. S. 292, f ) Irenceus
even says in a passage (Adv. Ha3r. iv. 14), that the heretics had intentionally

made

except the

Son; but that

is

frequently inverts the two
itself is

which they read first:
no one hioioeth the Father

this inversion, according to

oidelg t-iyivcjoKec rov Tzarepa

el prj

very improbable, because Irenceus himself

members of the

not contested by the

the position of the
Vol. I.— 28

6 vlog,

MSS;

verse.

Now

the reading

the question then only

members should be

just as

it

is.

Tlie

is,

why

knowing

;
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of the Son

is

no doubt here placed

27, 28.

because

first,

cipal subject; Jesus wishes to impress

upon

it

forms the prin-

his followers that

no

man

can come to the true knowledge of God, except through the
Son, for " no man can come to the Father except by me." (John xiv.
6.) If Jesus had wished to represent it absolutely, "no man knoweth

Father except the Son" would very likely have been placed first.
precisely in the contrast of the two members, that the peculiar
mutual relation, existing between the Father and the Son, is indicated, according to the words. Thou Father, art in me, and I in
thee.*
The Father beholds himself in the Son, as his image, the
effulgence of his glory (ehdjv, diTavyaofm rriq 66§r]g^ Heb. i. 3) ; the
tlie

It

is

Son

finds himself again in the Father,

so that the

Son

is

the

self-

manifestation {Selhstohjectivirung) of the Father, which, as a divine and hence everlasting act, has begotten the Son as an everlast-

(On the relation between the Father and the Son, see
on John i. 1.) This mutual act of recognising and being
recognised, between the Father and the Son, is communicated to
ing Being.

more

fully

mankind by the Son

Word,

Fa(Comp. remarks on 1 Cor.
xiii. 12
Gal. iv. 9.) This revelation, it is true, depends on the wiU
of the Son (w eav (SovXrjrai), which, however, must not be conceived
of as an arbitrary one, but as guided by compassionate love and
wisdom. If any one should here object, that if the Son communicates to any the knowledge of God, as indeed he has communicated
it from everlasting to certain individuals, it is then no longer the
Son alone who knows the Father, but these also along with the
Son we would answer that in the individual knowing God, it is
Christ himself, by his Spirit, who knows the Father (Gal. ii. 20)
if, therefore, the whole church hereafter shall know the Father by the
Spirit of Christ, yet it is still only the Son who in this infinite number of individuals, recognises the Father, inasmuch as they are all
one in Christ. (Gal. iii. 28
Hence it is clear,
1 Cor. xii. 12.)
that the tmyivoJGKEtv, hnoiuing, is no mere intellectual knowledge of
divine things (precisely the nature of human wisdom, whose knowledge of God has no power of creating divine life), but the life of
God in man, and of man in God, which, it is true, is not ivithout
knowledge, but unites in one knowledge and the essential subThe knowing of God is, therefore, based upon divine love,
stance.
upon God communicating his nature to the beings whom he has
" It is only light that beholds light; only that which is
created.

who

ther,

is

as the

as the manifestation of the

concealed within himself

;

;

;

divine recognises divinity."

—

The following verses, which we find only in Matthew,
Ver. 28.
and which seem here in their appropriate place, are a commentary
* Conceruing the recognition of the Father through the Son, and of the Son through
1 John iL 13, 14.

the Father, compare the pregnant texts, John x. 14

;
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poor have the Gospel, etc.. He to whom
by the Father, calls to himself the heavy
laden not the rich, the -great and the glorious that is to say, he
gives himself to them.
The two terms, Ko-rtLwvTeg koL nE(popTiaHtvoL, lahouring and heavy-laden, denote the same condition (that
of being under sin and its consequences)
the former pointing out
its active, the latter its passive feature.
The sense of suffering beon the words in

all

ver.

5

:

the

things are delivered

—

—

;

neath the yoke of sin, originates in man only from divine influence ;
the ungodly man feels at his ease under it.
So far as the divine
principle in men strives after deliverance from sin, they are called
KOTTLuvreg labouring ; so far as they feel its pressure, and their inability to free themselves from it, they are called ne(popriafihoL, heavyladen.
The removal of this whole condition is promised by the Re-

deemer in the

Faith in him brings back the lost
life, and with it, rest to the soul.
(Comp. Jer. vi. 16. The idea of rest corresponds with John's ^o)fiv
txetv fcal TrepiaooVj having life and that abundantly.
[John x. 10.]
As soon as the magnet of life has found its pole of attraction, peace
and rest follow. The rest (avd-navaig), in its higher degree, and unchanging state, is peace, elpTJvrj.)

harmony

rest {dvd-avmg).

in the inner

Ver. 29, 30,

— But

and outer

as the holy principle in

man

is

encumbered

with the 'heavy burden of sin within and around him, the claims of
the divine life appear at first burdensome and oppressive.
The
discord in man is not immediately removed after his entering into
the element of the good. For this reason, the Redeemer speaks
also of a yoke and a burden (^vyog and (popTiov)^ which he himself
imposes.
But it appears easy and light when compared with the
burden of sin. For, from the latter, man's nobler nature sufiers dideepest oppression of the soul

recth-, it causes the

;

and

this feature

characterized the oppressive yoke of the Pharisaical ordinances, in-

asmuch

as they were born of sin,

and checked in its development
(Comp. remarks on Matth. xxiii. 4.) The burden
of Christ, on the contrary, is only felt by man so far as he is still encumbered with sin his nobler nature feels Christ's Spirit and life
and thus the believer can exult and
to be a homogeneous element
the divine

life.

;

;

sing praises inwardly, although, outwardly, he be perishing daily.
(2 Cor.

iv.

16.)

This struggle with

upon, according to the

command

sin,

the believer

of Christ, (dpare,

—

must

enter

talce, signifies

the

upon the struggle comp. remarks on
Matth. X. 38), and learn of Christ. In a manner not to be mistaken, then, Jesus here represents himself as King and Prophet,

positive activity in entering

'

who imposes

the yoke of his rule, -and ofiers his doctrine for accept-

when compared with the
which has originated from it (for instance the
Pharisaical observances) ; and it is this mildness which the Re-

ance

;

but his

service of sin,

is

a mild rule and teaching,

and

all

)
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deemer urges as a motive

XI. 29,

30.

for taking his yoke.

Besides this train

The expresof thought, there seems to be another in this passage.
" the yoke which I, as
sion my yohe, may not only be explained
:

impose upon others," but it may also be understood " the
yoke which I myself bear ;" so that it is equivalent to the cross of
Viewed in this light, the words for I am meek, etc., also
Christ,
acquire a new signification.. From the meekness of Jesus in tarrying his cross or yoke, his disciples should learn the same disposition
of mind for thereby every burden becomes easy, and every suffering is overcome. If any one walks under the burden of sin, as a
common burden ; if he bears all the sufferings of time as the consequences of the universal guilt of mankind, then it may be said he
walks in self-denying love, takes upon him the yoke (does not merely aUow it to be imposed upon him), and thereby finds rest for
his soul ; for disquietude originates in self-will, which refuses to
bear a due share of the burden of sin. According to this train of
thought, our Kedeemer regards himself also as a bearer of the cross
and yoke, as in all things he was made like unto men, his brethren ;
only, that he did not bear the burden on his own account, but on
ruler,

:

;

It is only to this mode of interpretation, that the expression
" lowly in heart" (raneLvbg ry Kapdia) is suitable.
ruler may, with
reference to his subjects, be said to be Trpaog, meek, but n(ft raTretvog,

ours.

A

loivly.

As

little,

therefore, as

God

is

is

ever said to be lowly, just so

the Redeemer in his divine nature raireivotppoavvT], loioUness,
the character only of the creature ; and Christ calls himself lowly,

little is

;

man, and all human, as well as divine atHoly Scripture expresses the act of the
incarnation of the Son of Grod by kevoo), and the humiliation of the
Son of God as man by rajieivocj). (Comp. remarks on Philip, ii. 6This shews, that in this passage the Redeemer did not intend
8).
•to speak of himself only as the Son of God, but pointed also to his
human nature (and the divine and human nature must be considered to be united in his holy person a union miraculous, and to us
inconceivable ) he to whom all things were delivered by the Father
himself, bears the yoke with us, and hence puts his hand along with
us to the hea^y burdens of life and, though the only Lo'-d, he is,
at the same time, a servant.
(Comp. Matth. xxiii. 4-11.) He not
only gives commands, but enables us also to obey them, inasmuch as
he, by the power of the Spirit, causes that they do not appear heavy.
The expression r^ Kapdia, in heart, describes the hu(1 John V. 3.)
mility of the Redeemer, as in entire accordance with his holy will,
and originating in the very depth' of his heart hence humility aponly in so far as he

is

tributes, appertain to him.

—

;

;

;

pears in

him

There is, then,
and lowly in spirit
Prov. xxix. 23. (Comp. Ps. xxxiii.

as the cheerful result of free choice.

certainly a difference between loivly in heart
(raTc/vof

Tw

TTvevfiaTi)

=

irn Vsa^

Matthew
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1.

18 [LXX.] with

TTTCJxog roi -nvevfiari, Matth. v. 3.)
The latter exan attribute of sinful man, and marks what is laudable only in so far as the knowledge of poverty and Avi-etchedness is
a condition of all help from above
but in this sense the expression
cannot be applied to Chiist. He was lowly in heart but elevated
and rich in spirit, inasmuch as the bent of his will, and the disposition of his heart, are not towards what is high, but towards what is
lowly.
His humility is therefore compassion but the use of ra-rtecvocppoavv?]^ used alike of the perfectly holy One, and of sinful man,
is peculiar to the language of Scripture.
Even in the Old Testament, the LXX. use it for expressions, such as Ti''2!<, "'ly, h~, corresponding with the terms TtTcoxog and raireivog of the New Testament.
Among the ancient profaii^ writers, the term is very rarely (for instance by Plutarch) used in a noble sense.
The peculiar use of the
tuordis connected with a peculiar i'cZea which belongs to revealed religion.
Whilst we everywhere meet, in the natural man, with a striving after that which is high, which originates in a dim consciousness of
his deejJ fall, Scripture teaches, more darkly in the Old Testament,
more distinctly in the New, that the safest way to salvation, and to

13ression denotes

;

;

the highest exaltation,
It

is

is

to

humble

ourselves to the lowest poverty.

only in the lowest depths of repentance, and of bitter

knowledge

— producing

a compassionate love to

all

—that the soul can receive the powers of divine
In the

to the highest exaltation.
love,

became

peace,

is

like

life

unto sinful man,

of our

this

self-

our fellow-men

life, and rise again
Eedeemer who, from

way, which alone leads to

exemplified.

§ 17.

The

(Matth.

Pluck Ears of Corn.

Disciples
xii.

1-8;

Mark

ii.

23-28

;

Luko

vi. 1-5.)

In the subsequent twelfth chapter of Matthew, the Evangelist
reports several events

(among

others, a cure in ver. 9, seq.), which,

however, pervaded by a common bond, hkewise show the design of
Matthew to arrange the life of Jesus according to certain general
classes

of subjects.

It

is

the rising hostility of the Pharisees to

Jesus, by which all the single events in this section are connected,

and on account of which the various occurrences seem to be reported.
It is probable, from the more minute account of John, that the
hostihty of the Pharisees to Jesus assumed a decided form, only
after he had come to Jerusalem for the celebration of the feast.
(John V. 1, seq.) As, however, Matthew pays no attention either
to time or place

—

restricting his

communications neither to

G-alilee

Matthew
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1.

—

nor to any other locality* as he narrates without mentioning
and aims only to exhibit to his Jewish readers the life

places,

of Jesus in its various aspects, we must here also give up any
exact ai'rangement of the single occurrences, and this the rather,

because inferences respecting

it,

drawn from the internal character
(Comp. Dr. Paulus'

of the narratives, cannot but be arbitrary.

Commentary, Th. ii. Anf.) An impartial comparison of the other
two Evangelists, leads to the same result. For, although Mark
connects the narrative of the cure of the withered hand, immediately
with the plucking of the ears of corn, yet he differs, in chap. iii.
7-19, so very much from Matthew, and brings forward in these
verses circumstances so entirely different, that we gain nothing for
a chronological arrangement by his coming back (iii. 20) to events
which Matthew also reports in this chapter. Luke differs from
Matthew still more strikingly inasmuch as, in the passage parallel
to Matth. xii. 22, seq., he enters upon the record of the last journey
of Jesus to the feast (Luke xi. 14, seq.), and then returns, at the
end of the chapter, to viii. 19, seq.
The first narrative then that of the plucking of the ears of
corn by the disciples is introduced by Matthew, with the very indefinite expression "at that time" (tv tKemo rw Kaipu))
a formula
admitting of wider and narrower limits, and corresponding to the
" and it came to pass," of Mark. But Luke here
general phrase
iv oafSfSdroj devrepo-rrpGiTix).
uses a peculiar expression
From this
formula, we might be able, perhaps, to infer something decisive in
favour of a chronological arrangement, if its signification were not so
completely indeterminate. The word seems to have been formed
by Luke himself, and is not met with either in the Biblical writings,
or any where else.
According to the common opinion, which was
first advanced by ScaUger, the expression
devTeponpurov Gdl3(3arov
is meant to designate the first Sabbath after the second day of the
Passover
od[3[3arov Trpoj-ov drrb
so that it might be resolved into
devTtpag aTTo rov 7Too%a.
For, according to the Mosaic institution
(Levit. xxiii. 11-25), the first ears of corn were offered to the Lord
on the second day of the Passover (nain n'rn^sw) and from this day,
seven Sabbaths were counted to the day of Pentecost.
The Sabbath following this second day of the Passover, is thought to be designated by 6evTep6T:p(^Tov.
The plucking of the ripening ears by
the disciples agrees very well with tliis supposition yet, it must
be considered that the harvest was protracted until the day of Pentecost, which indeed was the real Feast of Harvest
the disciples
might, therefore, have walked through the fields at a later period
;

—

—

—

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

;

* The opinion frequently expressed by modern critics, that Matthew intended to give
only reports of Christ's sojourn in Galilee, has been refuted in the Author's " Programme
iiber die

Aechtheit des Matthaeus."

Matthew
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also.
Furthermore, Jesus must have left Jerusalem very soon, if
he wallved through the fields of Galilee on the first Sabbath after

the feast, which, as

Finally

days.

well known,

it is

—the explanation

was celebrated during seven
indeed ingenious, and pos-

itself is

but proofs of it are wanting. We may w^ell imagine,
Sabbath of two closely following each other, and, as
were, belonging to one another, was thus named
and such a case

sibly correct,

that every
it

first

;

frequently occurred.

For, in the three great festivals, tlie first and
the last of the seven days were celebrated, and these might very

easily be followed or preceded

of rest followed each other.

and new moons.

tecost

The

by a Sabbath,

two days
Penof these two days of rest was then
so that these

The same was the
first

case with the

In favour of this explanation, although it
likewise cannot be proven, would be the omission of the articLe,
which points in a manner not to be mistaken to several adfSfiara
devrepS-pura.
(The Hebrew na-i or lina-^ is translated by the LXX.
sometimes adiiiiaTov^ sometimes adfSjda-a, and both the forms occur
in the New Testament likewise.)
[It is best to assume a weekly
Sabbath, falling between the two festal Sabbatlis of a festal week.
called devTepu-pG)Tov.

Comp.

my

Ver.

Krit. d. ev. Gesch. § 79.]
of ears of corn, in so far as it

— The plucking

was done
appeasing hunger, was permitted by the law (Deut. xxiii. 25)
was only forbidden to use the reaping-hook. But tlie Pharisaic
2.

for

;

it

Micrology, which had perverted the simple Mosaic commandment
of external rest into a grievous institution, added the plucking of
ears of corn on the Sabbath-day to the forbidden labours.
They

main classes (called fathers),
had subdivisions (called daughters).
Ver. 3, 4.
Jesus, therefore, endeavours to raise them from their
limited standing-point to a spirit of greater freedom, and this, in
such a manner that, from the law itself, he points out to them its
whence he would derive the result, that the law,
free application
with its arrangements, must be understood and treated spiritually.
The first example adduced is that of David. The wxll-known narrative of this occurrence, which took place when David fled before
The loaves of shew-bread
Saul, is found in 1 Sam. xxi. 1, seq.
divided all business into thirty-nine

many

of which, moreover,

—

;

{aproL TrpoOtaEcjg

= Cis

tfiV),

sanctuary of the tabernacle.
addition

some

made by Mark ii.

26,

were placed on small tables in the
(Exod. xxxv. 13, xxxix. 36.)
The
i-rl

'AfSidOap,

under Abiathar,

]n-esents

For, according to the narrative in the Old Testwas not Abiathar, but his father Abimelech, who was at

difliculties.

ament, it
and the expression t-t, cannot be otherwise
that time high-priest
understood than at the time when he was in office. (Compare Luke
Acts xi. 28.) Beza considered this passage an interiii. 2, iv. 27
but there is no ground for this opinion. The MSS. with
polation
;

;

;

Matthew
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a very few exceptions, favour the reading. It is most simple and
natural to say the Evangelist has confounded father and son, which
:

might easily happen, as Abiathar was the better known of the two.
If any one will not admit this (to which I, however, can see as little
objection as to the adoption of various readings), we might suppose

name

that the father likewise bore the

proof for this can be given.

of Abiathar, although no

[Jesus does not, in this examj)le, teach

break a commandment. He reasons from the less to
" David broke even an express ceremonial law my
disciples have not even done that (as the Pentateuch nowhere forbad plucking ears on the Sabbath). If now David in the spiritual
perception that the object of this shew-bread ordinance was sensibly
to set forth good works, not to leave God's anointed one to a death
that one

may

the greater.

;

—

—

by starvation overstept the letter of the ordinance, how much
more may my disciples appease their hunger in a way which no law
forbids \"
Thus his answer does not raise the inquiry whether the
fourth commandment is binding, but lioio it is to be fulfilled, whether in Pharisaic literalness
which regards plucking the corn as a
violation of the Sabbath, but not hostility and falsehood toward

—

Jesus

!

—

Ver.

or in its spirit.]

5.

— Matthew and Mark, taken together, give us the discourse

of Jesus complete.

Matthew

first

the Old Testament, from which

it

adduces another example from
may be seen that the law con-

must be understood spiritually.
(Compare John v. 17, where Jesus, from the unceasing creative activity of God, vindicates an unlimited activity for himself also.)
According to Numb, xxviii. 9, certain sacrifices had to be offered up
by the priests in the temple on the Sabbath this duty presupposed
work of various kinds, and yet the priests were without guilt in it.
[From this Jesus draws the simple conclusion that in the fourth
commandment, not action absolutely is forbidden, but action in our
own and worldly concerns. Activity in the work of God is both allowed and commanded.] The clause odfi^iarov fiej3rjXovv = nsa V^h
(Ez. XX. 16), is therefore to be understood in this way " they would
cerning the rest of the Sabbath

;

:

:

(according to your false notions), desecrate the Sabbath."
Evidently the words iv rui lepoj, in the temple, are here intended to
form a contrast with (ie(ir]XovoL,profane, "they desecrate it in that
:

place where, on account of

Ver.

6.

its holiness, it

should be least expected."

—From the temple, Jesus passes over to the then existing

circumstances.

Of the two

readings, [lei^oiv and nel^ov^ the latter, as
no doubt to be preferred. It is supported,
moreover, by very important authorities among the MSS.
The
l^iei^uv could only form a contrast with vofiog, i. e., the author of the
law Moses ^whilst the neuter draws a parallel between the relations of the priests to the temple in general, and the relation be-

being more

—

difficult, is

—

;

MattAew
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" We have here
tween the disciples and Christ. The sense then is
do with a much greater matter than the temple service if even
in the latter, the letter of the law could be understood and treated
with spmtual freedom, how much more here." True, these rela:

to

;

tions derived their superiority solely from his personal importance,
and hence even the reading f/ei^wv gives no bad sense. In verse 8,
the same thought is expressed with greater precision.
Ver. 7.
This whole reasoning from^the Old Testament, must
already have convinced tlie Pharisees how little they had understood
the sense of the sacred Book. According to Matthew, our Eedeemer still continues to bring this more definitely before them.
They
had wished to censure the disciples as transgressors of the law, and
in this very censure they had transgressed it themselves.
Their
leaning towards externals had prevented them from entering into
the spirit of the Old Testament writings, and so they had not understood the meaning of the profound words of Hosea vi. 6 tXeov
&tXo) Kot ov dvGiav, I desire mercy and not sacrijice.
(Comp. note
on Matth. ix. 13.) In these words even prophecy pointed forward
to the spiritual elevation to which mankind were to be raised by the

—

:

Gospel

in which, it

;

and

position,

is

not the external deed, but the internal dis-

which is
This compassionate love

especially that of self-denying merciful love,

truly well-pleasing in the sight of God.

was wanting in the censure of the Pharisees. They had no concern
for the real improvement of the disciples, no pure zeal for the cause
of God.
They rather sought from envy and inward malice to
fasten blame on the discij)les, and under show of zeal for the Lord
They conin reality persecuted the Lord himself in his disciples.

demned the

guiltless (KaredtKaaav rovg dvairiov^)

;

for the disciples

mere pastime, but from hunger
their own possessions, and were
famishing amidst their toils for the kingdom of God. Hence, they
were in a position similar to that of David, the servant of God, who,
in the service of the Lord, hungered likewise with his followers
and to that of the priests who were obliged to work in the temple
on the Sabbath, and who thus, from the Pharisaical point of view,
seemed to break the law of the Lord.
The conclusion of our Lord's discourse points back to
Ver. 8.
In Mark
his own exalted rank, and hence to that of his disciples.
" the Sabbath was made for man,
ii. 27, it is preceded by a rich idea
not man for the Sabbath." Inasmuch as " Sabbath" stands here per
synecdoche for the law with all its ordinances, the Pharisaic casuistical view of the Old Testament is, in these words, contrasted
with the Christian, free, and spiritual view of it. According to the
former, the commands themselves, and the external legal observance of them, are the end to which man is only subservient. In

had not plucked the ears of corn
(ver. 1)
they had abandoned

for

;

—

:

—
Matthew
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it,

the law

is

XII.

8.

a grievous burden.

According to the

man, and his training for heaven, are the
end; whilst the commands and the external observance of them,
From this point of view, the law
are only means for this end.
Christian view, however,

appears, in its true import, as a gift of love from our paternal God,

who trains man by means of external ordinances, only until he becomes able to receive the inward law in his heart. (Jerem. xxxi.
It is impossible thaj^ in the concluding thought, which is
33.)

common

to all the three Evangelists

the Sabbath
So7i of
sinful

{iivgioq

The Son

:

Man

of

is

Lord of

rov uafifidTov 6 vlbg rov dvdpdjnov'), the term,

parallel to man, in Mark ii. 27; for although
does not exist on account of the law, but, on the con-

Man, should be

man

trary the law exists

on account of man, yet

gether unsuitable to say, that

man

one of the legal institutions.

He

it

would be

alto-

the lord of the law, or of

is

only could say so of himself,

any

who

Son of Man, must then be here understood
man, and hence the Messianic dignity of the
Redeemer is declared in this expression. Being the Lord of heaven (1 Cor. XV. 47), although walking here on earth in the humble
form of a man, the Messiah is raised above every legal institution,
inasmuch as his will is the law itself yet, he nowhere appears as
abrogating any law, but as fulfiling it in a spiritual sense. (Matth.
V. 17.)
Thus our Redeemer fulfils the Old Testament law of the
Sabbath also, by recommending internal repose of the soul, and
rest in God.
[The sense is not " I am Lord of the Sabbath law,
and hence may break it ;" but, " I am Lord of the Sabbath; the
Lord whose work must be done on the Sabbath. What therefore
my disciples do on the Sabbath in my service (as they then in his
companionship and service appeased their hunger), this is not
brealdng, but sanctifying the Sabbath.
I am the Lord of the Sabbath, hence it is for me to determine what is hallowing the Sabwas the ideal of man.
as the contrast of

;

:

Here, again, the question

bath."

commandment, but of the
Christ

is

is

not of the- validity of the fourth

true, spiritual

the Lord of the Sabbath as he

is

mode

of fulfilling

the Lord of

life,

it.

and as

such has interpreted the command. Thou shalt not kill, while yet he
has himself so perfectly fulfilled it, that, far from killing others, he
submitted to death like a lamb, and prayed for his murderers. It

no more follows from

his being the "Lord of the

dispenses with the fourth
of

fulfil

by

that he dispenses with the sixth.

life

it

rest

ment.]

Sabbath, that he

commandment, than from

He

his being

Lord

teaches us only to

171 its sjpirit, as he has done, not by literal inactivity, but
from secular labour, and by spiritual and heavenly employ-

Matthew

§ 18.

Yer,

xii.

9-21; Mark

iii.

1-G; Luke

6-12.)

vi.

—

The same subject is still farther developed on another
when Jesus healed a sick man. He avails himself of this

9.

event, to open the eyes of the Pharisees to a

ment
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9, 10.

Jesus Cures a Withered Hand.

(Matth.

occasion,

XII.

Old Testament

of the

to him, our

;

for,

more

spiritual discern-

notwithstanding their repugnance

Eedeemer did not yet

give them up.
It is impossible
how vague are the formulas of transition used by
The words iie~a[3ag EKeWev, depaHing thence, would lead

not to observe

Matthew.

:

us to connect this event with that immediately preceding ; but
from Luke vi. 6, we see that at least eight days intervened, and that
the occurrence

The

now to be narrated happened on another Sabbath.
came into their synagogue," prove as clearly that

words, " he

for nothing had been
meant by the their (avTU)i>.)
(The %etp ^7]pd, withered hand = e^ripamitvi] by Mark, as the expression so naturally derived from the appearance indicates, is a hand
lamed by paralysis, and deprived of vital power a mere luxation is

he paid no attention at

all to

previously mentioned to shew

the localities

who

;

are

;

here out of the question.)*

Ver. 10.

—According to Matthew, the Pharisees

entrap Jesus by an insidious question

;

endeavoured to

Luke and Mark

allude, in

general, to their malicious intentions, but do not introduce

speaking.

(The word

fication, insidiose

napaT7]pt(jj is

often used

ohservare [Luke xiv. 1

;

by Luke

xx. 20.]

them

as

in the signi-

In Gal.

iv.

10

has another cognate signification, siqjerstitiose ohservare. The
notion of anxious observation is common to both.) Christ, however,
perceived their intention, not merely from the question (for that
might have originated from a well-meaning disposition also), but by
it

power of discerning hearts, which was veiy

from mere
(Comp. remarks on
John ii. 25. Concerning the diaXoyionoi [Luke vi. 8], comp. note on
Luke ii. 35; Matth. ix. 4).— Mark and Luke, again, detail the outward circumstances of this event far more graphically than Mat-

his

drfferent

reflective conjectures concerning their intention

—

thew.

They

describe

how Jesus

forward, so that he might be seen

man to come
and how he then, by

ordered the sick

by

all

;

directing their looks to the sufferer, endeavoured to rouse the consciences of those

men who

were dead in a fancied observance of the

* In the apocryphal additions to the genuine Gospel of Matthew, as Jerome found
them in the Gospel of the Nazarenes, this sick man was declared to have been a ccemeti'

Jerome (Comm. in Matth. p. 47) writes that he said " Csementarius eram,
tarius.
manibus victum quseritans; precor te, Jesu, ut mihi restituas sanitatem, ne turpiter
mendicem cibos." (Comp. mj Qesch. der Evang., p. 78.
:
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10-14.

The question, however, which Jesus puts
(Mark iii. 4 Luke vi. 9) is singular in

law.

to the assembled

character. For
the question at issue seemed to be not about doing good or evil, but
about doing or not doing. But it is irom this contrast, so apt to

Pharisees

;

its

mislead them, that our Saviour wished to free them, and to point
out to them that the not doing might often be a sin. Now, however, it was clear that man should not sin on the Sabbath, any more

than on another day

and hence

;

(so

Christ argued)

it

might, under

peculiar circumstances, not only be permitted, but even be a duty,
to Avork

mode

on the Sabbath day.

[Here also the only question is of the
Kescuing,
the Sabbath.
Doing evil and indulg-

of observance, not of the sanctity, of the Sabbath.

ransoming, saving, belongs to
ing in malice, as the Pharisees did, is desecrating the Sabbath.]
Ver. 11.
Matthew goes on to narrate how the Eedeemer appealed to the consciences of all those who were present asldng,
whether, they would not, on the Sabbath, draw out a sheep, from a

—

—

it had happened to fall,
Jesus draws an inference
a minori ad majus: how much more is the faithful Shepherd of
souls bound to save on the Sabbath day a little sheep of his flock
which had fallen into the pit of perdition
This indeed is a verita(The same thought, in
ble Sabbath-work, a true service of Grod
a somewhat different connection, is found in Luke xiv. 5. -For

well into which

!

!

=

I'a.)
The Pharisees held their
Luke has (ppeap, well
peace (Mark iii. 4), and hence confessed themselves overcome by
the truth of the discourse (Luke xiv. 5).
This susceptibility,

(iodvvog, pit,

coupled with so

Redeemer

im

much

hardness, aw«,kened anger in the heart of the

TrepifSXeipdi-ievog

:

rfi TTwpwcTet T?/f

thizing anger

is

that boiling rage

avrovg [iet'

Kapdiag avrC)v

not at
stifles

all

(Mark

dpy rjg ov XXv novfievo
iii.

5).

a contradiction.

It

A sorrowful,
is

g

sympa-

only in sinful

man

the more gentle feelings of sorrow and sym-

grief.
In our Redeemer, as in the heart of God, the
glow of anger is identical with love ; whilst he hates sin, he has
mercy upon the sinner. (The substantive ncjpcooig is, besides in this
passage, found only in Rom. xi. 25 Eph. iv. 18.
The verb, on the
other hand, occurs frequently. It is derived from Trojpog, callus, and
signifies " obduracy," " insensibility," especially to moral impres-

pathizing

;

sions.)

—

Ver. 13. After this address, which so deeply struck their hearts,
our Redeemer cures the sick man. (^A.-noKadlar7]iii of bodily healin like manner Matth. viii. 25,
a?» Exod. iv. 7
ing
It signifies,
primarily, in integrum restiticere, to restore to the former, original
condition. Thus often in a spiritual sense. Compare note on Matth.

=

;

xvii. 11.)

Ver, 14.
if

man

is

—The

disclosure of sin either

insensible to

it,

awakens repentance,

anger ; so also with the Pharisees.

or,

The

Matthew
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XII. 14, 15.

host of priests, attacked in their most secret ein, joined for the deThere was no longer the opposition of in-

fence of their kingdom.

whose enmity was called forth by
According to Mark iii. 6,
the crafty priests immediately attempted U) form a coalition with
the secular powers " They took counsel with the Herodians Qierd
rCJv 'Kpcjdiavojv avfifiovXiov iiroiovv).
These Herodians were courtiers
and adherents of Herod Antipas, the ruler of Galilee (Matth. xxii.
16 Mark xii. 13), whom the Pharisees undertook to gain over to
dividuals, but of a powerful body,

the light which emanated from Christ.

;

;

their interests, because they could effect nothing without the secu-

Their wdcked intentions became evident even at that
lar power.*
time ; they hardened their hearts against the beneficent influences
of the Holy Spirit

;

E7TXriodr]aav dvoiag,

they tvere filled ivith folly,

Luke vi. 11 very significantly expresses it, for every departure
from God is folly.
Ver. 15.
But as the hour had not yet come, in which the Lord
as

—

was to be delivered into the hands of his enemies (Matth. xxvi. 45),
he left them and withdrew into retirement. The narrative of Matth.
xii. 15, 16, finishes with the same kind of general formula, as we
have already frequently met with (iv. 23, seq.; ix. 35, seq.). According to the parallel passage (Maik iii. 7, seq.), Jesus went to the
Lake of Gennesaret, and, among the multitudes who sought him
there, there were not only persons from Idumea, Tyre and Sidon,
but also from Judea and Jerusalem (Comp. iii. 22, where ypanfiaTeXg
aTTo 'ltpoooXv^G)v Karaf^avreg are expressly mentioned)
which clearly
proves that Jesus had already exercised his ministry in Judea and
Jerusalem. It is probable that many events narrated by Matthew
and Marfhappened in, or around Jerusalem only, the Evangelists
omit any mention of the locality no intimation is to be found that,

—

;

;

;

before his last journey to the feast, Jesus limited the sphere of his

ministry to Galilee.

some

to our

sel in

phrase

Lord

Mark

According to the farther account of

19), the throng of people w^as so great, that they
(OXifieiv)^

and he was obliged to enter

into a ves-

order that thence he might be able to teach them.
:

(iii.

became trouble(In the

Iva TrXoidpiov TTpoaKaprep^ avroj, the dxpression TrpoaKaprepelv

used in the sense of prccsto esse, " to be at one's disposal.") Here
Jesus endeavoured earnestly and impressively to inculcate
iTTerina), that his abode and dignity should not be made known,

is

also
(

{Iva

pi]

(pavepov avrov-noiriawot, M.Q.rk

cording to the context, this

he wished every

iii.

command

12; Matth.

xii.

16.)

Ac-

of Jesus chiefly implies that

movement in his favour to be avoided on
who were filled with false notions concerning

political

the part of those Jews

the Messiah, that he might thus take from his adversaries every
* The uncritical Epi;plMnius describes the Herodians as a religious
Hajr. Ossen. p. 44.)

sect.

(Epiph.

Matthew
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XII. 15-20.

even apparent occasion of accusing him. (Compare, concerning
remarks on Matth. viii. 4.)
Matthew avails himself of this quiet retirement of
Ver. 17
Jesus, which contrasted so strikingly with the tumultuous enterprises of the false Chris fcs of a later period, to quote a remarkable
passage of the Old Testament (Isaiah xlii, 1-4) in which this character of the Messiah is pointed out. The Messiah is there described
as possessing the same gentleness and meekness as he had disjjlayed
in his discourse, Matth. xi. 28-30.
(On the oVwf ttXtjpuOxi, comp.
remarks on Matth. i. 22.)
This quotation of the Old Testament is also treated
Ver. 18.
in a peculiar way.
Matthew follows neither the LXX., nor the
Hebrew text verhatim; on the contrary, he makes use of the text
for his purpose in a free translation.
The LXX. have, in the first
place, added to the translation their own exposition
they add to
this, tlie

—

—

;

Isaiah

1:

xlii.

'IaKcb(3 6

naXg jwv, 'lapariX 6 eKXearog

of this passage to Israel,

i.

e.,

to the whole

[lov.

The

reference

body of the truly

faith-

among the people, is, indeed, not incorrect but Matthew could
not make use of it for his purpose (at least, not without an explanful

:

ation); hence he adheres to the words of the original text 'T1*. """^5
which presented a more natural reference to Jesus, and translates
by l6ov the i" omitted by the LXX. But, with full warrant, the
Evangelist refers these words to Jesus, inasmuch as our Eedeemer
was not only a member of the collective body of the true worshippers of Grod in Israel, but their representative and many expressions,
especially ver. 4 (^Vrr-; t^»^5 'irj'ri^), shevv^ that the prophet had §uch
an one in his \dew. The word {jperiaa (Heb. T\>^i^,^., LXX, -rrpoaede^aro)
from alperi^o), which is found only in this passage, ditFerS" from the
signification of the word in the original text
yet the word o^sP! " to
alpeu, might perhaps be taken in that
seize," " to lay hold on,"
sense.
The word N-'srii the LXX render better by e^otoei, than Matthew by d-rrayyeAet. Perhaps Matthew chose the expression on ac;

;

=

count of the subsequent prophetical discourses of Christ concerning
the judgment.

Ver, 19.

— The words of

gentle character of this

^

and of the folio wMg verses, extol the
beloved Son of God. Matthew has transthis

two expressions, the words, of the Hebrew text being
he shall not cry, nor strive (the
have dvriaeL
instead of egiaei.)
In the subsequent clause yins (LXX, t'^w) is
rendered freely, tv ralg -nXa-eiaig, and has no doubt a reference to

posed the
t<-a\

nVi

first

'pr-il

the dvaxoipeXv
Ver. 20.

LXX

^'^,

(elg ti)v tprjuov)

—As

Christ (for all

in ver. 15.

19 described the quiet, noiseless ministry of
the noise and tumult connected with his ministry
ver.

proceeded not from Jesus, but from the people
our Lord always
endeavoured to quell the tumult), which the carnally-minded Jews
;

:

Matthew. XII.
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20, 21.

Lad not at

all expected of the Messiah, inasmuch, as, in their vain
mind, they imagined that he would appear in noisy splendour, and
tumultuous glory; so this verse expresses his condescending affabil-

The

ministering to the necessities of the suffering and feeble.

ity,

expressions, KdXajxo^ avvreTpififievog,
l^n'og,

smoking flax, are natural

a crushed

reed,

and

Xivog rv(p6~

figures of the broken, perishing life;

it is

represented as the business of the Messiah again to strengthen

and

excite

The

words from Isaiah xlii. 3 t:2s;a x'sii ni^sV,
triitk, which the LXX. renders
Eig dh'iQtiav t^^oiaei Kpioiv, Matthew has i^endered with a deviation
twf dv tiifidXzi ri'jv Kpioiv elg vlKog, which latter expression would
rather suggest n:?:^,
(Comp. 2 Sam. ii. 26.) We may suppose that
the Evangelist had another reading before him, or, that the words
elg vlKog are explanatory of elg dXvfieiav; for the canyiug out of the
Kptaig to the d)j]Oeia is indeed the victoiy.
Matthew has omitted the first words of Isaiah xlii. 4,
Ver. 21.
thinking them less adapted to his purpose ; but he quotes the concluding words ''^rj-'? t-^^x 'tr^'.riV, the isles shall icait for his law,
which he renders rw GvofiaTi tdvrj eATriovoi, in his name shall the
it.

last

:

he shall bring forth judgment unto

"••'•

—

:

We

LXX.
cannot but notice here the exact agreement with the LXX, in opposition to the Hebrew text, when looldng at the former deviation ; and
this can hardly be otherwise explained than by a different reading.
nations trust; and this agrees verhatim with the

For the very word

must have appeared

'.rin-.n^

As

able for his purpose.

to

Matthew very

suit-

regards the Messianic explanation of this

whole passage, it has lately been defended by Umhreit, in his beautiful treatise on the servant of God {Heidclherger Studien imd
This intelligent expositor has very correctly
Kritiken, B. I. H. 2.)
understood the idea of the suffering and victorious innocence, and
of the moral power of the servant of God, who is no other than the
Lord and King Jehovah only he appears to overlook the identity
;

of the servant of

God

in the various passages.

The

difficulty of

and apparently contradictoiy, attributes

referring the various,

to

one individual, disappears when we suppose the idea of a multiplicity being represented

by a unity.

The

various expositions of

this difficult passage concerning the servant of
xl.

to Ixvi.) according to which, either the

God (from

or the prophets in the nation, are thereby understood, arc

aU

this

is

not in

the Bible or Messianic exposition, inasmuch

strict contradiction to

as

Isaiah

whole nation of the pious

implied in the idea of the Messiah.

The Messiah

re-

presents the ideal of the true Israel, whilst the pious and the pro-

phets represent
<*

a

others, aa for

it

as

it

actually existed.

example Gesenius (on

signification justly not admitted

q.uoted.

by

this passage), translate j^tes

by " mildness,"

Umhreit, in the treatise which will be presently

Matthew
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§ 19.

XII. 22.

Of the Calumnies of the Pharisees.
Eebukes of them.
Mark

(Matth. lii. 22-45;

To suppose

iii.

20-30; Luke

xi.

Jesus' Severe

14-26, 29-32.)

a more intimate connexion of the narrative which

with what precedes,

is in Matthew, out of the question, inasmuch, as, after the general formulas in ver. 15, 16, the narrative
is taken up by a simple tote^ then.
In Luke xi. 14, seq., we find
ourselves transported into a perfectly strange region
and Mark iii.
20 again leads us hack to the sending forth of the twelve Apostles,
where the report of their return is followed by an indefinite KaX
ovvipxerat -ndXiv ox^og, and a multitude again come together.
The

follows,

;

:

addition, however, in ver. 22, "the scribes that had come down
from Jerusalem/' renders it probable, that a feast in Jerusalem has
preceded.
But,, on the one hand, it is uncertain which of the feasts
is to be understood
and, on the other, we might suppose the journey of the scribes not at all connected with a feast a supposition
admissible, only, if these doctors were Galileans.
But since this is
not mentioned, we may conceive that they were emissaries sent out
by the chief men of Jerusalem, and these might arrive at any time
in Galilee.
At all events, it will not do to attempt to determine
what has been left undetermined. In Mark iii. 21, another remarkable circumstance is added, which will presently occupy our attention (at Matth. xii. 46); but then he immediately states the
impudent charge of the Pharisees against the Lord, without referring
to the cause which called it forth.
Matthew thus represents the
;

;

opposition of the Pharisees in

its

gradual growth, until

climax, in accusing Christ of a connexion with the
the evil one, and of madness.
its

it

reaches

kingdom of

—

Ver. 22. According to Matthew, the cure of a demoniac, who
was at the same time dumb and blind, was the occasion of the impudent accusations of the Pharisees. (Luke xi. 14 points out his
dumbness only, without however denying that he was blind also.)
The sick man must have suffered from the extraordinary form of
disease, as it is only thus that the

remarkable astonishment of the
multitude, and the inferences which they draw from the cure, can
be accounted for. (Matth. xii. 23 uses the phrase t^ioravro iravreg
:

ol

ox?^oi.

The verb

as well as the

noun

tKoraaig are, in the

New

Testament, frequently used to express violent terror or astonishment [Mark ii. 12, v. 42 Luke v. 26 Acts iii. 10.] Concerning
vlog Tov M(3i6j compare remarks on Luke i. 35.)
It is clear, however, that the sick person is called demoniac, not because he was
;

;

;

Matthew
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XII. 22-26.

dumb

or blind, or, as in the present case, botb at the same time,
but because these affections in liim were accompanied by other
physical and psycliical phenomena which pointed to spiritual influences.
(Compare the remarks on Matth. vii. 9, 27, seq.)
Ver. 24. The more striking was the deed of Christ, and the more
the wonder and sympathy of the simple multitude were excited by
the cure of a most unfortunate being who seemed to be cut off from
all living intercourse
the more fearful was the wrath of the priestly
company, who doubtless perceived that the ministry of Jesus would
annihilate their dominion.
They breathed blasphemy into the hearts
of the simple-minded, by insinuating that the powerful effects which
were moving them, were the work not of the Holy One, but of the
unholy one. As mighty effects infer mighty causes, they accused
him of a union with Beelzebub. (Compare the remarks on Mark x.
The accusation formerly made {dajioviov txet, Matth. xi. 18) was
25.)
less severe.
It is true the phrase Saijioviov txec, he hath a devil, is by
fiaiveadai, being mad, as John x. 20 clearly shews, where
no means
both the phrases are connected by means of iiai, and hence cannot be
identical unless we suppose the writer to have made use of a gross
tautology.
The madness indeed, may be conceived of as the conse-

—

=

quence of the demoniacal possession, and being, as such, if not necescommonly connected with the datfioviov txetv^ it might

sarily, at least

be supplied even here. But, in itself, datnoviov ^x^lv, signifies only
" to be ruled over, to be guided by an evil spirit"
txeodai v~b Satfiovcov.
The difference therefore betwixt this expression and that
used in xii. 24, consists in this, that here a direct influence of the
dpx(^v ToJv dainoviwv^ the prince of the devils, is asserted, while, in the
other passage, merely that of an evil being in general ; and farther,
that the performance of miracles by means of the power of darkness,
presupposes a peculiar wickedness of disposition whereas in the
having a devil, there is assumed rather an unconscious state of de-

=

;

pendence upon the
Ver. 25, 26.

evil one.

— Jesus knew their hearts (see Luke

vi.

8),

and the

thoughts that were in them. (Concerning diaXoyioixot, diavomm,
ivdvurjaeig, comp. remarks on Luke ii. 35
Matth. ix. 4.) He first endeavoured to instruct them by means of arguments, and ia represen7Tapa[3o(According to Mark iii. 23,
tation of the circumstances.
evil

;

h

The parabolical character of
the discourse is particularly obvious in Mark iii. 27.)
This endeavour of the merciful Kedeemer who knew what was in their hearts, is
Xalg,

on which comp. Matth.

consolatorJ^

We

infer

from

xiii. 3.

it,

that he perceived in their hearts

the germs of something better, to the quickening of which he might

Had these unfortunate men, who called
and converted that which was holy into an unholy
not been blinded by passion, they would then have committed

direct his instructions.

light darkness,
thing,

Vol. I.— 29
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XII. 25, 26.

the Bin against the Holy Ghost (Matth. xii. 32), and thus have "been
deprived of all hope of forgiveness. But it is inconceivable that our
Saviour should have addressed to those who could not be redeemed,
For
words having a tendency to deliver them from their error
Jesus endeavours, first, to lay open before them the contradictory
He compares a kingdom, a town, a famcharacter of their charge.
ily, in short any united community, with the kingdom of Satan, and
As nothing of this kind can maintain its existence
argues thus
without a certain order and union of the members, so neither can
(MeQi^eaOai, dianeQi^eoOai, denote " to be
the kingdom of darkness.
in a state of internal division, mutual strife ;" they are the reverse
of tvovoOai. In like manner ip7]iiovodai, olx 'laraoOac denote " to be
rtXog tx^iv^ Mark iii. 26.)
cut off from existence and subsistence"
The whole argumentation, however, seems somewhat obscure. We
might in fact regard it as the very essence of the kingdom of darkness, that peace and unity are wanting, and that strife rules in their
stead.
How then can an inference against strife be drawn from the
nature of the kingdom of darkness ? We might answer to this remark of Christ against the charge of his opponents: "this very circumstance, that evil is in strife with itself, proves that it cannot
have a lasting existence." But the difficulty will be removed, if we
" No Idngdom, town, or famconsider that the Lord does not say
ily in which there is strife (namely, among the members who constitute the community), can stand ;" for in that case we should be
obliged to say that there is no kingdom, town, or family at all, for
He, on the conthere is none. in which there is not some strife.
No kingdom, nor any
trary, only very wisely expresses himself thus
similar united community, can stand, if, as such, it be divided
against itself. If, then, strife be not silenced in a kingdom, so far
as it stands in opposition to another kingdom, it must be regarded as
dissolved but if, in this opposition, it keep together as a living
unity, then the internal divisions among its individual members do
not make its existence impossible. Jesus thus does not deny that
!

:

=

:

:

:

there are divisions in the

kingdom of darkness,

for that is rather its

but this he maintains, that it forms a united community in
It is for this reason also that it
opposition to the kingdom of God.
This passage therefore cannot
is said: "if Satan cast out Satan."
be made use of to prove that oaravag stands for evil angels in genOn the coneral. (Compare above the remarks on Matth. viii. 28.)
nature

;

trary, it signifies, as the article shews, the prince of the devils.

This

being the representative of the whole, cannot be against himotherwise he could not (and with him his kingdom, which is

ruler,
self,

Moreis good.
" a kingdom of the evil spirits is assumed, cannot
possibly be doubted when viewed exegeticaUy," even according to

himself) maintain such an opposition to that which
over, that here

Matthew
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the opinion of Dr. Paulus (Com. Th.

ii.

451

Hence

S. 89).

it

will be

necessary to have recourse to artificial means, to remove this trou-

blesome doctrine from Holy Scrii)ture,
Ver, 27, 28.
After having thus proved the absurdity of the
supposition, that Beelzebub would attack his own kingdom, Jesus

—

passes to another objection.

—the Pharisees and

Jews

also cast out

demons

{oi viol

vfidv^

Scribes are considered as fathers in the faith,

and hence, as fathers of tlie faithful Jews), by whom (ev rivi) do
they cast them out ? This question is based on the principle no
effect without a cause
now, as the Pharisees acknowledged the
cures of Jewish exorcists, they were obliged to assign a cause for
them. They could not assume an evil power, partly from what has
been previously said, and partly because the general popular notions
would not have admitted of it ; hence there remained no' alternative, but to assume a good power.
From these slight demonstra:

;

tions of a

good power appearing seldom, and

isolated, the

Lord

reasons to the host of cures of otherwise incurable diseases, which

and hence concludes that the kingdom of God is at
of God must here be taken generally as that
order of things, in which divine influences are triumphant in the
present economy of the world.
This then was very properly connected with the appearance of the Messiah, and in so far the expreshe had

effected,

hand.

The kingdom

sion signifies the Messianic times.

(Instead of ev

TTvevfiari^

Luke

xi.

20 has ev daKrvXco Oeov^ according to the analogy of the Hebrew S£^n
[comp. Exod. viii. 19 x-^n ^'nVj* 3.'?^«.] It is
';,%£<p, hand, a figurative expression for power, with the accessory idea of a manifestation
of divine power, more secret and difficult to be perceived.)
There
is no doubt that the Jewish notions of evil spirits, and of their casting out, were mixed up with much superstition. Josejjlius (Bell.
Jud. vii. 6, 3) relates, that there grew a root in the neighbourhood
of Machaerus, by means of which evil spirits were cast out, whom he
considers as the spirits of wicked men (ttovtjqCjv dvOQco-m^v m'evf.iaTa).
The same writer relates in his Antiq. viii. 21, 5, an instance of exorcising by means of such roots, with the aid of Solomonic formulas
of incantation.
In like manner, an evil spirit is cast out by means
But such an admixture of suof the liver of a fish in Tob. viii. 2.
perstition does not prove there is at the bottom of the thing itself
no truth to which the falsp notions were attached. We may well
imagine, that many Jewish exorcists, by faith in the help from
above, performed acts which had some resemblance to the cures
effected by Jesus (Acts xix. 14)
only, that they must be regarded
as feebler and isolated effects of spiritual power.
Yer. 29.— How thoroughly Jesus comprehends the struggle be-

=

:

;

* Ghrysostom understands by this expression, the
ho could not ascribe to the Jews the

gift of casting

apostles;

no doubt he thought that

out demons.

;
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XII. 29,

30.

tween good and evil, is shewn by tlie third parable'-' in which he
infers, from the nature of the contrast, that such phenomena as
were seen in his ministry, could be explained only as the result of
an absolute preponderance of power. The kingdom of darkness, as
a united community, is here contrasted with the kingdom of light
both the kingdoms being viewed in their personal representatives.
But though the contrast is viewed as a real one, yet it by no means
appears as an absolute one, inasmuch as in the good there is always
the power of conquering. Luke carries out the figure more careThe evil one is represented as an armed man protecting his
fully.
{avh] stands here for palace, as in Matth. xxvi. 3, a large
castle
building surrounded with courts or porches.)
A mightier only
can conquer him, deprive him of his armour (jravoTrXia), and divide
{'LiivXa, Matthew and Mark have oicevri = fVi, which
the spoil.
frequently signifies " armour," in which sense it may form a parallel
with the TTavonXia. As the contrast to aavXa, which are distinguished from the armour, it might be taken in the sense of furni;

ture, possessions in general.)

—After these discourses of Jesus addressed to the un—that o^
To the Pharisees and Scribes —who, as representatives of the

Ver. 30.

derstanding, his language assumes another character
ness.

stern-

for the Eedeemer and his cause, if
they had truly acted up to their calling, he represents, that, in their
(The
position, mere indecision for him, was decision against him.
The contrast
two parallel members contain the same thought.
of avvdyecv, collect, and oKopm^etv, scatter, is, perhaps, borrowed
from the figure of collecting treasures of any kind.) With all the

theocracy, ought to have been

sternness expressed in this discourse, the thought

still

breathes

our Eedeemer does not regard them as absolute ene-

gentleness

;

mies, but

still

views

them

as undecided friends

;

distinctly point-

ing out, however, at the same time, that indecision was their ruin.
Should it be said that this language may perhaps refer to other
Pharisees who had not uttered that bold accusation, we answer,

that there

former

is

no indication of

it

in the discourse,

and that

Christ's

mode

of addressing his calumniators, allows also in the present case the more lenient interpretation.
But this proverbial say-

ing forms an apparent contradiction to the similar one He that is
not against you, is for you (Luke ix. 50 ; Mark ix. 40.) This de:

claration, however, refers to persons not definitely called to labour

kingdom of God,

in whom, therefore, the absence of decision
be as certainly considered a favourable sign
of their good disposition, as the indecision of the Pharisees was to

for the

against the truth

* The parable
to the laxvpog.

is

The

may

based upon the passage
description of

cording to the version of the

LXX.

where the n'laa corresponds
entirely with the prophetic discourse ac-

Is. xlix. 24, 25,

Luke agrees

Matthew
him a

sign of their evU disposition.

It

is

question to refer this proverbial saying to
ness, in

which case the

f^er'

tuov
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XII. 30-32.

and

here quite out of the
kingdom of dark-

the

me and

kot' i^ov {with

against

me), could be applied only to the subject suggested by the context,
whUe the first person would be used only proverbially, so that this
sense would arise " the common remark, he who is not with me,
:

may with full truth be applied
Ver. 31, 32.
With this idea is

etc.,

to the devil."

—

then connected a description of
the fearful guilt into which aU plunge themselves who were against
Jesus {kut' tixov). But to place this guilt in its true light, our Lord
compares it with other very culpable actions especially with blas-

—

phemies.

This

difiScult

passage requires a careful consideration on

account of its doctrinal importance.*

In the

first

place, as regards the various expressions used

Evangelists, there

is,

Luke

xii.

by the
more

10, a similar thought, but

It stands there in quite a different connexion.

briefly expressed.

A comparison of

in

with others, contributes nothing to our underMark has the words in the same connexion
It is in
as Matthew, but more briefly, and with less peculiarity.
Matthew alone that the thought appears fully brought out and
he proves again here that he can make up, by care in communicating
it

standing of the passage.

;

the discourses, for his want of vividness in narrative.
low Matthew, the substance of the thought is, that
forgiven with the exception of one, which

Matthew

If,

then, we fol-

may be
"speaking

all sins

calls:

a word against the Holy Ghost, blasphemy of the Spirit" (ehelv Aoyov
Kara tov -rrveviiaroq dyiov, pXaocpTjiita rov TTvevnarog). Mark, on the
In order to illuscontrary, calls it, /3Aa^7/jueZv elg rb nveviia rb dytov.
trate the idea, it is, moreover, added, that even fiXaacpriiiiaL (according to Mark), and speaking against the Son of man {el-neiv Xayov
Kara tov vlov rov dvdpdjnov, according to Matthew), will be forgiven
but not the sin against the Holy Ghost. It cannot, therefore, be
said that ver. 31 and 32 express the same truth ; for although ver.

—

31 contains the preliminary remark, that the sin against the Holy
Ghost cannot be forgiven, yet ver. 32 points out the new and important thought, that even the sin against the Son may be forgiven,

but that the sin against the Holy Ghost can not. The expressive
rovro) rCJ alojvi, ovre ev tw (jleXremark, moreover, is added ovre
This simple
Xovrij neither in this icorld, nor in that to come.
:

h

it is very difficult to explain ; partly, because it
stands quite isolated, inasmuch as no other passage of the New
Testament speaks expressly of this sin ; partly, because it is -in it-

thought, however,

*

On

the sin against the

<Stad. 1833, H.

4),

fear of too great digression, I

therein suggested.

Holy Ghost, compare the

instructive treatises

by

Grashqff

H. 3), TTioluck (Stud. 1836, H. 2.) Yet, from the
haye been only very rarely able to take notice of the poi^itB

Gurlitt (Stud. 1834,

y

Matthew
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self dark,

and stands

XII. 31,

32.

in connexion with other difficult doctrines,.

with the doctrine concerning the Holy Ghost. Nor can difficnltics such as these be removed by means of grammatical and phieach one solves them in accordance with his own
lological enquiries
fundamental views. The right explanation of such a passage neceswithout this it
sarily involves sympathy with the Spirit of Christ
After a comparison of Heb. vi.
will be inevitably misunderstood.
e. g.

;

;

4, seq.

x.

;

26, seq.

;

1 John

v.

16,

we must,

in the first place, dis-

card aU such views as would limit the sin against the Holy Grhost
by such relations of place and time, as to render it impossible to be

In the second place
weaken the moral import of
the words, " that the sin against the Holy

either previously or subsequently committed.*

we must

discard such explanations as

the words, by affixing to
Ghost cannot be forgiven" (notwithstanding the addition, " neither
that it
in this world nor in that which is to come") the meanmg
can be forgiven with greater difficulty than other sins. Finally, the
:

Christian expositor must likewise discard every explanation of this
remarkable passage which understands, by the sin against the Holy
Ghost, an act detached from the whole moral condition of the init must always be considered as the fruit of a
dividual sinning
;

previous sinful course of

As

life.

the

first

two modes of exposition

destroy the profound meaning of the word of God, and connect the
most important moral relations with special localities on the one

hand, and indefinite language on the other so the latter view
evidently leads into errors which perplex the conscience, inasmuch
;

some unfortunate man, in an unguarded moment of his hfe, may
be plunged into a sin which somewhere, and at some time,
has been explained as meaning the sin against the Holy Ghost. As
regards, now, the biblical exposition itself, the passages already
as

easily

quoted (Heb.

vi. 4, seq. x.

26

;

1

John

v.

16) lead us to think of a

which man is as little inchned to believe,
as in that advance in moral goodness, which is taught in the docFor although
trine of Christian sanctification {diKacoavvr] rov Qeov).
the phrase blaspheme against the Holy Ghost {(iXao(f)'qfjidv elg to
-nvevf^a to dyiov) is wanting in those passages, and in fact the matter at

fearful progress in sin, in

:

issue

is

diflerent, the question

being there of the

already received, here of the refusal to receive
*

Who

ant,

(I)

qui

summa

Holy Ghost,

deviV

"

is

so

much

who

:

The crime of certain Jews, who,

charged that the miracles of Jesus, which

This exposition

Delictum quorundam Judaequorum evidentiam negare non poter-

in his Dogmatik, S. 321

pertinacia ducti, rairacula Jesu,

a diabolo proficisci criminabantur.

verseneti9,

yet the compari-

does not here recall to mind the strange definition which Reinhard gives of

the sin against the

orum

loss of spiritual life

it ;t

tliey

in their per-

could not deny, proceeded

from

the

the more unsuitable, as the gospel history does not at

used this language (Matth. xii. 24) had committed the sin
against the Holy Ghost it appeared only possible that they might commit it ; and it is
against this that Jesus warns them.
f Liicke remarks on 1 John v. 16 (S. 233) that the sin against the Holy Ghost is a

all. tell

that the Pharisees
;
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is by no means unimportant, inasmuch,
we recognize from them the severe import of the shall not he forgiven. As a parallel in another point of view, we have the remarkable

son of such parallel passages
as

passage in Matth. x. 41, 42 for as in that passage, already explained, a progress in good was taught with its accompanying reward, so here is a parallel progress in evil, with its accompanying
;

The

ruin.

in

Matth.

several steps, however, are here not so clearly defined as

x. 41,

42

;

but

it

is

evident from a closer examination

that here, three degrees of sin are to be distinguished, as there,
three degrees of righteousness.

It

is

generally acknowledged that

the blasphemy of the Spirit or the speaking against the Holy Ghost,

but in what the speaking against the Son of
it, is doubtful.
Some understand the
man, as in Mark iii. 28, "all sins shaU be forgiven to
Son of Man
{Tlol rCJv dv6pu)no)v in this case
n^tj \5s.)
But
the sons of men."

is

the lowest stage

Man

is

;

distinguished from

=

=

view is inadmissible, for this simple reason, that the singular
" the Son of Man" (6 vlbg rov dvdgoiirov) with the article, is never
used as a general designation of man it is, on the contrary, the
name of the Messiah, and stands parallel with the iTvevfia -dyiov^ the
Holy Spirit. The sin against the Son of Man is pointed out by
this

;

the formula,

ical

as a distinct

dv (tdv

bg

is

a less authorized reading) einy Xoyov,

and peculiar crime.

After

it

had been remarked

in

the second clause of ver. 31, that the blasphemy of the Spirit {l3Xaa(prjuia rov TTvevfiarog) will not be forgiven, the sin against the Son of

Man

is

further specially mentioned, with the remark, that even

—The third

it

more obscurely indicated,
inasmuch as the Father is not expressly mentioned along wdth the
but the reference to the Father is necessarily imSpirit and the Son
plied in the words. All manner of sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven
(Matth. ver. 31. Comp. also Mark iii. 28.) For every sin,
to men.

may be

forgiven.

class of sins is

;

but especially every blasphemy, has, at bottom, a reference to Grod.*
Blasphemy cannot by any means be uttered against an angel or a
species of the sin unto death {u/iapTia npdc Buvarov), spoken of

by John

in the passage

for we might
which John describes is a sin against the Holy Ghost. The difference
consist
only
in
this,
that
the
name,
sin against the
between the two expressions seems to
Holy Ghost, points to the object to which the sin refers, whilst the name, sin unto death,
places in the foreground the consequence of the sin to the individual who commits it.
Konigsberg, 1832.)
I^Qom-^axQ Lehnerdis Treatise on 1 John v. 16.
* It is only apparently that this is contradicted by some passages, in which, as in
Acts vi. 1 1, p7.uG(pr]fia {>7'iiiara la'Atlv is applied to men for in that passage Moses is viewed as a divine ambassador. It is therefore the will of God that is blasphemed in his person for which reason the words, etf M-ovaf/v koL rbv Oeov are added as an explanation.
In Rom. xiv. 16, to ayaOuv stands for that which is divine, as 2 Pet. ii. 2, 666^ T^f
Of course what applies to Moses applies to the aposulrjQeiaq for the ordinance of God.

referred to.

I

am

disposed rather to place them in an inverted relation

;

also say the sin

;

;

tles also.

marks of

(Compare Rom.
Grashoff, loc.

iii.

cit. S.

8;

1 Cor, iv. 13; x. 30).

955, seq.

This with reference to the re-
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There appear, then, three gradations in sinfulneas. First,
God the Father ; then, against the Son and finally,
For the two first degrees there is a posagainst the Holy Ghost.
sibility of forgiveness (on the supposition of repentance and faith);
This gradation is the
it is only for the last that it is excluded.

man.

sins against

safest guide

;

for a

already remarked,

correct

explanation of the passage.

when commenting on Matth.

As we

x. 41, 42, the value

of a deed must be determined both according to the object to which
it refers (so that, in a political point of view, it is not a matter of

whether I confer a benefit on a king or on a peasant, nor,
whether I confer it on a prophet or on
a righteous man), and to the degree of moral development of the
person who performs it. Precisely so with the growth of sin. The
internal condition of the agent, and the relation of the act to the
object, determine the degree of guilt.
The Kedeemer was dealing
here with persons who recognise their occupation with divine things
as their calling, and who had attained a certain grade of spiritual
indifierence

in a spiritual point of view,

culture

;

the higher this was conceived to be, the more perilous was

their position, if notwithstanding, they gave themselves to sin.

A

committing blasphemy, because it has no knowledge of God and even though it should repeat blasphemous words,
it would utter only words, because its inward sense cannot comprehend their meaning. But the Pharisees, who knew of God, but
child is incapable of
;

hardened themselves against his exhortations, required the warning,
that man can become so completely callous to divine impressions,
Such a word, uttered in
that reconciliation is no longer possible.
the power of love, might yet rouse their hearts from their carnal
security, in which they were staggering along on the brink of
But the Saviour of the world wishes to deprive no one
the abyss.
he proclaims it to all sin and blasof the comfort of forgiveness
phemy, on the supposition, of course, of true repentance and genuine faith.
The sins (dfiapriai.), as distinguished from blasphemies
(l3Xaa(fj7]iuai), are sins committed against man or any other creature;
To
while blasphemies are sins against the Divine Being himself.
commit the latter, presupposes a knowledge of God, and a depravity
prevailing over the light of this knowledge.* Such an internal state
is represented as yet afibrding hope of redemption
the superior
power of grace may yet stir up the hidden susceptibility of good.
But if the higher revelations of the Divine in Christ Jesus be perseveringly rejected ; if, while heightened religious culture opens the
mind to spiritual influences, there be, from impurity of life, a shutting of the heart against the light, pardon and redemption become
;

;

* Of so-called cursing or swearing, aud thoughtless abuse of the name of God, wo
cannot here think inasmuch as it is done thoughtlessly, the sin consists mainly in the
very thoughtlessness which can ofifect such guilt.
;
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impossible, inasmuch as the susceptibiUty to holy impulses becomes utterly extinct. Thus the successive stages of sin appear
dependent on the degree of religious culture, and the deeper know-

ledge of things thereby rendered possible.

He who

has only a gen-

knowledge of God, can sin only against God the Father. He
who is more advanced, and able to recognise the Son of Man, is in a
position also to reject the deeper and more spiritual revelations of
Divinity manifested in him but he who has experienced in his heart
the workings of the Holy Ghost, may be guilty of sin and blasphemy
against the Holy Ghost.*'
Hence a high degree of the knowledge
of God is not a guarantee against sin on the contrary, the greatest
sin presupposes the greatest knowledge ;f it is only purity, sincerity,
eral

;

;

and humility of heart which, in- every degree of development, afford
such security. But inasmuch as this very disposition was wanting
in the Pharisees, they were

07i

the loay

toward the commission of

the sin against the Holy Ghost.

Without

entering, at present, into a minute discussion of the doc-

trine of the Trinity,

let

us simply conceive of Father, Son and

Spirit, as gradations in the revelation of the

Divine Being.

The

knowledge of God as the Father has reference to the power and
wisdom that of the Son, to the love and mercy
that of the
Spirit, to the hoHness and perfection of the one Divine Being.
He
who according to his progress in spiritual knowledge is able to recognise the holiness and perfection of the Divinity (and that not
merely in imagination, but in reality), and who, nevertheless,
shuts his heart to their influences, nay, calls even holiness unhoHness
proves that his inward eye is darkness. Accordingly, the speaking against the Son of Man must not be understood merely of speaking against the Messiah's unpretending humanity ;% it must be dis;

;

—

tinctly pointed out, that he

divinity
*

which shone forth

who so

sinned, felt the impression of the

in Christ,

and yet allowed no room

for

Holy Spirit (Acts vii. 51), the grieving of the same (Eph. iv. 30),
even the embittering and provoking of the Holy Spirit (Isa. Ixiii. 10), are still to be carefully distinguished from the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost which is really the unpardonable sin against the Holy Ghost. Grashoff (loc. cit. S. 947) considers the
blasphemy against the Holy Ghost as a species of the genus Sin against the Holy Ghost
a view, however, which does not seem to be countenanced by our text.
f The Reformed theologians taught rightly that the sin against the Holy Ghost is
committed by unregenerate persons, and consists in fact in the rejection of conver-

The

resisting the

—

ting grace, but denied incorrectly that along ^vith this there
sin of apostacy (Heb. vi.)

but incorrectly confounded
X This view would be,

The Lutherans maintained
this
oii

is

with the regenerate the

rightly the possibility of apostaoy,

with the sin against the Holy Ghost.

— [E.

the whole, similar to the one referred to above, according

which 6 vide tov dvOpunov is =- uvdpuno^. For whosoever really saw in Christ only
what is human, because he possessed no deeper susceptibility for the Divine, sinned no
more in cursing Christ than he would by doing so to any other man. It is the inward
intention, of which, it is true, God alone ia the judge, by which the deed must b©
to

measured.
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He who opposes himself to the melting power of
this impression.
such a revelation, sins heinously yet by perfect holiness, and its
fear-inspiring impression, the hardening produced thereby may yet
;

be overcome ; but where this also is rejected, there is spiritual deatK
We wholly lose the point of view necessary to a right understanding
of the passage, in understanding the Holy Spirit {-nvevfia ayiov) only
of the general power of

God manifested

in miracles.*"

It

is

incon-

how, in the non-recognition of such a power, creating
merely an impression of might, an unpardonable sin should be committed and the more, as evil miracles also have been performed by
satanic! agency, and these so deceptive, that they would have deceived, were it possible, even the elect (Matth. xxiv. 24).
Nay, it
The
is here that forgiveness seems to find its appropriate sphere.
TTvevfjba djLov in our passage is the highest revelation of God, as the
In so far, then, as in the perabsolutely Holy and Perfect One.
son of Jesus, the Godhead dwelt, and Father, Son, and Spirit are
inseparably united, the depravity of men, might, according to their
degree of culture, in sinning against him, sin against Father, Son,
ceivable

;

and

Spirit, according as

they perseveringiy resisted the eifect of

and holiness which proceed from him. On the
other hand, purity of heart, coupled with an equal advance in knowBut
ledge, might, through him, receive Father, Son, and Spirit.
where the mind was wholly blind to that higher revelation of the
Divine in humanity, which appeared in Christ Jesus, there could
one still believe that he saw in Jesus a prophet or a righteous man
of the former dispensation, and receive from him the blessing which
was adapted to his grade of culture. Thus our Redeemer became
divine power, love,

all

things to

all

men

;

to the pure in heart, a dispenser of blessings

for every grade of their

Judge,

development

;

to the

impure a reproving

them to repentance and then to judgment,
when their obduracy had closed the way to repentance (Luke ii. 34).
It is manifest, then, that the sin against the Holy Ghost can be
also committed now
for since the Divinity in Christ manifests itfirst, to

lead

;

;

self continually in the church, sin, in

individual men, even where

the highest degree of knowledge, may oppose itself to his
beneficent influence. Otherwise either the period to which the possible
there

is

commission of this sin was confined, seems left in obscurity, or our
Lord deals with it with an extraordinary severity. But if, as frequently happens with persons who are touched by the power of
grace, earnest repentance

is accompanied with the idea that they
the sin againt the Holy Ghost, and be thereby
excluded from forgiveness a thought which on sensitive spirits may

may have committed
f Tlvev/ia liyiov has

occupies a subordinate place in
xii. 28,

—

always a reference
it.

power only with reference

But

to

what ia moral. The notion of mere power
by itself signifies, for instance in Matth.

nvevfia

to its higher origin.
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work most perniciously, and at least exclude them for a time from
the consolations of the word of grace he who is entrusted with
the care of souls, or is called on for advice, may with fuU confidence,

—

invite all such to cry in faith for mercy.

For whoever vexes himwith the thought that he may have committed the sin against
the Holy Ghost, proves, by his very grief and self-accusation, that
he has not committed it he who has really committed it will defend himself against aU reproach. Nay, even though sin should
have developed itself in any soul in a very alarming form, so that,
as in the case of Judas Iscariot, the grief of repentance should
self

;

threaten to degenerate into despair, even in such a case,
exhortation to believe in pardoning love
as the sin against the Holy Ghost
is

unwilHng

lieve

that

to forgive,

God can

forgive.

takes hold of the heart,

it is

the

inasmuch

unpardonable, not because God
has become unable to be-

is

but because

stiU admissible,

is

man

If, then, the proclamation of grace
actually proved that the sin against

the Holy Ghost has not been committed.

The passage under

consideration

is,

in

dogmatic theology, also

referred to as a leading proof-text for the doctrine of the eternity of

All other passages which treat of an

punishment.
'eternal

condemnation, are

aloJvi [xeXXovTL,

the term

less definite

in the future world,

aLO)v, alcjviog,

is

than

alu)viog Kpioig,

this, in

expressly added.

which

iv

tw

It is true that

age, eternal (in the phrases

:

elg

rov alCdva,

Mark), as also the phrase alojv ovrog and fisXXov
(in Matthew) have a vague sense, capable of various interpretations.
The Bible knows no metaphysical expressions, and hence, has not
one for eternity in the sense of timelessness {Zeitlosigkeit), absence
of time. All the biblical expressions for this idea denote long
The phrase elg rbv alCtva,
periods connected with one another.
for ever, is quite parallel with the other phrases elg Tovg aiiLvag, dg
Tovg alCjvag rwv al6vG)v (Gal. i. 5), which denote the ceternif as a parte
post or the future, conceived as an indefinitely extended period but
ai6vtog Kpiaig in

:

:

:

the phrase

Twv

:

an' aluvog,

from

everlasting,

is

= dnb

;

-ojv alo)vo)v^

npd

by which the ceternitas a parte ante, or the past, is conKlwv is therefore like
ceived as an indefinitely extended period.
DVi3>
alu>veg, B-'ttVis, as is proved by the formula owT^Xeia rov
auovog, which is identical with avvriXeia rwv aloJvo)v.
Comp. 1 Cor.
rd teXtj ru)v alcovMv.)
X. 11, the expression
But as the same expressions are applied to the eternity of God, as well as to a long enala)vo)v,

=

:

during period, according to the conception of the creature
terms Kpiaig, KoXaaig al6viog, eternal punishment, Kpifia, nvp

;

:

eternal

fre,

form the contrast

to C'J^ alu)viog, eternallife

tions can be raised against the eternity of

gical grounds.

But the

;

as the
alo)vtov^

no objec-

punishment from philolo-

feeling against the doctrine of the eternity

of the punishment of the wicked, which shews itself

among

the de-

—
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fenders of a restoration of all things (d-rTOKardoTaatg twv TravTowV—and
they have been found at all times, and are, at the present time,
more than at any former period, though it may often have its foundation in a vitiated moral state, yet has no doubt a deep root in noble
minds is the expression of a heartfelt desire for a perfect har-

—

mony

in the creation.

But, viewing

it

from a merely exegetical

we must confess that no passage of the New Testament affords a clear and positive testimony for the fulfilment of this
longing.
The scriptural terms used to denote the resolving of the
discord arising from sin into a harmony dcpsoig, KaraXXayq^ diroXvrpcjocg, remission, reconciliation, ransom
all denote a being fettered
by the evil hence a mixture of good and evil is found in human
point of view,

—

;

nature after the fall. Hence, the terms above mentioned can, according to the doctrine of Scripture, never be applied to the spirits
of the kingdom of darkness, nor to men who, by persevering and

continued resistance to the drawings of grace, have become
the subjects of that kingdom.
Should it be urged that evil, as
a thing created and temporary, must share also the general des-

what is temporary, viz., cessation and annihilation, and that
the ageS' (alCiveg) of the course of this world, though they may bring
tiny of
lasting

punishment

to an end

;

there

is

to the wicked,

must yet

at last themselves

come

indeed a text of Scripture pointing to this pass-

ing away of time itself with all temporary phenomena, into the
abyss of eternity when time shall be no longer, viz., the mysterious

words in

1 Cor. xv. 28 (on which compare the commentary).
But
the mysterious character of the passage itself, along with the circumstance that no mention is made in it of evil and its dissolution,

more than conjectural inferences regarding the
punishment the words of our Redeemer, in Matth. xii.
32, remain as an awful testimony to the fearful character of sin, and
authorises scarcely
eternity of

;

consequences.* But along with this they are also a consolation,
in that even they promise the possibility of forgiveness of sins comits

mitted against the Father and Son, hence of sins of a very heinous
character.
For the addition ovts: ev tw fitXXovn aliovi, nor in the
world to come, is certainly not overstrained, if we infer that all other
sins can be forgiven in the world to come, always supposing, of
course, as has been already remarked, repentance and faith. (Comp.
:

* H*

make

it

we were

to interpret our passage from 1 Cor. xv. 28, in such a

affirm that the sin against the

Holy Ghost

will

manner

be forgiven, neither

as to

in this a«wi',

nor in the al6v to come, but that after that ai6v, age or world, forgiveness might be ob-

would evidently contradict the meaning of the wiiter. For in Matth. xii. 32.
is, in a decided manner, contrasted with the "shall be forgiven:" the addition, ovk h tovtcj tu aiuvi, ovre iv rtj fieTilovri, not in this ivorld, nor in
that to come, is only employed completely to exhaust the not; hence to strengthen, not to
weaken it. Matthew by no means imagines that, subsequently to the aiiJv fiilltDv, there
is still to come another period of the world's existence;
it is, on the contrary, completed
in the aluv oiror and fiiXXuv.

tained, this

the "shall not be forgiven"

Matthew
rem. on 1 Peter

till

iii.

18, scq.)

This

compared with

as Matth. v. 26,

XII. 31, 32.
is

also indicated

xviii. 34, for

alcoviog,

by such passages

the being cast into prison

one shall have paid the uttermost farthing,

ent from KQlmq

461

eternal punishment.

is

evidently very differ-

(Comp.^the remarks on

Matth. xviii. 34 ; Luke xvi. 19, seq.) But that the doctrine of the forgiveness of some sins in the a/wv jueAAwv, ivoi'Id to come, is not in contradiction with the doctrine of the judgment, is she^vn by the following exposition of the relation of alibv ovrog to the aluv jut'AAwv. For
the former expression, the New Testament uses also vvv al6v (Tit.
Ci

ii.

12

2 Tim.

;

rov (Ephes.
jxeXXuv

we

ii.

:

10), Kaigbg ovrog

(Mark

x. 30), aiojv rov Koaiiov toC-

2), aluv tveorcbg novrjQog (Gal.

find also the expressions

alu)v EKELvog

phrase

iv.

(Luke xx.

4).

Instead of

(Mark

35), alCiveg tTTepxoiievoi (Ephes.

The

Koa^og neXXc^v does not occur.

the relation of the Rabbinical terms
carried on with so

i.

aluv 6 kQxoiievog

:

t:^^:

ii.

alu)V

x. 30),

The

7).

old controversy about

t\hy

and

xa^t,

which was

much vehemence between

(comp. Ko'p'pe's Exc.

i.

Witsius and Rhenferd
on the Epistle to the Ephesians), as to

whether the Messianic period or eternity is to be understood by
a/wv iieXXo)Vj is somewhat barren, and does not touch the substance
of the contrast
the aluv [xeXXojv^ coming age, comprehends indeed
l^th (just as the (iamXeia rov Qeov, comp. remarks on Matth iii. 2),
the phrase, however, having a preponderating reference now to the
one, now to the other relation.
In general, the ali)v neXXuv forms
the contrast to the whole temporary order of things, the peculiarity
of which is, that in it good and evil are mixed together. In so far
it stands intermediate between the kingdom of light and that of
darkness, and forms the contrast to the kingdom of heaven.
For,
although the good has assuredly its root in the temporary order of
things, yet the evil apparently prevails, on which account. Gal. i. 4,
the present age or world {aluv Ivearug) is even termed 77ov7](i6g^ evil,
;

PaoiXeia rov dpxovrog rov aitorovg^ the

With

kingdom of

the jyrince of dark"'

temporary order of things is contrasted the future one, which terminates the blending of good and evil, and estabThe term a/wv
lishes in its purity the dominion of the former.
fiiXXov, with its synonyms, is therefore related to the ISamXeia roi
Qeov; it only views the same phenomenon from a different point,
and is somewhat differently iised. It is not applied to individuals,
it is
as is the ftamXeia rov Qeov (comp. remarks on Matth. iii. 2)
ness.

this

:

;

nowhere said

:

the a/wv ^eXXcov exists for

It has reference always to the collective

some one, or in some one.
body of the church, or of

But, on the other hand, the icsits loquendi is in so far
that the expression alcov ntXXo)Vj as well as the kingdom of God is used in a twofold sense as to its manifestation sometimes it appears as having already come and taken effect at others,

mankind.
the

same,

;

;

as

still

future.

Instances in which the

ali^v ji^XXov

appears as al-
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ready existing, are 1 Cor. x. 11 ; Heb. vi. 5, ix. 26, in wliicK the
ovvrtXeia rCJv aluvojv (== reXrj twv aluivov) as the transition from the
alcov ovTog to the /jeAAwv, is conceived as being present.
This must

be accounted fgr in the same manner as in the PaacXeia rov 6eaD, regarding which, the same usus loquendi prevails. As, with the person of Christ, and the foundation of the church, the kingdom of

God was present
now present

as

;

in its germ, so in this slumbered the world to

just as, according to John, eternal

life

come

exists for

the believer, not only as future, but as already present to him.

(Compare the remarks on
alwv jtieAAwv

1

John

iii.

Generally, however, the

14.)

viewed as being yet future, and, accordingly, its appearance takes place with the awriXeia rov aloJvog (rovrov), when
the Divine will be manifested as the ruling and conquering power,
and sin, as cast out. This period the apostles conceived of as very
near at hand, and, moreover, they did not distinguish in their conis

—

ception its separate and individual features especially not the first
and the second resurrection any more than those of the kingdom
of God {(iaaiXeia rov Qeov) The ^nalogy of the Old Testament
prophets, who, in their prophecies concerning the advent of the
Messiah, were not accustomed to distinguish between his twofold
coming, may explain this phenomenon. (Comp. further at Mattj;i,

—

If then, in our passage, a remission

xxiv. 1.)

is

thought possible in

the world to come, that signification of the term predominates,
which excludes eternity, and the preceding general judgment. The
aii)v luXXuiv is

here viewed as the world to come, which, at some fu-

ture period, shall reveal itself in the victory of good here on earth,
sinners in the Sheol are assumed as belonging thereto.
The
preaching of the Gospel to the unbelieving contemporaries of Noah
(1 Pet. iii. 18), involves such a forgiveness in the al(^v jweAAwv, for

and

all

who

are disposed to believe in

Yer. 33.

it.

— That which follows seems to countenance

the opinion
that the Pharisees to whom Christ was speaking, had, by their very
speech (ver. 24), committed the sin against the Holy Ghost. The
words in Mark iii. 30 " because they said, he hath an unclean spi:

rit,"

seem likewise

to favour this

discourse on the sin against the

view

;

since,

Holy Ghost

by these words, the

connected with the
preceding blasphemous speech of the Pharisees. But, as already
stated, the preceding discourses of Jesus (ver. 25,jSeq.), especially

when compared with
render
as

this, in

my

1 Cor.

ii.

8

;

Acts

xiii.

opinion, very improbable.

is

27, 28

;

Luke

xxiii. 34,

For, even admitting,

we may

well do, that the upxovreg, ruler's, mentioned there, are
from those spoken of in our passage, yet, as they even cruthe Lord of glory, they can surely have been hardly less guilty

different
cified

than those who denied the divinity of his miracles. It is, however,
mentioned that they crucified him from ignorance (ayvoca), and how

Matthew
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soever their ignorance may have been the consequence of their
and guilt, yet the sin against the Holy Ghost can he committed
only where there is knowledge and consciousness, since it must he
conceived of as the highest development of sinfulness. The words
in Mark iii. 30, retain indeed their full import, if the discourse on
the sin against the Holy Ghost he referred to the probable final
issue of the sin of those Pharisees.
For if any man, who has attained to that degree of knowledge which the Pharisees, as the
heads and teachers of the people, possessed, could say of the miracles of the Son of God, who displayed before them all his glory,
that they were wrought by the evil spirit that man is certainly on
the direct way to the sin against the Holy Ghost, although he may
not yet have made sufficient progress to be able to commit the sin

much
sin

—

itself.

Ver, 84, 35.

— Om-

Saviour contrasts good and evil with each

other, as they are contrasted in the

phenomena of nature

:

—the good

(Comp.
remarks on Matth. vii. 18, seq. The Trotelv [ver. 33] in a sense analogous to the Latin /acere, po7iere, " to set," or " plant a tree," etc.)
Comp, here the kindred passage, Luke vi. 43-45. For there, precisely as here, Luke compares the inward productive power of man
tree bringeth forth

good

fruit

;

the corrupt tree evil

fruit.

{pr]oavp6g^ ver. 45) with the creative power of the tree, and adds :
that as the fruit of a tree indicates its character, and we may infer

from the one the nature of the other, so with
root of the spiritual life
forth.

(Luke adds, very

man

;

wherever the

poisoned, there evil deeds will spring

is

suitably, in ver. 45, d7]aavpbg

r/jg

Kapdcag,

treasure of the heart ; the heart (Kapdia) is here again conceived as
the centre of the soul (^pyxi]) hence, of all personal life and self-

—

determination.)

the tree
evil,

is

It

is

known by

its fruit,

and hence unable

He

clear then, that

from the general

in this their condition, to do

them

principle,

our Lord infers that the Pharisees are

any thing which

yevvrjiia-a t^iJvwv,

race of vipers (see
comment, on Matth. iii. 7), and pointed from the W'icked speech
which they uttered, to the inward source from which it flowed.

is

good.

calls

:

(All external things are expressions of the internal

— oroim, mouthy

:

—

the counterpart of icapdia, heart: abundance (TreptWei/ia) = treasure
(dTjoavpog), the fulness of the inner life which, even in the feeblest,

The whole pasconnexion with what precedes, has no
For the comparison seems to place
inconsiderable difficulties.
moral existence on a par with physical, and to establish among
men, a wecessar?/ diversity of character, necessitating a corresponding
diversity of outward conduct. As then the Pharisees are here called
evil, it w^ould seem that the sin against the Holy Ghost was to be
ascribed to them as a necessary consequence of the wickedness of
manifests itself in some form of outward action).
sage, however, apart

from

its

Matthew
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their hearts

—a

pressed opinion.

XII. 35-37.

view which would overthrow our previously exThis doctrine, however, that there exists a neces-

sary difference betwixt the good and the evil, would he in immeAs we can
diate opposition to the whole teaching of the Bible.
conceive of none among our fallen race who, from his good treasure
produces by inward necessity only what is good, so also of none who,

manner, produces only what is evil. In all fallen men, good
appear mixed together. The true solution of the difficulty
The point of comparison is not the natural necesIS doubtless this
sity of the result, but the mutual correspondence of the nature and
Man cannot act in contradiction to the inward elements
ih-Q fruit.
in like

and

evil

:

If these are worldly, all his acts are worldly

of his being.

;

if

these

pure and virtuous.
The viperous race which, as such, cannot do any thing which is good
(ttw^ dvvaade in ver. 34 must be understood in its proper sense of an

are transformed

by a heavenly

birth, his acts are

ethico-physical inability for that which

is good) may, by grace,
what they are, and may by repentance and faith, change
their nature.
Thus even the Baptist preached (Matth. iii. 7, 8)
"generation of vipers, who hath warned you to flee from the wrath
to come ?"
for the
{. e., while maintaining your present character
" bring forth, therefore, fruits," etc. And thus
old man must die

cease to be

;

—

—

—

preach here. And just because he preaches repentance to the viperous race, they cannot as yet have committed the
sin against the Holy Ghost, since, in that case, to proclaim repentance to them would have been mockery. The corrupt tree, then,

also does Christ

which in

natural state bears bitter fruit, must be ennobled by a

its

noble graft

;

tion, into the

and so ^ust the natural man be renewed by regeneraimage of him whose heart overflows with grace and

salvation.

—

The efforts of our Kedeemer to rescue the Phariwho were plunging into the abyss of sin, are plainly pointed

Yer. 36, 37.
sees

out in the subsequent verses, in which he places before their eyes

Kecognising only the
aspect.
have considered their sin as a very
trifling one, inasmuch as they had only sjjoken.
Jesus now leads to
a higher and more spiritual view, which makes the spirit and intention, though disclosed only in words, the object of divine judgment.
The idle word, piy/ia dpyov (it must be taken as Nomin. absol), is
purposely chosen in contradistinction to the wicked word (p/>a
TTovTjpov) which they had spoken
dpyov
depyov, dxprjorov denotes
a slighter culpability,* and hence gives emphasis to the thought.
The "rendering an account" (Xoyov dnodidovai) indicates immediatethe significance of sin in

deed as real

guilt,

they

its spiritual

may

;

ly,

=

only that, in the eye of God, even the most secret emotions of

* Chrysostom has already remarked this. He understands by f)?ifia dpyov not only
wicked, but also useless words, rd fidraiov, to yEkura kivovv uraKTov.

—
Matthew
evil find their

And

punishment.

speech, the more culpable
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the deeper the significance of
;

nay, in speech, as the expres-

man's entire character revealed. With words
are contrasted deeds.
The latter appear to sensuous man of greater
importance because they are more obvious to sense. But every deed
is, at bottom, only an embodied word, and every word may give birth
In this spiritual character the word is here considered
to a deed.
by the Kedeemer, and is, therefore, made the object of judgment.
As man speaks, so he is as he is, so he is judged. The XoyoL are
thus not merely external, but more especially internal words, the
movements of the internal and moral life. He, therefore, who hypocritically speaks good words shall also be judged according to hi&
sion of the soul,

is

;

words, because they are hypocritical.

(^AiKatovaOat is the reverse of
hence pro justo declarari, but with the supposition
of being just and righteous [see remarks on Eom. iii. 21].
The
words iic Twv Xoyodv indicate the influence of the Xoyoi on the

KaridLKa^eaOai,

—

Ver. 38.
In Matthew, this section is immediately followed by a
rebuke addressed to certain Pharisees who wished to see a sign.
Luke reports the elements of this discourse in a different order indeed, but with a literal agreement.
The connexion in Matthew is
simple and plain
so that the position of the words here is unobjectionable ; yet as Luke's whole account bears stronger marks of ori;

ginality,

we

shall here also give

the " certain ones"

who ask the

him the

preference.

cal with the Pharisees who, ver. 24, spoke the

(concerning

whom

Luke,

But whether

sign in this place, be or be not identi-

blasphemous words

15, likewise said, nvlg tf avToJv)^

xi.

importance to the exposition.

is

of

The

expressions employed by
(ver. 39). shew that they occupied the same

little

our Lord to repel them
moral position as the others. Yet, by Luke xi. 16, where their
request of a sign appears to be anticipated, the supposition is
rendered very probable, that one party expressed themselves in
this

way

in order to

another (Luke
ef ovQavov).

xi.

The

put Christ to the

16, trepot

St:

test,

and the

others, in

neipd^ovre^ arjunov nap' avrov t^iJTovv

sign appears at the same time

more

distinctly

defined as one from heaven.

A
to

GT]ne2ov^

something

thing

;

sign (n'K) ;

is

a miracle, not in

else, in so far as it proves,

itself,

but

in its relation

some(Comp.

signifies, indicates

as in the case before us, the Messiahship of Jesus.

Comment, on Matth.

iv. 12.)
Apart from every thing miraculous
mere testimony for the disposition of the heart (as Br. Paulus
would have us to understand it), the word is never used in the New

as a

Testament.

The

o7]neXa t^ ovpavov,

ovQavov according to

Mark

are contrasted with the
Vol. I.— 30

viii.

arji-iela

signs

from

11, or even tv

im

Tijg yy/^-,

heaven, (or dno rod

tCj ovpavCi,

Rev.

signs on the earth,

xii.

1)

and seem

:

Matthew
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to carnal

man

power.
Ver. 39.

buke.

*

XII. 38-40.

to be required of the Messiah, since they

imply greater

—Jesus dismissed them and their demand
= means primarily " age," " period of

(Feved

with a

life

i':'!

re-

;"* then,

those living together at the same period. [Comp. remarks on Matth.

In the same connexion as in this place, the word fioixafound also in Matth. xvi. 4 a passage parallel to

xxiv. 34.]

—

Xig, adiilterous, is

the present both as to its fact and expression. The expression must
be explained by the uniform Old Testament mode of speaking, which
is unbelieving and unholy as born of unholy love,
and therefore presupposes a separation of the soul from the Lord.
The spiritual turning away of the soul from the Creator to the

conceives all that

creature, according to a profound conception of the soul's relation to

God

(to

which we

adultery.

The

shall frequently refer hereafter)f

Compare Gesenms' Hebrew Lexicon,

is

represented as

v. njr,

s.

cs^ist,

n^'sr.)

dismissal of these sign-seekers evidently militates in no degree

against the value which we elsewhere (John v. 20, x. 25) see Jesus
putting upon his miracles. For, as his miracles had always a moral
aim, they suppose a susceptibility of mind for that which is holy.

Where

this was wanting, they had so little effect, that even the most
stupendous miracles could be ascribed to an unholy power (ver. 24).

and
withdraws from it. To the evil generation
belongs only the invisible sign of the prophet Jonas.
Ver. 40.
To what extent our Kedeemer intends to give to the
Pharisees the sign of the prophet Jonas, is indicated by the Evancjonep yap k. t. A.
gelist himself in the words
There can be no doubt
that there is more than one point of similarity in the parallel between
the resurrection of Jesus and the fate of Jonas, which is here brought
forward.
In the first place, both had reference to the persons themselves (on account of which Luke, xi. 30, employs the words
eyevero 'luvdg oTjjxeTov^ Jonas himself Avas the sign)
secondly, both
the deliverance of Jonas out of the fish, and the resurrection of
Jesus were unseen signs, given only to the faith (of the adversaries) ;
It thus appears, as the curse of sin, that divinity, in its exalted

blissful manifestations,

—

:

;

thirdly, the iv r^ kolUo, k/jtov^, in the belly of the fish, forms a
parallel with tv tt/ /capdta ttJ^- 777^, in the heart of the earth, as a contrast to the

demanded

sign

from heaven.

The main

point of resem-

blance, however, which forms the connecting link between the two
is this,

that as the preservation of Jonas was not seen by the Nine-

which takes place on the person
remain invisible to the Pharisees ; the
mystery of the Lord's glory is concealed from the vulgar eyes of the

vites, so also the greatest miracle

of the Son of

Man was

* Rather, primarily

lirth,

to

than

descent, generation, race.

— [K.

f Comparisons with John viii. 41 are here quite inadmissible
nify "begotten in adultery" {spurius^^hnt practising adultery.

;

ixoLxaVig does not sig-

:

Matthew
adulterous generation.
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recently attempted explanation of this

passage which understands the sign of Jonas to be his preaching to
the Ninevites (making v. 40 a misconception by Matthew of the

words of Jesus), springs from an utter mistaking of the entire connection,

and

sufficiently refutes

The

itself

Saviour's reference to

the history of Jonas contains finally a hint important to the biblical
interpreter for the explanation of that portion of the Old Testament

but with this we are not at present concerned.

Jesus elsewhere

makes use of what occurred to Jonas, to compare
with it his resurrection. The three days and three nights must
be explained according to the Hebrew mode of speaking a vvxdi](Matth. xvi.

uepov

=

1, ff.)

;

bSt

does not require that just three times twenty-four hours

The Redeemer

should have elapsed.

rested in the grave on three

The accuracy

days, and thereby fulfilled the prediction.

ture never degenerates into minute and anxious precision.
ture, it

combines regularity with freedom

scope to liberty, and states and

ner that they

may

fulfils all

and

strictness,

it

affords

manThe Holy

prophecies in such a

aim

they should compel

Like na-

and hence

either be believed, or contradicted.

Scriptures would altogether miss their
cision

;

of Scrip-

if,

by mathematical pre-

belief.

The

parallel be-

tween tv ry KoiXia rov Ki]rovg, in the belly of the ivhale, sea-monster,
and tv rrj Kagdia rijc; yTjg, in the hea7't of the earth, must not be overlooked.
The former words are a quotation from the LXX., which
aV, signifies
translates hSti an, Jon. ii. 1, by Kijrog.
The Kagdia
the interior in general.
The term seems unsuitable for expressing
repose in the grave
nor is the parallel very appropriate. Might
not these words have a further reference to the condition of the
soul of Jesus after death ?
(Compare Comment, on 1 Pet. iii. 19 ;
Ephes. iv. 8.) The words convey but intimations, and when spoken,
may not have been understood either by the Pharisees or by the
disciples
as was the case with so many other declarations, the full
meaning of which was opened to them only at a subsequent period.
Moreover, the Lord had not as yet distincly spoken of his death.
The whole, therefore, remained, as was proper, in enigmatical obscurity ; it was for the present, as it were a hieroglyph, the deciphering of which was reserved for the future. One might say that
in such passages the Redeemer prophesies of and for himself; for,
although doubtless the whole great course of his work was laid open
before his soul when he began it by being baptized in the Jordan ;

=

;

—

it is

yet not improbable, that

its

great individual incidents

—

—espe-

death and all the details connected with it were but
gradually brought with greater distinctness before his human consciousness.
The liistory of the transfiguration (Matth. xvii. 1, seq.)
seems to countenance this view. (Compare, for fuller remarks, the
cially his

Commentary.)

Matthew
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XII. 42,

43.

—

Ver. 41, 42. The mention of the history of Jonas leads the
to yet another point that makes manifest the debasement of

Lord

men

the

Although no

of his time.

visible sign

had been vouchsafed

when Jonas preached and called
and the Queen of the South hastened uninvishe might learn wisdom from him. But the

to the Ninevites, they yet believed

them

to repentance

:

ted to Solomon, that

Pharisees would not even

accept what was oifered to them.

these comparisons, the reproof was so

—

much the more

In

severe, as, in

both cases they were Gentiles above whom the Jews were so fond
of exalting themselves who gave those proofs of faith ; just as in

—

the similar comparison in

xi.

20, seq.

The judgment and

resurrec-

tion are here again mentioned as the period of final, unerring decision,

when every thing

(NivevXrai

= dvdpeg

will

'Nivevt

=

be manifested in its innermost nature.
n.'jjis ''«iiXj according to a well-known

Hebraism Josh. viii. 20 x. 6. The ftaaiXiooa vorov is the N2'i »^?^>?,
1 Kings X. 1.
The vorog, south, points in an indefinite manner to
the south, to Arabia Felix.
The n^para r/jg yrjg, extremities of the
earth
v;j«n 'd^n is a well-known phrase in the Old Testament,
;

;

=

taken from the popular view of the world.) The less was the splendour by which the Ninevites and the Arabian queen were overcome,
the more culpable must appear the conflict with holiness in
fect ideal.

Ver. 43.

{liXdov

—Luke—

loAOfiQvog

chapter, has arranged in a peculiar

we

its

per-

comp. Matth. xii. 8.)
who, throughout the whole of his eleventh

'Icovd,

shall afterwards see,

and who

a)(Je,

manner the various elements, as
27 and 28 inserts a separate

in ver.

—

narrative
brings the following words (Matth. xii. 43-45) into
immediate connexion with the demoniac and his cure, from which,
These words
in Matthew also (xii. 22, seq.), every thing sprang.
may indeed have had their place after the history of the cure but
Matthew has arranged them, according to his, custom, in an independent, and by no means unskilful manner. He connects them,
after the closing words of ver. 45, " so shall it be also with this
wicked generation," with the main part of the conversation regarding
the wicked and adulterous generation (ver. 39). It might indeed appear strange how such language could be applied to the Pharisees,
who, after all, must be understood as referred to in the yevea fioLxaXig,
ver. 39.
As no demon had been expelled from them, we cannot see
how he could return into them. Nay, as there was neither spiritual
desire nor faith in their hearts, we can as little see how the casting
out of a demon could be spoken of, even although we were to understand this return as something to be expected in the future.
It is only from a misunderstanding of the passage that unbelief
itself could be regarded as the demon to be cast out.
But as the
Pharisees, as -pars ijro toto, may, with full propriety, be regarded a,s
representing the whole people who had imbibed their spirit, so might
little

;

Matthew
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the Jewish people of that time, viewed as a greater individuality,
regarded along with the Jewish people of former times as a person in different stages of development.
That among the people

"be

there were always some, such as the apostles and other noble-minded
individuals,

who

did not share in the general corruption, forms no

argument against such a view
perly belong to the people

;

;
for all these did not, as such, prothey rather stood above them. The

Babylonish captivity appears in the history of the JcAvish nation as
a period of purification, as a true casting out of the demon of idolatry amidst fearful paroxysms.
After their return, the Jews appear
in greater purity than they ever did before. But instead of idolatry
the more dangerous Pharisaism returned and this was, after all, the
;

same

spirit of idolatry in different forms.

this spirit that our

It

Redeemer found the

was

in the fetters of

nation, which

would not

now suffer itself to be emancipated, so that it resembled a demoniac
who had sunk back into his old disorder. A profound and significant application of the comparison

!

It

is

only the future tense in

h

45 ovrcjg tarac
ti;i yevea ravriQ^ thus shall it 6e, etc., which may
appear inconsistent with the view which we have stated, inasmuch
ver.

:

according to it, every thing appears as past. But the " shall
be" can evidently refer only to what immediately precedes it " the
last state worse than the first ;" and indeed the evil consequences
of the relapse of the Jewish people manifested themselves very
strikingly only after they lost their independence. To refer the ovri^q
torat, " so it shall he," to the whole parable, so that the casting out of
the demon and his return with seven others were still in the future,
would make the whole passage unintelligible ; for, neither among
the Pharisees alone, nor in the w^hole nation, do there appear any
events which might be viewed in this light.
In the words of ver. 43, 44, we have parabolicaliy represented a national Jewish idea, indeed we may say a conception of universal humanity. Evil, viewed as discord, as desert, reappears in the physical
world, as it were, an echo and a copy of evil in the spiritual. The deas,

:

—

serts of earth are witnesses of the sin of mankind
a visble proof of the
disappearance of Paradise. As then kindred object appear to man
as in close connexion, deserts are considered as habitations of evil

so that what was made desolate by sin became also the
abode of evil. (Isaiah xiii. 21 xxxiv. 14 Rev^ xviii. 2 Tob.
viii. 3
Baruch iv. 35.) Of this simple idea, wdiich has its foundation in the depths of human nature, our Redeemer here avails himself, that he may draw a graphic picture of evil.
The whole
description bears a parabolic impress
and hence the several features should not be over-strained. Still they rest not upon an empty
accommodation to a national and baseless superstition, but upon the
simple truth, that in the great creation all the parts form a whole,
spirits

;

local

;

;

;

;

;

Matthew
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and the spiritual world is reflected in the physical. Hence, overcome by the power of God, the evil spirit appears in the representation of Jesus, escaping to the desert (roTrof dvvdpog
-laniq,

nj!!:

y-iN,

Isaiah xxxv. 1

Joel

;

ii.

=

{. e.

on Matth. xi. 29), the loss of which is a characteristic
But change of place cannot give rest to a spirit it finds

see remarks

of

tpr]nog^

20) seeking rest (on dvdnavoig,

evil.

—

only in God,

its rest

primeval source.

its

as returning to the soul

Yer. 44.

is

therefore represented

which had become the abode of

— Carrying out

scribes the guilt of a

It

man

evil.

the figure of the dwelling, Jesus de-

freed for a time from the power of the

The term oxoXd^cjv, vacant, unoccupied, points out the
incurred by negligence and sloth the cause of a relapse into
the terms aeoagwidvov swept (from aapoo), " to sweep," Luke

evil one.

—

guilt
sin

,

;

and KEKoofirnxhov, garnished, denote only the alluring and
charming character of the abode which a purified soul offers. Here also
the figure is based upon the notion that sin, as moral defilement, has
he who is unclean is allured by
its analogy in the visible world
what is clean and pure, which, however, is defiled by contact with
him. All these are figures but how deep is the truth which lies
in them
The soul appears here as the bride wooed by heaven and
hell. She may receive the former or the latter; but the spirit whom
she receives transforms her into his own nature, and makes her
XV. 8),

;

;

!

his bodUy.

Ver. 45.
it is

—Just

as good

is

making perpetual inward progress

impossible to conceive of

its

—

being stationary

—as

so evil always

grows and matures. The wicked man raised to the sphere of the good,
but sinking back, must fall the more deeply the higher he had risen
(John V. 14). There are gradations also among the bad (jrvevimTa
novTjpoTepa, compare remarks on Ephes. vi. 12). The discourse closes,
at length, with the general idea, that every relapse is more dangerous than the disease itself. This was likewise evident in Israel.
At the time of the Babylonish captivity, the chastening rod of the
Lord still produced its effect but when the Creator came unto his
own (John i. 12), his own had become estranged from him, and re;

ceived

him

of suffering

§ 20.

(Ta npioTa is, as it were, the original, simple state
rd Saxara, the state of relapse.)

not.
:

The Arrival
(Matth.

The importance

xii.

of

of the
4G-50

;

Mark

Mother and Brothers of

Mark

iii.

31-35

;

Luke

for the right

viii.

Jesus.

19-2L)

understanding of

many

sections of the Gospel history, through the addition of minor traits,

becomes here very palpable.
leave

it

obscure

why Jesus

The accounts

of Mo.tthew snd

did not even admit his

vov-bv-^t

Luke

f\vd bis

Matthew
The

brethren to his presence.
his true relatives

come

declaration also that his disciples are

would be somewhat

At

to our aid.*
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XII. 46.

startling, if

Mark did not

the beginning of the section previously ex-

plained (Mark iii. 20, 21), he relates that Jesus had gone into a
house with his disciples, and that this house was surrounded bycrowds of people, so that while engaged in spiritual labour, they could
not find time even to appease their hunger (ware firj dvvaodai avrovg
ix7]re aprov (payelv).
Here his relatives (ol nap avrov) came to lay
hold of him (Kparriaat, " to seize" " to arrest"), in order to bring

him

they said that he was beside himcompare remarks on Matth. xii.
23 ; here it is -= insanity (jmiveaOat), the consequence of the demonical possession of which he was accused by the Pharisees
by the hostile power, man seems to be driven out of himself, and of his
The
self-possession).
This remark explains the whole scene.
wicked Pharisees had brought their blasphemous assertion even to
the relatives of Jesus, who had been induced thereby to make an
attempt to bring him back from his, in their view, destructive course.
Without this hint we should have been obliged to content ourselves
with Luke's statement in ver. 19, " they were not able to come at
him on account of the crowd," by which, however, the whole occurrence would have remained enveloped in considerable obscurity.
can easily conceive from John vii. 5, how the unbelieving brethren
might be carried away by such a rumour but it is not so easy to
understand how even his mother could give credit to it we should
suppose her faith to have been immovable. But, in the first place,
it may, from the account of the Evangelists, be supposed that Mary
in nowise shared the opinion of his brethren, but merely accompaa place of safety

to

self {t^ea-T]).

;

(Concerning

for

i^torrjuL

;

We

;

;

nied

them on

their journey, in order, perhaps, to mitigate their per-

No

decisive argument can be advanced against such a
But, on the other hand, it is by no means improbable
that Mary experienced moments of weakness, when her faith was
fainting and struggling. The long series of years which had elapsed

verted

zeal.

supposition.

* Against this identification of the event narrated (Mark

Matth.

xii.

Matthew

and Luke

v.,

compare

attaches the incident of

my
Mark

Kritik. der
iii.

iii. 31,
ff.), with that
in
Evang. Gesch., 2 Ed., § 63 and "70.

20-21, closely and definitely to his selection

of the disciples (the discourse on the Mount). On the evening of this day it occurred,
while Jesus was still in a journey. How could then his mother and brethren in Naza-

was thronged by the people, and unable to eat ? How resolve at once
him? How find him? And granting they had found
him, how could this be expressed by " came out to lay hold of him," since assuredly
the " coming out" makes a manifest contrast to the "house," Matth. iii. 20, and must
Bigmfy a coming out of the house in front of which Jesus was teaching, not a setting
But entirely decisive against the identification is the fact that Mark
forth from Nazareth.
himself afterwards, v. 32, relates tiie visit of his mother and brethren as a separate event.
mother
and brethren who, v. 21, had already sought to take him, how
his
Had it been
could he be informed afterwards for the first time that they wished to see him ? [K.
reth learn that he

to traverse Galilee in search of

—

Matthew
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since the great events which she had experienced, the form which
her son's ministry assumed a form so entirely different from any
which she may have imagined may have been a severe trial for her,
and, like John the Baptist, she may have doubted (Matth. xi. 2,

—

—

She had certainly not given up her

but it is possible
(Luke ii. 35), it was
just now severely assailed, and the anxious mother came rather to
obtain consolation from her son and Lord, than really to taJce him
Jiome, and yet, influenced by the tormenting rumour, asking at the
same time, Art thou he who is to come ? It is traits like these
seq.)

faith,

that, according to the prophecy given to her

that instil so

much

life

into the evangelical history.

roneous, as already remarked, (Matth.

xi. 1), to

It

is

wholly er-

conceive of all the

The stupenheroes of the Gospel-history as unwavering characters.
dous events in the life of Jesus must, doubtless, have been connected
with great fluctuations in all those who surrounded him, and these
form integral features of the rich picture which cannot be effaced.
It

is

not to the prejudice of the holy character of the Scripture per-

sonages, that they manifest such inward fluctuation.

No

saint has

ever become so without heavy struggles, in which the billows
often have passed over his head.

himself led the
Ver. 46.

way

may

Through these the Son of God

for his people.

—While Christ was yet talking to the people, his mother

and brethren (concerning them compare Matth.

They stood

t|w (see

Mark

iii.

xiii.

34) outside the house,

55) arrived.

and sent

in

messengers.

—

On receiving information thereof, Christ refused
Ver. 47, 48.
This, it is true, is not stated in express words ; but

to see them.

" but he answered and said," compels us
nor did he allow them to come
in; on the contrary, he continued his discourse. It is probable, indeed, that he may have seen them after the close of it, but not hefore it. The whole answer would otherwise lose its point.
Ver. 49, 50. Mark adds here the graphic nepilSXeipdfievog kvkXg),
loohing round about, as he called the whole company of his disciples,
" my mother, my brethren" [f] fiiJTrp fiov koi ol d6eX<poi [lov). But
ver. 50, extends the expression from those present to a wider
circle, inasr.vach as the doing of the will of God (according to
Luke Xoyuv rov Qeov duovnv Kal noieXv) is laid down as the test of
the form of the language
to this view.

He

neither

—

:

toe^it out,

:

:

The terms mother and brethren, suggested
by the circumstances, here therefore include the general idea of relationship this is conceived by Jesus in its most abstract form, as a
moral and spiritual union in that loftier whole, embraced in the
kingdom of God. The striking point in this representation is, that
our Redeemer seems entirely to rank himself as a member of this
nay, even as a subordinate member, since he
great community
spiritual relationship.

;

—

;

Matthew

XII. 50

;

Luke
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True, we might here appeal to the current
words must not be
But, on the other hand, we might also say, that this

speaks of his mother.

maxim,

that, in expressions of this kind, the

overstrained.

who

view expresses the lowliness of the Son of Man,

said

:

they are

my mother and my brethren, where he might have said they are
my children. But even this would not fully exhaust the thought
and it would appear as though the words "behold my mother"
:

:

were used by the Lord to indicate a peculiar view of the church,
according to which the same community of the faithful who, when
considered separately, are his brethren, may, when viewed as a unity,
be called his mother, inasmuch as, in the church, divinity continually assumes the form of humanity, and Christ is perpetually born
anew in her. [Doubtless the sense of the whole is simply this, they
are my kindred, nearer to me than any earthly relatives.]

A Woman

§ 21.

(Luke

Matthew,

Anoints Jesus.

36

vii.

—

viii. 3.)

in this instance, connects the following 13th chapter

with the preceding

(in

harmony

also with

logical statement, so definite that

we must

Mark

by a chronothem as belong-

iv. 1),

consider

most ajDpropriate place for
found in Luke alone and brought
by the Evangelist into the closest connexion with the account of the
parable of the sow^er. True, we cannot even in this case, think of
iv
asserting a strict order
for, Avhile in Matth. xiii. 1 we find
EKeivxi 9)fiepa, on that day, so that the parable must have been spoken
on the same day with the events of the preceding chapter, we read
ing to each other.

Hence,

this is the

introducing a narrative which

is

;

:

;

Luke, after the narrative of the anointing h ru> KaOe^Tig (sc.
by which formula all that follows is, at all events,
This section ought then to have been
transferred to a later day.
placed before Matth. xii., provided that all in this and chap. xiii.
took place on one and the same day. But as Matthew's dates leave
and Luke says noit altogether uncertain where the day begins
thing on the time of the anointing, it was impossible to fix the exFor this reason, avc arc led by
act time with any greater certainty.
its agreement with what follows to insert it here.
With regard to the occurrence itself, the first question which
presents itself is
In what relationship does it stand to a similar
event narrated in Matth. xxvi. 6-13 ?
(Compare also Mark xiv. 3,
John xii. 1, seq.) Sdileiermaclier (in his Versuch iiher den
seq,
Lucas, S. 110, ff.) has lately, in an acute and ingenious manner,
objected to the diversity of the occurrences, which was, for a long
in

:

Xpovco) iyh'ero,

;

—

;

Luke
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He declares them to be identical, and thinks
that the account, as given by Luke, had been misunderstood by the
reporter from whom Luke received it, and noted down by him in its
time, unquestioned.

At

present form.

first

sight there appears

much

to favour this view,

assume two narratives in which a woman

It appears strange to

anointed Jesus at a feast given in the house of a certain Simon. It
appears strange that a woman of bad reputation, but otherwise unknown to the master of the house, should have obtruded herself on

such an occasion.

But assuredly

it is still

more extraordinary, that
Luke we have only

the occurrence should be the same, and that in

a distorted representation of it.* For, in the first place, it is to be
sure easily explained how Mary could so freely, in the company, express her devotion to Jesus, as, according to the accounts of

Mat-

thew, Mark, and John, the feast was given by a family on friendly

terms with Lazarus

Mark mention
mate

;

and Simon the leper, whom Matthew and
must be considered as a relative or inti-

as the host,

friend of this very family.

together inexplicable

expressed himself in a

But

for this very reason, it is al-

how this same friendly host should have
way which was, even in the remotest degree,

be so misunderstood, as Luke's narrative would in that case
It is improbable that he should have uttered any suspicion
whatever against the Saviour and still more improbable that he
should have uttered an insinuation of that kind against the sister
of Lazarus.
Even supposing that it was not his intention to denote,
by the term sinner (afiaprwAof), a sinful woman in the ordinary
sense, and that this severe view of the word arose from the misconliable to

make

it.

;

ception of the reporter

whom Luke

followed

;

yet

it is

clear that

something which could be thus misunderstood, must have been said
by Simon the leper. For such a supposition, however, there is, according to the accounts of Matthew, Mark, and John, not the slightest occasion

;

nay, everything

is

against

it.

The expression of the

woman's love seems to have been singularly touching Judas merely
blamed the waste of the precious ointment. Supposing the circumstances to have been such as those so minutely described by the
three Evangelists, any occasion for all the speeches which, in Luke,
;

are connected with

it, is

absolutely inconceivable

on the contrary,

;

against the assumption that any such speeches
were uttered by the Lord in the midst of his favourites of Bethany.

everything

testifies

Hence, assuming the identity of this transaction with the anointing
by Mary, the sister of Lazarus, at Bethany, Luke has not only misunderstood, but totally distorted it
the occurrence has become
But this is partly incompatible with the
Bpecifically difierent.
;

* I attach no weig'^t to the circumstance that, according to Luke vii. 37, the event
happened in a town, whereas Bethany was a k u/irj (John xi. 1) the two appellationa
may not have been so strictly distinguished.
;

Luke

VII. 36-38.
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authority of the biblical writings, and partly also with the position

who was no doubt acquainted with Luke's Gospel also, as
Schhiermacher himself supposes. This scholar even claims to find
traces
although he has not mentioned them of the fact that John
knew both the accounts. These traces I have not been able to disof John,

—

—

but so much appears to me certain, that if a narrative so
completely distorted could have crept into Luke's Gospel, John
would not have omitted to notice it as such. If, then, the identity
cover

;

of the events involves difficulties so substantial,

natural to maintain their diversity.

For, although

it

it

will be

may be

more

strange

that a similar occurrence happened twice in the house of a certain

Simon, yet
as the

it is

by no means impossible

name Simon was one

of so very

or contradictory

common

;

especially

occurrence

among

And

whatever seems offensive in the chcumstance of a
woman intruding herself at a feast, is partly mitigated by eastern
usages, partly perhaps in the case of this woman, by special relations, altogether unknown to us.
Were it, e. g., a woman from the
Saviour's more immediate circle, her approach to him is easily explained,
'^or, finally, can any argument for the identity of the occurrence be founded on Luke's omission of the anointing at Bethany,
as similar omissions occur in all the Gospels, in John, e. g., of the
In the opinion of many ancient interinstitution of the sujDper.
preters, this woman, who, according to Luke, anointed Jesus, was
Mary Magdalene ; but the opinion is wholly without proof Nay,
as she is immediately (in viii. 2) named without reference to the
event here narrated, it seems improbable that it was she, unless we
assume that Luke pui-posely omitted to mention her name, and the
words, d(t}' 7]g Satfiovia t~ra i^eXr]Xv6EL, from lohom seven devils had
gone out, are meant as an indication of her guilt. As there is thus
an entire want of any definite account, we leave the person undethe Jews.

termined.

—

Ver. 36. It is possible that this Pharisee himself had been healed
by Jesus, and that, not feeling any true gratitude, he thought that
he might acquit himself of his obligation by an invitation. (See remarks on ver. 47.)
Ver. 37.
The city (TrdAtf) is here commonly understood to be
Nain, from the preceding account (vii. 11) of his raising the widow's
son from the dead at Nain
but the formulas of transition in ver.
17, 18^, 20, 36, are by far too general to establish this supposition.
The woman is called dfiaprioXog, i. e., guilty of sexual oflences (John

—

;

viii. 7, 11).

Ver. 38.

'AXdjiaoTQov stands for OKsvog

—The

ancient customs

:

scene

t'|

dXa[3doTQov.

must be conceived of

in accordance with

the banqueters lay stretched out {accumhere, dva^

KXiveaOac), their feet being bare or covered only

with sandals.

The

fervour of grateful love manifested itself in her affectionate a2)proach

;

—
Luke
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but her feelings of shame and contrition allowed her to approach
The case was different with Mary
tlie feet of the Kedeemer.
the sister of Lazarus her love was not less ardent, but there was
only

;

less

of the sense of

shame

she annointed the liead of the Lord.

;

(Comp. remarks on Matth. xxvi. 7

Mark

;

rate probably with greater accuracy than

—

Both here nar-

xiv. 3.

John

xii. 3.)

Ver. 39.
The heartless Pharisee, incapable of being moved by
Buch an exhibition of love,* takes occasion to make his reflections on
the character of Jesus. It is inconceivable that this should have
happened at the feast in Bethany for such a person there was no

room

there.

iv kavrCd

(EiTreZv

;

=

'isVa

As

"ittK.)

regards earthly

some truth in the thought that the pure is contaminated by a touch of the impure (see remarks on Matth. xi. 19) but
the overwhelming power of Jesus, undreamed of by the Pharisee,
purity, there

is

;

renders

in his case utterly untrue.

it

Ver. 40, 41.

coarse-minded,

— The
is

who was not so wicked as he was"
by the merciful Friend of Sinners, by

Pharisee

instructed

means of a narrative, in which he represents both the relation of the
woman, and that of the Pharisee himself, to God. (XpeucpetXerTjg
Tipi, fenedcpeiXerr]^, found elsewhere only Luke xvi. 5.
Aaveiarrjg

=

=

2 Kings

rator,

In the

iv. 1.

Ver. 42, 43.

New

Testament found only here.)

— The comparison between the more and the

less

of

a parallel between the Pharisee and the
woman and hence the supposition is very probable, that the Pharisee too was indebted to Jesus for some previous kindness. [?]
Ver. 44-46.
The conduct of the Pharisee is contrasted with the

love, necessarily leads to
;

—

woman, who did more than was demanded either
by the circumstances. The water for the feet (Gen.

fervent love of the

by custom

or

* I cannot refrain from quoting here the words of a noble
reference to the anointing of Jesus, the uncharitable criticising,
ration, of the ardour of his

own

love for the Saviour, and of

of

my

by a

cold

reproves, with
and dead geneThe ex-

manifestation.

—

tion o[ Ilamann's
this

man who

words o? Hamann, in the preface .to his ediworks (S. ix. of vol. 1): "Jerusalem it is the city of a great king!
king whose name, hfee his glory, is great and unknown, flowed forth the little river

cellent von Roth, has published the following

To

its

authorship, despised like the waters of Siloah that go softly

severity persecuted the dry

stalk,

(Is.

as well as the flying leaf of

the dry stalk whistled and played with the

little

children,

who

sit

viiL 6).

my muse

;

Critical

because

in the market-place,

and because the flying leaf was tossed about being giddy with the ideal of a king, who
could say of himself with the greatest meekness and humility: " One greater than Solomon is here." As a devoted lover wearies the ready echo with the name of his beloved
mistress, and does not spare any young tree of the garden or forest with engraving the
and characters of her beloved name thus was the remembrance of the fairest
men (Ps. xlv. 3), even in the midst of the king's enemies, like unto
a Magdalene ointment poured out, and flowing down like the precious ointment upon
ran down upon his beard flowing down to the skirts of his
Aaron,
which
head
of
the
garments. The house of Simon the leper was filled with the odour of the gospel-anointing but some merciful (or rather merciless) brethren and critics, were angry with what
they called the ordure, and their nostrils were filled with the odour of death only."
Precious and profound words and full of hints for those who can see and hear.

initials

among

;

:

the children of

—

—

1

I

Luke
4
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VII. 46, 47.

Judg. xix. 21), the kiss (Gen. xxxiii. 4
Exod. xviii. 7),
of ointment, have reference to well known Jewish,
or rather universal Eastern, custom.
The distinguished Pharisee
had omitted the offer of such courtesies, because, very likely, he
considered the invitation itself a sufficient honour. Jesus reproves
this coldness towards his benefactor
a coldness coupled, at the same
time, with such self-conceited exaltation above the woman.
Ver. 47.
The contrast before referred to appears here anew.
Although the words w 6s dXiyov dcpieraL, he to whom little is forgiven, state the thought only generally, yet they may very approxviii.

;

and the

;

ofifering

—

—

:

priately include the ool hXiyov

which was not uttered

member

solely

dcpierat,,

to thee is but little

forgiven,

The

from polite considerateness.

some

of this verse presents

difficulty

;

love does not appear as the consequence (as in the second

of the verse

—quite

on, because, as well as the Aorist

represent love as that which precedes, and
ness.

it,

member

in accordance with the parable), but as the cause

The

of forgiveness.

first

according to

for,

It has indeed

is

riyd-nrjae,

the ground

of,

loved,

forgive-

been asserted (comp. Schleusner's Lex.

Hebrew

that OTL stands for the

's,

ii. 325),
na^ V?, i?} in the sense of 6l6,

but neither the passages in the Old Testament referred
Deut. xxii. 24, and others) are to be thus
cxvi. 10
understood, nor is the word ever found, with this signification, in the
New Testament. (Passages such as John viii. 44 1 John iii. 14,

wherefore

;

to (Ps. xvii. 6

;

;

are erroneously referred

Further.

to.)

— To

;

escape the difficulty

by the Aorist, dyaTrav is taken with the signification " to
give a proof of love," so that the sense of the verse would be " thou
mayest, therefore, infer that many sins are forgiven to her, for she
offered

:

:

me

consequence thereof] a great proof of her love."
opposed by the signification of dyanav^ as it immediately appears in the second member of the verse, for it signifies
a state, and not a mere action. The sense evidently is, not that she
has loved, and that her love is now past, but that she is constantly
It is thrown back into the past, merely in order to
living in love.
connect it with the forgiveness we must, therefore, rather attempt to
overcome the difficulty involved in the thought. The Roman Cathohas given

[in

But such a view

is

;

Church has so fiir misinterpreted* it, as to infer from it the dependence of forgiveness upon merit for she understands love (dya-rjaai)
of active benevolence, the fruit of our natural powers, and essenAccording to the parable, however, this cannot
tial to forgiveness.
be the sense. But the ability to receive forgiveness presupposes
lic

;

* De Wette, in commenting on this passage, makes the remark " "We are now beyond any polemical opposition to the Roman Catholic doctrine of justification by works."
The natural resort of an unrepenting heart is the effort to gain
I very much doubt this.
and this manifests itself even within the evangelical church, iu
salvation through works
:

;

forma not exactly

Roman

Catholic.

Luke
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love existing in the heart as a receptive power, which must be the
intense, the greater the guilt to be forgiven appears to man.

more

If this receptive love (which is identical with penitential faith), really
receives within itself the grace of forgiveness, it then unfolds and

woman

manifests itself actively, as in the case of this

In this

towards Jesus.

makes the power which enkindled

love, she, as it were,

life

in her, the receptive pole of her activity, so that in these words of our

Lord, love is represented in its wondrous forms of manifestation, by
virtue of which it appears sometimes as active, sometimes as passive,
but always the same. The sense of the words, therefore, may be thus

he who is to believe in forgivenes must carry within himan analogous fund of (receptive) love, which, as soon as the pardoning power of love, as it were the positive pole, approaches it,
manifests itself in the same ratio as the guilt, which is taken away,
exhibited

:

self

At

is implied in this, an allusion
arrangement of the Lord, that where sin abounds,
not that sin can prograce does much more abound (Rom. v. 20)
duce any thing which is good, but only because the compassion of
the Lord reveals itself in the brightest manner towards those who
The Pharisee was not without love he loved
are most miserable.
a little, thinking that he had received little ; but the woman who
had received every tiling, loved ardently, with all the energy of her

increases.

the same time, there

to the peculiar

;

;

life.--

Ver. 49, 50.

—With

forgiving words
thee, to the

:

this is connected a

d(l)i<jjvTai

amazement of those

the remarks on Matth.
ness are treated

ix.

solemn repetition of the

gov at djiapriai, thy sins are forgiven

iii.

present.

Compare concerning

where faith and

its

this

relation to forgive-

of.

A transition,

describing in general terms the ministry of Jesus
(Luke viii. 1-3), introduces us to the parables. Our Redeemer went
about through cities and villages preaching the kingdom of God,
and was accompanied by living witnesses of his redeeming power.
The persons specially named are, 1. Mary of Magdala. (Compare
remarks on Matth. xv. 39.) Her condition previous to her restoration is described as having been peculiarly distressing (on tnrd
daijiovia, compare Matth. xii, 45)
all her faculties and powers seem
2. Joanna the
to have been a prey to the workings of darkness.f
;

* Compare what has been said ia Matth. xiiL 58, oa the relation of receptive love to
The important passage Hos. ii. 19, 20, ought also to be compared, as, in the words

faith.

of the prophet, faith and love penetrate each other.

remarked of Mary, in Mark xvi. 9, in a connexion altogether different.
her deliverance from demoniacal influences was considered as

f The same is
It therefore appears that

Her former condition was pre-eminently distressing, but
was the power of the Lord manifested in her, and so much
the more evident was her love to the Lord.
Everywhere (compare the history of the
Resurrection) she is named first among the women.
something altogether peculiar.
60

much

the more gloriously

Luke

=

('Emrpmrog

of Chuza.

wife

Matthew

VII. 50;

oUovofiog^

XIII.
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1.

steioard.)

The two latter are only mentioned
Magdalene is known from the history of the
ns»')«), lily.

here

3.
;

Susanna,
but Mary

Passion.

(Matth.

According to that passage, however, others also, and
probably those mentioned here, adhered stedfastly to the Lord,
These women afforded him support from their
even to the cross
private property (vTrdpxovra, opes, facilitates), and ministered imto
him. The rarer the glimpses furnished in the Gospel history of the
external circumstances of the Redeemer's companions, the more
attractive are they to the reader ; they throw a peculiar light upon
His indwelling divinity clothes
his whole conduct while on earth.
his glory is strictly internal, and
itgelf in a genuine human garb
He who
displays itself in outward brightness only to bless others.
supported the spiritual life of his people, did not disdain to be supported by them bodily. He was not ashamed to descend to so deep
a poverty that he lived on the charities of love. It was only others
whom he fed miraculously for himself, he lived upon the love of
He thus loved, and allowed himself to be loved, in
his people.
He gave everything to men, his brethren, and
perfect, pure love.
he received everything from them, and enjoyed in this the pure happiness of love, which is perfect only when it is at the same time
xxvii.

55.)

:

;

••'

giving and receiving.
siah

Who

!

What

a trait in the character of the Mes-

could have invented

it

!

He who

§ 22.
(Matth.

The

xiii.

by
must

feeds thousands

a word, lived himself on the bread of the poor.
have been led, to be so recorded.

Such a

life

The Collection of Parables.

1-53; Mark

iv.

1-20, 30-34;

Luke

viii.

4-15;

xiii.

18-21.)

progress of Matthew's history, brings us to a collection of

There is something extraordinary in this collection, inasseems not to be in accordance with this mode of teach-'
For as they are intended to present
ing, to accumulate parables.
truth under a veil, and to stimulate to meditation and inquiry, their
significance would be weakened by bringing many together in an
parables.

much

as

it

In consequence of the varied relations contained in
the parables, the mind would rather feel distracted and bewildered
oral discourse.

than stimulated

;

and hence

their

aim would be missed.

But the

* It is remarkable that it is only women of whom it is said alrivcg 6itikuvovv cvtC
und Tuv vrrapxovTuv avTclr, who ministered to him xvith their substance, and who, with a
touching attachment, were devoted to the Lord, as is shewn by the history of the Resurrection.

The weaker

half of the

human

race wore the

ledge of the strength which they possessed in Christ

first

to arrive at the

know-
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The reader can reflect at
compare one with the others, and

in a written discourse.

is clifFcrent

leisure on the individual parable,

thereby obtain a clearer insight into the peculiarities of each. To
the purposes of writing, therefore, a collection of parables is admiBut although according to what has been stated, an
rably adapted.

accumulation of recorded parables, is at once appropriate in itself, and
specially adapted to Matthew's mode of collective representation,
we may still ask whether it were not better to assume here not so
much a collection of parables spoken at different times, as a strictly

mode

exact exhibition of the Saviour's
in succession.

To support such an

eral passages in I.uke

—

of communicating

opinion,

we might

especially to xiv. 28

;

xvi. 31,

them

refer to sev-

where Jesus

utters a series of parables, while yet everything proves that they are

To

uttered in their original connexion.

mon

this

we must add the comkingdom of

reference of all the parables here collected to the

God, so that there was no

much

risk of the hearers being distracted, inas-

as one parable explained the other

of delineating the scene

(v. 1, seq.),

—add also Matthew's mode

in tliat Jesus teaches sitting on

the sea-shore, and surrounded by a crowd of people, and finally
brings,

xiii.

But to this view we must
must have transposed some of the
what is contained in Matth. xiii.

53, his instructions to a close.

object (?) that Luke, in that case,
parables, inasmuch as he narrates

18-21, in quite a

difiFerent,

although a very appropriate, connexion.*

we saw already, in the Sermon on the Mount, in what an
indefinite sense Matthew uses such opening and closing formlas. (?)
As he evinces no local or chronological interest, we cannot lay much
stress upon them.
It cannot well be reconciled with the scene as
Moreover,

described in Matth,

xiii. 1, seq.

that, according to ver. 10, the dis-

and asked him concerning the meaning of
the parable which he had spoken. That evidently could not have
been done in presence of the assembled multitude, but belonged
ciples

came

to him,

solely to the private circle of the

disciples.

Mark

iv.

10, confirms

he adds that this question was addressed by
the disciples to the Lord, when he was alone. Here, thus we perceive, [only] that the writer has anticipated the interpretation of
the first parable, since it could have taken place only after Jesus
had withdrawn from the crowd, and was alone with his disciples, just
as is stated in ver. 36, on the occasion of the second interpretation.
According to ver. 36, it appears doubtful whether the Lord spoke

this supposition

;

for

the last three parables to the people, or to the disciples only. Maik
and Luke quite agree with Matthew in the order of the first paracan
ble, but the subsequent ones are differently arranged.

We

by no means deny an intimate connexion of the parables
related in Matthew xiii.; on the contrary, it distinctly comes out in

finally

*

When

carefully examined,

Luke gives absolutely no connexion.

—[E.
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1.

the communication of them. The seven parables wliich Matthew
communicates in this chapter are intended to characterise the variThe first parable considers
ous relations of the kingdom of God.
the relation of various classes of men to the divine word
the second considers their relation to the kingdom of the wicked one ihe
third and fourtJi depict the greatness of the kingdom of God, in
contrast with its insignificant beginnings
the fifth and sixth point
out the value of the kingdom of heaven and, finally, the last
pourtrays the mixed condition of the church on earth until the
*
day of judgment.(*
With regard to the parable itself, and its use in the New Testament, the Greek terms napafioh], TTapoqxLa, completely correspond
with the Hebrew Vcw. Both words are used with a certain indefiniteness. Just as Vi-a frequently signifies a proverbial saying {Gnome)
a normal precept, so also does -apaiioXi] when the proverb involves
Matth. xv. J15.) Common similes
a comparison. (Luke iv. 23
also, even without being proverbial or normal, occur under the same
(Mark iii. 23 Luke v. 36 vi. 39.) Most commonly,
designation.
;

;

;

;

;

;

name

;

used in the first three Gospels (for neither the
term nor the thing itself is found in John's Gospel, or in any of the
other writings of the New Testament) of a peculiar mode of teaching, of which there are some analogous examples in the Old Testament (Is. V. 1 [which Mashal is used by Jesus himself Comp.
however, the

is

Judg. ix. 7, seq. 2 Kings xiv. 9 ; 2
most nearly related to the fable {Xoyog,
dTrdAoyoc, alvog).
The -parable difi'ers from the comparison chiefly
that in the latter the subject is not individualized, and
in this
conceived as a fact. True, it is often rather indicated, than fully
developed, as, e. g., in Matth. xiii. 44, 45 the parables of the hidBut, even in this unfinished
clen treasure, and the merchantman.
form, it differs from the mere simile or allegory, inasmuch as the
basis of the definite supposed fact may still be recognised in it. But
it is more difiicult to point out the difierence between the parable

Mark
Sam.

xii.],

Ezek.

xii. 1),

:

xvii. 1, seq.

and which

;

;

is

—

—

and the

whom

fable.

The

ancients, especially

^m<o^?e (Rhct.

ii.

20),

and Quinctilian (Inst. v. 11) follow,
place the difierence only in the more or less ample treatment, inasmuch as to them the fable appears as the more finished production
Cicero (de Invent,

—the parable as the
sing

makes

30)

less finished.

But among

recent writers, Les-

this difference, that the fable represents the single fact

as real, the parable, only
sists

i.

vl'a

possible.

According to Herder,

it

con-

in this, that the fable avails itself of irrational nature, the

parable, of the rational one.
diflSculties.

To judge from

None

of these opinions

the biblical parable,

it

is

free

from

also represents

the occurrence as a real one, and not merely as possible, as, e. g., the
very first parable of the sower. (Matth. xiii. 4.) This makes against
Vol. T.— .31

•
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Against that of Herder are the Old
the view taken by Lessing.
Testament parables above referred to, especially Ezek. xvii. 1, seq.,
in which the inanimate creation is the subject of the action, and
And on the other hand, in the
yet none could style it a fable.

men

are frequently made the vehicle of instruction.
without doubt, altogether internal. The ground
occupied by the writer of fables is lower, and hence his aim also is
fables of Jj^sop,

The

diiference

The

subordinate.

mendable

is,

fable restricts itself to earthly virtues, or

Now,

qualities.

laboriousness,

and the

like

as earthly virtues

—have

classes of animals, the irrational

—prudence,

com-

cunning,

their representatives in certain

animal-world

tageously used for this form of instruction.

may be most advanmen are introduced

If

in a fable, they always appear in a character allied to the animal-

world.

—

But the parable introduces us

into a higher
a purely moral
heavenward tendencies of life, or divinely instituted relatii)ns.
Hence, its element is pre-eminently in
the world of men.
Where the parable touches upon the irrational
element, it conceives it as subject to a higher and divine control.
Humanity, where it enters the realm of fable, appears in its subor-

domain.

It seeks to exhibit

dinate features
element.

;

irrational nature disjjlays in the parable its diviner

The whole

spirit

admission of the fable

;•'

and aim of Scripture

for its constant

elevate the divine principle in

One might almost

man

;

are adverse to the

endeavour

the parable

is

is its

to reach

and

true element.

whole Old Testament history a conIn the New Testament, the Son of God concealed the truth revealed in him under
style the

tinuous parable, conveying divine instruction.

parabolic veils, in order thus to afford instruction for all degrees of

development and knowledge at the same time, and to cause alike
that one class should be initiated into the profoundest mysteries of
the kingdom, and another be left in darkness regarding its nature."!*
Ver. 1, 2.
Our Kedeemer went from his dwelling-place (probably in Capernaum) to the sea (the Lake of Gennesareth), and, in
order to withdraw himself from the crowd, he entered into a ship
which happened to be there. The people were standing on the
land (t-TTi T/Jf yi/^) by the sea {jrpoq tt^v &dXaoaav, Mark iv. 1).
Ver. 4-9.
The parable of the sower is one of the few of which
we possess an authoritative explanation by the Lord
and this is

—

—

:

—

* At the most, Judg. ix. 1. seq. might be regarded as a fable, but, owing to the cir
cumStances connected with this passage, it is on purpose that no higher point of view is
brought out in it.

Modern hterature has been enriched with some very

instructive works on the parr*
Rdtherg and SchuUze are the authors of prize essays on this subject for the Gottingen University (both pubhshed in Gottingen, 1828). A more ample treatise, De Paralolarum Jesu naiura interpretatione, etc., was written by Ungen (Lipsite, 1828). The mosl
recent, and the fullest exposition is by Lisco.
It is translated into English, by Fairbaim

f

bles.

(Clark's Bib. Cab., vol. xxix).
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of the greatest importance, not only for the understanding of the
single narrative, but also for the deduction of principles bearing

upon the exposition of all the parables. We may, especially, gather
from it what is usually most difficult in the exposition of parables
:

namely, Iwiofar the single features of the parabolical discourse have,
or have not any significance. In the same manner as skepticism
may do away all that is profound in the word of God, by saying,
that this or that is mere ornament, so may superstition make a
mountain out of every mole-hill. (Ver. 4, to ra Trereivd Luke adds
:

rod ovpavov, analogous to the
dadeta

sun

yij.

;"

—

t3^5s-sn

BdOog

t]'r.

y^jg^:

T?]g

"to be burnt up, scorched by the
" to wither," " to dry up altogether." Ver.
7,
nis::, " to grow up," " to spring up."
Mark iv. 8,

Kaviiart^eadac signifies

^i]paLV£adai

= n^»,

dvapaiveiv

Hebrew

—

—

has the same numbers as Matthew only inverted which shews
that no stress is to be laid on their position.
The well-known for-

mula of emphasis
Ver. 18-23.

6

:

t^wv

— We

oj-a k. t. A. calls to exnluination.)

immediately subjoin to the parable the explanation by the Lord, which the disciples asked from him when
they were alone (KaTaiiovac, Mark iv. 10).
The intervening important discourses we shall afterwards consider. The words
aKovaare t?)v T:apalio)J]v must not be translated, hear the exposition of
the parable
{Schleusner has even a special number, s. v. 7TaQaf3oXTJ,
in which he assigns to it the signification of " explanation of a
:

,

;

:

parable")

;

on the contrary,

it

is

only by comprehending

it

that a

becomes a parable. Our Lord draws a parallel between the
four kinds of fields, and the four kinds of disposition of heart in those
who receive the word of God, scattered abroad (Luke viii. 11). The
history

for, whereas in the
mentioned which developes differently, according to the nature of the soU into which it falls, here the individuals
are introduced in whom this development takes place.
The direct
discourse is, in a peculiar manner, mixed up with the parabolical

parable here passes at once to direct discourse

parable the seed

;

is

6 napa rrfv b66v, iirl ra
language, as in IMatthew, in the phrases
-ergojdf], elg rag aKavdag a-apetc, that soion hy the loay-side, on the rocJcs,
:

among

In Luke only (viii. 14, 15) the neuter several
regards the description of the first disposition of

the thorns.

times occurs.

As

it is not represented per se, but only in its consequences, which,
however, admit of an inference as to the disposition itself. A hearing (aKoveiv) of the word is supposed, but not an understanding

heart,

(avvLtvai)

;

on the contrary a losing of

it.

Although a

cause, lying external to the individual described,

namely, the prince of darljness
the gaining of souls (Iva /i/) -larevaavreg

losing

it

is

;

who

is

ggjOujoiv,

is

positive

assigned for this

anxious to prevent

Luke

viii.

12), yet,

quite evident that the possibility of such an agency of the

prince of this world has

its

reason in the disposition of the mind.
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The figure (the ^S6q, loay, road,) indicates a hardness which arose
from, and was brought about by, external causes. There is in them
a want of susceptibility, an inability to believe, which prevents
them from receiving the word. Even though in such persons,
that which
(tv

is

divine should find a certain entrance into the heart

TT] iiapdla^'''

and essence

Matth.

(jw?)

19), yet it is not received in its nature

xiii.

owLtvrog)

does not sink deep enough to be

it

;

but into the
the evil power does not enter,

secured against the attacks of the hostile principle
yri

good ground

Kal'f],

(ver.

23),

and hence the divine element may there

;

freely display itself.

It

remarkable, that in this first part of the parable, the birds
(jTereLvd) (ver. 4) are explained by the evil one, Tiovrjpog^ (according to Mark, caravdg, according to Luke, did^^oXog -j-)
an exis

—

had not been given by the Lord himself
have been received. The figure {ra Trereivd) would

planation which,

if it

would scarcely
have been resolved into the general notion of injurious influences.
But here we have evidently a passage in which, as in v. 39, our Redeemer speaks of the devil in a didactic nfianner, and that too,
unsolicited, and in the most intimate circle of his disciples. The second state of mind described, is a kindred one, although dififering
widely, in its outward manifestation. In the heart there is the same
want of susceptibility to divine influences (ra Trerpwdrj); its higher
and nobler impulses are all on the surface.:|: The beginning of life
raises fair expectations (jxera x^P^? Xaii^dvu Xoyov Qeov), but the
plant cannot take deep root (iKimg [Luke viii. 6] = vyporrjg); the
nourisliing moisture is wanting such an one therefore is for a season
(TTpooiiaipog, explained by Luke by "npog Kaipov Tnorevet,') the conIn the hour of temptrast to aid)viog, loermanent (2 Cor. iv. 8).
tation {h KatpCi TTEipaGjiov), which Matthew and Mark by the terms
dXixpig, affilction, and diwy/iof, 'persecution, characterise more specially
Matthew
as coming from without, they fall away (Luke, dcpia-avrai
and Mark, aicavdaXi^ovraL compare concerning andvdaXov, the remarks on Matth. xviii. 8). The use of i'pdog, sun (Matth. xiii. 6) in
;

;

:

parabolical language, in the signification of " scorching heat,"
* In the phrase ianap/itvov Iv
Iv

;

means

it

:

rij

napdia,

it

is

not necessary to interchange

the seed which was scattered abroad, and

is

now

is

elc witli

in the heart.

f It is to me incomprehensible how Schkiermacher {Glaubenslelire, B. 1, S. 213) can
say that " the terms here are of doubtful interpretation, and that the enmity of men to the

divine

word

is

as obvious as the reference to the devil."

jSoXog (with the article,

and without any thing preceding

The terms 6 aaTavuc, 6 Sidwhich they might possibly be
:

to

by any means be explained as referring to man.
The figure is drawn from fields common in the Jura formation.

referred) cannot

The dry, parched
Amidst the coolness of spring the seed germinates,
but the growing warmth of the sun heats*\he rock and dries up the seed; an image of
the religion o^ feeling which admits the animating and comforting influences of the Gosof the
pel, but falls away when it sacks to make a new man (as the stony heart remains)
religion of fashion, which also receives Christianity until conflict arises.
[E.

X
limestone

is

covered with a thin soil

;

—
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found in the Old Testament also (Ps. cxxi. 6 Isaialixlix. 10, comp.
with Eev. vii. 16). In the third state of heart, it is not insensibility which prevents the development of the divine word.
Thorns
choke the germ foreign elements are blended in the mind with the
principle of divine life.
[The image is clear the heart does not
remain essentially stony a real conversion has taken place, but
wicked desires are not thoroughly eradicated. Their evil seed lurks
in the heart, and springing up with the good seed chokes it.]
As
that which prevents the growth of the heavenly germ, two forms are
pointed out, in which sin manifests itself in the present course of the
world {al(bv ovrog). First, the. fitpqivaj care, the oppressive, burdensome part of this earthly life, whereby men are drawn away from
;

:

:

:

God

;

and, secondly, the

the alluring part of

it,

arra-r?/ -ov ttXovtov, deceitfulness of riches,
which, in a delusive manner, seems to ap-

This second form of the pernicious

pease the cravings of the soul.

influences of the worldly principle
14, in the additional clause

is

more

fully described

by Luke

rov piov, pleasures of life.
{Qloq signifies here, like scculum, man's temporal existence as it ap-

viii.

:

rjdoval

pears blended with sin [comp. 2 Tim.

Fathers derived

:

"what concerns

this world."

xxi.

34

;

1 Cor.

the expression

(3io)TiK6v, ftiioriKd

v.

3,

4.)

rd

ii.

4].

From

this the

Church

= secularia, " what belongs

Comp. Suiceri Tlies.
Mark uses instead of

s.

h. v.

7]6ovai,,

to,"

and Luke
pleasures,

of other things, so that
other allurements of the world of sense are conjoined with wealth,
al nepi

tmOvfiiai, lusts

Xoi-rrd

These heterogeneous things withdraw
as exercising equal influence.
from the divine the undivided attention which it requires, and hence
(Ivii-nvivovoi rov Xoyov, uKapTrog
it cannot unfold itself in its power.
yiverai, ov reXeGcpopovai, according to Luke.
The word TeX£a(l)opeo) is
found only in Luke viii. 14 it signifies " to bring to the end,"
" to finish.") But the fruit of the Spirit is the end of the inner
;

which the word of God, sown into the heart, is to
22), inasmuch as this supposes that it has exercised
its full influence upon the whole inner man. That this spiritual
fruit grows up from the divine word sown in the heart, is precisely the characteristic feature in the fourth and last disposition of
heart which the Redeemer calls figuratively good ground, a spiritual
soil, with full receptivity, in which the progress of development is
interrupted by none of the above-mentioned obstacles. The various
expressions of the Evangelists render most perceptible the influence
According to Matthew
of the heavenly doctrine upon such hearts.
with hearing is connected a avvuvai, an understanding, a grasping
spiritual

life,

attain (Gal.

v.

its peculiar nature, as contrasted with that in
According to Mark, it is a -naQadExeoOai, a receiving into
the depth of life, opposed to the losing in ver. 15. According to
Luke, it is a Karex^Lv, retaining, which points out the activity of

of divine truth in
ver. 19.
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preserving the acquired principle of divine

ill

life,

repelling all heterogeneous influences, opposed to ver. 14.
has, moreover, the significant

expression

:

tv

vTrofiovxi,

and

in

Luke

enduringhj,

in order to represent the bringing forth of fruit, as the result of the

gradual penetration of the inner life by divine influence, and by no
means depending on the mere instantaneous determination of the will.
Matthew and Mark farther point out, in figurative language, the
various degrees of fruitfulness. Without overstraining the meaning
of " an hundred, sixty, thirty," we may yet assert that the numbers
not only indicate difierent degrees of natural endowment, on which
depends the abundance of fruit (comp. Matth. xxv. 14, seq.), or the
degrees of carefulness expended on its growth but also, that even
in this part of the great kingdom of God, everything is distributed
according to order and rule; that thus the powers and susceptibil;

implanted in various individuals are not lavished indiscrimibut bestowed according to law and order.
In the accounts of Luke viii. 16-18, and Mark iv. 21-2.5, there
follow immediately upon the explanation of the parable thus given
by the Lord, certain words which are wanting in Matthew, but which
The
are not without importance for the deeper understanding of it.
connexion of these verses with the foregoing parable is obvious, if we
bear in mind that the Saviour, in passing on to another comparison,
shows how the apostles were the good ground, and therefore called
to bring forth seed and fruit, which in turn were to be still further
fruitful.
The light which has been kindled, and which is intended

ities

nately,

radiance, is thus equivalent to the seed scattered
abroad and designed to grow up,* and the general idea which follows, " for there is nothing hidden," etc., contains merely the afiirmation that everything wrapped up in the divine word shall graduTo this is subjoined the admonition,
ally unfold and disclose itself.
to difiuse its

ovv

jSAeTrere

TcCJg

aKovere

•

og

doKel tx£iv, dpOrjGKrai

Kol

ivhosoever hath,

etc.

The

yap dv exv ^odT'jGeTat avroj, nal og dv fj,rj ^XQ
avrov, heware then liow ye hear, for
same words stand at Matth. xiii. 12, but
drr'

somewhat differently introduced. The original connexion may
probably have been preserved by Luke and Mark. For according
to them, the words evidently aim to guard against a possible misare

understanding of the parable, to wit, that the states of mind, described as existing in different men, and the consequent variety of
efiects wrought in them by the word of God, originate in any inherent necessity.

remark

og

The admonition

yap dv txv

f<-

t- ^-

pXt-eTe

k. t.

A..,

and

especially the

takes for granted the freedom of choice

* The same intermingling of the two. comparisons of seed and light
Philo; uddvara
eic GVT7/V

theoret.

Hyova

fiovt)

tlkteiv

df

^au-F/f oia

re tariv

i]

uKTivag votjtuq tov Trarpog, ale ^vn'iaerai Seupelv tu

0pp.

v.

il.,

p.

482. Mangey.

dEO<^L'kfl^

GO<j>cac

is

found also in

V^.f) oneipavTo^

^oyfiara.

De

viUx

;
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of inFor, according to the connexion, the having
and not having (as conjoined with the " seeming to have") refer to
all differences

ternal organization.

the fruit really or only apparently produced. The having (fc%ea')
admits also of being referred to the good ground, to which the fruit
stands related, as cause to effect

Thus understood, the

ferred.

;

but the former view

entire sentiment

is

{Gnome)

to be pre-

is,

that the

divine principle, where it has once manifested itself in fruit-produc-

ing power, developes itself with ever increasing purity and excellence
but where it fails to be efficacious, the man not only sinks
back to his former state, but still lower, and loses even that which
;

he vainly imagined himself to possess.
the further conclusion that the states of

This idea plainly leads to
in the para-

mind depicted

ble are not to be conceived of as definitely restricted to certain classes

of characters, but as possible to be realized in the same person successively in different periods and situations of life, so that equally,

on the one hand,

may

the hard stony heart, by a faithful use of

and fruitful soil for the divine word,
and the good ground, on the other, by faithlessness, be desolated
and destroyed. [Most certainly the four varieties of soul represent
not four classes of natural endowments, but four modes of relation
to the Gospel, e. </., the rocky soil marks the man who is never spiritually converted
the thorny soil, him who is indeed converted, but
by unfaithfulness in pursuing sanctification, falls from his state of
Mark makes an addition (Mark iv. 26-29), which pregrace, etc.-'']
sents the comparison of the seed sown in the field with a modification not found in the other evangelists.
It stands in immediate
grace, bo ennobled into a good

;

connexion with the preceding idea, that wherever the divine principle takes root in a soul, it manifests itself in ever increasing blessing according to the power which dwells in it, and which is ever
tending to outward manifestation. The comparison therefore sets
forth this indwelling energy (and in this respect it is allied to the
parable of the leaven), quite as strongly as

who soweth the seed

it

does the inability of him

of the divine word to effect

its

growth, that

growth proceeding wholly from itself as the general law of all development implies. (Mark iv. 26, 27, contains a representation of the
gradual growth of the seed without the co-operation of the sower
KadevdtLv^ tyeipeoOai, sleejmig and lualcing, is merely a description of
what happens in ordinary life, Avhich excludes any further attention
Independently of the efforts of man
to the seed that has been sown.
the earth

*
Scial,

The

brings forth fruit.
What properly behere attributed to the earth, as determining its

itself [avroimTrj]

longs to the seed
first

variety

is

marks a heart uninfluenced by divine truth

not a real conversion; so the third,

lute.— [K.

if

the unfruitfulness

is

;

the second, a super-

to

be taken as abso-
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growth

otherwise,

;

it is

The

the similitude.

XIII. 18-23.

of no importance to the understanding of
alroiiaroi;^ self-moved, spontaneous,

expression

does not occur elsewhere, except at Acts xii, 10. The growth
by progressive stages, is described by the words xo^ro^ [the first
springing of the com which is grass-like], ordxvg [the sprouting of the cars], alrog [the ripened grain]. In verse 29th, rrapadw,

used after the analogy of the Latin
Georg. i. 287, multa adeo gelida
melius se node dederunt. Compare also the Hebrew &>», the ChalApt-Travov
dee, D>r, Ezra vii. -19 [see Buxt. Lex. Talm. p. 2422].
iavruv, j^roduces itself,

scil.

dare,

se

tradere,

as

is

Virgil,

stands for the labourers bearing the sickle

sickle,

;

the degiaraL, see

There is only one difficulty in this parabolical discourse, as given by Mark, the circumstance namely, that the sower,
who after scattering the seed goes away, is none other than the Son
of man, as our Lord's explanations afterwards shew (Matth. xiii. 37),
and as is indeed indicated by the very fact, that the Lord, when the
harvest is come, sends the reapers into the field, an act which, according to Matth. xiii. 39, must be referred to the time of the judgment {KQtatg). But in what sense it can be said of the Lord, that he
lets the field grow without caring for its advancement, one does not
well see, inasmuch as grace is required equally at the commencement and throughout the course of the divine life. Every thing
would appear to harmonize better if we could understand by the man
who sows, any and every teacher who may be labouring in the Lord's
vineyard, and who certainly after implanting the word in the heart,
Matth.

xiii.

must leave
such

39.)

to its

it

difficulties

own

further development.

Perhaps, however,

shew that the similitudes ought not

to

be pushed

The very nature of a similitude implies that on some point
or other, the thing compared must differ from that to which it is
likened, else the two would be identical.
But in this case we are
precluded from this recourse, by observing that this abandonment of
thus

far.

care for the seed sown
less, therefore,

is

the whole

the specific point of the comparison.

Un-

to have the appearance of inanity,

mean-

is

ing and force must be given to this point. Perhaps then, according
to Matth. ix. 15, the meaning of the entire parabolical discourse
may be taken in this way although spiritual life in its development
:

man,

never absolutely without the grace and presence of the
Lord, yet may it be said that there are two special periods when
that grace is pre-eminently active.
The first is the commencement
in

of the

is

life

harvest).

be
life

(the sowing), the second

Between these points

said, that

the ripening of the fruit (the
a period, during which it may

is

lies

comparatively the soul is without the Lord, the divine
man developing itself according to its own inherent

implanted in

power, and to this season perhaps, a season of internal struggle and
conflict,

the Lord here refers.

Thus understood, the comparison
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at least, a specific meaning,^and its connexion is
with what had gone hefore. Nor does this explanation
exclude a reference to individual human teachers, only this does not
appear as the thing primarily intended.
og yap dv £xv f^It is in another sense, however, that the words
T. A., for ivlioever hath, etc., are interwoven into the discourse by
Matth. in the verses of which w-e are now to give the explanation.
According to ver. 10, seq. the disciples came to Jesus and asked him
generally what was his purpose in thus speaking in parables {SiaTi
7:apaf3o?M~Lg ?.aXelg avroXg;).
The Lord replies, that he employed
them on account of the differences in the character of his hearers,
some of whom he wished to understand him, others not. In speaking by parables, this twofold object would be gained, for everything
that it was needful for him to state would thus be declared, but in
a form so veiled that only those understood it who were designed
Among these the discij)les are mentioned first of
to understand it.
all, and in this connexion is it said " for whosoever hath," etc., (ver.
The idea thus appears under a different form from that in
12.)
which we find it in Luke and Mark. The apostles are represented
as they who have, on whom, for this reason, there flows in the
abundance {-epioaevna) but the rest as they who have not, who lose
for this reason what they already have, to whom the appearance of

gains for

made

itself,

clear

:

h

,

the light itself tends to bring destruction. Before considering,
however, this idea, which is further developed in the following

we must attend to the expression [iva-7Jpta TTJg (iaaiXeiag
Twv ovpavuv (tov Qeov), mysteries of the kingdom of heaven {of God).
It marks the general object of the parables, and in those very
parables which follow throughout this chapter, reference to it is
The word i^waryjpiov then, from juvew to
express and constant.
initiate, is in the New Testament used to denote the divine
counsels, decrees, doctrines, which, as such, could never have become known to men as such, to men if left to themselves. (So the
Heb. tn in the Old Testament.) Nowhere, however, are these decrees, etc., represented as absolutely and eternally hid, and incapabut God, who at the prompting of his own
ble of being known
love reveals himself and all that is in him, is constantly (by liis dnoyet not in such a way that they
KdXvxpig) revealing "his mysteries
they retain for ever their divine
cease to be biysteries (nvtyrjJQta)
character, which exalted them above all the powers of discovery belonging to man himself instead of hidden, they have become unAccording to this
veiled jxvarriQLa.
(1 Cor. ii. 7 ; Rom. xvi. 25.)
view, the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven denote the whole system of divine counsels, ordinances, and doctrines, which have been
revealed through Christ, and through the new economy which he
They stand in contrast, as it were, with the mysteries of
founded.
verses,

:

;

;

;

;
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the law (jivar/'ipia tov v6[xov), which, after the fulfilment of the Old
Testament economy, had to make way for a new system of mysteries.
This whole collection of mysteries, however, was made known only
to some {viuv dtdorai yvCjvac), from others it was hid (according to

Mark

rolg t'^w, to tJiose loithout, as

those within.

opposed to the apostles

Compare Paul's mode of expression on

at 1 Cor. V. 12, 13

roXg

t'crw,

this subject

1 Thess. iv. 12.)
Col. iv. 5
In the dtdorai, it
an unmistakeable reference to the decree of Grod.
It implies first, the positive exercise of divine grace, in communicating the blessing, and, negatively, the inability of man's will to attain
He uses the expression in the same
of itself the thing bestowed.
xx. 23, and especially at John iii. 27
sense as at Matthew xix. 11
is

given, there

;

;

is

;

;

with the addition of dvo)6ev^ i:K rov ovpavov. But
this idea, that the passage asserts the giving and the withholding a
knoAvledge of the secrets of the divine kingdom, forms precisely the
great difficulty that meets us in this and the following verses (ver.
13-15), where at greater length it is explained, and founded on Old
vi.

65

;

xix. 11,

Testament prophecy.
According to the narrative of Matthew xiii. 13, the idea cerput in such a form as to intimate that Christ's speaking
in parables was simply a consequence resulting from the blindness and insensibility of a portion of his hearers. For the expression
employed is, I speak in parables because seeing, etc. (iv iTapa[3oXaXg
tainly seems

Mark and Luke in the
may not see
words which obviously mean that their

XalG) OTL pXtTTovreg ov (3XeTTovat

k. r. A.),

while

corresponding passage give, in order that seeing they
(tVa j3X^novTeg

jj,?]

fiXtncjot),

understand him was the object designed by our Lord in
using the language of the parables.
But that in Matthew's account
of our Lord's discourse he meant to convey no meaning different
from that of the other evangelists, is shewn first by the quotation
from the Old Testament, which of itself expresses as strongly the
same idea, and in the next place, if we take the on in ver. 13, to
denote the cause which led to his speaking in parables, it implies
something self-contradictory. " For this reason do I speak to them
in parables, because they do not understand," is a mode of thought
which admits of no justification.* For if they wholly failed to
comprehend him, we do not see why the Lord did not speak at
once in simple unfigurative terms, in which there wo»ld, at least,
have been a better chance of his being understood than in speaking
befo]-e men of dull apprehension in language obscure and veiled.
And according to this view, the possibility of his being understood
failing to

* The words could only be so interpreted if the parables were to be considered as
means for facilitating the understanding of the subject referred to. But against this vie-w
the passage imivoLg 6e ov didorac
discussion.

(v. 11), is

so decisive that the point admits of no further
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must, to a certain extent, be assumed, as otherwise it would have
been more to the purpose for him to have refrained from speaking altogether. On the other hand, the idea is a very simple
one
" I speak in parables vi order that they may not understand," and this view has been attempted to be got rid of simply on
account of the dogmatic difficulties it involves difficulties which
do not concern the interpreter of Scripture. According to the
connexion, therefore, the words iu Matth. xiii. 13 should be translated
only in this way, " I speak to them in parables, /or seeing, they see
not," so that the result is represented as an effect contemplated and
:

—

—

designed.
15,

This

is

plainly shewn also immediately afterwards at vcr,

by the expression

j-uj-ore I6u)(7i, lest

Mark

perchance they

may

see,

in

Attempts have been
made, it is true, to put such a meaning on the [n'pore here, and the
Iva in Luke and Mark, as to take away from both particles the idea
of design. And it is not to be denied that [xipore (as was already
remarked in regard to iva on Matth, i. 22), sometimes, in the New
the prophecy of Isaiah (comp.

iv. 12.)

Testament, wants the sense of intention, or design.
convincing in support of this view of
25, iiij-ore

(5(3

avroig 6 Oebg fxerdvoiaVj

/-t/pore, is

which

it is

Especially

the passage 2 Tim.

ii.

utterly impossible to

translate, "in order that God may not grant them repentance,"
but rather " whether God {el -rrore) will not bestow on them repenAccording to this the passage before us (ver. 15) might be
tance."
rendered whether they might not see, whether they might not hear.
The reference however to the prophecy (Isa. vi. 9, 10), which is also
introduced in the same sense at John xii. 39, seq.; Acts xxviii. 26,

—

admits no interpretation of the passage except the teleological.
also Luke in the Acts of the Apostles, follow with
unimportant variations the reading of the LXX. while John, on
the contrary, has given a translation of his own which expresses
seq.,

Matthew and

however the idea with the utmost
'))dvvavro -lareveiv,

may not

distinctness.

they could not believe, and Iva

/i/)

He

writes ovk

Wa)(Ti,

that they

that only the utmost violence of interpretation will
allow the passage any other sense than this, that the design was
they should not understand. The connexion of the Avords also ii:
see, so

the Old Testament clearly shews the same meaning. (Compare
Gesenius in his Commentary on the passage Isa, vi. 9, 10.) It is
represented as the penalty, as the curse of sin, that it prevents
man's understanding the revelation of divine truth, (The /iAtTreiv
and aKoitiv, seeing and hearing, as contrasted with the ov ovvuvai,
OVK I6dv^ not understanding, not seeing, denote the opportunity
given of understanding the divine will as being unfolded in their
immediate presence, -while they did not possess the susceptibility
This want of susceptibility the inanecessary for embracing it.
iiswrj, " to become fat"
is denoted by tTzaxvvOT]
bility to believe

—

=

—

Matthew
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become unfeeling or insensible." It stands a6
and sitn which in the Grreek are rendered fSapeug
Kafiiiveiv is a barbarous form for KaranvELv=^
aKoveiv, Kofinvsiv.
a^«j to abandon a
The verb tmaTQ^cpeiv
KXeieiv rovg ocpOaXiiovg.
path which had been already entered on, denotes here, as frequently
elsewhere the turning of the soul from darkness to light. In the
to

parallel to the issh

=

last clause, Kal ldoo)fiac avrovg,

a various reading,

Idooiiai, is

found,

which certainly has been transferred from the LXX. in order to
soften the passage by giving to the words the sense of " but I will
This interpretation however does not agree with the
heal them."
connexion of the Hebrew, in which Nsni a'*j, holds a position entireIn Mark accordingly, the whole force of the idea is
ly parallel.
preserved, though the figure of " healing" (Idaoimi), is explained
by the words " that their sins may not be forgiven them," a rendering transferred also to the Chaldee version.) In its original connexion, the

passage Isa.

Matthew

of Isaiah.

vi. 9,

10, refers primarily to the contemporaries

sees in it a reference to the contemporaries of

Jesus, not judging capriciously, but taking a profound view of
real import.
differ

its

For the phenomena of the prophetic times did not

from those of the age of our Saviour

;

regarded in their es-

Divine truth, ae disclosed in
the discourse of Isaiah, was met by the insensibility of the people
whom he summoned to spiritual effort, and the curse of their sin
sential relations, they were identical.

was that they did not even recognise the evidences of divinity. In
the time of Jesus the same nation went through the same experience,
with only this difference, that in Jesus there was exhibited to the
people the purest manifestation of Divinity, of which Isaiah presented but a faint reflection. Inasmuch then, as even this splendour
of divine light was unrecognised by them, the curse of sin was exhibited in all its magnitude, and the prophet's words met here their
entire fulfilment.
[The great body of the people were carnallyminded.
Hence Jesus was compelled to select his discij)les, and
hence also to reveal trutb in the enigmatical form of parables, intelligible to the spirituaJly-minded disciples, but destined to remain
inexplicable to the

minded.]

carr.f>l

populace

—

to all, in fact,

who

are carnally-

—

In contrast with the curse, which strikes these
Ver. 16, 17.
hardened hearts, follojirs the blessing which is imparted to the believing and receptive spirits of the disciples.
The d(()OaXnot, ura,
eyes, ears, are mentioned as the organs of reception in general,
which have theii oialogies in the inner man. At Luke x. 23, these
words occur in an entirely different connexion, to which we shall
attend hereafter. He adds, that Jesus addressed these words to the
disciples

when by themselves

34), a ^twit

(Ka-' Idiav

=

Karaiiovaq,

Mark

iv.

10,

which might have been inferred even from their contents.

—
Matthew
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—

XIII. 16, 17

of his disciples to the

24-30.

;

Trpoc^Tj-ai,
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proi^hets,

and the

righteous men, of the Old Testament (Luke, instead of the
dUatoc, has the word fSaoiXelg, kings, an expression, however, which

diKatoi,

must in this case he held as applying to rigliteous kings), would
have been unintelligible to the multitude. Finally the idea expressed in ver. 17, is simply an exposition of the frequently occurring TrAeZov 'Iwva, TtXelov loXonoJvog ojde, a greater than Jonah, than
Solomon

is here (Matth. xii. 41, 42).
All the longing desires of the
pious throughout the Old Testament centred in the Messiah.
To
behold him was the loftiest object of Old Testament hope. This

blessing

was granted to the

disciples,

and

all their

happiness, all

were illumined by the radiThe special grace thus vouch-

their glory, consisted in this, that they

ance of the Sun of righteousness.
is brought to their remembrance by Christ, not to exalt
them above the Old Testament saints, but to lay them low before
the Lord.
Yer. 24-30. From this same figure of seed-sowing, arises a
safed

—

second similitude, which however contemplates a different aspect of
the kingdom of God. Of this parabolic statement also, an authentic explanation is given by the Lord, ver. 36-41, which again we
(iaoiXeta rdv ovpavdv
up immediately. (The w/jofw^?/
kingdom of heaven is likened to a man, is an abbreviated

shall take

7)

dvdpoJTTG), the

form of expression

— one point of the

nently forward, and on
is

the

man who

it

similitude

the comparison

scatters the seed,

and

is

is

brought promi-

Here

concentrated.

so at ver. 33, it

is,

the

it

^vf/?/,

leaven, at ver. 44, the 6r]oavp6g, treasure, at ver. 47, the aayrivr], net,

—

tfinopoc;, merchant.
The word iraparidhai
here selected with reference to the enigmatical character of
parabolical language ^he laid the parable before them, for solu-

at ver. 45, the dvdpuTTog
D?», is

—

In the oTzeipeiv h rw aypw, we must beware of supposing that
there is any confounding of dg and h, he sowed upon his field as
the place of his labour. The night-time is described (tv rw KaOevtion.

6ecv rovg dvOpurrovg), as at

Talmud

yi^i.

OLT(p atpa,

i. e.,

Comp.

Job

xxxiii. 15.

Biixtorf. Lex.

lolium [Virg. Eel.

v.

Ver. 25.

Talm.

fol.

^i^dvca, in

680, Suid.

37, infelix lolium]

?/

cockle,

the

h tu)
dar-

The weed shewed itself first at the springing time [fSXaoTdveLv],
and latterly when the fruit was forming [icap-bv -oitlv'], and it could
nel.

—

then stifled by the grain. Ver. 28. 'ATeAOovrergo and gather up, represented as spoken, after the analogy of the Hebrew, TiVn, in the house of the oiiiodtoTTorrig, but neither
here nor in any other passage where rjVr; is used are we to regard it
not therefore be
av/iki:^o)nev,

as an

empty pleonasm.

Ver. 30.

Qepiar/jg

=

=

6 depi^ov,

occurs only

n^a n.
an arraf Xeyofievov
Exodus xii. 22. An
Old Testament comparison lies at the foundation of this whole parable of the burning up of the tares.
Comp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 7, where

here

:

dtojiT] is

also

Matthew
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the same reference had already been made to the final judgment.
The u-oOriKf] corresponds to the Hebrew, -is'in, " granary, store,

house."

Vcr. 36-43.
also

— The explanation of the parable was in

communicated

had been dismissed

to the disciples
(ver. 36).

when

this instance

alone, after the people

In brief clauses our Lord expounds

the several portions of the comparison, the last point, however, the

good from the bad, on which the whole turns,
being given with more minuteness.
But for this express exposition
by Christ another interpretation would unquestionably at first sight
final separation of the

have suggested
(tioofiog),

Jesus explains the

itself.

field as

the good seed as the children of the

(5aoiXeiag),

being the world

kingdom

(viol

the tares (^i^dvia) as the children of the wicked one

ri'ig

{viol

and consequently the whole human

race, good and bad
growing up in the world, a
word which here seems like orhis terrarum, to denote the universal
earth.
The generality of this reference does not appear at first
sight to agree with the connexion, since the subject of discourse is
not the whole world (ver. 24), but the kingdom of heaven. That
in the world at large evil intermingles itself with good, is obvious
at a glance, but it is strange that in the kingdom of God itself,
even to its close, the same intermixture should be seen, for the ex-

rov -novripov),

together, are viewed as the corn that

kingdom

press design of that

is

is

to represent the good.

Beyond

all

doubt, then, this similitude must be understood of the kingdom of

God, which, however,
ideally, it

is

is

here in so far termed the world, as viewed

destined to pervade the whole world, or conversely, the

God to become his kingThe derangement of this original purpose by the influence
the kingdom of darkness, the Saviour here exj^lains, and defines

world

is

ideally represented as destined of

dom.*
of

God on
under the Old as the New Testament, down to the
final judgment.
The Son of man, consequently appears here again,
in his ideal dignity (comp. Dan. vii. 13), as the adversary of the
devil, as from the beginning onward he has been working out the
victory of good among the human race.
This, moreover, is another
of the passages in which Christ refers in his teaching literally and
directly to the devil.
The discii;)les had requested an authoritative
exposition of a similitude that was dark to them.
In no point of
view was there an occasion for concession to popular prejudice (even
if the idea of such accommodation were not essentially inconsistent
the relative connexion of good and evil in the church of
earth, as well

* The (as yet vacant)
consists of tares

soil

and grain

on which the seed

in inseparable

sown

is

mixtnre,

is

exists not in visible separation from the world, but as

is

The field, which
The kingdom of God

the world.

the church.

mingled with the world

—as a church.

Hence again the church is not identical with the kingdom of God, but a blending
kingdom of God and the world. [E.

—

of the
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with the holy character of Jesus), and still less for recourse to
proverbs or any thing else of the kind. While, however, the parable as a whole is clear, yet on particular points we are met by
important difficulties. Thus the contrast of the child of the king-

dom

(ylbg T^jg (3aacXeiac),

and of the wicked one

{rov irovrjpov),

seems

to point to an absolute severance of individuals, which might again

seem

to favour the doctrine of predestination.

But the

prohibition

forbidding the rooting out of evil (ver. 28) at once sufficiently shews
that neither the children of the kingdom are conceived of as en,

tirely

dissevered from

as wholly dissociated

nor the children of the wicked one

evil,

The one

from good.

class

appear only as
however that

in a certain respect the concentration of good (not

any

irresistible

grace preserves

them from

falling back), the other

as the concentration of evil (not however that any decree of repro-

them

and holds them back from the
drawn by birth, circumstances, education, now more towards the one element, now more towards the
other.
For though all men are involved in sin, yet are they not all
in an equal degree under its power sincerity, uprightness, and susceptibility for everything good, being beyond all mistake manifest
bation forces
possibility

into wickedness,

of repentance),

;

in some, while others display malice, obstinacy, hardness of heart.
It

is

strange however, that this prohibition to separate these ele-

ments before

their

becoming

Lord's explanation, whether
exposition, or whether

it

ripe should be the thing omitted in the
it

be that Matthew has abridged his

be that the Saviour Avishcd merely to set

prominently forth the great final separation, thus sufficiently indicating that until that separation take effect, no arbitrary, and therefore merely pernicious attemj)t to dissever them ought to be made.*
It is indeed self-evident that this does not prohibit the severance of
it means only that no person should
sinful from virtuous elements
be shut out from intercourse with the good as incorrigible, [nor
should the church attempt judicially to burn and destroy the supposed children of evil. "What is forbidden to the angels vrill hardly be
successfully accomplished by men] there is always the possibiUty that
the beneficent influence of good may awaken in him the slumbering
;

:

elements of improvement. At the same time, however, it admits of
no doubt, that according to the meaning of this parable, all violent
interference with the course or life led by the sinful members of the
church (not merely death, but also final excommunication), as well
* The view of

this parable recently

eeq.) to the effect that

it is

put forth by Stcigcr (Ev. K. Z. Feb. 1833, p. 113,
i. e., that it
contains no admoni-

simply prophetico-historical,

tions intended to guide the conduct of believers, but merely instructs us in the truth

that the church shall never on earth be pure,

is

obviously untenable, for in that care tho

account of the servant's zeal in wishing to root out the weeds, and the Lord's pr«hibi
tion,

—

would be mere decorations incidentally introduced to adorn the similitude a suppo
is most arbitrary, and destructive to the character of the parable.

dtion which clearly
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as every arbitrary effort to realize absolute purity of

earth (Donatism),

is

communion on

forbidden, because the former leads to harsh-

ness and injustice, the latter inevitably to pride and blindness. For
as loithin man, even the best, there exists a mixture similar to that

which prevails
if,

zvitJiouf

him, the

overlooking the sin that

is

effect

can only be most pernicious,

in his soul, he holds himself forth to

pure member. The view here inculcated leads simply to
and yet to constant watchfulness, for the improvement of one's self and others. For no admonition, or appropriate
church discipline or other methods of dealing with the hves of sin
ful members of the church, notforcible in their nature are excluded.
What man however is ifnable to separate, that the all-knowing Grod
dissevers finally in the ovvreXeia rov aiu)vog rovrov^ end of this ivorld.
The meaning of this expression cannot here be very accurately determined generally and comprehensively it denotes simply the conclusion of the course of this world's affairs, as the period in which
good and evil are blended. That this severance is advancing of
itself step by step, that it has been going on throughout the course
of the world's history, that it was decisively manifested in the
founding of a visible kingdom of God, and will be finally consummated in the universal judgment are truths not touched on in the
passage here before us.
There is merely presented to us the great
principle of divine judgment as unfolded in the Bible, that one day
the holy and the unholy shall be mutually and wholly separated,
but up to that period they shall remain ripening together, each according to its own nature. (Comp. in regard to avvreleia r. a. what
is said at Matth, xii. 31
and xxiv. 1). On account of the judgment as here given, the kingdom of God is contemplated as the
only true and proper existence, from which it is merely required that
others as

a,

humility, mildness,

;

—

;

foreign admixtures be expelled, in order to manifest its real nature

(The sending of the
the punishment

is

dyyeXoi,

xxiv. 31; XXV. 30, 31.

stumbling, be

it

and the entire imagery under which
be explained more fully at Matth.

set forth, will

The

oKavdaXa, sticmhling -Nocks, causes of
and the Trotovvreg r^v dvofuav, they

also observed,

ivho practice iniquity, are not to be taken as

mer

is

the more forcible expression.

synonymous

Kdjuvog nvpog

=

—the

for-

rrvp aluvcov.

As

to KXavd[j.bg Koi (3pvyfwg 666vruv, see on Matth. viii. 12.) After
the expulsion of evil as the element of darkness, good reveals itself
in its pure nature as light.
(Tore ol diKatot tK^dfixpovm, as children

of light

— children of God the

7rar?/p rcjv (j)d)Tuv

words are chosen with reference to Dan.
Ezra vii. 55.)
7, 4

xii. 3.

The
i. 17].
Comp, Wisdom iii.

[James

;

The

third parable, of the mustard seed, is at once seen to be far
out than the two which precede it. It approaches

less fully carried

the character of a mere comparison, for

it

is

simply the nature of

.

Matthew
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33.

mustard seed itself, and of the plant growing out of it, which is
imployed to illustrate the kingdom of God. In Luke this parable,
and the following one of the leaven, also occur, but in another connexion, which we shall afterwards consider more at length.
(In
the parable the fnnporepoi; and the fie'i^ov, with the genitive following them, have certainly the force of the superlative, only too much
stress in this respect must not be laid on them.
Adxavov, = pn;,
the

vegetables, cabhage-like plants generally.

The

Trrretva -ov oipavov,

birds of heaven, appear here in a connexion wholly different from
that at Matth. xiii. 4, as representing all those who seek protection

and refuge in the kingdom of God, according to Ezek. xvii. 23,
which passage seems to lie at the foundation of this whole comparison.

As

in various classes of objects various characteristics are

expressed, so in the parabolic language of Scripture, they

The

press a variety of conceptions.)
is

obviously this

—that

may

ex-

idea set forth in this parable

in the unfolding of the

commencement and consummation stand

kingdom of God,

its

in reversed relation to

each other. Starting from invisible beginnings, it spreads itself
abroad over an all-embracing sphere of action. But as the kingdom of God itself may be conceived now in its aggregate character,
now in special relations to single nations, or individuals, so also with
the parables which set forth and illustrate

The

rich thoughts deposited in

them

separate features.

its

possess the

same truth

whole body, as for the private members, because truth
sally alike and consistent with itself.
Ver. 33.

—The foudli

parable of the leaven

the foregoing, illustrating like

it

is

is

for the

univer-

closely aUied to

the all-pervading power of the

heavenly element, and the efficiency of which does not depend on
the extent of the mass on which it may have to act. The two parables differ simply in this, that, in the former, that of the mustard
seed, the divine kingdom is exhibited as manifesting its powers (nitivardly; in that of the leaven as unseen, as working in secret. The
leaven shows it at the same time acting on another element which
it

strives to draw,

mustard seed

and transmute into

its

own

nature, while the

illustrates the single point of its growth.

(Zt'/x;/,

leaven,

used, Matth. xvi. 6 ; 1 Cor. v. 7 ; Gal. v. 9, in a bad sense, with
Its pervasive, seasoning
reference to the passover feast, Ex. xiii. 3.
is

power, forms here the single point of comparison with that divine
element which wisdom, the heavenly mother, deposited in humanity,
The word IjKpvTTreiv, hide, indicates its
to leaven and hallow it.
'AAeipov, stands for the substance
secret invisibly-acting influence.
of the (pvpa^a, the meal, of which the dough was to be formed. The
measure od-ov, according to Josephus [Antiq. ix, 2], contains fxadiov
Kai Tjiiiov 'IraXiKrjvS'
The mention of the particular measure indiviVol.

I— 32

* Nearly 1^ peck English

—[K.
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XIII. 33; 44-50.

dualizes the comparison as the nature of a parable requires.

It

were wrong expressly to apply the particular number to spiritual
subjects, yet are we not perhaps altogether to deny some reference
here to

spirit, soul,

and body, as the three powers of human nature

to be sanctified by divine influence),

Ver. 44-50.

more

as hints

way peculiar
sustain to

— The

last three parables,

which however are given

kingdom of God in a
They bring out the relation which men
while the preceding ones had considered partly its
than in

full detail, exhibit

the

to themselves.

it,

and partly its relation to men. This peculiarity
not improbable that, as in^licated in ver. 36, these latter
parables were spoken confidentially to his immediate disciples, with
nature in

makes

whose

itself,

it

relations to the

kingdom of God, they

as indeed with those of all

preachers of the Gospel.

singularly harmonize,

who are connected with it like them as
The first two parables respecting the

treasure in the fields, and the pearls, stand related to each other
in the

same way

as those of the leaven

and the mustard

seed.

They

represent the absolute value of divine things as compared with the
relative value of every prized earthly treasure,
fice

of the latter for the sake of the former.

and enjoin the

sacri-

The abandonment,

for

the sake of heavenly treasure, of a man's whole possessions, whether
external (property, goods, possessions), or internal (opinions, usages,
general aims of life), the apostles

had begun

to

put in practice, and

the Saviour here intimates, that step by step they would be required
to carry

it

But

out.

the two parables, though .thus allied, have

In both the precious object (the drjoavpog,
is true, as concealed, but they represent human effort in reference to the concealed treasure under
different asp-ects.
In that of the pearls a noble active nature is exhibited, which, under the pressure of inward impulse, seeks after
(^rireT), truth, and strives with lofty aim
till at last in divine objects as revealed in Christ their centre, it discerns the substance of
all that is desirable, and by complete self-renunciation secures its
possession.
The similitude of the treasure in the field, on the other
Tiand, delineates a more receptive turn of mind in reference to spiThey come unsought, unlocked for, yet has the soul
ritual things.
the will and the power, at any price, to acquire possession of them
their points of difierence.

or the [lapyapirrj^), appears, it

'

;

;

active exertion (the

^rjTetv) is

a Nathanael exemplify
human life (comp. John
the

field,

avTov
tial

not only

vTTayet),

is

wanting.

management

'without saying

history of a Peter

these different forms
i.)

of development

and
in

In the parable of the treasure hid in

bold, joyful, self-sacrificing zeal {d-b

commended, but

the treasure hides

The

rrjg

x^P^?

praise seems also given to pruden-

inasmuch as the man who finds
and then buys the field from the owner

in divine things,
it

again,

any thing of the treasure contained in

it.

What-

Matthew
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ever miglit surprise us in this wiU be considered and explained

we come

when

more difficult passage, Luke xvi., respecting the
unjust steward. Another thing pecuhar to the parable of the pearls
is the contrast between unity and plurahty.
It expresses in a peculiar way the absolute importance of the one thing, and the merely
to the

relative value of everything else.
Naturally this one thing can be
no mere doctrine, no dogma, but something essential ; it must be
the divine itself in humanity, as exhibited in the person of Christ.

That man should
liimself in

God

—

in his
this

is

own

experience find

God

in himself,

iu a peculiar sense, be willing to part with all things that he

win

The oneness

all things.

who

seek

may

each

man

it.

in itself divine, therefore

it,

for precisely

seek and find

inasmuch as the divine germ lies slumberand requires only to be awakened by quickening,

It exists everywhere,

ing in

and

it is

may

of the pearl, however, does not con-

tradict the idea that there are a multitude

because

and

the one pearl for whose acquisition he must,

all hearts,

life

The

from on high.
last similitude, of the Jishing-net, is

again closely allied to

Both represent the intermingling of good and bad in the kingdom of God, which are to be separated only at the end of the day. For, what in the parable of the
tares is denoted by the harvest, is here shadowed forth by the comthe second, of the tares in the

field.

pleting of the draught of fishes.

In verses 49, 50, the parabolic
word for word, with
verses 41, 42, and our observations on the former passage therefore
apply equally to this. The difference between the two similitfudes
might perhaps be most properly stated thus. In that of the tares,
discourse

the

is

kingdom

so explained as to correspond,

of

God

is

conceived in

its

ideal character, as identical

with the whole workl, while in this of the fishing-net, on the other
hand, it is taken acconling to its actual appearance, as a smaller whole
defined and marked off within the world, but including within itself
This is indicated by the cirthe tendency to universal difi'usion.
cumstance, that it is from the sea, which here conveys the idea of
universality, that fishes are taken into the net of God's kingdom.
Thus explained, the passage is another evidence that the Saviour
himself did not in his visible church on earth acknowledge an absoIt belongs to the wondrous economy of
lutely pure communion.
God's grace, that in the whole course of man's temporal affairs, evil
obtrudes itself by the side of good. As in the ark a Ham appears
along with Shem and Japhet as in the company of the twelve, a
Judas so has the spiritual Israel, the spiritual Jerusalem, a Babel

—

—

By this arrangement the opportunity of repentance
extended to the wicked, and the child of light perfected in his
Not till the npioi^ ^oxdrT], last judgment,
conflict with the enemy.
will an entirely pure fellowship of saints be exhibited.
The parain its bosom.
is

Mattuew
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ble gives us further an important hint as to the a)yeAo/,, to whom
For they are obvithe work of making a separation is entrusted.

ously the same persons who first cast out the net, then draw it to
If we compare then
shore, and afterwards separate the fishes.

where the Lord promises to the apostles that he wiH
of men, it appears that hy the dyyeXoi, we
are to understand no spiritual beings from the heavenly world, but
men whom God has furnished as his messengers and servants, by
infusing into them heavenly powers for trying and proving the spiThus had the -(nb, priest, already been styled at Mai.
rits of others.
messenger of the Lord of hosts. Although
ii. 7, n:N:2i:"n-,n^ %^'^^,
Matth.

iv.

19,

make them

fishers

therefore the apostles in one sense are themselves fishes (Ix^vg)
caught in the net of God's kingdom, yet are they in their renewal
and regeneration transformed into jDartners in the spiritual work of
him who first took them by the might of his love, an intimation
which is not without importance for the understanding of other
passages, such as Matth. xxiv. 31 ; xxv. 31, compared with Jude

14 ; 1 Cor. vi. 2, 3 ; xi. 31.
Matthew concludes this collection of parables
Ver. 51, 52.
with the question of Jesus to the disciples, ovv/iKare ravra -ndvra,

ver.

—

have ye understood all these things ? If we compare Mark iv. 13,
we find a word of reproach uttered by Jesus against the little power
of understanding possessed
therefore be translated

by the

disciples,

and

—have ye now then at

this question

last

may

comprehended

all

Not that they should have gained an understanding of it
without explanation, but along with and by means of it. For Mark
this ?

observes,

iv.

34, Kar^ Idiav roig ixaOrjraXg avrov eneXve Tzavra, he pri-

vately explained,

was enigmatical

etc.
[ni-i-'n]

(The verb t~ikvuv, points plainly to what
in the parabolic discourses of Christ).

On

receiving the affirmative reply of the disciples, the Saviour gives

under another similitude a view of the peculiar nature and ministry
of a ypaiiimrEvg, scribe, in that more exalted sense in which the chaThe 6cd rov-o, on this acracter ought to belong to the apostles.
count, refers back to the preceding vol Kvpie, yea, Lord, of the
" on this account can ye now fulfil
apostles, the force of it being
your calling for," etc., etc. Obviously, however, the reading ry

—

must here be preferred to the other h PaaiXeia or elg ftaaiwhich can have arisen only from a misunderstanding of the
For it is not simply the members of God's kingdom who
passage.
are here spoken of, but those who act as teachers in behalf of the
members. The expression ypannarevg rrj PaaiXda iiadrjrevdeig is therefore to be explained as meaning a scribe who has been instructed,
and who, by means of instruction, has become capable of labouring

^aoiXeia
Xeiav,

for the

kingdom of God who therefore
it, and has then penetrated

belongs to

;

himself, in the first instance,
into its deep things that he

Matthew
may be

XIII. 51, 52

;

34, 35.
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Obviously our Lord intends
with the Jewish cnsjto, the ypajifiarelg t^

able to Iccad others the further.

to contrast his apostles

T?]g yTjg ^laOrirevOh-rtg^ scribes instructed for the kingdom of
These latter learn earthly wisdom after a human method
for earthly ends the apostles, and by consequence, all who resemble
them, draw instruction from the eternal Word (John i. 1), the fountain of all wisdom and truth, for heavenly objects.
The relation in
which these spiritual scribes stand to the church is compared by the
Lord to the relation in which the father of a family stands to the
members of the household. He has wisely provided his stores, and

PamXeia
earth.

;

out of them divides to every individual according to his wants.
(The drjaavpog is here equivalent to the ranLetov, in which the new
and old supplies lie treasured up. The t:K(3dXX£iv is equivalent to

Probably something more definite than mere
denoted by the Kaivd Koi -rraXatd, neio things and old. It
is most naturally referred to the great distinction between the
law and gospel, in the due apportioning of which lies fundamentally
the whole employment of one instructed for the kingdom of heaven,
since our spiritual life is ever oscillating betwixt these opposite
points, as will be further explained on Rom. vii.
Ver. 34, 35. In conclusion, let us consider the words with which
Matthew indeed closes these parables that were uttered in the hearing of the people but which have a general application to the
Matthew, with whom Mark (iv. 34),
parabolic mode of speaking.
agrees, observes that in general Jesus never spoke, %wp«?- 7rapaj3oA^f,
that is, never to the multitudes, for to his disivithout a parable
In considering this idea, we must
ciples he even expounded them.
in the first place understand the rrapa/SoA// in the general sense of
comparison, similitudo ; though we scarcely see, even when it is
thus explained, how the position can entirely be made good, that
Jesus never spate without comparisons. The shortest mode of explanation is to view the negation as merely a relative one, or if this
seems inadmissible, it may then be said that the KaOu>g i](^vvavTo
cLKoveiv^ as they loere able to hear, of Mark iv. 33, supplies us with a
solution, inasmuch as though the Saviour did not always speak literally in similitudes, yet was he never understood aright by that
Ki^'.n,

promere).

diversity

is

—

—

—

multitude, so

little fitted for

the reception of spiritual truths.

With

the quotation that follows well agrees, which marks distinctly
the mysterious character that pervades the whole ministry of the
(In regard to the formula oTrayg irXrjpojd'q, see on Matth. i.
Messiah.

this,

quoted' is found at Ps. Ixxviii, 2, in a poem by
According to the account of Jerome [in his commentary on
the passage], the name of Isaiah stood in the passage of Matth. as
given in the old MSS., but without doubt it was interpolated, because
the writer of the Psalms did not seem to the transcriber to be a

22.

The passage

Asaph.

—a
Matthew
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—

prophet a name which it was usual to restrict to the persons primarily so called.) The first half of the verse agrees with the Hebrew
and the LXX., the second, however, varies from both. The words

by the LXX., (pdiy^oiiai ixQoliXriThe words as given by Matthew are so peculiar that

on;?—is)a nhnih ny^ax are translated
(lara an' dpx/'l?.

they furnish another argument for the independence of the Greek
The phrase dnb KaTaQoXTJg Koofiov^ in the sense of arr' dpx7]g,

text.

does not once occur in the Old Testament

on the contrary,

it is

;

in the

New

very common, Matth. xxv. 34

;

Testament,
xi. 50 ;

Luke

and often besides. At the foundation of it lies that
which compares the world to a building whose erection commences with the foundation (KarafSoXi]). Only in this passage, however, do we find the verb epetJyw, which the LXX. also employ at Ps.
xviii. 2, in translating ?"^3?|7, and which is very commonly used by the

John

xvii. 24,

figure

Gnostics to express their emanation-doctrine of the streaming forth

The expressions V'i^, ^^arai/e, and niT<i-!j dark sayings,
imply the idea of dark, enigmatical discourse, veiling profound and
mysterious thoughts. The s-t^.-j^s nii^h, dark sayingsfrom of old, are
the eternal mysteries of the world and of human history which Christ
unfolds for those who comprehend his discourse, but which remain
hid from the multitude. The poet utters ^he words of the quotation
in connexion with the rest of the psalm, and V^^a, ^^arai/e, and,
r.'iT'h, dark sayings, refer primarily to the leadings of God's ancient
people.
This then is another passage which seems to countenance
the idea that the phrase Iva TrXrjgcddi] does not imply the fulfilment
of a prophecy.
But that Matthew saw in it such a fulfilment
(even though erroneously), is clearly shewn from his translating
n-i;? -'S53, yVom
of old, by dnb KarafioXTJg rov K6aixov,from the foundation of the loorld, while from the connexion of the psalm it refers
primarily to the times of Moses.
The expositor therefore ought not
in this case to reject the most obvious meaning of the formula
meaning which the writer himself plainly intended to give it. If we
ask, however, how it is conceivable that the Evangelist can see in
these words the fulfilment of a prophecy, the explanation may be
of being.

,

—

given in the following way.
What the prophets utter as men inspired by the Spirit of God and through his power, is really spoken
by the Logos, the Son, who in all inspired Scripture reveals himself
tlirough them.
In thus far then it is Christ's part alone to say,

/ luill open my mouth

in parables, for without his power it is imposany to find out or reveal divine secrets, and what the poet
of the psalm says respecting wisdom and' revelation, he utters only
through him.
sible for

—
Matthew

§ 23.
(Matth.

The
day),

xiii.

XIII. 53-58.
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Jesus in Nazareth.

53-58; Mark

iv.

14-30.)

and Dr. Paulus

older expositors (Storr also,

assume that these narratives

Luke

1-6;

vi.

at the present

refer to separate visits paid

by

According to this view, Matthew records a
of the Saviour to teach in his native town, Luke an

Christ to Nazareth.
later visit

As

earlier.

to this, the only question

presence at Nazareth on the

John

first

how

is,

to connect Christ's

occasion with the imprisonment of

according to the parallel passages [Mark i. 14
Matth. iv.
two events seem to stand in connexion), and next, how to
find for the second visit a proper place in the history, inasmuch as
Mark puts it in a different connexion from Matthew. Schleiermacher, however, has conclusively proved (on the writings of Luke, p.
For if
63), that the narratives refer to the same occurrence. [? ?]
(for

;

12], the

the narrative of
Christ's

life, it is

reth could ask

Matthew were

transferred to the later years of
not easy to suppose that the inhabitants of Naza-

"whence hath

man

this

his

wisdom

.?"*

and

still

be thought that the events recorded by Luke are posterior
In internal character the two narrato those related by Matthew,

less

can

it

tives are entirely alike,
is

the chronology.

there

is,

and the

This very

especially in

single

fact,

Matthew and Mark,

reference to the succession of time.

ment and
fxerfipEv

is

for their diversity

another 'proof that

absolutely no prevailing

Matthew, at the commence-

conclusion of his narrative, uses general formulae,
T(o KatQU),

xiii.

53,

he departed thence and came, xiv. 1,
at that time.
Mark vi. 6, breaks off so indefi-

EKuO^v hoL tA0wv

kv inetvo)

argument

however,

nitely that even if he

ii.

had

r. A.,

in general followed the thread of chrono-

from his hand with the words, " and
he went about the villages teaching." The words of transition
fieriipev tKeWev, Iv eiceivo) tw kqiqCj are obviously so vague that they
do not even amount to anything so definite as afterwards or at the
same time, even in the wider sense of these expressions they are
rather, looking to the general aim of the Evangelist, to be understood as meaning generally, " Jesus came once upon a time to his
native city."
In its connexion in which it stands in Matthew, the
whole narrative is introduced, not for its own sake it serves simply
to complete and crown the collection of parables.
The whole emphasis lies on the words ttoOev tovto) ?) oocjiia avri] koI al dvvdfxei^
whence hath this man this loisdom and these miracles ? This wislogy, he here (\bviously let

it fall

—

—

;

* They hesitated not to ascribe wisdom to Jesus, but the more they acknowledged
admired it, the more they wondered how the well-known carpenter's son had attained
How widely this narrow-minded sentiment of wonder differs from the nige inspired
to it.
by his language of rebuke, Luke iv. 14, ff., is obvious. [E.
•ind

—

Matthew
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;

Luke IV.

16-19.

Jesus was unfolded in the parable here recorded, and tho
which those around him stood to it, is shewn in the fol-

(lorn of

relation in

They knew it well, but took ofience at his immeand despised on this account the blessing
which Jesus had come to bring to them. Luke, on theother hand,
relates the occurrence for its own sake, and is doubtless more accu-

lowing nairative..

diate earthly connexions,

rate in the chronology, although the vagueness of the formulae
iv.

14, 15), does not

(Luke

admit an exact determination of the time

;

it is

more than probable, however, that the occurrence belongs to the
commencement of our Lord's ministry. Him, therefore, we shall follow mainly in our exposition, adding at the end the particulars
given by Matthew and Mark.
Luke iv. 16, 17, represents most graj)hically Christ's entry into
According to the usage of the ancient
trustworthy, even though not

the synagogue at Nazareth.

men who were deemed

synagogue,

might -deliver there doctrinal addresses. They usually stood
up while reading God's Word {dveoTrj dvayvcovai^ ver. 16*), the
servant of the synagogue (vnrjpsrrjg, ver. 20) handed the roll, and the

rabbis,

teacher, after reading the section, sitting

down

delivered his dis-

After a section from the books of Moses, there

course (ver. 20).

The account given

followed a passage from the prophets.

in this

narrative corresponds closely to the usual practice, the only doubtful

point being whether the

Kedeemer read the passage from the

Sabbath or not. To me the latter view
seems probable. Otherwise we must assume that first an extract
from the law, and next this passage from Isaiah, was read, but in
this way the deep impression of these prophetic words must have
been greatly weakened. Besides, the very language dvarrTv^ag rb
3tj3A,Lov evge k. t. A,, unfolding the hook he found, etc., points to a
selection
not indeed consciously designed, but under the guidance
of the Spirit of the precise passage which predicted the appearance

down

prophets set

for that

—

—
Ver. 17. — The

of the Messiah.

[iifiXiov is

to be conceived

of-

as a roll, so that

dvaTTTvaou) retains its literal sense of unfolding or unrolling.

person

who

presented

20 (comp. Buxt.

it

lex., p.

was undoubtedly the

"ijh,

the

The

v-nrjpE-rig, ver.

730).

— The passage Isaiah

Ixi. 1, is quoted by Luke freely,
and therefore with some variations, from the LXX. Many changes,
however, have been adopted from the translation into our text, as

Ver. 18, 19.

* In reference to this custom quotations are given
the

first it is

—Non legunt

said

in lege nisi stantes.

Tjnde autcm tenetur legens stare

?

by Lightfoot on the passage. In
Imo non licet legenti, alicui rei innitL

Quia Scriptura

dicit

:

tu autem

mecum

sta.

The

was called "i^CSt?, i- e., according to Buxt. Lex. Talm. p. 1719,
read last and dismissed the people. According to this, one may sup-

reader in the prophets
dimitiens,

he

who

pose that the reading of the passage from the law was already completed, and that Jesus,
as maphtir,

now

concluded the service of God.

Luke

IV. 18, 19.
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for instance the additional clause, IdoaoOai rovg avvTeTpiiJ[.iivovg r^v

Kopdiav after the d-EoraXKe

/te.

The

clause aTroareXXat reOpavoi-ievovg tv

found neither in the Hebrew text nor
LXX. translation of the passage, and consequently must have been
inserted by the Evangelist quoting from memory.
The passage,
d^eaei^

on the other hand,

finally, in

its

is

prophetic connexion, belongs to that majestic pre-

diction respecting the nSn^ tss, 'servant of Jeliovali^ which fills the
second half of Isaiah. It contains [the prediction of that future

servant of

what

God who

will execute alike for Israel

and the heathen,

Israel could not accomplish for the heatlicn, nor the prophet

Comp.

Is. xliv. 1 and 21 with xlviii. 1-8, then, xlix. 5
In this hght does the Eedeemer now make himself
known while explaining the words of the ancient seer as fulfilled in

for Israel.

with

V. 6.]

himself.
h!ii. Spirit upon me, occurs
t-rr' efxe = -^v
same form at Isaiah xlii. 1, lix. 21. It denotes the exalted character of him who was sent from God, and furnished with
power from on high. The words txpiot^ fie, anointed me, refer more
definitely to his being furnished with spiritual power for the royal
and priestly offices of the Messiah, whose various forms of manifestation are subsequently specified.
Ov etvenev — i?; is nothing more
than the simple art, and assigns the ground of the spiritual anointing, ^'for he anointed me to preach good tidings to the poor." The

The

expression nvevfia

also in the

evayyeXiaaadat nruxolg, bring glad-tidings to the p)Oor (o^^js

points out that which was the primary

"'"^i^V),

work of the Messiah.

The

Matth. v. 3, are those who have
been awakened from natural death to anxiety, who have been
TTTuxoi, like the 7rrw;^o^ nvevixari of

need of an atonement. The good news is brought
through the very appearance of the Messiah, through
faith in him and through his help against sin with all its inward
and outward consequences. The d(peoig, deliverance, and the dvdpXeipig, recovering of sight, are specially brought forward as the real
The same saving
results efi'ected by the Spirit-anointed Eedeemer.
power of the Messiah is represented now as breaking the bonds of
sin, then as removing the insensibihty of the spiritual eye
so that
it is merely two aspects of the same thing Avhich are brought forward, and these under physical analogies. The expression K-rjpv^ai,
proclaim, (Nir<^) however, does not imply that the deliverance and
recovery of sight were merely distant and future, but close at
hand, so that the annunciation and the thing announced go together.

awakened

to these

to the

men

;

The

beautiful idea of the clause IdaaaOai rovg ovvrerptitiitvovg

ttjv

crushed in heart, wliich expresses the gentle ministry of the Saviour in restoring all that is prostrated and crushed,
Kapdiav, heal the

is

omitted by the Evangelist, that by an apparent pleonasm he

repeat the idea of the deliverance.

But the

rFOpavofievot

may

puts us

Luke
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at once in

mind of

tiie

IV. 19, 20.

ovvrsTpinnevoi {&pavo), to break up, to crush in

pieces.

epaveaOai, to be in

Hebrew

d'':??^-;^

a

of brokenness, equivalent to the
the dnooTElXai iv d(p8aei, is in the
same jiassage parallel to the Q^sjsh hVij. The ideas of healing, deliIs. Iviii. 6).

state

And

verance, resto7'ation to our original state, are here intermingled.
There is, moreover, something remarkable in the relation between
the words rvcpXoig dvalSXeTpiv, dnooTeTXai. reOpavanivovg iv d^iaei, and

the

Hebrew

LXX.

text of the passage, Isa.

Ixi. 1.

the last words are wholly wanting

Both there and

in the

do not accurately
correspond to the Hebrew text. The words of the latter run B"'':"cinV
n'p-r7;52j the opening of the prison, etc., and they arc rendered TV(pXolg
dvaf^Xeipiv.
The expression ^'p-np.2 had been read as one word, in
;

the

first

the sense o£the oj)ening of closed eyes ; t'^'i-ON, captives, was seemingly taken to mean, Quen ivith eyes bound up; but this does not
agree with the connexion of the passage in the prophet, which
admits no other rendering than ^^ release to those that are bound."
The words d-noardXai redpavofiivovg iv dcpeaei, which are entirely
awanting in Is. Ixi. 1, have undoubtedly been taken by Luke from
the parallel passage, Isa. Iviii. 6, and interwoven here with the
former.
In this expression he again follows the LXX. It thus

appears that the writers of the
those of the Old.
those of other

New

With memories

Testament deal very freely by
uncertain and wavering like

men, interchanging passages, confounding words, the
who inspired and led them, yet so manages aU, that

Spirit of truth,

nothing untrue, nothing that may mislead, has resulted, but that
truth itself is rather presented in a new aspect, and its real nature
the more completely revealed.* Finally, the concluding words,
Kripv^ac ivcavTov Kvpiov dearov, to p)roclaim the acceptable year of the
Lord, are again taken from Is. Ixi. 1. The LXX. have simply rendered Ni;;"^ by naXeoai. The v.^in-nsw, accep)table year, like the a'"'
which follows it, denotes the whole period of New Testament life,
during which they who receive into their souls the mind of Christ
the beloved (the accepted one), appear as themselves also through

him

well-pleasing to God.f Ephes. i. 6.
Ver. 20.
It is doubtful whether the Saviour read merely these

—

words, or also the following verses. To me the former supposition seems the more probable.
He wished .simply to proclaim a
joyful message, and invite the inhabitants of Nazareth to embrace
it

—the immediately succeeding verses, however, contain a threaten* In regard to the quotations from the Old Testament in the New, compare the strikby Tholuck, in the supplement to his Commentary on the Epistle to the

ing treatise

Hebrews.

Hamburg, 1836.

f It is strange that several of the fatliers understood this passage to mean that Christ
preached only one year (and some months). (Comp. Clem. Alex. Strom. 1, p. 407# Orig.
de princ. vol. i., p. 160). As to the erroneous nature of this view, see more at length in
the Comm. on John ii. 13, v. i. vL 4

Luke
ing of the day of wrath.

{Urvaooj

lay together, to roll up.
ite

IV. 20-22.

found only in this passage,

is

'Arevi^o), to
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to

look sharply, steadily, a favour-

word with Luke.)

—

The expression ijp^aro liyeiv, he began to say, is
Ver. 21, 22.
by no means redundant it indicates the solemn and weighty man;

ner in which he entered on his discourse.
TTenXtpiorai,,

the Scripture is fulfilled,

Luke

In the clause

1)

ypa(j)7]

gives shortly the con-

of Christ's address.
That this passage particularly must
be understood as an authentic exposition of the Old Testament
prophecy, can admit of no doubt.
(On TrXipo)dTivai,, see at Matth.
tents

i.

To suppose

22).

tions,

would be

The preaching

here

a,ny

concession to

popular interpreta-

to strike at the very foundation of the Gospel.

of Jesus in Nazareth was a preaching of grace

;

the

unbelievers themselves admitted this, but they took ofience at his
earthly connexions,

The

and

lost

by neglect the acceptable year of the

expression, Xoyoi ryg

x'^P'-'^'^^ ivords of grace, refers primarily to the outward charms of the Saviour's speech, but these must
be considered simply as the visible result of the grace which revealed

Lord.

itself in

him.

He

manifested before his hearers the fulness of his

(John i. 14).
That it was the well-known family connexions of Jesus at
which the inhabitants of Nazareth took offence, is shewn both by
Matthew and Mark. They recount the names of all his family, and
wish, as it were, to mislead themselves into the conviction that he is
merely one of them. Like all sensual men, strangers to the spiritualities of the unseen world, they look on all that is divine, for the
perception of which they want the spiritual sense, as something
absolutely unattainable, and they hold themselves far off from it,
should it seek to penetrate, with its transforming power, their own
This is especially true when its influences are
sphere of life.
brought to bear through those whom they see moving in earthly
In the phrase " the carpenter's
relations analogous to their own.
son," the prevalent popular idea was embodied, and that impression
was wisely permitted, because the idea of the heavenly origin of
Jesus could be of use only to believers. Mark, however, in the
parallel passage, terms Jesus himself " the carpenter," inasmuch as
the Saviour, in his earthly relations, and before his public appearance
as the Messiah, undoubtedly followed the calling of Joseph,* a circumstance which formed part of his humiliation. Christian antiquity saw, in the facts thus recorded, nothing offensive, for the life
of Jesus was in all its relations unostentatious and obscure. Adoptgrace and truth.

ing apocryphal additions, Justin tells us ravra yap rd reKTovtKd tpya
elpyd^ero iv dvdpcjnoig wv, dporpa koc ^vyd, did tovto)v koc rd rrjg diKaio* Mark does not

name

Joseph, he only says of Jesus that he

probably indicates that Joseph was already dead.

was

vide Uapiar,

which

Luke
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IV. 21, 22.

ouvTjg av\i(ioXa diddoicojv Koi hepyrj [3LOv,for he laboured tvJiile among
men, in the mechanical emjoloyment, maJcing ploughs and yokes, in
these, both exhibiting the symbols of righteousness, and inculcatiiig
an active life. (Dial. c. Tryph. Jud., p. 316. Paris, 1636). As

respects the ddeX<pac, sisters, here

who

are left nameless, a question

named, and the ddeXcpol, brothers,
arise as to whether they were

may

full brothers, or step-brothers, or cousins.

The second

opinion, that

they were step-brothers, is the least supported by proof, having
nothing to rest on but the tradition that Joseph, at a former period
of

life,

had been married

to a

woman named

Salome.

Between the two

It

may, there-

is hardly
with historic cerAt first sight, however, everything seems to conspire in
tainty.
favour of the opinion that the brethren and sisters of Jesus were
really Mary's oiun children, and great pains have recently been
taken to establish this view.* 1. Their names are given in immehave no ground
2.
diate connexion with that of the mother.
for supposing that Joseph's marriage with Mary was a marriage only
in appearance, and Matth. i. 25, rather seems to be a positive testimony on the other side. (Compare, however, the Comm. on the
Yet a careful examination tends rather to discountepassage).
nance this, and support the latter opinion, that the so-called brethren

fore,

be at once set aside.

possible,

owing to the defect of

others,

it

proof, to decide

We

of the

Lord were cousins

to Jesus.

For

first

of

all,

the point

is

established, that none of these four brethren of Jesus can have

belonged to the number of the twelve apostles, although among
there were two who bore the similar names of James and
Judas. For, according to John vii. 5, they did not believe in Jesus.
And at Acts i. 14, they are still markedly separated from the apostles, although they appear here as believers.f It is expressly stated,
however, respecting Mary, the wife of Cleophas, and sister to the

them

* Compare

Andeut. Part 1. 404, sq., and Clemen in Winer's Zeitschrift f iir wiss.
Also Schneckenburger's Beitr. p. 214* sq., annot. in lac. epist.
TiJbing, Zeitschr. 1829, p. 47, sq., 1830, p. 2, ff.
I^ however, Joseph had been
p. 141.
the father of the persons who are termed Christ's brethren, and if Mary, the mother of
Jesus, had been their mother, some of them would surely, for once at least, have been
Th. Part

iii..

Stler's

p. 329, sq.

styled " the son of Joseph," since

it

was common

father in denominating each other.
least

for tlie

Jews

to use the

name of the
moan at

In our opinion, the "brethren of Christ"

sometimes " sons of Cleophas."

f Those who maintain the identity of the apostles James and Judas, with the d6el(p6l
Tov Kvpiov of the same name, appeal especially to the fact that Alpheus, who is mentioned
as the father of James (Matth. x.

3), is the same person with Clopas or Cleophas, the husband of Mary, who was sister to the mother of Jesus (John xix. 25). According to the
mode in which Greek names are formed from the Hebrew, it was possible that -teVn may
have been changed into 'AZ^aior, by leaving out the aspirate, while by laying stress upon
it, the name would be formed into KAwrruf.
It is inconceivable, however, that the same
vsTiter would have constructed the name in both these Greek forms, as we find them in
Luke, who now writes KAeotto? (xxiv. 18, and now 'AA^aiOf (vL 15), [but not to designate one and the same person].
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IV. 21-23.

had sous, two of wliom,
by Matthew (xxvii. 5Q). According to this, then, the two mothers who were of the same name
themselves, must have had sons whose names wcrC also alike. This
certainly is possible, yet the number of persons in the New Testament bearing similar names must in that case be immoderately increased.
But how John xix. 26, can accord with the opinion that
Mary had sons of her own, it is impossible to see. Beyond all doubt
she would have been taken charge of by them, and not entrusted to
mother of Jesus (John

James and

John,

we

who

Joses, are

xix. 25), that she

named

When

stood without the circle of the family connexion.

consider that according to

for cousin

to us

;

Hebrew usage

and that two of the

the Lord's cousins

;

nx

is

the

common term

so-called brethren are demonstrably

the preponderance of proof unquestionably in-

had no brethren of his own after
we may suppose that Jesus and
Mary dwelt in the house of her sister, and that Jesus grew up along
with her sons this circumstance would explain very simply how it
happens that Mary, the mother of Jesus, should sometimes be named
along with the son of her sister.
Luke iv. 23. Jesus looked at once through the hearts of the
men of Nazareth, and saw that they could not through the veil
which his lowly circumstances threw around his spiritual glory,

clines to the conclusion that Jesus

the flesh.*

If Joseph died young,

;

—

penetrate into his essential nature.

them, as in a
to see

glass, the

that they were

He

held up, therefore, before

likeness of themselves, giving

incapable of knowing him.

them from the Old Testament examples

to

them thus

He

cites

shew that even

to

in the

times of their fathers, the heavenly message found no acceptance
among the immediate companions of the prophets, and that, unable
to unfold its power in them, it had taken refnge among the heathen.
The Saviour's first words, however, intimate clearly that the inhabitants of

Nazareth had desired to see

his miracles,

and had remarked

that he might perform a miracle on himself, changing himself from
a poor man into a rich from a lowly man into a mighty. This

—

carnal appetite for the marvellous, the Saviour here, as elsewhere,

(Compare on Matth. xii. 38, 39, xvi. 1, seq.) He perno miracle to dazzle by its splendour, but to heal, and to
strengthen the poor, the week, the needy. (Jlavrug epeire, ye will
assuredhj say to me. The word -dv-wg often occurs in Luke [Acts
Respecting -napapoXri, see on Matth.
xxi. 22 ; xxviii. 4].
xviii. 21

repels.

foiTQs

;

tliat Joseph and Mary had children born to them, I am further led to
on the ground that, according to the Old Testament predictions, it is difficult to
of tfie family of David in the line from which the Messiah
continuation
of
any
conceive
was to come forth. "We conceive of it as a fitting thing that in Jesus, springing as the
"What we read of
everlasting Ruler from the house of David, the line itself should close.

* The opinion

reject,

David's descendants at a future period (compare Euseb., H. E.,
to the children of

some

collateral line.

iii.

20) refers beyond doubt

—
Luke
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Here

xiii. 1.

it

IV. 23,

24.

Vi-w a proverb.)
The meaning of
Physician, Heal thyself, is simply this

denotes like

larpe, OepaTzevaov oeavrov^

—

are you great
skill on yourself
do you allege that as a
Saviour you can give deliverance ? then deliver yourself from povThus did the blinded people mock his love when on the
erty.

Shew your

;

and thus does selfishness ever manifest
alienated from God.
Pure unselfish love,
however, gives rather than takes (Acts xx. 35), becomes poor in
order to make others rich (2 Cor. viii. 9). Wetstein on the passage,
for
cites, moreover, from the Kabbins proverbs of the same import
example, from Tanchuma on Genes, p. 61, medice, sana claudicationem tuam. In the things of this world, the idea is in some
The concluding
respects true, in the kingdom of grace it is false.
words, of the verse shew further with what latitude the general formula of transition, at Luke iv. 14, must be taken. Jesus had,
after his temptation, been to Capernaum, and there performed
miracles (elt; is the correct reading, and means in hehaJf of, for the
benefit of Capernaum), the report of which had reached Nazareth.
This proves that even in Luke the chronology is hard to trace, and
that we cannot even in his case conclude from the immediate collocioss (Matth. xxvii.

itself in the

42),

heart that

is

:

cation of events, that they followed each other directly in point of

do also here, the pride and
most plainly explained. They
demand miracles, as though they had, from being his countrymen, a

In the words

time.

iroirjaov nal

arrogance of the natural
special right to

them.

man

ojde,

are

Yet do they mock him who claims

to be

more than they, disparaging themselves in their self-contradictory
pride.
Meanwhile they cannot subdue the impression which his
divine presence had made on them, for they are astonished. (V. 22.)
Ver. 24. This verse forms, in the account of Luke, the climax
of the narrative. With Matthew and Mark it attaches itself incidentally to the narrative, which is regarded under an entirely
different aspect.
Most appropriately does Luke introduce this
occurrence at the outset of Christ's ministry, and narrate it with
such care, for the reception he met with when commencing his offi-

—

labours in his native town, mirrored forth the peculiar expeMatthew and Mark further

cial

rience of his whole subsequent career.

add

:

the prophet

own

is

of no esteem " in his

By

own

house, and

among

compressed within
narrower limits, but its leading outlines remain the same. As
Christ's brethren believed not (John vii. 5), so neither did the inhabitants of Nazareth believe, and like, the latter, so the whole

his

kindred."

these words the picture

is

nation disbelieved

;

" he came unto his own, and his

him

i.

11.)

not."

own received
The kingdom of God passed over to the
them even Luke himself went as a preacher. As,

(John

heathen, and to
towever, after the resurrection, the brethren of Christ were

among

—
Luke
the believers (Acts

i.

IV. 24-30.
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14), so also shall Israel turn to the Lord, at the

time of the great resurrection (Rom.

xi. 25.)

That which happened,

however, to Christ personally, he applies to

all prophets,

ovdelg

no prophet is accepted, etc.
For in the case of every prophet, the divine element in him comes
into conflict with sin in his contemporaries, and the closer their
relation in the flesh, the more incomprehensible to the worldly man
is their wide separation in the sjiirit.
The spectacle of the prophet
entangled in the same irritating cares of daily life that are common
to all his fellows, rendered it more difficult under this lowly guise,
to recognise his heavenly character.
Ver. 25-27.
The examples by which the Lord illustrates the
working of this divine power, passing by those who are near and
acting on those at a distance, are taken from 1 Kings xviii. 1, seq.,
7Tpo(p/]~7]g dsicTog

ioTiv tV

T7~/

TTarpidL avrov,

—

The

and six months are also given at
1 Kings xviii. 1, the time seems
merely to have extended over the second, and into the third year.
If, however, Ave compute it, not from the coming of the rain, but
from the flight of Elijah, 1 Kings xvii. 9, as Benson has proposed,
nans a small town betwixt
the difficulty disappears. Idpenra
Tyi-e and Sidon.
The whole stress is to be laid on the fact, that
heathens instead of Israelites saw the miracles of the prophet.
xvii. 12, seq.

James

v. 17,

three years

but, according to

=

—

Ver. 28, 29. These parallel cases from among the heathen,
wounded the vanity of the Nazarenes; they drove out their prophet,
and so made the words of Jesus true. Nay, they even intended to
take his life, as they wished to cast him down from the hill on which
their town was built. (Compare on Matth. ii. 23.)
QOcPpvg^ eye-hroio,
steep precipice.

Ver. 30.

Hesych. ra

— The

vxjjrjXa

kol vnepKeifieva ;^wpm.)

unbelieving, miracle-seeking Nazarcnes, met, in

wonder-working power, of which, how610, n^aov avrcov tTropevero, passing
through their midst, he ivcnt aioay, relates the Evangelist. These
words in themselves certainly do not indicate anything miraculous ;
some fortunate accident might have made it possible for an indihis escape, with a proof of his

they took no heed.

ever,

AieXdcjv

vidual to escape from the excited population of a whole city.
But
he who acknowledges no mere accident, and least of all in the hishe who enquires exegeticaUy into the view
tory of the Son of God
of the writer, must be forced to confess the idea here expressed to be
Jesus departed through the midst of them without restraint
this
or hindrance, because he was Jesus; his divine power held their
limbs and senses bound. No one could take from him his life, unless
when he freely gave it. (John x. 18.) In the same way also is the
narrative at John viii. 59 to be understood.
Matth. (xiii. 58) and Mark (vi. 5) remark in conclusion, that
Jesus performed few miracles in Nazareth. According to the more
;

:

Luke
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IV. 30.

minute account of Mark, lie healed a few sick persons by laying his
hands on them. Probably this was before his address in the synagogue^ for after it the scene of uproar immediately broke forth.
We need not suppose that this contradicts Luke iv. 23, if we
assume that these cures had taken place in quiet family circles,
for surely the good seed was not wholly wanting even in unbelieving Nazareth.
The expression, however, employed by Mark, is
remarkable, iOavjia^e did t7]v dmoTiav avrCJVj lie marvelled at their
vMhelief (a painful contrast with Matthew viii. 10, where Jesus
wonders at faith), and ovk rjdvvaro iael ovSejuav dvvajuv Ttotrjaai,
he loas not able to do there any mighty ivork.
These words strikingly explain the relation of faith to the miraculous power of
Christ.
Faith appears here once more (compare on Matthew vii^
1), as a condition indispensable to the manifestation of that miraculous power, which, as the positive pole requires the negative,

demanded susceptibility of mind
The OVK rfivvaroj he could not, is

before

could impart

it

its gifts.

therefore to be taken quite lite-

—

rally, as denoting an internal impossibility
obviously not a physical,
but a divine, a moral inipossibility. As Grod can save no impeni-

tent sinner, none,

who

humbly

refuses

to

mourn

over his guilt, so

Jesus cannot heal where faith is wanting. Hence it appears that
the object of the miracles is not to produce faith ih-Qj presuppose
faith as existing, but where it already is they can purify and confirm it, and at the same time awaken the mind to correct knowledge.
.

:

is not necessarily united with depth
not likely that the views of that heroine of faith, the Canaanitish woman (Matthew xv. 22), were very
clear, but her heart burned with love, and her whole soul was

For, clearness of understanding

and

liveliness of faith.

susceptible

compel

(if

miracle.

stages of

to

I

It

is

heavenly influences.

may

so speak),

(Compare on Matthew
its

Hence she was enabled

to

the reluctant Saviour to perform a
Faith, therefore, in

xv. 28.)

development, proceeds from the heart

;

its

all

resting-place

immediate sphere of the inner life it is receptive love, as
communicative love. But the divine principle (grace),
which unites itself to faith, is to pervade the powers of knowledge
and understanding, nay, indeed the whole man, in all his faculties.
By knowledge, however, no man attains to faith, nor shall any be
saved by mere intelligence but a believing heart may well secure
salvation, even amidst great obscurity in our perceptions of truth.

is

in the

grace

;

is

;

(Compare Proverbs

iv.

23.)

Matthew XIV.

§ 24.
(Matth. xiv. 1-12;

The
Mark
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1, 2.

Baptist's Death.

vi. 14.-29.

Luke

iii.

19,

20;

ix. 7-9.)

—

The immediately following chapters in Matthew (xiv. xvii.) do
not share the character of the preceding no thread can be traced
guiding the arrangement of their several portions. Not till the
17th chapter, does the distinctive peculiarity of Matthew, that,
;

namely, of combining fragments of various discourses, again appear.
The chapters which here immediately follow, I am inclined to regard
as supplements of a historic kind to the preceding sections {Ruhri-

Although the unchronological character of Matthew still
made of Chiist's death we ob-

Icen).

remains, yet in the frequent mention

serve a gradual drawing near to the later period.

The

in chapter xiv., the account of the Baptist's death,

—

is

first

incident

obviously of a

sujDplementary character the fact of his execution is supposed to
be long past. Luke (iii. 19, 20) had anticipated it. The mention
of the views current regarding Christ, points, however, to a period

when the

reports respecting him had already obtained wide cirand the acquaintance of the disciples with their nature is easily explained, if we consider that their mission must
have brought them into contact with persons of various kinds.
culation,

From
Mark

this point

down

to the end of this section, the relation of

He follows him closely and throughtwo cases (vii. 32-37 viii. 22-26), inserting short narratives of cures which Matthew does not give.
The account Matthew xvii, 24-27, of the coin in the mouth of the fish, he omits.
Mark's peculiar style of narrative remains unchanged in these portions
he presents far more graphically than Matthew the details
of his narratives, but dwells exclusively on their outward features.
The expression h iKeivcp rw Kaipoj, at that time, is here
Ver. 1.
used in all its vagueness, inasmuch as the preceding occurrence happened at the commencement of the Lord's ministry, while the
account of Herod which follows belongs to a later period. (Concerning Herod [Antipas] and rerpdpxrjg, compare on Matthew ii. 22
Luke iii. 1.) The frivolous Avorldling seems at first lo have given
himself little trouble about Jesus he never heard of him till his
fame had been widely spread.
Ver. 2. Matthew merely records the impression which the information about Christ made on the tetrarch
Mark and Luke state,
in addition, the various rumours respecting him which were in cirSubsequently they both repeat them
culation among the people.
on an occasion when Matthew also gives them (xvi. 14), and we
Vol. I.— 33
to

Matthew

out, only in

is

peculiar.

;

;

—

;

:

—

;

Matthew XIV.
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2-5.

defer therefore the fuller consideration of

them

to

Matthew

xvi. 14.

Herod, Mark, agreeing with Matthew, relates that he believed
Jesus to have been John raised from the dead. He expresses tliis
dovAo^ nas).
(ITaZf
Accordopinion directly to those about him.

As

to

=

,

which disturbed him
(dcrjTTopei, Lukc ix.
7), yet his wish to see Jesus (Luke ix. 9),
would rather lead us to the opposite conclusion, namely, that he
(Compare
himself disbelieved the report of John's resurrection.
Luke xxiii. 8.) This seeming contradiction disappears, however,
when we consider how completely this worldly man must have been
ing to Luke,

it

was the mere repbrt of

involved in darkness.

At

the

first

this

hearing of the report his heart

would be shaken with

fear, for conscience

desire to please others

and

would testify that from a
knowledge (see Mark

agaiuist his better

he had caused the Baptist to be murdered. A mind so
however, would soon pacify itself and become convinced of the improbability of the whole matter. His Sadduceeism
would come to his aid (see on Markviii. 15, corajjaredwitli Matthew
xvi. 6), and put to flight every idea of a probable existence beyond
Consistency in the views of such sensualists is not to be
the grave.
looked for they deny the reality of divine things, yet amidst their
very denial their heart quakes with the secret belief of them. "With
metempsychosis we have here nothing to do, for it is clear they did
not believe that John's soul had passed into another body, but that
he was himself personally risen from the dead. Not even at John
ix. 3, are we to look for traces of a belief in metempsychosis, or the
pre-existence of souls, during the times of the apostles.
(Compare
the Comment, on that passage.)
Ver. 3, 4.
The aorists are, in the connexion, clearly to be understood as equivalent to the pluperf'^ct tense.
(Compare Winer's
Gram., p. 251.) The place of John's imprisonment was, according
to Joseplms (Antiq. xviii. 5, 2), the fortress of Machaerus.
The
notorious Herodias, with whom Antipas lived in incestuous connexion, was the daughter of Aristobulus, a sou of Herod the Great.
The latter married her to his son Philip (who is not to be confounded with Philip the Tetrarch, see on Matthew ii. 22), who was
disinherited by his father, and lived subsequently merely as a private
vi.

26),

superficial,

;

—

For this reason, his wife, Herodias, preferred the connexion with the tetrarch, Antipas, that she might become a reigning princess. Antipas discarded in her favour, his former wife, the
individual.

daughter of Aretas, the Arabian prince. (Compare Joseplms, Antiq.
John, the stern preacher of repentance, had dared to
xviii. 5, 1.)
rebuke this scandalous union, and drawn upon himself the unmitigated hatred of Herodias. In Antipas himself, it would appear,
there often arose feelings of a better nature.

Ver.

5.

— Mark paints

(ver.

(Mark

vi.

20.)

20) Herod in more favourable colours,

—
Matthew XIV.
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Herodias who appears as the special enemy of John.
('Ew;^w, V. 19, to he angry, in anger to lay snares for ; Luke xi. 53.)
Matthew, however, ascribes to Herod the intention of putting John
to death, only, he remarks, that he feared the people.
Mark's language, " knowing him to be a righteous and holy man," seems to
indicate that his conscience had been roused, and this is confirmed by
what follows. The eager hearing of John refers not to the time of
liis imprisonment, during which any interview between the prince
and the Baptist is hardly conceivable, but to an earlier period,
before his incarceration. At such a conference John might well have
called his attention to the unla^\-fulness of his union with Herodias,
so that it is

as well as to other criminal acts,

—

tXeyxofxevo^

vrr'

(Compare Luke

iii.

19; 'HpoidT/f

'Io)dvvov ixepi 'Hpajc^mcJof-- -kol Tzepi rravTUv ojv inoLTjoe

TiOVTJpOJV.)

Ver.

6.

may

Teviaia

commencement

be understood of his hirtli-day, or of the
Even so early as Joseph's time, the

of his reign.

Pharaohs kept the

i]iitpa

yeveaeug.

(Genesis

the general expression rjnepa evKaipog
describes the guests at the feast.

The

=

xl. 20.)

:i'-M

tsS->

expression

Mark employs

festive

day, and

i-ieyiordveg,

^'

lords,"

seems of Persian origin. JosepJms (Antiq., ix. 3, 2) ranges them
along with the satraps. The LXX. use the word among others for
-.^I'-.rin Daniel v. 1.
In the New Testament it occurs again only at
Rev. vi. 15; x\'iii. 23. Here it seems to denote the highest civil
officers at

the court, as %f Amp;^;oi does the highest military

officers.

The TrpwTot -/"/f Ta?uJiaiag, first men of Galilee, would, in that case,
mean the wealthiest men of the province. We are doubtless to understand the dancing of the daughter of Herodias to have been the
mimic dance, but not necessarily unchaste. On the part of his step-

daughter (Salome was her name) this

—The verb

is

hardly conceivable.

its most
immediate sense of to draio forth, to lead, out; figuratively, it means
to instruct any one, to train for some purpose. At Exodus xxxv. 34,
The wicked mother directed the maiden to John
it stands for n-;'ri.
the Baptist, and she asked for his head. The weak Antipas granted
('E| avvTig sc. Cjpag, Mark vi. 25.)
it, though Avith a reluctant mind.

Ver.

7.

Ver.

9, 10.

7rpo(3il3d^eiv

occurs at Acts xix. 33, in

— The weak fear of man extracted

from the tctrarch

the order for the beheading ; he was ashamed before the assembly
The state of Pilate's mind was
to recal his too hasty promise.
similar when the demand was made that he should suffer Jesus to
be led forth to death only he was overcome by fear, Antipas by
shame. Mark vi. 27 uses the Latin name orceKovXarcop, by which

—

the executioner was

commonly designated.

The mode

of writing

the word varies between spiculator (from spiculum, a spear with

which they were armed), and speculator
ferable.

—the

former seems pre-

Matthew XIV.
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Ver.

12.

11,

— As

11-13.

the execution seems to have been so soon
must have been held in the castle of

carried into effect, the feast

Machaerus

itself,

The

or in the neighbourhood.

buried the body (Mark

vi.

faithful disciples

29, has rrrCJua) of their master as their

token of respect.

last

§ 25.

Feeding of the Five Thousand.

(Matth. xiv. 13-21;

The

Mark

vi.

30-44; Luke

date of the feeding of the

five

ix.

10-17; John

thousand

is

vi.

1-15.)

fixed with cer-

John vi. 4 (see on the explanation of ijv 61 tyyt'^ to 7rao%a
The connecting of Christ's retirethe Comment, on the passage).
ment into the desert, with his recei\ang the news of John's death,
As his hour was not yet come,
is extremely simple and probable.
he went into retirement, partly that he might avoid all hostile
machinations, partly that he might in prayer to God and converse
with his disciples, meditate on, and make known those mighty events
(Comin the kingdom of God which were gradually approaching.

tainty by

pare on

Mark

i.

As

35.)

the people crowd thither after him, the

scene of the subsequent feeding of the multitude

Ver. 13.

—Matthew

is

ushered

in.

states in general 'lr]aovg dvexc^piioev laeWev elg

Jesus retired thence into a desert, leaving undetermined what
to, for his last account of Jesus (Matth. xiii. 53But the expression " in a ship" points
58) mentions no locality.
to his passing over to the opposite side of the sea of Gennesareth,

eprjjj.ov,

the thence refers

an inference which John

vi, 1,

and Luke

ix.

10, confirm.*

The

This town, however, must not be confounded with the city of the apostles (John i. 44), which lay on the
western shore of the sea. This second Bethsaida was situated on
the eastern bank, near where the Jordan flows into the lake. At
first it was a village, but Philip the tetrarch raised it to the rank of

latter mentions Bethsaida.

and named it Julias. {Josephus, Antiq., xviii. 8 Wars of the
13 compare Von Kaumer's Palest., p. 100). According to
Mark (ver. 31), this retirement was intended also for the disciples,
that they might rest from the labours (dvaTraveade oXiyov) occasioned
by the pressure of the people. They had even been prevented
from taking their necessary food. Eager, however, for help (though
only outward help, immediately), the people hastened after them
into the uncultivated region whither our Lord had withdrawn, and
a

city,

Jews,

*

;

ii.

De Wette

;

(on

Luke

ix. 10)

thinks that

Luke

places this feeding in a different local-

from Matthew and Mark that he knows nothing of a passage across the sea, and
refers to the Bethsaida on the western shore.
But this is sufficiently disproved by the
it was sursingle circumstance that there was no desert near the western Bethsaida
rounded by the most fruitful land.

ity

;

:

Matthew XIV
he had compassion on them.

Luke

i.

78.)

He
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13-17.

(See respecting G-kayxvi^KaOaL on

taught, therefore (Luke and Mark), and afterwards

performed cures (Matthew). On the words (especially as given by
Mark), compare the passage Matth. ix. 36. They contain allusions
to O^d Testament passages, such as Numbers xxvii. 17 ; Isaiah liii,
G.
Luke (ix. 11) mentions as the subject of his teaching, the
BaatAe/a tov Qeov, hingdoni of God, under which exi3ression is here
comprehended, in an indeterminate and general way, that more
exalted heavenly life which Christ was come to render the dominant
principle on earth.
(Compare on Matth. iii. 2.)
Yer. 15, 16.
In narrating the course of the miracle, John deviates from the synoptical Gospels.
He states that the Saviour put

—

to Philip the question,

the synoptical writers

how

tell

shall

we buy bread

for so

many

to dismiss the people, that they

might disperse themselves and

provisions in the villages that lay immediately around.

however, to reconcile both accounts.

(Mark

vi.

while

;

us that the apostles had applied to Jesus

As

35, copa -oAA?/, like the expression

the day was
I'jfupa

It

now

find

is

easy,

far

gone

~oXh], in the

LXX.

some of the disciples enquired of Jesus as to the
time when the people would be dismissed. John mentions another
circumstance occurring, cither before or after the inquiry of the disciples, the question, namely, put by Jesus to Philip. Even though,
as Bengel supposes, the charge of providing food had been entrusted
to him, the special object in putting the question was certainly a
moral one. Philip must have his mind awakened (John vi, 6, tXeyev
6 'hjaovg -eipd^iov avrov, Jesus spol:e jy^'oving Jdm), that he might be
Philip, howable to apprehend aright the approaching miracle.
ever, appears here as at John xiv. 8, unable to free himself from his
earthly modes of conception ; he refers to the sum of money that
40 rix dollars.
would be required for feeding them, (200 denarii
This sum is given also by Mark \d. 37.)
Another equally immaterial difference in the narraYer. 17.
at Genesis xxix. 7),

=

—

John's expressly naming Andrew (vi, 8) as the person who
mentioned the boy with the five loaves and the two fishes (oipdpiov
properly means merely hy-meat/-' any thing eaten with bread ; the
other Evangelistsdefine it by /_;\;0yef,^s7tes), while Matthew, Mark, and
tive, is

Luke make the

was no food whatever at
have looked on Andrew as sjjcaking
The expression
for all the apostles, and expressing their mind.
rraiddptov ti', 07ie little hoy (the tv is not to be taken as having the
force of the indefinite article, but as distinctly intimating that none
else besides this boy had brought food with them), forbids our supposing that the five loaves and two fishes were merely the disciples'
hand.

These

apostles say that there

last Evangelists

* According to lexicographers, however, oTpupiov was, at a later period, used as precisely equivalent to lx6v6iov.

—
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17-21.

owu supply of food. John immediately places, in direct contrast,
the whole number present (ravra ri Lgtcv elg roaovrovg), with the
whole supply of provisions. (The assigning of the number at 5000
is alike in all the narratives, only Matthew and Mark do not menMatthew remarks, enhancing it stiU
tion it till the conclusion,
more, besides women and children. The mode of arranging them
The agreement
at the meal greatly facilitated the reckoning.
in the numbers, as well of those who were fed, as of the provisions
set before

them,

is

not to be overlooked.

to the truth of the narrative

the numbers.)

— The

Ver. 18, 19.

;

It

later tradition

is

a strong testimony

would have corrupted

Saviour causes the crowd to be ranged in

regular order, and proceeds to divide the small supply of food. (The

where the Saviour was at

this time, was grassy pasture
In the same way -la-ito is used
to denote pasturage.
We are not therefore to conceive of any
thing like sandy wastes, but rather of steppes. Ivi^nrootov denotes
here the persons who partake of a meal together, like our German
word GesellscJiaft, a company. Luke uses instead, the term ichaiai,
the reclining or sitting together at food, tahU-parties ; each company of fifty is conceived as forming a party by itself. The repetition of the word denotes, according to Hebrew usage, the sej)arate
distribution, instead of the Greek dvd.
In graphic language, from
a vivid conception of the scene, Mark styles the separate companies
npaGLai, defined and separate spaces, e. g., garden-beds, as in Homer.
He adds, that some of these parties consisted of 100, others of 50,
{tm
nay, he does not forget to notice the freshness of the grass,
_^Awpc5 ;\;6pT6j
These traits originate
x^^P^*^ — P'^P i'l "^^6 LXX.)
wholly in his peculiar mode of representation which deals with
events chiefly in their external features. In detailing the division
itself, Mark (41) adds expressly, nal rovg dvo Ix^vag ejXEpLoe rrum, and
he divided the tioo fishes among them all. These words clearly intimate the view of the narrator, that the two fishes were the object
subdivided among all
Jesus had only this small supply for satisfying the multitude. The words of John, ooov i'lOeXov, as much as
they ivoidd (vi. 11), exclude all idea of a merely seeming satisfaction
of their wants
every one partook as much as he desired that was
the standard which, on this occasion, regulated the supply.
The command to gather up the fragments admitYer. 20, 21.
ted of being carried into execution, for our Lord was standing in
one fixed place when he broke the bread and the fishes (fragments
of which latter, the minute and accurate Mark informs us were also
collected), at which point they would naturally collect themselves,
and means might also be taken beforehand for keeping them clean.
The twelve baskets (in which all the four Evangelists are agreed),
tprjixog,

ground, without towns or villages.

;

;

—

;

I

Matthew XIV.
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21.

shew that the fragments that remained over were of greater amount
than the original loaves. Probably each apostle took a basket
to complete the gathering of the fragments
hence the twelve.
This union of careful savingness with creative power is a feature so
peculiar, that it impresses, beyond all mistake, a heavenly character on the narrative.
Such things are not invented
Nature, that
mirror of divine perfections, jilaces before our eyes the same combination of boundless munificence, and of truest frugality in imparting
;

!

her benefits.

The Evangelists

close their narratives with nothing certainly
exclamations or expressions of surprise John only remarking
what an impression the incident had made on the people. They
concluded from it that Jesus was the promised prophet, and wished
to make him by force the sovereign of their worldly kingdom.

—

like

Whether such an

ebullition

van returning from a

is

conceivable, if the multitude (a cara-

had

festival, as is conjectured)

satisfied

them-

with the provision which themselves had made for the journey,
and in the most courteous way, left untouched the smaU supply ol
food placed before them by the apostles, we leave intelligent and
selves

believing readers to infer for themselves.

The

fact itself thus recorded obviously belongs to that class of

Christ's miracles
first class

which stand related to nature.

of miracles, there

is,

for the Christian

In the other, and
mind, this facility

towards the understanding of them, that we have, in the faith of
the individual who (for example in the case of a cure) is the object
of the miracle, a channel for the commimication of the wondrous
power and its effectual operation. But in cases where physical
nature is seen as a simj^ly passive object, the miracle easily assumes
the appearance of being magical. The best way of escaping from
this false impression is, never to view those miracles which refer to
the natural world dissociated from the moral world, but as living in
union witii it. The mere increase of food is not the point on which
stress is here to be laid, but its increase for persons who were in a
It is when such miracles are thus conjoined
certain state of mind.
with the wants of human nature, as these were manifested in the
individuals actually present, that they appear in their true chnracter.
As the Lord, in general, performed no cure save where he found
faith, so he generally bestowed no food save where he found spiritual
As regards the fact itself, we pay no attention to those
hunger.
••'

representations, which, in contradiction to the true exegesis, explain

away

all

* It
206),

is

that

is

miraculous ;f but just as

repugnant to common sense when,

what was done then with unbelievers?

little

ought we to tolerate

in reply to this, Strauss asks (vol.

The supposition

is,

that

ii.,

p.

where Christ per-

formed a miracle all were behevers.
it: "What usually takes place in three-quarters of a year bef Pfeuninger says of

Matthew XIV.
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20, 21.

This, however, must bo
have been increased without a
Kather let us believe that the
real interposition of Divine power.
same powder which flowed forth from Jesus to heal the sick, here
produced, in obedience to his will, another physical effect. There

any views of
done,

it

if

it

wliicli

are anti-natural.

we suppose the material

to

—

appears rather as setting in order, as restorative here rather as
The correct view of the matter then is undoubtedly this,

creative.*

that under the hands of the Saviour, and by his Divine power, an
increase of the

means of food took

place.

As by the touch

of his

hand, he healed and blessed, so by this he created. With this,
however, we are still to regard these phenomena as greatly accelerated natural processes [?] for real formations can be produced only
;

by a

series

Yet

of real developments.

these developments are

capable of being accelerated and that to an extent which it is imBut the right conception of a miracle,
possible for us to limit.
which discerns in it a higher principle of causality, compels us to

such suppositions. No phenomenon is conceivable except in connexion with adequate powers of causation. But in the person of
Jesus all the higher powers which control the processes of nature
penetrated directly and profoundly to the very heart of natural life,
while with sovereign and creative, because Divine energy, he pervaded all elementary formations, arranging and guiding them to

more exalted

ends.

As

to the increase of the

means

of food, simi-

were seen formerly, under the Old Testament. Elijah,
with twenty loaves (2 Kings iv. 42, seq.), fed one hundred men.
Oil and meal increased to the widow at Sarepta.
(2 Kings iv. 1,
Manna and quails nourished
seq., comp. also 1 Kings xvii. 1, seq.)
lar things

tween seed time and harvest,

have been done within a few minutes,
Thus the narrative will have us believe in an increase wondrously hastened forward, and I could more easily discredit the fact were I the
is

said here to

while the food was being divided.

most believing of men, or

and

I could

credit it were

I

the

truly believe that the narrative does not intend to

mark

most unbelieving, sooner than really

make us

believe it."

The

pitiful re-

of Strauss, in reply to this profound view of Pfenninger, that for the production of

broad, besides the natural process of growing, there is required also the artificial

work

of grinding and baking, originates assuredly in something worse than mere intellectual incapacity, namely, in his entire disbelief in a living God.
But for this, he would not have
had such difiiculty in supposing that the Divine agency had replaced the work of man.
* Yet in no gospel narrative is a pure exercise of creative power ascribed to the Sa-

As nature, out of the seed corn, evolves a new creation, so Christ turns water
wine and increases the already existing bread, but without a substratum to begin
makes neither wine nor bread. I observe that in these remarks I refer only to
the recorded facts how far it is conceivable that Christ's miraculous powers might have
been put forth in a different form, is another question. According to gospel history, the
Saviour constantly appears as the restorer of creation.
He creates no new men, but he
transforms the old ; he makes no new bodily members formerly wanting, but he restores
useless.
The
same
thing
the old that were
applies to the miracles of the Old Testament
for even in the case of the manna, the supernatural increase of a natural production may
be supposed, and not the creation of matter absolutelv new.
viour.

into

with, he

;

;

Matthew XIV.
(As

the Israelites in tke desert.

on John

vi.)

What was

afar, is here effected

to the typical

there done by

by God
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21, 22.

visible

God

meaning of this, see
and from

in heaven

and near at hand.

(Ps. cxlv.

15, 16.)

Jesus

§ 26.
(Ifatt. xiv.

The

Walks on the

22-3C; Mark

45-5G; John

vi.

Sea.
vi.

lG-21.)

following narrative of our Lord's walking on the sea

far akin to the preceding, as

over the natural world

;

it

also manifests Christ's

is

in so

dominion

yet exhibited in an entirely different rela-

so much an influence brought to bear
on nature, as a personal withdrawal from the control of earthly
natural laws here, viz., that of gravity.
The difficulty which is commonly found in this occurrence, disappears, or at least is considerably diminished, if, along with that close affinity which connected
the body of Christ with those of other men, we recognise definitely
tion.

For we meet here not

its distinctive peculiarities.

It is

common

to conceive of the glori-

fpng of our Lord's body, as effected either at the resurrection or
ascension, and as the work of a moment.
But if we suppose the
work, in glorifying and perfecting Christ's body, to have been
spread over the Saviour's whole life (certain periods being still distinguished as seasons of special efficiency), much that is obscure
will be made clear.
body absolutely earthly, chained down by
unseen bands to earthly matter, cannot shake itself free from its
origin, but that a higher bodily nature, teeming with the powers of
Spirit's

A

rise above the earthly level, is less surprising.*
This transaction, then, of Christ's walking on the sea, is not to be
viewed as a work wrought upon him and effected by magic, as

a loftier world, should

though some external power had laid hold on him and borne
up, but as the result effected by his own will, the forthputting of an energy inherent in himself. If this power was
seldom used, it was because the Saviour never did wonders for the
sake of doing them, but to serve some useful end. Thus in the
present instance, the manifestation of his hidden glory was designed
They saw more and more
to build up his disciples in the faith.
with whom they had to do, and perceived that he was the revelation
their Jewish prepossesof the invisible Father (Matth. xvi. 16)
sions, as to the Messiah, were more and more cleared up in his light,

him

;

* The absurd questions which Strauss

(vol.

ii.,

to this explanation, ho might have spared himself^

freeing of Christ's

body from

entirely at the disposal of his

its

bondage

own

p. 182,

to the earth,

free will.

second edition) gets up in reply

had he been
is

willing to reflect that the

not inconsistent with

its

being
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The Old Testament

representations of Jehovah's glory were in liv-

22-25.

He alone
ing reality set before their eyes in the life of Jesus.
spreadeth out the heavens and loalheth on the waves of the sea.
will not disturb those heavenly images of a Divine
(Job ix. 8.)

We

government among men, by reviewing the attempts that have been
made in defiance of just exegesis, to reduce their weighty significancy
to the level of every-day generalities.
Such pictures, taken from
the Lord's life, set before us in miniature his whole mighty work and
influence on the inner world of the human spirit
they are full of
exhaustless meaning.
As respects the form of the narrative, the
superiority in vivid and graphic description belongs to Matthew.
The incident which befel Peter, who wished to come to Jesus over
the water, is, for example, recorded by Matthew alone. John's account is short, and like most narratives of events contributed by
that Evangelist, is given chiefly for the sake of the discourses which
are connected with it.
The motive which led to the breaking up of
the assembly, and the removal of the disciples, is, however, distinctly
assigned by John, who thus confirms the accuracy of the connexion
between this and the preceding occurrences as stated by the three
;

—

other Evangelists.

worldly

men

The miraculous supply of food excited in these
make Jesus the Messianic king. From their

a desire to

importunities he withdrew by retiring to the solitude of a mountain

(Matth. xiv. 23), but he caused his disciples to go before
ship to the other side of the sea.
Mark vi. 45 specifies

for prayer

him by

Bethsaida,

John

vi.

course was directed.
other, the disciples

17,

As

Capernaum, as the point

to

which their

the two places, however, were close to each

may have

intended first to put in at the one
on to the other. (The expression dvayKa^etv^
constrain, in Matthew and Mark, ver. 22 and 45, means merely
earnest impressive exhortation, and this was needed apparently because the disciples were unwilling to separate from their Lord.)
Ver. 24, 25.
John (vi. 16) mentions the evening as the time of
their setting sail.
From his supplemental remark " and Jesus had
not come to them," it would appear that they had continued to look
for Jesus rejoining them, and it was probably their thus w^aiting for
him which delayed so long the period of their setting sail. As the
point,

and then

sail

—

darkness of night

now came

arose, the scene assumed
harmony with the entire narrative.
Through gloom and tempest came the Lord, walking over the raging
waves, to the help of his disciples in their tossing boat. Matthew
and Mark observe that the wind, besides being fierce, was contrary
to them (ei'avrtof), so that the force of the waves struck the boat
more violently Qiaaavi^eaOaC)
According to John, they had already
rowed a distance of 25-30 stadia {iXavveLv), and consequently more
than half-way across (the sea was 40 stadia broad, about one Ger-

that

terrific

on,

character which

is

.

and a storm

in

Matthew XIV.
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25-31.

man

mile,* Joseph. Bell. Jud., i. 3, 35), when they saw Jesus walking on the sea. According to Matthew and Mark, it was now
m";^«s<.)
{<i>vXaKi]
towards the morning, ahout the fourth watch.
Before the Exile the Jews had divided the night into three parts ;
afterwards they adopted the four Roman divisions of three hours

=

In the expression d-TiXOe

each.

rrpof

avrovg, he wcjit aivay to them,

the idea of his leaving the place where he was formerly staying,
concisely conjoined with that of his going to

—

meet the

is

disciples.

The disciples seeing Jesus Avalking on the sea took
they believed they saw a (pdvraana. Uveuj^a, spirit, stands in
a similar connexion at Luke xxiv. 37. The term is to be understood
in all its latitude like our word apparition, {gespenst), which according to popular notions, means any sort of incorporeal appearance,
Ver. 26, 27.

fright

;

without very accurately defining the idea of it. That anything of a
bodily nature could walk on the sea, was inconceivable to the disciples, and there came upon them, therefore, the" terror which usually

accompanies unwonted spiritual phenomena. The word uttered
by Jesus t^'w el\.u, it is I, reassures the disciples. In him they had
already recognised unwonted and extraordinary characteristics ;
they saw in him the ruler of the invisible world through him they had
been brought into friendship with that world ; and they knew that
;

he ever came to their aid in moments of danger. The expression
T7/5" daXdcarjg or i-^l ttjv ddXaaaav (in Matthew), and afterwards at
Matth. xiv. 28, 29, eTu rd vdara, certainly may mean beside the sea,
fc-TTi

inasmuch as the bank of the sea or

river is conceived of as ele-

vated above the level of the water. (2 Kings ii. 7 ; Dan. viii. 2 ;
according to the LXX.) Of itself, however, t-i never means ad
juxta (compare Fritzsche Comm. in Matth., p. 503), but to or towa7'ds
The parallel passage, John xxi.
anything, versus. (Acts xvii. 14.)
1, is very accurately explained by Fritzsche, icpaveQcooev tavrbv 6
^lT]aovg ToJg jiaOrjTalg t:rrl rTjg OaXdoorjg (ovaCv), Jesus shelved himself to the
disciples {ivhen they luere) on the sea, in such a way that the formula
But that in the i)assage before us there
bears its usual meaning.

no evading the obvious import of the words that Christ walked
over the waves of the sea, appears plainly from the narrative taken

is

as a whole.

deceptive.

If differently understood,

it

becomes either

The opinion which would hold

it

a

myth

is

trivial or

sufficiently

by the calm tone- of the naiTators. Least of all can Matthew's account of Peter's walking on the sea be reconciled to it.
This stands forth as a naked fact.
Ver. 28-31. The peculiar conduct of Peter, the account of which

refuted

—

here contributed by Matthew, is entirely in keeping with that disHence also a similar incident is told of him after
ciple's character.

is

the resurrection of Jesus (John xxi. 7, seq).
* One German

is

Fiery and ardent, fuU

equal to about 4J English miles.
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of burning love for the Lord, lie cannot wait patiently tlie momcnl
of Lis near approach, but hastens to meet him with most daring
As John is called the disciple whom the Lord loved, ov
courage.
riyd-na u 'Irjaovg

(John

xxi. 7), SO

might

it

be said of Peter that he

In other words, as the nature of John Avas pre-emloved the Lord.
inently receptive and profound, Peter was distinguished for activity

and

force.

As however

this

power of love wherewith he embraced

the Saviour was not yet freed from selfishness,

it

beti-ayed

him

into

mistakes of the most various kinds.

In the present case also, his
impetuous haste brings about a fall. The whole of this little history
a commentary on the words of
is a rich picture of our interior life
the prophet, the heart of a man is a froward and timorous thing (Jer.
Without the command (not a mere permission) of the Lord,
xvii. 9).
Peter will not venture from the ship. Trusting to the tviSt-, come,
he walks forth, but at sight of the hurricane, he sinks. {Kara-rrovTi^eadaL occurs again at Matth. xviii. 6, in the sense of sinking, or being
sunk into the Trov-og.) Yet his faith remains so far firm that he
(Here he already calls him Kvpie, Lord,
only seeks aid from Jesus.
with reference to his higher nature, the knowledge of which had
So also,
previously been revealed to Peter [see on Matth. xvi. 16].
on seeing this dominion exercised by Jesus over the j)owers of nature,

—

the other disciples take occasion to
dXriddq Qeov vlbg

el,

truly tilou art the

make the confession at ver. 33,
Son of God. Comj). on Matth.

Christ gave him help along with a word of rebuke, 6)uy6of little faith, which, however, is a different thing from dmore,
The point of reproof was merely that the faith which
faithless.
(Atcrra^w occurs again
existed in him was not beyond being shaken.
xvi. 16.)
TTiore,

Literally it means to turn in two different
and undetermined which to follow. Whence
it denotes in general to be in doubt, and is equivalent to dficptalS?]rew.)
Here again, as in all the miracles of Christ, faith is shewn to
be the medium through which they are wrought on men. So long
as the soul of Peter was purely and simply turned towards the Lord,
he was capable of receiving within himself the fullness of Christ's
life and Spirit, so that Christ's power became his power
but when,
by giving scope and weight to an alien power, he became less susceptible to spiritual influence, that power entered his heart, repressed
the influence of Christ, and the sea-walker sunk back into the
Analogous to this is the way in which faith in the
earthly element.
Lord's strengthening and upholding power conducts us securely over

at Matth. xxviii. 17.

directions, hesitating

;

the agitated sea of our sinful life, while, alas
it but too often happens that the failure sinks us down into the waters. That the gospel
narratives admit such spiritual ai^plications, is no accidental feature,
nor is the application itself to be viewed as arbitrary and cajiricious.
Much rather does it spring from the weight and significance of the
!
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Saviour's cliaracter, as the centre of all spiritual life, that every
thing in him and with him rises into a higher significancy.
Ver 32, 33. According to Matthew and Mark, the disciples, in

—

the strongest terms, express their astonishment (Mark

—^^ioraoOai)

v.

—

51, Xiav

and adoration.
(The meaning of TrpocKvvEtv, ivorship, which had otherwise been vague, is at Matth. xiv.
33, accurately defined by the confession which follows that he was
the Son of God. See as to this more at length on Matth. xvi. IG).
Christ, along with Peter, stepped on board the ship, the wind
calmed down (aveiiog tKOTraaSj see above, Mark iv. 39, = yaXTJvT] iyeve-o)j and they gained the further shore.
The account given at
iK TTepiaoov

John

v,

21, ifieXov Xalieiv avrov,

tlieij

luould

taJce

him, seems to

differ

from the others, as though the disciples had intended taking him on
board when they suddenly found themselves already at the land.
Kead by itself the statement of John would leave the impression
that the evO^ug -b ttXoIov iyh'sro i-l TTJg yTjg, the ship became straicfhttvay at the land, also seemed to him something miraculous. But
as the discijdes had in the first instance sailed half the distance
before they saw Jesus, as they had the wind against them, and as
during the scene between Christ and Peter, they assuredly forgot
their oars, they cannot well have very speedily reached the shore.
The meaning of eidsug^ straightway, however, is vague, and none of
the narrators give marks to fix the time ; we can therefore conceive
of a rapid rowing forward of the ship through the calm, and an
immediate landing thereafter. The only difficulty that remains is
the I'fieXov kafSeXv, luished to tal:e, in so far as it is usually held to imply
the non-fulfilment of the purposed intention, in which case there
would result an open contradiction to the two other narrators. We
might certainly at once, in this as in other cases, admit a contradiction, inasmuch as the Gospel history makes no claim to exemption
from trifling and unimportant irregularities. At all events, we
would rather do so than either hold tCt-Aw to be here redundant, or
that it means to do a thing eagerly and joyfidly (so that the sense
should be they took him eagerly and joyfully on board), a construction for which there is no support in the usage of the New

—

Testament.

••'•

The

following, however, appears to

The

me

a simple

way

were afraid that they saw a
spirit, which naturally they wished as fiir as possible from their
Jesus, however, ex})lained to them that it was he.
To this
ship.
it is simply added that on receiving this explanation they strove to
take him in, with the natural ellipsis, and they took him in accord(The verb MXelv
ingly after which they directly gained the land.
then retains in this case its literal meaning of active volition, see

of solving the difiiculty.

disciples

—

* In profane writers, especially in Xenophon (Cyrop.,
6,

and

11), this

uso of ^-^fAw fre.quently occurs.

I. 1, 3,

1, 5,

19.

Anab.,

II. G,
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;

XV.

1, 2.

Passoio in Lex sub voce. For, in order to take in Christ while the
shiji was on her course, certain preparations were needful, such as
the taking down of the sail, etc. The whole of these operations are
denoted by the 7J0eXov Ka[3elVj and the expression consequently imThe clause,
plies the effectual canying out of these preparations.
I'jdeXov ovv Xafielv avrbv elg
therefore, if completed, would run thus
:

TO ttXoIov

icai

KXa(3ov,

Ver. 34-36.

they luished to take,

etc.,

— Both Evangelists conclude

and

took).

this narrative

with the

general remark that immediately after the return of Jesus

many

and strove simply to touch the hem
(Compare what is said on Luke viii. 44.) Mark
of his garment.
is more copious in his language, but without adding any new ideas,
only that when he passes on to relate their arrival at the opposite
shore, immediately after stating the astonishment of the disciples at
ov ow-TjKav l-ril roTg dproig,
Christ's walking on the sea, he adds
sick persons applied for his help,

:

tliey Jiad

not understood in relation to [the miracle of] the loaves

(elliptically for

tm rw davnan

to say that they

rut Iv roTg

dproig yevofih'ui).

Mark means

might have been able from that miracle of feeding

the multitude to recognise sufficiently his Divine nature,
capacity for receiving the truth had not been so weak.

if their

(Eespect-

ing TtopovoOai [callo obduci, then to become hardened, insensible'],
see

Mark

viii.

15.

xiii.

17

;

Eom.

Tlpoaopiu^eaQat,

xi. 7.

It

anchor,

is

parallel to -axvveaOai, Matth.

Mark

vi.

53,

from

opuog, occurs

only here.)

§ 27.

Of Washing

(Matth. XV. 1-20;

ti-ie

Mark

vii.

Hands.
1-23.)

On

the chronological relation of this event to the preceding,
can be said, owing to the vagueness of the connecting formula.
It would be rash to draw any inference from the presence of the
Pharisees and Scribes who came down from Jerusalem. For the
fact that they came from Jerusalem does not prove that they
belonged to Jerusalem, and just as little that they were sent for the
purpose of watching him.^
can only infer from the form of

little

We

Christ's discourse against the Pharisees, that the occurrence belongs
to the latter.period of his niinistry, for during his earlier labours he

did not usually express himself so strongly against them.
Ver. 1, 2. It was so completely in keeping with the spirit of
Phariseeism to rebuke every deviation from their sacred external
ritual that the question of these Pharisees may be accounted for

—

without supposing that they were designedly lying in wait for Christ.
Such scruples arose from the peculiar character of their minds,

;
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The TTapddoaig riov rrpeafSvrtpuv, tradition of the elders, consists of
those doyi-iara uypacpa, uniurittcii decisions, which gradually among
the learned

new and

men

of the

Jews had formed around the Mosaic law a

Mark

holy circle of commands.

feels

himself called on, for

the sake of his non-Jewish readers, to explain more particularly the
practice of eating with the hands washed. (Kon-o^ = Nst: Acts x. 14,
conjoined with aKciOaprov, here
serves that

among

it is

(jzdvTeg oi 'lovdalot is to

He

equivalent to uvi~rog.)

the Pharisaic Jews

it

be taken in connexion with Kparovv-eg

napddoaiv^ for the Sadducees did not observe such ordinances).

meaning of
however,

nvyfiy viipovrai, rag

n-vyix?'i

is

to be taken

x^W^

m

is

The hands seem
The

one in washing the other.

Trjv

The

Undoubtedly,

uncertain.

the usual sense of Jimid,

that the method in which the Jews washed before eating

pointed out.

ob-

was the general custom

fist,
is

so

here

to have been used alternately, the

Syriac translators have rendered

frequently, generally, as though they had read

it t^vkv^.

it

Either the

he did not know how to interpret
washing the hands,
next proceeds to other usages of the same kind for ablutions of all
sorts (among the rest those applicable to the priests, Exod. xxix.
4 ; XXX. 18, seq., compared wdth Heb. ix. 10), were common among
the Jews. He confines himself, however, to those washings which
accompanied meals. The term ftaTrri^eaOaL is different from vcTrreadai
the former is the dipping and rinsing, or cleansing of food that has
been purchased, to free it from impurities of any kind vimEodai
In precisely the same way do
includes also the act of rubbing off.
(Compare
the Kabbins distinguish betAveen nV^s and &:•;; nV^^j.

translator heard the
TTvyfi^.

Mark,

word wrong,

or

after explaining the practice of

;

;

;

Lightfoot on the passage. BarrTiai-iog is here, as at Heb. ix. 10,
The words -nori'ipiov, ^tarTjg, xf^^'^^ov,
ablution, luashing generally.)
are different names for vessels. Jlor/joiov denotes a drinking vessel
^caTTjg, corrupted from the Latin sextuarius, a vessel for holding or measuring fluids ; x^^'^'-'^'^ ^ vessel of brass, the nature of
which we cannot more accurately determine. The kXcvm, couches,

must, in this connexion, be referred to the couches on which
(Compare Mark
the ancients were wont to recline at meals.
iv.

21).

Ver.

3,

4.

— In

the following discourse,

addressed

by Jesus

the Pharisees (down to ver. 11), Mark varies from Matthew,
inasmuch as he makes the Saviour begin with the quotation
to

in Matthew it forms the conclusion.
The latter
unquestionably the more natural position. Appropriately the
description of the Pharisees stands first, and then follows the passage from the prophet, as in confirmation of what had been said.

from Isaiah, while
is

The leading

idea of the whole passage, however,

nor less than the oi)position of

human

is

neither

institutions to the divine

more
com-
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mand. The real test of a spurious faith is the substituting of the
former of these for the latter, or the placing it above the latter. In
this way the sj^irit is withdrawn from the service of God it becomes
This perversion of the Divine ordinances
a mere human service.
:

by human, the Saviour explains by an example, shewing how
Pharisaic hypocrisy subverted a holy precept of God by an ordinance calculated to promote their own earthly interests. Jesus quotes
Exod. XX. 12 xxi. 17, in order to shew what, according to the
Divine ordinance, is the true relation in which children stand to their
parents.
The Mosaic regulation, the Lord (Mark vii. 10) here acknowledges as one which proceeded directly from God, because God
spake through Moses, and his ordinances possessed Divine authority.
;

KaKoXoyeXVjCUi^se

(=

(iXaa^rjuelv) ^

same way that

in the

stands in antithesis to rijiai', honour,

iiaKpoxpoviog yiveaOai, he long lived, in the first

(not fully quoted) passage, does to the verb drroOvrjoKeiv, die.

The

highest curse and the highest blessing were thus, under the theo-

under sensible forms.

cratic dispensation, conceived

—

Ver. 5, 6.
This holy commandment the Pharisees taught men to
evade by the ordinance " Temple offerings take precedence of all

Jirst,

—

As

behalf of parents."

gifts in

that the clause SCJpov

to the construction,

(sc. toro)), b

tdv t^efiov

we

observe,

dxpeXrjdT^c, is

obscure.

making a request, and the children as
refusing it, with the explanation that what might have been due to
them {tdv stands for av, compare Winer, p. 285) they had already

The parents

are conceived as

decided to give to the temple.

(ACJpov

On

=

-j^np*

,

applies as well to

they found the inference
that it is not incumbent to give them anything. Probably it is to
be presumed either that the priests took a small portion of the gift
instead of the whole, or that they were able to instil it into the
children that they would acquire special merit by those templebloody as to unbloody offerings.)

offerings.

It is not conceivable otherwise that

been induced
lies in

this

to act thus

towards his parents.

the expression kol ov

right meaning.

In the

iii)

first

niiriaxi.

Mark

any child could have

The second

difficulty

guides us here to the

place, the future tlpiosl is a false read-

docs not agree witb

elTxri.
In the next place, the naX ov
and introduces the answering clause (the
apodosis of the proposition)
" if any one says, what would have
been yours is consecrated to the temple, he need not {ov fifj, he
shall not) honour father and mother."
The verb TLfiav (in the sense
of giving bodily support), is thus chosen simply to bring out more
markedly the contradiction to the Divine commandment. It is

ing

;

it

corresponds

to

nVi,

:

—

needless to suppose that anything
ion.

Hence our Lord deduces the

is

to be supplied,

inference that

institutions they subvert the Divine {dKvpod)

regard to laws.

Gal.

iii.

17).

is

by

e. g.,

their

dvainoq

human

used especially in

Matthew XY. 7-14
Ver. 7-9.

—After
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words of Isaiah

this Jesus applies the prophetic

The two evangelists agree
word for word (only instead of 6 Aaof ovrog, Mark has ovrog 6 XaogJ
in the quotation.
The LXX. deviates from the original much in
xxix. 13, to the piety of the Pharisees.

its

expressions, although the idea

is

the same.

This agreement of

Matthew and Mark in a passage containing a deviation, and which
is quoted from memory, would lead to the inference that the one
had used the

other's gospel, or that they

mon

[possibly

source

had drawn from some comfrom a Chaldee Targum]. (The text of

Matthew in this quotation is in several MSS. corrected after the
Mark being less read and less expounded, is free from such
interpolations.)
The simple idea then expressed by the prophet ia

LXX.

—the outward service of God, unless the whole inner man take
with the living energy of mind and
(both being comprehended in the Kap6ia =
in the highest degree
this

part in

will

it

a^)

ofl'ensive

is

Isaiah spake these words to the Jews of his day, as the
connexion of the passage shews, yet both evangelists remark that

to God.

Chi'ist

observed KaAoJf

TTpoecpjjrevae

-rrepl

concerning you, an expression which
the words o-wf

7TXr]po)0{]j

that

it

may

vnCdv^ toell

may

did he 2^^'ophesy

serve as a

he fulfilled.

commentary

An

to

explicit refer-

ence in these words to the contemporaries of Jesus, the Saviour,
and also the evangelists, must have discovered in this passage, in
far, that as Christ was the central point of all life and being
under the theocracy, every mental tendency and aim, even though
partially embodied in earlier representatives, yet gathered around
him in the full development and display of their inherent qualities.
The whole Old Testament history was prophetic of Christ and of
those around him in this respect, that everywhere, in the continually
recurring contest between light and darkness, between truth and
error, there were displayed the types of that which in its highest
(As to vzroKpi-rjg, see
energy developed itself in and around Christ.
on Matth. vi. 2).
The general idea v^hich from this conversation
Ver. 10, 11.
pressed itself on the Saviour's mind, namely, that purity is to be
sought for within the soul and not in externals, he puts forward
before the great mass of the people, as the germ of many other
fruitful thoughts {ox/^^og in contrast to the naOrj-ai), for the benefit ot
all those who were able to penetrate its meaning and properly to
apply it. As the idea, however, was expressed figuratively (in reference to the words tv 7Tapa[3oX^, see on Matth. xiii. 3), Jesus, at a
later period, after he had dismissed the people (Mark vii. 17)
prompted by a request from the disciples, whose organ (according to
Matthew) Peter once more was, gives an exposition of it. (Matth.

thus

—

XV. 17-19.)

—Matthew adds, however, a

Ver. 12-14.
Vol. I.— 34

parenthetical explana^
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and their relation to the kingdom of
by the anxiety of the disciples
lest the Pharisees should have taken offence at his discourse, and
(As to oKavda'/i^eaOai, see on
lest this should lead to fatal results.
Matth. xviii. 6.) The words of Christ in which he allays their
anxiety on this point, refer also to the parable of the field and the
different kinds of seed, to the end of the bad seed and of the plants
which spring from it. (Matth. xiii. 24, seq., especially ver. 30,
ovXA^^arB TO, ^i^dvia k. t. A.)
The term tKpi^cjOijaeTat, shall he rooted
up, therefore expresses the idea of the final judgment, and the
Saviour chose for the statement of this idea a figurative fonn of
tion regarding tlie Pharisees

God

—an

ex2ilanation called forth

exj)ression already familiar to the disciples.

It

a false interpre-

is

tation, however, to refer the (pv-eia, plant, to the doctrine of the

Pharisees,
is

and not

to themselves personally.

the act of planting

(Literally the (pvrela

then, the thing planted

itself,

=

(pyrevna.)

attempt to weaken the. idea of the naraKpimg, condemnation, (the total cutting off from the communion of the good),
which is openly announced here as formerly at chap. xiii. 30. Undoubtedly the Pharisees are God's creatures as well as other men, but
in as far as their false systems, in their moral estrangement from
God, had become blended with the very essence of their being, and
in fact could exist only there, in so far do they belong not to God
but to the devil. The expression, loliich my heavenly Father hath

That were a

not planted,

false

(Jiv ovtc

IcjyvTevaev 6

-ar/p

jiov 6 ovpdviog),

must

therefore

be completed by supplying, as the Evangelist intended, hut the devil,

who according to Matth.
mean the same

6ia(36Xov

xiii.

25, 38, casts in the

thing, see on

John

bad

viii.

seed.

44.)

(The rmva

An

absolute

predestination or material difference (in the Manichean sense) be-

tween the good and the evil is not to be understood here no one is
by birth a child of the devil, he becomes such only by his corrupt
will and continued striving against grace.
But what applies to the
;

leader, Jesus attributes also to the followers (see
15).

The perverted

suffer

on Matth.

along with the perverter,

according to the principle laid

down

at

Luke

xii.

xxiii.

obviously

47, 48.

The

form of the expression of the thought is finally intelligiLuke vi. 39, inserts it amidst the contents of the serble in itself
mon on the mount. (As to [ioOvvog, see Matth. xii. 11.)
figurative

—

Hereupon follows the request of the apostles
Ver. 15, 16.
(Peter being their representative), that he would explain the figurxiii. 3). Jesus rebukes their
powers of comprehension (avveaig understanding, vovg,
reason; comp. on Luke ii. 47), and then exj^lains to them the simil-

ative discourse {irapafioh], see on Matth.
defective

(The expression dh'iujv literally means o?^ the moment in the
Greek proflme writers, and hence becomes synonymous with tn,

itude.

still.)

The explanation

itself,

however,

is still

very

difficult.
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—

Ver. 17.
In the sentiment formerly stated (ver. 11), it must
nave appeared at the very outset a difficulty to the disciples that
Christ's explanation, "not that which entereth into the mouth

seemed

dcfileth" (rb elaepxoi-tevov elg rb arofia ov koivol),

to contradict

the Old Testament, which taught the distinction between clean
and unclean meats. As Christ acknowledges the divinity of the

Old Testament (Matth.

must see an importance even
That, therefore, these were wholly void
of meaning, the Saviour in explaining the words, does by no means
say.
He only gives prominence to the contrast between what is
v.

17), he

in its laws respecting food.

external and internal, and calls attention to the circumstance, that
something external (t'fwOei' ela~opevufiei'ov dg rbv avdpw-ov)^

food, as

could never reach or pollute the soul.
that what

is

outiuard

may

enough

to

does not however say,

man may

thus of no consequence what a

is

He

not cause outward pollution, or that

it

This was hint
to the Jewish laws

eat.

the disciples that our Lord left

to externals (and as types of what was
spmtual), and only intended to rebuke the Pharisaic substitutions
of the outward for the internal.
Mark, who here formally paraphrases the words of Matthew, leads to a right apprehension of the
first half of the thought.
The food taken into the outward organ
for its reception, (the mouth), enters not into the inner man (mpdia
2?), but goes into the KoiUa^ l^^IIy, to nourish the bodily organall

their significancy as

••'

=

ism.

The

additional clause

koI

elg

dcpedpcova

ih'[3dAXerac,.

and

is

intended as the climax of those explanations, which shew how thoroughly external the process of taking
food is, and partly designed to intimate that nature herself has
assigned the means of separating the nourishing element in food
from that which is impure. Mark, in his explanatory way, expresses this in the words nadapic^ov -rrdv-a rd I3pu)iiara, cleansing all our
tliroion out, etc., is partly

The neuter gender

food.

(the readings Ka6api(^G)v, Kadapt^ei, are the

corrections of transcribers to diminish difficulty) refers to the whole of

what

i^recedes, in

such a way that tovto eon Kudapi^ov must be

supplied.

—

The internal however is here set in contrast with
Ver. 18, 19.
is outward, and to this is referred the defilement of the

that which

man. To this defiling of the soul the Pharisees
gave no heed while carefully avoiding that which was external. In
this second idea, however, there are internal difficulties.
Yov, first,
real (the spiritual)

it

would seem that

it is

not the mere issuing forth (the manifesta-

unquestionably wrong to look on this as containing an abrogation of the Old
Testament laws respecting food, such as we afterwards find at" Acts
10.
The Old Tes-

* It

is

x

tament, as typical and external in its ordinances (ff«tu tuv he'/./.ovtuv, Ileb. x. 1), could
effect only outward purification (Heb. ix. 23, tt/v tT/c aapKo^ KadaporrjTa), but this tho
Pharisees, according to their usual mistake of the outward for the inward, confounded

with spiritual purity, and to point'out this error

is

the object of Jesus.
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18, 19.

by word or deed), but the presence of corrupt feeling
and this idea assuredly (as Matth. v. 28 shews) the
Saviour was far from wishing to exclude. Again, if the heart

tion of feeling

wliich pollutes,

appears as the source of evil actions (ver. 19, Ik t% Kapdiag t^epxovwe do not then see how man can be made

rai diaXoyianol TrovTjpof),

unclean in his inmost soul he is unclean already. It is the pure
This leads us
only, not the impure, that admits of being defiled.
to determine with more exactness the meaning of tKnopevEoOai, Ik. tov
;

arojiarog,

come forth out of the mouth (the opposite of the foregoing
an expression which seems intended to mark the rela-

elonopeveadai),

tion of the will to evil thoughts.

enter into the

mind

ness of the race, but that

over

him

sufficient to

result of the will,

The general fact that evil thoughts

of man, is a consequence of the universal sinful-

and

any particular

evil

thoughts gain power
is the

manifest themselves in outward act,
its

voluntary choice.

ever, the habit of sinning is strengthened,

By

actual sin, how-

and thus

also the nobler

nature is defiled. The heart, here, therefore, is
not the source of evil thoughts, but the canal, as it were, through
which they flow, and through which in like manner the Sijirit of
grace pours good thoughts into man.* In no respect is man the

germ

of

human

own thoughts and
make him), but he possesses

absolutely free and independent creator of his

inchnations (which Pelagianism would

the power equally of rejecting what

good iato his

soul, or the reverse.

is

It

bad and admitting what
is

is

very obvious, therefore,

be put upon the oi^inion of those who infer from
will evil thoughts (or
good), and that these do not originate in the kingdom of dark" Doth a fountain send forth from the same opening sweet
ness.
water and bitter .?"-j" James iii. 11. (Comp. as to Kapdla and dcaXoytGi-iog at Luke i. 51 ; ii. 35
Matth. ix. 4.) In the enumeration of
the several forms of evil propensities which is also given by Mark

what value

is

these words

to

that the heart produces at

;

more at length, doeXyeia

is not to be referred to sexual impurity, as
13 ; 2 Cor. xii. 21 ; Gal. v. 19, al. freq., for
It is best underit stands quite apart from nopvelat and jiotx^laL.
stood as denoting an evil disposed wilfulness and its results.
The

elsewhere at

Eom.

xiii.

* Krablie (on Sin and Death, Hamburg, 1836, p. 131, note) thinks that " Kapdia is the
it, acting unconditionally, co-operates for the production of

innermost will in so far as

—

But that is what I doubt whether the human will can act unconditionally
and independently of everything beyond itself. A good action has for its condition the
influence of God, an evil action that of the kingdom of darkness and its prince.
How
this does not subvert the true freedom of the will, is shewn in our remarks on Rom.
actual sin."

ix. 1.

f Does the passage mean any
but on the state of the heart

rites,

first place,

tion.— [K.

more than that true purity depends not on external
?

Moral defilement consists in

evil thoughts.

they mark a polluted character, and secondly tend to aggravate
•

its

In the
pollu*
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however, corresponds to the Hebrew
22 which denotes an envious, malicious glance.
It is connected with the idea that such a look is
capable of inflicting injury.
(Comp. Matth. xx. 15.) The last
droia, refers to forms of sin and wickedness
expression d^poavv?;
in which stupidity is prominently exhibited
" senseless wicked
expression

d(pdaXiiog Trovr]pdc,

s^ V?, Prov. xxiii. 6

;

xxviii.

;

=

—

acts."

§ 28.

The Healing
(ilatth. XV.

of the Canaanitish

21-31

;

Mark

vii.

Woman's Daughtee.

24-31, [32-37;

viii.

22-26.])

Without marking accurately either time or place, Matthew (and
also, who follows him), proceeds to the narrative of a cure, in

Mark

is awakened, not so much by the act of
by the antecedent circumstances. Mark once
more distinguishes himself by giving minute traits which illustrate

which, however, our interest

healing

itself,

as

the outward action, but he leaves out also essential features, for

example the statement at Matth. xv. 24, as to the relation of the
heathen to the people of Israel, which casts so much light on the
whole transaction.
Ver.

21.— The

definitely

by

iieprj

fxedopia,

Mark describes more
The Lord approached these bound-

Tvpov, district of Tyre,

borders.

but that he really passed over them, is rendered improbable
by the idea stated at ver. 24.* The woman, however, came to meet
aries,

(Ver. 22, diro -Cov bqiuiv iKeivov

him.

— The woman

E^e/idovaa,')

by Matthew (in the true phraseology of Palestine), ^ar-aram, Canaanitess, but by Mark tXArjvlg ovqo(poiviKLaaa, Syrophenician Greek
(the better manuscripts have this
form instead of avpocpoinaaa, which certainly is a more correct Greek
form of the word, but on this very account is less deserving of being
admitted into our text.) The addition of rw yt-i-a, by race, obviously
marks her descent from the inhabitants of that region kXXrivig
refers to her language and education, which, as was usual in those
Ver. 22.

is

called

;

;

countries about the time of Christ, were Grecian.

—

She prays in behalf of her demoniac daughter, but
Ver. 23, 24.
the Lord refuses her as a heathen with the words ovk dTrenTdXriv k.
Intentionally and wisely did the
(eomp. on Matth. x. 5, 6).
Saviour confine his ministry to the people of Israel. Only on certain heroes of the faith from amidst the heathen world did Jesus

T. A.

*

De Wette

asserts (on this passage) "

foreign ground with a

view

it

is

not said here that

to exercise his ministry."

But

after

Jesus entered on

commencing

his official

he .continually exercised it, and he did so specially in the present case.
thus, to say the least of it, not probable that he crossed the boundary.

career,

It

ifl
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bestow grace as the representatives of nations who as yet were far
from the covenants of iDromise.
To the woman who still impressively repeated her
Ver. 25, 26.
request, Jesus again addressed the same reply, but in a sharper
Eepresenting himself as the steward of the mysteries of God
form.
and dispenser of all the heavenly powers of life, he compares the
Israelites to the children of the family, and the heathen to the
(Kvveg is used contemptuously as at Philip, iii. 2. Neither
dogs.
the Old Testament nor the New recognises the noble nature of this
animal.
Comp. on Luke xvi. 21. The diminutive certainly has a
milder sense.
Still the thought remains very sharp and bitter, and
[The woman must, above all, recognise the
he designs it to he so.)

—

divinely gi-anted prerogative of Israel.]

Ver. 27.
reply in

all

— The woman's
its

bitterness,

faith,

and

however, humbly receives the

child-like she takes the position

assigned her, claiming no place within the temple

;

she

to remain standing as a door-keeper in the outer court,

is

content

and pleads

simply for that grace which was fitting for the occupant of such a
station.
(Adopting the figure she entreats a gift of the i/^i^m,
crumhs. The expression occurs again only at Luke xvi. 21, in
regard to Lazarus the sick man, and in a similar connexion. It is

from

i/jiw,

to

Ver. 28.

rub

doiv7i, to

— Overcome

crush in pieces.)
it were by the humble faith of the

as

heathen woman, the Saviour himself confesses great is thy faith,
and straightway faith received what it asked. This little narrative
lays open the magic that lies in a humbly-believing heart more
directly and deeply than all explanations or descriptions could do.
Faith and humility are so intimately at one, that neither can exist
without the other ; both act as with magic power on the unseen
and spiritual world ; they draw the heavenly essence itself down into
the sphere of earth. In this cure faith is again obviously seen
not as knowledge, not as the upholding of certain doctrines for
true, but as a state of the mind
the tenderest susceptibility
for what is heavenly
the perfect womanhood of the soul. When
yearning faith, by coming in contact with the object it longs for,
becomes seeing faith, out of such a mental state there certainly
spring beliefs and doctrines of all kinds, which, as being the product of this inward and immediate operation, may themselves be
termed faith. Usually, however, the Christian finds more difiiculty in understanding the conduct of Christ than in the depth
of this heathen woman's faith. It would seem as if he who knew
what was in man (John ii. 25) must have been constrained at once
to help this woman, as her faith could not have been concealed from
him and even although for wise reasons he was led to confine his
ministry to the Jews, yet as in other instances he made exceptions

—

;

—

Matthew XV.
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might he have done in her case at
Nay, the
severity seems so very severe, that it were difficult to find a place
for such a trait in the beauteous portraiture of the mild Son of
man. It is Christian experience alone which opens our way to the
right understanding of this.
As God himself is compared by our
Lord to an unjust judge who often turns away the well-grounded
supplication (Luke xviii. 3, scq.), as the Lord wrestles with Jacob
at Jacob's ford, and thus exalts him to be Israel (Gen. xxxii. 2-i,
seq.), as he seeks to kill Moses who was destined to deliver his people
(Exod. iv. 24), so faith often in its experience finds that the heaven
is of brass and seems to despise its prayers.
A similar mode of
dealing is here exhibited by the Saviour.
The restraining of his
grace, the manifestation of a treatment wholly different from what
the w^oman may at first have expected, acted as a check usually
does on power when it really exists the whole inherent energy of
her living faith broke forth, and the Saviour suffered himself to be
overcome by her as he had when wrestling with Jacob. In this
mode then of Christ's giving an answer to prayer we are to trace
only another form of his love. AVhere faith is weak, he anticipates
and comes to meet it where faith is strong, he holds himself aloof
(comi?.

viii.

10), so

once without laying on her the burden of his severity.

;

;

that

it

may

in itself be carried to perfection.*

Ver. 29-31.

—According

to both Evangehsts, Jesus after this

the western boundary of Palestine, and turned back to the sea
(As to Ae/caVoAi^, see on Matth iv. 25.) Without
of Genesareth.

left

marking more

closely the

connexion, local or chronological, the

narrative ends in one of those general concluding formula?, which
plainly shew that the author never intended to produce a history

marked by chronological arrangement. To me

it seems not unlikely,
from the frequency with which such forms of conclusion occur in
Matthew (comp. iv. 23-25 ix. 8, 26, 31, 35, 36 xiv. 34-36), and
;

their uniformity, that he interwove into his

;

work minor

treatises

which had perhaps at an earlier periud been written down by liimThere is a joeculiarity in the use of KfAAof which occurs in
self.[.?]
this passage in the enumeration of the sufferers who assembled
around Jesus. The same word is found at Matth. xviii. 8, conjoined as in this case with %wAof, and there it obviously means
owe maimed. But never in any other case is it recorded as an
express fact that Christ really restored bodily members wliich had
been cut off, and a cure of this kind w^ould ill accord with his
usual mode of healing. It is better therefore to take icvXXog here
in the sense usually assigned it by profane writers, viz.
lent,
As the denial of Christ's liigher, heavenly,
crooked, hoiced doivn.
:

miraculous power
o

As

is

to the faith of the

an

error, so it contradicts the gospel narrative

woman,

in behalf of her daughter, see

on Matth.

xvii. 14, seq.
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Mark

;

VII. 32-37.

power put forth

to hold that this miraculous

guide

its

energy without

Never does
the Lord create members to rej^lace those which had been cut off,
but he heals those which had been injured : never does he create
internal law

or

order,

to

its

manifestations.

bread absolutely from nothing (without a previous substratum), but
he increases that which previously existed. The question, then,
whether he was not able to have done such things, must be cast
it is enough for us that he did them
aside, as entirely impertinent
;

Still

not.

the principle stands fast which

is

implied in the very

was his power, it
was yet perfectly regulated by laws, inasmuch as the Spirit himself
is law, and all spiritual phenomena are embraced within a cycle of
higher and heavenly laws, whose revolution constitutes the system
of nature.
This is confirmed by the short narrative of the healing of the man who was deaf and dumb (kw^o^ ixoyiXd?Mg, i. e.,
hard of hearing, and for this reason as not hearing his own
according to ver. 85, therefore, he at
voice, speaking unintelligibly
once spoke on his hearing being restored), which Mark here inserts
Minute and circumstan(vii. 32-37), and which he alone records.
tial in his narrative, he recounts here, as in the similar account of
idea of Christ's Divine nature, that boundless as

;

healing the blind
ternal

mode

mind's eye.

man

("vdii.

22-26),

many

particulars as to the ex-

them

of Christ's cures which bring

With

these notices

vividly before the

may be compared

of the disci j)les perfonning cures with oil (which

the account

Mark

^^.

13 alone

and the narrative in John ix. 6, of Christ's applying
The oil is
spittle in the same way when healing one born blind.
to be regarded as merely an ordinary outward means of cure (Luke
X. 34), which the disciples, distrusting, as it were, the full efficacy of their miraculous powers (Matth. xvii. 20), applied at the
same time. It is a wholly unscriptural view that Christ, along
with their heavenly miraculous power, had enjoined his disciples to
employ the expedients of domestic medicine he rather permitted
them the use of the oil in accommodation to their weakness. Leaving this out of view, there remain in these narratives the following
gives),

:

peculiarities.

who

(1.)

It

is

a

new thing

that Jesus should take those

by themselves (Mark vii. 33,
dnb rov ox^ov Kar' I6iav viii. 23, e^qyayev avrov
are not to suppose that this was done from
tfw rf/f Ku)ii7]g).
anxiety lest the people on seeing his treatment of the sick should be
are about to be healed apart

d7ToXa(36nevog avrbv

;

We

This would have applied equally to
to the people, and shared their
views.
A single word, moreover, would have provided against such
superstition.
It is better to seek the ground of it in the personal
As their moral healing was the ultimate end
interests of the sick.

led into various superstitions.

the sick themselves

who belonged

of their physical cure, the Saviour ordered everything external so as

Mark
to contribute to that object.
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Amidst the din of popular tumult
more difficulty be made on

beneficial impressions could with far

them. And with this also agrees the command given to both, that
they should preserve silence as to their cure. (Comp. vii, 36 ; viii.
26. See what is said on this at Matth. viii. 4.) (2.)' Another pecugradually advancing process of cure in the case of the
According to Mavk viii. 24, after the first touch of Jesus
he saw darldy and obscurely. " I see men as trees (the power of
measuring extension by the eye was probably as yet wanting) walking."
After the second touch he was wholly restored. Obviously,
therefore, the cures performed by Christ were no magical transacliarity is the

blind man.

but real processes. In the case of the blind man the course
may have been retarded for this reason, that his disease
was deeply seated, and a too rapid process of recovery might have
remarked something of the same kind in dealbeen injurious.
ing with the history of the Gergesene (Matth. viii. 28), from whom
the demon did not depart tiU the command of Jesus had been twice
tions,

of the cure

We

given.

The

(3.)

application of sjnttle

is

peculiar to these narratives,

mentioned again at John ix. 6. In regard to this, we
must at once reject, as unworthy of the dignity of Christ, the
opinion which holds that he w-as himself misled by the popular
notion that attributed to the spittle healing virtues, and which,

which

is

also

further, infers from this that the thing here recorded

must be under-

stood even in cases where it is not mentioned, and so would transform Christ into an ordinary physician, acquainted with the use of
are equally to reject the other opinion that
certain remedies.

We

means in order to aid the weak faith of those
who were to be healed.* For on the one hand the Saviour does not
employ means to remedy weakness of faith, and on the other, it is
incongruous to endeavour by means so purely external to reach a
We must therefore have looked on the emiDloyment
spiritual want.
of the spittle as exercising real influence, even though we had been
unable to trace in it any link of connexion. But as we already
Christ employed this

observed that the laying on of Christ's hands (so here tlie holding
of his fino-er to eye and car) must, as it were, be considered as the
medium of conveyance for spiritual power (it is only in particular

power imparts itself from a distance, and without
means of communication see on Matth. viii. 10), so it is in

cases that this
\asible

;

a way analogous to this that we are to look on the use of Ms oion
(Mark vii. 34, gives in Aramaic the exclamation of Christ,
spittle.
l(j)(j)add

—

diavoLxOrjTi, he

opened.

It

is

the authoritative

summons of

* In the case of the deaf and dumb, however, it is not to bo overlooked that the
actions of Christ (the touching of his ears and tongue, the looking up to heaven), were

make him aware of what was about to bo done with him
which could not be done in his case by words.

obviously calculated to
to rouse his faith,

in order

Mark
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Christ adapted to tlie present case ; it is the expression of his Divine
of whose fulfilment that Son who had called on the Father

will,

rov ovpavuv dvafiXeipag iorha^e, ver. 34], was fully assured.
The
is the imperative of the Aramaic conjugation

[elg

form of the word

=

tcpcpaOd

edcpaOd [in Syriac

The exclamation

37.
well,

ndvTa, uaa

Gen.

—

from the root nns]. Ver,
he hath done all things
almost reminds us of the history of creation, where it is said

Ethpael,

t~oirfae,

KTiOig

KaLvi)

navra

t^^^trj^,

TreTTocrjKs,

KaXd Xiav^ all that he had made luas vtry good,
of the Messiah seems to be viewed as a.

The ministry

31.

i.

KaXCJg

—

T.t'ir-^

"t"?^?

^^^^^

According to Mark

creation.

viij

man

took place at Bethsaida [see as to
it on Matth. xi. 21], by which we are here probably to understand
the place of that name on the eastern shore of the sea of Genesareth.

22, the healing of the blind

Yet is the description of the locality even in Mark indefinite, so that
we cannot with certainty decide where the cure took place. Ver.
25. The expression t-TTotTjcreTayrov dvaftXtipat, is not to be referred to

—

the restoration of the sight, that
raadai, in

integrum

Hebrew

restitui,

is

afterwards expressed by dnoKadia-

Eather

is

the

ttoisIv dvajiXe^pai

"he caused him,

equiva-

hands
on him the second time, to. look up," and then he saw rrjXavyCig.
That word, which is found only here, literally means " shining afar,
Here, as shown by the conradiant," from t~/A£, in the distance.
lent to the

nexion,

it

means

Hiphil,

after laying his

'^plainly, distinctly.")

Feeding of the Four Thousand.

§ 29.

(Matth. xy. 32-39

The account which

;

Mark

viii.

1-10.)

follows of feeding

the four thousand

is

attached by Matthew to the preceding context without any mark to
determine the time when it happened, and by Mark with the
indefinite words
ticeivatg ralg fjixtpaig, in those days.
The latter

h

gives us once
rative

more graphic,

come from

afar,"

thousand

The

is

and

The

expressions.

which make the narsome of them have
the amplification of Matthew's brief

more separate minute

traits,

as for example, ver. 3, "
in ver. 1

latter alone informs us that the

reckoned apart from the

women and

narrative itself certainly contains no

new

number

of four

children (ver. 38).

points

when compared

account of feeding the five thousand, Matth, xiv. 13,
The single circumstance to be inquired into, therefore, is
seq.
whether we are to regard the entire occurrence as distinct from the

with the

first

or whether, by a mistake of Matthew (and after him of
Mark), the same instance of feeding has been twice recorded. This
latter view has been put forward by Schleiermacher (on Luke, p,

other,

Matthew XV.
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De Wette also
137), and Scliultz (on the Lord's Supper, p. 311).
and otliers see in this second account a repetition of the first fact
drawn from tradition. The chief ground for this supposition would
seem to lie in the circumstance that we cannot conceive how the
disciples, if they had once had experience of such a miracle, could
ever in similar circumstances have asked unbelievingly -uOev
tprinia

ijiuv

iv

have ive
weight is to be

agroL rooovroi dare ^opracrat o;^Aov roaovrov^ ivhcnce

in the desert so

many loaves ?

attached to this remark

etc., (ver.

when we

But

33.)

less

on various occasions the
should have been impossible for them
find that

which it
For example, the plainest declarations as to Christ's sufferings and death they seem never to have heard when the event
really took place.
Assuming then that some considerable time
that meanelapsed between these two miraculous entertainments
while, they had frequently met with cases in which themselves
and those around them had suffered momentary want (take, e. g.,
the plucking of the ears of corn), but in which the Lord did
disciples forget things

to forget.

;

not choose thus to interpose his aid, we may perhaps conceive that
in the moment of feeling want, it did not occur, to the discij^les
that the Sa\-iour would be pleased a second time thus to manifest
his power.

We

more disposed

are the

to

this

explanation, as

otherwise not the slightest improbability of the repetition
under analogous circumstances, of the same fact, any more than that
there

is

healing processes were similarly repeated. To admit, on the other
hand, that the narrative in this case is not authentic', is to open the
w^ay for consequences affecting the authority of the Gospel which
a Christian mind could never admit, unless they rested on such
sure historical proofs, as are here utterly wanting.

A

new and

fully

detailed histoiy of events which absolutely did not take place could

be given neither by an apostle of the Lord, nor by an assistant
whose gospel rested on apostolic authority. Still less could both
Mark viii. 19, 20), put
narrators subsequently (Matth. xvi. 9, 10
into the mouth of our Lord himself an allusion to an event which
Lad never happened.* If the narrative forced us to such assumptions as this, the authority of both gospels would be overthrown.
The supposition tliat a fully detailed narrative of ftict is a pure in;

* The passage here quoted

is

also of importance for our object in this respect, that

the remark of the disciples, o-t uotov^ ovk iAili3n/iei> (Matth. xvi. 7), shews that even
after the second miraculous feeding the disciples could not imagine that their being in the

company of the Son

of

man made

it

needless for them to take provisions for

tlie

body.

necessary to rebuke them for this unbelief, and reminds them of lolh miracOne can hardly conceive a stronger proof that the second feeding
ulous entertainments.

Jesus finds

is

it

Meanwhile superficial modern
by the cheap assertion that it was only

authentic.

aside

criticism

ports as to the feeding, that this whole conversation
fact

one chooses

may be

knows how

to set

after the formation of the

struck out of the narrative.

was

—invented.

it

quite easily

two fabulous

At

this rate

re-

any

Matthew XV.
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quite another thing from the admission of some trifling

—

historical oversight

blind men.

Add

for

example, whether there were one or two

to this, that on closer examination the inven-

by

For in the first
had owed
its origin to tradition, much would have been added to it by
way of embellishment. The unadorned style in which the second
event is told, precisely as was the former even in the separate words,
vouches for its apostolic origin. Nay, this narrative, so far from any
tion of the fact

tradition

place, if this second

effort to display

is

wholly improbable.

narrative of feeding the peoj^le

the fact in brighter colours, sets

it

forth as of less

In the former case there were 5000, here only 4000,
and yet there are here seven loaves while formerly there were only
five, although the less the number of loaves the more marvellous
must the miracle appear. It is precisely in these little circumstances that the handiwork of tradition would most easily be
detected.
What could any one gain by inventing the account of
Christ's having fed 4000 men, when in fact he had already fed
5000 ? Not thus are framed the fictions of tradition. If we
had read here of Christ having fed 10,000 men with one loaf, the
probability of forgery had been greater.* Is any one ready to say
that this second fact may be the real one while the former is the
fictitious, in which the number of the fed is increased and of the
loaves diminished,
This however is the most improbable of all
views of it that any one should place last the real fact as being
the less important and put first the false. Obviously an unconscientious narrator will overdo the truth itself, and for this reason he
places last the invented fact as being the most striking.
We can
discover then only proofs for the authenticity of this second feeding
as narrated, none whatever to shew that it is spurious
for, in
regard to the disciples, we can easily admit that previously to their
being furnished with power from on high their memory was often
weak indeed they themselves state quite plainly that it was so
with them.
They walked in a new world full .of spiritual and
bodily wonders, amidst which they could not find themselves at
home until the Spirit came upon them, and brought to their minds
all things that the Lord had said to them and done.
(John xiv.
(As to Magdala [Matth. xv. 39], and Dalmanutha [Mark viii.
26.)
10], see on Matth, xvi, 5.)
importance.

<•

—

;

;

* With great naivete Strauss (vol

which one had better not

enter."

By

allege against them, except that the

p.

all
first

203) describes these as " eager remarks into

wanton critic had nothing to
was a myth, i. e., a lie. Thus,
One who honestly calls things by their

means,

for this

feeding also

man, one lie is built upon another.
which certainly makes a fatal impression, does
penetrate the depths of the mythic view.

with

tliis

right names,
to

ii.,

not, Strauss thinks,

know how

Matthew XVI.

§ 30.

1-6.

Wakninq against the Leaven
(ilattb. xvi.

1-12

;

Mark

viii.

541

of the Pharisees.

11-21.)

Along with his narrative of the second miraculous feeding, the
Evangelist conjoins the account of an incident which shews the
weakness of the disciples. When Christ used the words Trpoaexere
dnb TTJg ^vixT]g tCjv ^apioatojv, beivare of the leaven of the Pharisees,
they thought they were reproved on account of having forgotten to
take bread, while the Saviour was thinking only of the spiritual
influence put forth by the Pharisees.
Everything in this section is
connected with Christ's words of rebuke and warning against the
Pharisees

;

but since neither in the preceding nor following context
of, it is rendered probable that the evange-

are they further spoken

merely points out the occasion when those words, so intimately
connected with the account of the feeding, and on which he laid
such peculiar stress, were spoken. It can moreover excite no surlist

when they demand of Jesus a sign (and a
Luke xi. 16), should have been rebuked in

prise that the Pharisees,

sign from heaven too,

terms similar to those of Matth. xii. 38, seq., by a reference to th6
There is nothing to justify the assumption (which
sign of Jonas.
Schulz defends loco citat.) that Jesus spoke the words only once,
but that the narrator, drawing from impure tradition, has twice
recorded them. It is possible that Matthew here incoiporates portion^ of discourses originally uttered in

example, verses
yet appear to

Luke

2, 3,

me

another connexion (for

which are given by Matthew alone, but which

to be. quite as appropriately placed here as at

where see the exposition of the words), but the
whole is to be viewed as a new occurrence. For if the Pharisees
more than once eagerly desired a sign from heaven which from
their devotedncss to externals, may easily be supposed
it is equally
conceivable, that the Saviour more than once addressed them as a
xii.

55, 56,

—
—

and adulterous generxdion, and alluded
(For the exposition of Matth. xvi. 1-4,

ytvea Trovrjpd koX jwixaXig, evil

to the great Jonah-sign.
see on Matth.

xii.

38, seq.)

The

peculiar essence of the narrative Mark, as is clear, has
He brings forward with great care, as the essential
rightly seized.
point, aU that relates to the conversation of Jesus with the disci-

They pass together across the sea to the further
13, seq).
This points us back to Matth. xv. 39 Mark viii. 10, where
Magdala and Dalmanutha are mentioned as the places to which
The latter of these places is mentioned only
Christ betook himself.
ples

(viii.

shore.

;

here, but it lay probably in the neighbouihood of Magdala,

which

is

Maithkw XVI.
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MaydaXd (from

h-itq a toioer, for which reason
not to be written iiayaddv or imyecUv), lay on the eastern shore
One of the Marys (with
of the sea, in the district of the Gadarenes.
the surname of Ilagdala) was undoubtedly a native of this town.

named by Matthew.
it is

On their voyage across, the conversation here recorded took place,
and to their accounts of it both Evangelists prefix the remark that
the disciples had forgotten to take bread. (The careful Mark even
adds that they had only one loaf, el firj iva dprov ovic elxov ij,eO' eavrojv.
Such traits indicate the extreme accuracy of the sources of informaIt
tion employed by Mark
it is not thus that myths are formed.
would ill accord also with the idea that the second narrative of feeding the multitude is fictitious.) The remark of Jesus, ogdre koI
;

TrpoCTt^ere

leaven,

dnb

for,

and

take heed

rT]g ^vfirjg ru)v <[^aptaal(i)v^

must be accounted

etc.,

and

heioare of the

for this reason did the nar-

rators prefix the request for a miracle

which shortly before the

Pharisees had addressed to Jesus.

An

apparent contradiction seems to arise between Matth. xvi. 6
viii. 15, inasmuch as the former conjoins the Sadducees, the
Herod, however, stands merely for
latter Herod, with the Pharisees.
Mark iii. 6), in which the laxity of the
his party (Matth. xxii. 16
Sadducees in moral and religious opinion, was mixed up with poli-

and Mark

;

(Comp. on Matth.

tical objects.

tradict this view.)

xiv. 2,

which passage does not con-

the Sadducees and Herodians are

If, therefore,

— doctrine

holding the more
with the latter. Against
their entire scope and influence the Saviour directs his warning.
For although ^vfirj, leaven, is immediately explained at Matth. xvi.
12, as didaxi], doctrine, yet this is not to be regarded separately from

not identical, yet are they nearly akin

prominent place with the former,

politics

outwardly considered, there was
Their
xxiii. 3).
doctrine, teaching, was merely that which came forth from them,
and consequently it was that which, as it were, infected others and
spread the plague of these men. At Luke xii. 1, therefore, it is
their entire

much

said
(fj

moral condition

;

for,

truth in the doctrine of the Pharisees (Matth.

most

^v\irj

correctly

"the leaven of the Pharisees

Tojv (l?apLaaiG)v

earlv vTTOKpLmg) , for with

is

hypocrisy"

them the danger

lay in their hypocrisy, with the Sadducees in the Epicurean pursuit of

enjoyment

mental

idolatry.

— with

both in their alienation from God, and

The term

opposite ways.

belongs to those figurative

leaven

expressions in Scripture which
(See on Matth.

may
xiii.

be applied in either of two

33.)

The

application of

the corrupting (fermentation-causing) element of
one.

It rests even

evil, is

it

to

the original

on Old Testament usage, the purification of the
is the symbol of inward

house from leaven, for the paschal feast
purification

Ver.

7.

and

— The

sanctification (1 Cor. v. 7).
disciples

who

lived as yet rather in the world of

—
;
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sense than of spirit, mistook the connexion of Chrisf's remark with

They did seek for some
make a transition

his former conversation with the Pharisees.

connexion, hut permitted themselves at once to

from

tlie

They attrihuted to Jesus, douhtless,
Jews ought not to eat

leaven to the hread.

their Jewish prepossessions as to food (that

with heathen), and looking to the hostile relation in which he stood
to the Pharisees, they deemed that he meant to prohihit their
receiving food from them.
This took place internally {6iE?.oyi^ovTO
tv mvrolg), and found utterance in the words, " It is hecause we
took no hread" (ravTo, ia-iv d Xtyei) urt dprovc ovic iXdjSojiev. The
whole is so drawn from life, that fiction derived from later tradition
This occurrence also supports most
is utterly out of the question.
decisively the second account of feeding the multitude.

The Saviour rebukes their weak faith, and reminds them of the
two visible proofs of help received from him in time of need. Outward bread, the Saviour means to say, would not fail them, only let
them not slight the enjoyment of the true and pure bread of life
that would be the surest preservative against hankering after the
leaven of the Pharisees.
(Mark expands the discourse further
Matthew gives shortly and concisely its essence. We might say
that Mark rather rewrote and expanded than epitomised Matthew.)

§ 31.

Confession of the Disciples. Prophecy of Jesus EespECTixG His own Death.
Mark

(Matth. xvi. 13-28;

Matthew and Mark

viii.

21— ix.

I

;

Luke

ix.

18-27.)

transfer the scene of the following narrative

(The town is not to be confounded with Cfesarea Stratonis, which lay on the sea. [Acts xxiii.
Ctesarea, called Philippi from the tetrarch of that name
23, seq.]
into the region of Ctesarea Philippi.

who

enlarged the

city,

lay on the north-east

side

of f*alestine

from Magdala and
Philip, in honour
Originally the town w^as called Paneas.
Gerasa.
of the emperor, named it KaiaaQeia, as Bethsaida was, in honour of
[Joseph. Antiq.

the emperor's

xviii.

sister,

2,

1].

It

was not

called 'lovXia^.

for

[Joseph, ibid.])

Luke

gives

no note to mark the time, but subjoins this incident immediately to
Schleiermaeher
his account of the first feeding of the multitude.
(loco citat. IX 138) draws from this an inference unfiivourable to the
genuineness of the narrative of the second feeding as given by
Matthew and Mark. Could we cut out it and all connected with it,
he remarks, Matthew and Luke would appear to harmonize in
respect to the chorography.

ing

must be

The

supposition that the second feed-

transferred to the western side of the sea (while the
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first

13, 14.

took place on the eastern shore), certainly appears according to
(Palestine, p. 101), to he untenable.
Mean-

Von Kaumcr's remark

while what has been already advanced should be sufficient to shew
the impossibility of identifying the two, and thus no weight is to be
laid further on the circumstance to which Schleiermacher has drawn

In the important narrative which

attention.

pears as the leading historian.
fession of the disciples,

declaration

Mark,

it

is

He

follows,

Matthew ap-

subjoins (xvi. 17-19), to the con-

through Peter as their organ, a remarkable

by the Lord, as to which the two others are silent."--'"
true, once more subjoins in his account several minute

and peculiar traits (for instance ver. 27, that the conversation w^as
carried on even during the journey), but into the essential meaning
of the remarkable transaction he gives no deeper insight,
Ver. 13, 14.

Mark

dd(o

viii.

— The conversation

on the road to Ca3sarea

27), begins with the question of Jesus, tlvu

/te

(ev t^

Xeyov-

do men say that I am ? (some manuscripts have
was omitted simply because of the following expression, rbv vlov Tov dvdp6r:ov^ which contains more closely the defiThe whole clause is to be taken thus, e/ie rbv vlbv rod
nition of fie.
oLv ol dvOgcjTTOL, ivlio

falsely left out

dvdg^TTov

jue,

it

[djg o'ldare]

from the idea of the
[V. 16.])

Then would the

bvra.

disciples be led forward

vlbg tov dvOpconov^ to that of the vlbg rov Qeov.

The question

itself

undoubtedly had

in the special circumstances of the time.

its

immediate ground
was to

Its object, however,

awaken the

disciples to profounder views of the dignity of Christ.
According to the disciples, then, some merely saw in Jesus, John
the Baptist (risen from the dead), others Elias. (Compare on
Matth, xiv. 2, and the parallel passages, Mark vi. 15, Luke ix. 8.)
These men therefore did not see in Jesus the Messiah himself, but

saw a person who stood in

close connexion with his
(According to Malachi iv. 5, the
appearance of Elias was expected before the Messiah.
See more
particularly as to this, on Matth. xvii. 10, seq., and Luke i. 17.)
There were, however, still others who held Jesus to be Jeremiah, or
some one of the old jDrophets (7Tpo(f)/]Trjg rtg rCJv dp;\;at6or, Luke ix, 8All viewed him thus as a remarkable phenomenon, and placed
19).

certainly they

(speedily to be expected) advent.

him

at least in close connexion, according to their several prevalent

with the coming Messiah. They did not declare their belief
as the Messiah himself, doubtless for this reason, that the
whole ministry of Christ appeared to them to stand in contradiction

ideas,

in

him

* It is remarkable that Mark, whose Gospel, according to the tradition of the ancient
church, rested on the authority of Peter (comp. Introd., § 5), should be the writer who
omits to notice the important place which Peter held. One might have attributed this to
modest reserve, were it not that in the passage parallel to Matth. xiv. 29-31, Mark has
also passed over in silence a special communication respecting Peter, which, however, is

not to his praise.

can

The supposition

that

m truth with great difficulty be

Mark

in writing his Gospel,

reconciled with these facts.

used that of Matthew,

Matthew XVI.
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The supposed reappearance

Christ of one of the ancient prophets

is

in

doubtless to be understood

of a belief on the part of the Jews in their actual resurrection, not
of the reappearance of their souls in his person (according to the
doctrine of iierentpuxcjoig or ne-eioo)iidTO)oig).
For since, according to

Jewish opinion, the Jlrst resurrection (see on Luke xiv. 14, compared with Kev. xx. 5) was connected with the appearance of the
Messiah (his first appearance in humiliation not being dissevered

from his second in glory, but associated with it as the prophets do),
and the setting up of his kingdom, so the idea very readily suggested itself that forerunners of the resurrection would precede that
mighty period. From no express statements of the Old Testament,
except in the case of Elias, did the opinion derive any su^jport, for
unless violence were done to it, the reference to the j)assage, Isaiah
Hi. 6, seq., is inapplicable.
In the New Testament also there is
nothing to favour it (see however, on Moses and Elias at Matth.
xvii. 4), and we can attribute it therefore only toKabbinical legends.
Around the person of Jeremiah especially there had gathered a circle
of traditions (comp. 2 Maccab. ii. 7, 8 xv.l4) they termed him, by
way of eminence, Trpocprj-rig rod Qeov, prophet of God. Isaiah was also
named among the forerunners of the Messiah, 4 Esra ii. 18. (Comp..
on all connected with this, Berthold Christ. Jud. § 15, p. 58, seq.)
Ver. 15, 16.
Alongside of these opinions of the people re;

;

—

specting Jesus,

is

presented that of the disciples.

They

declare

be the Xptorog = h-sM, Messiah, himself, and thus dissever
themselves from the popular views, which held him to be a. forerunner of the Messiah. How far, however, it was this confession of
Jesus as the Messiah which gave occasion to the following words of

him

to

el k. t. A., blessed art thou, etc., is not very obvious,
they were already spoken respecting the disciples when they first
attached themselves to Jesus. (John i. 41, 42.) The whole relation
of the Saviour to his disciples, which must be viewed as implying
an ever advancing development, requires that in this case, their

Christ, i-iaKapiog

for

and more complete than before.
For the understanding then of this remarkable passage, Matthew is
specially important, who, though deficient in graphic portraiture,
yet, with all his simplicity and plainness, shews frequently great
Thus, after Xptcrrof, Christ, he adds,
profoundness of conception.
by way of 'explanation, 6 vilx; rov Qeov rov ^covrog, the Son of the
This remark is most important in tracing the meaning
living God.
For obviously, the expression
of the expression the Son of God.
confession should have been fuller

cannot be precisely identical with Xpca-og, since in that case there

would arise a tautology. Its aim must rather be to determine with
more exactness the import of XpiarS^. The natural explanation,,
therefore, is this

Vol. I.— 35

— at

first

the disciples, in acknowledging Christ
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15-17.

the Messiah, had merelvj according to their Jewish preposhim a distinguished man raised up and endowed

as

sessions, seen in

by God

Their closer intercourse with the
for special purposes.*
Saviour opened to them, through the working of the Spirit, a
they recognised in him a revelation of
view into his higher nature
God, and without thinking of any theory as to the generation
;

of the Son, they termed this revelation, in that personal manifes-

which
(Comp. on Luke

tation in

stood visibly before them,

it
i.

The

35.)

the

Son of God.

article points to the definite. Divine,

central manifestation which they perceived in Jesus, having been
by the prophecies of the Old Testament instructed as to its real
nature.
We must conceive of the disciples as living in this, and
step by step advancing in their knowledge of it.
When Matthew
expressly adds " Son of the living God," this epithet ('h tD^nVws)

obviously has reference not to idols, there being no reason for here
contrasting the true

God with them, but to the reality of the Divine
The image of Divinity, as reflected in him,

manifestation in Christ.

was

strong and powerful, that through

so

was

it

the Father, as his

time properly revealed in his wondrous
essence.
All former life-revelations of the Living one were dead,
when compared with the living fulness which flows forth in all the

original,

for

the

first

(John

varied exhibitions of the Saviour.

Ver. 17.

—According

pronounced by the Saviour on hearing
For,

obvious.

genuine,

it

if this

this

becomes
Son of God is

confession

confession of Jesus as the

necessarily involves a revelation of Divinity in the soul

no

man knoweth

the Son but the Father, and he to

itself,

since

whom

the Father reveals him.

But the

xii. 3.)

4.)

i.

to this view, the import of the blessing

which gives
(The

ness.

life

(Compare on Matth.

xi.

27

;

1 Cor.

revelation of the Divine within the soul as that

and being from on high, of

imicdpiog

el,

blessed art thou,

is

itself

imparts blessed

as at Matth.

v. 4,

not a

mere expression of praise, but an express assurance of that eternal
and blessed existence which the preceding confession implies.) The
confession leads our Lord to infer an antecedent revelation (arroKaXvipig)
for the Divine glory of Christ was concealed under an outwardly mean appearance, and could therefore become known only
;

through an inward manifestation.
* The

common

opinion

among

the

Jews

This revelation he expressly

as to the Messiah,

is

exhibited by Justin

Martyr (Dial. c. Tr. J. p. 2G6, 267), when he lets him be called uvOpuirov l^ uvOikjttuv and
be chosen of God to the Messiahship ^a^' iicXoy/'/v, because of his virtues. Probably the
disciples, during the first period of their intercourse with the Saviour, saw in him only
the son of Joseph, until it gradually became clear to their minds that the Redeemer of the
human race must of necessity come forth in a strength mightier than theirs whom he was
to redeem, and the direct accounts of Mary, who, not without a reason, was detained till all
Christ's work was finished on earth, must then have converted their presentiment into a
certainty,

by the

report of the historical events.

Matthew

X«VI. 17-19.
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denies to flesh and blood, but traces to the Father.

h

6

roTg ovpavo7g

which

is

=

errovpdvioc,

ml

implied in aap^

denotes what

is

human

(The addition

stands in contrast to the imyetoc,

This formula

alfia.)

(flesh

and blood)

abstractly considered, which, as such,

is

The phrase corresponds to the Hebrew c^i nwa
which is very common among the Rabbis [comp. Lightfoot on the
passage], and had previously occurred also in the Apocrypha [Sir.
and

transitory

and in the

xiv. 18],

XV.

50

men

;

vain.

Ephes.

vi.

New

Testament, Gal.

12.)

The

i.

16

;

Heb.

ii.

reference here therefore

14
is

;

1 Cor.

to other

human powers of Peter himself, so
" nothing human, no power or faculty of man,
has been able to impart to you this knowledge, only the Divine can
teach us to know the Divine." This declaration was made by the
as well as to the natural

that the sense here

is

Saviour to Peter, along with the address Bop 'lon-d, son of Jonah.
is exceedingly probable that this is intended to form a contrast
to the foregoing 'Irjoovg vlbc Oeov, Jesus, Son of God.
/Simon stands
It

here like Jesus, as a personal designation son of Jonas is probably
used here in a figurative sense. Primarily indeed it is a genealogical
designation (see on John i. 43 xxi. 16, 17),""- but as Hebrew names
;

;

generally are descriptive, Christ here looks to the import of the

name. Perhaps he referred it to rrjn-", a dove, and in that case this
meaning would arise, " Thou Simon art a child of the Spirit (alluding to the Holy Ghost under the s^-mbol of a dove), God the Father
of spirits, Heb. xii. 9, hath revealed himself to thee."
Where God
reveals himself there is foraied a spiritual man.
Here follows a new installation of the apostles.
Ver. 18, 19.
After they had in a true sense acknowledged Christ, the Lord could
disclose to them also the real import of their own office.
Let us
first examine the meaning of the words, that we may then determine
more nearly their reference to Peter. The symbolic name which the
Saviour gave to Peter immediately after his first reception as his
disciple (comp. on John i. 43), he here renews with a definite explaPeter is to be the rock of the edifice of the
nation of its meaning.
(The church is represented as a vaog, temple, a common
church.
2 Cor. vi. 16
figure, compare 1 Cor. iii. 9
1 Peter ii. 5.
The Old
Testament temple is viewed as the type of the church, as oktivtj,
tabernacle, is regarded in the epistle to the Hebrews, chap, viii.)
The church, as a spiritual structure,f must rest naturally on a spirit-

—

;

;

* Bup Dan.

vi. 1, vii. 13,

= Ueb.

-53.

sation with his disciples spoke Aramaic.

=

43.)

jsn'T'

according to

f In the gospels this

is

tlie

LXX.

It

may be presumed

'Iwvu, contracted

at 1 Chron.

iii.

xviii. 17.

used by him rather
e/c/f An-r/a

for the ideal,

=

(3aa.

t.

0.

In the writin;^s of Paul, on

the other hand, kKK'/.riiiais the usual expression for the visible
BatT. r. 9. is

i.

24, 'Iwovdv.

the only passage where the kKK7.riaia stands as

In another sense the expression occurs at Matth.

corresponds to

that Jesus in this conver-

from ^luavvu (comp. John

communion of Christians.
heavenly fellowship. In the Hebrew ^ng

:

Matthew XVI.
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ual foundation

;

18, 19.

Peter, therefore, in his

new

spiritual character,

work among mankind,

apj)ears as the suj)porter of Christ's great

[and this evidently as destined, Acts ii., to lay the foundations of
first Christian church].
Jesus himself is the creator of the

the

whole

— Peter, the

The

5.)

first

stone of the huilding.

(Compare

1

Pet.

ii.

firmness of the building shews itself in sustaining the onsets

(Matth.

of assailing powers.

vii.

These are here termed

24, seq.)

of hell, or hades.''-' Hades (Isixi} the abode of
dark destructive powers, is often represented as a palace, strongly
fastened, thus marking its security and its formidable power.
(Job
TxvXai a8ov^ gates

xxxviii. 17

Ps. ix. 14 ; Isaiah xxxviii. 10.) This war-palace stands
opposed to the holy temple of Grod (comp. on Luke xi. 21, 22), and
appears with all its powers as assailing it, but not overcoming it,
;

for against a6r]g, hades, is

of

its

power. f

of this temple

Still

arrayed ovpavog, heaven, in the fulness

retaining the same figure,

names Peter

then, the Lord

guardian he receives the key of
it with full authority to use it,
J and consequently to grant admission
or to shut out.
(Isaiah xxii. 22 ; Kev. iii. 7, explain this symbolic
expression,
That the same Peter is first termed the irirpa, rocJc,
then the fjnstt, opener [see Isaiah xxii. 22], of the building is to be
explained from that free treatment of figurative expression which,
with all their accuracy, prevails in the discourses of our Lord. The
terms dEetv and Xvuv, for shutting and opening, are to be explained
from the simple custom of antiquity of fastening doors by tying.
John, in the really parallel passage, xx. 23, resolves the figure by
the terms d(pihaL, remit, and icpareXv, control, retain.)
This repreas

its

;

—

sentation exhibits an earthly and heavenly character and functions
as united in the church.

Controlled by heavenly powers, the acts of
earthly agents bear not merely human impress and authority, but

its

have their sanction in heaven. Obviously it is only the ideal church
which is here spoken of with its ideal representatives.§ In so far as
* Compare Euripides Hecuba

v. 1,

where

said of the lower world, gkotov nvlaL

it is

Iva klSriQ cuKiarai.

much the correctness of this interpretation. The citations prove no such
war castle. I regard Evades as put for the abode of death, and the gates (as the entrance),
by metonymy, for Hades itself. Thus the sense is " Death shall not prevail against it
f I doubt

:

it is

indestructible.

Jeremiah i.

— [K.

forms a striking parallel to the prerogative of forgiving or retaining sins
For the Lord there says to the prophet, " I put my words
in thy mouth, see I set thee this very day over nations and kingdoms that thou shouldest
i;.

1 0,

here imparted to the disciples.
root out, break in pieces,

Old Testament

is

throw down and destroy, and build and plant." What in the
is in the New Testament given in an inward

given in an outward,

form.

§ To the apostles was granted the power, absolute and unconditioned, of binding and
who was shut out from the church was excluded at the same time
from heaven), just as to them was given the power of pubhshing truth, unmixed with

loosing (so that he

error.

1-5,

For both they possessed miraculous

andxvi

22).

To the ordinary

spiritual

endowments

ministers of the church,

who

(Gal.

i.

8,

9

;

1 Cor. v.

possess not this extrao^
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18, 19.

a sinful element exists in the external church (Matth. xiii. 47), the
words admit of no application to it. Of the real everlasting church,
however, they are forever true. Further, the power which here is
merely ^row /sec/, is, at a later period (John xx. 23), actually imparted.
It remains for us to speak of Peter's relation to the other disciples. That which at ver. 19 is spoken to Peter, is at Matth. xviii. 18,
John XX. 23, addressed to all the apostles. The contents of ver. 18
are again found at Eev. xxi. 14, and Gal. ii. 9, applied to all the
apostles.
We find therefore nothing in these words peculiar to
Peter he merely answers as the organ of the college of apostles,
and Christ acknowledging him as such, replies to him and speaks
through him to them aU. This, however, should not be overlooked,
that Peter is and was intended to he really the active representative
of the company of a^iostlcs (as John may be termed their passive
representative, comp. on John xxi. 21). For it is impossible to conceive that the same thing which the Lord here addresses to Peter could
have been spoken to Bartholomew or Philip no one save l^eter
could have been called the representative of the aj)ostles. The
personal difference between the apostles individually and the preeminence of Peter, has been denied merely on polemic grounds in
opposition to the Catholic Church, which certainly deduced inferences from it for which there was not in Scripture the slightest
ground (comp. on Matth. x. 2, and John xxi. 15). But that which
is through Peter bestowed on the apostles, was again through the
apostles conferred on the whole church, as is obvious from its essential
nature in accordance with which the existing rej)resentatives of the
church {i. e., the really regenerate), exercise the spiritual powers
granted to it by the Lord not, however, at their own pleasure, but
according to the intimations of that Spirit whom to know and to
obey is implied in the very character of the believer. That the
apostles, then, and their genuine spiritual successors, bore the word
of truth in one direction and not in another, that they followed up
their labours on one man and not on another, in this consisted the
The whole new spiritual community
binding and the loosing.
which the Saviour came to found took its rise from the apostles and
their labours.
Xo one became a Christian save through them, and
thus the church through all time is built up in living union with
Christianity is no bare summary of truths and reits origin.
flections to which a man even in a state of isolation might attain ;
it is a life-stream which flows through humanity, and its waves
must reach every separate individual who is to be drawn within
The Gospel is identified with, and grown into
this circle of life.
union with, the persons. That which lies enfolded in Christ Jesus
as in the central principle of the new life, diff'uses itself immedi;

;

;

dinary gift, this power of the keys (discipline), as well as the
[E.]
over in but a limited form.

—

gift

of teaching, has passed
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and thence over those wider
which were gradually formed in the church.
Already, however, have we referred to the fact, that the Lord's
words to Peter were spoken to him as a new man, and are true only
when viewed with reference to this new nature. That the old man
Peter was incapable of labouring for the kingdom God to say
nothing of its being a rock is shewn by the following context, v.
The usual explanation, therefore, of the passage which
22, seq.
the Protestant Church'-" is wont to oppose to the view of the Catholics, according to which the faith of Peter and the confession of
that faith, is the rock, is entirely the correct one
only the faith
itself and his confession of it must not be regarded as apart from
Peter'himself personally. It is identified with him not with the
old Simon but with the new Peter.
(Peter, as the new name, being
understood as denoting the new man. Kev. ii. 17.) Hence the
power of binding and loosing can be affirmed only of the Divine
ately over the circle of the twelve,
circles of spiritual life

—

—

—
—

nature in Peter (and the other disciples), for

God

alone (in so far as

he works through one man or in the whole church) can forgive sin
(see on Matth. ix. 4, 5).
Although, therefore, the forgiving of sins
is a prerogative of the church in all ages, yet since the Holy Ghost
has ceased to display in the church his concentrated and miraculous
agency it is imparted only conditionally, on the supposition, na77iely,
of true repentance and living faith, whose existence the clergy cannot discern, since the gift of trying the spirits has ceased (1 Cor.
xii. 10), but the Lord alone.
Ver. 20, 21.
On this advance in knowledge the Saviour imme-

—

diately founds their introduction to a closer acquaintance with his

work

as the Redeemer ; he openly declares to them that he, the
Messiah, the Son of the living God, must suffer, but that in suffering he should be perfected.
He wished by degrees to accustom
them to bear this thought. The former prohibition to speak of his

dignity (see on Matth.

viii. 4), has in its renewal here, reference undoubtedly to the people who were accustomed to associate with the
term " Messiah" a series of superficial ideas which could only have

been obstructions in Christ's way. (For further details as to aQx^^p^k,
and npeaiivrepoL, see on Matth. xxvi. 57; John xviii. 12.)
Respecting the prophecy which he here utters in regard to himself,
we remark, that to understand it figuratively in tlie sense, " I shall
be apparently overcome, but soon and gloriously shall my cause
yQafifiarelg,

assert itself,"

is

too shallow to claim our approval.

Christ speaks

and in circumstances the most varied, of his death and
generally (see on John ii. 19
Matth. xxvii. 63, according

too often,
his fiite

;

* This explanation

lowing

Du Pin

work on

some of the

fathers of the church

had already given. Gratz, fol(de antiqua ecclesise disciplina), has brought together the passages in his

Matth., part

ii.,

p. 110, seq.
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to which last passage, the Pharisees place a watch at his grave for
the reason that he had spoken of his resurrection), to permit our
referring his language to anything hut literal death.
In the 6e7
-rradelv,

must

however, his death

suffer,

is

At

the parallel passages, Matth. xx. 18;
the simple future Trapadodijaerai k. t. A.

Mark

What

x. 33, there

stands

was
shewn i)laiuly hy Luke xvii?. 31 (parallel to the
quoted passages), where it is said reXeadi'ioeraL -navra rd yeypa/;-

intended to
last

viewed as a necessary one.

mean

this 6d, must,

is

li^va did rCJv TTpo(pi]rCJv roj

v/w rov dvOpu)-ov, all things loritten by the

(Comp. Luke

In the

prophets,

etc.

sage

said, ovtcj yeypaTzrai Koi ovrcjg tdei TraOnlv rov Xpiarov.'^

it is

xxiv. 26, 27, 44, 46.

last j^as-

The

prediction of the Messiah's sufferings in the prophets was not, however, arbitrary,

counsels.

Only

hut stood

in necessary

for the sake of

connexion with the Divine

the disciples does the Lord go back

them

authoritatively, and comforting
Old Testament recognises a suffering
Messiah. It might, however, be conjectured that the disciples had
after the event, put all these statements in more specific detail into
the mouth of Jesus, for example, the chronological reference in the
So also of Matth. xx. 18, 19, and the
case of the resurrection.
parallel passages in Mark and Luke, in which all the particulars of
Christ's sufi'erings are fore-mentioned, that he should be reviled,
The character of the Gospel history would
spit upon, scourged.
not indeed be essentially altered, even should we assume that the
Evangelists after the event filled up with more minuteness our

to Scripture, explaining

them by the

it

to

fact that even the

Lord's briefer declaration.

But bearing

in

mind

that even in the

Old Testament, especially at Ps. xxii. 17, 19 Is. 1. 6 liii. 4, seq.,
the Messiah's sufTerings had been stated in detail, we cannot take
But to raise a doubt
offence at the speciality of tliese predictions.
;

;

of the Saviour's general foreknowledge of his own death, is absolutely
Nor can we draw from the deep sadness of the dis-

inadmissible.

ciples at his death,

any inference against a previous mention of

the resurrection, for the reason that the doctrine of a sufibring
Messiah had almost wholly ceased to be recognised among the Jews.
(See on John xii. 34. Comp. Hengstenhei'c/s Christology, p. 252,
seq.)

When

Christ therefore died, the disciples,

who were

still

influenced by popular o^jinion, thought not of his resurrection, since
they were staggered in regard to everything. The contrasts which

the life of Christ presented before their eyes, were so overwhelm[Their partial
ingly great tliat they were stunned and confounded.
theoretical belief was lost in the awful fact.]

—

But if we find in the disciples an incapacity to
Ver. 22, 23.
penetrate in thought the mysterious contrasts presented by the life
of Christ even at his crucifixion, previous to which they had experienced so much,

how much more

at the period here referred

to.
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They could not endure that the Son of God should he a sufferer.
The manner in which our Lord, however, repels the words of Peter,
who again speaks as the representative of all the apostles, points to
something more than the mere failure to apprehend a difficult idea.
Peter wholly misunderstood his relation to the Lord ; he came forward to admonish and correct him, and that which Christ had represented as necessary (for his work) he seeks to put far from him.
'^h nV-^Vri 1 Chron. xi. 19.)
(The i'Aew^- aoc, soil, eir] Qeog
But even
this does not exhaust his meaning.
The expression GKdvda?.6v ixov el,
thou m^t a snare to me, w^hich follows, shews that Peter's remark
was not merely a sin in him, but a temptation to the Lord.
Peter, we find here, perhaps from vanity at the praise just uttered,
sunk back to the level of the natural man and along with him the
other disciples whom Jesus here rebukes through Peter, just as, at
ver. 18, 19, he had conjoined them with him in praise.
(Mark viii.
33, indicates this by his expression I6i}v rovg ixadrjrdg avrov.)
It is
the part of the natural man, however, rd twv dv6pu)iT0)v {ppovelv, to
savor the things of men, and of the new man rd rov Qeov (ppoveiv, to

=

—

savor the things of God. It is not the wicked man (uv6po)nog ttovt]p6g), who is here s^^oken of, but only the natural man {ipvxticog, 1
Cor.

ii.

14), who, incapable of rising to the apprehension of the

own human

Where we thus
and the new man
(in those who are regenerate but not yet perfected), and the alternate
predominance now of the one and now of the other, we also understand how Jesus can rebuke that same Peter whom he had just praised.
This diversity of language is dependent on the varied prevalence of
the new or the old man in the same individual. It still remains for
us to say something more particularly of the vnaye dmau }iov, aaravd,
get behind me, Satan.
These words are to be explained by the
following GKdvdaXov ^ov el, thou art a snare to me, by the addiDivine, draws

it

down

to his

level.

recognise as intelligible the co-existence of the old

tion of which, Matthew greatly facilitates our understanding the
whole of this remarkable scene, and again furnishes proof how exact
he is in the substance, while neglecting the outward features of his
narrative.
Unquestionably the Saviour must be conceived as having maintained one continuous conflict with temptation. Its great

capital periods, at the

commencement and

hibit merely in a concentrated form,

close of his ministry, ex-

What ran through his whole
life.
Here, then, %v the first time, it assumes the form of suggesting the possibility of escaping suffering and death. It was all the
more concealed and dangerous that it came to him through the
lips of a dear disciple, who had just solemnly acknowledged his
Divine dignity. What we remarked in the case of the history of the
temptation (see on Matth. iv. 1, seq.) must in this instance also be
faithfuRy kept in view. From the clear and pure fountain of
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Christ's life no unholy thought could flow
but precisely because
he was to be a conqueror of sin, it had to draw near, that in every
form he might overthrow it and in his human nature, which only
by degrees received within itself the whole fulness of the Divine life,
sin, when it drew near, made upon him an impression.
Such a
sacred moment have we here.
With the glance of his soul, the
Saviour at once penetrate;] the source whence sprang this far he it
from thee, and killed the springing evil in its very root. This
explains at once the import of the oaravd, which was addressed to
Peter (a-gacpelg elrre tw nt-rpoj). The opinion that Peter is here
termed a wicked counsellor, or even an adversary* (from -,u'^), stands
completely self-refuted
the rock of the church cannot possibly be
at the same time an adversary, and assuredly Peter did not, by having spoken these words, cease to be the rock of tlie church.
The
oaravag, Satan, is none other than the ap;^ci)v rov kooiiov tov-ov, ruler
of this ivorld, who has his work in the children of unbelief (Ephes.
ii. 2), and also in
the children of faith, in so far as the Spirit of
Chi-ist has as yet not sanctified them, i. e., in so far as the old man,
still exposed to sinful influences, yet hves in them.
This influence
had Peter (as the organ of the others, who are to be conceived of
as under the same guilt) admitted into his heart without knowing
what he did. Our Lord, however, brings him to the consciousness
of what he was doing, by naming the element from which sprang
the thought that he had been weak enough to utter. Thus, as in
the foregoing confession (ver. 16), the Divine element was seen
predominant in Peter, so evil now asserts its power over him and
here, therefore, we have in his case an exhibition of that ebbing
and flowing of spiritual life, which every one experiences who
has felt in his heart the redeeming power of Christ,
Where
sin is powerful, there does grace excel in power (Rom, v, 20)
conversely, however, where grace is mighty, there sin also puts itself
;

;

;

;

;

mightily forth,

—

Immediately after these words, Jesus, transferring
from the immediate circle of his disciples to a more
extensive audience (according to Mark and Luke), subjoins an
admonition upon self-denial. The thoughts themselves we have
Yer. 24-26.

his discourse

already unfolded at Matth,

x.

37, seq.

;

the only inquiry here

is,

what association of ideas connects these verses with the foregoing.
The fact that Christ must die, does not seem fo imply as a necessary consequence, the death of his disciples, for indeed Christ died
expressly that
true,
*

but the

As

we might

life

bodily death this
is

'jarai'dg

xi.

14

;

2

Sam. xix.

never occurs in the sense of adversary.

is

undoubtedly

a pattern for his church (1

regards the mere usage of the words, this explanation

ring to such passages as 1 Kings

eyer

Of

live.

and death of Jesus

22.

may be justified by

In the

New

refer-

Testament, how-
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Peter ii. 21). What the Saviour experienced, all his redeemed
ones must experience spiritually; they taste the power of his resurTo
rection, but previously also that of liis sufferings (Phil. iii. 10).
be made alive in the new man (in the V'^a;^ nvevfiaTiKfi)^ necessarily
(Compare the remarks on Matth. x.
implies the dying of the old.
The expression of Peter (ver. 22) had flowed from the
37, seq.)
natural dread of conflict, sufferings, and death, and hence our Lord

him

undertake these willingly, and
all the earthly.
The
gain of the w^orld with its sensuous enjoyments (ver. 26) could
never satisfy man's immortal part. Is the world then, the object
exhorts all that would follow
for the

to

sake of heavenly things to sacrifice

He

of his efforts ?

loses,

in that case, his real happiness.

The

heavenly treasure alone brings real pain, that of our
The latter may be compensated, the former
earthly, pure joy.
never.* In the words rC dcoaei dvdpcorrog dvrdXXayna^ loliat ivill a man
give, etc., there is an implied declaration that only Grod could find
an dvrdXXayfia for the souls of men. (Comp. on Matth. xx. 28:)
'AvraAAay/za, exchange, is nearly allied to Pivrgov^ i^ansom, although
not entirely synonymous. It denotes the purchase-money, the object
for which a man exchanges any thing, as Sir. vi. 15, (piXov marov ovk
ton dvrdXXayiLa. Thus, while the dvrdXXajna proceeds on the idea
of possession, Xvrpov refers to a state of slavery, out of which the
sacrifice of

In this respect, the expression dndXXayfia,
would correspond to Xvrpov, but it does not occur in the New
XvTpov gives deliverance.

The verb

Testament.

dTraXXdaoeiv, however,

To

in the sense of to

admonition to self-denial
Mark and Luke subjoin the corresponding threatening. (As to the
contents of the verse, compare the parallel passage Matth. x. 32,

set free, occurs at

Heb.

ii.

15.

this

to enter into conflict and suffering, is in fact
ashamed of the Lord, and to sacrifice the eternal to the
temporal.
And this will, at the day of judgment, display its

33.)

The shunning

to be

(As to the formula tpx^aOai iv 66^%] nerd rCJv dyytXcov
on Matth. xxiv.)
Ver. 27. From what has gone before, it is plain, that the
formula drrodMoei eKaaro) Kara rijv Trpd^iv avrov, he loill render to each
man according to his conduct, must be understood in such a way,
fatal results.

tG)v dyiwv, see

—

that the ngd^ig denotes not individual tpya, acts, of this or of that
kind, but the whole inward course of
KEQ^aiveiv),

which flows from faith

or

life

(the rbv Koaftov or ipvxfjv

from unbelief, and shews

itself

in the fruits of the one or of the other.

—

Ver. 28 To render his mention of the r//i£p« Kpiaeojc, day of
judgment, more impressive, the Saviour sets forth its threatening
nearness.
As at Matth. x. 23, 1 here refer once more to the leading
passage Matth. xxiv., inasmuch as this same idea, that the day of
* The same thought was expressed formerly at Ps. xlix. 7-9.
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1.

must be understood in the same
Testament. Here, the death (Odvarov
yevaaadai
n.:» ci'iyts), of some who were present
as the longest
(The words w(5e
livers, is assigned as the period of the Parousia.*
torioreg, tJiose standing here, are to be understood of the whole mulOne
titude who surrounded him, the apostles as well as the others.)
involuntarily calls to mind here the enigmatical words at John xxl
The parallel passages in
22, on which compare the commentary.
Mark and Luke refer not so much to the coming of Christ, as to
the coming of his kindom (Mark adds iv dwdjiei), and these expressions may be understood as describing the powerful manifestations
of living Christian principle, without reference to the personal return
But the immediate connexion of these words with the
of Jesus.
the Lord's second coming was near,

way throughout

=

New

the

—

foregoing context, in which the tQxeodat

h

rrj

do^?/,

coming in his

glory, refers so unmistakeably to the Parousia, does not admit of

The coming

this explanation.

of the kingdom coincides with his

coming personally.

§ 32.

The Transfiguration

(Matth. xvii. 1-13

;

Mark

ix.

2-13

;

of Jesus.

Luke

ix. 28-36.)

demands some preliminary
from the right point of view,
and all the more as it has been subject to the utmost diversity
of opinions. At the outset, we summarily reject those views which
views in
reduce the fact itself to a dream or an optical delusion
which thunder, lightning, and passing mists, take the place of the
Other explanations, however,
voice of G-od, and the cloud of hght.
which find here either a myth, or a vision without any outwardly
visible fact, must be more closely examined. Primarily, then, as re-

The

following important occurrence

remarks, that

we may contemplate

it

;

it has historical analogy to support
unable to place the Juda30-biblical history on a
level with the course of historical development among other nations,

spects the mythical hypothesis,

But he who

it.

is

was formerly observed, by this general characfrom admitting in any case the slightest
mythic element. In it, we have a history of God amidst the human
race, in which everything appears actually realized, which springing

must be

j^recluded, as

ter of the Bible narrative,

from the real longings of the soul,
* I

tiiiiik it

human

fancy has invested, in the

can scarcely be doubtod that " the coming of the Son of Man

The words,

in his king-

" shall

not seo
death until tliey see the Son of Man," refers not to length of life, but to privilege : some
So some anshall have tlie privilege of beholding him in his glory even before they die.
The transfiguration i3 ihus regarded as a type of the Saviour'a
cient commentators.

dDm"

refers here to the following scene of the transfiguration.

future glory in his kingdom.

—[K.
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Beof other nations, with the attractive garb of fable.
the transfiguration, particulars are given

sides, in this narrative of

which directly contradict every mythical conception. The mythic
of narrative, is, in its very nature, obscure and indefinite,

style

but here, as everywhere, the evangelists maintain their historic
Contrary to their usual practice, they relate unanimously
sobriety.
that the transfiguration took place six days after the events previously recorded. If we consider that they wrote thirty years at least
after the event, it is obvious how deeply the solemn occurrence must
have imprinted itself on their memories, from their retaining the
date with such exactness. According to Luke ix. 37, the healing
of the sick boy, which all the evangelists agree in placing directly

A

thing

agrees with the mythical forms of composition.

The
As to

on the following day.*

after the transfiguration, took place

of this kind

ill

history obviously reads like the simplest narrative of a fact.

the view, however, that
occurrence

is

we have

here the record of a vision, the

certainly styled an opafm, thing seen, vision (=vth,

is by no means rean object of internal contemplation ; it is often used in
cases of objects outwardly and visibly present.
It merely denotes,
in general, objects which become known to us by the sense of sight, in
contradistinction to those made known to us verbally (comp. Acts
ns-^tt),

at Matth. xvii. 9; this term, however,

stricted to

And

xii, 9).

as a vision

is

further, the explanation of the occurrence before us

untenable, from the fact that we have no example

of a mere vision occurring at once, and in the same

way

to several

and these so widely diverse in character and relation, as
were Christ and the three disciples. We take our stand, then, on
the simple literal sense of the narrative, which in the first place
is assuredly that intended by the narrators
and in the next place,
vindicates itself perfectly to every Christian intelligence. For if we
assume the reality of the resurrection of the body, and its glorification, truths which assuredly belong to the system of Christian doctrine, the whole occurrence presents no essential difficulties.
The
appearance of Moses and Elias, which is usually held to be the most
persons,

;

unintelligible point in

admit

it, is

easily conceived of as possible, if

their bodily glorification.

we

In support of this idea, however.

Scripture itself gives sufficient intimations (Deut. xxxiv. 6 compared with Jude 9; 2 Kings ii. 11, compared with Sir. xlviii. 9, 13),
which men have accustomed themselves to set down as belonging to
but how justly is another question.
biblical mythology
Taken then as literally true, the incident has a twofold significance.
First, it is a kind of solemn installation of Jesus into his

—

* Gratz (Part

iL, p.

166) appeals also to

the epistle cannot be certainly established

passage in the character of aproof.

2 Pet.

i.

IT.

we must

Yet ought

it

As however

the genuineness of

not bring forward this interesting

assuredly to be read.
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1.

chosen to be present at

it.

It

was intended that they should be confirmed in the truth of the
foregoing confession (Matth. xvi. 16), and more fully enlightened as
to the dignity of Jesus.
In this point of view, the Old Testament
furnishes, in the history of Moses, a parallel to the transfiguration.

Along with Aaron, Nadab, and Abihu, he ascended Mount Sinai,
received there the law, and shone to such a degree that he had to
cover his countenance. (Compare Exodus xxiv. with xxxiv. 30, seq.;
2 Cor.

iii.

7, seq.)

So also Christ

is

here installed as the spuitual

inasmuch as the voice said avrov
(Matth. xvii. 5.)
His word is law to his people.

lawgiver,

fact has reference to Jesus himself.
its

aKovere,

But

hear

Mm,

secondly, the

For, the transfiguration takes

place along with the baptism, the temptation, and other occur-

rences in which Jesus

exhibited in

is

himself the object, and his spiritual

course of development.

its

Throughout

life

his earthly

ministry the Saviour appears in a twofold point of view

on the
one hand as already and actively redeeming ; on the other as inherently advancing his own perfection. (Heb. ii. 10, t-peire rw Qeu)
Tov dpxf]yov TTJg auTTjplag 6ia TzaOrjixdrcjv reXeiQaaij it became God to
Only by degrees, did the humanity of Jesus receive
perfect, etc.)
into itself the fulness of the Godhead.
The transfiguration formed
a stage in this process of development. It represented in figure the
;

kingdom of God (in that the risen saints shall dwell around Jesus),
and the heavenly messengers opened to him more fully and deeply
the counsel of God in the work of redemption (Luke ix. 31). If
we regard the glorification of the body as not efiected instantane
ously, but

as gradually prepared for, the

transfiguration

will in

have had an important significancy. (Compare
[Luke ix. 31, is of importance for the
the Commentary, Part II.)
understanding of this event. Jesus had a few days before announced
his death, and vanquished the temptation to escape from it suggested
by the language of Peter. Now also Moses and Elias speak of his
Law and promise demanded his
coming decease at Jerusalem.
death, and the Saviour is ready. Upon this the voice of the Father
is again heard pronouncing him the genuine Saviour, the obedient
this respect also

Son, and expressing God's approval of his acts, and this alike before
the lawgiver and the chief of the prophets, as before " the two witnesses of Christ," as they are called, Kev. xi. 3.]
With perfect unanimity, which runs with trifling exVer. 1.

—

ceptions through the whole narrative, the evangelists relate that the
six days, reckoning from the
(The eight days in Luke indiThe mouncate merely another way of enumerating the days.)
tain they describe in the most general terms (uQog vxpr]/.6i>), and
we are left to conjecture in determining where the event oc-

transfiguration

took

place

occuiTcnce which precedes

after
it,
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The preceding incident took place at Cassarea Philippi
(Mark viii. 27), and there has therefore been a disposition to seek
the mountain on the eastern side of the sea of Gennesareth. But it
is impossible to shew that, during the six intervening days, Christ had
not changed his locality. The early fathers of the church conceived
it to have been Mount Tabor (Hos. v. 1, in the LXX. 'Irafivpiov)^
doubtless only because it is the highest mountain in Galilee.
It
curred.'-'

seems strange, that in this case Jesus takes only three discij)les
with him, for it would appear that the same confirmation of their
faith was equally necessary for the others. We have already remarked,
however, at Matth. x. 1, that the disciples stood in various relations to
the Saviour. The three here named appear in the Gospel narrative as
his most immediate and confidential companions. As they here beheld
him glorified, so at a later period (Matth. xxvi. 27), they witnessed
The ground of this distinction which the
his deepest sufferings.
Saviour made among the twelve, was obviously not caprice, but a
difierence in their dispositions and vocations.
This made necessary
a different training. An esoteric, secret course of instruction communicated by the Lord to these three is not to be thought of
Everywhere, stress is laid by Christ, not on the imparting of a
doctrinal system, but on the renewal of the whole man.
While Jesus then, was engaged in prayer (Luke ix.
Ver. 2, 3.
his face and his dress
29), there took place a change in his person
shone brightly. It is not said by the narrators, whether this glory
was internal or came from without. But as Moses and Elias are
mentioned in immediate connexion with it, and as they also shone
(according to Luke ix. 31), it is probably the design of the narrators
to represent the whole scene as illumined by a bright light (So^a,
n^.as), for it is ever in this form that the supernatural presents itself
to men.
We may therefore conceive of the ^wo things as united in
the person of Jesus
he was irradiated by light shed on him from
without, and he himself shone from within.
Mark paints, after his
manner, the outward brightness of the clothing (ix 3); the indefinite
term, however, fieTajiop(povadaL^ transfigured, employed by Matthew,
is paraphrased by Luke with the words ro eldog rov rrpoaoj-ov avrov

—

—

;

* It

is remarkable that the most important incidents in the life of our Lord, (the
on m.ountains, as also that it was
custom to ascend mountains for prayer. In the same way, in the Old Testament,
sacrifices were offered on mountains, and the temple also was built on a mountain. This
is connected with the Scriptural system of symbols, according to which mountains were
compared to the vault of heaven. Hence so often in the Old Testament does the expres-

transfiguration, sufferings, death, ascension), took place
his

sion occur ''mountains of ascent, everlasting hills" (Gen. xlix. 26

;

Deut. xxxiii. 15

;

Ps.

1; Ixxii. 3; cxxi. 1; Hab. iii. 20; Rev. xiv. 1). It is interesting to observe the
parallelism of this with the idol-mountains of the ancient natural religions (compare

xi.

Baur's Theology, Part

German name Himmel
of the Hindoos.

I.,

The learned man we have named compares even the
with the Indian Hunalayas, the primeval idol mountains

p. 169).

{heaven),
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2, 3.

these words merely

mean

to

say that his countenance wore an unwonted, an elevated expression.

The

Matthew brings forward with
prominence (comp. Dan. xii. 3 Rev. x. 1), It is a natural
symbol, to conceive of Divine and heavenly objects as luminous
in no nation or individual arc they presented under the emblem of
darkness.
The fulness of the radiance betokens very naturally the
degree of purity in the revelation from on high. In these figurative
forms of speech does universal humanity express itself; for they
correspond to those essential traits which reveal themselves to every
mind. (Paul uses the word fieraiiopcpovoOat in describing the internal
processes of regeneration, Rom. xii. 2; 2 Cor. iii. 18.)
It is strange
that any question should be raised as to bow the disciples could
have known Moses and Elias, partly because of the obvious answer,
that in the conversations as to the occurrence, which immediately
follow, Jesus may liave informed them, and j^artly because to any
one imbued with the Spirit of Scripture, such characters as Moses
and Elias must be conceived as bearing an impress that could not
be mistaken.
Luke ix. 31, 32, gives some additional particulars, which are of
the bighest importance for our understanding the whole occurrence.
He remarks, first, that Moses and Elias had sj)oken of the decease
of J esus (t^odog in the sense of the end of life, death, as at Wisdom
2 Peter i. 15), which awaited him in Jerusalem.
vii. 6
We have
here a peculiar feature, beyond the conception of a myth, setting in immediate contrast with this state of glorification, the
deepest humiliation. It would seem, however, as if the Saviour's
glory was exhibited to him in its reality, in order to strengthen him
Yet even after this, his soul faltered, although he here
for victory.
characteristic shining or radiance

special

;

;

;

(The expression

tXeyoi^ t^oSov, spaJce of his decease,
unquestionably to be understood as referring not
to the fact of the death itself, as to its more immediate
circumstances and relations. Moses and Elias appear merely as
dyyeXoc, as messengers from the higher world.)
Luke however

tasted the glory

may be
so much

it

!

added,

is

and his two companions were heavy with
upon rousing themselves ((Jmyp?/yop7/aavrtf), beheld the
Even in the same way did
glory of Jesus and of the two men.
relates further, that Peter
sleep, and,

sleep overcome these three discijdes amidst the sufFcriugs of Jesus

Gethsemane (Matth. xxvi. 40), where Luke relates (xxii. 45), that
they slept from grief (arro ryg Ivnrjg). Great mental agitations,
whether of joy or sorrow, are fatiguing.
Their solemn situation
amidst the loneliness of night upon a mountain with the Saviour
all this must have taken hold of their souls, and produced
apart
at

—

—

physical exhaustion.

Nothing however can be more incorrect, conand Scripture, than to conclude that owing

tradicting both history
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they were unable correctly to observe what passed.

to this drowsiness

The accuracy of their narrative rests obviously not so much on their
own observations as on their subsequent cenversation with Jesus.

Had the discii^les fallen into any mistake, the truthfulness of Jesus
^ould at once have undeceived them. Far rather does the simpte
narrative of the circumstances as they happened, even of such as
seemed unfavourable to themselves, vouch for their honesty and
straight-forwardness.

Ver.
see

4.

—Peter,

on Luke

i.

60),

Elsewhere, fear

is

the speaker, breaks silence {aTioKpiveodai

= nsy,

and expresses his astonishment at this spectacle.
the feeling awakened by the phenomena of the

world (see on Luke i. 12, as also at ver. 6), as is immediately
shewn in the disciples, when they heard the voice. To account then
for so remarkable a declaration of Peter, Mark and Luke immediately
subjoin the words f^?) elddjg b keyel, not knowing what lie saitli. These
words refer not by any means to the drowsiness of the disciples, but
sj)iritual

to their state of ecstasy.

away

;

they were

The

lifted, as it

elevation of the scene hurried

were, above themselves.

them

(The expresby the parallel

more clearly
and Imardra in Mark and Luke. It has not here as
yet the pregnant meaning which it has acquired in the writings of
Among the EvanPaul, who uses Kvpiog, Lord, = ri,'n^, Jeliovali.)
xiii. 15),
xii. 42
gelists, Luke already here and there (xi. 39
makes this use of 6 Kvpiog in contradistinction to Kvpiog. (Compare
however on Matth. xxi. 3.) The meaning of the expression oKTjvdg
would
7Toc7}oo)fiEv, let us make tabernacles, obviously is merely this
that for a lengthened period we might remain in this place and in
this company
(Compare the remarks on ver. 10.) The words
express the longing of his soul after the kingdom of God, in which
the saints and those who are raised from the dead shall be for ever
around the Lord. Inasmuch as Peter speaks of three tents, he
places himself and his two companions humbly in the background
as the servants of the three.
The whole form of the address however shews that Peter acknowledged Jesus as the primary figure in
sion Kvpte in the address is explained

terms

pa(3l3i.-^

;

;

—

!

the picture the representatives of the old covenant appear to him
as merely subordinate, as messengers from the heavenly Father to
;

the Son.

Ver.
disciples

5.

— Suddenly however

who were admitted

the scene changes

;

even the three

to see Jesus in his glory, were shut out

by a bright cloud from the company of the other three. Most graphically is the scene presented to us by Luke. The two messengers,
Moses and Elias, made a movement to one side, went apart (Luke
ix. 33, iv TU) 6iax(^pi'^£odai avrovq an' avroxi)
while Peter was yet
speaking the bright cloud came, and Jesus with the two entered
:

*

Aa

to the

name

/5a/3/3t

compare on Matth. xsiii

7.
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All the three were thus enclosed as in a sanctuary ; the
On this, they became greatly afraid, partly
because they felt themselves alone, dissevered from their Lord, and

into

it.

disciples stood without.

partly because the new phenomenon of the luminous cloud overwhelmed them with terror. (I prefer with Griesbach the reading vecpiXr] (purog, although the most numerous and best MSS.

have

(fxjdTeivT].
For, (poyrot; was probably changed into
cause of the apparent contradiction with tTreodaoev.

(pcjTEtvi]

It

be-

seemed

impossible that a cloud of light could darken or overshadow, while
it was easy to conceive of a bright cloud casting a shadow.
The

reading
vEKpeXr]

(pojreivi]

consequently better admits of the usual sense of
According to the view of the author, how-

being retained.

ever, the words i-eoKiaoev avrovg, overshadoiued them, are used in
regard to the light-cloud, only in so far as it prevented the disciples

from

The most

seeing.

intense light

is

=

oKorog, darkness.

Hence,

in the language of Scripture the expressions are used synonymously,

God

dwelleth in

ness, 1

Tim.

vi.

(pojg

16

;

d-poairov, light unapproachable,

Exod. xx.

21.

The

and

in dark-

voice then, which spake

from the midst of the cloud, leaves us in no doubt what we are to
think of it. It is the voice of the Father who instals the Son (Ps.
ii. 7, ~nN "iss) as the governor of his kingdom, and commands that
he be obeyed. (Compare as to ahov dicovere, the passage Deut. xviii,
18, in which the first Lawgiver promises a second and more exalted).
The cloud was the Schechinah (compare Buxt. Lex. Talm. s. h. v.
Bertholt. Christ, jud., p. Ill), the symbol of the Divine presence,
into which Moses entered on Mount Sinai (Exod. xx. 21 ), and which
descended upon the Tabernacle and in the Temple (Exod. xi. 34
1 Kings viii. 10). As regards the voice and the words uttered, all
that is necessary will be found in our remarks on Matth. iii, 17.
We must not however overlook here the additional clause avrov
aKovere, hear him, which is wanting on the occasion of the baptism.
These words deter(It is taken from Deut. xviii. 15, vs'ssiP] i''Vk.)
mine the peculiar character of the scene. The Messianic Son of
God, who has already laboured and taught under tlie Divine commission, is now formally appointed the Lord and Euler of the earth,
in presence of the representatives of the heavenly and earthly world.
What the tempter had set before the Lord (Matth. iv. 8, -daag rag
paoiXeiag rov koojiov, all the kingdoms of the loorld), is here conferred
on him by the Creator of all things, and indeed not merely the
dominion of earth but also that of heaven. To this solemn transaction does the Saviour look back, when he says idodrj fiot -ndaa
t^ovola iv ovpavG) koI ettI yrjg, all poiver was given^' to me in heaven
;

and on

earth (Matth. xxviii. 18).

* The Aor.

k^odri,

was

and may
YoL. I.— 36

of the power,

given,

seems

The

gospel history thus enables

to point to a special oocasiou of the bestcfwment

confirm the author's view.— [K.
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us to follow plainly the separate periods in the perfecting {TeXeicomg)
of the Son of God. Here, at his appointment to his everlasting

kingdom,

it is

at the

own blood purchase
Ver. 6-8.

—Now

same time shewn

to

him how he must by

his

his church.

the disciples lost all consciousness, they sank

and saw Jesus alone. (Compare as to the sinking
down of the disciples, Dan. x. 8, 9 Eev. i. 17. In both cases the
touch of the hand acts restoratively, it infuses power into men disabled by the sight of the Divine Majesty.)
on

their faces,

;

Ver.

9.

—In a

historical point of

markable, from the fact that

view this verse

is

specially re-

forms the immediate basis on which
rests the credibility of the occurrence which precedes it. The converit

sation respecting it with the Saviour precludes the suspicion of any
misunderstanding which he deemed it necessary to remove.* Further, the prohibition to mention the event indicates that Jesus did
not impart the same information equally to all the disciples, but
that he had even in the circle of his disciples, a still more select and
favoured company. It would certainly be a mistake, to infer from
such an indication that there was any system of doctrines which
Jesus communicated to some and withheld from others. This is the
error of the Alexandrine fathers and Gnostics.
But not less were it
an error, to deny any distinction in the communications made by
Jesus to his different disciples. It is difficult however to assign here
the ground of the prohibition (compare on Matth. viii. 4).
Any
abuse or misunderstanding of such a fact, of which there was obviously a risk only in the case of the general multitude, might, so far
as the disciples Avere concerned, have easily been guarded against,
by correct information. To me it seems probable that this prohibi-

tion rested on no other ground than the exclusion of the other disciples from being present at the occurrence

bear everything.

(At John

other events, applied to
36, the disciples obeyed.

xvi. 12,

all

—they could

the same thing

the apostles.)

Matthew himself

is,

not as yet
in regard to

According to Luke

ix.

therefore received his

information of the event only after the resurrection.

We

must

obviously conceive of the disciples as engaged at that time in the
liveliest interchange of all their experiences.
Mark remarks (ix. 10),

that this word sank deeply into the hearts of the disciples {iipaTelv
= pm, to seize on, to hold fast, as something important. Compare
at Luke ii. 51, the verb diarripelv), and occasioned also separate conversations

among them. It was the dvdoraotg, resurrection, at which
The idea they were accustomed to form of it they

they stumbled.

could not reconcile with the character of the Messiah whom they
in heavenly glory, for it presupposed his death.

had just seen

* The idea, that the prohibition was given merely to prevent these dissen3inatirj(j
their misapprehension, stands self-refuted.
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singularly confirms the truthfulness of the nar-

rative,

Ver. 10-13.

Mark

—Luke here

closes the narrative,

but Matthew and

give a selection from a most important conversation which

arose in consequence of the occurrence just recorded.
Elias,

whom

the learned

among the Jews

It referred to

usually associated with

the appearance of the Messiah.
There is an obscurity however in
the introduction to the discourse, which commenced, according to
Matthew, with the question of the disciples, ri ovv ol ypafinareTg k.
loJiy then say the scribes ? etc.
The ovv, then, points back to
something that had gone before, and the whole inquiry leaves the

T. X.

;

impression that the disciples believed the opinion of the learned
Jews to have been incorrect, for which reason Christ confirms it as
It is most natural certainly to view the reference as pointing
back to ver. 4, where Peter hoped that Elias would now remain with
them, and enter on his labours. Instead of that, he at once disappeared, and for this reason .he asks what they were to make of the
above opinion.* Jesus declares it, according to Mai. iv. 5, to be
wholly correct, and defines the kind of labours in which he was to
engage by the words aTTOKa-aarTJoei iravra, he shall restore all things
(= a-«»n, in the passage referred to). For as ""the Tishbite once
laboured of old as an emendator sacrorum, so shall he also come
He is no creator of a new order of
forth at his second appearance.
things in the spiritual life, but (by legal strictness and severity) he
stems the course of sinful confusion, and re-introduces a state of
Into this scene the Messiah steps forth as a Creator. Christ
order.
however intimates that one had already exercised for him this ofiice,
but the scribes had put him to death. The disciples (according
to earlier intimations, see on Matth. xi. 14) understood him to mean
the Baptist. What is expressed however so decidedly here, that
Elias is already come, must be modified according to the statement
(Compare the remarks on the passage referred
of Matth. xi. 14.
right.

For, the appearance of Elias at the transfiguration as little
exhausted the prediction of the prophet (Mai. iv. 5), as did the
sending forth of the Baptist. [?] Each was merely a prefiguration,
adapted to Christ's first appearance in his humiliation (which the
Old Testament never clearly distinguishes from his second coming in
glory), but the prophecy itself remains awaiting its fulfilment at
While
Christ's future appearance (compare on Eev. xi. 3, seq,)f
to.)

* Peter appears merely to wish to know this, whether this appearance of Ehas is tlie
one referred to in prophecy. Jesus corrects him. " Elias certainly cometh (= it is predicted that he shall come), but I tell you that he is come already (the prophecy is already
^That the real Elias is to appear before
fulfilled in John the Baptist"), eorap. Luke i. 17.

—

Christ's second coming,

is

not intimated in the passage.

—

[E.

history of the interpretations which have been given of the passage in
I As to the
Malachi, compare Hengstenberg's Christology, vol iii., p. 444, seq.
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Jesus, at Matth. xvii. 12, draws a parallel between the fortunes of
John and his own coming fate, Mark reads the prophecies of the

Old Testament as predicting the

KaOiog yeypa-nsufferings of John.
him, he writes at ix. 13. Now nothing of the kind is expressly predicted of John, nor does the history
of Elias admit of being typically referred to him, for Elias did not
It is probable therefore that the evangelist
die in the persecution.*
brings together here (as at Matth. ii. 23), in one collective quotation,
all the passages of Scripture in which the persecution of prophets
rai in' avrov, as it is written of

Besides, the answer of Christ in
and pious men is spoken of.
Mark, acquires, through the peculiar collocation of the thoughts, a
character quite different from that which it bears in Matthew. It
has been conjectured that the text is corrupt, but without any
ground. Obviously, according to Mark, the Saviour sets over against

the inquiry of the disciples another question, in order to rouse them
The sense is then as follows, " The Scribes say Elias
to reflection.

Jesus replied, " Elias certainly cometh first
and setteth all in order ; but how in that case
can it stand recorded of the Son of man that he must suffer much
and be rejected ?" By the question thus retorted, Jesus wishes to

must

first

(npu>Tog

=

come

;"

TrpoTspo^-),

rouse his disciples to the conviction, that the prediction respecting
the preparatory ministry of Elias is not to be undea^stood absolutely.
He certainly setteth all in order, but the sins of men prevent his
efforts

taking

that Elias

is

in the spirit

effect.

And

in conclusion, the assurance

already come in the Baptist

and power of

§ 33.

Elias.

Luke

is

subjoined,

John working

17.)

i.

Healing of the Lunatic.

(Matlh. xvii. 14-23

The

See on

in

{i. e.,

;

three evangelists arc

Mark

still

indication of the time given

ix.

14-32

;

Luke

ix.

37-45.)

parallel in this narrative,

by Luke,

iv r^

tf%

joins the narrative so introduced in the closest

and the

W^P?-, again con-

way with what had

gone before. Mark exhibits himself once more in this history in
The epileptic boy he paints with a
his well-known character.
master-hand, and the whole scene amidst which the cure was
see the ever swelling current of people as they
wrought.

We

pressed to the spot, and the paroxysms amidst which the beneficent
power of Jesus overmasters the destructive power which controlled
<5 Hengslenberg (Christol., vol. iii., p. 478) is of opinion, indeed, that Jezebel had intended to kill Elias, and that although her purpose did not, like that of Herodias, take
But in this opinion I cannot share.
effect, yet no weight is to be laid on this difference.

A. type

demands

in every case facts, not

mere

intentions.
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narrative of this cure

Mark

demands

brief remarks, for previous analogous passages
intelligible.

Some
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IX. 20-27.
in itself only

make

it

some

sufficiently-

things, however, peculiar to this cure, will re-

quire extended explanations.

15.— Matthew calls the sick boy (he was his father's
Luke ix. 38) a lunatic (aeXi]VLai;6iJ.evog). According to
however, he, like Luke and Mark, viewed the disease as

Ver. 14,

only child,
ver.

18,

brought by an

evil

spirit

{ttvevho).

Now

the representations of

Mark and Luke

agree perfectly with epilepsy,* which, as is well
known, being founded on a morbid excitement of the nerves in the
lower part of the body, is connected with the changes of the moon.
It is not unlikely that the secret sias of the boy (comp. on ver. 21)
had destroyed his health. [?] Mark and Luke plainly intimate that
the disease was not continuous, but that the child fell into paroxysms. (Mark ix. 18, unov dv avrbv KaraXdfiri. Luke ix. 39, fioyig
a-nox^^pd a-rr' avrov, {. e., the paroxysms endure unusually long.) The
gnashing and foaming (rpi^ecv kol d(ppi^eiv'^j and the dying, wasting
away of the invalid (^Tjpaiveadat), most graphically represent his
(The dXaXov, speechless, of Mark refers only to articucondition.
it does
late speech, which in such moments would be suspended
;

not therefore stand in contradiction to Kpd^eiv [to utter inarticulate
tones] as employed by Luke.)
The disciples had not been able to heal the sick
Ver. 16, 17.

—

child.

It is a wholly groundless conjecture that not all the disciples,

but only certain of their number (and those the weakest in faith),
The words of reproof are general so general
are here alluded to.
indeed that they may not only have included all the disciples, but
the people at the same time, and especially the father of the sick
The apostles appear here merely as the representatives of the
boy.
whole, but on them the rebuke certainly falls most heavily. Jesus,

—

however, did not stand there for the sake of the apostles alone, nor
with them alone had he to deal the burden of all rested on him.
The expression
V?o to bear the load of sin.
(The verb dvtxeodai
yeved dieorpanfitv?] agrees with Deut. xxxii. 5, where the LXX. give it
;

=

as the rendering of VhVna "I'll)
Mark ix. 20-27, alone paints with exact and lively portraiture
the process of the (;are. As the boy drew near to Christ, a paroxysm

Jesus upon this began a conversation as in the case of
the Gergesene (compare Mark v. 9, seq.), but here only with the
The object of this
father, owing to the unconsciousness of the son.
conversation was, by means of the peace and security which it
seized him.

* I agree substantially with the view given of this narrative in the very successful
II., p. 571, seq.), with only this difference, that

exposition of Dr. Paulus (Comment. Part

he has missed here, as elsewhere, the

fact that the evangelists

the disease ultimately to the spiritual world.

mean

to refer the origin of

Mark

666
breathed, to
father

still

IX. 20-27.

the raging element and inspire confidence.

now obtained an opportunity

The

of recounting the sufferings

of his miserable child ; the convulsions, he states, often threatened
moment to destroy even his life, by casting him into fire or

in a

water which might be near. The hostile influence awakened within
him an impulse to self-destruction. Jesus thereupon commends to
him the all-prevailing power of faith (see as to this subject on
Matth. xvii. 20), and calls upon him to believe. The unfortunate

man

exclaims (almost with spasmodic impulse), moTevo),

T^ dmaTia,

I

believe;

help

my

unbelief.

(So-qdet.

Thus the Saviour

jiov

first

shews himself here in the father as a producer of faith (paiEVTTjg
mareug) before he heals the son. In the struggles of earnest desire,
the power of faith is by the help of Christ produced in the unbelieving soul, and then the deliverance is vouchsafed.
This passage
is one of the most important to our understanding the nature of
faith, as laid down in the Gospels.
It is not the acknowledgment
of certain doctrinal truths that is here spoken of (that is merely a
consequence resulting from it) Jesus here imparts no instruction
and the disciples also, supposing they had healed the sick child,
would assuredly not have prefaced the cure by a discourse on the
Messiahship of Jesus. Faith is rather an internal moral state we
have called it a receptive faculty (comp. on Matth. viii. 10), into
which Divine influences find ready admission. Here, however, we
see that this state of soul is not to be looked on as altogether independent of man's own efforts.
Earnest striving and prayer are
;

;

—

Both these imply, it is true, that the germ
must always be an viroaraaLg eXm^oj^evcoVj
substance of things hoped for, in the soul, if man is to be able to
pray), but no one is to be regarded as by nature wholly destitute of
the germ of faith. By a continued course of sin, however, it can be
destroyed, and so a man be brought to the Tnarevuv tCjv daifiovuvj
fitted to call it forth.

of faith already exists (there

faith of devils (James ii. 19), which, properly speaking, is no faith.
(Compare Neander's small Gelegenheitschr. p. 31, seq.) There is
yet, however, a difficulty here in the circumstance, that the faith of
the father seems to benefit the son. (In the same way, at Matth. viii.
5, seq., where the officer believes and the servant is healed, and at

Matth. XV. 22,

where the mother's faith stands in a similar
As unbelief is the ground of
a refusal to heal (compare on Matth. xiii. 58), it may naturally be
presumed that the persons cured also exercised faith. We might
hence assume in these cases two entirely distinct processes First,
the healing of the sick person, whose faith Jesus perceived, though
it did not then express itself
next, the awakening in the parents
or masters, of a faith which still was not connected with the cure.
Yet a connexion precisely of this kind seems to be here asserted.
seq.,

relation to the cure of the daughter.)

:

;

Mark
At Mark

IX. 20-27;

Matthew XVII.
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is expressly conjoined with
There seems then in these cases a special bond
of union. If then we put the inquiry, whether the child not grown
up could he conceived of as exercising faith on behalf of his parents,
as well as the parents on behalf of the child, none perhaps would
answer in the affirmative, and hence it seems not improbable that
the child is regarded as essentially dependent on the parents. It is
here very natural to suppose such an union of posterity to their
parents as is expressed in Heb. vii. 5, and which also lies at the
foundation of the whole account of the relation in which Adam and
Chrst stand to the human race. (Comp. on Rom. v, 13, seq.) Something analogous also seems, according to Matth. viii. 5, seq.,
to be pointed out in the relation between the master and his
servant
it is, however, self-evident that in this union the relation
is merely to be viewed as accidental, for it may be conceived of as
reversed.
Upon this conversation with the father follows the cure

23, the cure of the child

ix.

the faith of the father.

;

as in the case of the Gergesene, again produces a violent
paroxysm, ending in the entire j^rostration of all his j^owers. (Comp.
Mark v. 15.) The boy was so exhausted by the violence of the
reaction, that they thought him dead (Mark ix. 26), but the touch
of Jesus renewed the powers of life.
Ver. 19, 20.
After the cure the disciples came to Jesus, and
within their narrower circle (^ar' Idlav, Matth. xvii. 19), inquired
why they could not heal the sick child. Luke whoUy omits this important conversation. Mark so curtails it that its essential meaning cannot be perceived, and it seems to bear on its surface a somewhat different sense and here again his graphic power shews itself
Matthew, on the contrary, goes into
rather in outward portaiture.
the essence of things, especially in regard to the discourses of

itself, Avhich,

—

;

Jesus, and

outward

we

willingly excuse therefore his

details.

Such points speak

tolic origin of his Gospel.

now

On

want of exactness in
enough for the apos-

decisively

the part of the apostles, also, Jesus

reproves the d-caria^ unbelief, and plainly charges their w^ant of

faith

with

lief"

guilt.

The

They,

too,

might have cried out " help our unbe-

position of the apostles (as of

men

in general), relatively

which is Divine, thus appears here as not essentially different from that of those who were to be healed. Does man wish
to receive heavenly powers ? he must stand waiting and expectStill the faith of the apostles was an active principle, com
ant.
pared with the purely receptive faith of the subjects of the healing
to that

•

Thus we plainly see here different gradations of faith.
(Compare what is said more in detail on Rom. iii. 21.) With the
reception of the principle of life, there comes an increase in the
soul's susceptibility of it, and thus faith goes on to perfection in
The apostles had already for a long time been in communion
itself.

power.

—
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with Jesus, and never had been without faith in him, yet Christ
marks here within them the want of the germ of real faith {iwKKog
oivaTTEcog), or as one might call it, of creative faith, for in this charFaith is thus a living interacter it ought to shew itself in them.
nal state, inherently developing

itself,

since the Divine

principle

becomes gradually predominant and effectual within the soul but
in all stages of its development, the fundamental condition of the
heart (in which faith dwells [Rom. x. 9], and not in the understanding), continues one and the same.
(Compare on Matth. xxi. 21)
Jesus now holds up to their view the portraiture of perfect faith,
whose effect it is that to men nothing shall be impossible. (Compare Mark ix. 23, navra dward tcj moTevovri.) Nothing can be a
greater mistake than to divest these words of their profound import
by explaining them as hyperbolical. We read at Matth. xix. 26,
respecting God, " With God all things are possible" (compare the
parallel passages Mark x. 27
Luke xviii. 27). These words guide
us to an understanding of the true meaning of this eulogium on
faith.
Just because faith is a susceptibility to Divine influence, it
imparts to him in whom it is developed, the very nature of divinity;
and under the guidance of the Divine power which animates the
believer, he is brought, according to the degree of development imparted to him, into those circumstances in which he must through
faith come off victorious.
The all things, therefore, is to be taken
in its widest sense, only not to be referred to the various caprices
which might spring from mere unbelieving curiosity, but to the
real wants of the believer.
Such a case of need the disciples had
encountered, but they had neglected earnestly to supplicate the
requisite power from on high.
The mode, finally, of portraying the
omnipotent power of faith is figurative. It is conceived first in its
minimum state, then in its maximum of power. (See as to the KorcKog
acvdiTEoog on Matth. xiii, 31.
The overturning of mountains is an
;

;

expression selected unquestionably in allusion to passages of the

Old Testament. Compare Job ix. 5; Zech. iv. 7. In the New
Testament, Paul repeats the statement at 1 Cor. xiii. 2. Another
similar figure to denote what is impossible for man, but possible for God in believers, is seen at Luke xvii. 6.
In Matth.
xxi. 21 [Mark xi. 23], the figure of the overturn of mountains is
repeated.)

Ver. 21.

ing context
to

—The connexion of the following verse with the precedis

what goes

obscure.

" This kind

(scil. rcjv daifxoviov,'^

before) goeth not out but

by prayer and

according
fasting."

* Sieffert (ut supra, p. 100) wishes to refer tovto rb yevog to the unbelief of the
apostles themselves.
But I know of no instance in which unbelief, which was something
negative, could be

passage seems to

compared with demons who must be driven

me inadmissible.

out.

This view of the

—
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(The fasting being viewed as a means of cure accompanying prayer.)
The close connexion of the words with the reproof administered to
the apostles for their unbelief, leads obviously to this meaning
" this obstinate enemy was not to be overcome in the same way as

many

was needful for you, with prayer and fasting,
more of the power of faith, and then might
you have been victorious," The prayer and fasting relate thus to
the disciples themselves. And yet both may be referred also to the
person cured ye ought to have enjoined on him similar duties, and
then ye would have been enabled effectually to heal him. The
reference in this view to Luke ix. 42, " he restored him to his father,"
It

others.

earnestly to strive after

;

is

certainly

most

correct

;

it

is

not unlikely that the Saviour had

exhorted the father to a wise treatment of his son. According to
the connexion of ideas in Mark, the reference of prayer and fasting
is mainly to the cured boy, who probably had by sins of impurity

plunged himself into this nervous disorder.* In Matthew it is perhaps best to combine both references.
Ver. 22, 23. In the concluding verses the evangelists are entirely agreed in introducing a new mention of the Saviour's sufferings
(compare on Matth. xvi. 21). The words stand without any visible
connexion with what precedes. It is, however, not improbable that
from time to time the thought of his approaching sufferings struck
Jesus, and then as is here presented in the narrative, he suddenly
expressed what he felt to his disciples, especially when he withdrew
from his larger sphere of labour into solitude and the circle of his
(This is indicated at Mark ix. 30, by the words
confidential friends.
This declaration, however, must
oiK ffieXev Iva rl^ yvio [sc av~6v\.)
only have been at the time of a fragmentary nature, for the disci-

—

ples could not reconcile themselves to the idea of their Messiah's sufferings

—that

suffering

Messiah from

(Mark ix.32

;

Luke

whom
ix.

they expected the end of

45, -qyvoow to

pijfia

all

Meancarried them

rovro).

while the utterance of that deep and anguished feeling
away involuntarily (Matth. xvii. 23, iAVTrijOrjoav a^ocJpa), but the
majestic gravity which marked his entire character and bearing,
deterred them from asking further as to the transaction he had
alluded to {i(po^ovv-o tQujrTjaaL in Mark and Luke); there thus
remained for them only the obscure impression of some mighty

and

fearful event awaiting them.
• See

ou the contrary

rcaidiodev,

from a

child,

Mark

ix..

21.

—

[E.
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§ 34.

The Coin (Stater)

in

24-27.

the Fish's Mouth.

(Matth. xviL 24-27.)

Before proceeding to the occurrence itself wMcli is here rewe must cast a glance at the connexion. Mark ix. 33, as

corded,

also Matthew, makes the Lord come to Capernaum, but connects
immediately with his arrival the narrative of the conversation as to
who should be the greatest in the kingdom of God. He relates
most minutely that this conversation took place in the house, and
was introduced by a question put by Jesus, as to what they had
Now, according to the view of Dr. Paulus
talked of by the way.
(Comment. Part ii., p. 621) Peter was not present at the commencement of this conversation, but came in subsequently while it was
going on (Matth. xviii. 21), and it is simply to account for his absence that this narrative of Peter's taking the fish is inserted by
Matthew. But, for this conjecture the whole account gives not the
nay, Mark ix. 35 rather mentions the twelve as all
slightest occasion
;

present at the

commencement

of the conversation.

The

expression

him, at Matth. xviii. 21, merely means
that Peter came close to him when addressing Jesus. If the evangelist had distinctly intended to represent Peter as absent, he would
have stated so in plainer terms. It is far more natural to suppose

TrpoaeXdojv avroj,

that

coming

Matthew added

taking the

fish,

to

in conclusion this little narrative of Peter's

because

it

happened just at the time, and

in order

that he might introduce once more in chap, xviii. a more lengthened collection of various fragments of discourse which he did not

wish to interrupt.

Moreover, Christ's conversation with Peter as to

the tribute, might have been considered of importance in respect to
the discourse which follows, as will be afterwards shewn. The
character of the discourses given in Matth. xviii., by no means
demands, as will afterwards be shewn, the absence of Peter, even if
they were spoken successively in the same order in which we read
them in Matthew. Peter's taking the fish was undoubtedly (in
their proximity to the sea) the work of a few moments, and we may
therefore justly suppose

him present

at

what

follows.

however, recorded in Matth. xvii.
24-27, it is not to be denied that the natural explanation which
Dr. Paulus (ut supra) has given of it, brings forward points that deserve consideration.
The narrative, as ordinarily understood, con-

As

tains

regards the incident

much that

itself,

miglit surprise us.

It

is

strange, in the first place,

that the coin should have been in the mouth of the fish. It seems
more to the purpose to conceive of it as in the beUy, especially as
the fish was caught by an ayKtarpov (Jiamus, fishing -hook), the use
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24.

of which presupposes the opening of the mouth. In the next place,
the ohject aimed at seems to stand in no fitting relation to the
miracle.
The miracles of Jesus have always a definite reference to
the well-being of man, or they are designed to authenticate his
Messiahship, and prepare the way for faith in it.
trace here no
connexion with either of these objects, for the occurrence referred to

We

Peter alone, who was already convinced of the Messiahship of Jesus ;
the address of Jesus (ver. 25) presupposes faith as already existing
in him.
Besides, as Jesus was in Capernaum, even if his bag was
empty (John xii. 6 xiii. 29), he might in this place have obtained
the small sum in a more simple way. Thus the proposal to explain
the expression Evprfoeig GraTTJQa, thou shalt find a staler (ver. 27), as
meaning " thou shalt obtain the coin (stater) for the fish" (by selling it), will appear as not so entirely inadmissible, \?'\ For,
even with this explanation, the transaction, taken symbolically
bears a beautiful meaning, as shewing how Christ, as the Lord
of nature, draws what he needs from the great treasure-house
;

We

of the Father.

are at first the

more tempted

to accede to this

view, from the remarkable fact that at the close of the history the

usual conclusion of miraculous narratives
Peter, at the

command

But looking without

been said to him.

we cannot

wanting

—namely, that

prejudice at the narrative,

conceal the difiiculties presented by this explanation of

Taking the words

Dr. Paulus.

opening

is

of Jesus both did and experienced what had

its

mouth thou

at ver. 27 as

we

find

them " and on

wilt find a stater" {koX dvoi^ag rb aTo^ia avrov

evpijaeig ararriga)^ it must be confessed that the narrator means to
say that the stater (coin) would be found in the mouth. Granting

indeed that evpioKeiv
finirfg

the

way

in

may mean

which a thing

to acquire, to obtain
is

obtained),

still

(without de-

the fact that the

acquisition of the piece of money is so immediately connected with
the opening of the mouth, unquestionably is in contradiction to the
opinion that the money was to be raised from the sale of the fish.

of Paulus on this point, that the opening of the mouth
merely to his taking the fish off the hook, and that this was
needful because it would otherwise have died more speedily, and so
would have been of less value, is obviously too far-fetclied. It is

The remark

refers

clear that this

mode of explaining away what

gested not by the text
it is

itself,

but by

is

reflection.

supernatural

is

sug-

In the next place,
was intended to be

not to be overlooked, that plainly only one fish
Paulus will have it that lxOvg,fish, is to be taken collectively,

caught.

altogether forbids this.
(Compare
But in poor Capernaum, where fish
were common, the sum of money here named could not possibly
have been obtained for a single fish. As then it is the interpreter's first duty to render faithfully the text of his author, we must

but the addition of

Trpojroc^ first,

Fritzsche on the passage.)
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maintain, that
Peter to take a

24.

Matthew means to relate that Jesus commanded
and foresaw that it would bear a stater in its

fish,

mouth. The result, however, thus yielded by our interpretation,
we cannot leave standing in opposition to the character of Christ

;

becomes a question, whether, notwithstanding the above objections, this miracle can be made to harmonize with his general
The main question to be settled is this, whether the
procedure.
form of miraculous action here exhibited was in opposition to the
fundamental laws which controlled the Saviour's action the other
objections will then disappear of their own accord, or will lose their
weight.
It must be maintained as a leading principle, that every
miraculous act of Christ had an object connected with his whole
Messianic work. What can have been the object of the present

and

it

:

miracle ?
Peter's answer to the collectors, that the

implied

contribution,

a failure to

Lord would pay the

recognise his

peculiar

posi-

and although Jesus might appeal to his Divine Sonship,
which, at a former period, Peter had already confessed, yet the
Saviour seems to have wished still more deeply to impress on his
mind a view of his exalted dignity. [Peter had, rashly and unauthorized, conceded that Jesus was bound to pay the tax, comp. ver.
This the Saviour teaches him
25,
this too he intends to teach
the receivers of the tribute, and that by actual proof He shows
them that he is Lord not only of the temple, but of the whole
world, and that his submission to the tribute was purely voluntary,
tion

;

;

not in the sligtest degree obligatory.]
Ver. 24. As respects the relative value of the

—

narrative refers to, the crarijp

is

money which

= 4 drachmas or

Roman

this

denarii.

=

half a
These formed a Jewish shekel. The Stdpaxfiov is therefore
The stater thus amounted
i. e., to about 10 good groschen.
This sum of itself,f and still more the conto 20 good groschen.*
versation which follows, shews that it is not a civil tax but a temple
tax that is here spoken of According to Exodus xxx. 13, seq., every
Israelite was required to pay such a contribution and in the time of
Josephus (Antiq., xviii., 9, 1), even the foreign Jews paid it. The
question put by the collectors of this assessment, whether Jesus
would pay it, doubtless arose from their believing that, as a theocratic
teacher, he would regard himself as free from such an impost.
But
Peter, to whom the question was addressed in the absence of Jesus,
believed, that with his strictness in religious observance, he would
make it a point to pay the sacred tax, and answered affirmatively.
shekel,

;

* The good groschen
less value.

f

—

is

equal to rather more than 3 cents.

The Marien-groschen

is

of

[T.

The double

article also ol rd didpaxfia Xa/xjSuvovTeg, indicates

a reference

appointed persons entrusted with the collection of the temple ofTerings.

to certain
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—

Jesus perceived at once that on the part of Peter
from defective views. In his answer he had contemplated
Jesus rather under the aspect of his legal piety than of his ideal dignity, and Jesus therefore anticipated his remark (jrpotcpdaoev avrov) by
the question " What thinkest thou, Simon ?" he awakens by this
this arose

inquiiy the perception of his elevation, as well as that of Peter
himself, above the temple-service of the old dispensation.
Jesus
here runs a parallel between eartlily kings and earthly tribute (rtXi],
custom-duties on goods, kTivoo^, head-money on j^e^'sojis), and the

heavenly King, and spiritual contributions

own

are free

from taxes,

;

as

with the kings their

so also in the things of heaven.

—

For,

what

God's children possess belongs to God they have no property exclusively their own
they contribute out of and into their own
purse they are therefore free. Jesus places himself here on a level
with Peter, but it is obvious that from this figurative mode of
speaking nothing can be inferred respecting the import of " Son of
God." The meaning is simply this we belong to a higher order
of things than that to w^hich the commandment in question (Exod.
XXX. 13) applies
not for us did God give it, we pay to the temple
not a poor tax, but we ourselves belong to it wholly, with all that
we are and have. Jesus thus elevates Peter to his own spiritual
level
a position for which he certainly was not yet fully trained,
but to which, as a renewed man, he already belonged. The Lord's
words at the same time clearly prove that he in general acknowledged and honoured the Old Testament economy as of Divine
institution
unless this be assumed, the words had no meaning.
But he contemplated the whole temple service in its preparatory
character, and led on the disciples so to view it.
Ver. 27.
While thus conscious that he stood above the Old
Testament economy (comp. xii. 8), the Saviour yet subjected himself to it ; as, in general, up to the completion of his w^ork on earth,
he in no respect assailed or withdrew from the the existing order of
the Divine service. Only with Christ's atoning death was the law
completed and finished, and a new form of religious life arose in the

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

church, in which the

commands of the Old Testament acquired

their

Here, in this subordination to the law, does
Jesus make obvious the weakness of those around him (see as to
OKavdaXi^eodac on Matth. xviii. 6); he wished neither to give them
true spiritual meaning.

offence nor lead

them

of the Old Testament.

to believe that
It

is

he did not reverence the law

certain, also, that at the basis of this lies

the general principle " it is becoming us to fulfil all righteousness"
(TToenov tori TrXrjpcJaac ndaav diKaioavvTjv.
Comp, on Matth. iii. 15.)

;
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§ 35.

On the Chakacter
(Matth. xviii. 1-35

;

1.

of the Children of the Kingdom.
Mark

ix.

33-50

;

Luke

ix.

46-56.)

h

r'q TaXiXata (Matth. xvii. 22),
The words dvaarpecpoiJiivojv avrcov
again seem to unsettle the whole chronological connexion by their
vagueness; nor do the parallel passages in Mark and Luke give
any more certain data. The contents, however, of the succeeding

make

context,

it

probable that no great interval in this instance

now follows. The
kingdom of Qod in which
the disciples were engaged on the way to Capernaum (Mark ix. 33),
may have been occasioned by the transfiguration, and the preference there shewn for certain of their number, and as all the three
elapsed between what had preceded and what

conversation as to pre-eminence in the

nan'ators give exactly the same connexion of events, the possibility

becomes a probability. It is true, however,
record the event each with details of his own.
he has merely the admonition to humility.
warning against offences greatly expanded, as
thew adds still further particulars. It is

that the Evangelists

Luke is the
Mark gives
is

his

shortest
also the

manner.

Mat-

not impossible so to

conceive of the antecedent circumstances, that all these different
points may on this occasion have been made by Christ the subjects
of conversation, simply on account of

the apostles.

The

what had

fallen out

among

evangelists themselves give details from which

have been the course of events. The
merely conversed as to their pre-eminence in the kingdom of God, but fell into a sharp contest on the point. (Hence the
admonition at Mark ix. 50, elp'qveveTe ev dXXrjXoL^.) In the altercation, they not merely boasted the one over the other, but by hard

we may

infer the following to

disciples not

words wounded each other's feelings nay, the disciples by this
gave such offence to each other, or to any individual who might be
present, that their faith might have been shaken alike in the
;

any higher life as existing among the Saviour's comand in his own exalted character and destination. This

reality of

panions,

would explain how Christ should successively have discoursed of
humility, of offences, of grace towards sinners, of reconciliation. This
view, however, rests simply on conjecture as to the contents of that
conversation between the disciples.

It

is

also possible that

Matthew,

according to his custom, has again united together portions of kindred

The tie which in this chapter connects the various elethe endeavour to depict in the Saviour's words the true

discourses.*

ments,

is

* Compare here the remarks on Matth. xir.
chap. xix.

1.

1,

and the introductory observations

ta
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1.

character of the children of God. Much had occurred wliich might be
viewed as attributing to the disciples something of outward importespecially might Christ's very address to Peter as to the
tance
temple-taxes (Matth. xvii. 25), be so misunderstood.* To this error
;

Matthew now opposes the

spiritual nature of discipleship as standing

in direct contradiction to

an earthly domination.

Yet the Saviour

does not deny a difference of position to be occupied in the future

kingdom of God he merely sets forth tha-t frame of mind by
which all abuse of this truth is obviated.
Ver. 1.
Most graphically does Mark ix. 33, seq., again depict
the scene. The conversation as to who should be the greatest had
taken place by the way. In the house our Lord questions the disciples on it, and they, conscious of guilt, are silent, whereupon, by a
;

—

sylhbolic act, he sets clearly before their view the nature of God's
First, however, it is to be carefully marked here, that
the Saviour by no means denies that the apostles possess special
which indeed he could not do, for
dignity in the kingdom of God

kingdom.

;

promised them by himself (comp. on Matth. xix. 28). Further,
he does not deny that there is a distinction between his different
disciples, for this he himself in like manner confirmed (see on Matth.
xvii. 1).
Thus the error of the disciples did not consist in assuming
a distinction among the members of the kingdom, or in cherishing

it is

the conviction of their

own

exalted calling.

It lay rather in their

forming low and earthly conceptions of that calling, in confounding
supremacy in the kingdom of God with dominion in the kingdoms of earth. True, the very idea of a kingdom, presupposes
government and subordination but in the kingdom of God the
This disgbvernment is specifically different from earthly rule.
;

inasmuch as, according to Mark
kingdom of God as the last, the
(Comp. on Matth. xx. 28.) Thus in
lord as the servant of all.
the Divine kingdom the power of self-sacrificing, devoted, self-

tinction the Saviour here devclopes,
ix. 35,

he represents the Jirst

in the

abasing love (which, in the Saviour himself, is seen in its glorious
perfection), is the one turning-point on which all pre-eminence
depends while conversely, in the world, he who rules is wont to
;

use of the governed simply for himself, his own benefit, his
reputation and glory. The fleshly minds of the disciples therefore,

make

mistaking the idea of God's kingdom, had induced them in the
future manifestation of Christ's glory to look for the gratification
These the Lord overthrows by intimating that
of selfish hopes.

who has divested himself of all self-seeking, and who lives
pure love and lowly self-renunciation, shall there reign, or exert

only he
in

commanding

influence.

(The

rig

iieii^cov

clearly indicates that all the disciples
* So

we

find

it

in

tariv^ toJio is

the greater,

were united in the belief that

Ciemens Alex, quis dives

salvetur, chap. 21.
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thejj as standing in immediate connexion with the Lord, were called

most important influence in the kingdom of
was who among themselves should
be the, greater, the more influential. The occurrence related at
Matth. xvii. 1, might easily occasion such reflections.)
Very naturally, according to the account of Matthew,
Ver. 2-4,
alike to exercise the

God

:

—

their only point of dispute

—

is

there subjoined here the symbolic act of Jesus in placing a child

(naidiov

eration

him

not =13?, a slave or servant, but with reference to regen-

is

a

child, one

who

is

new-born) in the midst of them, and in
who should have influence

setting forth the character of those

in the

kingdom of God.

That

it is

not the character of this indi-

it was
shewn at once by the immediately following

vidual child that he here speaks of (according to the legend,

the martyr Ignatius),

is

words, become as children.

Jesus merely brings forward in this

individual child the general character of children, as a model for

the

members

sinfulness of

of the

human

yet does humility

kingdom of God. For, although the general
nature certainly shews itself at once in children,

and an unassuming

the son of a beggar.
of comparison.

disposition peculiarly distin-

is not ashamed to play Avith
This unassuming disposition is here the point

guish the child's nature

;

Certainly

the king's son

it is

while on the part of believers

exercised

it is

by children unconsciously,

to be deliberately cherished.

The

comparison therefore does not on all points hold good, which it
could not possibly do, for the reason, that earthly relations present
no perfect analogy to the spiritual nature which is the subject of
the comparison. Into such an unassuming frame does the Lord
now exhort that the disciples to turn their minds (arpecpeadai, to change
their spiritual direction
instead of aspiring to a high position, they
must descend to a humble one), then will they find entrance to the
heavenly kingdom. The passage is thus wholly parallel to the im;

portant verse, John

iii. 3, for the yiveodai, (hg -naLdiov, become as a
nothing else than the new birth, in which alone such as
unassuming child-like feeling can be implanted. By the resolutions
and efforts of the natural man it cannot be produced. As an evidence of this child-like feeling Christ brings prominently forward the
raneivovv tavrov, humbling one's self, in opposition to the vipovv lavrov,
exalting one's self; as the child, in whatever circumstances placed,
will unassumingly be content with a lowly position, so should also the
new-born saint, instead of climbing to high stations, descend to the
secure vale of humility. The expression " humbleth himself retains

child,

here

is

its

stant

widest meaning, inasmuch as even in the regenerate, con-

and

positive eflbrt

aspirings of the old man.

is needful to keep down the ambitious
The humbling may therefore be viewed as

a special and stronger expression for becoming a child, and the being
greater in the Idngdom as contrasted with the mere entrance into it.
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5.

—

Ver. 5.
Matthew, who alone gives the preceding verses, shews
himself here again exceedingly exact in detailing our Lord s dis-

According to Mark and Luke, who do not give these
understand the presenting of the child,
nay, it acquires with them a diiFerent meaning.
They both speak
directly of " the receiving of children," whence also Mark (ix. 36),
courses.

verses, it is not so easy to

can add ivayKaXiadnevog avro, taking it in his arms, an act not in
i m mediate
accordance with the representation of Matthew
for
since, with him, the child was simply a symbol of humility, it must
in these circumstances have been a meaningless act to embrace him.
(In Luke ii. 28, the term hajKaXii^eadai = S^xeodai elg dyKaXag refers
;

whom

to little children, in

The verb

developed.

contradict this

it

;

is

alone the character of humility

-pooKaXtaaadai at Matth.

only necessary that

exactly as meaning sucklings.)

xviii.

2,

is

purely

does not

we do not understand

it

It accords well, however, with the

in Mark and Luke, which attaches to TraiScov
mainly the idea of a beloved, a dear one.
Still the question
arises, how we shall trace here the general course of thought
for
although Matthew primarily applies the presentation of the child
to a different purpose, yet he also proceeds in v. 5 to the " receiving" (dexsodai), and in v. 6 to its opposite, so that from this agreement of the three Evangelists, we must hold that these words were
spoken on the occasion referred to. It certainly seems from the
connexion here, most natural to consider the " receiving" as an act
of unassuming self-humbling love, so that it connects itself with the
train of thought

;

declaration -pcjrog -ndvToyv didnovog, the first, the servant of all (Mark
But with this view, the last clause at Luke ix. 48, he that
ix, 35).
is least

among

you,

etc., little

harmonizes, for

that the disciples are themselves the
ceived, not the recipients.
this

plainly follows.)

(Compare

little

also

it

is

there apparent

who are to be reMark ix. 41, from which

ones

The connexion may

therefore

better be

"Be

ye eager to become lowly, little-noticed as
this child, for the little ones (the regenerate who have the true
child's feeling) are very dear and precious to the Lord, so that he

understood thus,

done to them as done to himself." According to
which Matthew relates must be held
for it is this which contains the
as having previously occurred
[xtKpog ver.
ground of Christ's attachment to them. IlaLdiov
(See on Matth. x.
10, is then the symbol of the regenerate.
The only thing still remaining obscure is how Ihe expres42.)
regards

what

is

this chain of ideas, then, that

;

=

sion " he who receiveth a little child, receiveth me" should precisely
in this discourse be used to denote God's fatherly love for his spirit-

The

ual children.
description

is

simplest explanation

is,

that this

by Matth.) of entering into the kingdom of God.
Vol.

form of

occasioned by the preceding mention (made distinctly

L— 37

With

this, aa
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something future, stands closely connected the receiving, as that
which is present, so that the meaning is " He who thus humhles
himself in true lowliness, is great in the kingdom of God nay even
amidst the sufferings of the regenerate on earth, they are so precious
to the Lord that he holds what is done to them as done to himself;"
(as to the thought itself, compare Matth, x, 40, seq., where it already
occurred in another connexion).
In Mark (ix. 38-41), and Luke (ix, 49, 50), there follows here a
question by John with the answer of Jesus, which Matthew has
omitted, as not beloning to the main scope of the discourse, but as
rather interrupting it.
The brevity with which Luke touches this
intervening question of John, would have left it in many respects
obscure, had not the more exact account of Mark enabled us to trace
the connexion. For the preceding words of Jesus, in which he

—

;

speaks of receiving the

which the

little ones,

disciples stood to those

plainly refer to the relation in

John, who might

around them.

not have penetrated fully into the meaning of our Lord's words,
selects a circumstance

had

which had perhaps occurred at the time, and
and lays it before the Saviour.

particularly struck himself,

Some

one,

would appear, who doubtless had seen our Lord's
had himself made the attempt to

it

miracles, or those of the apostles,

heal in the

name

The

of Jesus.

disciples, in their selfish exclusive-

saw in this an infringement on their spiritual jurisdiction, and
inasmuch as he did not habitually attach himself to the company
of Jesus, had interdicted him.*
This the Saviour reproves, and
refers his disciples to that comprehensive love and humility of the
true children of God, who child-like receive and acknowledge all
The
that is akin to themselves, under whatever form they find it.
individual referred to is thus viewed as one befriended by the
benevolent Saviour of men, and from whom the disciples might
expect support, it being at the same time implied that he would
not be left without a blessing.
Thus understood, this incident
takes its place most fittingly in the context
it is, as it were,
an example of how the Lord does good to those who favour
ness,

;

even when these latter cannot understand aright
The sententious phrase in which Jesus expresses the doctrine which he wished on this occasion to teach
his disciples,

the proofs of love.
his disciples,

"he who

is

" he that
eari),
*

A

is

which

not with
is

me

is

against

found also at Luke

narrative precisely similar

Medad prophesied

is for you" (of ovk ton Kad'
statement at Mattli. xii. 30,

not against you

vfuwy vTzip viiCiv iari), is parallel to the

is

me"

xi. 23.

recorded at

(6 nrj

dv

Both

Numbers

jxer^ iiiov icar^ tfiov

are equally true of

xi. 27, seq.

"When Elded and

camp, Joshua said to Moses, " My lord Moses, forbid them,''
But Moses replies, " Euviest thou for my sake ? would God all the Lord's people propholied, and that the Lord would put his Spirit upon them I"
iu the
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and grades of vocation. He whose calling is to
Lord and his cause, if he do not
positively further them
he whose vocation is of a lower grade, who
may be placed in a state of spiritual dependence on others (as the
people were ruled by the Pharisees), is in favour of God's cause, if
he keep himself free from the generally prevailing hostile influences,
and so continue susceptible of the Divine. It remains, however, a
diflbrent characters

spiritual hihour, is against the
;

singular circumstance, that, even in Christ's ov/n times, persons

should have used his name for the working of miracles without
attaching themselves to his followers ; it is a proof of the general
notice which his miracles had attracted.
At a later period, we

Simon Magus (Acts

viii.) and the seven
same kind. If, however, the apostles judge of these men in a way wholly different from
what the Saviour does here, the cause of the difference must assuredly be sought in the motive from which such a use of the name of

find,

the history of

in

sons of Sceva (xix. 13, seq.) something of the

Jesus proceeded.

It might, as in the case of the person here

tioned, flow from faith

—perhaps

an unconscious

faith

—

men-

in Christ's

heavenly power, and was therefore to be borne with (although the
declarations of Jesus respecting him certainly do not exclude the
necessity of his being further instructed, and made to know that the
special object of Christ's coming was not to impart the gift of working miracles, but to change the human heart) but on the other
;

hand

might proceed from motives wholly impure, as with the sons
of Sceva, and must in that case be unconditionally resisted. For,
these men used the name of Jesus as a peculiarly powerful form of
adjuration, just as they would other formulae of their art, for their
selfish objects.
Thus, it is not the outward act itself, but rather
the feeling from which it flows, that determines its being admissible
it

or not.

Ver.

6.

—The

idea which follows of the CKavSaXi^eiv tva rCJv

offending one of the little ones, connects itself most approHe merely expresses the
priately with the receiving, of ver. 5.
lj.iKpu)Vj

opposite thought, so that the sense of these words is, " the little
ones are so precious to the Lord, that whatever good is done them
he looks on as done to himself, and rewards it whatever evil is in;

on them, he most indignantly punishes." The peculiar form,
however, in which this thought is brought out by Matthew, and more
We do not
especially by Mark, docs not seem to suit the context.
see in what connexion it stands with the strife among the apostles.
This might render it probable that there are inserted here portions
of discourses originally spoken in another connexion.
(Comp. on
Matth. V. 29, 30, where something similar occurs.) But at Matth
flicted

x\dii.
little

10, 14,
ones,

we again

and at Mark

find

marked

ix. 50, also

references to the antecedent

the clause

elgTjvevere iv dXXrjXocg^
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be at peace

among

yourselves, again points

6.

back to the

strife

among

We

must then
the disciples, from which the discourse took its rise.
prove that these words respecting the oKavdaXi^eiv stand connected
with the entire discourse. For, even granting that they had originally

been spoken in other circumstances by the Lord, this much is
that both evangelists meant here to place them in a fitting

clear,

connexion.
little,

counterpart of

term

[iiKpog,

we regard the

It only remains, then, that

as modified in such a
iJ-^yag,

little,

great.

little

way

kingdom of God

(see

/ii/cpof,

Usually the

New Testament employs the

one, to denote believers, the regenerate in

general (see more fully on this point at Matth.
also find a distinction

sense of

that the expression here forms the

x. 42),

but again we

drawn between the great and the small in the
Applying this
at Matth. xi. 11, and v. 19).

distinction here, the connexion of the passage

may

be taken in this

The strife among the disciples as to their place in the kingdom of God might have given off'ence to the other believers, so that

way.

they were perplexed as to whether the truth dwelt within the circle
where such things could occur. This led the Lord to declare his
mind as to the guilt of those who gave offence, even to the weakest
among the believers. The seventh verse, in Matth. however, seems
to be in opposition to this view of the connexion, for the offences
are there ascribed to the world.

But

in reference to this,

we must

observe, that the disciples, in so far as they gave offence to believers,

did themselves belong to the world, and thus the Saviour here
passes over from the particular to the general, just as at Matth. xvi.
23, he traces Peter's declaration at once to the origin of evil from

whose influence he was not yet wholly free. With this, also, ver. 8,
seq., well agrees, where he speaks of self-offence {Lavrov oKavdaXi^etv),
man being thus presented as in a conflict between the new and the
old principles of his nature.

As

meaning of andvdaXov, the old form of the word oKava trap for ensnaring animals, then in
general, a noose, a snare, laying loait for.
In the New Testament
it is transferred to spiritual things, and under oicdvdaXov everything
is included which can hinder the development of spiritual life, or
deter men from faith in the Divine
KpooKOfj.jj.a, in Hebrew ^|5'», a
cord, a noose, or Vs tsa offence.
(On this account also in the New
Testament, rrayig, d/jpa, stand connected with onavdalov, see Rom.
xi. 9.)
The verb oKavdaXLC^eiv consequently means to give offence,
to the

ddXriTpov properly denotes

=

to

prepare spiritual obstruction, oKavdaXi^eaOai, to take offence.
is a peculiarity, however, in the meaning of oKavdaAi(^etv in

There

ver. 8, of this passage,

according to which the oKavdaXi^ojv and the

appear united in the same individual. This internal
conflict in man himself is to be explained, as has been already said,
fiom regeneration, through which the new man is brought into life

oKavdaXi^ojiEvog
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who wrestles and struggles with the old man for dominion. The
greatness of the guilt invoxved in giving spiritual offence, or in
deterring the little ones from a life of faith, is depicted hy the
Saviour in a form palpable to the senses, inasmuch as he represents
the sin of these delinquencies as greater than those crimes on which

the heaviest political punishment

were

is

(The

inflicted.

avrQ,

avixcpcpei

him, expresses a heavier, namely, a spiritual and
eternal punishment.
The sinking into the sea was not practised
among the Jews, but was in use among other nations. See for
example, Sueton., August, c. 68. Instead of the less usual expres-

it

better for

—

sion ixvXog dviKog in

MvAof

=

Matthew and Luke, Mark has

iwXt] denotes properly the mill itself,

The word

sense the mill-stone.

ovoq

is

and

P^idog nvXiKog.

in a

commonly used

secondary

of the lower

The adjective form, bvLKog, is not
The words ^ivXog dviKog therefore cannot

mill-stone, which does not move.

in use as applied to

well

mean

it.

the lower and heavier mill-stone.

We

do better

to

adhere

to the sense of set in motion hy asses, as expressing the size of the
stone.

The

ass mill-stone

is

contrasted with the stone of a mill

driven by the hand of man.)
Yer.

we

7.

shall

— This
more

thought again meets us at Luke

closely

consider

it.

Here

it

is

xvii.

1,

v/here

only incidental,

and unconnected with the
counterpart of
exposition of

Ver.

8, 9.

(Koanog the
rest of the discourse.
See in regard to it more at length in the

(Baa. r. 9.

John

i.

—After

9.)

speaking of offence given to others, Jesus
who is born again may

passes on to that inward offence which he
give to himself.

The general meaning

of the words

is clear.

The

cutting off hand and foot, the jilucking out of the eye, is intended
to denote the denying ourselves of what is dearest and most indis-

pensable to the outward
transmitted from without,

it

when through sinful
endangers the spiritual life.

life,

influences

But

here,

as at Matth. ver. 29, 30, a difficulty is raised by the additional
clause, It is better for thee to enter into life (sc, eternal) lame,

maimed,

one-eijed {x^^^v,

kvXXov, ixovocpOaXfiov) .'^

For, I cannot

persuade myself to regard this as a mere embelHshment, which has
no meaning of its own. The sense of the whole comparison rather
seems to be this. The cutting off of hand or foot, can, as is selfevident, be only taken spiritually, since the outward act were meaningless (compare on Matth. xix. 12), unless the inward root of sin
were destroyed. Hand, foot, eye, here appear to be used by the
Saviour to denote mental powers and dispositions, and he counsels
their restraint, their non-development, if their culture interferes
with that of the higher elements of spiritual life. The unrestricted
• Compare as to
irepotpBaX/iog

fiov6<pl'a?./xo{

Lobeck's Phrynichus,

p. 136.

The pure Greek form

is
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our faculties, the inferior as well as the more

all

the highest attainment, yet he who finds by experience
that he cannot cultivate certain faculties— the artistic for example
without injury to his holiest feelings, must renounce their cultivation, and first of all preserve by pains-taking fidelity, the central
elevated,

is

principle of his soul, the
ifold distraction

life

imparted by Christ, which in the man-

of his powers can so easily be

Nor

lost.

let

the

of some subordinate principle, be matter of painful regret.*
True, we must add, that this loss is only in appearance, for, in the
development of man's higher life, every lower principle which he had
sacrifice

sacrificed, is

again restored with increase of power.

But

in the first

instance, he has the real experience of such a sacrifice, and it stUl
remains true that it is a higher and better thing to learn to cultivate

even the lower faculties in harmony with the higher. Where, however, that cannot be, we should choose the safer course. Mark gives
finally, a very lengthened version of this discourse, without, however,
adding anything to the thought. The simple irvp al6vLov, everlasting fire, of Matthew is in Mark paraphrased by ytF.wa, -nvp daf3eoTov
OTTOV 6 GKdjXrj^ avrCdv ov reXevra Kol rb nvp ov ojSivvvraij hell, tmquencliahle fire ivhere their

worm,

etc.

The words

are taken from

Isaiah Ixvi. 24, whence they had already been quoted at Sir. vii. 19;
Judith xvi. 21. They depict the dTx^Xeta, perdition, by imagery
taken from death and putrefaction, inasmuch as life is contrasted

(See as to KpioLi; alcoviog the remarks on Matth.
nsVin denotes properly the worm
expression gkuXtj^
that devours the dead body (Ps. xxii. 7 ; Sir. x. 13); here standing

with eternal death.
xii.

=

The

32.)

-nvp, it must be understood as inflicting pain.
tautology in the passage to -nvp doPearov onov rb irvp ov
apivvvrai disappears when we supply avrojv to the rrvp as in the case
of the antecedent oKuXr]^, which stands so placed also in Isaiah.

in parallelism with

The seeming

in that case the first expression is a general description of the
place of punishment, the second the special infliction of its agonies

For

on these guilty ones.
We have an interesting remark at the conclusion of these words
in Mark, ver. 49, 50, " For every one shall be salted with fire, and
every sacrifice shall be salted with salt" (rraf yap nvpl dXiodqaeraL koL
TTaoa dvaia dXl dXiodrjaerai) This thought closes very appropriately the
.

foregoing discourse, for
it

were,

it

concentrates into one general principle, as

what had previously been

set forth.

The

salting with fire

* Thus also had Origen already spoken (Comm. in Matth., Tom. xiii. ed. de la Rue,
vol. iii. 603).
Tholuck remarks (Comm. on Sermon on the Mount, p. 234), in opposition
to this that my exposition bears a modern character, inasmuch as the distinction of the
various mental faculties belongs to

pears to

me

powers of mind.
with the will?

What

modern metaphysical philosophy.

His objection ap-

perceived the distinction between different
people ever wholly confounded memory with reason the fancy

ill-founded, for

men have always

—
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nor merely to the exhorrraf, every one, is
to be understood literally of the whole human race. The sense of the
expression therefore is this, because of the general sinfulness of the
race, every individual must be salted with fire, either on the one
fire,

tation to self-denial, btit includes both, so that the

hand by his entering of his own
and earnest purification from his

on a course of self-denial
on the other hand, by
his being carried against his will away to the place of punishment.
The fire appears here first as the cleansing, purifying element (so it
often does, for example, Malachi iii. 2; Sir. ii. S),* and then, as that
which inflicts pain. But, for him who submits in earnest to the
pain which is necessarily associated with the overcoming of sin, it
works beneficially. (1 Pet. iv. 1.) The term dXi^eadai, being salted,
is well chosen to express the effect of fire, first, because of the succeeding quotation, in which salt is spoken of, and next, because it
harmonizes perfectly with the description of fire, the operation of
salt being closely allied to that of fire.
From hence in the profound and appropriate symbolism of Scripture, salt derives its
peculiar meaning, especially as applied to sacrifices. According to
Lev. ii. 13, all sacrifices must be seasoned with salt. This passage
is here referred to, so that we might supply the words w? yeypaiTraif
The Old Testament practice, therefore, of
as it is written.
seasoning sacrifices with salt, is here regarded by our Lord in
As every sacrifice is, on the part of him
its deeper meaning.
who ofi'ers it, a type of his inwardly devoting himself with aU
free will

iniquities, or

is and has to the eternal source of his being, so the
was intended to shew that such a sacrifice could never be
well-pleasing to God without the pain of self-denial, and the
quickening influence of the Fire-Spirit from on high. The firebaptism (Matth. iii. 11) is just this act of purification in the saints
through the salt of self-denial, and even the Son of God himself
submitted to it, though he was sinless, in order that he might in
the fire of sufi'ering, perfect and glorify the human nature which he
had assumed. We are then so to explain the grammatical connexion of the clauses as not to understand by the sacrifice being salted
with fire another and a different thing from the person's being salted
with salt the one clause contains the sensible image and type of
the spiritual prooess indicated by the other. It is not, necessary,
however, on this account to give to the km the meaning of sicuti,
quemadmodura we have only to supply 6id tovto, so that the
sense should be, " and for this reason (as it stands written) must

that he
salt

:

;

We

have, therefore, in this pasevery sacrifice be salted with salt."
sage, an authoritative explanation of the meaning of a sacrifice, and
* So I think, in the baptism of

fire,

Matth.

iiL

—[K-
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of the ceremony of presenting them to the Lord sprinkled with salt.*
Amono- the manifold other explanations of this passage, we are
specially bound to reject as contrary to the use of the language, that
dXi^eadai

which takes

=

n^)si

in the sense of being annihilated refer-

word n\ya has a mean(Compare Gesen.
ing wholly unconnected with the term nV^^ salt.
It is still further difficult to connect ver. 50 with
in Lex. sub. voc.)
the preceding context. For the discourse makes a transition to the
ring to

Is.

li.

6.

For in the

latter passage the

—

nature of salt in general, and brings forward the circumstance that
if it have lost its strength there is no means by which it may be

The same thought occurred at Matth. v. 13 Luke xiv.
but in such a connexion that the disciples are themselves called
the salt of the earth, in, so far, namely, as they are the seasoning,
quickening element in humanity. Here the import of the thoughts
regained.

34

;

;

somewhat modified, but not

is

essentially changed.

For, in the

drawn between the natural life
by which they were allied to the world (Compare Matth. xviii. IT),
and the higher and heavenly principle which animated them. It is
here enjoined on them to preserve this last, and so gradually to pervade with salt from heaven all their faculties and dispositions of
disciples themselves, a distinction is

mind.

In the passage, Matth.

v.

13, they are called the salt of the

earth in so far as they, compared with the great mass of men, were
prevailingly filled from above with the fiery influence.
passages, however, here as well as at Matth.
fulness

is

v.

13, man's

In both

own

faith-

represented as called for to guard the salt of the Spirit.

forth that higher life, is what man cannot do, it is a pure
but he can stifie it, or he can protect it as a mother
can, to a certain extent, secure the child that is under her heart from
harm and mischance, though she has not the power of calling it into

To

cali

gift of grace,

In

existence.

this exhortation, therefore, fc%£-«

h iavroXg dXag^ have

an admonition to earnestness in selfdenial and perseverance, as the means by which the gift bestowed
may be preserved. And this admonition is sharpened by recalling
to their minds the impossibility of seasoning salt which has lost its
powers (tv rivL avro dpTvoere). The closing words mi elprjvevsTe h
dXX-qXoig, and he at peace ivith one another, point back to the commencement of the discourse at Mark ix. 33. Perhaps the expression have salt, is intended to form a contrast to the he at peace.
The former seems to describe a sharp and caustic, the latter
salt in yourselves, there lies

a gentle
*

mode

of action

;

both are to be united in the regener-

Hamann

has already said in allusion to this passage, "the anxiety which prevails in
the world is perhaps the only proof of our heterogeneous constitution. For were nothing
wanting to us we should act as the heathen, and the transcendental philosophers who
know nothing of God, and are enamoured of lovely nature. This impertinent disquietude^
this

holy hypochondria,

194.)

is

the

fire

by 'which we are

salted sacrifices.

(Works, Part

vi., p.
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in regard to the ungodliness that is in the world he must reate
prove and rebuke, and in so far he must, like Christ himself (Matth.
X. 34), hring in strife, but in regard to all that is congenial and
kindred in the children of God, gentleness must prevail. As therefore salt does not season salt, but only that which is unsalted, so the
;

God should not be expended in conamong themselves, but devoted to the awakening of life in the
The closeness with which the last verses in Mark connect
world.

living energy of the children of
tests

themselves both with the preceding context and with the commencement of the whole discourse, makes it to my mind improbable that

they originally stood in any other connexion, and here, therefore, we
have an instance in which Mark also contributes to the train of
thought something peculiarly his own.
Ver. 10.
While hitherto Matthew has had a parallel account in
Mark, he now pursues the discourse alone to the end of the chapter.
The connexion of thought between the first clause and the preceding context is simple, inasmuch as the KaracppovelVj despise, ver. 10,
It is not necessary
refers back to the onavdaXi^sLv^ offend, of ver. 6.

—

to remark, that in this case also the

little

ones are the regenerate,

and consequently anything like a special connexion between angels
and children, we are unable here to discover. A peculiar argument
is here employed by our Lord to enforce the exhortation against

He brings forward their preciousness in
despising the little ones.
the view of his Father in heaven (who is also their Father, for bethem the life of Christ, see ver. 5) in the remark
which he makes, " their angels continually see God's face." First,
then, the words pXtTreiv -b Trgoaw-ov rov TzarQog, beholding the
face, etc., are by no means to be reduced to a mere oriental form
lievers bear within

they rather describe simply the reality of the relation.
of speech
The degree of their nearness to God marks the degree of holiness in their nature, and the meaning would seem to' be, that
the regenerate (even the most insignificant members of the kingdom
:

of God), as being representatives of the highest holiness on earth, are
which all the phenomena of earth

also in the heavenly world (in

have their root) represented by the holiest beings. Any analogies
to this exhibited in political arrangements, are merely a more or less
(Compare 1 Kings
intentional imitation of the original relation.
X.

8

;

Esther

i.

14

;

Jerem.

lii.

25.)

The

idea of angels

who take

immediate proximity to the Father often meets us
amidst the teachings of Scripture (Dan. vii. 10 Eev. i. 4 iv. 4), but
in no passage elsewhere do we find that these angels particularly are
placed in such a connection with believers as is here indicated by
the words their angels. Although, however, in a certain sense this
passage stands alone, and is also not strictly of a didactic character,
yet we must not regard it as uttered in any accommodation to Jewtheir stand in

;

;
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There was not here the slightest occasion for suggesting
That every individual
it possessed an internal truth.
had his angel, as inferred from the passage by the fathers of the
church (Compare Schmidt de Angelis tutelaribus'"' in Illgen's DenkIn Daniel,
schrift, Leipzig 1817), it does not expressly state.
angels are spoken of as the representatives of whole nations (x. 20 ;
xii. 1), and we may thus conceive a single angel as representing
several persons.
Yet on the other hand. Acts xii. 15 indicates a
ish myths.

the idea unless

representation of individuals.
Yet the passage bears necessarily
a degree of obscurity, as it cannot be illustrated by a comparison
with others. Often, finally, is the angelic world viewed in Scripture as standing connected with believers (Ps. xxxiv. 8 ; Ps. xci. 11 ;
Heb. i. 14), since the development of the church appears as the
central point of the whole (1 Peter i. 12).
Ver. 11-14. In some MSS. (B. L. and others) verse 11 is wantit might have been taken from Luke xix. 10, where he has
ing
also the following verses in connection with kindred topics.
But
first it is improbable that this verse from a passage of Luke's gospel,
and that assuredly not parallel, should have been thrust in here ;
and in the next place, it agrees too closely with Matthew's context
to prevent our believing this much, at least, that Matthew himself
inserted it in this passage, although we may doubt whether it was

—

;

For the Son of Man
originally uttered in this precise connexion.
stands beside the angels as one exalted above them, and the fact
that the little ones are the object of the mission of the Son of Man,
a new proof of their preciousness in the sight of God. The term
points to the following parable of the lost
sheep, whose fuller exposition will find a place at Luke chap. xv.

ii8

dnoXo)X.6g, lost, plainly

Here

I only observe

with reference to

its

connexion with the entire

that the contrast between the strayed sheep and the
ninety-nine which did not stray, would stand wholly isolated, unless,
discourse,

as

was remarked above, we adhere to the distinction between the
and the i^eyag, great, which runs through the discourse.

fiiKpog, little,

The parable thus
it

in

Luke, where

acquires in this passage a modified sense foreign to
it

rather represents the just and the unjust in

their relation to Divine grace.

—It

was mentioned in the general remarks on
thoughts on forgiveness may also
belong to the discourse as integral parts of it, if we assume that the
strife among the disciples had led to ofi'ences, that Peter had been
the person offended, and on this very account, therefore, the one exVer. 15-17.'

this chapter, that the following

But although the following parable (ver. 22with this assumption, yet to my mind it is ren-

horted to forgiveness.
35), accords well

* Meyer gives an extract from
183, seq.

this treatise in the Blatt.

f.

hoh. "Wahrheit, Th.

i.

S
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dered improbable by the connexion sustained by ver. 18, 19, to tbe
rest of the discourse.
Had the disciples been themselves both
the offenders and the offended, these verses would hardly have
formed part of the exhortation, for they are better fitted to lift up
the disciples than to humble them. I can more easily suppose that
Matthew, as his manner is, has conjoined kindred elements with the
thoughts that form the basis of the discourse. In this instance ho
wished to depict the character of the children of the kingdom in
their humility and meekness.
After having, in what goes before,
warned believers against offending weaker brethren, the discourse
brings to view the opposite point of the contrast, and describes how
a believer should conduct himself if injury be inflicted upon him {mv
6 d(^^A0oc GOV dfiapT?]arj elg ai), and specially if it be done by a fellow
is here a brother Christian, a member of the kingThis instruction, however, is conceived in terms so
general, that it at once stands forth as a precept for the whole
church, and it rests on the spiritual character of the disciples of
Jesus and the everlasting presence of Christ in his church. This
makes it in the highest degree improbable that the words were
occasioned by a strife among the diciples themselves, otherwise ver.
18 must be held as meaning "if one of you exclude another from
the communion of God's kingdom, that exclusion is held as effectual
iit the sight of God," an idea obviously untenable.
The disciples
were not to exclude one another but they are here viewed as the
real and the pure germ of the church, which no power of evil should
overcome ; but if room was left for their being sinned against by
their brethren less enlightened than themselves by Christian prinThus
ciple, they must in that case act on the rule here laid down.
the kingdom of heaven (ver, 23), by no means appears in this passage as a communion absolutely perfect (compare on Matth, xiii. 47),
but sDs one in which good exerts a predominating influence, repressso that this passage once
ing, consequently, and restraining evil
more plainly shews that the Saviour intended to found an external

believer {d6EX(l)6g

dom

of God).

;

;

church, in which, as a kernel in

its shell,

the ideal kingdom of

God

should be developed. The disciples appear as representatives of this
kernel of God's kingdom ; to them is entrusted the guiding and
they are the salt, and have to care for the
ruling of this community
preservation of the whole body in the strength of him who is unceas;

If they (through unfaitlifulness) were to
ingly amongst them.
lose their power, the kingdom of God would fall to pieces ; the sin

even of others should be repressed by them. It must, however,
here again be observed, that these injunctions of the Saviour do not
apply to the form of the outward church at all times (Compare as
to this on Matth.

v.

39, seq.),

but are valid only in reference to true

E

;
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For, the external oliurcli has relapsed, since the fourtlj

believers.*

century, into the Old Testament form, and to such as are not emancipated from the law, such precepts as the above have no meaning

against the injuries of the world a Christian has the protection of
the magistrates, and he errs if he believes that owing to this ordi-

nance of Jesus he may not call in their aid.f This progressive
series of admonitions, first apart, then before certain witnesses, and
finally in presence of the church, presupposes a state of mind not
hardened against the power of the truth, even where no threat is
used to enforce

The

it.

it would as comwere to give his coat

universal carrying out of

man

pletely disorganise civil society, as if each

any one who had demanded of him

his cloak.
For the unawakwisdom to act on Good's precept, " Eye
Fritzche's remark (on
for eye, tooth for tooth" (Matthew v. 22).
the passage) is most correct, that it is better to place the interpuncThe phrase [lera^v gov koX
tuation after avrov than after [lovov. [.?]
avrov is perfectly sufficient by itself, and the [lovov idv aov aKovoxi is
to

ened, unconverted

man

it is

fittingly conjoined into a distinct

clause, since the idea of unity

stands here in contrast to the subsequent plurality.

[Such a posi-

not in accordance with Matthew's style.]
The leading principle of the whole line of conduct prescribed is
mildness, long-suffering, and an endeavour to give ascendancy to

tion of iwvov before edv

is

Divine influences in the mind of a brother.

The

conversation,

therefore, does not deal merely with the isolated fact of the offence

given, but refers to the whole state of the offender's soul from

The

that act proceeded.

point

it

which
was to
made by the

concerned them to aim

at,

change this frame of mind, and to this reference is
term iie^daiveiv scil. dg ^wt/v al6vLov^ gaining^ viz., to eternal life.
Every sin, especially against a brother, is submission to the dominion of the sinful principle (1 John iii. 8), and this leads to perdition.
When, therefore, any one, by the gentle power of love, wins a
saves him, of course by
brother for the kingdom of love, he gains
Love, once repulsed, renews
the power of Christ working in him.
the admonition is made more impressive and solemn by
its assault
The Saviour here refers to Deut. xix. 15.
the presence of others.

=

:

(The pi]iia corresponds here to the Hebrew -lar in the sense of causa,
a cause in laiu ; orofia is put for oral testimony, in which the deponent is himself produced in evidence.) He here appKes this Mosaic
ordinance in an elevated form, suited to more elevated relations.
* Better

;

sist

But

to the latter

it is

exclusively of retjenprated persons, but only that

cipline for offences.
•I-

In

d««t«lil8

this

and Christian states, but only to
by no means essential that it con-

these precepts refer not to Ghristianity

Christian church organization.

—

will liA givoa.

it

have an organized system of dis-

1

wav muat

J

Cor. vi. 1

be understood, in the exposition of which further
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by no means evidence against an erring brother that in the
is here spoken of, but simply an impressive mode of
working on his mind. If this produced no impression on him, then
the presence of wij;nesses certainly took the form of evidence against
him, inasmuch as his case was laid before the whole church. This
appears as the final attempt to call forth the influence of a Christian spirit in the brother who had erred and who clung to his error.
The EKKlrioia here, like Vn|5, is the assemblage of all the believers in
one place, to which assembly the separate individual belongs as a
member. If he also refuse to follow this most emphatic rebuke,
then the only means of help, as well as the sole punishment, is to
exclude him from the community. Where spiritual life has left a
soul, the withdrawal of fellowship with kindred minds is often the

means of rousing

surest

sions IdviKog

and

its

slumbering aspirations.

(The expres-

denote that sphere of life generally, which
lies without the Christian circle.)
Ver. 18.
As to the thought contained in this verse, compare on
TeXcovrjg

—

Here the only question

ver. 16, 17.

is,

how

the Evangelist's words

are to be understood, as connected with the context.

Plainly, the

ye must be held parallel with the church of the foregoing verse, so

that the sure and binding nature of the church's decision

"

What

is

here

such a case the church ordains, is no mere
human decision, but since in the church divinity itself appears
manifested on earth, its decisions also are of Divine validity."
Ver. 19, 20.
The connexion of the following verses with the
preceding is simply this the spiritual power of the church to bind
and to loose depends on the efficient influence in it of the heavenly
Father that influence, however, is independent of the extent of
the congregation, or of locality (we might add, according to Matth.
affirmed.

in

—

:

;

xxviii. 20, of twie) ;

God

in Christ

is

universally present in his

incongruous meaning ; the
The
authority of manuscripts favours the omission of the cfiz/v.)
church is here contemplated in its narrowest possible limit (6vo ?/
rpelf)
an individual cannot form a church, but any plurality of
persons who bear within them the same principle of spiritual life,
church.

(The

-ndXiv

dij.7]v

gives no

;

constitutes a KOLvcjvia rov Tivevixa-og (1

John

i.

3),

and consequently

may proceed a
(an harmonious agreement of will for some special end),
and this the Father hears. To the expression " on earth" corresponds the " Father in heaven," so that the church appears united
by the Spirit to the Father, who carries into efibct its wishes. The
general exj)ression, Trepl navrbg TTpdyfiarogj concerning every thing, is
a church.

From

the Koivojvla, fellotvshijy, therefore,

Gvii(p(j)via

usually considered as restricted to whatever

is

fitted to

advance the

welfare of the church, or that belongs to the sphere of Christian
life.

This

is

certainly so far correct, that things spiritual form the
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sole object of a believer's labours, an object in which for
thing else terminates, in so far as it is in itself good.

him everyBut just

because everything does so terminate, must the " everything" be
taken in a literal sense, inasmuch as everything, in so far as it stands
connected with the wants of the church, may form the object of a
The possibility of abusing this command, or
believer's prayers.
rather, this high permission, given by the Saviour to his own people,
is

excluded by the fact, that

Christ Jesus himself

is

it

creates

only the Spirit of the Father in

and

calls forth

When,

itself.

case,

Lord

find

eternally true.

soever (ov

scil. roTTov),

the believers

may

is

set

no appliwords are

but wherever it in reality is found, there his
It is' wholly independent of time and place

;

and the

then, all this does not really exist, or

forth in mere deceptive show, the words of the

cation

the spiritual fellow-

agreement thence arising in the special

ship, the

prayer

who

;

where-

be assembled together

if

they meet in the name of Jesus (and pray in his name), there the
Lord is in the midst of them.* (And, according to Matth. xxviii,
20, there is no restriction of time; tyw {leQ' viiCJv elfil -ndaag rag ijfiepag.)
What defines the thought in these words is the expression elg to
(The dg here is not to be confounded with
Ifibv ovofia, in my name.
Ev.
In the formula elg ovo^a, the name is, as it were, the point of
it corresponds to the German auf seinem Namen,
name. In the formula ev dvoiian, the name is the uniting
power by means of which the conjunction is conceived of as effected
and maintained. Compare on Matth. xxviii. 19.) "Ovofia, however,
= Bi, name (compare on Luke i. 35), denotes the person, the essential being, not indeed as incapable of being known, or as actually
unknown, but as manifested. The assembling, then, in the name
of Jesus, and the praying in his name, presuppose the life of the
It is no isolated act
spirit of Jesus in those so meeting together.
which every one in all circumstances is able, by the self-determining
power of his own mind, to do it requires rather as a necessary condition, that man should be under the power of living Christian
principle.
But, as even the believer has hours of spiritual darkness,
he may, from negligence and want of watchfulness, be present in

union, so that

upon

his

;

the assemblies of believers, not in the

name of Jesus

;

this, there-

makes a watchful, self-conscious state of faith necessary for
the object to be aimed at in our advancement as Christians, is, that
we never be without pra3^er (Luke xviii. 1, seq.), never without the
name of Jesus, either when alone, or in the company of others.

fore,

;

* Interesting allusions to this truth, that the Divine
blies of those

who seek

Pirke Aboth,

iii.

(the

dum

2, it is

symbol of God as
Mai.

iii.

16.

it,

are to be found

said,

duo

si

among

is

present in the

the Rabbins.

human

assem-

Thus, in the Treatise

assident mensae et colloquia habent do lege nj^i-i

acting, of the Son,

compare on John

i.

1),

quiescit super eos secuo
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(Compare further as to prayer in the name of Jesus on John xiv, 13,
14 xvi. 24.) If, moreover, the Father is spoken of at ver. 19, and
the Son is at ver. 20 represented as he who is present in the assembly (and consequently, as he who acts and who fulfils prayer), this
is explained simply by the relation of the Father and the Son. For,
in so far as the Father manifests himself only in the Son, and the
Son performs only what the Father prompts (John viii. 28), the
operation of Father and Son is one and the same agency of the
living God.
To assemble in the name of the Father, and to pray
in him, apart from the Son, is an impossibility, it is merely to pray
in one's own name, which is no prayer
for, whosoever dcnieth the
Son, hath not the Father. These last verses, finally, have again the
elevated tone of John, and seem to have been spoken in moments
of holiest exultation.
The parable which follows, at once sinks
;

;

again into a lower region, doubtless, however, for this reasonj because Peter's question proved that he (and with him, certainly the
other disciples also), was not yet prepared for the full understand-

ing of the foregoing thought.
Ver. 21, 22.

—If

Peter in what follows speaks of forgiveness,

there had yet been no express mention

made

of that subject

by

Jesus in the preceding discourse, but the whole precepts (ver. 15,
seq.) as to the treatment of erring brethren, had proceeded necesThe man who, in his own
sarily on the supposition of forgiveness.
heart, gives

way

to anger, will continue to cherish a sense of the

but the man who forgives will strive as a peaceto remove the ground of the sin from the heart
The imperfect moral culture of Peter, however, did
of his brother.
not admit of his understanding even the fundamental idea of forgiveness.
Mistaking the nature of pure love, which never can do
otherwise than love, he conceives of some limit to forgiveness, being
apprehensive, as is usual with natural men, that boundless forgive(The inrdKig, seven times, as also
ness must be a thing impossible.
individual offence

maker (Matth.

the following

;

V. 9),

t:[36oiiT]icovTdiug

k-rrd,

seventy

times seven,

contains

merely the idea of the limited and the unlimited, expressed, according to the Jewish practice, by the number seven. Compare Gen.
xxxiii. 3

;

1 Kings

Ver. 23.

xviii. 43.)

— The Saviour, having

perceived from Peter's question

how far his discernment was here at fault, proceeds to explain to
him in a parable the grounds on which a member of God's kingdom
must ever stand ready to grant forgiveness as, only through for;

giveness extended towards himself could he have obtained entrance
To every individual, even to such as took their
into that kingdom.

stand on the footing of the law, this must have formed a decisive
motive to forgiveness. It was only the law of recompense to which
expression was thus given. While, therefore, the inquiry of Peter

—

—
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seemed to presuppose the right to act at one's own discretion in
bestowing forgiveness or withholding it, the Saviour explains that
nothing of this kind existed. He who was himself in debt for Ms
(As to the formula <hfj,oiu)dT]
all could advance a claim for nothing.
Aoyov
^ (iaatXeia rC)v ovpavCjv dvdpu)TTU) (compare Matth. xiii. 24.
awafpeiVj rationem conferre, to take account.
The dovXot are, as the

summing up

shews, the servants with

whom

the disciples are here

compared).
Ver.

24-26.— The sum of 10,000

were the Hebrew talent (nss
25, 26),

would amount

it

=

talents

is

very great.

3000 shekels, see Exodus

to fifteen millions of dollars.*

If

it

xxxviii.

The mag-

nitude of the sum, however, accords well, on the one hand, with the
financial operations of a king; and on the other hand with the
idea involved in the 'parable, namely, that the sinner's debt to

God

is

too great for

him

According to ancient custom,

to discharge.

the family of the debtor was considered as belonging to the creditor.

In the Old Testament, however, this custom

is

mitigated by the

wise institution of the jubilee year, in which the debtor with his

family must be set

(Comp. Levit. xxv. 39, seq.) The wish
payment postponed {fxaKpodviielv, in conwell as with et^, means in the New Testament

free.

of the debtor to see the
struction with em, as

to exercise forbearance, to give a respite),

and

his

hope of discharg-

ing the debt, are merely an expression of anxiety and care, but the

thing is to be viewed as in itself impossible, and for this reason, the
king compassionately forgives him the debt.
Ver. 27-30.
The severity of the debtor towards his own sub-

—

ordinates contrasts most strikingly with the mildness of the king.

{As

to <y7T?iayxvi-^£oOai see

on Luke

i.

78.

— The

verb dnoXveiv, as

denoting deliverance from personal confinement and slavery is
Adveiov, borrowed
distinguished from the remission of the debt.

money, occurs only in this place.) The Gvv6ovXog,felloiu-servant, is
not to be conceived of as standing on the same footing with the
first ; the intention merely is to bring out the equally dependent
relation of both to the king, in order to mark more prominently the
severity of the debtor.
On the same ground also, so small a sum
(100 denarii = 12 dollars) is mentioned.
Thus, then, in that idea which the parable is intended to exhibit,
this point stands prominently forth, that all indebtedness of man to
man {Gvv6ovXog),\^ inconsiderable in comparison with his indebtedness
to God ; he can never therefore enforce it against man, while conscious of his heavier liabilities to
is

thus, as

it

more indebted to God, and yet
fore

now

(in

God. [The debt of the fellow-servant
The servant was infinitely

were, transferred to God.
all

was forgiven him.

another sense) accountable to

God

He

is

there-

himself and that

* Taking the dollar at 15 cents, this would amount to 11.500,000 dollars.

—[K.
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Also all demands which he had against others, it is not
but for God to enforce against them, the God to whom
not too much to remit 10,000 talents !]
This hard-hearted

for all.

now
it is

for liim

whose feelings the graciousness of the king failed to soften,
permits himself to inflict even hodily violence on his debtor, which
the custom of antiquity allowed him to do. (The verb Kpareiv is not
pleonastic, it is the necessary antecedent of -nviyeLv = a>%«v.
In
servant,

ver. 28, the

reading

el ti d(peiXeig is

to be preferred to 8 n.

plainly betrays its real nature as a correction of the

el rt,

This last

which

is

not to be understood as implying that the debt is in any way
doubtful, but merely as a courteous mode of expression.
The
formula eoog ov dnodu) to 6<pei,X6nevov, reminds one of Mattli. v. 26. As
to its

meaning

ver. 34.)

in connexion with the idea of the parable, see

on

—

Ver. 31-33. It is not undesignedly that sorrow and not anger
mentioned as the feeling of the rest of the servants, for, the
former denotes the nobler emotion as cherished by men standing on
the same footing with the offender (compare ver. 34), and by it are
is

the rest of the servants contrasted with the single hard-hearted
If we suppose that Peter had been the offended

fellow-servant.

party in their contention, and so corresponded to the creditor, while
some one else was the debtor, and that immediately not forgiveness,
but revenge sprung up in his heart, the parable certainly gains a

But we have already

very special application.

called attention to

In our Lord's rebuke the recejJtion of compassion is set forth as a motive for its exercise towards*
others, and precisely in this circumstance lies the whole point of the
the difficulties of this supposition.

parable.

Ver. 34, 35.

—Against

the hard-heartedness, however, of the

sinner, anger manifests itself on the part of the Lord.

Where man

cherishes compassionate sorrow for the sins of his fellow-men (Xvttt],
For, in the
see ver. 31), wrath reveals itself on the part of God.

man, conscience testifies that he has within him the roots
of the same sin which he sees in his brother, but in God there is
pure hatred of evil. The idea of the anger of God does not contracase of

dict his love (whose manifestation in mildness

wrath of God

is

%ff>?, grace),

but

nothing else than the manifestation of
himself as love, in opposition to evil. According to his righteousness, therefore, which gives to every one his due, and which naturally
rather, the

is

cannot be conceived of os dissociated from the essence of the Divine
love, God does good in his grace to those akin to him, but inflicts
woe in his wrath on those alienated from him. Since man, however,
is not evil itself, but only in one or another respect admits it within

him, God's anger is directed merely against the evil that is in him.
In the Divine wrath, therefore, there is displayed only another form
Vol. L— 38

^

—
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of God's sanctifying agency. When his operations in mercy are
misunderstood or abused, as by this servant, his punishments come

The punishment is here explained as a trapadLdovaL rolq
into action.
Paaavcaraig iv ry (pvXaKfi, delivering to the tormentors in prison. The
(iaaaviOTaij torturers, are,

according to the connexion, the guardians

of the prison, who, also, were certainly employed to inflict torture.

There were, however, no special racks or tortures provided for
It is precisely this punishment which ver. 35 denounces
against the hard-hearted, who refuse to forgive as they have been
debtors.

The

forgiven.

from

additional clause, dcptevac dnb ru)v Kapdidv^ forgive

the heart (Ej)hes.

vi.

6, ek

nature of true forgiveness, which

'^vx%), expresses more clearly the
is

here intended to be put forward

kingdom. It is no mere
presupposes a state of mind which only true
repentance can produce. Of this inner state the outward act of
as a characteristic of the children of the

outivard' act, but

by word or deed, is merely the corresponding expression.
(The words ra 7TapanTU)iJ.aTa avr&v I am disposed, with Fritzsche, to
hold as genuine, in opposition to Griesbach and Schulz for, as ver.
35 contains the application and short exposition of the parable, it is
very much to the purpose to explain the ddvetov by the term -napai:Tcjiiara. The verb dcpiEvaiis also commonly conjoined with an object,
forgiveness,

;

comp. Matth.
elg (pvXaKriv,

has paid

14, 15

vi.

tug ov

;

dTcodoJ

Mark
ndv rb

all the debt, still

xi.

Akeady

rrapaSidSvat

deliver to pi^ison,

demands here our

connexion with the creditor.

its

*marked that

The formula

25, 26.)

ocpeiXoiievov^

at Matth.

v.

26,

could not denote everlasting punishment

it

till

he

special consideration in

we

;

re-

in the

words twf ov it is implied obviously that a limit is fixed. For, should
it be said that in any event the punishment must be viewed as an
endless one, inasmuch as the debt could never possibly be liquidated,
it is undoubtedly true, that the creature never can get free from his
obligations to the Creator.

But

since, according to the representa-

tion in the parable, the hard-hearted servant

tance (he willingly admits his debt), he

is

is

not devoid of repen-

also susceptible of the

Divine forgiveness, and this cannot be conceived of as existing without
The purport of the whole, then, clearly seems
itself.*

manifesting

may perhaps be

one to which he
merely admitting
that in point of fact he is a sinner, be sufficient to ensure ultimate salvation, few indeed
But how
can fail of reaching heaven. In that case broad were the way leading to life
the parable can fairly be so construed, it is impossible to see. The consignment of the
servant to prison is done in the way of puaishment, it is done in wrath (op-yndeic), and
the period fixed for terminating that punishment is, confessedly, one which can never
come. In the parable these points seem essential and distinctive. They ought not to be
*

The

translator

cannot assent.

If the

allowed to say that this view

amount of repentance implied

is

in the sinner's

!

explained away, even though they land us in a doctrine so solemn^ as that of eternal
punishments. The reader who wishes to investigate the truth of Scripture on tliis subject,

may

consult with advantage the " Miscellaneous Observations" of President

the more lengthened

work by

hia son,

Dr. Edwards,

of Newhaven,

Edwards
Tho

entitled

'
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when love shews itself in a way so imperfect,
seen merely in the receptive form, not in the communicative, there is, in that case, no fitness for the kingdom of God.
The
to be this, that

that

it is

man

devoid of love

committed to the ^uAa/c?/, that the conviction
he brought home to him. Thus it is plain that
not the standard of the law which is here applied (for accord-

of his real state
it is

ing to law,

it

is

may
is

not unrighteous to take violent measures in

enforcing debt), but that of the Gospel.
to be

meted by

(Matth.

vii.

2.)

this measure,

As

He who

wishes, however,

must himself apply

it

to others.

the hard-hearted servant did not so act, the

Own head. The (pvXaKij here is thus
the general assembling-place of the dead who did
not die in the Lord, but all of whom, it does by no means follow,
shall on this account sink into eternal condemnation.
(Compare
severity of the law fell on his

=

ad?/f

= ViNi

more at length on Luke xvi. 19, seq.) According to 1 Peter iii. 19;
Matth. xii. 32, there is plainly such a thing after death as deliverance from the (pyXatcTJ in behalf of some, and, according to the connexion of the parable, we must avail ourselves of that fact in
explanation of the circumstances here presented to us. Absolute
exclusion from the face of the Lord is made to depend on the entire
want of active and receptive love, and so, on the want of faith,
without which there can be no love in the soul. (See on Matth. ix.

salvation of

all

men

strictly

examined, and the endless punishment of those

who

die

impenitent, argued etc.," and Fuller's Eight Letters to Vidler on the doctrine of Univ«real

Salvation.—Tb

FOUETH PART.
OF CHRIST'S LAST JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM,
AND CERTAIN INCIDENTS WHICH TOOK PLACE THERE.
(Lute

ix.

51

—xxi. 38;

Matth. xix.

1

—xxv. 46;

Mark

x. 1

—

xiu. 37.)

First Section.

REPORT OP THE JOURNEY BY LUKE.
(Luke

ix. 51

—

xviii. 14.)

Hitherto, we have Lccn able to make the (xospel of Matthew
it was easy, in the course of
his narrative, to take up the little that was peculiar to Mark or
Luke. In this fourth part, however, we find ourselves compelled,
throughout the first section, to take Luke for our guide, as h^
records incidents and discourses of the Saviour which none of
the other Evangelists touch. Since Luke, in recording this series
of communications, which are peculiar to himself, proceeds on the
fact of a journey to Jerusalem which seems to he described as the
last
and since the Saviour on various occasions throughout this
section is described as engaged in travelling (ix. 57
xiii.
x. 38
the groundwork of our exposition, as

;

;

;

22; xvii. 11), it is not improbable that we are in it furnished with a
report of the journey.
Certainly, however, it is difficult to say what

journey this report is intended to recount. For, to hold it as the
last journey of Jesus from (xalilee to Jerusalem, an opinion which
one might adopt on comparing Luke xviii. 35 xix. 29, with Matth.
;

XX. 17, 29

;

xxi. 1,

would bring the account of Luke into

contradiction with that of John.*

direct

For, according to the latter

Evangehst, the Lord left Galilee to attend the feast of dedication
(x. 22), and never returned to Galilee, but remained in Persea.
(John X. 40, where is found added the statement Kal tfietvev ekeI.)
* Against this hypothesis comp.

Luke manifestly arranges

my

Krit. der Ev. Geschichte,

§

31, 32.

From

ch. 10,

hia matter according to the contents, the subjects treated.

—[B.

From

Pertea the Saviour

Lazarus (John

Luke IX.

51.

came back

to

After this

xi).
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Bethany

miracle,

in order to raise

however, he went to

Ephraim

in the neighbourhood of the desert (John xi, 54), and
stayed there with his discij)les. It thus appears that, according to
John, the journey of Jesus to the last passover did not begin

exactly at Galilee

;

would rather seem, his stay
and at Pera3a and
Luke, on the other hand, makes it appear
from Galilee to the passover. If, however,

there intervenes,

at Jerusalem during the

Ephraim

in the interval.

as if Jesus

went

directly

to escape these difficulties,
to the journey

it

feast of dedication,

we understand

from Ephraim

the account as applying

would well
harmonize with the passage Luke ix. 51, for the lifting up of the
Lord is there expressly spoken of, which stands in direct connexion
with his journey from Ephraim to the passover. But in that case
the passage Luke x. 13, seq., which treats of the guilt of the cities,
Chorazm and Bethsaida, is altogether removed from its proper connexion, for Jesus had left Galilee long before.
Nor can Luke x.
38 be reconciled with this view, for, according to that passage, Jesus
is already in Bethany, while at xvii. 11, he again appears on the boundaries of Samaria and Galilee, and not till Luke xix. 29 (compare
Matth. xxi. 1 ; Mark xi. 1), makes his entry into Jemsalem. Besides, in that case Luke's narrative leaves too great a space in the
life of Christ.
Hence the chronological scries of events must be at
once and wholly abandoned, and the idea of our having in this
section

to Jerusalem, our view

a journal of travel must be given up, unless its variaJohn can be removed, who, undoubtedly, claims the

tions from

preference in points of chronological or topographical exactness.
This, however, seems to be effected most simply by the hypothesis
of Sclileiermacher (on the writings of Luke, p. 158, seq.), which
regards the section as blending the narratives of two journeys.*

This acute and learned man observes most correctly, that, not Luke
must be regarded as the conclusion of the section, but Luke
With this,
xix. 48, which records the entry into Jerusalem. f
the account of the journey fittingly ends, while at Luke xviii. 14,
no termination is to be found. This entire account, then, according
to Schleiermacher's view, Luke inserted without change, and it

xviii. 14,

we are not tempted to confound this hj-pothesis with Dc
view of this section, which he thus expresses: "We shall have to notice it
this section an unchronological and unhistorical collection, whieli was occasioned pro
bably. by the circumstance that Luke found a good deal of gof^pel material which hf.
could not elsewhere arrange into its place, and which, consequently, he here threw
*5

Care sliould be taken that

"Wette's

together.

exposition, we keep to Luke xviii. 14, as the conclusion oi
f If nevertheless, in our
the section, this i§ done simply because our leading object is not criticism so much as the
To facilitate this, however, we must, after
full understanding of the facts in themselves.

Luke

xviii. 15,

to that point,

again take Matthew as our groundwork, because his Gospel, subsequently

becomes richer

in detail

Luke IX.
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51.

made use ot two smaller
again owed its existence to some
imperfect reports of two different journeys of Christ, and incorporated the one with the other, not knowing that between the two he
one wlio

abode for a time at Jerusalem. The conjoining of the narratives
of these two journeys Schleiermacher does not ascribe to Luke himself, for this reason, that his practice is to insert into his narrative

Now, although this last
unsupported by proof, and Luke is rather to
be considered as having rewrought the materials presented to him
(it is by no means improbable that Luke rewrote certain portions,
even though he did insert into his work others unchanged, e. g.,
the family histories [ch. i. ii.] as holy relics), yet on the whole,
this view is satisfactory.
For, according to it, Luke can be completely reconciled with the more precise account of John.
The
circumstance that at Luke x. 38, Jesus is already at Bethany, while
at xvii. 11, he is again on the borders of Galilee and Samaria, is
easily explained, if the former passage be referred to the time of
his presence in Jerusalem at the feast of dedication, the latter to
his presence at Ephraim (John xi. 54).
The expressions used by
the compositions of others unchanged.
opinion seems to

me

John regarding the Lord's stay at Ephraim

{6ieTpi(3e jxera rojv fj,ad7]T0Jv

avrov) allow very well the idea that short excursions were

made from

that point, or that he had gone out of the direct road in travelling

up

Jerusalem at the

This being presupposed, the
is, that nothing should
be said of Christ's coming to Jerusalem, and his stay there. What
is recorded in Luke x. 25, seq.; xiii. 1, seq., migM certainly have
happened in Jerusalem, but there is no distinct intimation to that
effect. This argumentum a silentio, however, is the less calculated to
to

last passover.

only difficulty that remains in the section,

overturn the entire hypothesis, because the circumstance admits an
easy explanation from the general want of topographical references.

omitted in Luke, as also in Matthew
is not sui-jDrising that he does not
give his readers fuller information as to the minuter incidents after
the last journey from Galilee.*
It is enough that on matters of
fact there is not the slightest contradiction between the account of

The

feast journeys are entirely

and Mark, and consequently

it

John and that of Luke.
Finally, with respect to the

way

mode of

treatment, Luke's peculiar

of rendering the discourses of Jesus,

manifestly displayed,
great delicacy
logue.

in this section very

is

(Compare the Introduction,

§

6.)

With

and truth he gives the nicer shades of the dia-

True, this accuracy belongs primarily to the original author

of the report which

Luke made use of; but

* The same thing applies to

the Evangelist shews

Matthew and Mark, who speak

of Christ's last journey to Jerusalem.

(Comp. on Matth. xix.

in terms quite as general

1,

anl xxi.

1.)

;

Luke IX.
his appreciation of

and
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51.

such accounts, by not defacing their peculiarities ;
Acts of the Apostles, Luke displays in his own

besides, in the

writing a similar

skill.

James and John are Incensed against the Samaritans.

§ 1.

(Luke

Ls:.

51-56.)

The words with whicli Luke's lengthened account opens, can
only be understood as applymg to the Saviour's last journey, which
ended in his being oflPered on the cross and exalted in the resurrec-

The

tion.

expression dvdXTj^ig^ receiving up (the substantive

is

found only in this passage, the verb, on the contrary, is often used,
of Christ's exaltation, to the Father's right hand. Acts i. 2, 22 ; 1
Tim. iii. 16), denotes here Christ's elevation to the Father, which

That it is not his being
which primarily we are to understand, is shewn
by the expression rjixepai T?/f dvaXTJtpeojg, in which the whole process
of his exaltation, from the resurrection to the ascension, is included.
(Only figuratively, according to the analogy of John xii. 32, 33,
necessarily presupposes his humiliation.

lifted

up on the

cross

The period of this
regarded as fixed by a higher necessity, and the past

could the expression refer to the crucifixion.)
exaltation

is

as a space extending to that point, and requiring to be filled up.

(Whenever the words

TrXrjQovodai or ovuTrXTjpovaOai

[the

two expres-

used synonymously] are applied to time, we must always
thus assume that some definite period has been fixed, either by
human [Acts ii. 1] or Divine [Gal. iv, 4], determination.) But it
sions are

may

be a question

how

far this fixed period can be said to

have

already come on the occasion of Christ's departure from Galilee,

when, according to John, so much was to intervene before the passThe expression employed, iv rco avjiTTXrjpnvoOai Tag rjfi^gag TTJg

over.

days ivere accomjjlished in tvJiich he should he
seems more applicable to the journey of Jesus from
Ephraim to Jerusalem (John xi. 54), than when he was leaving
But, looking simply with the
Galilee for the feast of dedication.
eye of a Galilean, and such we must suppose the narrator to have
dvaX-q^Ewc, tvJien the

received

been,

tip,

it is

Galilee

easy to explain

must stand

how

the Saviour's last departure from

in direct connexion with his end,

and

all

that

In his view the scene of all
Christ's mighty labours shifted between Galilee and Jerusalem
and so soon, therefore, as he had finally left the former place, his
work, in the view of the writer, seemed finislied. The formula

intervenes be passed over in silence.

TrpoaojTTov orriQi^eLv,

xxi. 10.

The

corresponds to the

LXX.

Hebrew rii^i]^

indeed so translate

it.

n'':s

Gesenius

cj-'cn,

[in

Jerem.

Lex. sub.

^

—
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v'oc. 6"':3]

compares with

which, however, the
Ver. 52, 53.

—In

the phrase at Ezek.

it

LXX.

51-54.

translate

Vn

iv. 3,

c'::2

order to prepare a lodging, and provide the

necessary supplies, the Saviour sent messengers forward to a
ritan village, but the inhabitants turned

Samaritan,
trict),

v*r!

eroifjid^Etv TTpoaconov.

them away.

Sama-

lanapeiTrjg^

Hebrew

in the

denotes, as

is

^5i-i>:ia (from I'nry, the capital of the diswell known, an inhabitant of that province of

Palestine, in which, after the Babylonian exile, there arose a mixed
population formed from the Jews left behind, and the foreign tribes
transplanted thither. (2 Kings xvii. 24.)
They arrayed themselves

who returned from the exile, and at a later period
they set up on Mount Gerizim a peculiar form of worship modelled
on that at Jerusalem. The opposition continued down to the time
against the Jews

of Christ and after

it

(John

although, as was natural,
all

individuals (John

when the

iv.

religious life

it

iv. 9,

ov Gvyxp(^vrai 'lovdaioi lanapeiTaig),

did not shew itself alike vehemently in

30), nor at

among

all

times.

At

festival seasons,

the Jews and Samaritans was in

its

was most powerfully developed, the
more especially that a leading point of difference between them was
the place of Divine worship.
Hence, in this instance, it is mentioned as the ground of their unfriendliness
on to Trpooorrov avrov
7]v TTopevonevov elg 'lepovaah]^, because his face ivas turned toward
Jerusalem. (In regard to this use of Trpoaunov compare 2 Sam. xvii.
11, a-i-v? b^s^h ^^-^^s.
The term Sexeadai includes, as at Matth x. 14,
and the parallel passages, all the friendly services of hospitality in
fullest vigour, their

hostility

;

its

widest sense.)
Ver. 54.

—That

James and John, who were here introduced

speaking, are the two brethren, the sons of Zebedee,

is

as

in the high-

even though Mark iii. 17, as will be immediately
shewn, cannot be adduced in proof of the fact. In their fiery zeal
est degree probable,

against the churlishness of the Samaritans, they are inclined to
bring down on them a destructive judgment, and only await the

command

of their Lord (SeXeig) to be themselves the instruments

of carrying such a

judgment

into effect.

A bold faith reveals

itself

and a powerful conviction of the Lord's majesty, and
of the relation in which they stood to him.
Thus far their frame of
mind betrays nothing censurable. But the form in which it was
manifested bore altogether an Old Testament type. On noticing,

in these words,

therefore, the expression of disapprobation in the look of Jesus, they

sought to ground their declaration on an example from the Old
Testament, appealing to what is related in the history of Elias (2
Kings i, 10, 12). (The omission of the words (hg koI 'HA/a^ inoirjae
in some MSS. is assuredly a false reading.
The following words
plainly contrast the disciples with Elias, the Old Testament with
the New.)

Luke IX.
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55, 56.

—

Ver. 55, 56.
As Jesus saw that this fiery zeal of his disciples
was not a mere outburst of feeling, but arose from their confounding
the relation of the economy of the Old Testament with the New, he
in a few words guides them to a right view of the point.
After his

lengthened intercourse with them, he could take for granted that
the distinction between the two economies was not only clearly

known

to them, but familiar to their habits of thought.*
The
simple mention of it was sufficient to recall them to the conviction
that the compassionate love of the Gospel had been forgotten by
them, in the justice of the law. The " Spirit," therefore, in these

words of the Lord, is to be understood in its usual sense for between
you and Elias there is a contrast in respect of the principle that
animates the two. This principle is the " Spirit." Both principles
were pure and Divine, but the heavenly element in its progress
through humanity, presents its perfect form in the spirit of the
Gospel, whose essence is grace and mercy, which were personified in
the Saviour (John i. 17). Elias, therefore, does nothing wrong when
he commands fire to fall from heaven as a messenger of God, he
exercised justice.
But Jesus did better, inasmuch as he exercised
mercy, which he had come to render supreme amidst the human
;

;

The

race.

disciples

who

therefore sinned only in so far as they

ought to have received into their hearts the perfect spirit of forgiving love, allowed themselves still to be swayed by the Old Testament spirit of avenging justice. As they were aware of the distinction,
and had access to the spirit of pure love, they sinned in that very
(At Heb. xii. 24, the
act which on the part of Ehas was right.
same contrast is denoted by Christ and Abel. Abel's blood demands
vengeance, as representing justice, the blood of Jesus pleads for forMany are of opinion that it
giveness, for in him dwclleth grace.)
was in consequence of this occurrence, that the sons of Zebedee
received the

name

of Boavepyeg,

etj-mological explanation

(Mark

iii.

17).

of the expression,

As
it

regards, first, the
has already been

=

by Mark, inasmuch as he adds o eo-lv viol Bpovr/^j(The jSoave, (Save is probably the Galilean form for fSeve tan,
however, and the kindred can in the sense of to quahe, to tremble, to
rightly given
\5B.

ta'i

;

The only
thing remaining obscure is, what this name refers to. The older
Christian interpreters found the resemblance in the majestic and

roar, expresses with great joropricty the idea of thunder.)

*

The most numerous and best MSS.

see the

New

Testament of Griesbach

H, L, S, and others,
even omit the words of the

(particularly A, B, C, E, G,

—Shulz on

this passage),

elrrev ovk oli^are olov Trvev/xarog iryrs v/^etr, as given by the Cod. D.
In any case, the longer recension of the words of Jesus, 6 yup vide rov
f/?.ds i>vxuc uiOpuTTuv uTTo'/.taai, (ITiAd aunai, is an unauthentic addition, and

textus receptus, kuI

and

others.

uvdpuTTov OVK

even the shorter form of it is not beyond suspicion. The supplementary clause, howevei;
corresponds perfectly with the whole connexion, and the origin of the gloss is easily explained, inasmuch as the

iTreri/jiricev

aeomed

to call for a closer definition.
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55, 56.

made by thunder, so that the name, sons of thunwas used not in the way of blame but of praise, as expressing
the strength of that holy zeal which animated the sons of Zebedee.
More recent interpreters, however, frequently refer it to the fact
before us, and understand it in the way of censure, and as intended
to characterize a false and merely natural zeal. (See further details
in the learned treatise by Gurlitt in TJllmann's Studien, vol. ii., part
lofty impression

der,

iv., p.

Were

715, seq.)

it

proved that the name referred to this

recommend

passage, the latter explanation would undoubtedly
as the

more probable,

for

course, is easily reconciled with

any name of

could then have been merely reminded of the

mer

itself

the term t-mrLnav, rehuke, in Christ's dispraise, as the disciples

name

(already on a for-

occasion bestowed on them) so that the connexion would stand

thus, "

know ye not that ye ought to be led by another spirit, that
ye are the sons of zeal ?" But, granting even this to be the
true connexion, it seems to yield no thought that suits the context,
as

nothing contradictory between the name of the disciples
inasmuch as they shewed no want of zeal but of
mildness.
And yet such a contrast is assuredly required by the
connexion. Moreover, on other grounds, it seems to me improbable,
that the name sons of thunder is to be associated with the occurfor there is

and

their conduct,

rence here recorded.

For, in the first place,

it

is

Bible history, and stands opposed to the idea of the

unexampled in
new name, that

a second designation should be given to any one in the

way

of

way, his sin would be, as it were, immortalized.
Secondly, the position of the name in Mark iii. 17, is against the
supposition of its involving censure. It stands entirely parallel to
the name Peter which was given to Simon, and it is therefore
hardly credible that the first name is one of praise, marking the
spiritual character of the first apostle, and the second an epithet of

In

punishment.

censure.

And

apostles first

this

it is

the less credible

named at Mark
those who stood

iii.

when we

consider that the three

17,*and furnished with surnames,

We

hence renearest to the Lord.
gard the fathers as entirely right in recognizing in the name " sons
of thunder," a description of the spiritual character of the two sons
of Zebedee.
Thus the bestowal of these names acquires in the case
of the apostles the same significancy which the new names (Abraham
for Abram, Israel for Jacob) have in the Old Testament.
They
are precisely

characterize the

new men, and

are, as it

were, symbols of the

new

2 Ixv. 15 Kev. ii. 17.) How far the name sons
of thunder agreed with the personal dispositions of James and John,
cannot be shewn in regard to the former, for no detailed account of
him is given. In reference to John, however, it may seem doubtful
how far the name is appropriately chosen, as it has been usual to
regard him as of a weak nature.
But as we have often remarked,

nature.

(Is. Ixii.

;

;

Luke IX.
to attribute weakness to

John

whole writings shew that with
ter

55-57.
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wholly to mistake his nature.

is

all its

His

passive gentleness, his charac-

combined active energy, and sternness even to severity against
was this which the surname in question denoted, and thus

evil ;* it

the union of energy with humility in Peter, of decision and severity
with gentleness in James and John, formed the basis of their new
nature.f

§ 2.
(Luke

Of Following
ix.

57-62

;

Matth.

Jesus.

viii,

19-22.)

The short passage which here follows, flowing directly from the
contemplation of the immediate circumstances, appears to hold its
place most appropriately in the narrative of a journey. .Some one
(according to Matthew he was no less than a ypannarevg, scribe) who

had been powerfully attracted by the Saviour, expressed on the way
a wish to accompany him, and Jesus sets before his view the difficulties attending his life and labours.
In Matthew a portion of this
passage stands amidst a collection of the miracles of Jesus, and
consequently in a

connexion. Nay, in the account
wanting that very point which, with Luke,
stands prominently forth as the connecting link with the preceding
narrative.
For, as the sufferings which his enemies were j)reparing
for the Saviour had been there described, so the following history
stall !S how it stood between Jesus and those friends whose affections
One portion of them
his appearance and his words attracted.
pressed most hastily forward, but a single word as to the difficulties
caused them to withdraw another portion of them were called by
the Lord himself, but their anxiety on the subject of the world deIn Luke, then, we
terred them from at once embracing the call.
are not to overlook the contrast between " Some one said to him,"
and "Jesus said to another," ver. 59, which mark the several posiof

Matthew

there

less appropriate
is

;

tions of Christ's different friends.
* Let John's

first epistle especially

be read.

It is full

descriptions of the true spirit as of the false (comp.

Apocalypse to have been written by John
spiritual power.

that of

1,

ofDivine (ipovr^ as well in
seq).

will not fail to trace in

[John's relation to Christ

manly energy against everything

iv.

is

lie
it

femininely passive

anti-Christian.

who

its

considers the

also the character of
;

filled

by him,

it

is

Smiting and crushing, like a

genuine son of thunder, he turns the force of a heaven-descended

fire

against the princi-

ples of ungodliness.]
raised by the circumstance that the name Sons of
f A doubt as to this view may bo
Thunder never elsewhere again occurs. Had it been intended as the designation of their
new nature, one may suppose that like the name Peter it would have been generally
As it was, however, bestowed on two persons at once, it could not like the
used.
name Peter come into general use, and this sufficiently explains its being passed over ia
gilence.
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57-60.

—

The address aKoXovdrjao) aot onov dv dnepxr], I wiU
Ver. 57, 58.
folloio thee luherever thou goest, i^lainly implies a certain consciousness already of the difficulties involved in being the companion of

The "wherever thou

goest" cannot refer merely to the
but denotes dangers, for example those attending
the journeys of Jesus to the feasts, in which every one acquainted
with the circumstances (and that this well-disposed scribe was acquainted with them we must believe), must have seen peril both
The words then are akin to
for the Saviour and those about him.
the exclamation of Thomas, ayw/iev koi rjixelg Iva dnoddvcofxev [jlet'
avTov (John xi. 16), and with Peter's declaration, Matth. xxvi. 35,
inasmuch as both these declarations, like that of the scribe before us,
came from the natural man, who, failing to weigh the greatness of
the self-denial required, quickly starts upon the path, but soon falls.
According to the connexion, the term "follow" refers primarily to
an external companionship, but it also involves at the same time a
spiritual following, i. e., the choice of that path of life which Christ
opened, a walk in righteousness and truth, and consequently a conThe Lord
test undertaken with unrighteousness and falsehood.
acknowledging, indeed, the good intentions of the suppliant, but
perceiving his weakness, sets before him in the strongest terms the
The want of necessaries, which are
difficulty of following him.
provided by the Creator even for the lower animals, of personal
property and the shelter of a roof, must be encountered in following
(^o)Xe6g occurs only in this passage.
Hesychius
the Son of man,
Jesus.

change of

explains

The

locality,

as roTrog

it

ov rd drjpia Koifidrai.

—KaTaaKrjvuoig =

j)roper sense of ovk tx^cv ttov ri]v /ce0a/l?)v kXiveiv^ not

Ms

l^aa.)

having

that of the entire renunciation of everything
own, which was exhibited even externally in
the life of the Saviour, but which is to be spiritually repeated in the
life of all his followers, as we are taught at 1 Cor. vii. 29, seq.
Alivhere to lay

which

man

though

can

it is

head,

is

call his

not expressly recorded what effect this admonition of

we may infer that
The remarks of the two per-

Jesus produced, yet from the following narratives
probably

it

had deterred the

scribe.

sons whom Jesus asked to follow him lead us to conjecture that they
could not as yet resolve to abandon everything in order to embrace
Christ, for the necessity of so doing is brought forward as the main

idea of the short narrative.

—

(See on Matth. xix. 27.)

Ver. 59, 60.
As in the preceding case, the scribe had volunteered to follow the Saviour, Jesus in this instance himself gives
the invitation to do so. While the former, however, was deterred by
difficulties,

The truth

the latter were apparently held back by sacred duties.

drawn from the following
and to which most importance should be given, is this,
that not merely sins and crimes (which call first for forgiveness

narrative,

of greatest prominence to be
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through that repentance and faith which the following of Christ
presupposes) but even legal righteousness, nay, regard to the noblest

may keep men back from following
Burying one's flither and taking leave of one's household
must be held, when viewed in an earthly light, to denote even noble
and tender duties. (The verb u-ord^aaOai, ver. 61, is in the sense
duties of earthly relationship,

Jesus.

of to take leave. The relatives are to be considered as at a distance,
so that he means to stipulate for a journey home.)
have here,
therefore, a commentaiy of fact on Matth. x. 37.
In obeying the
command of Christ all other duties are absorbed ; not that they are

We

thus depreciated in importance or neglected, but
its just relation to the ultimate ends
vidual, and the entire body.
From this point of
can ask the son to abandon to others even the

that every act of

man assumes

alike of the indiview the Saviour
last duties to a
deceased father ; the favourable moment for giving to his whole
course of life a nobler direction must be seized at once.
This man
having already become a Leliever, must now decide on consecrating
his life to the preaching of God's word {didyyeXXe t^v (iamXeiav rov
Qeov).

The

vEKpovg

ddxpat,

expression,

let

the

dead bury

their

own dead

(d(f>eg

rovg

rovg iavrojv vsKpovg), has licre assuredly no reference

who touched the dead became polluJesus merely wished to bring immedia/fccly to a decision the
man whom he had called to follow him, and induce him to give up
for his sake eveiything in itself lawful, nay, even that which was
to the Jewish opinion that he

ted.

considered necessary.

Just as

little

ought the "dead" to be referred

to the grave-diggers, a view which enfeebles the whole sense of the

passage.
eternal

The Saviour rather regards the call given as a call to
and demands that the person called should uncondition-

life,

ally resolve in favour of it, and that he should leave everything of
an external nature (even such acts of piety towards a deceased

who were as yet wholly occupied
with externals, instead of which occupations he should yield obedience to the call of his heavenly Father.
Thus the word venpogj
dead, must in one of these instances be understood as used
figuratively of those who have not yet been awakened from the
death of natural life (Rom. vii. 8, seq). The dead who are to be
father after the flesh) to those

buried, are of course those naturally deceased

" bury

;

but the language

their oiun dead" unquestionably intimates that the deceased

were in a condition in no respect essentially difierent from that of
the living who were to bury them.
Ver. 61, 62.

— To the

last,

who hke the

others presents himself

as a follower, the Saviour replies with the statement of a general

which rebukes his declaration, and conveys the idea that
an unconditional determination was necessary for having part in the
kingdom of God. The %«pa im(3dXXet.v in' dporpov^ putting the hand

principle
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61, 62

;

X.

1.

with the pXenecv elg ra dntao), looking hack,
(Gen. xix.
denote figuratively, a state of indecision, irresolution.
In opposition to this we are to look on the entire determina26.)
tion of the will as a necessary requisite to labouring in the kingdom
to the plough, united

of

God

(evOerog, ivell-ordered, fitting, suitable.

which lays claim to

See Luke

xiv. 35),

the powers of man. This sentence, however,
as well as the preceding a(pEg rovg veKpovg k. t. X. contains a truth of
all

permanent importance for all times and circumstances of the church;
for never can any one be a disciple of Christ save he who renounces
aU that he has (Luke xiv. 33), and strives to love God with all his

(Mark

powers

xii.

call

of God, and

xvl

13).

§ 3.

30)

;

since Chi'ist's call to follow

man must

serve no master heside

The Sending Fokth of the Seventy

him

is

the

God CLuke

Disciples,

with

THE Address of Jesus to Them.
(Lukex. 1-24; [Matth.

xi.

20-27.])

The sending out of the seventy disciples stands in immediate
connexion with the special object of Luke's gospel, Matthew and
Mark, who wrote merely for Jews, record only the mission of the
twelve; Luke, for the sake of the heathen, [?'] narrates the sending
and in the following discourse omits all those
which are men(Compare Eisenmenger's entd. Juden5, seq.
seq., respecting the notion of the Jews that there

forth of the seventy,

ideas based on the exclusive character of Judaism,

tioned at M£g;t. X.

thum. Part

ii.,

p. 3,

were seventy distinct nations on the earth.) The passage, Num. xi.
16 seq., regarding the seventy elders to whom Moses imparted of his
spirit, may be compared as parallel.
To this corresponded the Sanhedrim of seventy assessors with the president (n"'®?) who represented
Moses. From the idea that the members of the Sanhedrim were
seventy-two in number {i. e., twice six times six, or six times twelve),
arose the reading llSdofirjuovra 6vo, which is supported certainly by
some good MSS. (as B. D.) but must yield in authority to the common one. Strikingly, however, as this fact agrees with the general
scope of the gospel of Luke, it seems little in harmony with that narrative of the Saviour's journey of which it forms a part.
This sending forth of the disciples in the midst of a journey seems scarcely
natural. [?]
It would seem, therefore, that in the information thus
given, a passage from some earlier period had been inserted into the
account of their last journey. Perhaps the Saviour, shortly before
his final departure from Galilee, having given up aU hope of Chorazin, Bethsaida and Capernaum, sent forth once more the seventy

Luke X.
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1, 2.

messengers into some other region.

This harmonizes alike with the
13-15), and with the remarkable declaration (vcr. 18) which expresses the confident assurance of
the triumph of his cause notwithstanding all opposition and unbe-

mention of the

The

fall

of these cities

(x.

nerd ravra, after this (ver.

1), however, cannot be taken
meaning, but must be understood generally somewhat in the sense of moreover (Schleiermacher on Luke, p.
The address of the Lord to his departing disciples as given
169).
by Luke, closely resembles that in Matthew (chap, x.), except that
in the latter it is more extended and complete.
Similar circumstances assuredly led most naturally to similar ideas, but in the
exact agreement of the clauses, transfers and transpositions are not
improbable.
The mention of the unbelieving cities, however, stands
lief.

strictly in its chronological

in appropriate connexion with the context in

only veiy loosely in

its

place at Matth.

xi.

Luke, while

20-24.

For,

if

it

stands

the Lord

had closed his preaching in Galilee, and knew that he should never
more set foot within it, this would give, as nothing else would, its
full meaning to the reproof in which he rebukes the unbelief of those
who so long had Kstened to him and seen his works.
Ver. 1.
The word dvidei^e^ appoirded, points to a specific act of

—

election,

such

as,

according to Matth. x.

case of the twelve,

to a formal dvddei^tg

1, seq.,

(Luke

took place in the
i.

The verb

80).

be understood in the sense of " to appoint," with
the accessory idea of a solemn and public setting-forth of the dignity
bestowed. (Compare 2 Mace. ix. 23, 25 ; x. 11 ; xiv. 12
3 Esr. ii.
The disciples were moreover seat out two and two {dvd 6vo),
3.)
that they might mutually support each other, and might, in the
places Jesus intended to visit, prepare men's minds oeforehand for
dvadeLKvv[j,i is to

;

his coming.

Ver.

2.

—Luke here places at the outset of the discourse of Jesus,

the same thought which at Matth.

loose,

ix. 87,

38, precedes the choosing

though certainly the connexion in Matthew is more
inasmuch as the words with him, primarily refer to the sight

of the twelve

;

of the people without leaders or teachers.

At

the foundation of the

comparison of the
Divine word to seed, and mankind to the field. (Compare Matth.
According to this the Old Testament period is to be
xiii. 4, seq.)
considered as the time during which the Divine Word had been in

expression

Oepiojiogj

harvest, lies obviously the

operation, whose great result was that lively sense of the need of
atonement which shewed itself among the people. This is viewed
in relation to the past as a harvest, but as compared with what was
to follow, it appears as merely the given possibihty of a new and
nobler growth, whose harvest was to be expected in the end of the
day at the coming of the Son of man in his glory. The apostles and
all

the labourers, in the

first

instance, stand forth simply as wit-

—
Luke X.
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but in another respect, in so far, namely, as
they have theraselvcs received the quickening principles of the
Gospel, they appear as those who are called to disseminate it more
widely abroad, and. indeed this is referred to by the admonition
nesses of the harvest

;

de^drjTE Tov kvqIov k. t. a.

The

fervent prayer of those

who have

themselves already been received into the kingdom of God, and
who labour in the spirit of it, is the means of procuring its ever

wider extension, by the stirring up of living labourers for

it.

The

very sending out of the seventy was of itself an answer to the prayer,

which, on the occasion of sending forth the twelve, Jesus urged his
disciples to offer.

Ver.
the

3, 4.

—According to Luke, the

command

Matth.

dangers.

more

discourse, immediately after

to go forth, begins with the
x.

mention of threatening

16 mentions them later in the discourse, where

This remark, respecting the relation of beseems to be contradicted by what follows, |U?)
Paardi^ere u. r. X.
For, while the allusion to the wolves seems to
awaken fear and anxiety, the subsequent admonition to go forth
without the preparations suggested by human foresight, bespeaks
see

particularly.

lievers to the world,

But this contrast is the very thing here in" Without considering such danger, go forth free from

believing confidence.

tended.
care,

everything shall be provided for you." (As to particulars,
n'.-is [Job
my remarks on Matth, x. 9, 10. BaXdvTLov

=

compare
xiv. 17]

in translating which

it

is

used by the

LXX.,

is allied

to

crumena.) The \ii]6t.va Kara rTjv udbv daTrdoipde still remains
obscure, even though we seek an explanation in the oriental practice of saluting each other by tedious forms of courtesy, and so
causing detention, for, the injunction ye must not linger'^''" agrees
It is better to
neither with what goes before, nor what follows.
understand doTrd^eadaL as meaning to salute, to receive, or welcome
as a friend, with the secondary sense of seeking for favour. In
this way the expression stands on the same footing with those which
Tr?/pa,

—

—

precede
of

it,

human

which

all

denote preparations for the journey, measures

foresight.

—

conduct which Jesus exhorts his messenwhom they sojourn, compare
Matth. X. 13. The Spirit seeks what is akin to itself, and where
that is wanting finds no abode. The expression given by Luke, son
of peace, in some respects conveys a meaning peculiarly its own, in
Ver. 5,

6.

^As to the

gers to pursue towards those with

others

it is

a clearer and closer statement than that of Matthew,

who merely speaks

of the house as worthy or not worthy. According to Luke, those minds disposed to receive the Gospel must be
distinguished from those in the same house who were resolved to
* Compare the parallel passage 2 Kings
greatest haste,

and says

>iii>-n

n> »-n

iv. 29,

"ipTP^^

where Elisha

"'51.

iSSiari

enjoins

on Gehazi the

nV ttJ-iN-NSVin

15.

Luke X.
reject

it.

To

5-17.
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the former the blcssiug of God's

kingdom

is

promised,

to the latter not.

—

Ver. 7.
The exhortation, that in the house where they had
taken up their quarters, they should content themselves with what
the occupants had to give (rd -rrap' avrojv), is connected in Luke so
closely with the /«) fierafiaivere t| okia^ eig ohiav, go not from house
to Jiouse, that the latter idea is more completely modified by it, than
is the case at Matth. x. 11, where this connexion is wanting.
It
seems, according to the representation of Luke, that our Lord intended to warn them against leaving the cottages of the poor, and

seeking instead the dwellings of the

rich.

of God, receives his hire (Matthew has

The

rpoci)/]

labourer in the field

x. 10),

nourishment, and the supply of his necessities.
more than this, cometh of evil.
Ver. 8-11.

dom

—In Luke, the

cures,

{.

c, his bodily

The seeking

for

and the preaching of the king-

of God, appear in the light of spiritual rewards for bodily

In Matthew the same ideas are brought forward in an(Compare Matth. x. 8.) As to their conduct
towards those who resisted them, compare Matth. x. 14. ('ATro/iaaoeadac is found only here.
It corresponds to the iKTivdaaeiv in Matthew.) As to the former the nearness of the kingdom of God is a
message of joy, so it is to these a message of terror, implying for
the one the possibility, for the other the impossibility of their entering it.
Ver. 12-15.
The woe which the Lord utters against such an
unbelie\dng city, is most appropriately followed by a curse on the
places which had been the witnesses of his greatest glory.
The
words seem to have been originally uttered in this connexion, viz.,
at the close of the labours of Jesus in Galilee, although Matthew
(xi. 20-24) has inserted them not unfittingly into his context.
(As
respects the exposition, see the details in Matthew, ut supra.)
According to Luke, the address of Jesus to the seventy
Ver. 16.
concludes with the general idea, that he, the Saviour, recognized
such living union with his children, that what was done to them
was done to him. (Compare on Matth. x. 40, where the same
thought, but only as conceived under a single aspect, is expressed.)
services.

other connexion.

—

—

Ver. 17.

— The

circumstance that in the following passage the
is anticipated, goes to prove the correctness

retm-n of the disciples
of the opinion that

it is

impossible in this section of

The

Luke

to

keep

Jesus connected
with this return, form a well compacted whole, so that here again
the account of Luke bears a more original character than that of
the

chronological

Matthew.

thread.

First the evangelist

discourses

makes the

of

disciples

on their return

express to Jesus their child-like joy for the deeds which in his

they had been able to perform.
Vol. I.— 39

(The casting out

devils

is

name

one of

Luke X.
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This might appear to them of
presupposed a control over the mighty
kingdom of evil.) Most deeply is this representation drawn from
the life. A secret joy seizes a man when he finds that he acts with
an energy more than human, for example, that through him the
spiritually dead are awakened.
In this joy there is the implied
testimony that man is called to act with power from on high, but
there lies in it also a temptation so dangerous, that the Saviour,
though he acknowledges the joy as right and well-founded, yet
warns them at the same time against giving themselves up to it
without watchfulness, and exhorts them to keep fully in view the
foundation of that real joy which can never lead astray.
Ver. 18.
Singularly remarkable is the declaration of the Lord,
which, in Luke, follows immediately after the expression of joy on
Inasmuch as he makes a transition from
the part of the disciples.
the daij-iovia to Satan himself, without any occasion for it, and in the
circle of his immediate disciples, we must say that here is an additional passage (compare on Matth. xiii. 39) leading us to infer that
the Saviour himself teaches the existence of a prince of darkness,
and that this doctrine is by no means to be looked on as a JewHere would have been the place, even on the supish superstition.
position of Christ's accommodating himself to the views of the multitude, in which to point out the unfounded and ruinous nature of such
a bielief, and to advise (in accordance Avith the views of some) that
the use of the idea by way of accommodation, be restricted to cases
But in the expression itself, " I beheld Satan," etc.,
of necessity.
the " beheld" (deupelv) is, of course, not to be understood of bodily
sight, but of spiritual contemplation, for the object seen was itself
The nature of spiritual vision, however, involves the conspiritual.
the

many

miracles wliich they did.

special importance, as

it

—

ception of the future as present.

the parallel passage, John
"he saw my day" (d6e ri]v
vision

viii.

We may, in explanation, compare
56,

where Jesus says of Abraham,

i]iJ,Epav t?)v ijxfiv').

As

Messiah and the whole Messianic future

present in spirit to

Abraham,

here in prophetic
is

represented as

so the Saviour in this passage says

that he beheld as a present event the annihilation of the dominion
of

evil.

must be

The

preterite tense idecopow,

I was

beholding, therefore,

referred not merely to the period during which the seventy

were absent, but to past time in general, so that the meaning would
be for a long time have I seen in spirit the power of evil as vanquished.
For, the cures wrought by the disciples, are obviously to
be considered not as the causes, but as the effects of the overthrow.
Because the power of evil was broken by the Saviour's appearance
in the midst of mankind, and through him the energies of a higher
life were imparted to the disciples, therefore could they do such deeds.
It was impossible, however, for the deeds of the disciples to effect that

—

—
Luke X.
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was the object of
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18, 19.

Christ's entire mission

and ministry.

But

being the results of the overthrow of OAdl, their actions were at the
same time the evidences of that great victory, and thus far was their
joy well-grounded, and the transition made by Christ from their
deeds to the overthrow of Satan himself, sufficiently accounted for.
The figurative expression, " fall from heaven" {-i-Teiv Ik tov ovpavov),
probably chosen after the remarkable passage. Is. xiv. 12, in which
the king of Babylon (as the type of the prince of darkness) is represented as by proud effort scaling the heavens, that he might set his
throne above the stars of God, but cast headlong from his self-

is

chosen exaltation.
addition

The LXX. translate

(Compare

6 lojocpSpoc.

o)g da-paTr/jVj

swiftness of the

same thought

fall.

as in

it -cog

t^^neaev

tov ovquvov

i/c

as to this the expositors of Isaiah.)

as

licjlitning,

depicts (as at Zech.

ix. 14),

The
the

The whole passage consequently expresses the
John xii. 31, 6 dpx^'^ '''ov icoofiov -ovrov iKi3?.rjdT}oe-

prince of this tcorld shcdl he cast out (according to
another reading it is even Kdr(j) (3?.rj07]aeraL, to which consequently
vipwOTivat of the Saviour forms an appropriate contrast), namely this,
rai tfw, the

that in Christ and toith Christ, evil

displayed in

We

is

seen as overcome, and good

may compare

is

on this point the
peculiar representation given in the Kevelation of John, where,
however, the casting out of Satan (xii. 7, seq.) is distinguished from
all its glory.

also

the complete chaining up of his power (xx. 2, seq).
Ver. 19.
This verse mentions exemption from all liability to
personal injury, as a new result of the victory thus won by truth

—

of that victory which our Lord, in the spirit of prophecy, beheld as
As the Saviour's power sets the captive free,

actually wrought out.
so does

it

preserve his people from the assaults of hostile force dur-

ing their subsequent progress.

Serpents and scorpions

(^Ocpeig koc

amongst animals the representatives of the kingdom of evil, as in them poison is collected, and
(Compare Ps. xci. 13.) The
inflicts, on contact, physical injury.
oKop-nioL)

are mentioned, as being

expression originates in that profound view of natural
all

Scripture (compare further on

which the disorders of

viii.

life

pervading

19, seq.) according to

sin in the spiritual world express themselves

What

also in the physical.

Rom.

up the

follows koX

im

rrdaav Svvaiuv (xaa arpa-

and extends it so as to
comprehend ever?/ form of assault from the world of evil. The
mightier power of Jesus gives security against the influence of these
Such passages as Mark xvi. 17, 18 Acts xxviii.
in every shape.
5 shew that here we are by no means to exclude all reference to
what is external. But this reference stands connected in general
with the continuance of the Charismata as outward manifestations
Ttd) TOV exdpov, fills

first

expression,

;

;

of the Spirit of Christ.
spiritual

application

of

After these Charismata have ceased, the
the words alone becomes prominent.

Luke X.

G12
{'AdiKELv

stands as

xvi. 18.)

—

(iXafTTeiv^ as

19-22.

at Rev.

vii. 2, 3.

Compare Mark

—

To these words, which acknowledge as well-founded
Yei-^ 20.
the triumphant declarations of the disciples (ver. 17), there is now
In their connexion, therefore the words,
subjoined a warning.
" rejoice not/' etc. {iii) xaipsre x^'-P^'^ ^^')j ^^e not to be understood

—

as an absolute prohibition of joy over the poAver of the Spirit in

them, but only as forbidding them to make even this matter of
supreme and exclusive rejoicing. For, in case the believer makes
the workings of God's Spirit through himself his solo, or even leading object of attention and joy, he is in danger of withdrawing his
view from the source of this higher life, and no sooner does he cease
to draw from that fountain, than life dries up, and self-indulgence,
Hence, the Saviour here brings
vanity, pride, spring up in his soul.
forward as the true and abiding object of a Christian's regard and
joy, the fact that theh names are Aviitten in heaven {on rd dvoiMara
v[xCjv iypdcpTj

iv rdlg ovpavdlg).

At

the foundation of this language

the figure of the book of life, in which the names of believers are
inscribed, a figure already often used in the Old Testament (Exod.
lies

xxxii. 32

;

Ps. Ixix. 28

;

cxxxix. 16).

The

inscribing

is

conceived

of as the act of God (typcf^?? vrrb tov Qeov), so that the election of
grace by which the saints are chosen, and which they have themselves

certainly to

make sure (2 Pet.
human agency

Hence, in contrast with

i.

10), is

thereby denoted.

authoritatively gifted with

higher powers, there is placed a Divine agency acting upon man ; the
former is a very doubtful object of joy, for by means of it self-pleasing and vanity easily insinuate themselves, inasmuch as the will is

seldom delivered from

Divine grace on the other hand, and

self.

manifestation, the calling of man,

is

its

clearly the object of holiest

it is unchangeable, and in
which he can never repent (Rom.
xi. 29), lies the ground of all salvation and all blessedness to manEven therefore, if he cannot perform any great spiritual
Idnd.

joy,

for

God's will

is

as

pure as

his election of grace therefore, of

deeds (2 Cor. xii. 9), this remains as the joy of the believer, which,
as being personally his own, he caii never be deprived of, that he
lets his soul satisfy itself in the grace of God.
Ver. 21, 22.

—With singular appropriateness there

this expression of holy joy

is here added
on the part of our Lord, which stands in

strong contrast with the joy of sense (ver, 17) as felt by the disciples.
The latter exulted over the external sjDlendour of the work ; the

Saviour drew his delight from its hidden glory, from this, namely,
that God's true wisdom was revealed by the Father, not to the
prudent and wise ones of the world, but to the vri-mot, babes ; in
the

new

friends,

creation, blossoming unnoticed in the hidden circle of his
he had his quiet and humble joy. Rightly, then, did the

Luke X.
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Divine consciousness repose in this lowliness and self-humiliation.
Conscious of his dignity as God, he recognized himself as at once
the 07'gan and the object of every true revelation of God.
(For the
more minute details compare on Matth. xi. 25-27, where the same
words occur, but in a more loose connexion.)
Ver. 23, 24.
These verses were already explained more in

—

Matth. xiii. 16, 17, where they stand in a wholly different
connexion.
Here, the leading idea of the two verses, that superdetail at

abundant grace had been manifested towards them (the

disciples),

stands intimately connected with the preceding, to wit, that they
were the chosen ones to whom the Lord revealed more than to the
saints of the

~pbg

Old Testament.

roi-g i.iadrjrdg Kar' Idlav el-e,

Only, in this connexion the orpacpelg

turning to Jns disciples he said cipart,

The arpacpeig may easily be understood as
where the Saviour in his discourse addresses himself to God, but the nar' Idiav, apart, remains a difficulty,
inasmuch as the whole preceding discourse had already been spoken

occasions some obscurity.
referring

back to

ver. 21,

in the most private circle of his disciples.
As the common text,
however, has the words " he turned and said to his disciples" before
ver. 22, the Kar' Idiav may best admit of being explained thus

While the discourse was going on, some hearers had gathered around
him (as the following 25th verse seq., immediately shews); on their
account Jesus spake the last words in a low tone to those more
immediately about him, uttering the rest aloud in the hearing of
all.
In this case, the reading of the common text (ver. 22) would
be the correct one, and this view should be at once adopted for this
further reason, that the omission of the clause may easily be explained from the parallel words of the following verse, but the
Whether, however, the words are found here
addition less easily.
or in Matthew in their original connexion, or whether the Saviour,
as in the case of such a declaration may well be conceived, more
than onf^e gave utterance to them, it is in this case hard to decide.

§

4.

PxVRABLE OF THE TeXDER-HEARTED- SaMARITAN.
(Luke X. 25-37.)

A

lawyer comes up to Jesus on the road, in order to hold conHis purpose does not seem

versation with the celebrated prophet.

have been strictly bad it was rather curiosity which led him
how Jesus would express himself. The Saviour's way of
dealmg with him, does not permit us to suppose that he was a Sadducee who put the question, one who himself beli'eved in no eternal
lifSj, and who was now only asking in irony after the way to Utopia
to

to try

;

Luke X.
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25-27.

seems rather to have held the views common among the Phariand only to have been desirous of discovering what more or
The t:K-£ipd(;eiv,
better knowledge than his own, Jesus possessed.
trying, therefore, here has no connexion with the laying of snares for
an attempt which,
Chi'ist, to make him politically suspected
according to the gospel history, the Pharisees frequently permitted
themselves to make (compare Matth. xxii. 15, seq). This narrative
An enquiry respecting
rather is parallel to Matth. xxii. 35, seq.
eternal life was not suited to a design that was simply wicked.
With admirable wisdom does our Lord on the present occasion treat
Entrammelled in his Rabbinical narrowness and
this blind lawyer.
formalism, he asks some outward rule by which to set bounds to

He

sees,

—

the

duties of love,

and secure exemption from

Instead of gi^^ng

ercise.

him such a wished-for

its

universal ex-

rule, the

Saviour

a narrative, in which nothing whatever is said of the
the immediate object of the lawyer's question
object of love
but of those who exercise it. Priest and Levite, members of
the same order with the enquirer, and persons on whom the obrelates

—

—

servance of the law was especially incumbent, pass heartlessly by,

reckoning that the sufferer might probably be no neighbour. The
Samaritan, whom they deemed a heretic, exercised the law of love.*
In every point from which it can be viewed, reproving, rebuking,

demanding repentance, this parable must have arrested the quesHe must have felt that not merely was his question false,

tioner.

but the whole state of mind from which it could have proceeded.
To the man who was asking after a law for the exercise of love, it
must have become obvious that he himself neither possessed nor
knew it, inasmuch as its single law is this, that it is a law to itself.
Love loves, and asks not when, how, where it is the primordial, innermost life, which ignores the whole world of reflections and prudenInto this world of pure love
tial rules, and blesses even its enemy.
which the heart of Jesus contained (for whosoever exercises it has it
only through him), he opens a glimpse for the benefit of the lawyer
hardened in his legal subtleties, and by this means alone could he
be helped out of his heartless state. Thus Jesus exercised towards
;

even him that very love, of which he was teaching him the knowhe blessed the man who was trying him.
Ver. 25-27.
No/^i/cof and voi-iodtddoica?Mg, were terms applied to
tsins-.o) who occupied themselves
that tribe of scribes (^'panfiarelg

ledge

;

—

=

with the (casuistical) interpretation of the law. Luke employs for
the most part the term vojunSg as more intelligible to his readers
(Luke vii. 30 xi. 45, 46, 52 ; xiv. 3), while the Hebraizing Mat;

* According to the view which refers this Gospel especially to the heathen, tais puttuig forward of one not a Jew as the model of pure love, possessed something peculiarlj
attractive.

Luke X.
thew uses

=

25-27.
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It is tlie more generic term, wliile
denotes a particular party among the vofiiKoi.
Sadducee
also be a vofiiKug.
(Compare on Matth. xxii. 35.)
The
yQauiiarelg

ainB'.e.

A

(tapiaalot

miglit

question as to eternal

life,

being the final object of

all theological

put fonvard by the lawyer, under the conviction that,
in replying to it, Jesus must bring out whatever was peculiar in his
opinions.
(The formula KXr^povonelv ^(jjrjv aluviov, or fiaaiXeiav rov
enquiry,

is

Qeov [1 Cor. vi. 9, 10; xv. 50] has without doubt, its foundation in
the comparison of the land of Canaan as a sensible type of eternity,

and of
yT]v

rest in

it,

with eternal

life.

at Matth. v. 5, refers to this.)

The expression K?.rjpovoiiuv rfiv
The Saviour, however, refers

him

to the old well-known word of God, saying, as it were, what
thou askest has lain from of old expressed in the revealed word ;
take it thence for yourself. The lawyer now brings forward most
correctly the passages of Deut. vi. 5, in connexion with Numb. xix.
18 (which passages are in a similar way conjoined by anothc' lawyer at Mark xii. 33), hence it only remained for him to translate
into living act the contents of these deep words, which, rightly
understood, involve the whole New Testament. That this had not
as yet been done by him, the course of the conversation shews.

Further, a remarkable feature in the citations of this passage, both
here and elsewhere in the Gospels,

Hebrew

is

their deviation alike

LXX. In Hebrew there
The LXX. translate these,

text and from the

pressions 3=V,

tirs, iNtt.

from the

stand the exduivoia^

'4>'^XVy

dvva^tg.

In the quotations of the evangelists, however, the words

run thus

:

Luke X. 27.
Mark xii. 30.
Mark xii, 33.
Matth,

xxii. 87.

Kapdia, i^vxu^ If^X^^f didvoia.
icapdia, -^vxri, didvoia,

hxvg.

Kapdia, ovveoig, ipvxi], '<^X^g,
Ka^Sla, ij^vxij, didvoia.

This constant variation of the Gospel quotations from the
in the rendering of 225 and ixa leads almost to the conjecture
that the evangelists either followed another reading, or that this
For, it
version of it had been taken by one of them from another.
is inconceivable that this deviation should have taken the same form
in the three evangelists, if they had written independently of each
To me it seems most probable, that in this instance the
other.
common agreement originated with Luke, and passed over from him
(As to the meaning of the
to Mark and the Greek Matthew,
synonyms in the passage, compare my Program on Trichotomy in
the Opusc. Theol. p. 143, seq., and on Matth. xxii. 37.) The
exalted idea, however, of loving God with all our powers, and loving
him also luliolhj with them all, embraces at once the w'lole, both of

LXX.

Luke X.
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and morality.* For, the addition " and thy neighbour &&
is at bottom only an rmfolding of the contents of the first
commandment, as Matth. xxii. 37, seq., shews. In- love to God,
religion

thyself,"

which, on the part of the creature, can only take the form of receptive love, there lies the love of his will, and consequently the implied

To draw, however, from the command thus
God, the inference, that man must therefore be able to do it
Since only that
in his own strength, would be wholly out of place.
which is Divine knoweth God (compare on Matth. xi. 27), so only
and when God commands us
that which is Divine can love God
therefore to love God, it involves for the creature an injunction to
This
receive the Spirit of God, in whom alone he can be loved.
Spirit, however, the New Testament imparts, and consequently
this command of the Old Testament (as indeed the whole law) for
This same Spirit, who
its fulfilment, presupposes the Gospel.
teaches us to love God, wholly and entirely with all our faculties,
As pure love
alone enables us also rightly to love our neighbour.
to God loveg God more than it does self apart from God, so it also
but self and
loves God more than our neighbour apart from God
our brother being looked at as in God, and God in them, true selflove and genuine brotherly love are then at one with the love of
Hence does the Lord say that the second commandment is
God.
like unto i\\Q first (Matth. xxii. 39), for this reason, that it is the same
thing with it. Love to one's neighbour, if it be genuine love, that
is, if the creature be loved not merely as a creature (for in that lies
the distinctive character of natural love), is nothing less than love
This is also shewn by the following parable.
to God.
The answer of the lawyer was in itself satisfactory
Ver. 28, 29.
to the Saviour, but he directly urged him to follow out the command into action, remarking that life lay in the practical ftdfilling
of it.
But it was precisely this that brought to light his inward
perverseness
his knowledge wanted the will which was inclined to
carry it out into life, and this want of moral power again obscured
his discernment.
He asks, feeling himself struck who then was
his neighbour ? a question which in his own mind he would have
been able himself to answer, if he had sought to exercise perfect
(At«:a(6w has no peculiar meaning here
love.
it merely refers,
through the word lavrov, to the person wishing to justify himself.)
Because of his want of experience, Jesus transfers him into the
midst of the realities of life, and makes him behold love actually
loving.
(The term v-oXanlSdveiv = diroKpLveadaij excipere, is in the
New Testament found only here. It occurs frequently in the LXX.;
Job ii. 4 iv. 1.)
love of one's neighbour.
to love

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

*

As

to this

and the following thoughts, compare the

Matth. xxiL 37, seq.

fuller discussion

on the passage

Luke X.
Ver. 30-33.
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—The traveller

wliom the robbers assaulted is perhaps to be conceived of as a Jew for in that case it would on the
one hand be more striking that the priest and Levite refused him
their help, and on the other hand that the Samaritan gave bin
assistance when he might so easily have availed himself of a
;

sopbistical excuse,

It

Xeodai.

is

('AvrL-aptpxeaOat

is

not different from -napeponly here. IvyKvpia also

New Testament
New Testament.

found in the

occurs only here in the

It denotes an accident.
profane wi-iters also this form of the word rarely occurs ;

Among

ovyKvprjocg is

Ver.

more
35.

34,

usual.)

—Most

carefully

is

the compassionate treatment

wbicb the despised Samaritan bestows on the suffering stranger,
delineated.
From the impulse of love he does even more tban
was incumbent. (Wine and oil, well-known means of cure in the
East.

The

Travdoxetov is the Caravanserai of the nearest place, tbat

at Jericho, perhaps, in the neighbourhood of

whicb Jesus might
then be staying.) It is a fine trait, that he cares also for the
subsequent wants of the sick man, and promises to repay the outlay.
Yer. 36, 37.
lawj'er asked,

— The enquiry had now reversed
ver.

should be given.
the

man who

29,

who was

its

character.

the neighbour to

whom

—was

Jesns enquires who was the neighbour

exercised or

who

refused to exercise love ?

The

support

Even

it

here,

is not determined by its
but has inherently in itself its own standard. Pure love
loves even an enemy, as here the Samaritan does the sufferer who is
a stranger, and one who from difference of creed might have appeared hostile. The acknowledgment, therefore, that true iove
dwelt in him, involved an answer to the question, and thus it only
remained to impress upon his mind the admonition -oiet dixoiug,
do lilceivise. It was an obvious suggestion to trace in the compassionate conduct of the Samaritan a figurative representation of the
The wounds of the sick (Is. i. 6), which they who
Saviour's work.
sat on Moses' seat left undressed, he whom they reviled as a Samaritan (John viii. 48) bound up with oil and wine.

however, lay the great doctrine, that love
object,

§ 5.

Mary and Martha.
(Luke

The

following

little

X.

38-42.)

narrative presents to us Jesus in Bethany,

in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem (John

xi. 1).

That Martha and

are to be sought for nowhere else than in Bethany, is certain
from Gospel history ; in this passage Martha is described as posWhether she was a
sessing a house of her own in the village.

Mary

Luke X.
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widow, or lived unmarried with her sister and Lazarus cannot be
determined. [Her sister Mary appears from John xii. 1, comp, with
Matth. xxvi. 6 Mark xiv. 3, to have been married to Simon, and
from John xii. 2 where Lazarus is among the invited guests to
have had a separate household.] The evangelists are remarkably
sparing in their historic notices of the persons mentioned by them.
They confine themselves to what is barely necessary, and devote
;

—

—

themselves rather to the delineation of their spiritual life. Hence
the account of the two sisters here given, marks them, though in
few touches, so strikingly and clearty, that they are often chosen as

exemplars of the peculiarities of two distinct religious tendencies.
find in Martha the type of a life busily devoted to externals
in Mary, the type of quiet devotion to religion as the one thing
To a certain extent both elements should be combined in
needful.
each believer, but it is not to be overlooked that there are different
vocations, and many are better fitted for busy outward labour than a
life of contemplation, although the most active must in the depths of
his soul be devoted to the Lord, and the man of contemplation

We

;

must consecrate his energies to the advancement of God's kingdom. Hence, even the Saviour's rebuke to Martha (ver. 41) is no
absolute censure, and is rather occasioned by her own antecedent
remark (which shews that she had mistaken her own position as well
as Mary's) than called forth by her conduct itself Martha serves, as
were, only as a foil to the figure of Mary, in whom appears a mind
wholly and undividedly given up to Divine influence. She is another
example of the complete fulfilment of the command " Thou shalt
The Samaritan
love the Lord thy God with all thy heart," (x. 27).
it

practised

it

actively,

Mary

passively.

—Probably

Jesus had enjoyed opportunities of becoming acquainted with the family at Bethany in his former yearly
Yer. 38-40.

journeys to the festivals.

Mary

seats herself confidingly at his feet

words of her Lord Martha busies herself to provide the best possible outward entertainment for the beloved guest.
(We are to view the sitting at the feet (napaicadi^eiv irapa rovg nodag)
as denoting merely Mary's staying beside Jesus, and certainly in an

to listen to the

;

attitude fitted to catch his instructive

Martha was zealous meanwhile about

and life-awakening words.)
externals, which certainly

were necessary in part, but with self-gratification she gave herself
up entirely to them. UepiorrdoOai,, distrahi, in the New Testament
also the suboccurs only here, in the Old Testament frequently
;

stantive mpLanaaiiog

=

i;2v,

Ecclcs.

i.

13

;

ii..23, 26.

(^laKovca, ser-

domestic services in which Martha lost herself
with needless bustle.) From this satisfaction in her own occupaperhaps
tions arose the reproving speech directed against her sister
conscience was aroused, and testified that Mary had more of Jesus

vice, includes here all

;

Luke X.
than she.

But

88-42.
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was not
and pure, she suffered herself to be fettered by
external activities, which in reality were more agreeable to her, and
oiit of this state of mind arose her speech.
Jealous of Mary, she
wished her to be as she herself was. (The verb awavriXaiifidveaOai,
as her craving for heavenly enjoyments

sufficiently strong

to support, to lidp, occurs

Yer. 41,

again only at Rom.

viii.

2G.)

42.^The

address of Jesus to Martha refers less to
household activity in itself (for that nmst be cared for) than to the
state of mind in which she went about it, and the comparison she

and Mary. He rebukes
being careful, and rvpiidi^eiv, being troubled (the
word occurs only here in the New Testament, it corresponds to the
Latin turbare), that is, her restless spirit of action, as moved by the
instituted in this respect between herself
first

the

i-iepinvav,

impulses of creature-affection
things with the one

tiling,

;

and he next contrasted the many

aloug with the intimation that for the

sake of the former she was losing the latter, while yet this latter,
not the former (compare on Matth. iii. 14, 15), was of essential
necessity* {xpda).
It is one of the peculiarities of the Saviour's
discourses, that they often in few words say all that is necessary to
bring everlasting truth, in some special view of it, home to all times

and circumstances.

Standing at the very heart and centre of the
he without violence entwined the minutest and least
important circumstances of the present with the loftiest eternal
spiritual world,

verities.
In the efforts of the two sisters the Lord brings the
nothingness of aU love and care for the creature, into close comparison with care for what is everlasting. The one thing must so

be laid hold of by the soul, that no striving after anything else may
it
and having begun with one thing it will be able
to deal not merely with many things, but with all things else
not
in such a way, however, that these shall have the ascendancy and
similarly rouse

;

—

take captive the mind's

life,

but that

bring every act into harmony

pure and holy

Mary

chosen.

mth

it

shall itself bear

the highest end of

sway and

This
the one and the Eternal portion, had
expressions i-i^pig, part, allotment, and i^eXi^aro,
life.

effort after

The

mutually determine each other's meaning. The former points
to the election of grace, the latter to man's free determination to
embrace it. By the combination of the two (2 Pet. i. 10) spiritual
life is rendered complete, inasmuch as the individual thus lays hold
of the gift as his own, and in doing so places it beyond the reach of
chose,

* The clause ivbr 6s hri. XP^^O- is wanting in Cod. D. Other MSS. read hl.lyuv or
On these readings J. D. Michaclis founds his translation one dish i3
jj hog.
enough for us. Certainly the reading d/ityuv seems to be grounded on some such idea.

—

6?.i-yuv

The common

text,

however,

is

sufiBciently

established

by

critical authorities,

reference of the passage to a dish of food is altogether excluded, as well

by

the subsequent expression dyad/) fitptg.

by the

and the
Jf

as also

Luke X.
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41,

42

;

XI. 1-8.

of his will to embrace it, a man
(Matth. xxv, 29). For Martha, the thought
thus expressed includes also this warning, to care for the one tiling
first, and in that way to make her calling (which certainly was a

Witliout

loss.

may

free decision

tlie

lose his calling

one from that of Mary) equally firm and imperishable.

different

DiRECTioxs Eespecting Prayer.

§ 6.

(Luke

xi. 1-13.)

h

The

tottco tlvl, in a certain place, shews [that Luke
indefinite
from having in view a narrative of a journey, and with this a
series of events regularly succeeding each other in time and place]
he may, therefore, have been often guided in his arrangement more
by the connexion of the matter than by local association.

is

far

;

Ver. 1-4.

— As

compare Matth.

to the detailed exposition of the Lord's prayer

vi.

9-13.

of the particular form

it

It only

remains for us to speak here

bears in the text of Luke, for

it

is

not

doubted that the text in this Gospel has been interpolated
from the more lengthened recension of Matthew, First, in the
address, the words rifiCiv 6 Iv rolg ovpavdlg are undoubtedly genuine
in Matthew, but like the entire petition y£vr]d}j-co rb M?^7]iid oov k. t.
A., which is the firmly established reading of Matthew, they are in
to be

of questionable authority. The same thing applies also to the
concluding words dXXd pvaai ijiiug k. t. X. It is true that by these
omissions the prayer is in no respect rendered specifically different,

Luke

for the yEvj]d/jrcj
iXdero) cov

i]

a.

r.

A.

is

(iaoilda, in the

merely a further cariying out of the
same way that the dXXd pvoai k. t. X.

filling up of the antecedent idea /«?) ehev^yKrjg i)iidg elg
But the beautiful harmony which the prayer exhibits as
given by Matthew is wanting in the shorter recension of Luke, for

contains a
veipaaimv.

the

first

half of

it

(compare on Matth,

clauses, is disproportionately curtailed.

vi. 9),

The

comprising only two

recension of

Matthew

should therefore be considered as the original form of the prayer, for

what

is

peculiar to

him cannot

originating in later traditions

;

possibly be a

that of

mere amplification
other hand as

Luke on the

an abbreviated form, inasmuch as he deals in a similar way with
several of those passages which Matthew has included in the Sermon on the Mount. (Compare the beginning of the Sermon on the
Mount.)

—

Ver. 5-8,
To the prayer thus given, there are fittingly subjoined admonitions as to the use of it. Especially is persevering
earnestness of supplication urgently enjoined.
In the first verses
this

is

done in the form of a parable, in the

last (9-13)

by figurative

Luke XI.

9-13.
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The latter verses have ah-eady been explained at
Matth. vii. 7, seq. ; the parable of the benighted traveller wlio by
continued entreaty prevails with his neighbour and causes him to
fulfil his desire, is peculiar to Luke.
It has no difficulties beyond
the single circumstance, that as appears from this comparison, the
impure motives (the dvau5eia) as well of the suppliant as of him
expressions.

who

suffered himself to be persuaded, form the point of comparison

most exalted relations. (Of the same nature is
which passage also treats of prayer, and in it
compared to an unjust judge.) But first as respects the

for ilhistrating the

Luke
Grod

xviii. 1, seq.,
is

importunity (dvaldeia) of the suppliant, it is not to be overlooked
that he is here pleading not for himself but for his guest ; his pressing importunate petitions acquire thus a nobler motive he entreats
bread that he may not be compelled to violate the holy rites of
;

hospitality.

From

the

man who

yields to the prayer,

indeed dissociate an unworthy motive

;

we cannot

the nobler one of love

is

ex-

and he grants what is asked, only that he may
get rid of the suppliant—and yet this is applied to God.
Here,
however, we must have recourse to that usage in regard to parables
(compare on Matth. ix. 16), which makes the comparison express
not merely the j)Ositive objective truth, but modifies it to meet the
subjective position of him for whose understanding and instruction
Here the Saviour places himself on the level of the
it is designed.
man who knows from experience that God often delays long the fulpressly excluded,

him directly as unrighteous (see on
doing which he merely sets forth fully the impression as felt in such circumstances by a petitioner weak in the faith,
and he adds the requisite exhortations according to this impression.
Thus do the parables constantly appear as having proceeded from

filment of prayer, delineating

Luke

xviii. 1), in

the liveliest conception of man's circumstances, and a truthful expression of spiritual relations adapting themselves immediately to

our earthly condition. How far the interpretation of individual
traits in the parable (for example here the midnight as denoting the
time of deepest internal darkness and need) should be carried, must
In the parables of Jesus,
certainly reipaain somewhat uncertain.
however, which proceed upon powers of conception so rich, it should
on the whole be maintained as a rule that no single trait is lightly
to be overlooked, unless in adhering to it, we do obvious violence to
the similitude as a whole.
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